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Editor's Note

This volume (Vol.27, Nos. 1 & 2) of Bangladesh Journal of Political
Economy (BJPE) contains select papers presented at the Bangladesh
Economic Association (BEA) 17th Biennial Conference held in 2010
and papers presented at the Regional Conferences organized by BEA
during 2010-12 period in Chittagong, Kushtia, Mymensingh, and
Rajshahi.  In addition to these, this volume contains articles which are
submitted to the Editor for publication mostly during the last one
year.  All the papers included in this volume were reviewed by both
internal and external reviewers, and concurred by the Editorial Board
for publication.
Let me express my indebtedness to the authors, the reviewers, and the
members of the Editorial Board of the Journal.  Special thanks are
due to Prof. Ayubur Rahman Bhuyan and Prof. Toufic Ahmad
Choudhury, who, as members of the Editorial board of the Journal,
shouldered much more responsibilities than usual for a member.

(Abul Barkat)
President, Bangladesh Economic Association
Editor, Bangladesh Journal of Political Economy
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1

Role of Trade in Development

Pascal Lamy1

Dear Mr. Chairman,
Distinguished Guests,
Ladies and Gentleman,

It is a great honour for me to join you today at the Bangladesh Economic
Association, a group full of wisdom and vision.

The central theme of my speech today is the role of trade in fostering
development. As countries integrate into the global economy, trade plays an
important role in helping roll back extreme poverty  and Bangladesh exemplifies
this well. Your country boasts  one of the largest young labour forces in the world
and  the past decade has witnessed rapid economic growth of the Bangladesh
economy. Merchandise exports and imports enjoyed annual double digit growth.
Today, the country is known for its globally competitive garment industry and it
is a major player in world exports of clothing. The pharmaceutical and chemical
industries are thriving.  

As a result, extreme poverty is in retreat. The World Bank estimates that an
unprecedented 550 million people escaped abject poverty over the last decade.
As we look to 2015 and evaluate progress on the Millennium Development Goals,
the record of Bangladesh in addressing extreme poverty will be one of the
positives on the balance sheet.  

1 Director-General, WTO.
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On the other hand, Bangladesh remains a Least-Developed country today with
serious development concerns. How to create sufficient jobs for the young people
entering the labour market? How to improve infrastructure bottlenecks? How to
attract more foreign direct investment? How to diversify your exports?  How to
link Bangladesh industries to global value chains? These are a few of the many
challenges facing the country’s policy makers.

Progress on Poverty

Let me go back to the World Bank report to develop my theme.  In 1981, 77 per
cent of people in East Asia and the Pacific lived in extreme poverty, measured at
$1.25 per day The region posted the highest rate of extreme poverty in the world.
By 2008, the figure had dropped to 14 per cent, one of the lowest. 

Nowhere is this dramatic turnaround illustrated  better than in Thailand.  In 1981,
22 per cent of Thais lived in extreme poverty. By 2009, it was 0.4 per cent.  In
July 2011, the World Bank upgraded Thailand from a lower-middle income
economy to upper-middle income economy. 

The virtual elimination of extreme poverty in Thailand can be attributed to the
country’s sustained economic growth for more than two decades.  

Global Supply Chains

Why quote Thailand in a speech to the Bangladesh Economic Association?
Bangladesh is a regional partner of Thailand in the Bay of Bengal Initiative for
Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Co-operation. But that’s not why I
mention Thailand. The reason is to be found in global supply chains.  

Last year’s terrible flooding took the lives of over 600 people in Thailand.
Flooding is of course a scourge which Bangladesh knows only too well. Flood
defence and climate change are understandably high government priorities. The
Thai floods left much of Bangkok under water. They also exposed the full extent
of Thailand’s presence in global value chains. This integration in global
production and supply is particularly advanced in automobiles, car parts and
electronics — notably in hard disk drives.  

Some analysts believe that the floods have wrought a downturn in the hard disk
drive industry world-wide even more severe than that caused by the economic
crisis of 2008. Market estimates suggest that hard disk drive shipments fell by
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nearly 28 per cent in the final quarter of 2011.  And this of course has had knock-
on effects in global supply chains.

A cascade effect can also be seen in automotive assembly and production.
Thailand exports some 900,000 vehicles to places like Australia, New-Zealand,
Europe, Middle East, Mexico and South Africa. Auto part makers in the flood-
affected regions are an integral part of national, regional and global supply chains.
The crisis forced a scaling back of auto production in Indonesia, the Philippines
and Vietnam.  It delayed vehicle delivery in other parts of the world.  

Beyond Thailand itself, the flooding brought a further unwelcome shock to the
Japanese economy in 2011. Japanese companies maintain extensive
manufacturing operations in areas affected by the disaster.  

These supply chain shocks are tangible evidence of Thailand’s penetration of
global value chains.  

I note them because they illuminate the reality of the processes which the WTO
and the Japanese think tank IDE-JETRO described in joint research which was
published last year on trade patterns and global value chains in East Asia.  

The key message of this report is that increasing geographic fragmentation of
value chains has led to a surge of trade flows in intermediate goods, especially in
the manufacturing sector.  In 2009, trade in intermediate goods was the most
dynamic sector of international trade, representing more than 50 per cent of non-
fuel world merchandise trade.  Twenty years ago, the import content of exports
was twenty per cent. Today it is around 40%. 

This trade in parts, components and accessories encourages the specialization of
different economies, leading to a “trade in tasks” that adds value along the
production chain. Specialization is no longer based on the overall balance of
comparative advantage of countries in producing a final good, but on comparative
advantage in “tasks” that countries complete at steps along the global value chain.  

And for developing countries, specializing in one part of the supply chain offers
new opportunities. It lowers the cost of entry for new entrants who need only
focus on one part of the chain, not all the linkages in that chain.  

This process has transformed the Thai economy and helped all but eradicate
extreme poverty in the country. How? Through the employment opportunities
which have been created and through the tax revenues generated - tax revenues
which also help sustain fiscal transfers to the poor.  

3
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Bangladesh and Global Supply Chains

National 2010 survey data highlights that extreme poverty still blights the lives of
some 30 per cent of Bangladeshi households, and falls disproportionately heavily
on women. But here too, poverty is also in retreat. The national poverty headcount
rate fell by 8.5 per cent between 2005-2010 - accelerating a positive trend that
began in the 1990s and coincided with the progressive opening of the Bangladesh
economy.  I say coincided, but it is no coincidence if you want my view. 

Various factors are at play, not least the creation of safety nets and the
government’s positive handling of the fuel, food and finance shocks of the past
five years. One might of course also cite micro-credit, but for me, two factors
stand out: Ready-Made Garments and Remittances.  

The growth of the garments sector has been critical, notably in its impact on
women’s employment and income. Some 5,000 firms are creating employment
opportunities for more than three million people, of which 80 per cent are women
who mostly come from rural areas.  The sector is also creating a similar number
of jobs in complementary industries or services that service this lead sector.  

Employment is lifting people out of poverty. Income remitted by city garment
workers is cushioning the vagaries of village life.  And tax revenue is starting to
contribute to the government’s ambitious public investment expansion. The
garment sector is of course one part of a global value chain that runs through
Geneva, Milan, Hong Kong, Singapore or New York and back into company
boardrooms in Dhaka., 

Let me again draw comparison between Bangladesh and its partner in the Bay of
Bengal project, Thailand. From an historic base of silk and cotton production,
Thailand’s textile industry has diversified into a combination of petrochemical
and agricultural companies that supply the synthetic and natural fibres and
filaments to manufacture textiles. Initially driven by low-cost labour, garment
manufacture has now moved up the value chain. One can imagine a similar
growth trajectory for Bangladesh and one which inspires Bangladesh’s
entrepreneurs to branch out of textiles and into the thrust sectors, which the
government believes hold promise for the Bangladesh economy. 

The other factor I mentioned is remittances.  Running at over 10 percent of GDP
and rising, remittances help stabilize Bangladesh’s balance of payments. Like the
income sent home by garment factory employees, remittances are a source of
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resilience and poverty reduction, particularly in rural areas. The central bank of
Bangladesh estimates inflows at $12 billion last year, up 10 percent from 2010,
dwarfing the figures for foreign aid or foreign direct investment.  

Why do I mention remittances in the same breath as trade?  For the simple reason
that over 7 million Bangladeshis are working abroad. The openness of these
markets to temporary labour migration is aiding Bangladesh’s economic growth.
Bangladeshi expertise in shipbreaking means Bangladeshis are in demand for
shipbuilding jobs in Singapore. The diversification of the Gulf economies into
financial and other services is being constructed on the enduring foundation of
Bangladeshi brawn and know-how. Bangladeshis are on the staff at WTO. In
WTO jargon, we term it trade in services. And the efficiency of financial service
markets also determines the cost of remitting that income back home.

The spread of the global economy is opening opportunities for Bangladesh.  

Government and Global Supply Chains

This again is not to gloss over the development challenges which Bangladesh and
other LDCs face.  Let me highlight three areas which seem key to me for LDCs
to take advantage of the geographical extension of global supply chains:

The facilitating role of government;

The regional context; and

Supply chain governance.

The facilitating role of government

The challenge of any government, regardless of the country’s level of
development, is to turn policy documents into development deliverables.
Government is about trade-offs.  One fundamental trade-off for LDCs is the level
of tariffs needed for public investment to address infrastructure bottlenecks versus
a level of tariffs which favours export led-growth and diversification.  This trade-
off is particularly acute in LDCs which lack significant resource endowments.
Striking the right balance is a critical factor in entering value chains. 

Remittances are a remarkable tool for poverty alleviation, but their efficacy can
also be enhanced.  Addressing the business climate and regulatory issues that hold

5
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back foreign direct investment in key sectors will improve the efficacy of
remittance flows too.  

The regional context

Energy is a fundamental constraint for many LDCs and a brake on their economic
development. Bangladesh is no exception. Like bottlenecks in transport
infrastructure, addressing energy constraints requires national investment by the
public and private sector, Aid for Trade and foreign direct investment.  

Solutions often also have a strong regional component. Let me give you some
examples. The Asian Development Bank supported Central Asia Regional
Economic Cooperation has disbursed loans and grants worth almost $17 billion
over the past decade. Likewise, the Greater Mekong Delta Sub-regional forum
mobilized some $15 billion for more than 50 investment projects over a similar
timeframe.  

The potential is there for similar tangible regional cooperation in South Asia, be
it through SAARC or the Bay of Bengal initiative or other formats.  And there are
positive signs that the political climate in the region may be improving too.  I hope
that the initiatives envisaged for railways, roads and energy co-operation lead to
similar outcomes as they have in the Central Asia Region and the Greater Mekong
Delta.  

As the recent SAARC agreement to run a demonstration container train between
Bangladesh, India and Nepal highlights, it is not only Bangladesh’s future
prosperity which is in question.  Chittagong should be a regional hub and take its
rightful place among the world’s great ports. 

Supply chain governance

“Made in the World” is the reality driving global trade. But national discourse on
trade and economic policy is still couched in terms of “Made in Country X or Y”.
A trade discourse built on these feeble foundations encourages a “winner takes
all” attitude at odds with the realities of the global economy.  The conflicting
positions it encourages are in opposition to the co-operation that defines modern
supply chains.  

There is no doubt the extension of global supply chains creates new opportunities
for poor countries and contributes to reductions in extreme poverty.  

6 Bangladesh Journal of Political Economy Vol. 27, No. 1 & 2
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But again this reality is at odds with the popular image elsewhere in the world
which envisions exploitation and servitude in “sweat shops.”  Fortunately, supply
chain managers realize they must challenge this image.  Enforcement of codes of
conduct and government collaboration with the ILO and other organizations is
essential to challenging preconceptions. Addressing this challenge is important
for the future political and economic viability of supply chains - and for the
poverty alleviation promise which they hold. 

Conclusions

Like the economies of East Asia a generation ago, the realities of modern
Bangladesh can be said to be out of step with the image of the country abroad.
The same is true of the popular image of trade and development in some quarters,
where the two are seen as being somehow in conflict.  The experience of East Asia
belies this trite conception.  

Trade very much supports economic growth and development, provided it is
framed by adequate  policies and conditions. One of these conditions is the
improvement of the global level playing field, i.e. establishing proper multilateral
disciplines. Another part lies in ensuring adequate domestic policies in
infrastructure, in business environment, in redistribution policies or in education.  

During my tenure as Director-General of the WTO, and throughout my working
life, I have sought to challenge this pre-conception that open trade would be in
contradiction with the goal of poverty reduction. It is fundamentally at odds with
the realities of our “made in the world” lives.  The tired conceit of protecting
LDCs from global trade robs the poorest of their entrepreneurial talent and
negates their comparative advantage. Trade offers a way to escape binding
national constraints to growth in LDCs. As the global economy moves east, my
advice to you is to be a part of it. 

Thank you for your attention.
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Mismatch of Minority Population in Bangladesh:
Population Census vis- -vis National Voter List

ABUL BARKAT1

ABDULLAH AL HUSSAIN2

M D. ISMAIL HOSSAIN3

Abstract

Population census enumerates all individual of a country irrespective of
their age, sex, caste, religion, occupation and socioeconomic condition.
Every citizen has the right to be included in the population census. Census
is not only listing of the people, it is much more than listing per se. Census
data is the basis of all development activities and future planning of a
nation. As a result, all citizens regardless of their socioeconomic identity
and status should be included in the census. On the other hand, voter list
includes all adult (18 years and above) individuals irrespective of their age,
sex, caste, religion, occupation and socioeconomic condition. Therefore, the
estimated adult population in the census should be equal to that in the voter
list in a given period of time. Religious minority populations in Bangladesh
declined drastically during the last century due to sociopolitical reasons.
According to the latest population censuses, this declining trend is still
continuing.  However, there is also a claim of ‘enumeration politics’ in the
population censuses. It is said that the religious minority populations in the
censuses are undercounted. The reason for such undercounts may be
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population politics or merely negligence to the minority people or both.
Exclusion of citizens, particularly the minority people from the enumeration
of census is violation of law as well as human rights because minority
population requires more attention to bring them in the mainstream. The
most authentic but impossible way to investigate into this claim is to conduct
another census with highest possible accuracy. However, resource and time
shall not permit any authority to do so. A comparison between the
population in the census and that in the voter list can also reveal this fact to
some extent. Using a scientific method this study followed the second option
and found that over 6 per cent of the religious minority populations are
missing in the last census (2001).          

Keywords: Religious minority, population census, undercount of minority,
population politics, religion and social exclusion.

1. Introduction 

According to latest census estimates, non-Hispanic white children now make up
the minority of babies born in the United States for the first time. The preliminary
data highlight demographic changes that could reshape US government policy1.
While minorities are becoming majority in the developed world (at least in a
country like the USA), the scenario is exactly the opposite in the developing
world. Minority people are declining here in the course of time. In Bangladesh,
the trend seems worse. Along with a declining trend of the minority population,
here comes another issue of debate—undercounting the minority in the population
census. This study makes an attempt to investigate into that hypothesis.      

1.1 Bangladesh Census Years

Bangladesh has a long history of census. The first population census took place in
1872. Since then census has been conducted every 10 years. Since the
independence from Pakistan in 1971, as many as five population censuses were
conducted in the country including the fifth population census that took place
between 15 and 19 March 2011. The Table below shows the census years and the
socio-political situation prevailing during the censuses:   

As the previous censuses took place in relatively less stable political situations,
the fifth census were expected to be more accurate because of its timing.
However, the latest census could not avoid controversy. The population, as
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According to UNFPA’s annual report on “State of the world population 2010”,
released in October 2010, the population of Bangladesh was 164.4 million2. Since
many raised questions about the accuracy of the census, the Bangladesh Institute
of Development Studies (BIDS) was assigned for the first time for the task of
post-enumeration check. BIDS has estimated that Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics
(BBS) failed to count 3.97 percent of the population in the 2011 census3.

3
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Table 1: Bangladesh Population censuses

Census Year  Socio-political situation  
1974 A new country after the liberation and in the face of a famine  

1981 A transitional period in the national politics: Army took over the 
power from another army -backed government    

1991 A transitional period in the national politics: A democratic 
government just took over after 15 years of non -democratic rule  

2001 A transitional period in the national politics: A new government 
just took over  

2011 In the mid-point of a government  

Population census: Information discord?
The fifth population census has been conducted after ten years in 2011. It is impossible
to deny the significance of population census in the development of a country. The
researchers, planners, businessmen, learners, even the politicians of home and abroad
are using the data and information of the census as the tools or raw materials for their
research. If there is any discrepancy in the data and information, the entire work plan
will be challenged. According to the preliminary findings of the population and housing
census 2011, Bangladesh's population now stands at 14.23 crore which has created
debates among the experts and is not in line with the UNICEF, UNDP and other reports.
Other reports showed that our population is more than 16 crore. Due to the negligence
of the field workers in visiting every house, the reliability of the report is being
questioned. Needless to say that the information of the census is vital in preparing ADP
or other economic plans. The controversy about the population census is unexpected.

The Daily Star: Sunday, July 31, 2011

estimated by the latest census, is 22 million less than the figure projected by the
United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) in 2010. 

2 The Financial Express. VOL 18 NO -273 REGD NO DA 1589 | Dhaka, Sunday July 17, 2011
3 bdnews24.com. “3.97% people uncounted in census”. April 9, 2012.

http://bdnews24.com/details.php?id=222078&cid=2



2. Religious Composition of Bangladesh Population

The National Report of the Bangladesh Population Census4 2001contains a
separate chapter (Chapter 8) on religious composition of population. For clear
understanding of the population growth by religion, the following section has
been written on the basis of data and analysis presented in the report.  

2.1 Population Growth by Religion

Numerical distribution and percentage variation of major religious communities
in Bangladesh from 1901 to 2001 have been furnished in Table 2 (Table 8.1 in the
original report of Bangladesh Population Census 2001). The table shows that in
terms of percentage variations over the preceding censuses, the Muslim
community increased by 10.9 percent in 1911 over 1901. On the other hand,
comparatively lower increasing trends of this community have been observed in
1921 and 1931. High mortality due to the occurrence of famines, droughts and
epidemic diseases during this period might be the causes of these slow trends. A
sharp decline by 10.1 percentage points in 1951 over 1941 may be explained by
the net effect of out migration. That is the emigrated number of Hindus after
independence of 1947 was relatively larger than the immigrated number of
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Table 2: Numerical Distribution and Percentage Variation by Major Religious
Communities, 1901-2001

Muslim Hindu Buddhist  Christian  Others Census 
Year 

Population 
(000) Number 

(000) 
Percent 

variation  
Number 

(000) 
Percent 

variation  
Number 

(000) 
Percent 

variation  
Number 

(000) 
Percent 

variation  
Number 

(000) 
Percent 

variation  
1901 28927 19113 NA 9545 NA …… NA …… NA 269 NA 
1911 31555 21202 10.9 9952 4.3 …… NA …… NA 401 49.1 
1921 33254 22646 6.8 10166 2.2 …… NA …… NA 442 10.2 
1931 35604 24731 9.2 10453 2.8 …… NA 61 NA 359 (-)18.8 
1941 41999 29509 19.3 11747 12.4 …… NA 53 (-)13.1 690 92.2 
1951 41933 32227 9.2 9239 (-)21.3 319 NA 107 101.9 41 (-)94.1 
1961 50840 40890 26.9 9380 1.5 374 17.2 149 39.3 47 14.6 
1974 71478 61039 49.3 9673 3.1 439 17.4 216 45.0 111 136.2 
1981 87120 74587 23.7 10570 9.3 538 22.6 275 27.3 250 125.2 
1991 106315 93881 24.4 11179 5.8 623 15.8 346 25.8 286 14.4 
2001 123851 111079 18.3 11379 1.79 840 34.8 357 3.2 198 (-)30.8 

Source: National report (Provisional), Bangladesh Population Census 2001, page 65  

Note: 
1. Hindus in this and subsequent tables include both caste Hindus and Scheduled caste. 
2. Christian community is not available separately in the zila of Sylhet in 1931 census and as

such they have been included… in/others
3. …..means merged with others
4. NA-means Not Available. 

4 Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics. Population Census 2001 (National Report Provisional). July
2003



Muslims from India. Moreover there was severe famine during 1941 to 1945 due
to the Second World War which caused a huge loss of life from starvation. From
1961 to 1991, the rates of increase of Muslim population were high but in 2001 it
again declined to 18.3% from 24.4% in 1991. High fertility with moderately
declining level of mortality during the last four decades may account for this rapid
increase. 

The decennial variations of Hindu population in Bangladesh have shown slow
trend of increase over the census year 1901 to 1941 and 1961 to 2001.  This may
be partly due to the prevalence of relatively lower fertility among the Hindu
population. The Hindu population decreased by 21.3 percent points in 1951. This
may be partly due to the migration of Hindus from the former East Bengal to West
Bengal on account of the partition of British India and the creation of the two
independent and sovereign states of Pakistan and India in 1947.

2.2 Religious Composition over Time

Percentage distributions of population by different religious communities of the
country from 1901 to 2001 have been presented in Table 3 (Table 8.2 in the
original report).  The figures in the table show that the proportion of Muslim
population in 1901 was 66.1 percent which has risen to 89.7 percent in 2001 and
this has increased by 23.6 percent points during the last ten decades since 1901.
Comparatively rapid increases in Muslim population are noticed from the census
year 1961. The percent variations of the composition of Muslim population
between the census years 1941 to 1951 and 1961 to 1974 calculate to 6.6 and 5.0
percent points respectively. It is observed from the table that the Hindu population
has declined from 33.0 percent in 1901 to 9.2 percent in 2001. The aggregate
reduction was about 23.8 percent points over 1901. The differential growth rates
between Muslims and Hindus, the migration of Hindus following the partition of
the subcontinent in 1947, Indo-Pak war in 1965 and the Liberation war of
Bangladesh in 1971 coupled with relatively lower fertility rate of Hindu
population are the likely causes for decline in the relative share of Hindu
population in Bangladesh. The Buddhists and the Christians are the minor
religious communities in Bangladesh. There is virtually no change in the
composition of these two communities since 1974. The combined share of these
two groups to the total population of the country is only 1.0 percent.  In terms of
percentages the size of Christian population to the total population remained
constant at 0.3 percent while Buddhist population at 0.7 percent in 2001. The
percentage distribution of population by religious communities from 1951 to 2001
is depicted in the Figures 1, 2, and 3.
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2.3 Variations in Age Structure  

Age structure of the population of different religions is shown in Table 4 (Table
8.5 in the original report) which exhibits significant variations between religions.
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Table 3 : Population by religious Communities in Percentage, 1901-200

Census 
Year 

Total Muslim Hindu Buddhist  Christian Others 

1901 100.00 66.1 33.0 - - 0.9 
1911 100.00 67.2 31.5   1.3 
1921 100.00 68.1 30.6   1.3 
1931 100.00 69.5 29.4  0.2 1.0 
1941 100.00 70.3 28.0  0.1 1.6 
1951 100.00 76.9 22.0 0.7 0.3 0.1 
1961 100.00 80.4 18.5 0.7 0.3 0.1 
1971 100.00 85.4 13.5 0.6 0.3 0.2 
1981 100.00 86.7 12.1 0.6 0.3 0.3 
1991 100.00 88.3 10.5 0.6 0.3 0.3 
2001 100.00 89.7 9.2 0.7 0.3 0.2 

Source: National report (Provisional), Bangladesh Population Census 2001, page 66  

Source: National Report (Provisional) Bangladesh Population Census 2001, page 67



It seems that Muslim, Buddhist and Christian have more population in the
younger age groups than that of Hindu population both in the 2001 and 1991
censuses. It is also true in both urban and rural areas. This reflects prevalence of
comparatively lower fertility levels in Hindu community. 
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Table 4 : Population be Age, Religion and Locality in Percentage 1991 and

2001 1991 Age 
group  Muslim  Hindu Buddhist  Christian  Others  Muslim  Hindu Buddhist  Christian  
Total  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
0-4 13.22 10.73 11.28 12.83 14.97 16.7 13.7 18.8 22.1 
5-9 13.74 11.70 12.68 13.86 14.03 16.8 14.9 15.1 13.2 
10-14 12.92 11.79 12.64 11.52 9.65 12.2 11.9 11.7 10.4 
15-19 9.64 9.88 9.28 9.30 8.10 8.4 8.4 9.0 8.4 
20-24 8.81 8.92 8.70 8.72 7.77 8.3 8.6 7.5 7.8 
25-29 8.67 8.85 9.11 8.46 8.51 8.5 8.9 7.7 8.0 
3034 7.01 7.47 7.01 7.36 7.53 6.1 6.6 6.0 6.0 
35-39 6.37 7.22 7.32 7.04 7.81 5.5 6.2 5.9 5.7 
40-44 4.95 5.52 5.46 4.82 5.48 4.3 4.7 4.2 4.3 
45-49 3.64 4.40 3.91 4.20 3.79 3.3 3.9 3.6 3.5 
50-54 3.19 3.62 3.55 3.09 3.42 2.9 3.2 3.0 3.0 
55-59 1.85 2.38 2.61 2.28 2.28 1.8 2.3 2.1 1.9 
60-64 2.25 2.59 2.29 2.46 2.66 2.1 2.5 2.1 2.2 
65-69 1.13 1.51 1.27 1.40 1.29 1.0 1.4 1.1 1.1 
70+ 2.61 3.33 2.87 2.67 2.70 2.1 2.8 2.2 2.4 
0-14 39.88 34.22 36.60 38.21 38.65 45.7 40.5 45.6 45.7 
15-64 56.38 60.94 59.26 57.72 57.36 51.2 55.3 51.1 50.8 
65+ 3.74 4.84 4.14 4.07 3.99 3.1 4.2 3.3 3.5 

3. Background and Objective of the Study

At the backdrop of huge decline in the religious minority people, particularly the
Hindus; as well as a hypothesis based on observation by different organizations
that the minority population is not only declining, they are also undercounted in
the population census, Self Help Association for Rural People through Education
and Entrepreneurship (SHAREE) initiated this study primarily with the following
objectives to investigate into the hypothesis: 

To explore the extent of inclusion or exclusion of minority in national
population census;
To investigate into the much-talked issue that minorities are always
undercounted in the population census;
Sketch population dynamics in the CHT in relevance to Census; and 
To forward some suggestions for inclusion of the excluded.



4. Methodology

For investigating into the hypothesis a comparative method has been adopted. The
comparison has been made between population enumerated by two major sources
of the government—the latest population census 2001 conducted by Bangladesh
Bureau of Statistics (BBS) preceding the last national Parliament election and the
voter list prepared by the Bangladesh Election Commission (EC). The detail of
the methodology has been described below:

4.1 The Documents

As mentioned earlier, two vital sources of population statistics—the latest
population census and the voter list, have been used for the comparison. The latest
available population census before the last national Parliament election is that of
the 2001 and the latest voter list was prepared in 2008 by the Bangladesh Election
Commission (EC). The population census is supposed to enumerate all the
individuals of all age, sex, caste, religion and occupation. However, the census
authority does not provide any document to the enumerated households as a proof
of enumeration. On the other hand, all individuals of 18 years and above are
supposed to be enumerated in the voter list. The Election Commission provided
all the enumerated individuals with a document called the National Identity Card
and the accuracy of their enumeration has been accepted by all at home and
abroad. As the ID card has been made an essential document for getting certain
services such as buying a cell phone connection, opening a bank account etc, there
is no scope of dropping any individual of 18 years or above. 

4.2 The Compared Populations

In the population census report, the heads for the religious composition of the
populations are ‘Muslims’, ‘Hindus’, ‘Christian’, ‘Buddhist’, ‘Other’ and ‘Tribal’.
On the other hand, the voter list does not contain any direct information about the
religious identity of the individuals. However, this document contains the name of
the individual, his or her father’s name and/or husband’s name and mother’s name
along with other information. Muslim names are very easy to identify at least in
the context of Bangladesh. However, if there is any difficulty with identifying the
religious identity from the name of any individual, his or her
father/mother/husband’s name can help come out of that difficulty. Thus, the
religious identity (Muslim or Non-Muslim) of the voters can be identified with
accuracy from the voter list prepared by EC. 
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In the census, the total population is also segregated by different age groups and
by religions. The population 10 years and above in 2001 is supposed to be 18
years and above in 2008 when the voter list was prepared. That is, the individuals
who were 10 years and above in 2001 became 18 years and above in 2008 and
hence have been included in the voter list. However, a portion of this population
also died between 2001 and 2008. Considering this, the age specific death rate has
been deducted from the census population in a compounding decreasing manner.
A simple framework of estimating voters in 2008 using 2001 census population is
shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 : A simple framework of estimating voters in 2008 
using 2001 census population

Years of 
age 

Years of  
age 

18 years of age  

2001 population census 
(by age) 

2008 voter list  
(voters) 

Voters 

0   1   2  3    4   5    6   7   8    9   10  

2008 Voters= those age 10 years and above in 2001 population census minus those
10 years and above in 2001population census who died between 2001 and 2008

4.3 The Sample Population and Study Area

For comparison purpose of the populations between the two documents, the
population data from the census as well as the voter list have been taken from 67
Unions of 7 Upazilas of 7 Districts of Bangladesh under the 7 administrative
Divisions5. The sample Districts, Upazilas and Unions have been shown in the
following table: 

Table 5 : Sample Districts, Upazilas and Unions

Division District Upazlia Number of Unions  
Rongpur Dinajpur  Kaharole  6 
Khulna Bagerhat  Mongla  6 
Rajshahi  Natore  Natore Sadar  13 
Barisal Pirojpur  Nazirpur  6 
Chittagonj  Chittagonj  Banshkhali  14 
Sylhet  Maulvibazar  Kulaura  11 
Dhaka Gopalgonj  Kotalipara  11 
Total 7 7 67 

5 Although the total number of Unions in the Upazilas is 77, 10 Unions have been dropped both
from the census and the voter list. These unions did not match in both of the sources because
of restructuring of borders or merging with other unions



As mentioned earlier, the comparison has been made between the number of
Muslim population and population of other religions. As sample, 67 Unions of 7
Upazilas from 7 districts (one from each Division) were selected. Voter list (2008)
of the Election Commission was considered as benchmark for the comparison.
Since the existing voter list only considers the adults (18 years and above),
comparison of the adult population (18 years and above) was used as a proxy for
the whole population. The voter lists of the 7 Upazilas were collected from the
Bangladesh Election Commission by Unions and Wards. Then the voters were
identified as Muslims and non-Muslims with the help of a number of research
associates (RA). The task was time consuming because the RAs had to read all the
names on the voter lists by hamlets, villages, wards, and then unions and then on
the basis of the name of the voters they decided whether the voter was a Muslim
or non-Muslim. Thus segregating the voters by all the hamlet, wards, union etc the
total number of Muslim as well as non-Muslim voters in the respective upazila
was obtained. Now, these voters have been considered as the population 18 years
and above in 2008 in that Upazila.

Adjusting the census population with death rate: 18 years and over population
(according to census) in 2008 has been estimated by adjusting age specific death
rate with the 10 years and over population of 2001. For the estimation of death
rates of this population between 2001 and 2008, the death rate of the year 2005
has been considered as the median year for population adjustment in the present
study. According to Sample Vital Registration System 2007, death rate of the
population 10 years and over in 2005 was 5.74 (per thousand)6. In this regard,
compound death rate has been used for the projection of total population of 18
years and over in 2008. The main rationale behind this compounding death rate
calculation is that- at the end of each year total population reduced due to specific
death rate; and so in the next year the death rate is worked out on a smaller amount
of population than the original population. Through this calculation, it has been
estimated that between 2001 and 2008, every 1000 population of 10 years and
over declined to 960 (18 years and over) due to death incidences occurring for that
age cohort. 

4.4 Three possible outcomes for 18 years and above Population

As per the methodology adopted for the study as well as the two vital sources of
data used, any of the following three outcomes are possible with the population:   
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1. EC = Census:  If the number of 18 years and above population
enumerated in the census and National Identity Card Project of the
Election Commission (EC) is found same, then it implies that there is
no mismatch. This is also the ideal scenario.   

2. EC > Census: If the number of 18 years and above population
enumerated in the census is less than that in the National Identity Card
Project of the Election Commission (EC), it implies that some people
are missing (undercounted) in the census. 

3. EC < Census: If the  population of 18 years and above enumerated in
the census is greater than that in the National Identity Card Project of
the Election Commission (EC), it implies that some people are
missing in the EC project (or they are over counted in census). 

While the first possibility indicates ideal situation, the second and the third
possibilities indicate deviation.  

5. Findings of the Study

This section describes the findings of the study. These are the outcome of analyses
of data from the census and the voter list. The findings have been discussed in line
with the three possibilities mentioned in the previous section. At first the overall
scenario has been depicted. Then the findings from each of the Upazilas have been
shown. Finally, some suggestions have been forwarded to include the potential
excluded individuals in the census.    

5.1 Overall Mismatch of Populations in the two documents 

Following the methodology, overall, a difference of 65,626 individuals is
observed between the estimated adult (18 years and above) population in the 2001
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census and that in the voter list in 7 study Upazilas in 2008. As data show,
according to the census, the estimated adult population in the study areas in 2008
was 10,65,958. However, as per Election Commission’s voter list, this population
is 10,00,333. That means Election Commission’s population was 6.2 per cent less
than the census population. Where have they come from in the census and why
are not they in the voter list?    

If the religious identity of the population is considered, population data of the 7
Upazilas show that in the same year, the Muslim population as per the census was
8,13,901 and the non-Muslim population was 2,52,058. However, as per Election
Commission data, the Muslim population of that year was 7,32,833 and the non-
Muslims were 2,67,500. Therefore it implies that, in the census the Muslim
population is shown 10 percentage points higher than that in the voter list of the
Election Commission. Ideally, both of the numbers are to be equal. On the other
hand, in 2008, according to the population census, the number of non-Muslim
population was 252,058 and that in the voter list was 267,500. That is, 5.77 per
cent of the non-Muslim population is missing in the census. 

Key Findings

In 67 Unions of 7 Upazilas, 15,442 religious minority people are
undercounted (missing) in census. However, they are found in the
voter list. The census authority does not provide the enumerated
households with any document. As a result, there is a scope of
dropping some households or some members of a particular
household. On the other hand, the Election Commission provided all
the listed adults with an identity card (well known as National Identity
Card). As the ID card has been made an essential document for getting
certain services such as buying a cell phone connection, opening a
bank account etc, there is no scope of dropping any individual of 18
years or above. Considering the voter list as more accurate, in the
study Upazilas the number of religious minority adult people would be
15,442 more than their number in the census. This might be true for
the populations of the other age groups as well.
Similarly, in the Census, over counted Muslim people are 81,068.
However, they do not exist in the voter list of Election Commission.
It is natural to raise the question where did they come from in census.
In 5 Upazilas, population of the religious minority was undercounted;
while in 2 Upazilas it was over-counted (Nazirpur and Kotalipara).
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The non-Muslim population in the voter list is observed 6.1 % more
than that in census report.
The Muslim population in voter list is observed 10% less than that in
census report.
If the voter list is considered accurate, the observation is that the
census undercounted the religious minorities and over counted the
religious majority (Muslim) populations.   
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Table 6 : Comparison of the population composition 
between census and voter list data (%)

Data Sources  Total 
population  

Muslim 
population (%)  

Population of 
other religions 

(% ) 
Census (7 Study Upazilas)  1,065,959 76. 4 23.6 
Voter list (7 Study Upazilas)  1,000,333 73.3 26.7 
National (Census 2001)  123,851,120  89.7 10.3 

5.2 Upazila Scenario: Kaharol (Dinajpur)

In Kaharol Upazila of Dinajpur district, the estimated adult population in 2008 as
per census was 97,402. According to EC data, this population was 96,578. That
means the census shows an additional 824 individuals who does not exist in the
voter list. By religion, census data suggest that the Muslim and Non-Muslim
population of 18 and above years of age in 2008 was 51,859 and 45,507
respectively. However, in the voter list, they were 49,025 and 47,553 respectively.
The data demonstrate that 28,340 additional Muslim adults are shown in the
census. However, they do not exist in the voter list. Similarly, a number of 2,046
non-Muslim adults are missing in the census but they are present in the voter list
of Election Commission. 



Key Findings

The non-Muslim population in voter list is  4.5 % more than that in
census report
The Muslim population in voter list is 5.5% less than that in census
report
If the voter list is considered accurate, the conclusion is that the census
undercounted the non-Muslims and over counted the Muslim
populations.

5.3 Upazila Scenario: Mongla (Bagerhat)

As per census data, the total adult population of Mongla Upazila of Bagerhat
district in 2008 was 66,110 and according to voter list the number is 64,202. That
means, there is a difference of 1908 individuals between the two sources. By
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religious identity, census data show that the number of adult Muslims in the
Upazila in 2008 was 43,204; and it was 39,951 in the voter list of EC. The figures



imply an over count of 3,253 individuals in the census. However, they are not
found in the voter list. Similarly, at that time non-Muslim adults in the Upazila as
per the census and voter list were 22,906 and 24,251 respectively. The finding
here is exactly opposite to that happening with the Muslims. At least 1,345 adult
non-Muslims are missing in the census. That means the census undercounted
these 1,345 adult non-Muslims.

Key Findings

The non-Muslim population in voter list is  5.9 % more than that in
census report
The Muslim population in voter list is 7.5% less than that in census
report.

5.4 Upazila Scenario: Nator Sadar (Nator)

As figure 8 shows, there is a difference of 7,630 adult individuals between the
census and the Election Commission data. The census population is 2.6 per cent
higher than that of the EC. Muslim adult population in the Upazila in 2008
according to census and EC was 272,476 and 250,311 respectively. That means in
the census 22,165 Muslims were over counted whose existence cannot be found
in the voter list. Likewise, the non-Muslim adult population of Nator Sadar was
25,125 according to census and 39,660 according to EC’s voter list. Considering
the Election Commission’s data as more accurate, it is clearly evident that the
census undercounted 14,535 non-Muslims during enumeration. 

Key Findings

The non-Muslim population in voter list is  57.9 % more than that in
census report

15
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The Muslim population in voter list is 8.1% less than that in census
report
The census undercounted the non-Muslims and over counted the
Muslim populations. 

5.5 Upazila Scenario: Nazirpur (Pirojpur)

In Nazirpur Upazila of Pirojpur district, in 2008 the number of adult population
as per the census and voter list was 84,205 and 72,568 respectively. That is, in the
Upazila the census over counted 11,637 adult individuals. If the religious identity
of the population is taken into consideration, 7,501 Muslims are found over
counted in the census. On the other hand, 4,136 non-Muslim people were also
over counted in the census.     

Key Findings

The non-Muslim population in voter list is  11.7 % less than that in
census report
The Muslim population in voter list is 15.4 % less than that in census
report.
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5.6 Upazila Scenario: Banshkhali (Chittagong)

Regardless of religious identity, the number of adult population of the Upazila in
2008 as per census (237,087) is 151,98 more than the voter list population in that
year. On the other hand, the number of Muslim adults as per census was 209,902
and in the voter list their number was 187,891. That is, a number of 22,011
Muslims were over counted in the census. However, the finding is opposite for the



non-Muslim population. Whereas the census data show the non-Muslim
population (18 years and above) of Banshkhali Upazila in 2008 was 27,185,
according to the voter list it was 33,998. That is, a number of 6,813 non-Muslim
people remained hidden or missing in the population census of 2001. 

Key Findings

The non-Muslim population in voter list is  25.1 % more than that in
census report
The Muslim population in voter list is 10.5% less than that in census
report
The census undercounted a large number of the non-Muslims and over
counted the Muslim populations

17
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5.7 Upazila Scenario: Kulaura (Maulavibazar) 

In Kulaura Upazila of Maulavibazar district, the adult population in the census in
2008 was 14,470 more than that in the voter list. At least 16,901 Muslim people
were over counted in the census that cannot be found in the voter list. Similarly,
2,431 non-Muslims were missing in the census and they are found in the voter list
of Election Commission.  

Key Findings

The non-Muslim population in voter list is  6.5 % more than that in
census report
The Muslim population in voter list is 13.4 % less than that in census
report
The census undercounted the non-Muslims and over counted the
Muslim populations.



5.8 Upazila Scenario: Kotalipara (Gopalgonj)

In Kotalipara Upazila of Gopalgonj district, the finding is somewhat different
from the other Upazilas discussed so far. However, the case is similar to that of
the Nazirpur Upazila of Pirojpur district. The census population of 18 years and
above is 13,959 more than the voter list of Election Commission. Here 6,367
Muslims are over counted who are not in the voter list. On the other hand, a
number of 7,592 non-Muslims were also over counted in the census.      

Key Findings

The non-Muslim population in voter list is  13 % less than that in
census report
The Muslim population in voter list is 10.3% less than that in census
report
The census over counted both the Muslim and the non-Muslim
populations.

Suggestion and Appeal

Population census is not only enumeration of the people, it is much more.
Therefore, exclusion of citizens, particularly the minority people from the
enumeration of census is violation of law as well as human rights because
minority population requires more attention to bring them in the mainstream. The
overall finding of the study is that the population census undercounts the religious
minority populations and over-counts the religious majorities. However, there are
also observations of undercounting the both. It clearly demonstrates the
inaccuracy of the census enumeration as well as negligence to the minority
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populations by the state party. Considering the importance of inclusion of all
citizens in the population census, it is worthwhile to put forward the following
suggestions:    

1. All individuals irrespective of caste, creed, religion, race, ethnicity,
occupational groups, “backward sections of citizens”, etc should be
enumerated in the census as per law. All excluded people must be included
in the census through post-enumeration check. This is absolutely necessary,
in compliance with the Constitution and the Vision 2021 (i.e., attaining a
secular, progressive, liberal democratic welfare State by year 2021), to
ensure true human development. 

2. Representatives from all excluded groups/people should be involved while
designing the population census.

3. All enumerated households can be given a document as a proof of
enumeration including the number of members enumerated to avoid
dropping of households or household members.    

19
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evsjv‡`‡k bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqb: gvbe Dbœqb 
cwiKíbvq hv fve‡Z n‡e  

Aveyj eviKvZ 1

bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqb: Dbœq‡bi c~e©kZ© 

Òbvixi ¶gZvqbÓÑ A_©‰bwZKmn mvgwMÖK Dbœq‡bi c~e©kZ© GK_v †KDB (¸wU K‡qK †gŠjev`x
Qvov) m¤¢eZ G †`‡k cÖKv‡k¨ A¯x̂Kvi K‡ib bv| `wjj-`¯Ív‡e‡R miKviI †h Zv ¯x̂Kvi K‡ib
Zvi Ab¨Zg cÖgvY n‡jv, evsjv‡`‡k msweav‡bi Òmsweav‡bi cÖvavb¨mnÓ, Òmgmy‡hvMÓ msµvšÍ
mKj welq‡K msweav‡b AšÍfy©w³; 1997-G bvix bxwZ cÖYqb (hw`I GLb G bxwZi we‡ivax kw³
R½x Kvq`vq gv‡V †b‡g‡Q); ¯’vbxq miKvimn wewfbœ cÖwZôv‡b bvixi AšÍfy©w³i weavb cÖPjb;
mnmªvã Dbœqb †NvlYvq (Millennium Development Declaration) ivóª wn‡m‡e Avgv‡`i
¯v̂¶i Kiv; mKj cwiKíbv `wj‡j bvixi mie Dcw¯’wZ (AšÍZ: KvM‡R)| Z‡e Kv¸‡R ¯x̂K…wZ
Avi ev¯Í‡e dvivK Av‡QÑ e¨vcK dvivK|

bvixi ¶gZvqb Avm‡j mvgwMÖK Dbœq‡bi c~e©kZ© n‡ZB n‡e| KviY G †`‡ki Rb¥UvB n‡qwQ‡jv
bvix-cyiæl wbwe©‡k‡l †`‡ki mevi Dbœq‡bi AvKv•¶v wb‡q| †h AvKv•¶vi gg©e¯‘ n‡jv ˆelg¨nxb
A_©bxwZ cÖwZôv Ges Amv¤cÖ̀ vwqK gvbm-KvVv‡gv m„wó| AvKv•Lvi G A‡_© cªK…Z Dbœqb gv‡b ïay
gv_vwcQy Mo Avq e„w× bq| cÖK…Z Dbœqb n‡jv gvbe Dbœqb (human development), Av‡iv
mwVK A‡_© ej‡j ej‡Z nq gvbweK Dbœqb (humane development)| Avi RbmsL¨vi A‡a©K
A_©vr bvix‡K ev` w`‡q, bvix‡K A¶gZvwqZ †i‡L G Dbœqb KíbvZxZ| KíbvZxZ G Kvi‡Y †h
Avgv‡`i †`‡ki ev¯ÍeZvi †cªw¶‡Z cÖK…Z G Dbœq‡bi A_© n‡Z n‡e (hv mvsweavwbK †PZbvi mv‡_
m¤ú~Y© mvhyR¨c~Y©): 

1 Aa¨vcK I †Pqvi, A_©bxwZ wefvM, XvKv wek¦we`¨vjq (B-‡gBj: hdrc.bd@gmail.com, hdrc@bangla.net)
Òevsjv‡`‡k bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqb: RvZxq gvbe Dbœqb cwiKíbvq hv fve‡Z n‡eÓ wk‡ivbv‡gi GKwU
cÖeÜ cÖeÜKvi 28 GwcÖj 2008 Zvwi‡L wcÖc Uªv÷ Ges A·dvg wRwe Av‡qvwRZ Ò`vwi`ª we‡gvPb †KŠkjcÎ
Ges bvixi ¶gZvqbÓ kxl©K RvZxq Kg©kvjvq DÌvcb K‡iwQ‡jb| eZ©gvb cÖeÜwU DwjøwLZ cÖe‡Üi cwiew×©Z
I cwiwkwjZ iƒc|
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1. gvby‡li cwic~~Y© Rxe‡bi my‡hvM m„wó I Zv m¤cÖmviY (ensuring opportunities for a
full life) Ñ G w`K †_‡K bvixiv wcwQ‡q Av‡QbÑ bvix‡`i wcwQ‡q ivLv n‡q‡Q; 

2. (Dbœqb cÖwµqvq) ewnt¯’‡`i AšÍfy©w³KiY (inclusion of the excluded)-bvixiv ewnt¯’B
wQ‡jb ewnt ’̄B Av‡Qb (Z_vKw_Z ÔmPjZvÕ hZB evo–K bv †Kb); 

3. gvby‡li Rb¨ c~Y© ¯v̂axbZv †fv‡Mi my‡hvM m¤cÖmviY (ensuring full freedom that
people shall enjoy), †hLv‡b _vK‡e A_©‰bwZK ¯v̂axbZv (economic empowerment
A‡_©), ivR‰bwZK ¯v̂axbZv, mvgvwRK myweavw`, ¯”̂QZvi wbðqZv Ges wbivcËvi wbðqZvÑ
Gme ¯v̂axbZvi cÖwZwU †¶‡ÎB bvix A-¯v̂axb| 

4. gvbyl Zvi wb‡Ri Rb¨ †h Rxeb g~j¨evb g‡b K‡i †m Rxeb †e‡Q †bqvi my‡hvM m¤cÖmviY
(expanding choices to lead lives people value)ÑG‡¶‡ÎI bvix Aek¨¤¢vexfv‡eB
cðv`c`| 

5. A-¯^vaxbZvi mKj Drm wZ‡ivwnZ Kiv (removal of all sources of un-
freedom)Ñbvixi Rb¨ †Kv_vq G cÖwµqv? 

6. mvsweavwbK I b¨vq AwaKvi‡K kª×v Kiv (respecting Constitutional and justiciable
rights)Ñ bvixi †¶‡Î welqwU Av‡`Š gvb¨ Kiv nq wK? 

7. mKj ai‡Yi `vwi`ª D‡”Q`-wbg~©j-n«vm (!) Kiv (eradicating poverty)Ñ †Kv_vq G
cÖwµqv? 

8. eÂbvi duv` †f‡½ †djv (breaking deprivation trap)Ñ `vwi`ª-D™¢~Z eÂbv,
¶gZvnxbZv-D™¢~Z eÂbv, wbtm½Zv-wew”QbœZv-GKvwKZ¡-D™¢~Z eÂbv, kvixwiK `ỳ ©kv-D™¢~Z
eÂbv, f½yiZv-D™¢~Z eÂbvÑ Gm‡ei †Kvb& eÂbv †_‡K bvix gy³? A_ev G gyw³i A_©c~Y©
cÖwµqviB ev Aw¯ÍZ¡ †Kv_vq? 

Avm‡j gvbweK Dbœq‡bi DwjøwLZ gg©e¯‘ G †`‡k ev¯Íe Rxe‡b ¯x̂K…Z bq| bvixi Rb¨ Zv Av‡iv
†ewk A¯x̂K…Z| Avi `wi`ª bvixi †¶‡Î me‡PÕ †ewk A¯x̂K…Z| Dbœq‡bi †K› ª̀we›`y‡Z gvbyl‡K
we‡klZ bvix‡K KLbI Ae¯’vb Kiv‡bv nqwbÑ m¤¢eZ m‡PZbfv‡eB GUv Kiv nqwb|
wcZ…Zvwš¿KZvmn mvgšÍ a¨vb-aviYv †_‡K ïiæ K‡i gy³ evRvi A_©bxwZ mswkøó A‡bK KviYB Gi
wcQ‡b AbymÜvb Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| 

Avgv‡`i †`‡ki ev¯ÍeZv Ges Avgv‡`i wcZ…Zvwš¿K mvgšÍ a¨vb aviYvi  mv‡_ mvhyR¨c~Y© weavq
Òbvixi ¶gZvqbÓ welqK GKwU M‡elYvi djvdj D‡jøL Kivi cÖ‡qvRb †eva KiwQ| cwðgv
GKRb mgvR M‡elK M‡elYv KvRwU K‡iwQ‡jb evg©vq (eZ©gv‡b gvqvbgvi)| wØZxq wek¦hy‡×i
Av‡M H M‡elK evgv©q wM‡q †`L‡jb †h bvixiv memg‡qB cyiæl‡`i wcQ‡b wcQ‡b nv‡Ub| G
†_‡K wZwb Dcmsnv‡i DcbxZ n‡jb †h evg©vi bvixiv cðvrc`, A¶gZvwqZ Ges wcZ…Zvwš¿KZvi
wkKvi| H GKB M‡elK wØZxq wek¦hy‡×i c‡i Avev‡iv Òbvixi ¶gZvqbÓ Ae¯’v †`Lvi Rb¨
evg©vq wM‡q †`L‡jb wVK D‡ëvUv A_©vr Av‡M bvix Pj‡Zv-nvU‡Zv cyiæ‡li †cQb-‡cQb Avi GLb
cyiæliv nvuU‡Q bvixi †cQb-‡cQb A_©vr bvix mvg‡b Avi cyiæl †cQ‡b| Drdzjø n‡q M‡elK
wjL‡jb evg©vq Òbvixi ¶gZvq‡bÓ bxie wecøe N‡U †M‡QÑ bvixiv GLb cyiæ‡li mvg‡b| Avm‡j
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NUbv D‡ëv| bvixiv †h Av‡M nvuU‡Qb Avi cyiæliv bvixi †cQ‡b (†ek ~̀i‡Z¡) Zvi KviY wØZxq
wek¦hy‡×i mgq evg©vq cÖPzi j¨vÛ gvBb †cuvZv n‡qwQ‡jv| A_©vr †h Av‡M nuvU‡e †m Av‡M gi‡e| 

bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqb-mswkøó wPšÍv-fvebvq ¸iæZ¡ w`‡Z n‡e †Kv_vq? 

Avgv‡`i ga¨weË ÒmykxjÓ mgv‡R bvix-wPšÍK‡`i msL¨v GLb A‡bK| bvixi cÖK…Z Ae¯’vUv
cÖ‡Z¨‡K wb‡Ri gZ K‡i A_ev wb‡Ri Ávb-eyw×-we‡eK-we‡ePbv w`‡q A_ev Ab¨ Kv‡iv G‡RÛv
Abyhvqx wePvi-we‡kølY K‡ib| Avi Z`byhvqxB bvix Dbœq‡bÑÒ¶gZvq‡bÓ A_©‰bwZK
¶gZvqbmnÑ †cÖmwµckb w`‡q _v‡Kb| 

G †`‡ki bvix Avm‡j `yÕw`K †_‡K wbišÍi eÂbvi wkKvi: cÖ_gZ, bvix bvix wn‡m‡eB ewÂZ,
wØZxqZ bvix `wi ª̀ gvbyl wn‡m‡e ewÂZ| Avi ZvB Avwg g‡b Kwi G †`‡k bvixi cÖK…Z Ae¯’v
Abyave‡b cÖ_‡gB bvixi Av_©-mvgvwRK †kªYx Ae¯’vb Rvbv me‡PÕ Riæwi| A_P ev¯Íe mZ¨ nj
GB †h me‡PÕ cÖ‡qvRbxq G welqwU Avgiv me‡PÕ Kg Rvwb| G Kvi‡YB bvixi A_©‰bwZK
¶gZvqb mswkøó KiYxq wba©vi‡Y bvixi †kªYxMZ Av_©-mvgvwRK web¨vm m¤úwK©Z AwfÁvb
welqwU‡Z Avwg me‡PÕ ¸iæZ¡ w`‡Z PvB|  

Avgvi wn‡m‡e (mviwY 1) 15 †KvwU gvby‡li G †`‡k 9 †KvwU 89 jvL gvbyl mivmwi `wi`ª-weËnxb
gvbylÑ hv‡`i 82 fvM A_©vr 8 †KvwU 90 jvL MÖv‡gi gvbyl Avi ev`evKx 18 fvM A_©vr 1 †KvwU
80 jvL kn‡i evm K‡ib| †kªYx KvVv‡gvi Av‡iK cÖv‡šÍ Av‡Qb abx gvbylÑ hv‡`i msL¨v 41
jvL| Avi gvSLv‡b Av‡Qb 4 †KvwU 70 jvL ga¨weË gvbyl (†`‡ki †gvU RbmsL¨vi 30%)| G
ga¨weË gvbyl Avevi we‡Ëi gvb`‡Ð wZbfv‡M wef³: 2 †KvwU 54 jvL gvbyl (†gvU ga¨we‡Ëi
54%) wbgœ ga¨weË, 1 †KvwU 46 jvL (†gvU ga¨we‡Ëi 31%) ga¨-ga¨weË, Avi ev`evKx 70
jvL (†gvU ga¨we‡Ëi 15%) D”P-ga¨weË| weMZ K‡qK eQ‡i `ªe¨g~‡j¨i EaŸ©MwZ Avi cÖK…Z
Avq n«v‡mi †h cÖeYZv Zv †_‡K wbwðZfv‡eB ejv hvq †h `wi`ª-weËnxb gvbyl GLb Av‡Mi †P‡q
Av‡iv `wi`ª n‡q‡Qb, Avi wbgœ-ga¨weË gvbyl wbtm‡›`‡n `wi`ª-weËnxb gvby‡li KvZv‡i †hvM
w`‡q‡Qb| †m †¶‡Î 15 †KvwU gvby‡li G‡`‡k cÖK…Z `wi ª̀-weËnxb gvby‡li msL¨v n‡e Kgc‡¶
12 †KvwU 43 jvL (A_©vr RbmsL¨vi 83%)| G 12 †KvwU 43 jvL gvbyl gvbe Dbœqb mswkøó
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mviYx 1 : evsjv‡`‡k 15 †KvwU gvby‡li Av_©-mvgvwRK †kªYx web¨vm, 2009 mvj
(wgwjqb RbmsL¨vq)

ga ẅeË †kªYx 
MÖvg/kni 

ẁi ª̀ 
(weËnxb) wbgœ  ga¨  D”P   †gvU  

abx me©‡gvU 

MÖvg  80.9 18.2 9.2 3.4 30.8 2.3 114 

kni  18.0 7.2 5.4 3.6 16.2 1.8 36 

†gvU  98.9 25.4 14.6 7.0 47.0 4.1 150 
Drm: cÖeÜKvi K…Z©„K wn‡meK…Z| wn‡me c×wZi we¯ÍvwiZ Rvb‡Z †`Lyb: Abul Barkat, “Economics of

Fundamentalism and the Growth of Political Islam in Bangladesh”, in Social Science Review,
Dhaka University, Vol-23, Number 2, December 2006.



†h †Kv‡bv gvcKvwV‡ZB `wi ª̀&| Avi G gvby‡li g‡a¨ A‡a©K gvbyl A_©vr 6 †KvwU 20 jvL bvix
(RbmsL¨vq bvix-cyiæl AbycvZ mgvb bq, “missing women”-Gi Kvi‡Y) wØgvwÎK (n‡Z cv‡i
eûgvwÎK) `wi`ªÑ GKevi bvix wn‡m‡e Avi GKevi `wi ª̀-weËnxb bvix wn‡m‡e| 

Avgvi aviYv G‡`‡k Avgiv hLb bvixi ¶gZvq‡bi K_v ej‡ev ZLb cÖ_‡gB DwjøwLZ 12 †KvwU
43 jvL `wi`ª-weËnxb gvby‡li A_©vr 2 †KvwU 60 jvL Lvbvi (†`‡k †gvU Lvbv n‡e 3 †KvwU 10
jvL) 6 †KvwU 20 jvL bvixi Rxeb wb‡q fve‡ev| GB 6 †KvwU 20 jvL `wi`ª-weËnxb bvix wKš‘
†`‡ki †gvU RbmsL¨viI GKK msL¨vMwiô AskÑ †gvU RbmsL¨vi cÖvq 42 fvM gvbyl| †`‡ki
GKK msL¨vMwiô `wi ª̀-weËnxb G bvix‡`i 80 fvM Av‡Qb MÖv‡g Avi 20 fvM kn‡i| `wi`ª-
weËnxb Gme bvix Av‡Qb f~wgnxb-cÖvwšÍK K…lK cwiev‡i; Av‡Qb MÖv‡gi cÖvq mKj bvix cÖavb
Lvbvq Ges kn‡ii A‡bK bvix cÖavb Lvbvq; Giv Av‡Qb †eKvi-Kg©Pz̈ Z Lvbvq; Giv Av‡Qb
kn‡ii ew¯Í‡Z; G‡`i A‡b‡KB fvmgvb gvbyl; G‡`i A‡b‡KB wf¶ve„wËi mv‡_ RwoZ; G‡`i
g‡a¨ Av‡Qb e‡qve„× gvbyl-wkï-wK‡kvix-hyeZx; G‡`i A‡b‡KB Av‡Qb nvIi-evIi-P‡i; G‡`i
g‡a¨ Av‡Qb AbvbyôvwbK Lv‡Zi cÖvq mKj bvix; G‡`i A‡b‡KB Avw`evmx gvbyl, wbgœeY©-`wjZ
m¤cÖ̀ v‡qi gvbylmn mKj cÖvwšÍK gvbyl| myZivs G‡`‡k bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqbmn gvby‡li
¶gZvq‡bi hZiƒc _vK‡Z cv‡i Zv ~̀i Ki‡Z n‡j Aek¨B me©cÖ_g DwjøwLZ 6 †KvwU 20 jvL
`wi`ª-weËnxb bvixi K_v fve‡ZB n‡e| wKš‘ bvixi ¶gZvqb wb‡q hviv fvebv-wPšÍv K‡ib, wewfbœ
†mwgbvi-wm‡¤úvwRqv‡g h‡_ó my›`ifv‡e ÔcvIqvi c‡q‡›UÕ hyw³-ZK© Dc¯’vcb K‡ib Zv‡`i
A‡b‡KB bvixi †kªYxwfwËK AMÖvwaKvi-Gi G cÖm½wU Gwo‡q hvb| Zv‡`i Kv‡Q †Kb †hb cÖavb
AMÖvwaKv‡ii welq n‡q `vuovq bvixi D”P wk¶vmn bvixi D”Pc` mswkøó welqvw` hv cÖavbZ:
G‡`‡ki abx I D”P-ga¨weË 56 jvL bvixi †¶‡Î cÖ‡hvR¨| Avgvi cÖkœ G‡`‡k bvixi A_©‰bwZK
¶gZvqb wb‡q K_v ej‡j AMÖvwaKvi †`‡ev 6 †KvwU 20 jvL `wi`ª bvix‡K (A_v©r hviv †gvU
bvixi 85%) bvwK 56 jvL abx-D”PweË bvix‡K (hviv †gvU bvixi 7.7%)? gvbweK Dbœqb `k©‡b
wek¦vmx GKRb wn‡m‡e bvixi cÖK…Z ¶gZvqb wbwðZ Ki‡Z Avgvi AMÖvwaKvi we‡ePbvµg n‡e
GiKg: cÖ_‡g 6 †KvwU 20 jvL `wi`ª-weËnxb bvix, Zvic‡i 72 jvL ga¨weË bvix, Avi GK`g
†k‡l 56 jvL D”P-ga¨weË I abx bvix| Ab¨ †h †Kv‡bv ai‡bi ¸iæZ¡µg A_v©r D‡ëvUv KLbI
G‡`‡k bvixi A_©‰bwZKmn †Kv‡bv ai‡bi ¶gZvqb wbwðZ Ki‡e bv| Avgvi aviYv  G‡`‡ki
bvixi ¶gZvqb mswkøó AwfÁvb I Av‡›`vjb msMÖv‡g welqwU m‡e©v”P gvÎvq ¸iæZ¡c~Y©| 

A_©bxwZ‡Z bvixi Ae`vb A¯x̂K…Z: Òfvjevmvi A_©bxwZÓ! 

†gvU †`kR Drcv`b I RvZxq Av‡q bvixi cÖK…Z Ae`vb KZ? wcZ…Zvwš¿K mvgšÍgvbwmKZv-cÖeY
evsjv‡`‡k (Ab¨vb¨ A‡bK †`‡ki  g‡ZvB) A_©bxwZ‡Z bvixi cÖK…Z Ae`vb KLbI wn‡mecËi
Kiv nqwb; mswkøó miKvwi `wjj-`¯Ív‡e‡RI Gm‡ei ¯x̂K…wZ †bB| hv ¯x̂K…Z Zv n‡jv †gvU †`kR
Drcv`b A_©vr wRwWwc-†Z bvixi Ae`vb gvÎ 20 fvM| A_©vr wRwWwc m„wó K‡ib g~jZ cyiæl
(wRwWwc-‡Z cyiæ‡li Ae`vb 80%)| Avm‡j G wn‡mewU  åvšÍ Ges m¤¢eZ B‡”Q K‡iB G fyj
Kiv nq| 
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gyj K_v n‡jv hv wKQz ÔKj¨vYÕ (welfare) m„wó K‡i meB RvZxq/†`kR Drcv`‡b AšÍf©y³ nevi
K_v| †h bvix Z_vKw_Z Drcv`b cÖwµqvq A_©vr wkí, †mevLvZ I K…wl‡Z kªg wewb‡qvM K‡ib
Zvi kªgg~j¨ wRwWwc-‡Z wn‡me Kiv nq| wKš‘ †h bvix kZ ai‡bi M„n¯’vjx Kg©Kv‡Ð kªg †`b, †h
bvix MÖv‡g evoxi D‡Vv‡b avb ïKv‡bvmn exR msi¶Y ch©šÍ Kv‡R kªg †`b, †h bvix Lvbvi wkï
I cÖexY‡`i hZœAvwZ¥ K‡ibÑ Gme mg‡qi A_©g~j¨ †Kb wRwWwc-‡Z †hvM Kiv nq bv? ejv nq
bvixiv †Zv Gme KvR Ki‡eB; Gme KvR Kivi Rb¨B †Zv bvixi Rb¥| ejv nq, bvixiv Gme
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mviwY 2: Ôfvjevmvi A_©bxwZÕi RvZxq Avw_©K g~j¨gvb, 2008
(bvixi M„n¯’vjx Kv‡Ri Avw_©K g~j¨gvb)

wb‡ ©̀kK  MÖvg kni mviv‡`k 

†gvU bvix (†KvwU) (eqm 10 eQi I Z ỳaŸ©) 4.078 1.288 5.366 

bvix cÖwZ M‡o cÖwZw b̀ M„n ’̄vjx Kv‡R mgq e¨q (NÈv) 10.76 9.00 10.34 

w ‡̀b †gvU M„n ’̄vjx Kv‡R mgq (†KvwU NÈv) 43.88 11.59 55.47 

eQ‡i †gvU M„n ’̄vjx Kv‡R mgq (†KvwU NÈv)               
(eQ‡i 300 w`b KvR aiv n‡q‡Q) 

13,164 3,477 16,641 

Ôfvjevmvi A_©bxwZÕi eQ‡i Avw_©K g~j¨gvb  (†KvwU 
UvKv) (NÈvq cvwikªwgK 15 UvKv) 

197,460 52,155 249,615

Drm: cÖeÜKvi KZ©„K wn‡meK…Z| wn‡me c×wZ mviwY‡Z ¯-̂we‡køwlZ| 2006-07-Gi †gvU wRwWwc (eZ©gvb evRvi
g~‡j¨) 467,497 †KvwU UvKv| Ôfvjevmvi A_©bxwZÕi AvqZb eZ©gvb wRwWwc-i 53.4%-Gi mgcwigvY|
Ôfvjevmvi A_©bxwZÕ eZ©gvb wRwWwc-‡Z AšÍfy©³ Ki‡j be-wn‡meK…Z wRwWwc n‡e 717,112 †KvwU UvKv|
be-wn‡meK…Z wRwWwc-‡Z bvixi wnm¨v/Ask n‡e (B‡Zvg‡a¨ wRwWwc-i 20% + be-ms‡hvRb 249,615
†KvwU UvKv) = 717,112 †KvwU UvKvi g‡a¨ 343,114 †KvwU UvKv = 47.8%| 

K‡ib Òfv‡jv‡e‡mÓÑ GB n‡jv Òfvjevmvi A_©bxwZÓ; Avi Ôfvjevmvi A_©bxwZiÕ A_©g~j¨ wbiƒcY
Kiv wVK bq| Avwg D”PK‡É G A‡hŠw³K e³‡e¨i we‡ivaxZv K‡i Òfvjevmvi A_©bxwZiÓ
A_©g~j¨ wbiƒcY Kivi †Póv K‡iwQ| G cÖqv‡mi cÖavb wn‡mewU n‡jv Ôfvj‡e‡mÕ evsjv‡`‡ki 10
eQi I Z`yaŸ© eqmx bvixiv M„n¯’vjx Kg©Kv‡Ð eQ‡i e¨q K‡ib 16,641 †KvwU kªgNÈv (mviwY 2)| 

Avgvi wn‡m‡e evsjv‡`‡k bvixi Òfvjevmvi A_©bxwZiÓ evwl©K A_©g~j¨ n‡e AvbygvwbK 249,615
†KvwU UvKv hvi g‡a¨ MÖvgvÂ‡ji bvixi Ask 79 fvM Avi knivÂ‡ji bvixi Ask 21 fvM| Avi
fvjevmvi A_©bxwZi evwl©K G g~j¨gvb †gvU wRwWwc-‡Z †hvM Ki‡j (2007 A_©eQ‡i) wRwWwc
467,497 †KvwU UvKv (eZ©gvb evRvi g~‡j¨) †_‡K be-wn‡meK…Z wRwWwc †e‡o `vuov‡e
717,112 †KvwU UvKv| A_©vr Ôfvjevmvi A_©bxwZiÕ AvqZb n‡e eZ©gvb wRwWwc-i 53.4
kZvs‡ki mgcwigvY| Avi eZ©gvb wRwWwc-i mv‡_ Ôfvjevmvi A_©bxwZiÕ Avw_©K g~j¨ †hvM
Ki‡j be-wn‡meK…Z †h wRwWwc n‡e Zvi cÖvq 48 fvMB (717,112 †KvwU UvKvi g‡a¨ 343,114
†KvwU UvKv) n‡e bvixi Ae`vb| myZivs G K_v ¯x̂Kvi Ki‡Z n‡e †h evrjv‡`‡ki wRwWwc-‡Z



bvixi Ae`vb 20 kZvsk bq, cÖK„Z Ae`vb Kgc‡¶ 48 kZvsk| Avi †mB mv‡_ GUvI ¯x̂Kvi
K‡i wb‡Z n‡e †h GZKvj wRwWwc-‡Z bvixi Ae`vb Aeg~j¨vqb K‡i A_©bxwZ‡Z bvixi cÖwZ
Am¤§vb †`Lv‡bv n‡q‡‡Q; wcZ…Zvwš¿K gvbwmKZv-D™¢~Z B‡”QK…Z Gme åvwšÍi K_v ¯x̂Kvi Kiv
Riæwi|     

bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqb I RvZxq cwiKíbvÑ †Mvov‡ZB  †gŠwjK Mj`  

bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqb Zvi mvgwMÖK ¶gZvq‡bi cÖavb c~e©kZ© n‡Z cv‡i Z‡e GKgvÎ bq|
Avi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqb AR©bI n‡e bv Ges Zv wUK‡eI bv hw` bv ¶gZvq‡bi Ab¨ Drm¸‡jv
GKB mv‡_ KvR K‡i, hvi g‡a¨ Av‡Q ivR‰bwZK ¶gZvqb, mvgvwRK myweavw` cÖvwß-D™¢~Z
¶gZvqb (wk¶v, ¯v̂¯’̈  BZ¨vw`), ¯”̂QZv-D™¢~Z ¶gZvqb Ges e¨w³MZ myi¶v-mswkøó ¶gZvqb
(empowerment of protective security)| Avi Gme ¶gZvqb-DwÏó cwiKíbvq Aek¨B
cÖavb AMÖvwaKvi w`‡Z n‡e DwjøwLZ 6 †KvwU 20 jvL `wi`ª-weËnxb-cªvšÍ̄ ’ bvix‡K| †Kv_vq †m
RvZxq cwiKíbv †hLv‡b H 6 †KvwU 20 jvL `wi`ª-weËnxb-cÖvšÍ̄ ’ bvixi ¶gZvq‡bi j‡¶¨ mgq
†eu‡a w`‡q ¶gZvwqZ Kivi K_v ejv n‡q‡Q? Avgvi Áv‡b Zv m¤ú~Y© Abycw¯’Z Ges ïay ZvB bq
G‡`‡k Dbœqb cwiKíbv-iPwqZviv welqwU †Kvbw`bB fv‡ebwb| hw` ewj Avgiv †KDB Zv‡`i G
fvebv fvev‡Z cvwiwbÑ GK_v wK AwZK_b n‡e? 

g~j K_v n‡jv, †h Dbœqb `k©b gv_vq †i‡L cwiKíbv Kiv nq †mLv‡b G fvebvi AeKvk †bB|
KviY `k©bwU gy³-evRvi A_©bxwZi bqv-D`viev`x `k©b hv `wi`ª evÜe bqÑ hv bvix evÜe bqÑ
hv cwi‡ek evÜe bq| G `k©bvbyhvqx bvix n‡jv cY¨ (commodity) Ñ hv †Kbv-‡ePvi e¯‘|
Dbœq‡bi G `k©bwU G †`‡ki gvwU DwÌZ bqÑ evB‡i †_‡K Avg`vbx Kiv|  †h `k©b Avgv‡`i
msweav‡bi g~j wfwËi mv‡_ mvhyR¨c~Y© †Zv bqBÑ eiÂ H wfwËi mv‡_ we‡ivavZ¥K| KviY wfwË
n‡jv ÒRbMYB nB‡eb cÖRvZ‡š¿i gvwjKÓ, wfwË n‡jv Òbvix-cyiæ‡li mgvbvwaKviÓ, wfwË n‡jv
Òbvix-cyiæ‡li mg-my‡hv‡Mi AwaKviÓ| Avi msweav‡b wea„Z AwaKviwfwËK (rights-based) †h
Dbœqb `k©‡bi K_v Av‡Q Z`byhvqx bvixi ¶gZvq‡bi wfwË n‡e Amv¤úª̀ vwqKZv-RvZxqZvev`-
MYZš¿-mgvRZš¿ A_©vr Amv¤cÖ̀ vwqK †PZbv mg„× ̂ ˆelg¨nxb I †kvlYgy³ A_©bxwZ-mgvR-ivóª
Movi cÖwZkÖæwZ| G‡`‡ki Dbœqb cwiKíbv †h‡nZz mvsweavwbK Dbœqb `k©‡bi wecixZ Ges
we‡ivavZ¥K †m‡nZz †Mvov‡ZB Mj`| Avi †Mvovq Mj` †i‡L Mv‡Qi gv_vq cvwb †X‡j jvf †bB|
bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqbmn mvgwMÖK ¶gZvq‡bi j‡¶¨ hviv RvZxq cwiKíbv wewbg©vY
K‡ib/Ki‡Qb Ges hviv welqwU wb‡q fvebv-wPšÍvq gMœ Zv‡`i mevi Kv‡Q Avgvi K‡qKwU mwbe©Ü
cÖkœÑ G‡`‡ki 6 †KvwU 20 jvL `wi`ª-weËnxb-cÖvwšÍK bvixi (hviv †`‡ki †gvU bvixi 85% Avi
†`‡ki †gvU RbmsL¨vi 41%) g‡a¨ KZRb Rv‡bb †hÑ 

1. msweavb bvix-cyiæ‡li mgvbvwaKvi wbwðZ K‡i? [Aby‡”Q` 28(2)]

2. msweav‡b bvix-cyiæ‡li mg-my‡hvM ¯x̂K…Z? [Aby‡”Q` 19(1)]

3. msweavb ej‡Q ÒRbMYB cÖRvZ‡š¿i gvwjKÓ? [Aby‡”Q` 7(1)]

4. msweavb g‡Z bvixi Abœ-e ¿̄-evm¯’vb-wk¶vi AwaKvi Av‡Q? [Aby‡”Q` 15(K)]

5. ÒKvR cvevi AwaKviÓÑ mvsweavwbK AwaKvi? [Aby‡”Q` 15(L)] 
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6. Òhyw³ m½Z wekªvg, we‡bv`b I AeKv‡ki AwaKviÓÑ mvsweavwbK AwaKvi? [Aby‡”Q`
15(M)]

7. ÒmvgvwRK wbivcËvi AwaKvi, A_v©r †eKviZ¡, e¨vwa ev c½yZ¡RwbZ wKsev ˆeae¨, e¨vwa ev
c½yZ¡RwbZ wKsev ˆeae¨, gvZv wcZ…nxbZv ev eva©K¨RwbZ wKsev Abyiƒc Ab¨vb¨
cwiw¯’wZRwbZ Kvi‡Y AfveMȪ ÍZvi †¶‡Î miKvwi mvnvh¨-jv‡fi AwaKviÓ ÑmvsweavwbK
AwaKvi? [Aby‡”Q` 15(L)]

8. ÒRbM‡Yi AbMÖmi Askmg~n‡K mKj cÖKvi †kvlY nB‡Z gyw³ `vb KivÓÑ iv‡óªi Ab¨Zg
†gŠwjK `vwqZ¡? [Aby‡”Q` 14]

9. ÒAvB‡bi Øviv wba©vwiZ mg‡qi g‡a¨ wbi¶iZv ~̀i KivÑ iv‡óªi `vwqZ¡Ó? [Aby‡”Q` 17(M)]

10. ÒmKj bvMwiK AvB‡bi `„wó‡Z mgvb Ges AvB‡bi mgvb Avkªq jv‡fi AwaKvixÓ?
[Aby‡”Q` 27]

11. †`‡k †h 2 †KvwU weNv LvmRwg-Rjv Av‡Q Zv `wi`ª bvix-cyiæ‡liB b¨vh¨ wnm¨v?

Gme mvsweavwbK I b¨vq AwaKvi m¤ú‡K© †h 6 †KvwU 20 jvL `wi`ª-weËnxb-cÖvšÍ̄ ’ bvix‡K
m¯ú~Y© AÜKv‡i ivLv n‡q‡Q, m¤¢eZ: m‡PZbfv‡e Ges cwiKwíZfv‡e, †m `wi`ª-weËnxb-cÖvwšÍK
bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqbmn mvgwMÖK ¶gZvqb wKfv‡e NU‡Z cv‡i? †Kvb cÖwµqvq? G Avgvi
Kv‡Q ỳ‡e©va¨! wcAviGmwc-‡Z Gme †bB Ges _vKviI hyw³m½Z †Kv‡bv KviY †bB| Avi
wcAviGmwc †Zv GK A‡_© msweav‡bi mv‡_ mvhyR¨c~Y©I bq, KviY mvsweavwbK wewa n‡jv Òiv‡óªi
Ab¨Zg †gŠwjK `vwqZ¡ nB‡e cwiKwíZ A_©‰bwZK weKv‡ki gva¨‡g Drcv`b kw³i µge„w×mvab
Ges RbM‡Yi RxebhvÎvi e¯‘MZ I ms¯‹…wZ gv‡bi `„p DbœwZmvabÓ.... (Aby‡”Q` 15) Ges G
j‡¶¨ ÒDrcv`bhš¿, Drcv`b e¨e ’̄v I eÈb cªYvjxmg~‡ni gvwjK ev wbqš¿K nB‡eb RbMY Ges
GB D‡Ï‡k¨ gvwjKvbv e¨e¯’v nB‡e ¸iæZ¡µg Abymv‡i h_vµ‡g ivóªxq, mgevqx Ges e¨w³MZ
gvwjKvbvÓ (Aby‡”Q` 13)| Avi GmeB n‡e cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbvi AvIZvq| wKš‘ n‡q †M‡jv
m¤ú~Y© D‡ëv: RbM‡Yi wbe©vwPZ msm‡` cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv cÖYq‡bi ÒAcÖ‡qvRbxqZvÓ wb‡q
†Kv‡bvB Avjvc-Av‡jvPbv n‡jv bv; `vZv‡`i Av‡`k-wb‡`©k-ZË¡veav‡b cÖwYZ n‡jv wcAviGmwc
Ges †mUvI RvZxq msm‡` Av‡jvPbv n‡jv bv| G Mj` mvaviY †Kv‡bv Mj` bq, G Mj`
†gŠwjK| 

eZ©gvb KvVv‡gv‡ZB bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqb m¤¢e 

Avgvi wek¦vm G‡`‡k `wi`ª-weËnxb-cªvwšÍK 6 †KvwU 20 jvL bvixi A_©‰bwZKmn mvgwMÖK
¶gZvqb cÖwµqv ïiæ Kiv Ges Zv Zivwš^Z Kiv m¤¢e| G m¤¢vebv ev¯Íevq‡b GKgvÎ c_ n‡jv
1972-Gi g~j msweav‡bi cÖwZ wek¦̄ Í †_‡K RvZxq Dbœqb cwiKíbv cªYqb I Zv ev¯Íevqb KivÑ
†h cÖwµqvq cÖ_‡gB H 6 †KvwU 20 jvL `wi`ª-weËnxb-cªvwšÍK bvixi mvsweavwbK AwaKvi I b¨vq-
AwaKvi mswkøó m‡PZbvqb (conscientization) welqwU‡K m‡e©v”P AMÖvwaKvi w`‡Z n‡e| KvRwU
hvi Zvi KvR bq| G cÖwµqv ïiæ Ki‡Z cv‡i ïay G‡`‡ki gyw³msMÖv‡gi †PZbv aviYKvix mỳ ~i
AšÍ̀ „©wóm¤úbœ †`k‡cÖwgK †bZ…Z¡, Ab¨ †KD bq, Ab¨ †Kv‡bvfv‡e bq|  

7
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Avwg g‡b Kwi `wi`ª-weËnxb-cÖvšÍ̄ ’ bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqbmn mvgwMÖK ¶gZvqb welqwU
wQ‡U‡dvUv †Kv‡bv cÖKí MÖn‡Yi welq bqÑ welqwU `xN©‡gqvw` Kg©m~wPi (long term
programme not short-term project)| welqwU n‡Z n‡e Ggb GK Kg©h‡Ái hv `wi`ª-
weËnxb bvix‡K cÖK…Z A‡_©B AwaKvi-m‡PZb Ki‡e| A_©vr welqwU GK K_vq bvixi m‡PZbvqb
cÖwµqv e„w× mswkøó mgwšẐ kw³kvwj e¨vcKwfwËK RvZxq Kg©m~wPi hv `wi`ª-weËnxb-cÖvwšÍK
bvixi m‡PZbvqbÑga¨¯’ZvKvix ¶gZvqb (conscientization-mediated) wbwðZ Ki‡e|
eZ©gvb KvVv‡gv‡ZB G AR©b m¤¢e| G‡`‡ki †Kv‡bv †Kv‡bv AÂ‡j G j‡¶¨i `xN© Kg©Kv‡Ð h‡_ó
mvdj¨ cÖgvwYZ n‡q‡Q| Avgv‡`i M‡elYvq cÖgvwYZ n‡q‡Q †h `wi`ª bvix hviv 10 eQi a‡i
AwaKvi m‡PZbvqb cÖwµqvi ga¨ w`‡q †M‡Qb Zviv Zv‡`iB mgK¶xq hviv G cÖwµqvi AšÍf©y³
n‡Z cv‡iwb (AšÍf©yw³i my‡hvM cvbwb) Zv‡`i Zzjbvq A‡bK †ewk AwaKvi m‡PZb, d‡j
gvbevwaKvi I bvix AwaKvi Av`v‡q A‡bK †ewk mwµq Ges ev¯Í‡e AwaKvi Av`vqI K‡i‡Qb
A‡bK †ewk, Ges Zv‡`i mg„w×I (well-being A‡_©) N‡U‡Q †ewk, cÖ_‡gv³iv †k‡lv³‡`i
Zzjbvq ¶z̀ ª F‡YiI AwaKZi djcÖ̀  e¨env‡i m¶g n‡q‡Qb (mviwY 3)| G meB wb‡`©k K‡i
†h, eZ©gvb Av_©-mvgvwRK KvVv‡gv‡Z `wi`ª bvixi A_©‰bwZK ¶gZvqbmn mvwe©K ¶gZvqb
wbwðZ Kiv m¤¢e hw` Zv‡`i‡K AwaKvi-mswkøó m‡PZbvqb cÖwµqvi AvIZvfy³ Kiv hvq| Zvn‡j
m‡PZbvqb-ga¨¯’ZvKvix G Dbœqb cwiKíbv nv‡Z wb‡Z Amyweav †Kv_vq? 
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mviwY 3: m‡PZbvqbZvi gvÎv I mswkøó wb‡`©kKmg~‡ni wbwi‡L `wi ª̀ bvix hviv m‡PZbvqbZv-cÖwµqvi
AšÍf~©³ Ges hviv G cÖwµqvi AšÍf©y³ bb (2007)i

m‡PZbvqb mswkøó wb‡ ©̀kK  hviv m‡PZbvqb             
cÖwµqvi AšÍf©y³ 

hviv m‡PZbvqb          
cÖwµqvi AšÍf©y³ bb 

m‡PZbvqb gvÎv   

 †gvU  72.5 33.4 

AwaKvi welqK  80.3 32.3 

†gŠjev  ̀welqK  83.0 50.0 

wek¦ „̀wófw½ welqK  54.3 18.0 

¶gZv KvVv‡gvq AwfMg¨Zv  25.9 11.5 

fv‡jv _vKv/mg„w× (well-being A‡_©) 49.6 13.9 

Drm : wewfbœ wb‡`©k‡Ki msÁv I M‡elYvi c×wZZvwË¡K welqvw`i Rb¨ we¯ÍvwiZ †`Lyb: Barkat A, S Halim, A
Podder, A Osman, M Badiuzzaman, 2008. Development as Conscientization: The Case of
Nijera Kori in Bangladesh, Pathak Shamabesh: Dhaka.



Global Financial Crisis in the Late 2000s and
Exports, Imports and Economic Growth in

Bangladesh:
A Granger Causality Analysis

M D ABDUL W ADUD1

Abstract

The financial crisis of the late 2000s, originated in the USA, affected the
economy of many countries in the world. The paper assesses the impact of
the crisis on the foreign trade and economic growth in Bangladesh applying
the cointegration and vector error correction modelling approach. We apply
the techniques to evaluate the relationship among export, import and
economic growth for the pre-crisis period 1972-2001, Results show that
export, import and economic growth are cointegrated in the long-run,
although there is short-run instability in them for both periods. Results also
imply that export-and import-led growth hypothesis and growth- and export-
led import hypothesis are valid for the period covering the financial crisis of
the late 2000s; and GDP- and import-led export hypothesis and GDP-and
export-led import hypothesis are valid for the pre-crisis period.

Keywords: Global Financial Crisis, Foreign Trade and Economic Growth,
Cointegration and Vector Error Correction, Granger Causality, Bangladesh

1.     Introduction

Since the Great Depression of the 1930s, the late-2000s financial crisis (often
called the global recession, global financial crisis or the credit crunch) is
considered to be the worst financial crisis by many economists.  This resulted in
the collapse of large financial institutions and downturns in stock markets around
the world. It has been argued that the financial system melted down in America
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for adopting relaxed rules of providing loans to jobless people with no income for
buying houses. These are called “sub-prime housing loans” or now known as
“toxic loans or assets” amounting to about $2.1 trillion dollars.

The packages of the securities on property were sold to banks and financial
institutions worldwide. When borrowers failed to make payment for the loan, the
banks and financial institutions could not recoup the loan-money because either
the price was too low or because there was no buyer of the property. The owners
of the houses had left and the banks could not sell the property. The towns in
which houses are located in the US are reportedly called “ghost- towns”.

Banks and financial institutions that bought security-paper have lost money. The
money market works well if lending and borrowing money by banks and financial
institutions remain normal. During the crisis, money markets ceased to function
as investors and banks who ordinarily arrange for a set time period are nervous
about the risk that their counter-party will go bust because of liability of “toxic
assets” while the swap is being put into place and so have shied away from such
deals. Thus the global money market was closed, a severe credit-crunch was felt,
and financial crisis occurred across the world. If it were allowed to continue
further, it would have led to depression. 

A complex interplay of valuation and liquidity problems in the United States
banking system in 2008 triggered the financial crisis. The bursting of the U.S.
housing bubble caused the values of securities tied to U.S. real estate pricing to
plummet, and damaged financial institutions globally. Therefore, bank solvency,
declines in credit availability, and damaged investor confidence had an impact on
global stock markets, where securities suffered large losses during 2008 and early
2009. Economies worldwide slowed during this period through various economic
channels, as credit tightened and international trade declined. Governments and
central banks responded with unprecedented fiscal stimulus, monetary policy
expansion and institutional bailouts. Although there have been aftershocks, the
financial crisis visibly ended between late-2008 and mid-2009.

The economy of Bangladesh is likely to be affected through trade channel as it is
integrated with the world economy in terms of foreign trade. If the recession
persists, export growth may slow down and sluggish import growth may affect
balance of payments. Exact magnitude of change and the impact on the economy
depends on how long the recession sustains and the interplay of negative and
positive factors emanated from the recent change in global economy.
Bangladesh’s export earnings have risen rapidly since the early 1990s. Exports
have grown from around 7 percent of GDP in 1991 to around 18 percent in 2006.
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The GDP growth rate has been consistently over 6 percent over the last few years
despite a number of weather related shocks emanating from cyclones and floods.
The export sector is vulnerable to the global financial crisis as it heavily depends
on the EU and US markets, which have been badly hit. Almost 90% of our export
is targeted to US, EU and other dveloped countries, and hence depressed demand
will have negative implication for prospect of our export growth. Floating
exchange rate regime makes the economy exposed to exchange rate risk with the
global crisis.

Bangladesh’s imports as a share of GDP have been rising steadily over the past
three decades. A large portion - about 27 percent of GDP - was spent on import
payments in 2007-08. Around 76 percent of export earnings originate in the
RMG sector, of which 54 percent goes into imports of inputs needed for the
RMG industry. Given the importance of imports for Bangladesh’s economic
growth and development, it is important to assess the likely impact of the world
recession on the volume of imports, and the terms of trade. Import based
revenues also comprise of a significant part of the national budget and could be
a cause of concern.

The aim of this paper is to assess the impact of financial crisis of the late 2000s
on the short- and long-run relationship among exports, imports and economic
growth in Bangladesh applying cointegration and vector error correction
modeling approach, which subsequently assesses Granger causality. We use the
data of exports, imports and GDP for the period 1972 – 2010. Economic growth
is proxied by real gross domestic product. We apply the approach to the dataset
for the whole period 1972-2010, which includes the financial crisis, and apply
to the dataset, 1972-2007, which has not been affected by the financial crisis,
and hence assess the impact of the financial crisis of the late 2000s.

2.     Exports, Imports and Economic Growth in Bangladesh

We present the trend of the export, import and GDP in Table 1 and Figure 1. The
increase in GDP, export and import has been consistent. This could be due to deft
economic management that helped absorb the pressure of the global food and oil price
crisis of the 2008 without jeopardizing macroeconomic stability. But the increase in
export and import in 2008 and 2009 was a little slower than previous years.

3.    Econometric Framework

An econometric model can be formulated to test the long-run relationship and
Granger causality among the variables. Most of the macroeconomic time series
are characterized by random walk so that their first differences are stationary
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Table 1 :  Export, Import and GDP of Bangladesh (Million US dollars)

Year Export Import GDP Year Export Import GDP 
1972 356.84 863.54 23,788.67 1992 2,405.65 3,915.20 57,942.34 
1973 527.54 956.37 24,555.45 1993 2,990.71 4,677.91 61,393.08 
1974 461.13 1,289.35 25,598.70 1994 3,039.70 4,681.80 65,463.04 
1975 561.53 1,571.17 26,554.12 1995 4,122.01 6,580.60 69,670.90 
1976 478.56 1,778.29 27,127.47 1996 4,507.55 7,601.78 73,983.83 
1977 678.20 1,192.64 27,836.14 1997 5,075.48 7,625.08 78,231.36 
1978 739.13 2,058.85 29,489.97 1998 5,876.85 8,058.88 82,795.99 
1979 952.18 2,462.25 30,474.74 1999 6,028.72 8,525.94 86,827.52 
1980 995.27 3,239.43 32,010.41 2000 6,588.07 9,060.86 91,988.98 
1981 1,041.53 2,865.52 33,474.68 2001 7,227.58 10,102.56  96,840.50 
1982 942.10 2,883.05 34,842.02 2002 6,791.24 9,060.89 101,116.40 
1983 985.13 2,586.47 36,558.01 2003 7,378.91 10,401.05  106,431.07 
1984 645.18 2,548.51 38,247.71 2004 8,747.04 11,772.23  113,104.84 
1985 1,199.58 2,860.04 40,308.33 2005 9,994.81 13,891.43  119,840.77 
1986 1,132.31 2,585.75 42,415.46 2006 11,744.91 15,626.73  127,785.42 
1987 1,228.33 2,879.48 44,480.76 2007 13,530.31 18,268.58  135,999.27 
1988 1,442.79 3,255.87 47,124.93 2008 16,181.04 22,873.05  144,418.21 
1989 1,541.72 3,557.83 49,610.30 2009 17,360.48 23,727.17  152,709.49 
1990 1,844.50 4,076.61 51,800.80 2010 18,546.46 24,944.62  161,619.75 
1991 2,062.58 3,785.24 54,523.45     
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(Engle and Granger, 1987; Nelson and Plosser, 1982). If statistical tests, like
cointegration, establish co-movement in these time series, the residuals from the
regression can be used as error correction terms in the dynamic first-difference
equation (Ahmed and Harnhirun, 1995). Therefore, for two integrated I(1) and
cointegrated time series there must exist Granger causality in at least one direction
in the I(0) variables (Engle and Granger, 1987) and hence a VAR model can be
prepared with an error correction term for cointegrated I(1) time series to capture
the short-run dynamics and to decrease the chance of observing ‘spurious
regression’ in terms of the levels of data or their first differences. After checking
the stationary and cointegration properties of the variables we shall test the
Granger causality with vector error-correction model (VECM) amomg export,
import and economic growth (in terms of GDP growth) of Bangladesh. Therefore,
our analysis consists of the unit root, cointegration and VECM. These are briefly
described as follows.

3.1.   Unit Root Test

The first step of our methodology is to test the order of integration, i.e., the
stationarity, of the levels of export (Ex), import (M) and GDP. Augmented
Dickey-Fuller’ (ADF) test is widely used in practical applications to test
stationarity allowing the chance of autocorrelation (Dickey and Fuller, 1981).

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test requires the
following regression as:

where  are assumed to be identically, independently distributed random variable.
This ADF test statistic checks the null hypothesis that the time series has a unit
root, i.e., , under the alternative hypothesis of stationary time series. 

3.2.   Multivariate Cointegration Approach 

The second step is to test for cointegration applying Johansen’s maximum
likelihood estimation approach (Johansen, 1988 and 1991; Johansen and Juselius,

1990, 1992 and
1994). Johansen’s
test for multivariate

cointegration approach is based on the following econometric model of the VAR
process:
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term, when variables are cointegrated, divergences from the long-run equilibrium
will feed back on the variations in the dependent variable in order to force the
movement towards the long-run equilibrium; if the dependent variable is driven
directly by this long-run equilibrium error, then it is responding to this feedback
and if not, it is responding only to short-term shocks to the stochastic
environments (Kabir and Tufte, 1998).. This paper adopts Schwarz information
criterion to determine the optimal lag of the explanatory variables.

The data used in this study are annual time-series data for 1972-2010 and are
collected from the World Development Indicators 2011 (online version)

4. Empirical Results 

We now discuss results of unit root test, cointegration and VECM in the light of
the econometric methodology.  Results of the VECM indicate the status of the
Granger causality relationship among economic growth, export and import We
shall also explain the results of pairwise Granger causality.

4.1   Unit Root Tests

The augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) is used to examine existence of unit
roots. The tests are done both with constant and time trend. Schwarz information
criteria method is used to choose the optimal lag length. Results of unit root tests
are given in Table 2. 

Results show that, for both the periods, GDP, export and import have
nonstationarity properties in levels as the test statistics are smaller than their
corresponding values. Results also indicate that export and import become
stationary at the first difference as the test statistics are greater than their
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Table 2: Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test

Test Statistic  
Variable 1972-2010 1972-2007 
GDP 3.005874 2.861891 
Export 2.597560 2.735769 
Import  1.467020 1.993359 

2∆ GDP -7.837809 -7.686451 
∆ Export -4.297713 -4.002519 
∆ Import -4.945739 -4.537353 
Note: denotes second difference operator. Critical values at 1, 5 and 10 percent levels are -4.219126,
-3.533083, -3.198312, respectively, for both intercept and trend. These critical values are taken from
MacKinnon (1991). Lag length is 9 based on Schwarz information criteria. 



corresponding critical values but GDP becomes stationary at the second
difference. Therefore, export and import are integrated of order one and the series
of GDP is integrated of order two for both periods. This means that there is short-
run instability in export, import and economic growth in Bangladesh.

4.2    Cointegration Tests

Results of cointegration test between GDP export and imports for the period
1972-2010 and 1972-2007 are presented in Table 3. Results of both the eigenvalue
and trace tests are reported. Results show that both the maximum eigenvalue and
trace statistics are greater than the corresponding critical values at 5% percent
significance. Therefore the null hypothesis of no cointegration is rejected. Results
ensure the variables - GDP, exports and imports- are cointegrated and confirm a
single cointegrating vector as well as support stable genuine long-run relationship
among exports, imports and economic growth for the period 1972-2010, which
include the financial crisis of the late 2000, and for the period 1972-2007, which
precedes the financial crisis. Therefore, we can conclude that the financial crisis
did not affect the long-run relationships between the foreign trade and economic
growth in Bangladesh.

4.3    Granger Causality Tests

The short-run causality can be examined by looking at the significance of the
coefficient of the relevant lagged independent variable while long-run causality
can be checked by observing the significance of the coefficients of the ECTs (Oh
and Lee, 2004; Awokuse, 2006).  The significance of the coefficient of the lagged
independent variable is checked by the estimated  statistics. Table 4 presents
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Table 3: Cointegration Test 

Variables  
 

 Maximum eigenvalue  Trace test  

 Cointegrati
on rank 

Test 
statistics  

5% Critical 
values 

Test 
statistics  

5% Critical  
values 

1972-2010 
MXGDP −−   r = 0  29.45440  21.13162  39.97874  29.79707 

  r<= 1  10.51221  14.26460  10.52434  15.49471 
  r<= 2  0.012127  3.841466  0.012127  3.841466 
1972-2007 

MXGDP −−   r = 0  30.79060  21.13162  41.23304  29.79707 
  r<= 1  10.22338  14.26460  10.44244  15.49471 
  r<= 2  0.219060  3.841466  0.219060  3.841466 

Note: The tests are done linear deterministic trend.



results of Granger causality based on VECM. The coefficient of GDP in both the
export and import equations is significant for both the periods. This implies that
there is short-run causality between GDP and export, and GDP and import
running from GDP to export and GDP to import, respectively. But for the other
equation, there is no such short-run causal relationship for either equation. 

Results also exhibit that the coefficients of ECTs in both GDP and import
equations are significant. This indicates that there is multivariate causality among
GDP, export and import in the long-run for the period 1972-2010. This implies
that exports and imports Granger causes GDP, and GDP and import Granger
causes exports in the long-run.

On the other hand, the ECTs in both the export and import equation are significant
at 10% levels for the pre-financial crisis. This shows multivariate Granger
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Table 4: Results of Granger Causality based on Vector Error Correction

Dependent 
Variable 

D(GDP) D(Export)  D(Import)  ECTs 

1972-2010 
D(GDP)  0.949665 

(0.6220) 
1.621658 
(0.4445) 

-0.6034 
[-2.08048] 

D(Export)  5.445705 
(0.0657) 

 1.450978 
(0.4841) 

0.170769 
[ 0.66752]  

D(Import)  11.55710 
(0.0031) 

1.378339 
(0.5020) 

 1.171566 
[ 2.56309]  

1972-2007 
D(GDP)  1.018993 

(0.6008) 
0.933493 
(0.6270) 

-0.095051 
[-0.38036] 

D(Export)  5.501671 
(0.0639) 

 0.853877 
(0.6525) 

-0.66363 
[-1.95511] 

D(Import)  11.13337 
(0.0038) 

1.732363 
(0.4206) 

 0.736933 
[ 1.80313]  

causality running GDP and import to export, and GDP and exports to import.
Results show that export equation does not provide a significant for the whole and
GDP equation does not estimate a significant ECT coefficient for the pre-crisis
period. In sum, we can conclude that in the economy of Bangladesh, export-and
import-led growth hypothesis and growth- and export-led import hypothesis are
working for the period covering the financial crisis of the late 2000s; and GDP-
and import-led export hypothesis and GDP-and export-led import hypothesis are
working for the pre-crisis period. 

Our results differ from Tang (2006) who found no long-run causality between
GDP, export and import, but found short-run causality running from GDP to



import. Tang had also found that there was no cointegration among GDP, export
and import and hence had concluded absence of long-run stability.  

5. Pairwise Granger Causality

We also assess pairwise Granger causality between GDP and export, export and
GDP, import and export, GDP and import for both the periods and results are
reported in Table 5. Results of Pairwise Granger causality test show that Granger
causality runs two ways from GDP to exports and exports to GDP for both the
periods. Exports Granger cause import for the period 1972-2010, but this causal
relationship does not exist for the period 1972-2007. For both periods, this is
Granger causality between GDP and import running from GDP to import.
Therefore it appears that, in most of the cases, relationships are similar for the
period which covers the financial crisis and which excludes the crisis. 

6. Conclusions 

The financial crisis of the late 2000s that originated in the USA have had impacts
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Table 5: Result of Pairwise Granger Causality Test
 
 1972-2010 1972-2007 
 Null Hypothesis:  F-Statistic Prob.  F-Statistic Prob.  
 GDP does not Granger Cause 
EXPORT  3.17451 0.0299  2.41481 0.0781 
 EXPORT does not Granger Cause 
GDP  2.49875 0.0672  2.29048 0.0905 
 IMPORT does not Granger Cause 
EXPORT  0.93414 0.4596  0.19290 0.9396 
 EXPORT does not Granger Cause 
IMPORT  2.38162 0.0775  1.58848 0.2111 
 IMPORT does not Granger Cause 
GDP  0.59064 0.6724  0.35258 0.8395 
 GDP does not Granger Cause 
IMPORT  2.63460 0.0570  2.01982 0.1251 

on the economy of many countries in the world through various channels. The
paper assesses the impact of the crisis on the short- and long-run multivariate
Grangar causal relationship among export, import and economic growth in
Bangladesh applying the cointegration and vector error correction modelling
approach; we apply the techniques to the dataset for the period 1972-2010, which
includes the financial crisis, and for the period 1972-2007, which precedes the
crisis and hence assess the impact of financial crisis on the relationshhip. Results
show that although there is instability in the variables in the short-run there is



long-run cointegration relationship among them for both periods. Results also
indicate that export-and import-led growth hypothesis and growth- and export-led
import hypothesis are working for the period covering the financial crisis of the
late 2000s; and GDP- and import-led export hypothesis and GDP-and export-led
import hypothesis are working for the pre-crisis period.
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Abstract

The Readymade garments (RMG) is a huge success sector in Bangladesh.
The export of RMG increased from US $ 7 million in 1981-82 to US $ 10.7
billion in the fiscal year 2007-2008. It is cruel but true that this sector is
totally dependent on imported raw materials. Currently 2400 readymade
garments units spend approximately 70% of their export earnings on import
of fabrics. To meet the huge demand gap it is estimated that additional
investment around 150 spinning mills (each having 25,000 spindles), 375
weaving mills (each having 300 shuttles or 120 shuttles looms) and 370
dyeing, printing and finishing units of 10 million meters annually) will be
required to set-up. Now it is true that our RMG industry in a difficult
situation without adequate backward linkage industry. So the objective of
this paper is to analyze the prospect of textile industry and its impact on
economic development of Bangladesh.  

Introduction

The textile industry is Bangladesh’s number-one export earner, accounting for
approximately 80 percent of the country’s exports and foreign exchange earnings.
Although jute, cotton and other textiles constitute some of the country’s principal
industries, the ready-made garments (RMG) sector is by far the largest export-
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oriented manufacturing industry in the country. The sector employs roughly 2.5
million workers, about which 80 percent are women. 

Bangladesh’s RMG sector, which is composed of the knitwear and woven
garments sub-sectors, had its beginnings in the 1970s and has been growing at an
increasing rate ever since, with a 27% cumulative average growth rate. According
to recent figures from the government’s Export Promotion Bureau, the sector had
exports of US$10.7 billion in fiscal year (FY) 2007-08 (July-June), constituting
nearly 76 percent of Bangladesh’s total exports. In July 2008 alone, RMG exports
of woven apparel rose by 58.6 percent, and of knitwear, by 84.7 percent over July
2007.

Woven garments and knitwear mainly are exported to the European Union (EU),
which takes in approximately 60 percent of Bangladesh’s total RMG exports -
followed by the United States, which accounts for more than 32 percent of the
total. 

For the first time in the RMG sector’s history, knitwear exports exceeded woven
apparel exports in 2007. Knitwear has become the dominant sub-sector in terms
of quantity exported - with a national export share of 37.39 percent in FY 2006-
07, and it is steadily gaining share. Over time, the knitwear sector has become
almost self-sufficient in terms of fabric and yarn supply, as a result of spinning
factories growing at the same rate as the country’s stitching capacity, therefore
increasing fabric and yarn needs. Furthermore, as knitwear exports have
increased, upstream supplier capacity has gradually increased correspondingly. As
a result, domestic suppliers can provide 90 percent of the sector’s total fabric
requirement. In addition, the number of spinning mills has grown as knitwear
exports have increased. 

According to the most recent Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters
Association (BGMEA) Statistical Report, Bangladesh’s woven apparel exports
increased by 1.8 percent in 2007 for a value of US$4.61 billion, while knitwear
exports increased by 8.05 percent in the same year, for a value of US$4.74 billion. 

Though exports of both woven garments and knitwear have increased
substantially, helping the RMG sector maintain its role as a main contributor to
Bangladesh’s economy, a few other textile products show potential, as they
recently have experienced considerable growth. According to the country’s Export
Promotion Bureau, in July 2008 over July 2007, home textiles exports increased
by 55.19 percent, and terry towel exports increased by 34.4 percent. However, the
biggest growth was in exports of textile fabric - though representing a very small
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part of total exports, it showed a massive 697.9-percent increase in exports in July
2008 over July 2007. 

Rationale of the study

Efficiency and productivity improvements are key for the textile sectors to survive
in this time of global financial recession. The downward trend of cotton price is
also a plus point for Bangladesh as the country’s garment manufacturing is mainly
dependent on imported cotton. The price of cotton declined to less than 50 cents
per pound from its previous 70 cents per pound. The worldwide price decline of
other commodities such as petroleum products will also be beneficial.

The experts at November 2008 BGMEA seminar concluded that Bangladesh is
more or less decoupled from the rest of the world with regards to the effects of the
economic recession. Expertise opinion in this respect is that improvement of
backward linkage industry will be only solution to remain the ready-made
garment sector uplift in its position. So we feel ourselves that the subject matter
of the research will be helpful for the potential investor and also will encourage
the foreign investor to invest in this sector. 

Objectives of the study

The objectives of this research are: 

(a) To provide detailed information regarding the Prospects of textile
industry in economic development of Bangladesh so that the interested
entrepreneur can justify the worthiness of their investment, and 

(b) To give knowledge about textile industry, potentiality of textile business,
present scenario of our textile industry, future demand and market so that
investor can justify the viability of their investment. 

Methodology of the study

The method of obtaining information was mainly secondary. Published articles,
reports, website and journals have been used to find the different techniques of
this research. Necessary data have been collected on the following broad groups
of variables: 

Region wise distribution of exports and imports of Bangladesh
Sector wise improvement of Bangladesh Business
Economic Environment of Bangladesh
Business environment of Bangladesh
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History of Textile in Bangladesh

Immediately after the founding of Bangladesh, tea and jute were the most export-
oriented sectors. But with the constant threat of flooding, declining jute fiber
prices and a significant decrease in world demand, the contribution of the jute
sector to the country’s economy has deteriorated. The garment industry in
Bangladesh became the main export sector and a major source of foreign
exchange starting in 1980, and exported about $5 billion USD in 2002. 

Before 1947, modern textiles were only the composite textile mills having
spinning and weaving facilities. Specialized textile weaving, knitting and hosiery,
and dyeing-printing-finishing were added later. At the time of partition in 1947,
there were about 11 composite textile mills in the then East Pakistan with 1.1
million spindles and 2.7 thousand looms. Spindles grew to 3.2 millions in 1956
but declined to 0.8 million in 1972 as worn-out obsolete spindles went out of
operation. In 1972, large-scale manufacturing units including textile mills were
nationalized. After 1982, state owned spinning mills were gradually
denationalized. By 1999, spindles installed were 2.4 million in the private sector
as compared to 0.4 million in the public sector.

The industry employs about 2.5 million workers of which 90% are women. Two
non-market factors have played a crucial role in ensuring the garment sector’s
continual success namely (a) quotas under Multi- Fibre Arrangement (MFA) in
the North American market and (b) preferential market access to European
markets. 
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Table 1: Important issues related to the Bangladesh ready-made garment

Source: Compiled by the author from Quddus and Rashid (2000), 

Years Issue 
1977-1980 Early period of growth  
1982-1985   Boom days  
1985 Imposition of quota restrictions  
1990s Knitwear sector developed significantly  
1993-1995 Child labour issue and its solution  
2003 Withdrawal of Canadian quota restriction  
2005 Phase-out of export -quota system 

An overview of the Bangladesh Textile Industry

The textile industry is the only multi-billion-dollar manufacturing and export
industry in Bangladesh. Whereas the industry contributed only 0.001 per cent to
the country’s total export earnings in 1976, its share increased to about 85 per cent



of those earnings in 2008. Bangladesh exported garments worth the equivalent of
$10.7 billion in 2007-08. The country’s textile industry grew by more than 15
percent per annum on average during the last 15 years. The foreign exchange
earnings and employment generation of the textile sector have been increasing at
double-digit rates from year to year. 

Textile industry is build up mainly as a backward linkage industry of RMG sector.
Currently, there are more than 500 industry in Bangladesh. More than 95 percent
of those firms are locally owned with the exception of a few foreign firms located
in export processing zones. The textile industry are located mainly in three main
cities: the capital city Dhaka, the port city Chittagong and the industrial city
Narayangonj. Bangladesh textile industry vary in size. Textile industry in
Bangladesh are divided mainly into two broad categories: woven and knit
products. Shirts, T-shirts and trousers are the main woven products and
undergarments, socks, stockings, T-shirts, sweaters and other casual and soft
garments are the main knit products. Woven garment products still dominate the
garment export earnings of the country. The share of knit garment products has
been increasing since the early 1990s; such products currently account for more
than 40 per cent of the country’s total textile export earnings. 

Production of Textile commodities in Bangladesh

Most spinning mills of Bangladesh produce low-grade yarn. The existing capacity
is not enough to produce good quality combed yarn and polyester/cotton blended
yarn for meeting the requirement of Garment Industry. The products of the
spinning sub-sector are cotton yarn of different counts, polyester, synthetic yarn,
woolen yarn and blended yarn mixed of cotton and polyester. 

The weaving sub-sectors like specialized textiles, handlooms, and knitting and
hosiery are using yarns. In 2003, yarn production of 300 million kg satisfied only
35% of total yarn requirement of the country. The products of modern weaving
are cotton fabrics used as sari, dhoti, lungi, blouse, shirting, drill, long cloth,
poplin, saloo, grey markin, etc. These fabrics are woven in narrow strips and in
addition, they cannot be used in the garments industry because of their low
quality. In 2007, fabric production of 70 million metres cannot even meet 4% of
the domestic fabric requirement. The specialized textiles sub-sector, loomage
capacity of which varies from 10 to 50, started in mid-seventies. In 1976, it had
800 looms with annual production capacity of 15.6 million metres of fabrics. Its
loomage capacity rose to 5,500 in 1993 indicating a 40% annual growth rate.
Fabrics produced in this sub-sector are mostly cotton, polyester and cotton-
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polyester blended types. Main products are nylon saris, household linens,
curtains, shirting, suiting, nets, pocketing fabrics, velvet cloth and fabrics for
draperies.

After the 1980’s Knitting and hosiery products of this sub-sector gained access to
export market. The annual growth of machine capacity satisfying domestic market
was about 5.3% for the period 1976-83 and only 2.1% for the period 1983-99. In
this period, 1,390 circular knitting machines were added to the capacity to satisfy
the export demand. However, the situation on the knitting side looks better than
in weaving. The main products of this sub-sector are vests, underwear, T-shirts,
polo shirts, ladies undergarments, socks, mufflers and sweaters. 

Export competitiveness in the United States market

Bangladesh has experienced some product diversification in its export of
garments to the United States market in recent years compared with the early
1990s. However, the country’s performance in upgrading its products is not
significant with regard to the United States market. The country experienced a
sharp increase in the export of garment products to the United States market in the
1990s, but faced declines in export earnings from that country in 2005 and 2006,
followed by slow increases since 2007. However, the RMG exports of China to
the United States have increased at a startling rate over the years. For example,
the textile and garment export earnings of China, India and Bangladesh from the
United States were $3.6 billion, $0.8 billion and $0.4 billion respectively in 1990,
and increased to $28.4 billion, $9.8 billion and $ 5.8 billion respectively in 2008.
Such rapid expansion in the exports of China represents a major challenge to other
exporters. Bangladesh exported a total of 99 types of products in the textile and
garment category to the United States in 2007, but most of the category’s
contribution was minimal. For India and China, the number of textile and garment
product categories exported in the same year to the United States was 161 and 167
respectively.

Export competitiveness in the European Union market

Bangladesh has experienced both quantitative and qualitative changes in
exporting garment products to the European Union market during the period
1996-2007. The textile and garment export earnings of Bangladesh from the
European Union increased from 1.2 billion euros in 1996 to 4.9 billion euros in
2007. For India and China, the corresponding earnings increased from 3 billion
and 5.3 billion euros in 1996 to 5.3 billion and 21.1 billion euros in 2007
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respectively. Garment products generate the major share of Bangladesh’s export
earnings from the European Union. However, both textile and garment products
in China and India contribute to the export earnings from the European Union. For
example, garment products on average generated more than a 95 per cent share of
the total textile and garment exports to the European Union from Bangladesh
during the period 1996-2005. The corresponding shares for India and China stand
at below 75 per cent and 80-90 per cent respectively. 

Knit garments from Bangladesh have gained remarkable access to the European
Union market during the period 1996-2007. Duty and quota-free access of
garment products manufactured under “two-stage local transformation” (yarn to
fabrics, and fabrics to garment) have accelerated the exports of knit garment
products from Bangladesh to the European Union. As the knit textile subsector is
relatively less capital intensive and requires relatively simple technologies, it
managed to undergo rapid expansion, benefiting from the European Union
Generalized System of Preferences. The woven part of the category has failed to
utilize that facility owing to a lack of sufficient backward linkages. In contrast to
the European Union, both knit and non-knit products have entered the United
States market simultaneously, as no special tariff or tax reduction incentive was
available there for the import of garment products from Bangladesh.

The product-mix of garment products exported from Bangladesh to the European
Union has changed significantly during the period 1996-2007. The share of shirts
in total garment exports from Bangladesh to the European Union has decreased,
whereas the shares for overcoats, jackets, sweaters, suits and some other garment
products have increased in recent years. These changes demonstrate that
Bangladesh is achieving some level of product diversification in exporting
garment products to the European Union. In addition, a gender analysis indicates
that Bangladesh has achieved some upgrading of its products recently in terms of
exporting garment products to the European Union. Garments for females are
treated as upgraded products compared with garments for males, since they add
more value on average. 

Foreign Investment in Textile Sector

Private investment from overseas sources is welcome in almost all areas of
Bangladesh economy. Such investments can be made either independently or
through joint venture on mutually beneficial terms and conditions. In other words,
100% foreign direct investment as well as joint venture both with local private
sponsor and with public sector is allowed. Among the entire sector one can invest
in the following sector of textile industry. 
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Composite textile mills; 
Specialized textile mills; 
Sericulture, reeling and filature 
Leather and Rubber Products; 
Leather finishing; 
Footwear including shoe upper, sole etc; 
Tyres and tubes; 
Leather goods, such as gloves, bags, jackets etc.

The graph shows the export earning of Bangladesh from textile sector during the
year 2005-06 to 2007-08. It shows that the earning is increasing gradually;
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Table 2: Major Textile commodities and export earning from it

Year Sl No. Commodities  2005-2006 2006-07 2007-08 
1 Silk 139.48 208.77 67.73 

2 
Wool, Fine or coarse ani mal hair, horse 
hair yarn & woven fabrics  3777.88 602.69 1184.85 

3 Cotton 26349.84 25954.27 23088.99 

4 Paper yarn, & Woven fabrics of paper 
yarn 227053.47  272740.84  302076.49 

5 Man-made filaments  1312.06 3531.66 2062.87 
6 Man-made staple fibers  2101.77 3777.58 3222.80 

7 
Wadding, felt & non -woven, special 
yarns, twine, cordage, ropes, & cables  34840.85 43023.59 38200.29 

8 Carpets & other textile floor coverings  5002.43 5133.67 4930.06 

9 
Special woven fabrics, tufted textile 
fabrics, lace, tapestries  17467.01 21509.98 10781.46 

10 Knitted crocheted fabrics  10539.86 21192.24 17389.79 

11 
Articles of apparel & clothing 
accessories, Knitted or crocheted  2300842.37  3020809.35  3498570.17 

12 
Articles of apparel & clothing 
accessories, not Knitted or crochete d 1760127.55  2180770.17  2234627.32 

13 
Other made up textile articles, sets, worn 
clothing & worn textile articles, rags  167326.39  232798.30  255369.25 

 Total 4556880.96  5832053.00  6391572.00 

especially during the 2006-2007 fiscal year the growth was 21.87% over the fiscal
year 2005-2006.



Prospects for the Textile and Apparel Industry in Bangladesh

The total demand-supply gaps of fabric and yarn for 1996-97 were 2,433 million
metres and 429 million kg respectively. These gaps would increase to 5,717
million metres and 939 million kg respectively by 2007. This speaks of this textile
sector as an important area for potential investments. The investment in this sector
is also attractive because of low wage ($40-70 dollar) per month, and relatively
low cost of infrastructure required for setting up textile mills. In an international
environment cost of capital and labour in Hong Kong, Korea, Singapore and
Taiwan etc are rapidly increasing. The government policy also encourages private
investment, especially foreign investment in the textile sector by allowing special
facilities such as :

Tax holiday for five, seven, nine and twelve years for industries set up in
the developed, less developed, least developed, and special economic zones
respectively, 
Tax exemption on royalties, technical know-how and technical fees, 
Tax exemption on interest on foreign loans, 
Tax exemption on capital gains, 
Avoidance of double taxation, 
Exemption of income tax for foreign technicians for a period of up to 3
years; 
Remittance up to 50% of the salary of the foreigners employed in
Bangladesh, 
Facilities for repatriation of invested capital, profits, and dividends abroad,
and 
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Provision for treating reinvestment of repatriate dividend as new foreign
investment.

The textile industry in Bangladesh occupies a prominent position within the
country’s industrial structure. It may become the largest manufacturing sector,
providing jobs for a huge number skilled and unskilled labor and contribution a
lot to the country’s GDP. But in order to produce garments for export, the textile
sector has to manufacture a large share of yarn and fabric, which we presently
imports from abroad, especially woven fabrics. At present few local textile firms
are able to produce materials of the required quality or in adequate quantities. The
Bangladeshi government is attempting to remedy this situation.

Findings

The overall growth performance of modern textiles excepting the export-oriented
garments industry has been very poor with only very limited investment taking
place in weaving sub-sectors and relatively more new investment in the spinning
sub-sector. Modern textiles have developed in a haphazard and footloose manner
with little balancing among spinning, weaving, and dyeing-printing-finishing sub-
sectors. Most mills are unbalanced with their own structures, and suffer from
technological and production shortcomings. Over the years the links between the
downstream textiles and garments sub-sector remained weak. Bangladesh entered
into export market of RMG in 1977. Exports of RMG grew at a very fast rate
during the last two decades. But this growth has not been supported by a growth
of the backward linkage facilities. The RMG industry has to depend upon imports
for 85% of fabrics and 40% of yarn required for this expanding export market. 

As of 2006, the textile sector of Bangladesh may be characterized by the
following facts: there were 3.8 million spindles with an annual production
capacity of 300 million kg of thread; the total number of looms was 5200; 2500
in private sector and 2,700 in public sector and the annual production capacity
was 96.9 million metres of cloth. All the specialized textile mills were in the
private sector and they had 60,500 looms producing annually 105 million metres
of cloth. 

Conclusion & Recommendation

After elimination of quota and GSP it is believe that China and India will come to
dominate world trade in textiles. China alone estimated at 50 per cent or more
share in the textile market.  However, this estimation only possible as they are
totally driven by changes in relative prices and cost competitiveness. The main
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contribution of this study is thus to take into account recent developments in the
organization of the textile sector.  

Market is very important factor. Therefore, countries close to the major markets
are likely to be less affected by competition from India and China. Bangladesh,
Mexico, the Caribbean, Eastern Europe and North Africa are therefore likely to
remain important exporters to the US and EU respectively, and possibly maintains
their market shares. 

To conclude, there is no doubt that both China and India will gain market shares
in the European Union, the United States and Canada to a significant extent, but
the expected surge in market share may be less than anticipated, as proximity to
major markets assumes increasing economic significance and tariffs are
increasingly restraining trade due to the fact that products cross borders several
times. Furthermore, other developing countries like Bangladesh are catching up
with China in terms of unit labour costs in the textile sector and China has of yet
not shown competitive strength in the design and fashion segments of the markets.

In view of the above, to increase the export share Bangladesh has to:
Create more investment opportunities for the potential investor
Attract more Foreign direct investment in the sector
Create more Export processing zone to safe and secured return of foreign
investment
Develop infrastructure i.e. road, transport facilities etc. 
Offer more benefit for the investor
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Impact of Global Financial Crisis on the
Economy of Bangladesh

Md. Selim Reza1

M. Moazzem Hossain Khan

Abstract

The recent global financial turmoil started on July 2007, mainly in the USA
and spread among developed nations in the latter part of 2008 and
subsequently shifted to the developing nations. This crisis had some major
setbacks not only for the developed countries but also for developing
countries like Bangladesh. We have investigated the causes of global
financial meltdown in the first part of this paper. We have got several reasons
behind the global recession but the most immediate cause was the reckless
sub prime lending. The second part of this paper attempts to identify the
impacts of global financial crisis on the global as well as Bangladesh
economy. Our findings show that the developed countries like USA, UK, EU,
Japan as well as developing countries are greatly affected by the recent
financial crisis. Measures taken by the developed countries and Bangladesh
government to overcome the crisis are shown in the third part of this paper.
As a measure, developed countries nationalized most of their banks and took
huge bailout plans aimed at injections of capital into the financial system.
Bangladesh government has also taken huge plans to protect its export
sector as well as foreign migrants and financial institutions. Finally, some
policy suggestions to overcome the crisis and achieve a sustainable
development are given.

1 The authors are, respectively, Lecturer and Professor at the Department of Economics,
Rajshahi University. 
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I. Introduction

The most talked about issue in the recent financial arena is the global financial
crisis, which started to show its effect in the middle of the year 2007. The turmoil,
however, was rooted in the sub-prime mortgage crisis that began in mid-2007,
when two Bear Stearns hedge funds collapsed. During boom period, mortgage
brokers were tempted by big commissions, talked with buyers with poor
creditworthiness, into accepting housing mortgages with little or no down
payment and without credit checks. Banks and financial institutions often
repackaged these debts with other high-risk debts and sold those to world-wide
investors creating financial instruments called CDOs or collateralized debt
obligations. The turmoil started with the collapse of Lehman Brothers, which was
heavily dependent on mortgage market and relied on repurchase market for short-
term financing. Shortly after Lehman Brothers, Merrill Lynch filed for bankruptcy
which was suffering from the same disease. The rising defaults on sub-prime
mortgages in the US triggered a global crisis for the money markets.
Consequently, the world stock markets crashed, and many of the world’s leading
investment banks and financial institutions collapsed or were bought out.

The massive global crisis, already being dubbed by some as the Great Recession
since the Great Depression of the 1930’s, began since the end of 2007 with the
sub-prime mortgage crisis in the US. It subsequently and quickly spread to the
international financial system, resulting in negative growth rates in key countries
or regions, including the US, EU, and Japan. Many developing countries were
also infected by the contagion, from China, Brazil and South Africa to the
countries of South East Asia and Latin America. Asian countries were more
affected by a strong recession in the USA. Some Chinese and Japanese banks
suffered significant losses in the Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS) trade.
Global crisis reduced Chinese growth from 11.5% to only 8.0% in 2008.

Bangladesh is a developing country and globalization integrates it with the global
market in diverse areas. Bangladesh is equally affected by the global turmoil in
the short run as well as in the long run. It is very difficult to predict the scenario
in the long term; however, short term impacts should duly be taken into
consideration. The global financial crisis hits the country’s exports, foreign
remittance and balance of payments. It is imprudent to consider the economy of
Bangladesh as ‘vulnerable’ just like the US economy which is basically ‘credit
oriented’ rather than ‘savings oriented’ that ultimately results in enhancement of
debt burden on individuals and the country as a whole. The economic crisis in the
US was the outcome of the deregulations but Bangladesh is unlikely to experience
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such debacle as its regulatory bodies, including Bangladesh Bank (BB), regulate
and supervise the financial market strictly. The overall financial leverage in
Bangladesh is low and unlike the global financial institutions, Bangladesh’s
banking system has no toxic derivative engagements that could make overnight
defaults. Moreover, prudential regulations and monitoring by BB kept the
lending-deposit ratio of private banks within a tolerable limit. 

Objectives of the study

The study has been undertaken with the following objectives:

1. To highlight the reasons behind the global financial crisis;

2. To investigate the impact of global financial crisis on global as well as
Bangladesh economy;

3. To assess the measures taken by world as well as Bangladesh authority to
mitigate the crisis;

4. To give policy suggestions to overcome the crisis.

II. Methodology and Data

Data used in the study are collected from secondary sources. The study tries to see
the change in the volume of export-import, flow of remittance, and foreign
assistance. The major sources of information are published articles, research
reports, journals, daily newspapers, internet etc. However, exact sources of the
data are Economic Review of Bangladesh, Bangladesh Bank, and Statistical Year
Book of Bangladesh. The time period of the study is up to December 2011. 

III. Reasons behind the Global Financial Crisis

The previous major financial crisis occurred during 1929 to 1933. A financial
crisis occurs when there a disorderly contraction in money supply and wealth in
an economy. It is also known as a credit crunch. It occurs when participants in an
economy lose confidence in the repayment capacity of debtors. This causes
lenders to limit loans as well as recall existing loans. The financial/banking
system relies on credit creation as a result of debtors spending the money, which
in turn is “banked” and loaned to other debtors. As a result, a relatively small
contraction in lending can lead to a dramatic contraction in money supply. The
Great Depression occurred after a dramatic expansion in debt and money supply
in the roaring twenties. Total US private credit market debt as a percentage of
GDP reached 250% in 1929. The next time debt exceeded this level in the USA
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was in reaching a peak of 350% prior to the bubble bursting. The financial crisis
of 2007-2009 began in July 2007, when a loss of confidence by investors in the
value of securitized mortgages in the United States resulted in a liquidity crisis
that prompted a substantial injection of capital into financial markets by the
United States Federal Reserve, Bank of England and the European Central Bank.

A common claim during the first weeks of the financial crisis was that the problem
was simply caused by reckless, sub-prime lending. However, the sub-prime
mortgages were only part of a far more extensive problem affecting the entire $20
trillion US housing market; the sub-prime sector was simply the first sign that the
collapse of the bubble affecting the housing market showed up.

Sub-Prime Lending (American Housing Bubble)

In the American financial system, there are two large institutions, now called
Fannie Mae (The Federal National Mortgage Association) and Freddie Mac (The
federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation), both of which had originated as
government organizations to help fund housing. They worked in two ways.
Firstly, they purchased mortgages made by banks, thus refinancing the lending
banks and enabling them to make still more loans. Secondly, they guaranteed
mortgages so that the lending bank did not face any risk and could cover its
potential loss from default by paying the insurance premium to these two insurers.
This pooling of the risk meant that lower interest rates could be made available to
the guy that wanted to buy a house. These two organizations got their money by
borrowing from the capital markets. They borrowed from central banks around
the world with the encouragement of the US Treasury, which assured everyone
that this was as sound as a US government security. This channeled substantial
foreign savings into the mortgage market in the United States, enabling more and
more to be directed to housing. Those housing loans that went through Fannie and
Freddie were called ‘prime’ mortgages. The availability of funds from the foreign
lending to the US was so great that the financial institutions needed to increase the
amount of lending and hence, the so-called ‘sub-prime’ mortgage market
emerged. This market comprised loans that did not meet the conditions of Fannie
and Freddie and so were generally riskier. Of course, such sub-prime loans could
not be refinanced through the two institutions.

As the price of houses increased, Americans found that their houses were much
more valuable. For example, Mr. X bought a house for US$ 300,000 in 1995. He
took a mortgage for 20 years for US$ 250,000 and paid from his savings for the
rest. In 2003, he had repaid US$ 50,000 of the principal, so he owed US$ 200,000.
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But the market value of the house had increased to US$ 450,000. The bank will
allow him to borrow 80% of the value of the house or US$ 360,000. He owed US$
200,000; so he could borrow another US$ 160,000 as a home equity loan. He did
this, borrowing US$ 100,000, which he used to buy a car (US$ 40,000) and to
make the down payment on a summer home that cost US$ 300,000 (he paid US$
60,000 in cash and borrowed the rest). Now, he owed US$ 540,000 altogether, and
by purchasing a second house he added to demand in the housing sector. That was
what the upper-middle class Americans were doing. The world economy is facing
very serious problems because of plunging house prices, falling credit availability
and decreasing real incomes in many countries. The crisis began when Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mae, the two largest mortgage lenders, went bankrupt. The
bankruptcy of Fannie and Freddie and federal takeover of these institutions surely
is one of the most serious financial crises since the Wall Street crash in 1929.

The Role of Central Bank

Some have proposed that the crisis is an excellent example of the Austrian Business
Cycle Theory, in which credit created through the policies of central bank gives rise
to an artificial boom, which is inevitably followed by a bust. Proponents of this
theory have predicted the current financial crises and argued that central banks should
not be involved in debt markets. The history of the yield curve from 2000 through
2007 illustrates that credit creation by the Federal Reserve may have played a role in
the on-set of the financial crisis in 2007 and 2008. The yield curve (also known as the
term structure of interest rates) is the shape formed by a graph showing US Treasury
Bill or Bond interest rates on the vertical axis and time to maturity on the horizontal
axis. When short-term interest rates are lower than long-term interest rates, the yield
curve is said to be “positively sloped”. This in turn encourages an expansion in
money supply and in turn favours debt induced bubbles. When long-term interest
rates are lower than short-term interest rates the yield curve is said to be “inverted”.
This favours a contraction in money supply. When long term and short term interest
rates are equal, the yield curve is said to be “flat”. The yield curve is believed by
some to be a strong predictor of recession (when inverted) and inflation (when
positively sloped). A positively sloped yield curve allows Primary Dealers (such as
large investment banks) in the Federal Reserve system to fund themselves with cheap
short term money while lending out at higher long-term rates. This strategy is
profitable so long as the yield curve remains positively sloped. However, it creates a
liquidity risk if the yield curve were to become inverted and banks would have to
refund themselves at expensive short term rates while losing money on longer term
loans.
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Following the bursting of the Dot-com bubble (also referred to as the Internet
bubble and the Information Technology Bubble) in 2000 and the Stock market
downturn of 2002, the US Federal Reserve reacted sharply by lowering short-term
interest rates. The Fed lowered the Fed Funds target rate beginning in January
2001 at 6.5% to a nadir of 1% in June 2003. The Fed also held rates at this low
level for an unusually long period of time (1year) until June 2004. This prolonged
period of stimulative Federal Reserve monetary policy created a very positively
sloped yield curve. The yield on the 3-month Treasury-bill reached its lowest
point (0.88%) for the cycle in the late fall of 2003 while at the same time 30-year
Treasury-bond rates were in excess of 5%. In June 2004, the Fed began to slowly
increase Fed Fund rates and the yield curve slowly narrowed. Fed Chairman Alan
Greenspan notably described this narrowing of spreads between short term and
long term rates as a “conundrum” during testimony in February 2005. The
chairman expected long term rates to rise in line with short term rates. However,
the tightening of monetary policy caused by rising short term rates was slowing
the economy and reducing demand for long-term borrowing. The Fed raised Fed
Funds target rates to a peak of 5.25% in June 2006. By October 2006 the yield
curve on 90-day T-bills vs 30-year T-bonds was essentially flat indicating neutral
monetary policy (neither stimulative nor contractionary). While the Fed
maintained Fed Funds rates at this high level, long term rates began to fall causing
the yield curve to become more and more inverted. The yield curve was most
strongly inverted in March 2007 when concern about current inflation was
reaching its peak.

Commodity Bubble

A commodity bubble was created following the collapse in the housing bubble. In
2007, US economy began to crumble. Several things happened more or less in
conjunction. The mortgage market in the United States had built on an increase in
interest rate, suddenly increasing the required payment; as the market for housing
weakened the increase in house prices stopped and it became more difficult to use
home equity financing as a cushion. At the same time the American economy
slowed, somewhat, making it even more difficult as people lost jobs and bonuses
and overtime were reduced. There were dramatic increases in the prices of food
and gasoline, undermining consumer purchasing power. The oil price increased
also by the cause of high demand levels in a rapidly growing economy. The price
of oil rose to over US$ 140 dollars per barrel in 2008 before plunging as the
financial crisis began to take hold in late 2008. 
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Deregulation

In 1992, the 102nd Congress and the Clinton Administration weakened regulation
of government sponsored enterprises Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac with the goal
of making available more money for the issuance of home loans. The Washington
Post wrote: “Congress also wanted to free up money for Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac to buy mortgage loans and specified that the pair would be required to keep
a much smaller share of their funds on hand than other financial institutions.
Where banks that held US$ 100 could spend US$ 90 buying mortgage loans,
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac could spend US$ 97.50 buying loans. Finally,
Congress ordered that the companies be required to keep more capital as a cushion
against losses if they invested in riskier securities. But the rule was never set
during the Clinton Administration, which came to office that winter, and was only
put in place nine years later.

Booms and Collapse of Shadow Banking System

In a June 2008 speech, U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, then President
and CEO of the NY Federal Reserve Bank, placed significant blame for the
freezing of credit markets on a “run” on the entities in the “parallel” banking
system, also called the shadow banking system. These entities became critical to
the credit markets underpinning the financial system, but were not subject to the
same regulatory controls. Further, these entities were vulnerable because they
borrowed short-term in liquid markets to purchase long-term, illiquid and risky
assets. This meant that disruptions in credit markets would make them subject to
rapid deleveraging, selling their long-term assets at depressed prices. He
described the significance of these entities: “In early 2007, asset-backed
commercial paper conduits, in structured investment vehicles, in auction-rate
preferred securities, tender option bonds and variable rate demand notes, had a
combined asset size of roughly US$ 2.2 trillion. Assets financed overnight in
triparty repo grew to US$ 2.5 trillion. Assets held in hedge funds grew to roughly
US$ 1.8 trillion. The combined balance sheets of the then five major investment
banks totaled US$ 4 trillion. In comparison, the total assets of the top five bank
holding companies in the United States at that point were just over US$ 6 trillion,
and total assets of the entire banking system were about US$ 10 trillion.” He
stated that the “combined effect of these factors was a financial system vulnerable
to self-reinforcing asset price and credit cycles”. Nobel laureate Paul Krugman
described the run on the shadow banking system as the “core of what happened”
to cause the crisis. “As the shadow banking system expanded to rival or even
surpass conventional banking in importance, politicians and government officials
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should have realized that they were re-creating the kind of financial vulnerability
that made the Great Depression possible and they should have responded by
extending regulations and the financial safety net to cover these new institutions.
Influential figures should have proclaimed a simple rule: anything that does what
a bank does, anything that has to be rescued in crises the way banks are, should
be regulated like a bank.” He referred to this lack of controls as “malign neglect”.

Systematic Crisis

Another analysis, different from the mainstream explanation, is that the financial
crisis is merely a symptom of another, deeper crisis, which is a systemic crisis of
capitalism itself. According to Samir Amin, an Egyptian economist, the constant
decrease in GDP growth rates in Western countries since the early 1970s created
a growing surplus of capital which did not have sufficient profitable investment
outlets in the real economy. The alternative was to place this surplus into the
financial market, which became more profitable than productive capital
investment, especially with subsequent deregulation. According to Samir Amin,
this phenomenon has lead to recurrent financial bubbles (such as the internet
bubble) and is the deep cause of the financial crisis of 2007-2009.

IV. Impact on Global Economy

The global financial crisis which started with the collapse of US sub-prime
mortgage system has not only engulfed the entire US and European financial and
banking system but also began to affect the global economy. Britain, Germany,
Japan and many other countries have gone for sweeping nationalization of bank
and banking institutions as last ditch effort to avoid a total collapse. The frontier
countries such as USA, UK, EU and Japan have already experienced a sharp
decline in their GDP growth on an average 2 percent in 2008. Thus, the quarterly
GDP growth rates in the major economies began to decline in early 2008 but by
the third quarter negative growth rates began to be posted. The USA experienced
a decline of 3.8 percent in the third quarter 2008, compared to the same quarter in
2007. Germany experienced a sharp fall in GDP as well 1.8 percent during the
same period, while EU also posted negative growth of over 1 percent. 

After an overnight 10 percent drop Indonesia suspended trading. Iceland with the
world’s top per capita income is now bankrupt. The global slowdown also affected
the major emerging-market economies such as China, Brazil, Russia and India.
Projections of the Chinese and Indian economies suggest a decline in GDP growth
rates to 9 and 7.3 percent in 2009 from 13 and 9.3 percent in 2008, respectively.
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In spite of GDP growth slowing to 6.1% in the first quarter 2009 - the lowest since
1992 - the Chinese Government is optimistic about an economic recovery. 

Because of financial crisis the most affected area are financial and banking
institutions. One of the first victims was Northern Rock, a medium-sized British
bank. The highly leveraged nature of its business led the bank to request security
from the Bank of England. This in turn led to investor’s panic and a bank run in
mid-September 2007. Calls by Liberal Democrat Shadow Chancellor Vince Cable
to nationalise the institution were initially ignored in February 2008. However, the
British government (having failed to find a private sector buyer) relented, and the
bank was taken into public hands. Northern Rock’s problems proved to be an
early indication of the troubles that would soon fall on other banks and financial
institutions.

Initially the companies affected were those directly involved in home construction
and mortgage lending such as Northern Rock and Countrywide Financial
Institutions which had engaged in the securitization of mortgages such as Bear
Stearns then fell prey. Later on, Bear Stearns was acquired by JP Morgan Chase
through deliberate assistance from the US government. On July 11, 2008, the
largest mortgage lender in the US, IndyMac Bank, collapsed, and federal
regulators seized its assets after the mortgage lender succumbed to the pressures
of tighter credit, tumbling home prices and rising foreclosures. That day, the
financial markets plunged as investors tried to gauge whether the government
would attempt to save mortgage lenders Fannie Mae and Freddie Mae, which it
did by placing the two companies into federal conservatorship on September 7,
2008 after the crisis further accelerated in late summer.

At the heart of the portfolios of many of these institutions were investments whose
assets had been derived from bundled home mortgages. Exposure to these
mortgage-backed securities, or to the credit derivatives used to insure them
against failure, threatened an increasing number of firms such as Lehman
Brothers, AIG, Merrill Lynch, and HBOS. Beginning with bankruptcy of Lehman
Brothers on September 14, 2008, the financial crisis entered an acute phase
marked by failures of prominent American and European banks and efforts by the
American and European governments to rescue distressed financial institutions.
Afterwards, Iceland almost claimed to go bankrupt as the country’s three largest
banks, and in effect financial system, collapsed. Many financial institutions in
Europe also faced the liquidity problem that they needed to raise their capital
adequacy ratio. As the crisis developed, stock markets fell worldwide, and global
financial regulators attempted to coordinate efforts to contain the crisis. Other
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firms that came under pressure included Washington Mutual, the largest savings
and loan association in the United States, and the remaining large investment
firms, Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs.

In the Eastern European economies of Poland, Hungary, Romania, and Ukraine
the economic crisis was characterized by difficulties with loans made in hard
currencies such as the Swiss franc. As local currencies in those countries lost
value, making payment on such loans became progressively more difficult. In
January 2009, the government leaders of Iceland were forced to call elections two
years early after the people of Iceland staged mass protests and clashed with the
police due to the government’s handling of the economy. Hundreds of thousands
protested in France against President Sarkozy’s economic policies. Prompted by
the financial crisis in Latvia, the opposition and trade unions organized a rally
against the cabinet of premier Ivars Godmanis. The rally gathered some 10-20
thousand people. In the evening, the rally turned into a Riot. The crowd moved to
the building of the parliament and attempted to force their way into it, but were
repelled by the state’s police. In late February, many Greeks took part in a massive
general strike because of the economic situation and they shut down schools,
airports, and many other services in Greece. Police and protesters clashed in
Lithuania where people protesting the economic conditions were shot by rubber
bullets. In addition to various levels of unrest in Europe, Asian countries have also
seen various degrees of protest. Communists and others rallied in Moscow to
protest the Russian government’s economic plans. Protests have also occurred in
China as demands from the west for exports have been dramatically reduced and
unemployment has increased. ILO chief Juan Somavia warned that the financial
crisis could lead to record global unemployment with 20 million more people out
of work by the end of 2009. ILO indicated that, the number of unemployed could
rise from 120 million in 2007 to 190 million in 2009. The population of working
poor living on less than a dollar a day could grow by 40 million and those on two
dollars a day by over 100 million.

V. Impact on Bangladesh Economy

The global financial disaster that initially affected the US and EU countries, was
now spreading to Asia. Two Indian banks ICICI and HDFC ware affected because
of their business links with the US and EU markets. Bangladesh was also affected
by the global financial crisis. The major affected sectors are exports-imports,
remittance and foreign assistance. 
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Impact on Export

Bangladesh’s export earnings had risen rapidly since the early 1990s. Exports
grew from around 7 percent of GDP in 1991 to around 18 percent in 2006. Two
main sources of economic growth have been manufacturing and services, both
crucially dependent on the RMG sector. The main driver of our exports sector is
the readymade garments industry (RMG) which accounts for almost four fifth of
our total exports earnings. Almost two and a half million people, ninety percent
of them women, are employed in the RMG sector; while a large but undetermined
number of people are involved in various ancillary and support services e.g.
banking, insurance, transport etc. to this sector.

According to EPB data, export earnings of Bangladesh stood at US$ 16,597
million in FY 2009-10, which was 6.63% higher than the export earnings in FY
2008-09. But the export earning in FY 2007-08 was 15.87% higher than the
export earning in FY 2006-07. The value of export commodities like raw jute
(10.23%), tea (20.0%), frozen food (14.89%), jute goods (15.42%), leather
(37.65) fell in FY 2008-09 compared to FY 2007-08. The price of raw leather has
decreased substantially in the international market. Frozen foods lost international
market due to global turmoil and mandatory test of Bangladeshi frozen fish by
EU. The export of tea fell due to global recession and using older mode of
production process. The country was gradually losing the market of jute and jute
goods because the life cycle of most of the capital machineries expired and the
demand fell in the international market due to global turmoil.

Bangladesh Bank data on countrywise export shows that in FY 2009-10 exports
to the USA and EU have fallen compared to FY 2008-09. Also, the total export
value gradually declined after the financial crisis started. The small garments
industries which are not competitive collapsed. In the meantime, it was observed
that the RMG Sector’s orders fell by around 14-20 percent. Huge number of male
and female workers of the export-led growth industries were losing their jobs. 

Impact on Imports

Bangladesh’s imports as a share of GDP have been rising steadily over the past
three decades. Given the importance of imports for Bangladesh’s economic
growth and development, it is important to asses the likely impact of the world
recession on the volume and structure of imports and the terms of trade. Import-
based revenues also comprise of a significant part of the national budget and could
be a cause for concern. Because of global recession, imports declined, so
government had less revenue and less money to push into development and social
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safety programme resulting in increase poverty. On the other hand, the advent of
the recession brought prices down drastically, and as an importer Bangladesh
benefited hugely with domestic price pressures falling quickly, and government
made large savings from reduced subsidies, especially on diesel. In order to
understand the nature of the impact of increased imports in the economy, it is
important to take a more disaggregated view. From the composition of imports it
is clear that capital machinery, crude petroleum products, cotton, yarn and
fertilizer, textiles and articles, were the key commodities the imports of which
increased significantly. In other words, the nature of imports suggests that these
were meant either to increase production or raise productivity in manufacturing
industry and agriculture.

According to Bangladesh Bank data, the value of import payments amounted to
US$ 21629 million in FY 2007-08, which is 26.1% greater than in the previous
year. But in 2008-09 the total import payment was US$ 22507 and the annual
change was only 4.1%. Because of global recession, the world food price and oil
price have fallen. Bangladesh benefited from low price of import commodities,
which helps to curb inflation. Domestic factors including excellent agricultural
performance and bumper food harvests also helped to reduce inflation.

Impact on Remittance and Migrates

A sizable number of Bangladeshi labour forces are deployed in different parts of
the world including Middle East. According to the Bureau of Manpower,
Employment and Training, a total of about 7.34 million Bangladeshi workers
went overseas during 1976 - 2011. Bangladesh has achieved a huge success in
manpower export in 2007 and 2008. It is seen from Table-1 that a total of 0.83
million Bangladeshi went abroad for employment in 2007 which is 141.62%
greater than the previous year. But after 2008 the manpower export has declined.
In 2009 and 2010 the total manpower export were 0.47 and 0.37 million which
were 45.68% and 55.35% lower than the year 2008.

As Table 2 shows, Middle East countries together constitute the major sources of
total remittances for Bangladesh. Individually, Saudi Arabia stands top of the list
followed by UAE and USA. Because of global recession remittances were
projected to fall drastically as Bangladeshi expatriates were to be the first ones to
get the ‘chop’ in foreign countries particularly in the Middle-eastern countries
whose economy are entirely dependent on oil exports and the prices of which
were falling drastically. After the FY 2007-08, the remittance inflows from the
KSA, UAE and Qatar grew significantly but the remittance inflows from Oman,
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Kuwait, USA, UK and Singapore declined. The total remittance inflows show a
positive trend but the rate of change declined after the financial crisis.

Impact on Foreign Assistance

The international financial institutions have greatly suffered because of the global
financial crisis. International financial institutions and development agencies such
as World Bank, IMF and ADB could not dole out credits and grants. Because of
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Table 1:  Number of Expatriate Bangladeshi by Country during 2004-2010

Country 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Saudi Arabia 139031 80425 109513 204112 132124 14666 7069
Kuwait 41108 47029 35775 4212 319 10 48
UAE 47012 61978 130204 226392 419355 258348 203308
Bahrain 9194 10716 16355 16433 13182 28426 21824
Oman 4435 4827 8082 17478 52896 41704 42641
Malaysia 224 2911 20469 273201 131762 12402 919
Singapore 6948 9651 20139 38324 56581 39581 39053
Others 25006 37903 44032 52457 68836 80141 75840

Total 272958 255440 381516 832609 875055 475278 390702
Source: Bureau of Manpower, Employment and Training.

Table 2: Country wise Remittance of Bangladesh during 2004-2011

(In million US $)

Country 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11*

KSA 1510.45 1696.96 1734.70 2324.23 2859.09 3427.05 2393.89
UAE 442.24 561.44 804.84 1135.14 1754.92 1890.31 1467.15
Qatar 136.41 175.64 233.17 289.79 343.36 1019.18 240.09
Oman 131.32 165.25 196.47 220.64 290.06 170.14 257.62
Bahrain 67.18 67.33 79.96 138.20 157.45 193.46 131.92
Kuwait 406.80 494.39 680.70 863.73 970.75 587.09 779.47
USA 557.31 760.69 930.33 1380.08 1575.22 349.08 1398.62
UK 375.77 555.71 886.90 896.13 789.65 360.91 683.49
Malaysia 25.51 20.82 11.84 92.44 282.20 827.51 524.44
Singapore 47.69 684.84 80.24 130.11 165.13 145.89 143.22
Others 147.60 238.81 339.32 444.38 501.33 453.86 591.11

Total 3848.29 4801.88 5978.47 7914.78 9689.16 1098.40 8611.02
Source: Bangladesh Bank. * Up to March 2011



global meltdown, USA stopped their foreign assistance. In 2008-09 Bangladesh
did not get any assistance from USA. The major foreign assistance comes from
IDA (International Development Assistance), ADB, UN agency and EU. But the
assistance from IDA declined after the FY 2007-08. Japan also shows the same
trend. The total assistance in FY 2007-08 was US$ 2061.51 million, which was
26.44% greater than the previous year. But in 2008-09 this assistance dropped to
US$ 1847.31 million, which was 10.38% lower than the FY 2007-08 (Table-3). In
2009-10 aid flows showed a positive trend, but sources like USA, KSA,
Netherlands, France, India, and Australia almost dried up.
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Table 3:  Foreign Assistance by Sources during 2004-2011

(In million US $)  

Country 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11

IDA 696.34 635.33 680.10 795.84 507.52 397.48 390.01
Japan 45.04 31.05 31.62 88.74 103.04 78.96 93.30
ADB 208.28 264.56 342.46 448.32 618.56 1086.75 437.82
USA 7.75 395 61.91 14.57 0.00 0.0 0.00
UN Agency 33.93 111.15 76.15 177.94 143.38 211.74 160.32
Canada 7.82 62.04 17.7 41.75 19.25 13.66 21.89
Germany 23.64 15.29 19.71 29.79 63.62 70.39 22.93
UK 85.21 156.80 69.37 127.62 132.15 124.33 79.15
EU 7.87 72.65 66.38 70.20 32.60 83.01 80.14
Netherlands 4.60 12.61 23.88 5.41 11.01 1.21 0.33
KSA 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sweden 0.26 1.79 57.42 42.44 24.77 9.30 7.46
Norway 3.87 10.79 46.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Denmark 5.35 14.28 50.00 32.80 21.89 30.11 13.11
France 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
UNICEF 25.19 18.09 29.78 52.01 78.00 0.00 0.00
India 25.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Australia 5.77 10.56 0.00 6.45 0.00 0.00 0.00
IDB 70.15 25.08 22.64 10.76 21.21 25.76 11.31
Others 250.13 121.62 35.01 116.91 70.30 84.25 81.07

Total 1507.35 1567.64 1630.58 2061.51 1847.31 2216.95 1398.84

Source: Economic Relation Department, Ministry of Finance, Excluding UNICEF,  Up to April 2011



Impact on Balance of Payment

It is seen from Table-4 that the trade deficit declined by 12% during FY 2008-09
compared to the deficit of the previous FY 2007-08. In FY 2007-08 the trade
deficit had increased by 54% compared to the FY 2006-07. Despite the deficits in
trade and service payments during the period, the robust growth in remittances led
to a large surplus in the current account in 2008-09 and 2009-10. The overall
balance showed a larger surplus of US$ 2,058 million in FY 2008-09 against a
surplus of US$ 331 million in the previous fiscal year.
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Table 4:  Balance of Payment during 2004-2011

(In million US $)

Items 2004- 2005- 2006- 2007- 2008- 2009- 2010-
05 06 07 08 09 10 11*

Export f.o.b. 
(including EPZ)8573 10412 12053 14151 15581 16236 14111
Import c.i.f.
(including EPZ)-11870 -13301 -15511 -19481 -20291 -21388 -18966

Trade balance -3297 -2889 -3458 -5330 -4710 -5152 -4855
Receipts 1177 1340 1484 1891 1832 2471 1702
Payments -2047 -2313 -2739 -3416 -3448 -3711 -3260

Service balance -870 -1023 -1255 -1525 -1616 -1240 -1558
Receipts 116 136 244 217 95 52 72
Payments -796 -838 -1149 -1211 -1579 -1536 -926

Income balance -680 -702 -905 -994 -1484 -1484 -854
Official 37 125 97 127 72 125 71
Private 4253 5313 6457 8402 10154 11488 7798
(remittance) (3848) (4802) (5979) (7915) (9689) (10987) (7508)

Balance of current
transfer 4290 5438 6554 8529 10226 11613 7869
Current account 
balance -557 824 936 680 2416 3737 602
Capital account 
balance 163 375 490 576 451 488 211
Financial balance 760 -141 762 -457 -825 -638 -1243
Errors and omissions-323 -720 -695 -468 16 -722 -60
Overall balance 67 338 1493 331 2058 2865 -490
Reserve assets -67 -338 -1493 -331 -2058 -2865 490

Source: Statistical Department, Bangladesh Bank. * up to February 2011.
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Measures Taken to Overcome the Crisis
Measures Taken by Developed Countries

In October 2008, the US government proposed a US$ 700 billion plan to purchase
unperforming collaterals and assets. However, the plan failed to pass because
some members of the US Congress rejected the idea of using taxpayers’ money to
bail out Wall Street investors. After the stock market plunged, Congress amended
the US$700 billion bail out plan and passed the legislation. While the market
turned extremely pessimistic, the British government launched a 500 billion
pound bail out plan aimed at injecting capital into the financial system. The
British government nationalized most of the financial institutions in trouble.
Many European governments followed suit, as well as the US government. Stock
markets appeared to have stabilized as October 2008 ended. Other countries like
Russia are bailing out their banks through guarantees of millions of dollars.
Iceland has gone bankrupt and has to take credits of millions from Russia to
survive. In October, 2008 Iceland’s major banks were nationalized. In November,
2008 China created a stimulus plan of £393 billion. The Australian Government
injected ‘economic stimulus package’ to avoid the country going into recession in
December, 2008. U.S. President Barack Obama proposed federal spending bill
aproaching US$ 1 trilion in an attempt to remedy financial crisis in January, 2009.
Canadian Parliament passed an early budget with a US$ 40 billion stimulus
package. 

In March 18 2009, the Federal Reserve announced that it will purchase US$ 1.15
trillion in US assets (US$ 750 billion in mortgage backed securities, US$ 300
billion in Treasuries, US$ 100 billion in Agencies) in a bid to prop up liquidity and
lending to spur economic growth. The markets initially rallied on the news, but
concerns began to grow regarding long term devaluation of the US dollar and
subsequent inflation. In March 23, 2009, in the United States, the FDIC, the
Federal Reserve, and the Treasury Department jointly announced the Public-
Private Investment Program to leverage US$ 75–US$ 100 billion of TARP funds
with private capital to purchase US$ 500 billion of Legacy Assets (a.k.a. toxic
assets). The world’s biggest central banks sprang into action to help shield the
eurozone and the entire global system from the debt crisis in November 2011 with
extra funds for banks. The Bank of Canada, the Bank of England, the Bank of
Japan, the European Central Bank, the US Federal Reserve and the Swiss
National Bank collectively announced liquidity support to the global financial
system.
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Measures taken by Bangladesh

Bangladesh also took some significant measures to save the economy from the
adverse impact of global economic meltdown. Bangladesh government as well as
Bangladesh Bank adopted different measures to overcome the crisis.

(I) Measures Taken by the Government 

1. A high-powered technical committee was formed in early November, 2008
to closely monitor the impact on the country’s economy from the fallout of
the global financial crisis and take instant remedial measures. 

2. Government undertook a seven-point strategy to ensure the well being of
the Bangladeshi workers abroad and to explore new manpower export
markets in the Scandinavian, European and East European countries like
Norway, Sweden and Romania. 

(II) Measures Taken by the Central Bank (Bangladesh Bank)

1. Bangladesh Bank (hereinafter BB) set up a Forex Investment Committee
headed by a deputy governor of the Bank. The high-profile committee
monitors the situation on a daily basis, and, accordingly, manages the
currency composition of forex reserves. 

2. BB withdrew about 90 per cent of its total investment from international
banks which were perceived to be at risk. 

3. Commercial banks had about US$ 500 million worth of foreign exchange
assets with various commercial institutions (and savings instruments)
abroad (Nostro Account). BB advised them to be cautious about such
investments and was keeping an eye on activities of commercial banks in
this regard and advising them on a day to day basis.

4. Being apprehensive of falling remittance at a time of slowing down of the
economies of developed countries and Middle-East (from where about 80
per cent of remittance come), BB has instructed banks to take measures to
reduce the time and cost of transferring remittances. Four suggested
measures are: cutting down time and costs of transferring remittances;
bringing remittances through legal channels; creating opportunities for
investment of remitted money; and welfare of expatriates. The BB directed
the bank branches or exchange houses overseas to keep their organizations
open on holidays to help expatriates remit funds. 
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5. BB continues its intervention in the inter-bank foreign exchange market by
selling and buying US dollar directly and providing such short term
facilities to the banks aiming to keep the market stable. 

6. BB has allowed settlement of import payments in Euro alongside the US
dollar among the Asian Clearing Union (ACU) member countries. 

7. In view of the losses incurred by importers as a result of the fall in global
commodity prices (e.g. wheat, edible oil and pulses) and the difficulties faced
by importers in honoring L/Cs, BB has relaxed the conditions for opening
fresh letters of credit (L/Cs) from the existing 90 days’ time to 150 days. 

8. BB will continue its foreign currency support to the commercial banks
mainly for making payments of fuel oils, fertilizer and food grains import. 

Bangladesh Bank in its Monetary Policy Statement for July-December, 2008
provided its policy stance envisaging possible impact of global economic
meltdown on the domestic economy. 

(III) Other Measures

Supporting productive sectors

Priority was given to unhindered flow of private sector credit to productive
sectors, with agriculture, SMEs, and the rural economy being the prime targets. 

Private sector credit

Growth in private sector credit would be watched carefully and if the situation
warrants, necessary policy adjustments would be introduced.

Soundness of banking sector and their liquidity position

Bangladesh Bank continued monitoring the liquidity situation in the banking
system and adopted appropriate measures to overcome any temporary pressure on
liquidity.

Exchange rate

Desired exchange rate stability would be maintained to keep the pressure of
imported inflation under control. BB would routinely conduct surprise inspections
on banks and exchange companies relating to compliance with foreign exchange
regulations as well as the anti money laundering act.
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Remittances

Measures would be taken to divert increasing amount of remittances toward
investment in productive sectors to ease the potential demand pressure and
expand the economy’s productive capacity. 

Import payments

For facilitating more efficient import of essential goods, BB has made available
forward hedging mechanism to importers. In this context, BB would ensure that
the facility is used only for true hedging.

Women entrepreneurs

BB would continue to encourage increased flow of credit to women entrepreneurs
for investment in productive sectors. 

Measures for protecting the poor and the vulnerable Social Safety Net
Programmes

In order to provide support to the poor and vulnerable group, a number of social
safety net programmes have been implemented in the country on a regular basis.
This includes among others, public food distribution system (PFDS), rural
employment and road maintenance programme, and 100 Days Employment
Generation Scheme. The last two programmes were introduced under the national
budget for FY2008-09.

Financing SMEs

Under the national budget for FY2008-09, government allocated an endowment
fund of Tk.100 crore (US$14.6 million) for the SME Foundation to provide credit
to SMEs through private commercial banks. The SME Refinancing Scheme of BB
was allocated Tk.500 crore (US$72.9 million) in FY2008-09 compared to Tk.300
crore (US$43.7 million) in FY2007-08.

Stimulus Package

In April 2009, Finance Minister Abul Maal Abdul Muhith announced a stimulus
package of Tk. 34.24 billion, which was effective as blanket coverage of power,
agriculture and export sectors to help the national economy from the impact of the
fallouts of global crisis. 
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VII. Policy Suggestions and Conclusion

The economic crisis affected the poor first in USA and then throughout the world.
The world, especially the poor world needs to seriously re-consider capitalism as
a way of their economy because it is controlled by a neo-colonialist country and
backed by small ex-colonialists.

1. Directly and indirectly, the world is bound to remain at their (developed
countries) mercy. The only way out is to stand on our own feet, live on our
own resources and develop ourself with sustainable development plans that
should not and must not be influenced by the outside world. 

2. The government should ensure smooth supply of electricity and gas to the
industrial plants and development of transportation especially of Dhaka-
Chittagong highway. Increasing efficiency of the country’s prime
Chittagong Port and also calling for developing new alternative port soon
are the major tasks of the government for maintaining a higher export
growth. 

3. Our garments sector has 25 percent shortage of skilled workers. Bangladesh
needs not only skilled workers but skilled designers also, as the next
business of garment would be the business of fashion design and brands. So,
it is necessary to establish government-owned training centres across the
country to train new workers for the garment sector and training centres can
also organize seminars and workshops for the mid-level managers of
different factories to enhance their negotiation capacity with workers,
buyers and other managements. The owners of the garment units should
work closely with the workers and trade unions so that any kind of problem
could be resolved immediately through negotiation.

4. Now buyers are offering at least 17 percent reduced prices due to the
recession. So, at this time improving productivity and looking for new
export destinations is a must for countries like Bangladesh. The interest rate
at 18 percent is really very high for establishing industrial plants in this
competitive age. So, government should address the issue of reducing bank
interest rate so that the investors can set up new industrial plants with ease. 

5. Specific sectors have already been hit by the recession, including leather,
frozen fish and jute. During the last three years the jute production reached
its peak but the market price fell at the lowest level, which deprives farmers
from the jute production. So, government should take immediate steps to
increase the price of jute at local market and find the new destination of
export of jute and jute goods.
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6. In the case of frozen fish, dwindling demand has been compounded by
questionable phyto-sanitary standards that have hurt our reputation. Given
the market situation, it is imperative to improve competitiveness in terms of
price and quality, including bio-security considerations, if markets are to be
retained. Our leather industries are situated in Hajaribug which is not a
suitable place to expand the leather industry. It is very necessary to shift the
tannery in Savar, the allotted area for leather industry. 

7. Because of global recession, the price of food, oil and capital goods has
fallen in world market. So, we can get benefit by importing cheap food, fuel
and other crucial capital goods in the recession period. When recovery
starts, the present situation will be slowly reversed so that we need to
exploit all the advantages. We should reduce import taxes and encourage a
massive build up of inventories, spares, capital goods so that we can take
full advantage from the recession. Also we have to reduce imports of
primary commodities and give attention to increasing local production to
achieve food security. 

8. Bangladesh needs to move away from the traditional industrial park concept
to a mixed type zoning regime where some will be privately owned, some
will be public-private partnerships, while others will be specialized. 

9. Because of global financial crisis and the restless situation in Middle East
countries, huge Bangladeshi migrants are sent back to their home country.
Government must accelerate the implementation of Annual Development
Plan (ADP) in investing more in labour intensive income generating
activities (e.g. basic infrastructure, water supply, sanitation, rural roads and
electricity) to mitigate the impacts of job losses abroad and the downturn in
the export of manpower. The central bank should continue to think
innovative ways to draw more remittances away from the hundi channel and
activate the probashi kallyan bank with full-speed. 

10. Foreign assistance has fallen drastically because of the financial crisis. So,
it is wise for us not to depend on foreign aid or grants for development
programme but to take necessary steps to attract foreign direct investment
in productive sectors.

11. Finally, we can say, global crisis requires a global response. Developed
countries as well as IMF, WB, WTO, including regional institutions, need
to recognize the global consequences, and provide compensatory facilities
to developing countries to mitigate the crisis. 
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Bangladesh came out very well from the global financial crisis due to the nature
and extent of its integration with the world economy and its basic economic
structure. Bangladesh benefited from the low import prices, which helped to curb
inflation. It benefited from increased market share for its RMG exports and has
been able to position itself very well in the world market for RMG. Domestic
factors also helped, including excellent agricultural performance and bumper food
harvests. Remittances increased, but not just for Bangladesh. Overall, the world
remittance market performed reasonably well despite the recession. Another
important channel for transmission of shocks is the exchange rate. This too was
stable, remaining close to its equilibrium value, particularly against the US dollar.
In addition, the net effect was positive due to a favorable movement in the terms
of trade. In short, Bangladesh was not only able to minimize the impact, it was
actually able to reap some concrete benefits as a result of the global crisis. Finally,
global cooperation is an important ingredient where real, monetary and also
external sector should work to complement each other for strengthening
macroeconomic variables. Without the cooperation among the world leaders, it
will not be possible to address the global financial repression syndrome.
Developed and developing nations should work for their common interest and the
danger of financial crisis should be overcome by a structured and regulated
market system.
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Open Market Operation and Bangladesh
Bank Role for Financial Development

IM A M AB U SAYED1

M D. MOSTAFIZUR RAHMAN SARDER

Abstract

Central bank is a natural place of research. Mostly Bangladesh Banks (BB)
data is used to resolve the solution related to open market operation (OMO)
and debt management tools. OMO is pursued by the BB to maintain the
orderly situation of liquidity arising from assets and liabilities of banks.
Excess liquidity distorts the price stability and makes availability of local
currency against foreign currency depreciating Taka. Liquidity shortage rise
inter-bank call money rate and interest rate.  BB has ability to dry up the
market mopping up excess liquidity using OMO tools creating demand for
Taka and fixing the desired exchange rate, interest rate and inflation. Excess
reserves arise from banks balance of local currency in the BB deducting
cash reserve requirement (CRR). Total liquidity calculated summing cash in
tills includes Taka balances with Sonali bank plus balances with BB and
unencumbered approved securities. Excess liquidity resulted deducting
required liquidity (SLR) from total liquid assets. Central banks own
instrument Repo, Reverse repo, BB Bills and foreign exchange sale/purchase
are the tools of OMO. Debt management deals with auction of government
treasury bills and Bangladesh government treasury bonds (BGTB) for deficit
financing from the banking system to implement the annual development
plan (ADP). Bills and bonds transactions are based on market yields and
leaving little room for financial repression. BB uses its own instruments
allowing separation of budgetary and monetary policy objectives. OMOs
commonly get plenty of advantages for maintaining financial stability as
policy variable. 

1 Authors are Joint Director (Research), Monetary Policy Department (MPD) and Deputy
General Manager (Research), Department of Research, Bangladesh Bank, respectively. Views
expressed in this paper are their own and do not reflect those of Bangladesh Bank. 
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Prologue 

This article expressed critical and burning OMO issues in a lucid manner.
According to quantity theory money is a function of price assuming GDP and
velocity as constant. Money multiplier (MM) arise dividing broad money (M2) by
Reserve Money. BB control M2 through MM. Reserve money consists with
Reserves of banks with BB and currency in circulation. In this respect our main
concern is to impact Excess Reserves, which arrives deducting CRR from DMBs
balance with BB. Excess Reserves to manage MM is influenced by autonomous
factors and policy factors. Autonomous or random factors consist with change in
net foreign assets (NFA), change in currency in circulation, change in government
assets and liabilities position, and change in other item. Change in NFA increases
the liquidity. Decrease of currency outside banks increase the liquidity and
increase of currency outside banks decrease the liquidity. Government receipt
decreases the liquidity and payment increases the liquidity of banks. Policy
factors include Repo, Reverse repo, foreign exchange sale/purchase and BB bills.
Foreign exchange purchase from the banks, repo and loan to banks increases the
liquidity. Foreign exchange sale, BB bills and reverse repo decrease the liquidity
of banks.

Primary auction of securitised product bills and bonds of the government in
secondary trading provides momentum to BB to develop the financial market. BB
as lender of last resort first allows the money market to mobilize liquidity. The
needy banks try to acquire liquidity from the inter-bank market. BB invites
authorised dealers to participate in the tender in order to maintain the market rate.
BB participates in the primary market on residual amounts, not accepted by
market participants, to meet the government’s budgetary need. BB fixes the rate
like the US Fed to develop the yield curve applying discretion and encouraging
inter-bank transaction. In the secondary market BB gradually increases the
amount of securities holdings. There is a pool of securities held by banks for
buying and selling in the secondary market. Implicitly government utilize the time
cycle to finance the government’s non development budget (revenue budget).
Altogether Bangladesh foreign exchange dealers association (BAFEDA) has
recently introduced DIBOR (Dhaka inter bank offered rate) in the credit market
of Bangladesh for investment decision. Bank rate, yield curve, overnight and NSC
rates are already in shape. These rates are used to create capital assets in the
country. BB is responsible to conduct monetary policy, which is recognised by
law. The primary function of BB is to judiciously regulate the money supply,
which has the ability to impact all macroeconomic variables with a certain time
lag. For instance, if BB wants to rouse the market it may follow an expansionary
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monetary policy. By lowering the bank rate, BB can stimulate the demand for
credit by the private sector. A rise in employment and income in the private sector
will influence the price level. Banks take notes and coins from BB against
individual deposits. To meet the transaction demand banks hold excess reserves
with BB. A private company is also capable of issuing bonds allowing the market
variability. Liquidity, information and agency problem impact their investment
decision to create capital assets. As a result, moral hazard, hidden action and
asymmetric information have a role in increasing classified loans in the credit
market. Accordingly a crucial objective of monetary policy is to pursuit price
stability and real GDP growth. 

A brief survey of the available literature on monetary policy stance is presented in
section-I. Section-II deals with monetary base and Open Market Operation
(OMO). BB, European Central Bank (ECB) and Fed policies are discussed in
section III. Some functions of the BB compared to Fed are elaborated in section
IV. The Monetary Policy Framework of Bangladesh can be found in section V. A
brief conclusion appears in section VI.

Section-I

A brief survey of the literature on monetary policy stance

Over last two decades BB has been able to contain the inflation rate contributing
private capital movement. Monetary policy and credit management are crucial
specially to address the issue relating to financial innovations, leverage, risk-
reward feature of credit market and moral hazard due to asymmetric information.
As a result, a question arises - do central banks work independently? For this
reason even the most important function of Central Bank as a lender of last resort
(LOLR) is not straight forward to address. The implicit guarantee to the
commercial banks is another criticism of central bank because it may provide
large banks an unfair advantage over their competitors.

The LOLR, among others, allows the deposit money banks (DMBs) and financial
institutions to operate with the desired equity ratio in their balance sheet. Central
banks usually determine the interest rates considering business cycle and inter-
bank market.  The central bank provides credit only to the needy banks. This is
how the central bank truly acts as a lender of last resort for the development of the
financial sector. To get the BB facility the commercial banks are required to
maintain some reserves. Cash reserve requirements (CRR) are taxing for the
DMBs, and hence, banks may increase the spread between lending and deposit
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rates resulting in adverse selection in loans and advances and high financial
intermediation cost. For that reason, paying interest on reserves or reducing the
amount of CRR is another challenge of the BB ensuring financial deepening.
Banks’ portfolio comprises earning and non-earning assets considering the risk
due to uncertainty. 

Cyrill Monnet and Warner E. Webber in their article ‘Money and Interest Rates’2

have shown that money growth and interest rates move in opposite direction as
long as the inflation target remains unchanged. To accommodate this problem
Central Banks may concentrate in asset pricing because, according to Dr. Peter
Warburton (City Economist London), unplanned monetary growth may lead to
excess purchasing power which drives forward markets based on underlying
property and financial assets (where the opportunities for capital appreciation are
usually the most obvious) and spill over to goods, services, labour and physical
capital markets in varying degrees. From a critical point of view this may again
raise the question about central bank’s capability in crises management- but who
causes them3? In light of all these, an attempt is made in this article to shed light
on the monetary policy of Bangladesh Bank.   

According to the Bank of England’s ‘transmissions mechanism of monetary
policy’4 in essence, the Bank believes that monetary policy is involved in fixing
short-term interest rate which then gives signal to the  rest of the economy through
market determined rates, such as mortgage rates, asset prices, business and
consumer confidence, and the exchange rate. These in turn, affect home demand
and net exports, with the price level ultimately being determined by unit labour
costs, the ratio of total demand to potential supply, i.e., the ‘output gap’, and the
price of imports. 

In UK banks protect the depositor through insurance, for example the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act (FDICA) 19915. It is generally
argued that ‘Too Big to Fail’ (TBTF) encourages moral hazard for large banks
assuming greater risk in maintaining portfolio. In this regard a former Deputy
Governor of Bank of England Howard Davis argued that if the state guarantees
the existence of individual banks, it can encourage irresponsible behaviour. The
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prize for taking excessive risk may – if things go well – be  excess returns, while
if things turn out badly, the state steps in and picks up the tab. This is known as a
one-way bet. Furthermore, the managers at big banks may prefer riskier portfolio
than small banks ceteris paribus, but it does not necessarily imply that big banks
in practice have greater portfolio risk than small banks. This is because big banks,
by virtue of their size, benefit from factors that reduce the level of their portfolio
risk vis-à-vis small banks. Big banks benefit from better investment opportunity.
New generation banks, with limited funds to invest, may have investment
opportunities that are limited to small businesses and individuals. Since such
lending is typically more risky than that to larger corporations (which big banks
have the funds to lend to), this suggests that new generation banks may have less
diversified portfolio. If central banks regulate price risk so that the greater risk is
reflected in higher capital for example, the incentive to take greater risk may be
reduced. Monitoring of risk by the authorities also limits the ability of banks to
take greater risk (Financial Stability and Central Bank- Bank of England 2000).

This has changed with the adoption of inflation targeting by central banks, which
BB is trying to implement. Note also that Adam Posen casts doubt on whether
causality runs from central bank independence to improve macroeconomic
performance in central bank. (Independence and Disinflationary Credibility: A
Missing Link?, NY Fed Staff Report, May 1995). Granting central banks
independence is widely assumed to decrease inflation by increasing the credibility
of commitments to price stability. 

Section -II

Monetary base and OMO

Monetary base or Reserve Money (RM) from liabilities side consists (1) deposit
money banks’ (DMBs) balance at BB, (2) foreign currency clearing accounts
balance and (3) local currency, including bank notes and coins. RM of
Bangladesh is shown in Table 1. DMBs (banks) maintain accounts at BB for
check clearing requirement arising from inter-bank transfer of deposits. Debit
and credit cards are also used with respect to intra-bank transaction. Securities
transfer of the stock market like money market also results money transfer under
clearing system. Consequently, each bank holds reserves against deposit at BB to
cover the checks written by the depositors. Considering overall liquidity BB
implements OMO. Normally inter-bank lending market serves to redistribute
bank reserves from creditor to debtor. When aggregate bank lending increases
(dried up of liquidity) the central bank adds reserves in order to maintain the inter-
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bank rate within target. BB does so by buying Treasury securities from the banks
using repo. The reverse repo is the synonymous of selling treasury bills and bonds
from the BB. More effectively BB uses its own Bangladesh Bank bill for liquidity
management. BB uses Foreign exchange sale/purchase prudently in order to
monitor the excess reserves of banks. Shortfall of excess reserves increases the
inter-bank call money rate.Control of the short-term interest rate is the primary
monetary policy target of the BB. Cut-off rate is the price of bills and bonds
which BB gets from the auction. 

Local currency account is the largest component of RM. The amount of currency
in circulation depends on how the public chooses to divide its money between
bank deposits and cash. Cash is non interest-bearing and is normally held for
transaction purpose. As the economy grows, there is an increasing demand for
cash along with plastic money. Withdrawals of cash reduce a bank’s reserves at
BB, which forces the central bank to freshen those reserves in order to preserve
its interest rate target. In effect, when banks need more cash, it sells some
treasury securities to the BB.

BB controls the clearing system and influences the economy in greater extent
through policy. BB intervenes in money markets with certain intervals facilitating
transactions. In terms of effective clearing mechanism and the role of lender of
last resort BB has the ability to lower the share of banks notes and coin in reserve
money (RM) over time. Furthermore, RM comprises currency in circulation, local
currency balance with BB, including CRR and statutory liquidity requirement
(SLR), and foreign currency in the FC clearing account. Money balance with BB
exceeding CRR is excess reserves (Table-1). Growth of currency in circulation by
BB is broadly balanced with Net international Reserve (NIR) policy variable
(Table 2). 
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29/10/09 410.7 4.9 415.6 212.3 58.5 686.5 141.7 70.5 
30/11/09 489.6 4.9 494.5 174.8 59.3 728.5 143.7 31.0 
01/12/09 486.4 4.9 491.3 180.9 59.8 732.0 146.2 34.6 
14/12/09 457.6 4.9 462.6 182.7 60.7 706.0 146.2 36.4 

Table 1 : Reserve Money Excess/ Shortfall
(In billion Tk.)

Source: Key monetary indicator, Monetary Policy Department, BB.



1/Excluding Foreign Currency clear accounts liabilities of Tk. 59.82 billion,
government on lending fund and other public deposits with BB.  

BB’s recent measures for strengthening government domestic debt management
among others are as follows:

a. Cash and debt management committee (CDMC) formation comprising
Ministry of Finance and Bangladesh Bank high officials.

b. Separation of cash management and debt management of government.
c. Enhancement of  government borrowing limit from BB at Tk.1000.00 crore

from Tk. 64.00 crore and introduction of overdraft facility of government
in case of excess cash borrowings.

d. Financing of budget deficit through treasury bonds, issuing of treasury bills
and treasury bonds according to the pre-announced amount and schedule.

e. Introduction of 15 and 20-year term treasury bond (BGTB) through auction
along with 5 and 10-year bonds from FY 2007-08 to attract fund from
insurance company, provident fund and other long term depository
institutions. 

f. Advance tax cutback on government securities and introduction of trading
window of BB. Introduction of amended guideline for bank companies’
securities holdings (Treasury bill and bond) revaluation. “Debt
Management Department” has been established at BB for maintaining
operation of government debt and development of secondary market.
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Particulars 30/06/08 30/06/09 30/09/09 
Net International Reserves (NIR) 278.0 354.5 442.1 
Net Domestic Assets (NDA)  197.6 273.0 237.0 
Domestic Credit 312.7 332.1 273.7 
  Claims on Govt. (net) 245.4 270.6 213.3 
  Claims on non-fin Public enterprise   0.5 0.5 0.5 
  Claims on DMB  66.8 61.0 59.8 
Other items (net) -115.1 -59.1 -36.6 
Reserve Money1/ 475.6 627.4 679.1 
  Currency 356.5 394.5 447.2 
  Reserves 119.1 233.0 231.9 

Table 2 : Movement of NIR, NDA and Reserve Money

(in billion Tk.)

Source: Key monetary indicator, Monetary Policy Department, BB



Moreover, formation of Primary Dealers Association and determination of
underwriting obligation through auction for Primary Dealers from July 2007 and
payment of underwriting commission against the same has been introduced. 

The rationale and extent of BB’s participation in the primary and secondary
markets in treasury bills and bonds  

Bangladesh Bank’s role as banker and debt manager of the government is based
on Article 20 of Bangladesh Bank Order 1972, agreement between Ministry of
Finance (MOF) and Bangladesh Bank (BB) on 10 September 1985 and Article 3
of Treasury rule appendix 1. 

Key features of regulation of primary market and potential secondary market
prevailing in Bangladesh for securities (government bills and bonds) transaction
are as follows:

Primary Market

Government bills and bonds are tendered through regular auction. This primary
market comprises, among others, 15 Authorized Primary Dealers. Dealers and
others participate in the auction on a competitive basis, fixing price or yield rate
based on face value (par value). BB participates in this market for maintaining the
desired yield curve on residual amount not accepted by the market participants. 

Secondary Market

BB’s holding can be increased by using buying and selling mechanism of the
existing level of holding of securities of the total assets, compared to other central
banks in this region. BB works closely with other money market participants for
pricing the bonds and trading mechanism. To facilitate secondary market BB
broadly considers reserve money growth, liquidity position and economic cycle.  

Introduction of debt buybacks is an important new tool for treasury management
of public debt. Debt buybacks have several advantages. They enhance liquidity of
treasury benchmark securities, which promote overall market liquidity and help
reduce the government’s interest cost, preventing potentially costly and
unjustified increase in debt.

Bangladesh Bank’s debt management strategy largely focuses on

Ensuring funds to meet the government budgetary operations
accommodating short term and long term objectives. 
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Risk maintenance of debt securities, balancing bills and bonds rates in
portfolio selection of the government treasury.   

Framing long term fund base with respect to fixed and floating rates
bearing in mind cost minimization and liquidity. 

Easing market rigidity fostering technological and manufacturing
industry capital base as development concern of the country. 

While deriving yield curve BB also considers concavity and convexity of
time path arising from interest rate risk. 

Section-III

BB, European Central Bank (ECB) and Fed policy coherence

BB uses its own security (Bangladesh Bank bill) allowing separation of budgetary
and monetary policy objectives. OMOs commonly get plenty of advantages for
maintaining financial stability as policy variable. This policy is flexible in terms
of amount and market timing. It enhances the repurchase agreement (repo) and
reverse repo operations. Transactions are based on market yields and leaving little
room for financial repression. Consequently, BB develops secondary market to
create orderly situation in the financial market.

Monetary policy would be immaterial if real GDP growth and prices behaved
accordingly. Causal effects demonstrate that to promote GDP and control prices
monetary policy has an important role. Description of monetary policy using
Tobin’s argument called grease effect and the term ‘sand’ refers to Friedman’s
characterization of the effects of inflation. In our analysis real GDP growth is
substitute of labour market due to rigidities. Favourable change in wage and real
GDP in terms of inflation creates grease effect. If the GDP or wage doesn’t absorb
the shock of inflation then sand effect occurs. Monetary policy moves with both
nominal rigidities and economic shocks are described in Table 3. 

Monetary policy will be costly if the change is inelastic accommodating sand
effect. Differences in the type of shocks and rigidities built into the country’s price
and real GDP influence the optimal policy. Without shocks and rigidities in the
economy monetary policy is irrelevant. As a result economists put efforts to learn
from rigidities and shocks. BB depresses the growth of high-powered money
(RM) increasing the interest rate for the welfare of the economy. A change in the
bank rate works with a certain time lag and does not impact the net domestic
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assets (NDA) in an exact manner. Moreover, if the commercial banks change their
excess reserves substantially, then broad money (M2) changes not merely through
a change in the amount of seed money but due to the change in money multiplier
(M2/RM). 

To maintain favourable terms of trade monetary authority intervenes in the foreign
exchange market according to the need. In general BB timely intervenes
protecting the exchange rate as well as the par value of Taka. Foreign exchange
reserves are also maintained by timely decision taken by the monetary authority,
which influences the export and import of the country.  The growth in exports and
import substitution led the current account balance less vulnerable from external
shocks. 

Higher amount of foreign exchange reserves and low levels of inflation
maintained by the BB raises public confidence for investment. Deregulation and
qualitative change in policy relating to convertibility of money contributes to the
development of financial innovation and dropping down the interest rates. These
contribute to industrial development and raise competitiveness in global markets. 

In addition to analysing the usefulness of central bank we may look into the
ECB’s monetary policy6, which consists of two ‘pillars’. The first ‘pillar’ is a
prominent role of money, signalled by the announcement of a quantitative
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 Sand Grease 
Rigidities Symmetric: menu cost; 

Forecast disagreement 
(uncertainty);timing 
rigidities 

Asymmetric: downward 
nominal rigidity (money illusion, 
nominal contracts, fairness) 

Shocks Nominal, aggregate price 
Movements 

Real GDP, relative 
wage/price shocks 

Inflation’s 
welfare effects 

Disruptive-distorts relative 
wages and prices, 
misdirecting resources 

Beneficial-speeds wage 
and price adjustments, 
redirecting resources quickly 

Limits of welfare 
effects 

Non or cost of indexation Size of real shocks 

Price or wage 
differentials 
affected 

Intra-market(within 
products/skill-groups, 
across companies) 

Inter- market (across products, 
inputs or skill groups)  

Table 3 : Sand and grease effects

Source: National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc USA Working Paper 7482

6 This analysis is extensively based on excerpts from the publication ‘The Monetary Policy of
the ECB’, European Central Bank,2001.



reference value for the growth of the broad monetary aggregate M3. This
quantitative value is not a monetary target, but a reference value that allows for
the close analysis of monetary developments in the euro area in the context of
other economic data and the monetary policy response intended to address the
threats to price stability identified by such analysis. The first ‘pillar’ comprises
also the regular analysis of other monetary and financial variables, namely the
developments in the components of M3 (for example, cash circulation) that may
offer an insight into the overall change in M3.

The second ‘Pillar’ refers to the assessment of a wide range of other economic and
financial variables, in order to understand relevant factors that may affect price
developments in the shorter term. Under the second ‘pillar’, the ECB regularly
reviews developments in overall output, demand and labour market conditions, in
a broad range of price and cost indicators, and fiscal policy, as well as  the balance
of payments for the euro area. Also, developments in financial market indicators
and asset prices, and the exchange rate, are monitored. The second ‘pillar’
comprises, moreover, the preparation of macroeconomic projections that help to
underpin the forward-looking monetary policy, and provide a platform for the
integration of economic analysis in a coherent and internally consistent way.  

Central bank and money market equilibrium

We can try to address the issue using equations (Sachs- Larrain 1993, Part III
Monetary Economics) mentioned below:

Dg – Dg
-1 = (Mh – Mh-1) + (Dg

p - Dg
p-1) –E(B*

c -B*
c-1)

This equation says that there are essentially three ways to finance budget deficit
(annual development program minus revenue surplus), Dg – Dg

-1 (a) by an
increase in reserve money, Mh – Mh-1; (current – previous) (b) by an increase in
the public holdings of Treasury bonds, Dg

p – Dg
p-1; or (c) by a loss of foreign

exchange reserves at the central bank, E(B*
c –B*

c-1). We now have budget line
consolidated public sector because it puts together the borrowing from the
domestic (bank and non-bank) and international sources. In the United States, the
treasury pays interest to the Fed on the debt that the Fed holds. Thus, the treasury
really pays interest only on the debt held by the public. Additionally, the Fed
transfers to the Treasury the interest on bonds, including foreign exchange
reserves earnings. In Bangladesh BB assumes government liabilities above of set
limit and gradually offload to the financial institution and ultimately to the public.
Simply, interest amount on bonds and bills is government paid and BB’s profits
are credited to the government account.   
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Elaborately if BB makes an open market purchase of bonds, it in turn increases
the high powered money (RM) as was the result of the US central bank Accord of
1951 mentioned next.  At primary stage of income, interest rates and prices, there
would be an excess supply of money. How would the money market
reequilibriate? This is a complex factor and could be reached by at least four
different means: (i) a rise in prices, which would raise the demand for money to
equal the higher money supply (ii) a fall in interest rates, which would also raise
money demand by declining income velocity of money (GDP/M2) (iii) a rise in
income, which would raise the money demand or (iv) an endogenous fall in
money supply, which would bring the money supply back down in line with
demand for money. At final stage, some combination of these events could occur,
with combined effects, partly raising demand for money and partly lowering
money supply back toward its original level (Figure 1). 

Numbering effect in interest rate calculation and graph under monetary
framework

In money supply interest rate calculation impact need to be illustrated. Interest
rate represents time value (t) + inflation + opportunity cost of money includes
administrative cost (Table 4). Calculated rates (Chart 1) relating to different
maturities in terms of time period can be illustrated as:  

Principal amount =Tk.100
Interest Rate 10 percent
Time = t

Table 4
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Section-IV

Some functions of the BB as compared with the Fed

In USA the Fed lends to the banks for short-term through discount window. One
of the pricing mechanisms is that the discount rate is set 100 basis points above
the targeted Fed funds rate. Banks can generally borrow at a lower rate from the
money market and hence they use the discount window cautiously. Target rate:
the Open Market Committee of the Federal Reserve (FOMC) sets the target rate
for Fed funds. This is the only effective means for controlling the demand for
credit, and the rate of growth of money supply. Money balances: the US Treasury
maintains accounts with the Fed and with the commercial banks for transactions.
According to Accord 1951 the Fed bought whatever securities the Treasury could
not sell to the public at a pegged rate of interest. The accord ended the inflationary
pressure resulting from the creation of excess reserves of the banking system,
which BB is experiencing now. Notes and coins: Federal Reserves notes in
various denominations up to a maximum amount of $100 are the only form of
paper money. Banks purchase notes and coins at face value from the Fed and issue
them to customers in exchange for debits against their deposits for bringing
momentum in the financial sector.

For clarity we may discuss the role of Fed, for example, for smoothing financial
mismanagement and asset pricing bubble. The Fed controls the fund rates
through its open market operations, buying or selling short term securities. This
adds or mops banking system resources as needed to balance supply and demand
at its chosen target rate. Banks temporarily short of resources may borrow directly
from the Fed’s discount window. 
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Chart 1: variation in earnings on different maturities
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Defining and measuring money as asset and liability to conduct monetary
policy

There are misconceptions in identifying and measuring money. Besides the
definitional problem, one has to face the operational problem relating to
complexity of business as well as financial development. For instance, if we
include the Post Office deposit in M3 then we need perfect balance sheet of that
institution. Otherwise, the monetary aggregates will not be accountable. We may
discuss the basics of this agenda in the next sections in a straightforward manner. 

For clarity we can highlight extensively the Feds approach in defining money.
Money is the token that is broadly established as a medium of exchange. The
token can be physical like a coin or a note, or intangible like credit. If the token
is exchangeable on demand into a commodity like an ounce of gold or a bushel of
rice, the token is recognized as commodity money. An expensive metal coin is
a token convertible into the bullion that comprises it. This means that the intrinsic
value of the token coincides with its value as a commodity. Fiat money is
identified as inconvertible. It must depend on some other mechanism to maintain
a positive exchange value if the intrinsic value is not there. All modern money
systems occupy fiat money. To understand modern money one must therefore
avoid thinking of money in terms of a commodity. The viability of a fiat money
system depends on the policy and actions of the issuer, normally the central bank
of a country. It is not only a conceptual issue but the financial innovation is also
challenging in defining the status of money. 

Based on conceptual considerations and empirical studies, and in line with
international practice, BB has defined a narrow aggregate (M1), an
“intermediate” aggregate (M2) and a broad aggregate (M3) following the Euro
system. These aggregates differ with regard to the degree of moneyness of the
assets included. Table 5 shows the definitions of BB monetary aggregates in
terms of liabilities. 

Table 5
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 Definitions of monetary aggregates in terms of liabilities 
 M1  M2  M3  

Currency outside banks, including cash in tills *  *  *  
Net position of deposit money banks (DMBs)    *  * 
Statement of affairs of BB supplemented by 
government transaction with the IMF  
 

   * * 

Net of non-bank depository corporations (NBDCs) 
and National Savings Schemes        * 

Source: Monthly Economic Trends, November 2009                        * = includes



Narrow money (M1) includes banknotes and coins issued, demand deposit and
balances, which can immediately be converted into currency. Broad money (M2)
comprises narrow money (M1) and time deposits of commercial banks.
Depending on their degree of moneyness, such deposits can be converted into
components of narrow money, but in some cases there may be restrictions
involved, such as the need for advance notification, delays, penalties or fees. 

Broad money (M3) qualifies liabilities and assets of Deposit Money Banks
(DMBs), Non-bank Depository Corporation (NBDCs) and national savings
scheme. Considering liquidity and certainty in returns, this money is included in
M3 base. It is categorically a substitute of deposit and possesses the inherent
quality of liquidity of certain degree.  

Section V

The Monetary Policy Framework of Bangladesh

Monetary policy framework refers to a logical and sequential set of actions that a
central bank has to design. BB wants to achieve certain goals but cannot directly
influence the goals. BB has a set of tools at its  disposal that can affect the goals
with time lags. BB waits to see the effect of the tools on the goals and sometimes
it is highly likely to be too late to make any corrections in the policy. That is why
it targets some variables that lie between tools and goals which it can influence
and monitor very closely. Thus a central bank needs to carefully decide its strategy
for conducting monetary policy. In the flow chart, instruments and goals are on
the two ends and the targets are in between. The targets are further classified as
operational and intermediate targets. The central bank also keeps an eye on
information variables to make policy decision.
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An instrumental variable is one that can be directly controlled by the BB. After
deciding goals BB chooses a set of variables called operational target (NIR) as
anchor variable and intermediate targets (excess reserves), which can affect the
ultimate objectives (goals). Monetary instruments that affect operating targets are
generally classified as direct and indirect. Direct instruments function according
to regulation that directly affects either interest rate or the volume of credit. BB
uses bank rate or rediscount rate for refinance to DMBs as direct instrument.
Indirect instruments are known as market- based instruments.  BB’s OMO
includes auction of Bangladesh Bank bills, repo, reverse repo and sale/purchase
of foreign exchange. Due to financial complexity and credit market expansion, the
information variable is crucial from policy decision perspective. National
coordination council has a role in cointegration policy action. The following
discussion will provide an overview of the monetary policy framework that
Bangladesh has been following since 1972.

Price stability as monetary policy objective

The objectives of monetary policy in Bangladesh are embodied in the Bangladesh
Bank Order, 1972. These objectives are complementary, but of particular
importance is price stability. In Bangladesh, however, other objectives got priority
over price stability, especially during the 1970s. Thereafter until mid-1990s
Bangladesh was under different structural reform programmes supported by the
IMF and World Bank, and as part of these programmes the BB aimed at
macroeconomic stability through low and steady inflation. However, some
changes have been brought about in the objectives of monetary policy through the
Bangladesh Bank (Amendment) Act, 2003. The objectives, as stated in the Act,
are to manage the  monetary and credit system of Bangladesh with a view to
stabilizing domestic value of the Taka and maintain a competitive external par
value of the Bangladesh currency fostering growth and development of the
country’s productive resources in the best national interest. Again there are the
two objectives but it seems that price stability got priority. External frontier (BOP)
also experienced structural adjustment programs (SAPs) ensuring current account
and partial capital account convertibility. It may be mentioned that Bangladesh is
currently implementing IMF’s poverty reduction and strategy paper (PRSP) using
medium term budgetary framework (MTBF) for the period 2009-11. 

Targets of monetary policy

Under the nominal anchor approach there are three strategies to conduct monetary
policy such as exchange rate targeting, monetary targeting and inflation
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targeting. Bangladesh chose exchange rate as nominal anchor and remained
under fixed exchange rate until 1979, and thereafter switched over to a pegged
exchange rate system. In May 2003 Bangladesh abandoned the pegged exchange
rate system and moved to partial account convertibility. Inflation was high and
unstable during the 1970s and the 1980s. Though decelerated, the inflation rate
remained unstable in the 1990s. Frequent adjustments in nominal exchange rate
were not based on price to comply with the movement of real exchange rate. In
this regard, an analyst noted that “it appears that the monetary authorities were
also not keen to maintain the exchange rate peg at any particular level because
price stability was not the overriding objective of monetary policy. Insofar as
price stability is concerned, it remained subordinate to economic growth and/or
sustainability in the current account of the balance-of-payments” (A. Hossain,
2002 ). However, from 2000 inflation started to show a declining trend.

Is monetary policy accommodating a high growth strategy?

Like other developing countries monetary policy of Bangladesh is
accommodative in nature. Budget deficit ensuring high real growth according to
the demand of the economy is the main source of expansionary monetary policy. 

During 1972-1975 a rapid growth of money supply took place to meet the
borrowing requirements of the government and the nationalized sectors. Inflation
reached a high level following the accommodating rehabilitation program.
Nominal exchange rate rose sharply. High inflation prevailed during the second
half of the 1970s and throughout 1980s except 1975-1976. This period was
characterized by excessive borrowings by the government (including public
sector) resulting in an increase in money supply and depreciation of the domestic
currency, but the GDP growth continued to remain sluggish.

Overall Monetary Policy of Bangladesh, objectives, instruments and performance. 

Overall monetary policy refers to logical and sequential set of actions that
Bangladesh Bank follows. Throughout the 1970s and 1980s both selective and
quantitative control measures were adopted to provide adequate credit to the state-
owned enterprises and other priority sectors to achieve government’s
development objectives. Banks were given soft loans under refinance facility to
extent lending operation to priority sectors. In general agriculture, small scale
industries, housing and the export sector were given preferential treatment.
Directed credit control policy was abundant in early 1990. However, prior to
1990, the policy was based on direct control of the volume and direction of credit
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and interest rates. Since the adoption of Financial Sector Reform Programme in
1990, the policy stance has been shifted towards indirect control. BB has a set of
tools at its disposal that can affect operating target net international reserves,
intermediate targets excess reserves and the goals price stability and GDP growth
with certain degree of time lag. 

Formulation of Monetary policy

While formulating monetary policy BB considers real GDP growth, rate of
inflation and income velocity of money. Like other developing countries
monetary policy of Bangladesh is generally accommodative in nature. Growth in
private sector and budget deficit ensures real growth in money supply.  Monetary
policy instruments are as follows: 

Open market operation (OMO)

OMO as policy instrument was not that effective until 1990. In 1990 Bangladesh
Bank introduced its own security called “91-Day Bangladesh Bank Bill”. Later
“30-Day Bangladesh Bank Bill” was also introduced in 1995. Until 1997
Bangladesh Bank bills were bought and sold through auctions promoting liquidity
control. The process of auction through market based interest rates was also
extended to government treasury bills from early1990s. In 1997 auction of
Bangladesh Bank Bills was discontinued and revived again in August 2009. 

To facilitate liquidity management, BB introduced repo in 2002 and Reverse-repo
in 2003. Repo auction enables banks to place bids for funds collateralized by
treasury bills. BB accepts the bids at cut-off rate considering the norms of market.
Reverse repo auction is the opposite of repo auction, in which the banks submit
offers of their excess funds, which BB accepts to the extent needed to maintain
the liquidity.

Bank Rate

Bangladesh Bank has been deploying this instrument to influence the deposit and
lending rates of banking system to accelerate the pace of economic activities by
channelizing flow of credit through the banking system as a whole. 

Rediscount policy 

BB provides discount facilities and makes loan to the banks.  But the presence of
liberal refinance facility at a rate below the bank rate had created an environment
where bank rate lost its effectiveness as a monetary policy instrument. Under the
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new interest policy introduced in 1990, refinance facilities for the priority sectors
were replaced by general rediscount window facility at the bank rate. Such facility
is meant to assist the borrowing bank to maintain an adequate short term liquidity
not to be a permanent source of funds. Refinance facility is now available for
some priority sectors only. 

Required Reserve

The policy of changing required reserve is being followed rational as a monetary
policy tool when indispensable. Banks were required to maintain 5 percent of
their total time and demand deposits as CRR and 25 percent of time and demand
deposits as SLR until mid 1980s. In1987 CRR was raised to 10 percent and
continued until 1990. Thereafter prescribed liquidity ratio of DMBs was gradually
reduced to 20 percent of which 5 percent was the CRR. The CRR was lowered to
4 percent in late 1999. The SLR was fixed at 16 percent on November 2003.
Effective from October 2008, the SLR was 18 percent, of which CRR was 5
percent.

Performance: The dynamism seen in growth initiatives is largely in the private
sector promptly utilizing the stimulus package and facilitation measures provided
by government of Bangladesh (subsidies and increased  EDF lending for input
import by manufacturer-exporters, agricultural and SME loans supported by
refinance, etc.) Real GDP growth outlook could have been brighter with
government’s timelier utilization of development expenditure allocations. Given
the current trends of internal and external prices, both food and non-food point-
to-point CPI inflation in Bangladesh looks set to continue over the coming months
fluctuating with some upward bias.

Section VI
Conclusion

OMO of BB identifies budgetary and monetary policy need. Government bills and
bonds are using in terms of budgetary needs. Auction of BB bill, repo, reverse
repo and foreign exchange sale/purchase serves the need of monetary policy.
During the liquidity crisis of September 2001 central banks like Bank of England,
Swiss National Bank came forward to maintain liquidity of the global financial
system and to shield the forward value of assets  stabilizing credit market without
creating any sort of panic. We can infer that operational efficiency of the Fed that
facilitated Government spending via the Treasury does not increase the supply of
money. All of its spending is financed with funds recycled from the public through
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taxes and or bond sales. The government could print money to cover its spending,
but that has not happened since the Accord of 1951 in the USA. There are
essentially three ways to finance budget deficit (a) by an increase in reserve
money (b) by an increase in the public holdings of Treasury bills or (c) by a
depletion of foreign exchange reserves of BB. In reserve money and broad money,
from asset point of view, net foreign assets (NFA) and credit to public sector,
including government, is deterministic, taking into account the macroeconomic
situation. In broad money, credit to private sector is stochastic. BB considers all
these variables in monetary and credit programming and these are reflected in the
balance sheet. Central banks, including BB, maintain appropriate liquidity
preserving the par value of their respective currency and try to smooth the flow of
funds to meet the need of the government with respect to OMO.  
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Rural-Urban Migration and The Role of 
Secondary Cities in Bangladesh
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Abstract

Bangladesh has been experiencing a rapid urbanization since independence
in 1971. Due to the massive rural-urban migration, the tempo of
urbanization is very high. But the distribution of urban population is highly
skewed and the capital city receives a disproportionate urban population,
which has become of unmanageable size. The other metropolitan cities are
also growing faster than the secondary and tertiary level urban centers. The
overarching aim of this study is to examine how secondary cities can play an
effective role to attract the rural migrants to make a more balanced
distribution of urban population. The data adopted in this study was based
on secondary sources and it tries to identify the reasons behind the rapid
rural-urban migration particularly in the capital city in general and
secondary cities in particular. The findings of the study reveal that as rural
people migrate due to economic reasons, the creation of economic
opportunities in secondary cities is essential to divert these migrants
towards those cities for a more balanced distribution of urban population.
The study concludes with some recommendations such as for strengthening
the economic base of the secondary cities and for capacity building of the
local government in those cities, which will enable them to attract migrants.  

1. Background of the study

Bangladesh is a densely populated deltaic country with a low level of
urbanization. In recent years Bangladesh has experienced an unprecedented
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upsurge of urbanisation. The level of urbanisation in Bangladesh is still low and
it is only 23 percent but total urban population is about 29 million (BBS 2001).
The growth rate of urban population has been very rapid during the last three
decades at 7 percent annually which is the largest among Asian Countries. It is
expected that by 2035 more than half of the total population will live in the urban
areas.  These urban centers have become the hubs of economic, social, political,
commercial and cultural activities and will be the focal points of healthcare,
education, finance and governance. But the distribution of urban population in
Bangladesh is highly uneven. Because of the absence of viable spatial policy,
most of the major investments have been biased in favour of the capital city, the
two port cities and a few other cities of administrative or industrial importance.
The overwhelming concentration of infrastructure has been in Dhaka followed by
Chittagong and has resulted in the development of high level of primacy in the
urban hierarchy. 

A large portion of the urban population is concentrated in these few large urban
agglomeration. Dhaka, the primate city of Bangladesh, is the capital city of the
country and is the main focus in urbanization. It is the thriving industrial and
commercial centre besides being the administrative capital city of the country. The
city grew rapidly as a result of increased socioeconomic and political activities, the
expansion of the built area and the migration from the rural areas. Dhaka, with a
population of 1.5 million at present, is growing disparately and currently has 38
percent of the total urban population of the country. According to a BBS report,
Dhaka will be the fifth largest city in the world by 2015 though its position in terms
of population was eighth in 2001.  The two other port cities Chittagong and Khulna
are also growing fast but at a lower rate than the primate city. Thus the mega city
Dhaka and five other divisional cities share approximately 58 percent of the total
urban population. There are 522 urban centers in Bangladesh. All other urban
centers but the large six cities carry only 40 percent of the country’s urban
population. It is noticed that the large cities have reached the point where further
population growth jeopardises the delivery capacity of basic urban services to
people.  People move to cities for better opportunities and to improve their
economic situation and quality of life but it has become clear that many urban cities
are not coping with the large growth of urban population. 

The rapid growth of urban population has occurred due to natural growth and in-
migration. Demographic fertility in the rural areas is higher than that of the urban
areas. Urban population growth in Bangladesh, particularly in Dhaka, is
predominantly the results of the migration of people from rural areas. Many
people in the country make Dhaka their ultimate destination. Most of the migrants
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are poor and hence urban areas remain numerically dominated by the poor. The
migrants come largely from the economically depressed areas of the country.
Dhaka, the capital city of Bangladesh, is the final destination of the rural migrants
from all over the country and migrants jump to the city without remaining in the
secondary cities for two main reasons.  First, Dhaka, the focal point for the whole
country of administration, commerce, finance, politics, and culture is also the
centre for international trade and communication. Secondly, it attracts large
number of migrants because of its central location. 

The growth of massive metropolitan areas and primate cities has created
economic and social problems which government of Bangladesh does not have
resources to cope with.  Mass influx from rural to urban areas has been a
significant factor spiraling urban growth rate in Bangladesh.  Heavy influx of
migrants created new problems like unemployment, underemployment, a high
incidence of crime, a proliferation of shanty growth, substandard housing,
transportation, pollution and service supply problems. Expanding and maintaining
the quality of infrastructural and utility services like sanitation, sewerage,
drainage, supply of drinking water and other social services like health care etc,
are difficult and become more severe with population growth. 

Many feel that it is time to restrict the movement of more people to Dhaka and
other large urban agglomerations in Bangladesh. But according to the constitution
of the country, all people have the right to free movement with the nation state and
also to settle anywhere in the county. Rural-urban migration neither can be
controlled nor stopped through formal rules.  On the other hand, the secondary
cities and small and intermediate urban centers are economically very week and
usually absorb a much small share of rural-urban migrants though the   number of
urban areas is growing rapidly and thus creating an unbalanced distribution of
urban population. 

By building up the capacity and increasing the number of secondary cities, it will be
possible to relieve population pressure in the largest metropolises and contain the
growth of secondary cities to size that is manageable. And also it is possible to slow
down the existing migration rate in the large cities only by developing the secondary
level urban centers and making them attractive for the rural-urban migrants. 

In fact, the distribution of urban population in a more balanced way and also the
distribution of related economic and social activities over the national territory
should be an integral part of a country’s spatial and social development policy.
This can be possible by developing the secondary cities through promoting more
equitable economic growth in rural areas aside from whatever impact it has on
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slowing growth in large metropolis. These benefits can include commercialization
of agriculture and provision of better services to residents of urban areas. 

However, little or no attempts have been made to halt the growth of the largest
metropolitan cities and to disperse economic activities in Bangladesh. This can be
possible through promoting economic and social activities in the secondary cities.
These are large enough to perform social and economic function for their own
population and those, who are in the surrounding areas. Thus the spatial
distribution of economic and social opportunities makes it possible for the
secondary and intermediate cities to attract the rural migrants.

1.1. Objectives of the Study 

The main objectives of the study are:

a. to examine how secondary cities can be made to attract the rural-
urban migrants;

b. to identify the dynamics of secondary cities and suggest how a more
balanced distribution of urban settlements can be achieved; and 

c. to indicate policies and measures by which the rapid growth of large
cities, especially the mega city, Dhaka can be slowed down. 

The paper is based essentially on the review of the large body of literature
available on the subject, from which recommendations have been drawn. Section
2 is devoted to a review of the literature centering on issues like the definition of
migration, urbanization, characteristics of secondary and large cities, trends in
urban growth, employment etc. Section 3 presents the lessons drawn from the
literature reviewed, while recommendations of the paper appear in the fourth and
final section. 

2. Review of Literature

Definition of Migration: According to the Population Census Report of
Bangladesh (BBS, 1991) migration is defined as the movement of person who
changes his/her place of residence or intends to settle in the place of enumeration
area, which is different from the previous place of residence for at least six
months. It excludes the bulk of non-permanent movers, such as commuters and
seasonal migrants.  Hossain (2001, cited in Ullah, 2004) defines migration as a
relocation of residence for a specified duration for various reasons, but it
dominates the domain of planning since it changes the lives of migrant’s families
both at the places of origin and destination.
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Strategies of Migration: Gilbert and Gugler (1992) clasiffy migration strategies
into four principal divisions such as (a) circular migration of men, (b) long-term
migration of men separated from their families, (c) family migration to urban
areas followed by return migration to the community of origin, and (d) permanent
urban settlement. 

There is a tendency among male migrants to leave their wives and children in their
rural area of origin. A wife manages the farm holding on her own in the male-
dominated environment with support of male relatives who assist in certain tasks
and provide protection. Migrants accept the family separation because of the high
living cost in urban areas. This family separation frequently takes the form of
circular migration. Migrants return for an extended period with their family after
employment for a specific period. Sometimes their returns coincide with the peak
labour demand of the farm. Circular migration is a function of the recruitment of
men at low wages. Repetition of the circular movement is common and migrants
build up extended urban experience. 

Because of the exception of the appearance of substantial urban unemployment,
circular migration is no longer a viable option. The search for a job may take
months and the outcome is aleatory. A migrant who has secured employment has
good reason to hold on to it. Thus long-term migration can replace circular
migration. Many of the long-term migrants leave their wives and children behind
in the village.  Short visits to the family replace the extended stay that characterise
circular migration.  Their frequency of visits varies a great deal with employment
conditions and distance. Faster and cheaper transport may allow monthly or even
weekly commuting. In many countries like India many migrants cover
considerable distances and can visit their families only during their annual leave.
Migrants, who manage to obtain a secured job in urban areas, take their wives and
children to town. In such situation these migrants can maintain their position in
the rural community and even during an extended urban career remain assured of
access to land on their return. The migrants can expect to spend their entire
working life away from their home place. Losing their urban employment or trade
is the worst calamity, which leads them to move back to their village with their
family. Eventually, these types of migrants return to their village home after
retirement and live in a village home for rest of their   live. 

Migrants securely established in the urban economy may want to reduce their
commitment to the village. They may break contact with the rural places and
abandon the intention to return. These migrants are fully committed to urban life
instead of planning for return to the village, they press for provision for social
security. And they search for sources of earning other than paid employment.
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Ownership of a home is a common practice, which assures accommodation and
the possibility of income from rent while others try to establish their own
business. Ultimately,  they live in the urban area permanently. 

Another type of migration is known as stepwise migration. Alamgir (1973) states
that in many developing countries migration takes place in stages in the sense that
migration could not change from their one place of origin to the final place of
residence in one move general, movement takes place from interior villages to
those in the suburb of some cities and towns for a period of time after which the
next move into larger metropolis which often become their final destination. 

Overview of Rural-Urban Migration: Rapid rural-urban migration is the common
feature of urban growth in developing countries. As per the 1991census, migration
contributed 56 percent of urban population in Bangladesh where the rate of rural-
urban migration was sharply dominant over other types of migration and it was 52
percent out of total 56 percent.  A high rate of migration from rural to urban areas is
intimately associated with unequal resources (usually land). Not only the landless
but also the marginally landless migrate to the cities for better opportunities.  

Bhuyan et al (2001) find that the process of migration in Bangladesh and the
concomitant urbanisation were produced by extreme poverty and entitlement
contraction particularly among the marginalised and the landless poor. The
migration of the poor endangered the ruralisation of the urban centers by directly
transmitting rural poverty and backwardness to the towns. 

A migration model known as the push-pull model is widely discussed. This model
postulates that people’s decision to migrate is related to two types of factors- the
push factors and the pull factors. In the context of Bangladesh the push factors are
identified as low land per capita ratio, the frequent occurrence of natural disasters
and the effect of the liberation war. The prime pull factors are cheaper food, higher
wages, better education, and health facilities while the secondary pull factors were
electricity, drinking water and sewerage (Bhuyan et al. 2001) 

According to Alamgir (1973), factors that usually influence rural-urban migration
are: (1) pressure of population on agricultural land; (2) land tenure system of the
country; (3) underdeveloped agriculture; (4) lack of off- farm employment
opportunities in the rural areas; (5) prospects of higher income and employment
in the cities; (6) attraction of city life in the form of social amenities like
education, recreation, entertainment, shopping centers, medical care etc; (7)
breakdown of the traditional social and cultural ties; (8) social and political unrest
in the country side; and (9) the desire to remain close to the administrative
decision making authority.
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These factors are basically the pull and push forces, which seem to have played a
prominent role in migration decision in different countries as well as different
regions of the same country. 

Rural-urban inequalities and inequalities between small and large cities are the
prime motivation for migration to the largest cities. Rondenelli (1983) states that
per capita income of people living in Bangkok are four times higher than in
Thailand’s rural areas.  Bangkok’s average   is 232 percent higher than that of the
country as a whole.  Overall quality of lives is for better in cities than that of rural
areas.  For example, Rondenelli (1983) further mentions that measurement of
physical quality of life based on health, education and social indicators shows that
people living in Tanzania’s capital city have far better condition than rural people.
Similar conclusion holds for Philippines where 96 percent of households in
Manila have electricity compared to 28 percent in the country as a whole; 83
percent households in Manila have piped water compared to 40 percent in the
rural areas; and half of Manila’s households have flush toilet facilities compared
to 1. 2 percent outside Manila. 

According to Todaro (1969), Migration is a selective process.  He developed a
famous  model for rural-urban migration in which the decision to migrate is a
function of the wage differentials that exist between urban and rural areas and the
probability of finding a job in cities along with the prevalence of higher wages
there, which motivates a prospective migrant to finally migrate. Renaud (1981)
notes that migrants will go where there are job opportunities and where they will
improve their living conditions. 

Drakakis-Smith (1987) states that third world transport improvements have
resulted in circular migration which really means long term commuting, with the
migrants retaining rural home but moving to the city for weeks or months at
stretch. This is a common-sense response by the poor who are attempting to
obtain the best of both worlds by reducing expensive living cost in the city and
retaining rural land revenues for food sources; a process of earnings in the city,
spending in the village. 

Bhuyan et al (2001) mentions that independent migration by women in the Third
World is a result of growing demand in the industrial sector. It nevertheless
limited by factors such as women’s inability, socio-economic and geographic
causes and social and religious norms. In Bangladesh, large number of females
have in the recent past migrated to the cities and have been employed in the
garments sector following the proliferation of export oriented garments industries
requiring female labour. It has been found that about 61 percent of female workers
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in garment factories in Dhaka were migrants and 35 percent of such families
migrated with their families 

Definition of Urban Places: There are two criteria that best define an urban area.
These are the size of population of a place and the percentage of non-agricultural
population. It is better to apply both the criteria concurrently so as to avoid the
difficulties that might arise if neither were used alone. By establishing a minimum
population requirement for an urban place, many places can be eliminated that
have few inhabitants, even though they have a complex economic structure. By
establishing the requirement of a certain percentage of population that must be
employed in non-agricultural activities, many largest places can be eliminated to
qualify as urban which are large in size but lacking an urban economic structure. 

The definition of urban areas in Bangladesh was not uniform in various censuses
of the country as urban population is defined on the basis of political criteria. In
the 1901 and 1974 censuses, the areas with pourashava or town committee or
cantonment area were treated as urban areas. But this definition was relaxed in
1981, 1991, and 2001 censuses. In these later censuses, the pourashava areas,
including town committee areas, cantonment areas, and peripheral areas adjacent
to demarcated pourashava area especially around the metropolitan city
corporation area were identified as urban areas. 

According to the redefinition of urban areas in 1981 census, all 460 Thana
headquarters were upgraded into upazila and declared as urban areas regardless of
the size and character of their population. It is estimated that the redefinition of
urban areas contributed 30 percent of the urban growth in 1974-1981 (BBS, 1984
cited in Afsar, 2000). 

Definition of Secondary Cities: Rondinelli (1983) classifies the cities into three
levels: 

* The metropolis – a large city, usually the national capital of small country (e. g.
Lima in Peru) or a major regional capital in a large country (e. g. Sao Paulo and
Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, and Kolkata, Mumbai, and Chennai in India);

* Secondary centers – small cities ranging in population from 1 lakh or 25 lakh;

* The rural-urban interface – small cities or rural growth centers ranging,
according to country context, downward in population from 1 lakh.

The upper limit of secondary cities may vary. In highly urbanised countries, the
largest city may have 10 million or more people and secondary metropolises may
reach two or three million. In countries with low urbanisation, the largest city may
not have even one million people. 
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In the definition of Rondinelli (1983), there is a wide gap between the secondary
cities and the rural-urban interface in the above mentioned classification/In this
stage,  Hardoy and  Satterwaite (1986) try to fill this the gap by defining and
intermediate urban centers as, the small urban centres which are nucleated
settlements with population of between 5000 and 20000 while intermediate cities
are nucleated settlements with population of 20000 and more. Interestingly, it is
observable that there is no upper limit for the intermediate urban centers.
Regarding the upper limit they mention that the distribution between the
intermediate urban centre and the large city   depends on the scale and type of their
contribution to the national production and trade and regional scale provision.
Theoretically, this is a question of how many levels are there in the urban
hierarchy, which requires further research. 

Dynamics of Growth and Development of Secondary Cities

Rondinelli (1983) states that before 1950 the development of the networks of
secondary cities failed to appear in the most developing countries. This was either
because the spatial implications of national investment policies were ignored or
the policies were deliberately designed to contain industrial and commercial
activities in one or a few major cities.  Little or no attempt was made to create a
system of secondary cities that would generate demand for domestically produced
goods or make urban services and facilities to a large majority of the population.
Significant growth in secondary cities started at the end of colonial rule in the
Third World Countries. In some cases, secondary cities were encouraged to grow
as colonial administrative posts or transfer or processing centers for exploiting the
mineral and agricultural resources in the interior. 

All contemporary secondary cities grew as service centers. They provided easy
access to commercial or personal services. Most of the largest cities in the
developing countries are seaports.  On the other hand most secondary cities in the
developing world are inland. Thus a physical (site) and the relationship among
sites (situation) have controlled the growth of secondary cities throughout the
developing countries. Development of transportation networks played an
important role in the growth, spatial distribution and functional development of
secondary cities.  Different modes of transportation had different influences on the
growth of secondary cities at different periods in their development. 

Rondinelli (1983) concludes that the main stimulations for the growth of
secondary cities prior to 1960s were: (a) their favourable physical location and
endowment of natural resources; (b) their selection as political or administrative
or defense centers; (c) the concentration in them of colonial or foreign investment;
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(d) conditions favourable to making them commercial and service centre for their
region; (e) the influence of transportation routes and technology; and (f) the
impact of government investment in infrastructure and facilities;

Although some cities were planned and their physical location was carefully
designed, the large majority of the secondary cities grew from spontaneous
actions by individuals reacting to favourable condition. 

Characteristics of Secondary Cities: Rondinelli (1983) indicates two types of
characteristics of secondary cities. These are the demographic and socio -
economic characteristics. 

Demographic Characteristics: Secondary cities in developing countries have
been growing rapidly in both number and population since 1950, but yet they have
played a relatively weak role in absorbing population increases in most
developing countries and creating a more balanced spatial distribution of
population. In Asia, migration from rural areas and small towns has played a
major role in the expansion of primate cities and in the growth of the largest
metropolitan areas. But secondary cities in most part of the developing world have
absorbed a smaller share of these rural-urban migrants. 

Economic and Social Characteristics: Secondary cities tend to have a
combination of rural and   urban socioeconomic characteristics and they generally
perform functions in both urban areas and countryside. Due to location of the
secondary cities they have a blend of urban and rural characteristics. They share
some social, economic and physical characteristics with both larger metropolitan
centers and smaller towns and villages, but they are not competitive with large
metropolitan centers, and their industrial and even commercial and service
establishments are small in size. 

Small and secondary cities have large proportion of their labour force engaged in
agriculture, agro-processing, marketing and farm services. Thus they remain
dependent on rural hinterlands for agricultural production, which is often very low. 

Variations in the economic structures of cities in different size groups may be
explained in part by their economies of scale.  Cities smaller than1 lakh may not have
sufficient population to support large-scale commercial and manufacturing activities
that are dependent on local markets. As cities increase in size they begin to offer
economies of scale and proximity that allow larger volume of production and
generate demand for goods and services produced than smaller towns and rural
villages. 
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3.       Lessons on Migration drown from the literature reviewed
3.1 Motivation for Migration

Urban population in Bangladesh grew during the last three decades at an annual rate
of about 6 percent compared to the rural population growth of just 2 percent per
annum.  Internal migration has contributed most to the high rate of urban population
growth. This trend is likely to continue in the future as well. According to the
ESCAP projection rural-urban migration is expected to contribute to about 58
percent of Bangladesh’s urban population growth up to 2005. 

Migration can take place in different forms such as rural-urban, rural-rural, and
urban-urban. But literature shows that large scale migration from rural to urban areas
is the most dominant cause of the rapid urban growth in Bangladesh (Ahmed, 2003).
Although estimates of total numbers of rural-urban migrants are uncertain, BBS
(1997) finds that 7 million rural people migrate to different cities in Bangladesh each
year and more than 80 percent of them migrate for economic reasons. 

Afsar (2000) finds from her survey that, out of 710 households, all but two and
half percent wanted to settle in Dhaka city and around three-fifths of these
migrants are surrounded by their kin network, which serves as major fallback in
case of crisis such as financial and settlement problems. For permanent migrants,
network arrangements are stronger at the place of destination particularly due to
their proximity of kinsmen in the same city. 

Paul-Majumder (1996, cited in Ahmed, 2003) finds that 21 percent of household heads
that come to Dhaka city first found a job almost immediately within 10 days with the
help of relatives and friends, and 38 percent got employment after 1 month of their
arrival. Nearly 40 percent of women migrants found work within 6 months of their
arrival in the place of destination  (Huq and Hossain, 1996, cited in Ahmed, 2003). 

Intra-village, inter-region inequalities and also inequalities between the large and
smaller towns or rural areas are the major motivation for migration in the largest
cities. Afsar (2000) also states that the poor migrate due to abject rural poverty
and unemployment while the rich farmers, landlord or their sons move out of the
village to attend probably better schools or to look for prestigious occupations or
getting better health care facilities. 

3.2 Migration and Employment

Agriculture is the main source of employment in rural areas, but the prospect of
employment of the increasing number of rural labour force in agriculture does not
appear to be bright (FFYP, 1997-2002). Nor are the employment opportunities in
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the rural non-farm sector enough to absorb the currently unemployed and
underemployed people. This growing unemployment and underemployment of the
rural people motivates them to migrate to urban destinations where they hope to get
jobs. Moreover, the rapid expansion of commercial transport and construction
sectors and a few specialised types of manufacturing activities such as readymade
garments, leather and shrimp fisheries processing are drawing the youths, and adult
men and women from rural areas. Creation of some other labour labour intensive
industries in the export-processing zone also provides work for rural migrants. 

Employment opportunities are highly centralised in the large metropolitan cities,
particularly in the capital city. Two-fifths of jute mills are located in Dhaka
employing one-half of all jute mill workers in the country.  Over half of the textile
mills and one-third of all registered factories of major industries are located in
Dhaka, which accounts for nearly half of Bangladesh’s total manufacturing
employment. Also, about one-fifth of non-farm economic activities are
established in Dhaka, which generate a quarter of employment in the non-farm
sector (BBS 1983, BBS 1990 and UN 1987, cited in Afsar, 2000).  So migrants
are generally capital city oriented and hence the distribution of rural-urban
migrants among large and secondary cities is quite uneven in Bangladesh. 

3.3    Urbanisation Profile in Bangladesh

At the beginning of the last century, only 2.43 percent of the total population lived
in the urban areas. In 1961, too, the proportion of urban population was not very
high, just about 5 percent of the total population. Even till independence the
growth of urban population was more or less steady. A sharp rise of urban
population was observed after independence due to rural-urban migration. The
high urban growth between 1974 and 1981 was accounted for by the extended
area of urbanisation in 1981 and the recognition of upazilas as urban area.  After
1981 till today urban population is experiencing higher growth due to rural- urban
migration for better income, and better opportunity for education and health care.
Till today, there is a steady rise in urban population with a growth rate of 3.15
percent compared to the rural growth rate of 1.08 percent. 

Cities in Bangladesh are now growing competitively, but the capital city is always
beyond the reach of other cities. Two other port cities are also following the
primate city but keeping a big distance. According to Population census (2001),
Dhaka’s population is 3 times greater than Chittagong. Similarly, Chittagong’s
population is two and half times greater than the next largest city Khulna, and
Khulna’s population is around 2 times greater than the next city Rajahahi. It is a
paradox that the population of two cities, B.Baria and Saidpur even decreased
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during the last decennial period. It is quite apparent that the largest city always
dominates the overall growth of urban population in Bangladesh. In the beginning
of the last century, Dhaka contained 18. 38 percent of the total urban population
and 0.45 percent of the national population. After the independence from
Pakistan, Dhaka emerged as the capital city and got momentum in population
growth. Due to its functional headquarter and central location, migration of rural
people to Dhaka rose sharply. Though Dhaka contributed only 0.45 percent of the
total national population in 1901, it increased to 8. 65 percent in 2001, which was
37.45 percent of the urban population of the country. 

3.4 Secondary Cities in Bangladesh

The number of cities having population between 1 lakh and  10 lakh was stable at
two between 1901 and 1951 and rose to 4 in 1961, 6 in 1964 and 13 in 1981.
According to the population census (2001) there were 15 pourashavas where the
size of population was more than 1 lakh. These pourashavas exclude the 4
statistical metropolitan areas, two new city corporations Barisal and sylhet, and
the pourashavas already included in the Dhaka and Chittagong metropolitan areas.
There are 5 other pourashavas in Dhaka mega city with population of more than
1lakh, each. These are Narayanganj, Kadamrasul, Savar, Tongi and Gazipur. Up
to 1921, there were no intermediate size towns having population between 0. 25
lakh to 1 lakh.  In 1921, there were only 5 such towns but this number increased
to 69 in1981. The number of cities of the same size recorded in 2001was 115. 

According to the urban hierarchy, the government declared 6 cities including the
capital city as city corporations and these cities lie on the top of the urban system.
Only the capital city is the mega city and the rest are secondary cities according
to the definition of Rondinelli (1983).  He has not mentioned the upper threshold
of secondary cities but since these cities lie in the higher position in the urban
hierarchy, the position of these cities should be above the secondary cities.
Moreover, the population threshold should not be the only criterion for defining
the cities. There are 64 districts in Bangladesh, which have been playing an
important administrative role for a long time.  As there are district administrations
in the divisional cities, there are 58 district cities other than 6 divisional cities. Of
these, two cities are included in Dhaka mega city. Hence there are individual 56
divisional district cities, which act as the blood of the country’s administrative
system. These cities are also in the top position in the four tiers of decentralised
system.  But the country shows a greater imbalance of urban population at the
district level.  Out of these 56 cities, 13 have population more than1 lakh each.  

There are two other cities, Saidpur and Madhabdi, both with population over 1
lakh, but they are not district cities. Among the other district cities, 26 have
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population between 80000 and 1 lakh, 16 (each) have population between 25, 000
and 50, 000 and only one has population below 25, 000.  Following the above-
mentioned definition of Rondinelli, only 13 district cities are the secondary cities.
But all the district cities have almost the same social and physical infrastructures
and are getting equal opportunities from the government. So function of cities
should be an essential criterion in addition to the population threshold for defining
the secondary cities. The district cities with population more than1 lakh may be
treated as secondary city type A while the other district cities irrespective of
population size may be termed as the secondary city type B.  In Bangladesh, the
rate of growth in number and population of secondary cities has been relatively
slow compared to the large cities.  
3.5 Policy Vacuum
Though rapid urbanisation has been going on in Bangladesh since 1971, there is
no integrated national urbanisation policy in the successive five year plans.
Migration is primarily responsible for the rapid urbanisation process, but little
attempt was made to reduce the pace of migration. Due to the lack of appropriate
urbanisation and migration policies, the spontaneous process of urbanisation
made an uneven distribution of urban population among large and secondary
cities.  Rural-urban migration is an inevitable phenomenon in Bangladesh. The
causes of migration are primarily economic. The relative deprivation and
inequalities play important roles in the migration process. The push factors such
as poverty, a high population-land ratio, and natural calamities like cyclone,
famine and river erosion rendered many people homeless and economically
destitute, which compelled them to leave their place of origin.  The pull factors
such as higher wage rates, amenities and chance for getting better employment
opportunities inspired them to migrate to the primate cities as the secondary cities
are not capable of attracting them.  This led to the growth of slums in large cities,
resulting in congestion, overcrowding, shortage of housing, scarcities of urban
amenities and basic urban facilities and finally imbalance in ecological system. 

So, creation of economic opportunities in the secondary cities is a vital factor to
divert the flow of migrants toward the secondary cities. The development of
physical and social infrastructure and creation of income generating activities in
secondary cities would make them attractive to the rural people who would
otherwise migrate to large metropolitan areas. Even, if the rural migrants get
comparatively lower income facilities in a secondary city than that of larger cities,
they will stay in secondary cities rather than going to the larger cities for at least
two reasons.  One is that living and opportunity cost in secondary cities are much
lower than that in the larger cities, and the other is that the migrants can maintain
the rural-urban linkage easily as these cities are nearer to their village homes. 
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Strengthening of the economic base of secondary cities is essential to generate
more employment opportunities.  This requires strengthening of their commercial
and market functions, especially the informal sector and small-scale enterprises,
and increasing the productivity as well as diversity of SMEs. Also, expanding and
diversifying the secondary and tertiary sectors may be the most direct and
effective way of employment generation that will increase the income of the rural
poor, thereby raising internal demand for locally produced goods and services and
increasing the capacity of the secondary cities to absorb larger population.
Industries and businesses in the secondary cities that are likely to absorb the
unemployed should receive the greatest attention in the government’s assistance
program. Large industries are likely to provide the best opportunities to skilled
workers who already have jobs and would most likely be export oriented rather
than tied to local demand.  In the secondary cities priority should be given, at least
in the initial stages, to expand the marketing and commercial functions that
already exist and to strengthen the role of the cities as trade and service centers. 

For understandable reasons, the country’s first city how receives a
disproportionately large share of public investment compared to other cities or
other urban centers. Even rural sectors are getting more privileges than the
secondary cities and other small urban centers. 

The secondary cities of type A and B are distributed all over the country. Also,
these cities are quite near to the original place of rural migrants and play an
important role in rural-urban interfaces. Rural migrants who go to large
metropolitan cities to seek jobs will prefer to go to these secondary cities if they
have the minimum of opportunities to get work there. In this way, two alarming
problems in the urbanisation process of Bangladesh can be minimised. One is that
it will be possible to maintain a more balanced distribution of urban population,
and the other is that it will be possible for the primate and other large cities to
provide urban facilities for their own population. 

There has been a revolution in the development of the road network in Bangladesh
in the last two decades. Now almost all the districts are well connected with the
large cities, particularly with the capital city. The upazila and their growth centers
and their hinterlands are also well connected with the district headquarters, which
are defined as secondary cities Type A and B. But there is no well-managed or an
integrated transport plan. If a good transport plan can be introduced, many people
can communicate to the secondary cities from their village home thus saving the
cost of urban areas. 

Though GOB has no direct policies to tackle migration and address urbanisation,
they have many programs for rural development, poverty alleviation and
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employment generation, which would reduce the pace of rural-urban migration.
But due to over- population, unemployment, high man-land ratio and frequently
occurring floods and river erosion, these programs have failed to reduce the
migration rate as much as expected up to the present.  So attracting rural migrants
by the secondary cities may be the best way to handle the internal migration
problem in Bangladesh. It is necessary to improve the secondary cities’
economies, employment opportunities and infrastructural facilities. 

4. Recommendations 

Urbanisation should be recognised as an inevitable process consistent with a
worldwide pattern. It should also be recognised as a challenge not as a problem.
In other words, policy makers should view urbanisation as an important
component of the development process. 

Economy: Strengthening of the economic base and the creation of employment
and income generating activities in secondary cities will be essential. The
government may take a number of actions to stimulate the economic activities in
the secondary cities. These include: 

(a) Setting up industries in secondary cities will create employment
opportunities for rural households by allowing them to commute to
industrial jobs in nearby cities. It will also enable them to take part in farm
activities on weekends and create numerous linkages with small
commercial service and repair establishments in rural towns making it
possible for small businesses to develop rural areas. This type of
decentralised industrialisation will create entrepreneurial opportunities for
rural people, giving them more income to spend on manufactured goods
produced in the secondary cities. It is necessary to find out the reasons why
the private investors are not getting encouragement to establish industries in
BSCIC industrial estates and take appropriate measures. 

(b) Assisting small –scale industries with identifying investment opportunities,
providing technical assistance to small-scale entrepreneurs in organizing
business, helping them to obtain adequate supporting services,
infrastructure, access to financial resources and credit, providing operating
assistance and training in management and production and helping them to
expand demand and overcome the limitations of small size.   

(c) As the rural migrants mostly manage to find employment in urban informal
sectors, it is essential to increase the capacity of informal sectors in the
secondary cities. 
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(d) Creation of off-farm employment opportunities should be given more
emphasis in the secondary cities to deflect people from going to large
metropolitan areas. 

(e) Financial incentives and other inducements, for example, allowing loans at
concessional interest, must be given to the entrepreneurs who are willing to
establish industries in the secondary cities. 

Infrastructures

(f) Development of infrastructures, and decentralization of public services and
administrative functions as well as diverting investment from capital city to
the secondary cities is essential to attract rural migrants. These include
physical infrastructure and social services such as better education, health
care service and recreational facilities to enhance people’s choice to stay in
the secondary cities. 

(g) Development of integrated, appropriate and convenient subsidised transport
system can provide rural dwellers easier access to urban employment and
amenities without their having to permanently migrate to cities.  Integrating
the rural areas with the smaller towns and with the big cities should lead to
improvement of physical transportation and communication linkages. 

Decentralisation and democratisation

(h) Administrative and financial power should be decentralised, delegated and
devolved to the local government so that the secondary city governments
can manage their affairs independently and more efficiently without
interruption of the central government. 

(i) The stakeholders must be involved in the decision-making and
implementation process of local government. Such stakeholders include the
private formal sectors, the private informal sectors, NGOs, civil society and
beneficiaries.  Civil society includes various professionals, intellectuals,
women organizations and slum dwellers. 

(j) Allocation of national budgets should not be biased to the first city. The
development of secondary cities should be given due emphasis by
allocating more budgets for the cities. 
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An Analysis of the Issue of Privatisation in
Bangladesh on the basis of Micro 

Survey of Privatised Units

NARAYA N CHANDRA NATH1

Abstract

One of the important aspects of industrial policy of Bangladesh is the policy
shift towards privatization. Analysis showed that such policy shift has been
majorly because of change of political regimes and as part of aid
conditionalities of donor agencies rather than on efficiency ground. The
study attempted to understand the process and assess the outcome of
privatization and come up with a set of desirable directions in dealing with
the state owned enterprises. It was an empirical study based on investigation
of 31 sample industrial units out of 74 units privatized during 1993-2007.
Study results show that only 23% enterprises could show reasonable success
after take over from the government, others are either closed (35%) or sick
operational (42%). Average capacity utilization is around 28% which is very
low by any reasonable standard. Successful entrepreneurs in most cases
were found to have background experience in the related field either as
manufacturers or traders. Background experiences of the buyers of
privatized units in general are very poor, and in most cases they are not
expected to run enterprises compatible to the ones they got from the deal.
Besides entrepreneurship and occupational background to the sector, factors
such as efficiency of management, financial strength, access to credit,
quality of manpower, improved technology, command over market and
improved infrastructure and favourable government policy of withdrawing
duty on raw materials accounted for the success of the privatized enterprise.
Five major reasons of failures of privatized units  as reported are related to
technological problem, problem of electricity supply, problem of marketing ,
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problem of raw-materials and shortage of capital  due to lack of access to
bank credit because of  old debts of the public enterprise. There has been
suggestion to restructure the public enterprise, identify the real problem
before any transfer decision, and transfer to genuine entrepreneurs.

Regarding approaches towards SOEs, six perceived dimensions pinpointed
are: 
a) reorganising SOEs and Retention of good SOEs under government with

increased efficiency of management and reduction of negative trade
union ship,

b) Immediate privatization to get rid of accumulated losses, 
c) selective privatization of sick units, 
d) Lease out the SOEs instead of complete sale, private-public partnership,

and 
e) Privatisation with preconditions such as transfer to genuine

entrepreneurs, gradual transfer, BMRE before transfer and proper
valuation.
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I. Introduction

I.1 Understanding the Issue of Privatisation 

Privatisation has become an important debatable issue of Industrial Policy of
Bangladesh as in other developing countries. The debate on privatization in
Bangladesh seems to have intensified because of reckless denationalization and
disinvestment during 1975-90 as part of economic reform policies externally
determined and as an aid conditionality imposed by International Donor
Agenciesi. With the change of government in 1975, government opted for a policy
shift to liberalization and privatization, and between 1975 and 1990, major state
owned enterprises were disinvested or denationalized, first small and medium and
then the large ones. 

It is worth noting that the privatization move got enthusiasm worldwide in the
1980s after some success of privatization move in UK and the emergence of
market fundamentalism and the consequent dictum of structural Adjustment
policy reform adopted by International Donor Agencies. Accordingly, there was a
shift of policy advice of Multilateral Donor agencies in the 1970s for improving
the operational efficiency of State Owned Enterprises (SOEs), to the agenda of
privatization of the SOEs in the 1980s and 1990s for Bangladesh. However, the
move toward privatisation worldwide slowed down recently (since 2008) with the
global financial crisis, which affected all the countries including Bangladesh.
Now the move is rather towards state takeover and nationalization of sick large



enterprises even in developed countries, which until recently advocated the
unconditional virtues of privatization and market economy. It is yet to be seen
whether the policy advice of donor agencies for privatization in Bangladesh is
changed accordingly.

Though World Bank (1995)ii and its local consultant Dowla (1997)iii tried to
establish the definitively positive impact of privatization in Bangladesh, the study
results of Binaek Sen (1998)iv, Rehman Sobhan (1991)v, T. Akram (1999)vi show
that the relationship between privatization and efficiency improvement of
enterprises is not straight forward any way. Both privatized and public enterprises
have successes and failure cases and the study results on the impact of
privatization are very often mixed in Bangladesh. While some enterprises have
done well, others have not (Mahmood, 2000)vii.

It is quite tricky that even after democratic governments came to power in 1991,
the policy of privatization has persisted as a continuum of the past to pursue the
donor-driven market oriented policies. Continuous fiscal burden of the loss
making public enterprises was, though, a reality, the way to address it was never
seriously discussed or consulted with the concerned stakeholders. 

Accordingly, in pursuance of the predetermined dogma of benefits of
privatization, 74 industrial enterprises ware disinvested during 1993-2007 and a
list of 26 industrial units was prepared for further disinvestment and to get them
disposed off under the World Bank’s “Bank Modernisation and Enterprise
Growth” project. Donors’ pressure and aid conditionality and government fiscal
burden out of loss making public enterprises are perceived to contribute to the
privatization move continuing though the results of privatization are not
definitively known or what is known is far from being encouraging. It is notable
that even if the move could have beneficial effects, the externally determined
policy and programme has little incentives for performance and has every chance
of counterproductive consequences. Here home grown and well consulted policy
seems to be the preferred option to effectively address the issue.

The new political government installed in 2009 called for reviewing the situation of
public enterprise reform process in conformity with its election manifesto for
expansion of employment opportunities and poverty reduction in the country.  The
Industry Minister voiced concern on the quality and outcome of privatization and
called for postponement of further privatization until a review regarding the past
privatization experiences is doneviii. He was informed that many privatized factories
remain inoperative or non-functional under new ownership. He was justifiably
worried that the same thing would happen if the on-going privatization process
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continues without reviewing. The Government could sense the problems of misuse
of public resources and worsening of the livelihood of working people in
contemporaneous with enrichment of a privileged few and the already rich as a result
of such reform agenda. The government has to think of an alternative reform
process, and even abandoning privatization if needed to support inclusive
development of the country. Time has come to question whether ‘it is the superiority
of one ownership pattern over the other in all industries and in all circumstances for
all time’. The question whether an enterprise should remain in the public or private
sector should be resolved by judging whether it better achieves the objectives of
economic growth, income distribution and poverty alleviation. It is the question
whether reform process helps productivity enhancement, employment expansion
and inclusive development. It is the question of the appropriate choice of desirable,
feasible and credible modality of use of public resource with an eye to make
coalescence of interests of all stakeholders and relevance to prevailing overall
economic and socio political environment. It is important that a dividing line is made
between government and private sector as a part of public policy. The government
has been considering introducing private public partnership instead of straight
privatization. In such situation, development of a pragmatic modality in that
direction is due to be worked out.

It is a good sign that Government recognizes the need to take lessons from
experiences of past privatization and work out effective programme to address the
problems of public enterprises effectively. It is felt that there is a necessity of
independent research in order to be able to take policy decision on this
problematic issue. It is undeniable that government needs to look into the
problems of both public and private sectors simultaneously as a part of single
reform process of enterprise development and effective public resource use. It has
to look into the problems of public enterprises, it has to look into the privatized
units, and it has to look into the problems of independent private sector units in
line with the objectives of overall development of the country. It has to restructure
and improve the governance of public enterprises and address the problems of
privatised units for more effective use of public resources.

1.1    About the Study

The present paper is based on a much larger study done by the author, which was
intended to generate information on the status and problems of privatized units
and to examine the outcome of privatisation in Bangladesh and to give feedback
in improving the privatization process and for formulating policy towards public
enterprises. The principal study was based on micro survey of industrial units
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privatised during 1993-2007, i.e. after the formation of the Privatisation Board in
1993 (converted into Privatisation Commission in 2000). The survey was
conducted by the author as part of the study of “Public-Private Partnership and
Privatisation Issue” done by BIDS for the Planning Commission. The study
gathered the experiences of privatised units, and their perceptions regarding the
issues of privatization and possible approaches towards public enterprises.
Information was drawn from the privatized units of all six Public Corporations in
Manufacturing Sector of Bangladesh operating in seventeen different locations of
the country.

The original study was very elaborate. It dwelt at length on the past experience on
privatization from 1975 to 2005, the operational status and performance of the
privatized units, instances of successes or failures of the privatized enterprises,
and factors behind the success and reasons for failure of privatized units.  The
study also identified the problems faced by the enterprises, and suggested their
remedies. It critically assessed the methods of privatization and the post-
privatization problems faced by the privatized enterprises. It detected and
analysed several snags and defects in the privatization process and suggested
some desirable ways of privatization. Full details of the study cannot be
accommodated in the limited space of a journal article, and hence only the
findings and recommendations of the broader study are presented in the remainder
of this paper. 

2.     Summary of Findings and Recommendations

2.1    Findings

i. Around 58% of the privatized enterprises are found operational and the rest
42% are either closed (35%) or under process for operation (6.5%). Among the
operational units, a significant portion (50%) are sick, incurring losses. Average
capacity utilization in the privatized units is around 28%, which is very low by
any reasonable standard. Very few privatized enterprises (23%) could show
success after take-over from the government. Around 58% of the enterprises
identified themselves as failure cases. The rest 19% are either of mixed success or
of prospective success.  

Around 65% of the enterprises have capacity utilization rate below 40%, and 74%
of the enterprises have below 50% capacity utilization rate. Only 26% enterprises
have capacity utilization rate above 50%. Only a small number of enterprises
(10% of all) have capacity utilization rate above 60%. The results of the study
conform to results of previous studies that the positive impact of privatization is
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not straightforward in Bangladesh. There are cases of success and there are
failures of enterprises after privatisation. 

ii. There are several factors that can be identified for the success of the
privatized units. Entrepreneurship has been a crucial factor for success.
Successful entrepreneurs were found in 71% cases to have background experience
in the related field either as manufacturer or trader. Background experiences of the
buyers in general are very poor, and in most cases they are not expected to run
enterprises comparable to the ones they got from the deal. The buyers without the
background in the line have failed in hundred percent of the cases. However, there
were cases even with the related occupational background, which could not
achieve success. Besides entrepreneurship and occupational background in the
sector, factors such as efficiency of management, financial strength, access to
credit, quality of manpower, improved technology, emphasis on quality, command
over market, improved infrastructure and favourable government policy of
withdrawing duty on raw materials accounted for the success of the privatized
enterprise. It is noticeable that successful enterprises belong mostly to business
groups of one type or the other, which have good business linkages and
experiences, good command over market and sound financial strength with easier
access to bank loan. In the same sector and same location, there are successes,
there are failures, and there are successful entrepreneurs and bad performers side
by side. Here, the background of entrepreneurs and efficiency of management
matters.

iii. Five major reasons of failures of privatized units and their capacity
underutilization are related to technological problem, problem of electricity
supply, problem of marketing, problem of raw materials, and shortage of capital
due to lack of access to bank credit because of  old debts of the public enterprise. 

iv. The root of technological problem is the worn-out and scrapped machinery
they got from the government enterprise. In most cases, the factory remained
closed for several years and sometimes factories were affected by flood, and the
machinery in most cases was very old, procured in Pakistan period. After taking
delivery of the factory they required BMRE, which they could not do because of
the lack of fund. They did not have access to bank credit because of non-
settlement of government liabilities transferred to them. Thus here technological
problem and fund problem were intertwined. The enterprises, after handover,
could not do BMRE, nor they could set up new machinery or replace the scrapped
machinery. They required working capital for stocking raw materials for smooth
running of the enterprise throughout the year. In the competitive market, they
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required credit sale. They also required to keep inventory for good price in future.
All these could be done if they could manage good amount of capital. Lack of
capital threw the enterprise into a critical crisis and made it a failure case.

Next serious reason is the problem of electricity supply. Electricity problem arose
not only from load shedding but also in many cases due to the suspension of
electricity connection because of non-payment of arrear electricity bills, which the
government had to pay. Another electricity problem was related to lack of gas
connection for the generator. Here non-payment of previous gas bills of the
government enterprise was responsible for lack of gas connection. In many areas,
gas connection is not possible because of lack of gas line. In the situation of load
shedding, in those areas the capacity remains heavily underutilized and the
production becomes unpredictable frustrating both the workers and the
entrepreneur.  

Next important cause of failure is related to marketing problem. This problem
arises because of the high cost of production not commensurate with the sale
price, tough competition from imports and domestic manufacturers, high cost of
raw materials, and mismatch between increased cost of imported raw materials
and government determined price of the product. All these contribute to lower
profit margin and the eventually a loss making situation and failure of the
enterprise. 

Next reason for failure of privatized units is related to problem of land ownership
such as no land registration in the past by the government, which affects the
access to credit against mortgage, partial ownership of land, and government lease
of land to others in front of factory premises, which obstructs the movement of
materials and equipment of the factory.

Negative trade unionism has been a reason for failure not only of public
enterprises but also of private enterprises. Another important reason for failure is
long term closure of factory before privatisation affecting the productive capacity
of the machines and raising the cost of BMRE and maintenance cost. Among
other reasons, looting and extortion by miscreants, high interest on loan, natural
disaster like flood, high cost of transport, low level of management, lack of policy
support from the government stood prominent causing failure of the privatized
units.

v. Main suggested measures to rescue the failing enterprises are related to
providing financial support and access to bank credit, waiver of liabilities and
their soft handling, waiver of interest on loan, ensuring electricity supply, retake
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by the government in case of no hope of alternative, ensuring ownership of
property without delay, and providing scope for joint venture operation with third
party. There has been suggestion to give support to restructure the enterprise,
identify the actual problem before any decision, or transfer to another genuine
entrepreneur.

vi. Among the general problems faced by the enterprises in their operation,
seven problems are identified to be prominent. They are related to the problems
of marketing, technology, electricity, raw materials, labour, capital, and
infrastructure.

vii. As against the problems, five important areas of assistance the enterprises
require are: financial assistance, protective support, solving electricity problem,
solving land ownership problem, and improving infrastructure. Regarding
financial assistance, they require bank loan for BMRE, require liberal credit
facilities with concessional interest on loan. They require capital both for long
term need and for short term working capital support. Related to protective
support, they require cash subsidy to compete with imports, import restriction on
finished goods, withdrawal of duties from raw materials, restriction on sourcing
materials by multinationals and creation of a fair environment for competition.
With respect to solving electricity problem, the enterprises required urgent
arrangement of electricity connection and gas link and subsidy on electricity tariff
for manufacturing activities. Regarding infrastructure, the enterprises put
emphasis on the development of transport and communication and port facilities.
For solving land ownership problem, they require quicker move for land
registration and judicial help in the recovery of land possessed by others.
Enterprises ask for preventing extortion by the miscreants through improvement
of the law and order situation. They require assistance in the reduction of
corporate tax, and arrangement for settlement of debts and liabilities. They require
freedom to do other business. They ask for administrative support in securing
property rights of the enterprises.

viii. In the privatization process, the study identifies 7 very crucial but
problematic tasks. These are: a) Finalisation of list of enterprises to be prepared
for privatization  by the government and  handing it over to Privatization
Commission for  accomplishing the privatization process. b) Finalisation of
valuation report and determination of sale value of the enterprise, c)
Determination of methods of privatization, d) Accomplishment of tender
procedure or procedure of off-loading of shares, e) Determination of the payment
mode in consultation with the successful bidder in conformity to rules, f)
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Recovery of sales value following an agreed-upon procedure with the buyer, and

g) Physical handing over of the state-owned enterprise and transfer of property
rights. 

ix. In Bangladesh, there are several methods to be chosen for privatisation:
Direct sale through tender, Sale of Shares, Mixed method, Restructuring Method,
Management Contract//Transfer of Management Control, Lease, Direct Asset
Sale (liquidation), Corporatisation/ Commercialisation, and  other options as
thought out by the Privatisation Commission. Main methods adopted in practice
are mainly three: direct sale through tender, sale through off-loading of shares,
and transfer to Workers Union assuming liabilities for future payment in
installment. 

x. There are different modes of payment resorted to by the buyers. The first
preference of mode of payment was for full cash payment with rebate but no
liabilities. The second preference was for cash payment with rebate but liability in
installment. The third preference was for assuming liabilities for future payment
in installment. The fourth preference was for Cash Payment with down payment
of 25% and liabilities in installment. The fifth preference was for payment of the
quoted price and liabilities in installment or to purchase shares in full payment.
The last mode is the payment of price in installment with no liabilities. It is very
difficult to unearth this scenario. 

xi. In the first mode of payment, the rebate has ranged from 10% to 40%. It is
expected that government is interested to realize the compensation as quickly as
possible and as such gives incentive of rebate for quicker payment. Again, there
is a large variation in the mode of payment procedure regarding payment of
liabilities. The buyers paying both price and liabilities may be suspicious of the
transaction with no liabilities. Government could determine the price by
considering the liability and pay the liabilities from the money realized from the
buyers. 

xii. Differences of mode of payment may give scope for non-transparent
transaction. The cases with liabilities are problem cases because they can not ask
for bank loan unless these are settled, making the enterprises dysfunctional or
non-operational. As per the Privatisation Commission Rules (2007), there has
been the incentive-oriented payment mode for the investors with rebates available
for making accelerated payments. Current payment system with incentive of
rebate is favourable for the big business group which can pay off 100% of sales
value within 30 days of issuance of Letter of Content. There is no distinct
provision for transfer to employees or to the general public of poorer classes. It
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might be because equity in participation of shares is missing from the very
beginning of the agenda of privatisation of government enterprises. 

xiii. Incentive oriented payment mode, which is encouraging on paper, did not in
practice get adequate response, and defaulters are widespread. It requires
investigation and further research. A study should be undertaken to detect the causes
of default in payment where settlement of payment is a precondition of transfer of
ownership in which the buyers are invariably interested most.  It is felt that in most
cases the buyers who have good access to bank credit or have good financial strength
could manage to pay off the whole amount to enjoy the rebate. Others without bank
credit not only could not pay off but also could not start production because of
failure in BMRE and managing working capital for running the enterprise. This area
of success and failure of payment by the buyers is important to look into for more
insightful decision in determining the appropriate mode of payment by the buyers
and improve the recovery of sale value of the enterprise. 

xiv. The main snags in the privatization process are related to (a) delay and
complicated procedure in the privatization process, (b) distortion and lack of
transparency in valuation, (c) wrong choice of buyers specially of rent seeking
category, (d) lack of transparency and occurrence of corruption, (e) transfer decision
without assessment of real problem, (f) problem of retender or several times of
tender, (g) political intervention, (h) deprivations of workers and non-worker
employees, (i) indecision of sale, (j) difference between approval and time of hand
over, (k) lack of after transfer support, (l) arrear bills of the government affecting the
availing of public utility services, (m) delay in registration of land and assets, (n)
lack of one sale price, (o) non-availability of proper information, (p) land dispute,
(q) harsh condition of sale and threat of retake, (r) sale proceeds not for settlement
of liabilities, and (s) ambiguity in the definition of property rights and liabilities. 

xv. To do away with defects and snags in the privatization process and to ensure
accountability, transparency and its efficiency, the Privatisation Commission may
need to be reconstituted.  Firstly, 50% of its members may be from professional
bodies, secondly, for increasing the quality of restructured SOEs and
improvement of the privatization process, a team of sector-based professional
experts need to be developed in the Commission.

xvi. As revealed from the survey, the most desirable way of privatization is the
leasing out of the enterprise to the transferee. It is followed by direct sale to the
genuine entrepreneurs by careful screening rather than to the maximum bidder.
Next option is for private public partnership. In privatization, several areas of its
improvement have been suggested by the respondents. These are: quick disposal
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after decision, careful privatization, privatisation after BMRE, waiver of liabilities
and clearing of liabilities before privatization, no additional term after tender,
proper monitoring and assistance by the Government after transfer, handling the
whole process by the professionals, conditional sale to the strategic buyer, interim
period of functioning before transfer to the private party, simplification of
procedure to accomplish the privatization process, and ensuring accountability for
a definite type of manufacturing.

All these suggest that only the selection of method is not sufficient, government
too, will require to act upon and effectively address the supportive conditions for
the success of the transferred enterprise under new ownership. 

xvii. Regarding approaches towards SOEs, six perceived dimensions can be
pinpointed: 

a) Reorganising SOEs and retention of good SOEs under government
with increased efficiency of management and reduction of negative
trade unionism. 

b) Immediate privatization to get rid of accumulated losses, 
c) Selective privatization of sick units, 
d) Lease out the SOEs instead of complete sale, 
e) Private-public partnership, 
f) Privatisation with preconditions such as transfer to genuine

entrepreneurs, gradual transfer, BMRE before transfer, and proper
valuation.

Now the time has come to realize that huge misuse of public resources has
occurred in the process of transfer of SOEs to the people who are either little
interested or little experienced or hardly capable to run the enterprises. Again,
transfer of SOEs involves huge cost of settlement of liabilities and compensation
to the employees, which are rarely recovered from the sales proceeds of the
enterprise. There is a loss of resources due to the closure of the factory for a
considerable period of time. There have been instances of default in the payment
for the purchase of the enterprise. There is uncertainty of ownership because of
the high incidence of default. There may be no other alternative than to take over
and sell them again to genuine entrepreneurs or reorganize them for operation or
leasing them out, keeping the ownership of assets with the government. 

2.2 Recommendations for Improvements in Privatisation of SOEs

i. In a situation when both government and market fail, it is necessary to work
out an appropriate, nay, alternative, modality of effective use of productive
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resources of the country rather than fixity of policy in either straight privatization
or retention of public enterprises with the government anyhow. One of the options
is public-private partnership in effective use of public resources of the state owned
enterprisesix.

ii. Government need to give special care to the problems of enterprises
transferred to Workers Unions regarding settlement of liabilities or their BMRE.
Here ownership need to be clearly defined. They were not allowed to install any
new machinery, nor they were given government assistance in arranging bank
loan for BMRE as agreed upon. They may be allowed to undertake joint venture
with a third party upon settlement of liabilities or issuing of share to the bank for
loan. Government may take a stake in settlement of some debt. In such a case,
revaluation of assets and liabilities need to be recast. Issuing shares to the public
after restructuring of these mills may be thought of. Government must realize that
workers can not manage funds for settlement of huge liabilities imposed on them.
Assets of enterprises transferred to Workers Union seemed to be overvalued with
respect to book value at the time of transfer. Waiver of liabilities and interest on
loan may give them some chance to effectively run the factory. The enterprises
transferred to Workers Union were never closed down and they are remaining at
break-even point, if not profit making.

iii. Appropriate modality of private-public partnership needs to be worked out
rather than straight privatization of sick public sector enterprises. There should
not be any closure of any public enterprise. They may be restructured for reducing
overstaffing, technological upgradation and improving quality of manpower for
enhancing productivity and quality of product. Public-Private partnership may be
in the area of management and marketing operation. We can think of adopting the
model “Japan Incorporation” where private and public sector worked in close
collaboration in SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time
Bound) partnership for national economic development.

iv. To do away with defects and snags in the privatization process and to ensure
accountability, transparency and efficiency, Privatisation Commission may need
to be reconstituted. Firstly, 50% of its members may be from professional bodies,
and secondly, for increasing the quality of restructured SOEs and improvement of
the privatization process, a team of sector-based professional experts need to be
developed in the Commission.

v. The role of the Privatisation Commission needs to be redefined and the
credibility of its functioning increased. Its name may be changed to Enterprise
Restructuring Board. Its functions may be redefined so as to include restructuring
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of the enterprises in addition to privatizing, and giving support to the privatized
units. Its function may be affirmed for monitoring both public and private sector
units in their use of public resources. Here privatization would be just one of its
functions. It would come out as a supportive organization rather than as an
organization for just selling public assets to the private sector. The Privatisation
Commission should be given authority to assess the performance of SOEs from
time to time and report and give recommendations to the concerned Ministry. The
Commission should suggest measures for the rehabilitation of the sick and closed
SOEs if they are adjudged economically viable. The Privatisatisation Commission
should be given the responsibility of conducting a study of privatized SOEs with
the help of research organisations and suggest measures to the highest authority
of the government for necessary action. For smooth running and operation of the
privatized SOEs, the Privatisation Commission would consider recommending
enterprises for financial assistance and access to bank loan.

vi. A model should be worked out for broadening the base of the new
ownership of privatized units to ensure participation of all employees:
management professionals, technical cadres, engineering and accounting
professionals, and workers of government enterprises. This would help not only
overcome the resistance of employees and workers to the privatization process but
also motivate them toward increased productivity under a new ownership in non-
bureaucratic environment. There should be separation of ownership from
management, and corporate culture will need to be developed under new
ownership.

vii. Steps need to be taken to strengthen and simplify the regulatory framework
relating to the settlement of liabilities, for defining property rights and bringing
transparency in the transfer of government assets to private hands without
affecting public interest. A mechanism should be developed for quick disposal of
cases of SOEs by the judiciary.

viii. The Code of Corporate governance needs to be worked out and be strictly
followed in all enterprises and corporations in reducing transaction cost and
ensuring transparency in valuation and providing true information about
privatization and the restructuring process of SOEs.

ix. There should be a mechanism for submission of half yearly report by the
privatized SOEs regarding their performance and problems faced by them so that
the Commission can proceed for investigation and recommend necessary action
to the relevant authority.
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x. Upon the payment of first installment, the title deeds of the enterprises may
be handed over to the concerned loan agencies through tripartite agreement
among the buyer, the Privatisation Commission and the financial institution. The
title deeds would be handed over to the buyer after the settlement of final
installment. In the mean time he may be given financial support for BMRE and
working capital requirements.

xi. Privatised units may be encouraged to off-load their share within five years
of their commercial operation and clearly monitored during the period. 

xii. Government will need to take steps for operationalisation of closed
privatized units. There are several types of closed units: some with ownership and
others without ownership due to non-payment of installment and debt default.
Before doing anything on privatization, Government needs to address the default
cases of units already privatized and take a quick but informed decision and come
out with a definite stand and conclusion. Government may allow joint venture in
settlement of dues to government and getting ownership of assets and operation
afterwards. Government may opt for retaking them. Government may give the
retaken enterprises on lease for some years, say 25 years, to the genuine
entrepreneurs, subject to scope of renewal upon successful enterprising. If the
entrepreneurship in the default case is positive, government may go for
arrangement with the bank for loan for BMRE to facilitate operation of the
enterprise. Providing loans for BMRE may be arranged through tripartite
agreements, and Government must assist them in such situation. Government may
go for any sort of private public partnership considering the circumstances and the
overall environment for the enterprise. Regarding the closed units with ownership
transferred, the government must ask for explanations for keeping the public
resources idle and ask for future plan for operation.
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Abstract

Ceramic industry took a formal start in this country in 1958. Now, there are
about 35 ceramic industries in the country. Ceramic Industry manufactures
useful and ornamental articles from clay by shaping and hardening it in high
temperature. The industry is basically a development of indigenous pottery
works. The ceramic industry in Bangladesh has been one of the rapidly
growing sectors. In the fiscal year 2004-2005, the country’s ceramic
tableware export reached US$ 28.75 million, which was 16% higher than
the previous fiscal year. Export from ceramics is expected to triple by 2008.
The objective of this paper is to analyze the prospect of Ceramic industry in
Bangladesh and its impact on export earning of Bangladesh.  

Introduction and Rationale 

Bangladesh is a least developed country and its economy is essentially
agricultural. Although there has been some structural change away from
agriculture into manufacturing in the recent years, the contribution of
manufacturing to GDP is still much lower than agriculture, which provides the
livelihood to about three-fifths of the country’s population. Government is,
however, committed to promote the dynamic industrial sector, which offers good
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prospects for generating employment and therefore encourages investment in a
wide range of industries for a fast growth of the county’s industrial sector. Among
others, the ceramic industry is one of the promising industries with high potential
for generating employment and income. 

Ceramics is an inorganic, non-metallic solid prepared by the action of heat and
subsequent cooling. Ceramic materials may have a crystalline or partly crystalline
structure, or may be amorphous (e.g., a glass). Because most common ceramics
are crystalline, the definition of ceramic is often restricted to inorganic crystalline
materials, as opposed to the non-crystalline glasses.

The earliest ceramics were pottery objects made from clay, either by itself or
mixed with other materials. Ceramics now include domestic, industrial and
building products and art objects. In the 20th century, new ceramic materials were
developed for use in advanced ceramic engineering, for example, in
semiconductors.

The Ceramic industry is labour-intensive and it offers entry-level jobs for
unskilled labour in developed as well as developing countries. Job creation in the
sector has been strong for women in poor countries, who previously had no
income opportunities other than the household. In Bangladesh almost half of the
entire labour force were unemployed, and the textile sector has created a huge job
opportunity for that population segment. The ceramics industry, too, can be
foreseen as a good employment creating activity. Moreover, in ceramic industry,
relatively modern technology can be adopted even in poor countries at relatively
low investment costs. These technological features of the industry make it ideally
suitable for Bangladesh to move ahead in its industrialization efforts. 

Bangladesh now has some international standard ceramic industries and their
contribution to export earnings is increasing day by day. The demand for
Bangladeshi ceramic products is increasing in the international market.
Considering these advantages, the present authors conducted a feasibility study on
Prospect Of Ceramic Products In Bangladesh: A Case Study. This paper is the
outcome of that study.

History of Ceramic industry in Bangladesh: Tajma Ceramic Industries Ltd.
was the first ceramic producing organization in Bangladesh. From its production
during 1958 at Bogra, Ceramic industry took a formal start in this country. Tajma
is the oldest modern ceramic manufacturing plant in Bangladesh. 

In 2004, Bangladesh had nearly fourteen ceramic industry units. Five of them are
fairly large and these are Monno Ceramic Industries, Shinepukur Ceramic
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Industries, Bengal Fine Ceramic Industries, Standard Ceramic Industries, and
Peoples Ceramic Industries. 

In 2008 there were about 35 ceramic producing industry operating in the country
registering a 250% growth. Most of the industries are export-oriented. 

The Peoples Ceramic Industries, located in Tongi Industrial Area, about 20 km
north of Dhaka, is one of the oldest and largest ceramic companies in Bangladesh.
The factory went into production in 1966. The production capacity of the factory
is about 28,000 pieces of assorted tableware per day. The company however, has
had little success in the export markets. Recently, the company has developed a
new brand ‘Super China’, which is drawing the attention of foreign buyers. 

Bengal Fine Ceramics Ltd. is the first industry in the country to make soft
porcelain, which is known as ‘stoneware’. This is an off-white product
manufactured by using local Mymensingh clay. The factory went into production
in 1986. It produces about 24,000 pieces (6 tons) of stoneware per day. From the
very beginning, the company concentrated its trading activities in the international
market and has been quite successful in its endeavor. Recently, the company has
established a sister concern, Standard Ceramic Industries Ltd., near Gazipur,
about 30 km north of Dhaka. 

Shinepukur Ceramics Ltd was incorporated in 1997 with the aim of establishing
a world-class bone china and porcelain tableware industry. The company is
located at Beximco Industrial Park, Gazipur. It started its porcelain and bone china
units in April 1999 and November 1999, respectively. Since the beginning of its
commercial operations in 1999, the company has distinguished itself as the fastest
growing concern in the sector. It has captured about 60% of the domestic market
share and is doing well in the global ceramic tableware markets. 

Production Scenario of Ceramic Products in Bangladesh

At present, Bangladesh is exporting its ceramic products to over 50 countries all
over the world. According to the Bangladesh Ceramic Manufacturers Association
(BCMA), the ceramic sector in the country has every potential to grow and may
become a big foreign exchange earner in the coming years. 

Among the 35 ceramic industries operating in Bangladesh now, Monno Ceramic
is the biggest. It began producing porcelain tableware for the Bangladesh home
market in 1985, and secured its first export order the following year. Monno
Ceramic soon earned an enviable reputation for both quality and value.
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The ceramic industries in the country produce mainly four types of products.
These are: 

Structural: (bricks, pipes, floor and roof tiles); Refractory: (kiln linings, gas fire
radiant’s, steel and glass making crucibles); White wares: (tableware, wall tiles,
pottery products, and sanitary ware), and Technical: (Engineering, Advanced,
Special, and Fine Ceramics). These items include tiles used in the Space Shuttle
program, gas burner nozzles, ballistic protection, nuclear fuel uranium oxide
pellets, bio-medical implants, jet engine turbine blades, and missile nose cones.
Frequently the raw materials do not include clays. 

Export Potential of Bangladesh Ceramic Industry 

According to the Export Promotion Bureau (EPB) statistics Bangladesh exported
only $1.0 million worth of ceramic wares in 1991. In 2006-07, the total value of
exported ceramic products from the 21 Bangladeshi manufacturers was $38.33
million, up by 28 per cent from the previous year. The EPB expects to earn $100
million from ceramic exports by 2012.

Of the products, ceramic tableware is being exported to about 50 countries,
including the US and Canada, tiles to India, Nepal and Bhutan, and sanitary wares
to the Middle East, especially the UAE. The industry sells ceramic products worth
about Tk. 8.0 billion in the domestic market and pays taxes close to Tk 3.0 billion. 

If the government ensures energy supply and can ensure quick refund of the
import duties under the Duty Drawback Facility, Bangladesh may become one of
the three largest global ceramic exporters by the next decade. Local industry is
using the most advanced ‘bone China’ technology and the labour costs here are
relatively much low compared with the developed nations. Also, as an LDC (least
developed country), Bangladesh enjoys duty free access facilities in the developed
country markets. Since domestic value addition to the ceramic sector is
significantly high, ceramic exports may lead to a significant increase in net
exports. 

Ceramic has a vast area of use. It can find its use in car engines, in oil and gas
industry, in electronics industry and so on. But Bangladesh has only specialized
in tableware. If the Ceramic Industry of Bangladesh can develop an infrastructure
for other ceramic goods, the industry will be able to earn more foreign currency
from this sector. 

The foreign investors acknowledged that there are a number of advantages of
investing in Bangladesh, specifically the favourable investment rules and
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regulations such as tax holiday, the facilities at the Export Processing Zones
(EPZ), the low cost of Natural gas, and the cheap labour. The investors of UK
wants to invest more than $2 billion in Bangladesh and more investment is in the
pipeline. Already, Asia Energy has proposed an investment of $ 1.5 billion to
develop the ceramic industry. It believes UK’s investment in Bangladesh may be
doubled within the next couple of years, if the economic environment remains
favorable.  

Impediments to growth of Ceramic Industry

The local raw material used in ceramic industry is procured from larger
Mymensingh region. The government put an embargo on cutting hills in 2007
through a public notification, which stopped ceramic manufacturers from
procuring raw materials from the Mymensingh hills. The Mymensingh clay could
be used for producing tiles but, for tablewares, Bangladesh needs to import
superior quality clay from India and China. The government may take steps to
find deposits of superior quality clay for ceramic in the coalmine from the region
of north Bengal. 

Ceramic manufacturers also urged the government to reduce tariff on gas, used in
the ceramic factories. It will help them compete in the international market.
Presently, average gas tariff is Tk 2/cubic metre for fertiliser factories, Tk
5.13/cubic metre for ceramics factories, and Tk 3.5/cubic metre for gas-based
power plants. The government is urged to lower the import duty on ceramic raw
materials to 5.0 per cent from the existing 7.5-15 percent.

The ceramic industry needs uninterrupted power and gas supply round the clock
to maintain the required 380-degree temperature in a ceramic tableware factory.
When power voltage or gas pressure is low, the temperature falls, and when the
temperature falls it takes at least 12 hours to bring it back to the required level,
causing a huge loss. A low heat in any plant causes fault to colour and quality.
Irregular power and gas supply will result in low quality products, and the country
may lose its export market to its competitors like Sri Lanka, Malaysia and
Thailand.

The ceramic industry in Bangladesh faces some other impediments as well. These
are the lack of high level technology support, absence of an international standard
laboratory, high import duty on specific raw materials (15-30%), and high rate of
VAT (15%) on produced goods. These problems will need to be taken care of to
ensure a smooth growth of the sector. 
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Opportunities for Foreign exporters and investors

Raw materials: In Bangladesh, there is a shortage of raw materials for the
ceramic industry. Foreign exporters could consider supplying raw materials
such as bone ash, china clay, refectory materials, plaster of Paris and
limestone to the Bangladeshi companies engaged in producing ceramic
products. 
Machinery: Supplying industrial process machinery (such a kilns) to
Bangladesh could be immensely profitable to foreign exporters as
Bangladeshi companies look for cutting edge technology in ceramic
production to maintain their competitiveness. 
Laboratory: As stated earlier, Bangladesh has no international standard
laboratory (for research) in the country. Foreign companies may seek
opportunities in this field to expand their operations in Bangladesh. 
Labor: In Bangladesh cost of labor is very low, which may encourage
foreign investors to come and set up their factory in Bangladesh.

Opportunity for Bangladesh

Bangladesh is an enormously populous country. There are 150 million people in
the country living in a small area of 55 thousand square kilometers. About 40% of
the people are living in poverty, which makes labor so cheap in Bangladesh.
Foreign investors will consider the availability of cheap labor as an advantage and
will set up their industry in this country. 

As mentioned earlier, ceramic products have high export potentials, but besides
earning foreign exchange, the ceramic factories cater to the growing domestic
demand for the products – the size of which has grown to Taka 700 crore in 2008-
2009 financial year.

Bangladesh exported only US$ 1 million worth of ceramic wares in 1991 before
recording a staggering 695 per cent growth in about a decade, investing nearly
Taka 2,000 crore and employing some one lakh people in the industry. As a least
developed country, Bangladesh gets ‘tax exemption’ in the European Union
countries.

As expected by Ceramic Ware Manufacturers, the sector would earn $100 million
annually from the beginning of the next decade provided the international market
has not been affected by the lingering effects of the global economic meltdown.
They want the government to promote the sector with various ‘incentives’ as the
value addition of the ceramic sector is almost 65 per cent. At a recent meeting with
the finance minister, the industry leaders submitted a 10-point demand for bank
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loan at low interest rates and inclusion of the ceramic sector in the government’s
stimulus package announced in the budget.

Scenario of future growth

Inspired by increased overseas demand and local capacity expansion, Bangladeshi
ceramic manufacturers look forward to an annual $100 million export earnings by
2012, a mammoth jump from the current yearly income of $30 million. 

The export of tableware products has been witnessing over six percent yearly
growth for the last ten years carving a significant niche in US and European
markets. 

As overseas demand is going up, local big players of ceramic market — Monno,
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Shinepukur and Bengal Fine, RAK ceramic, Peoples ceramic — now completely
focus on export market, channeling over 80 percent output into international
market. 

Starting production in 1980s to feed the local consumers, ceramic tableware
industry made a slow but steady progress to approach the foreign market. 

After consistent growth in the last ten years, the ceramic export is now in a good
position to achieve the $ 100 million target in 2012. Quality of products has
earned Bangladesh a niche market in the developed world and the recent trend
shows that the market will grow and grow further. 

Findings

The overall growth performance of modern ceramic industry is very encouraging
and lucrative for the investor. Modern ceramic industry has developed in a
systematic manner and investors are interested to invest in this sector. In spite of
some limitations such as availability of raw materials, ignorance of the investor,
low inflow of foreign investment etc., this sector is developing gradually and will
be able to earn a huge foreign currency for the country. 

Conclusion and Recommendation

The art of pottery is perhaps as old as human civilization. Initially, it started with
clay and then passed through various media like wood, stone, shell, and metal
before reaching the age of ceramic and porcelain. Bangladesh can proudly claim
to have passed through all these stages to land successfully in the ceramic age.

Till the other day export market of ceramic tableware was exclusively the domain
of china, Japan and South Korea in the East and France, Germany, Italy and the
UK in the West. But those days are gone and the old suppliers have started
yielding to the new ones through the process of competition. That is how
Bangladesh has emerged as one of the successful manufacturing and exporting
countries of quality ceramic products. 

With the traditional skill and craftsmanship handed down from generation to
generation and the favorable environment created for investment and export,
Bangladesh has now reached such a stage of development that it is second to none
in respect of manufacturing and exporting ceramic tableware. The secret of this
success is quality. Bangladeshi ceramic tableware is rated as one the best in the
world. Almost all the producing units have succeeded in establishing their brand
names in the international ceramic tableware market. 
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To ensure proper quality and goodwill, the ceramic tableware-producing units
should use high quality raw materials. The machinery and equipment should be
also modern and conform to the latest technology and standard. Each of the units
should have its own in-house laboratory facility and quality control and testing
mechanism. All these arrangements will help to contribute to the production of
world-class ceramic tableware in Bangladesh. The types of products presently
being marketed from Bangladesh are: dinner sets, tea sets coffee sets, soup sets,
fruit sets, plates, bowls, flower vases, mugs and various types of souvenir items.
Most of the ceramic products are ovenproof, chill-proof and dishwasher-proof and
free from any chemical hazards. This enables the user to rely on ceramic
tablewares from Bangladesh with confidence.

At present, Bangladesh is exporting ceramic tablewares to more than 50 countries,
the most important of which are the USA, the UK, Italy, Spain, France, New
Zealand, the Netherlands, Australia and Sweden. The exporters of ceramic should
still find newer markets for their product so that the industry may become stronger
and stronger in the future. 
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Bangladesh Bank and Management of
Financial Sector  

M OHA M M A D NAUSHAD ALI CH O W D H U RY1

Bangladesh Bank is the Central Bank of Bangladesh. It was established on the
16th December 1971 under Bangladesh bank (Temporary) Order 1972
(Subsequently substituted by the Presidential order No. 127 of 1972). The powers
and functions of Bangladesh Bank are governed by the Bangladesh Bank Order
1972 and Banking Companies Act. 1991 (Act 14 of 1991) to make provisions for
streamlining the affairs of banking companies to suit the present day
socioeconomic needs of the country.

The general superintendence and direction of affairs and business of the Bank are
entrusted to a nine member Board of Directors, which consists of the Governor as
chairman.

Functions of Bangladesh Bank as mentioned in Bangladesh Bank Order 1972:

To formulate and implement monetary policy.
To formulate and implement intervention policies in the foreign
exchange market.
To manage the official foreign exchange reserves.
To promote, regulate and ensure a secure and efficient payment system,
including the issue of bank notes.
To regulate and supervise banking companies and financial institutions.
To play the role of advisor to the government on the impact of various
policy measures on the economy
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VISION
To develop continually as a forward looking central bank with competent and
committed professionals of high ethical standards, conducting monetary
management and financial sector supervision to maintain price stability and
financial system robustness, supporting rapid broad based inclusive economic
growth, employment generation and poverty eradication in Bangladesh.

Core Central Banking Functions

1.   Formulation of Monetary Policy
Bangladesh Bank formulates monetary and credit policies for attaining
macro economic objectives. These monetary and credit policies are
primarily implemented through the banking system. At present monetary
policy is declared by the Governor on half yearly basis.
Growth rate of broad money (total of currency, demand and time
deposits) is programmed considering the projected GDP growth,
inflation and income velocity of money [GDP to broad money supply
(M2) ratio].
In line with this, annual levels of foreign assets and domestic credit to
public and private sector are also programmed.

2.   Implementation of Monetary Policy
To keep broad money supply on desired growth path, Money and Credit
Program is implemented by different ways:
Changes in the broad money supply is effected by increasing/ decreasing
reserve money [total of currency issued both by government (2% of the
total) and the BB, and balances of banks with the BB].
Auctions of government treasury bills and bonds and auctions of Repo
and reverse Repo are used.
Supply of broad money can be influenced through changing cash reserve
ratio (CRR) and effecting market interest rates by varying repo and
reverse repo rates. 

3.   Credit Control

Bangladesh Bank controls the credit to achieve the financial growth. It exercises
credit control through various traditional and non-traditional methods. It also
enjoys comprehensive powers of Selective Credit Control. It can regulate polices
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in respect of advances made by the commercial banks in general or by any
specific bank or banks in particular. The main instrument of selective credit
control are (a) minimum margins for lending against selected commodities (b)
ceilings on the levels of credit and (c) charging of minimum rate of interest on
advances against specified commodities. While the first two instruments control
the quantum of credit, the third instrument works as leverage on the cost of credit.
In some cases BB introduces refinance scheme for the priority sectors.

Apart from the selective credit control by Bangladesh Bank, it also controls
volume of credit in the following way:

a) Bank Rate

The Bank Rate is the rate of interest at which Bangladesh Bank rediscounts
the first class bills of exchange from commercial banks. Whenever
Bangladesh Bank wants to reduce credit, the bank rate is raised and
whenever the volume of bank credits is to be expanded the bank rate is
lowered. This is because by change in the bank rate, Bangladesh Bank seeks
to influence the cost of bank credit. Since 2003, Bangladesh employs repo
and reverse – the two policy interest rates – in stead of the bank rate to
achieve the desired monetary policy objectives.  

b) Open Market Operation

Bangladesh Bank’s most useful tool is open market operation. Bangladesh
Bank can influence resources of commercial banks by buying or selling
Government Securities in open market. If Bangladesh Bank buys
Government Securities in the market from commercial banks, there is a
transfer of cash from Bangladesh Bank to commercial banks and this
increases the cash base of the commercial banks enabling them to expand
credit and conversely sells securities to the commercial banks to contract
credit. Auctions of government reserve repo are used for managing liquidity
on daily basis.

c) Reserve Requirements Policies

The Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) for the scheduled banks, except banks
operating under the Islamic Shariah and the specialized banks is 19% of their
demand and time liabilities, excluding interbank items since December 15,
2010. The SLR for the Islamic banks is 11.5%. The specialized banks except
BASIC bank are exempted from maintaining SLR. The Cash Reserve
Requirement (CRR) for the scheduled banks with the Bangladesh Bank is
6% of their total demand and time liabilities. It may be noted that banks are
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required to maintain CRR daily at the rate of 6% on average on bi-weekly
basis provided that the CRR would not be less than 5.5% in any day with
effect from December 15, 2010. 

d) Open Mouth Method

Besides selective credit control, open mouth method or moral persuasion is
also used to influence credit operations of the banks.

4.    Maintaining the value of currency

Being responsible for maintaining the external value of taka, Bangladesh
Bank also administers exchange control in the country. This task is two-fold.
On the one hand, it ensures that all foreign exchange receipts are accounted
for, and surrendered to the Authorized Dealers, and on the other, it allocates
and rations foreign exchange in line with set priorities. Bangladesh Bank
issues license to a number of bank branches as Authorized Dealers to deal in
foreign exchange at authorized rates subject to its directions. Besides,
Bangladesh Bank authorizes certain establishments like hotels, selected
shops and other organizations visited by foreign tourists to change their
foreign money. These establishments known as money changers are
authorized only to buy and sell convertible foreign currency notes and other
currency instruments and conduct no other transactions. Foreign exchange
transactions made by authorized dealers and money changers are monitored
by BB regularly. 

5. Exchange rate, Intervention in the Foreign Exchange Market
Successful and stable introduction of market based floating exchange
rate of Bangladesh Taka from 31 May 2003.
Bangladesh Bank, from time to time, buys and sells US dollar in the
local market in the interest of keeping exchange rate stable and
competitive and raising the level of foreign exchange reserve.

6.   Foreign Exchange Reserve Management
In the interest of investment liquidity and security, Bangladesh Bank,
like other central banks, carefully invests its reserves only in major
convertible currencies with important central banks and some
international commercial banks with high credit ratings.
Like other central banks, Bangladesh Bank avoids earning profit through
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risky currency trading from exchange fluctuations of different
currencies.

7. Management of Clearing System of Check/Bill etc.
BB has introduced a fully automated clearing house.  The arrangement of
electronic fund transfer has also been introduced for the corporate clients.  

8.   Regulatory Functions
Corporate Governance: Financial disclosure, Audit Committee,
Limiting the directorship to 6 years or two terms. Fit and proper tests for
CEOs and bank directors, Independent director, Maximum number of
directors.
Supervise and regulates banks effectively: Fine for violation, EWS
and problem bank introduced.
Monitoring of non-performing loans: Stringent loan rescheduling,
limitation on dividend pay out, loan loss provisioning, CIB, large loans
linked to banks NPL ratio.
Enforce actions against banks found violating regulations and laws:
Removal of MD, Chairman and directors.
Risk Management: Risk management guidelines on major risk areas.

9.   Collection and Furnishing of Credit Information
Bangladesh Bank may collect in such manner as it may think fit, credit
information from every banking company and furnish such information to
any banking company in accordance with the provisions of Bangladesh Bank
Order. Commercial banks can collect CIB report of their clients on line basis
from Bangladesh Bank. 

Legal Reforms and Prudential Regulations

a. Policy of Capital Adequacy of Banks
To adopt the international best practices and to make the banks’ capital more
risk-absorbent as well as to build the banking industry more shock resistant
and stable, all scheduled banks are obligated to comply with “Guidelines on
Risk Based Capital Adequacy (RBCA) for Banks Revised Regulatory
Framework in line with BASEL-II” from January 01, 2010. 
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b. Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR)
Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR) for each scheduled bank in
Bangladesh will be at least 9% of total Risk Weighted Assets (RWA) from
July 2010 to June 2011 and 10% of total RWA from July 2011 onwards or
the amount determined by BB from time to time. Moreover, banks have to
maintain at least 50% of required capital as Tier 1 capital. Banks have to
maintain minimum CAR on ‘Solo’ basis as well as on ‘Consolidated’ basis
as per instruction(s) given by BB from time to time. 

c. Policy on  Loan Classification and Provisioning 
Bangladesh Bank introduced new accounting policies with respect to loan
classification, provisioning and interest suspense in 1989 with a view to
attaining the relevant international standards over a period of time. A revised
policy for loan classification and provisioning was introduced from 1st
January 1999. The revised policy calls for an independent assessment of
each loan on the basis of qualitative factors and objective criteria. The NPL
are classified as SMA, SS, DF and BL and the respective provision
requirements for these loans are 1%, 20%, 50% and 100%. The classified
loan can be rescheduled as per BB guidelines. 

d. Credit Rating 
In terms of the BRPD Circular Letter No. 05 dated May 29, 2004 it was
made mandatory for the banks to have themselves credit rated to raise capital
from capital market through IPO. The issue was reviewed and with a view to
protecting the interest of the prospective investors, depositors and creditors
and also the bank management as a whole for their overall performances in
each relevant areas including core risks of the bank, it was decided to make
it mandatory from January 2007 for all banks to have themselves credit rated
by a Credit Rating agency. Banks had been advised to take necessary
measures from that time so that they could have their credit ratings in all
relevant areas as well as the bank management. 

e. Camels Rating
Bangladesh Bank (BB), as central bank, has the statutory task of regulating
and supervising the banking system of Bangladesh. To help in this endeavor,
there is a uniform rating system, which provides meaningful and concise
information about the condition of the banking system, as well as identify
those banking companies that require closer supervision by BB.  By
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assigning individual numerical ratings to the key areas of Capital, Assets,
Management, Earnings, Liquidity and Sensitivity to market risk, as well as
assigning an overall composite rating to each banking company, BB
categorizes the  banking companies into groups based on their overall
strength, quality and operating soundness.  The rating system, commonly
referred to as the CAMELS, serves as a supervisory tool to help identify
those banking companies that are having problems and require increased
supervision.

f. Marking to Market based Revaluation of Treasury Bills & Bonds held
by the Banks
With a view to widening application of fair value accounting of Government
Securities and encourage secondary trading of these securities after issuance,
some changes have been made in the note No. 4(kha) of the first schedule of
section 38 of the Bank Companies Act, 1991. As per the instructions
stipulated, the securities held for the fulfillment of Statutory Liquidity
Requirement (SLR) by a banking company will be treated as Held to
Maturity (HTM). The gain/loss due to the revaluation will be taken to
Capital Account and disclosed in the ‘Statement of Changes in Capital’. And
Government treasury bills and bonds held in excess of SLR will be treated
as Held For Trading (HFT). The portion of securities Held for Trading
should be revaluated at least on weekly basis based on marking to market or
at current market prices. The banking company will show the gain/loss due
to this revaluation in the Profit and Loss Account of the concerned period.
The weekly revaluation based on marking to market for the portion of
securities held for trading by the banks was made compulsory since 1
February 2006.

g. Bank Charges
Banks in general are free to fix the fees and commissions relating to the
services offered by them to their customers. In applying the fees there should
be no discrimination among customers for similar services. In other words,
all customers are required to be treated at par for similar services.
Bangladesh Bank has issued master circular incorporating necessary
instructions for rationalization of different service charges received by
banks. Banks have also been advised to upload the schedule of charges in
their respective websites and display the same in all of their head offices and
branches, for ready reference of the c1ients.  
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h. Disclosure requirements for Banks
The forms of Financial statements of banks and directives for preparation
thereof have been amended in line with International Accounting Standards
with a view to providing the investors, depositors and stakeholders with
transparent and adequate idea about the bank.

i. Prohibition on Bank Loan for Purchasing Land 
The value of land has increased abnormally due to increasing trend of
purchasing and demand for land. There has been a negative impact over the
economy because of increasing flow of credit from banks to this
unproductive sector. In this context, it has now been decided that banks shall
not provide any loan/credit facility for purchasing land.

j. Operation of Merchant Banking by Banking Companies
Banks are advised to operate merchant banking constituting separate legal
entity i.e. subsidiary company to protect the interest of the depositors.

k. Green Banking 
Bangladesh is one of the most climate change vulnerable countries. Financial
institutions of Bangladesh can play an important role to protect
environmental degradation. A comprehensive Policy Guideline for Green
Banking has been issued with a view to developing a strong and environment
friendly banking system.

l. Inclusion of Solar Energy System for Establishment of New SME/
Agricultural Branch 
SME/Agriculture branches to be established/opened will be required to be
environment friendly where there will be the availability of using natural
light, renewable energy, power and energy saving bulbs, other equipments,
efficient use of water and refined water. These branches will be required to
ensure that the solar system is in place in the branch and the same must be
ensured in the application for obtaining license for the branches having
permission in principle.

m. Policy and Guidelines
Bangladesh Bank has introduced different guidelines in different aspects.
Some of these are -
i. Credit Risk Grading Manual
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ii. Prudential Guidelines for Consumer Financing and Small Enterprise
Financing

iii. Guidelines on Managing core risk in Banking
iv. Guidelines on Information & Communication Technology
v. Guideline on ICT Security for Banks and Financial Institutions, 2010
vi Guidelines on Environmental risk Management(ERM)
vii. Revised Policy of Rescheduling
viii. Guidelines Regarding Appointment of Chief Executive Officer of

Banks
ix. Policy for Maintaining Adequate security of Lockers
x. Guidelines on Islamic Banking
xi. Guide lines on Agriculture credit
xii. Guidelines on Small Medium Enterprise.

Financial Inclusion 

Up until the later decades of the last century, the state owned banks provided
credit flows to underserved sectors like smallholder agriculture, micro and small
businesses, in Bangladesh. BB’s financial inclusion drive has substituted directed
lending with Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) driven financing of
productive undertakings of the underserved population segments, supporting
inclusive socioeconomic growth equitably opening up advancement opportunities
for all. Back in June 2008 BB issued a guidance circular urging and encouraging
all banks to embrace and mainstream CSR  obligations in their corporate goals,
objectives and ethos, interalia making financial inclusion their consciously and
spontaneously adopted approach of socially and environmentally responsible
lending. Experience with this approach thus far has been encouraging, with all
banks enthusiastically taking up multifaceted initiatives, widening and deepening
financial inclusion such as extending branch and ATM networks into rural areas,
mass scale opening of no-frills bank accounts with nominal deposits for poorer
people (more than nine million such new accounts opened by now), adopting new
cost saving remote delivery modes for financial services like mobile phone/smart
card based banking, financing schemes for renewable energy generation projects,
and so forth. 

BB has supported these initiatives by putting in place necessary enabling
infrastructure, including a fully automated interbank clearing and settlement
platform for paper based and electronic payment instruments, an  upgraded online
credit information bureau, and some refinance lines for banks against their SME
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and environment focused lending. The refinance lines are modest, consistent with
BB’s announced monetary policy stance.

While promoting financial inclusion with appropriately designed initiatives, the
banks and the supervision authorities will of course need to keep eye on proper
risk management in the newer areas of lending expansion, to protect financial
stability by preserving the desired standards of asset quality. Transparency and
fairness in pricing of financial services for micro and small enterprises are also
important issues from consumer rights protection viewpoints. For this, a
Consumer Interest Protection Center (CIPC) has already been activated, with a
hotline (16236) and other electronic connectivity to address consumer grievances
and to monitor their satisfaction levels. Together, these diverse initiatives of the
banks and BB are enhancing the image of our financial sector as humane and
socially responsible.
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The Application of Just-in-Time (JIT) Approach to
Improve the Management Efficiency of 
Chittagong Port: Some Observations

M. ABDUL M ANNAN CH O W D H U RY1

Abstract

The paper highlights the perennial problem of the Chittagong Port,
including the growing unrest of the dockworkers, mismanagement of port
authorities, clashes between the newly appointed berth operators and
dockworkers, bureaucratic inefficiency that vitiates the working relationship
between Customs, the Port, and the port users regarding the cargo clearing
process, lack of transparency in procedures and uniform application of trade
regulations, inefficient system of auctioning uncleared cargo, and so on. The
paper stresses on the need for improving management efficiency to overcome
the multifarious problems of the Port. It recommends adoption of a ‘just-in-
time’ (JIT) approach to improve management efficiency, eliminate all types
of wastes, achieve sustained improvement in port operations, and suggests
measures to implement the JIT. The measures suggested are to reorganize the
CPA and make it an autonomous entity with full authority, reduce the chain
of management, introduce merit-based appointments and promotion of
employees, arrange for advanced training and skill of employees, flexible
management of the CPA and continuous dialogue with conflicting groups,
improvement of port health and safety, reduction in cargo congestion, and
construction of embankments along the sea side. 

1. Introduction

Chittagong port is the only natural port of the world. Its navigability is God-gifted.
It has tremendous strategic geographic advantages, which can contribute
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immensely to the country to be an ideal global trade and business pivot. It is the
gateway of Bangladesh as well as of a vast landlocked region across the border.
Chittagong port is not only the major opening of the economy of Bangladesh, but
there is no second installation in Bangladesh equivalent to Chittagong in view of
its strategic, geographic, economic and political importance. This port has all the
prospects to serve the landlocked eight northeastern states of India, Nepal, Bhutan
and a vast region of Myanmar and China most economically and cost-effectively.
These countries have also expressed their keen interest to use Chittagong port for
their international trade. Bangladesh is also at the bridgehead point of the world’s
two most burgeoning economic blocs – SAARC and ASEAN. The proposed Trans
Asian Highway and Railway are also expected to have direct linkage with
Bangladesh. Therefore, in future Bangladesh will have all good international sea,
rail, and road communications linking SAARC and ASEAN at the middle.

Chittagong is the major port for Bangladesh, handling around 85-90% of the
nation’s trade. Its importance to the country can not be overemphasized. The
Government of Bangladesh (GOB) earns around 30% of its revenue from Custom
House Chittagong (CHC) and Chittagong Port.

2.     Some Examples of Management Inefficiency of Chittagong Port

However, despite the growing importance of Chittagong Port, its efficiency of
management and cargo handling has not improved up to the expected and required
level to cope with the changing circumstances. Some of the examples related to
its management inefficiency are enumerated below for policy implication:

a. Example-I: The growing unrest among some 5,000 workers in Chittagong
Port has doubled turn-around time and fuelled surcharges. The workers
demand more power while the Port users blame the eroding efficiency of
the premier port on the power of the dockworkers. The latest spate of unrest
came in July, 2010 when the dockers launched a 10-day agitation
programme, including a strike, asking implementation of the decisions
made regarding their earlier demands. They demanded the re-instatement of
the dockworkers fired during the last Caretaker Government regime, the
employing of labourers by rotation through a booking centre under
Chittagong Port Authority (CPA), the reintroduction of the labour
department, and the opening of closed residential buildings. The Chittagong
Port Users Forum opined that the CPA should tighten its grip and ensure
accountability. The importers are of the opinion that the workers demand
money at every point. If the importers do not pay, the workers start
delaying. The average turnaround time has increased to five to six days now
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from the average of 2-4 days during the regime of the Caretaker
Government. According to the port officials, the turnaround time was more
than 10 days before the Caretaker Government launched a reform drive.
The port users blame the port management for its soft approach to the
workers. The CPA is working to activate the centre booking cell by
empowering the leaders of the workers and the step is strongly opposed by
the port users. According to the spokesman of Bangladesh Shipping Agents
Association, the workers should continue under the berth operators to
maintain peaceful and efficient services. The Caretaker Government
dissolved the Dock Workers Management Board that was comprised of
more than 10,000 workers from 22 politically associated trade unions, and
stevedors. The previous Government also sacked 4000 workers mainly for
their overage and inefficiency. The Government introduced a single point
operation system on May 16, 2007, and retrenched 4,000 workers to bring
efficiency to the port. But a three-year contract with the berth operator
ended on May 16, 2010 and the workers have already started regrouping
again to re-instate the sacked workers. The CPA admitted that the
turnaround time has increased. The CPA is of the view that the welfare of
both the workers and the businessmen should be taken into consideration
and discussions should be made with all to resolve  the problem. The port
users opine that the berth  operators should control the workers. If the port
users are forced to engage an unnecessary number of workers, they will
have to stop work and leave the port. (Old ghost haunts Chittagong Port,
The Daily Star, July 29, 2010).

b. Example-II: There was almost a break-down in the management of
Chittagong Port, which is the lifeline of the country’s economy. A meeting
was held in the office of the Prime Minister on September, 2010 to discuss
the situation in Chittagong Port. The meeting was presided over by the
Principal Secretary to the Prime Minister. The CPA presented a paper in the
meeting identifying the reasons for the precarious condition of the Port.
Representatives of shipping agents association, BGMEA, Chittagong
Chamber and other organizations as well as the high officials of the CPA
attended the meeting. During the meeting the Principal Secretary instructed
the Chairman of the CPA to promptly reduce the turnaround time in the Port
to a minimum. One official of the port was transferred for inefficiency. In
the meeting, the Shipping Ministry and the CPA blamed each other for the
deteriorating situation in the Port. There was serious congestion of ships
and containers due to mismanagement. As this news reached the outside
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world, many ships cancelled their Chittagong bound journey. Many
exporters became worried about the shipment of their cargo. It was decided
in the meeting to set up within a week a port advisory committee,  finalise
the pre-qualifying tender for operation of the NCT, strengthen security for
preventing theft of cargo from containers and install cctv Cameras. Special
emphasis was given on controlling labour unrest. Port users were very hard
on the Chairman of the Port. Port officials were held responsible for the
deteriorating situation. The Chairman of the Port admitted the difficult
situation in the Port. Representatives of trade union bodies called for taking
action to tide over the situation. They complained that there was no control
mechanism in the Port. Work slowed in the container jetty. There was no
sign of reduction in Container and ship congestion. The situation worsened
further with the arrival of more ships and containers. The number of ships
stood at 83 in the jetty and at the outer anchorage on September 17, 2010.
Many Chittagong bound ships from Singapore cancelled their trips. The
economy was seriously affected. It was estimated that the garment sector
lost about Tk. 10 billion in four months because of slow work in the Port.
The loss to the entire economy was much more. Dhaka bound containers
piled up at the port. In the meeting, five areas were specially discussed,
which included the problem relating to appointment of berth operators,
labour management, declining efficiency, condition of the Port authority,
and implementation of on-going projects. There was delay in appointing
berth operators through tendering. There was a 30 percent increase in
containers carried by ships. There was lack of equipment in the port. The
tender procedure for handling created problem. The domination of trade
unions and litigation over container handling resulted in the increase of
turnover time. As a result, the exporters could not export their cargo on time
and many buyers cancelled orders. During the month of September, 2010,
about 1000 containers piled up in the shed of the Port due to shortage of
trains for carrying the containers to Dhaka. Many ships carrying edible oil,
sugar, fertilizer, salt, food grains, cement clinker and petroleum products
waited in the outer anchorage and the jetty. The ships did not get berth in
the jetty. Mills and factories faced shortage of raw materials which could
not be unloaded from the port. The whole country and the business
community in particular was concerned about the operation of the
Chittagong Port. (“Mismanagement at Chittagong Port”, The Financial
Express, September 21, 2010).
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c. Example-III: The crisis in Chittagong Port erupted on October 8, 2010
with the appointment of six berth operators. Some groups then demanded
that the operations by the newly appointed berth operators be done by
existing dock workers. Following the clash, the newly appointed berth
operators stopped their operations on October 8, 2010. Since then, the
situation at the country’s prime sea port snowballed into a crisis and the
logistics supply chain began to crumble. The army was then deployed at
Chittagong Port. In parallel, the Government also formed a advisory
committee on the Port. The meeting of the committee decided that
coordinated steps would be taken to run the country’s principal seaport after
consultation with port users and important stake holders. (The Independent,
October 30, 2010).

d. Example-IV: The working relationship between customs, CPA, and the
trade community concerning the cargo import/export clearing process is
inefficient, plagued by bureaucracy and has been an area for corrupt
practices. There is little transparency in procedures on the uniform
application of trade regulations and procedures. The current customs
processes and procedures for import documentation consist of 13 to 16
steps and is paper-based with minimal computer support. It is a
cumbersome, redundant, paper ledger and list-oriented process.

e. Example-V: The auction system of unclaimed cargo is very inefficient. The
current regulations require that if an importer does not clear the imported
cargo within 30 days, it is classified as unclaimed cargo by law and is
subject to customs auction. The auction process for unclaimed goods
requires an initial bid of 60% of the estimated value of the goods. If not
sold, the requirement is to re-auction seeking a bid higher than the one
previously received. If not sold at this time, then at the third auction the
items are sold to the highest bidder. This process has been the subject of
much concern because of the involvement of ‘ring’ group that worked
together to manipulate the auction process and dramatically reduce the final
auction price. This in turn reduces national revenue. The whole process can
take one year and in some cases much longer. About 20% of the CFS
storage sheds and 11% of the container yard contain unclaimed cargo.
Because of the shortage of storage space, many containers are used for
storage in the port and are no longer available as an instrument of
international trade traffic. According to CPA estimate, the CPA loses on
average Tk. 9 crore of revenue every month just to facilitate storage area to
custom authority. The current position, arising from several years of trying
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to manage an ineffective system, has left many cargoes still awaiting
disposal after some years - container items over two years old and also
including some that were originally foodstuff items. It is evident that the
Auction House process has encouraged some unscrupulous people to use
the system for money, making not the trading of goods. 

3. Need for ‘Just-in-Time’ Approach to Improve Management Efficiency

From the above brief description of some of the examples related to the problems
of management inefficiency it is quite evident that the past experience of
Chittagong Port is the result of a catalogue of action and attitudes of self-
interested groups of port workers or port users. For the future health of the port,
confrontation must be replaced with co-operation. The strategic aim for
Chittagong Port over the coming 10-15 years should be to become the most
important port not only nationally but also regionally, serving the emerging
markets of Bangladesh and the neighbouring countries. To achieve this
Chittagong must progress to become a port internationally recognized, well-
regarded for its service and efficiency and a reputation for transparent, open and
non-corrupt dealing. To reach this position will require many changes and great
commitment from all various parties – from the GOB through to the individual
workers – involved in the port activity. The current situation provides not only a
practical example of what can be achieved with a change in management but also
a tremendous opportunity to ‘kick start’ the required process of change. Needless
to say, the process of change underlies the importance of the implementation of
‘Just-in-Time’(JIT) approach in the management of Chittagong Port. Below is an
attempt to analyse the different aspects of ‘Just-in-Time’(JIT) approach and to
apply the concept to improve the management efficiency of Chittagong Port.

4.    ‘Just-in-Time’ Approach at a Glance

The term ‘Just-in-Time’(JIT) is used to refer to an operation system in which
materials are moved through the system, and services are delivered with precise
timing so that they are delivered at each step of the process just as they are needed
– hence the name just-in-time. Initially, the term JIT referred to the movement of
materials, parts and semi-finished goods within a production system. Over time,
the scope of JIT was broadened and the term became associated with lean
production. At present the two terms are often used interchangeably to refer to a
highly coordinated, repetitive manufacturing or service system designed to
produce a high volume of output with fewer resources than the more traditional
repetitive system, but with the ability to accommodate more variety than the
traditional system (Stevenson, 2005). 
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The JIT philosophy refers to (a) elimination of waste in its many forms, (b) belief
that ordering / holding costs can be reduced, and (c) continuous improvement,
always striving to improve. The element of JIT, among others, include the
following:
i) Regular meetings of the work force (e. g., daily/weekly);
ii) Discuss work practices, confront and solve problem;
iii) An emphasis on consultation and co-operation (i.e., involving the work

force) rather than confrontation;
iv) Expose problems, rather than have them covered up;
v) Reveal bad practices;
vi) Modify machinery, e.g., to reduce set up time;
vii) Reduce buffer stock;
viii) Take away the ‘security blanket’ of stock.

The concept of JIT may be shown with the help of a classic diagram as the
following:

If the inventory level is reduced, the rocks (problems) become exposed as
below:
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One plan to expose the problem is simply to: 
i. Make a large amount of finished goods stocks to keep the customers

supplied;
ii. Try running the production system with less inventory to expose problems;
iii. Revert to the original levels of inventory until you have had time to fix the

problems you exposed;
iv. Repeat the above – hence continuous improvement.

Some of the benefits of JIT may be enumerated as follows: 
i. better quality products/services;
ii. better responsibility of every worker;
iii. reduced cycled times;
iv. lower set up times;
v. smoother production flow;
vi. cost service;
vii. higher productivity;
viii.
ix. higher worker participation;
x. more skilled workforce, able and willing to switch roles;
xi reduced space requirements;
xii. improved relationship with suppliers.

However, it should be mentioned here that implementing a JIT system is a task
that cannot be undertaken lightly. It will be expensive in terms of management
time and effort, both in terms of the initial implementation and in terms of the
continuing effort required to run the system over time.

5. Measures to be Undertaken to Implement JIT
For application of JIT approach to improve the management efficiency of
Chittagong Port the following measures should be undertaken with no further
delay:

a. An Autonomous CPA for Quick and Timely Decision: Working within
the framework, and with clear guidelines of GOB’s overall national
transport policies, the CPA should be responsible for the policy, safety,
security and overall strategic planning for the port, with the authority to
contract  out to the private sector for those areas of activity from time to
time considered appropriate. Working with clearly defined job descriptions,
and within a clear remit from Government, it should not be necessary for
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senior post holder of CPA to continually refer/travel to Dhaka for decisions
regarding the day to day management of the port. An autonomous CPA with
fully delegated authority bringing together the various groups for the total
port benefit is required. Responsibility can not be exercised without having
the full authority to do what is necessary.

b. Reduction in the Chain of Management: The commercial organizations
expect that the CPA should act and react promptly to a variety of situations
faced by them. If the ready response is not available from CPA, it will only
lead to frustration and delay and be detrimental to the working relationship.
The reduction in the chain of management is required for this purpose,
which will also assist in reducing the possible number of opportunities of
corrupt practices.

c. Merit-based Appointment and Promotion of Employees and Lesser
Number of Employees with Advanced Training and Skill: The CPA
should have an establishment basically of lesser number of employees but
higher skilled/qualified than now and including also positions requiring
new skills.  It should be structured to reflect an organization where
responsibility and job description is clear with the appropriate authorities
delegated to the personnel involved. Appointment/promotion/advancement
should be based on merit, experience and performance, not just time in the
job.

d. Dynamic and Flexible Management of CPA and Continuous Dialogue
Among the Conflicting Groups : The CPA should deal with various 
organizations – ship owners, agents, trade associations, port user business
groups, workers etc. with prudence, modern management systems and
procedures. It must be able to meet them through continuous dialogue on
level terms in relation to management decision making. It must be dynamic
and flexible, not only able to respond to the customers but also be
innovative in terms of port development.

e. Harmanization of Customs Process & Procedures to Facilitate Global
Trade : The efficiency and effectiveness of customs in processing trade
goods has a significant influence on the international competitiveness and
economic growth of the country and in the expansion of foreign trade in the
global market place. The harmonization of customs processes and
procedures is essential to the objective of facilitating global trade. Customs
regulations and policies must not negatively impact on the effective and
sufficient transfer of goods through the port.
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f. Improvement of the Port Health and Safety Issues, Reduction in Cargo
Congestion, Rationalization of Berth Areas and Container Handling
Activities: The health and safety issues are also important factors for
efficient management of the port. The improvement of security and
reduction of congestion of cargo, vehicles and extraneous personnel from
the working area and the port will definitely contribute to the management
efficiency. The rationalization of berth areas with the development of the
container handling activities and the removal of redundant structures will
provide the opportunity for allowing revised berth layout, roadways and the
proper fencing and demarcation of the working areas. No one can deny the
fact that access to and from the port is an important factor in determining
the efficiency of the port. Efforts should be made to improve the road, rail
and water access to the port if the full benefits of the ‘door to door’
container traffic are to be realized. The port organization has to be in such
a position to be able to accept the modern requirements of international port
operation. The national situation must be such as to be attractive to an
external investor but also sufficiently well-organized to serve the national
requirements for trade. The CPA should maintain direct control of all
navigational matters in addition to the port health and safety, security  and
environmental issues.

g. Application of the ‘landlord’ Concept : The ‘landlord’ concept may be
applied for efficient management. The ‘landlord’ port arrangement is one of
the most effective of the public/private sector involvement arrangements.
The ‘landlord’ concept allows for the necessary developments in the port
facilities, funded by investments and  management from the private sector
but with monitoring arrangements in place in a port authority to ensure
required levels of service to be provided to meet national circumstances.

h. Reclamation of the Land by Constructing Embankment on the Sea
Side from Patenga to Sitakund and on the Eastern Coast of Sandwip
channel for Development of Berthing and Navigational Facilities of the
Port for Large Ships and Ocean-going Vessels : The experts on port
development are of the opinion that through reclamation of land by
constructing an embankment on the sea side from Patenga to Sitakund
measuring approximately 25 miles along the coast line on the Bay of
Bengal a modern sea port can be established. For providing backyard
facilities for the port, vast land can be developed inside the same
embankment. As a result of that, the existing industrial activities in the city
may be upgraded and modernized compared to the present situation, which
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will create facilities for setting up of new industries, factories and port
related business activities in the region.

Beside this, another multipurpose embankment along the eastern bank of
the Sandwip Island may be constructed to maintain the required depth in the
“Sandwip Channel” for the ocean going vessels and ships. This will help
develop a vast land on the eastern coast of the Sandwip island carrying out
dredging activities in the Channel and filling sand inside the embankment.
With the implementation of this plan, jetty can also be constructed on both
sides of the channel with adequate backyard facilities. An embankment can
also be constructed all around the Sandwip Island and this can play a great
role in protecting the proposed port and consequently protect the ships on
anchorage during cyclone and storm surge disaster. On the other hand, if an
embankment/dam is constructed on the north side of Sandwip Island
linking Sitakund with sluice gates, hydroelectric power generation can be
ensured and can be supplied in the Key installations of Chittagong Port
City. Moreover, the embankment can also connect Sandwip with
Chittagong City, which will play an important role in the expansion of port
activities in the eastern bank of Sandwip Island.

It should also be mentioned here that the average depth of the “Sandwip
Channel” from Patenga to Sitakund is approximately 30 feet, which can
provide favorable navigation and berthing facility for large ships and ocean
going vessels as well. If port facility is developed on both banks of the
channel, it will facilitate berthing and anchorage opportunity for at least 500
ocean going vessels at the same time in the same Channel.

i. Re-organization of CPA to Provide for an Effective, Firm and Resolute
Management of All Port Activities : The CPA must be re-organised to
provide an effective, firm and resolute management and be the focus for
coordination of all port activities and development. In relation to good
governance and anti-corruption strategies, the CPA should provide
i. Clear lines of management responsibility and devolved authority;
ii. Shorter management chain and therefore, less opportunity for

interference;
iii. Quiker management response;
iv. More direct personnel regulation ;
v. Fewer people;
vi. Simplified tariff;
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vii. Majority of Port charges automatically prepared, invoiced and
collected;

viii. Computer related operating systems;
ix. Monitoring with management information system;
x. Potential for commercial competition to ensure cost effective

charges; and continuous dialogue with all the parties involved in
cargo handling and the use of port services.

6.      Concluding Remarks

To conclude, the port is a place where international shipping either originates,
terminates or transits and thereby of necessity making it highly dynamic venue,
which will keep pace with commercial and economic activities. Chittagong Port
is not only the major opening to the economy of Bangladesh, it occupies a unique
position in the country in view of its national and international importance. It is
unlikely, simply because of its geographical position, that Chittagong will ever be
a hub port in the major world container trade routing but it is likely that it will
continue to be served for the containers from the likes of Colombo and Singapore.
The CPA’s strategic aim should be to make this port internationally important
central port for the region, having in mind its location and opportunities that are
provided from not only a developing Bangladesh economy but also in relation to
the surrounding Indian states and Nepal. The CPA has a vital role to play in this
regard. It has been given the responsibility to manage the Port on behalf of the
Government. It is important that with responsibility there must also be given the
authority to perform the tasks required to apply the JIT approach to manage the
Port efficiently. The Government must therefore devolve to CPA the appropriate
powers to do so. In this connection it should be mentioned here that the Caribbean
Shipping Industry has achieved tremendous success following the JIT approach in
its management.
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miKvi †Kb mdj nq bv? GKwU ivR‰bwZK 
A_©bxwZK we‡kølY : †cÖwÿZ evsjv‡`k

†gv : Rwniæj Bmjvg wmK`vi 1

mvivsk

iv‡óªi Dbœq‡bi †ÿ‡Î AvgjvZvwš¿K RwUjZv I AcÖkvmwbK evavMÖ¯Í weiƒc cÖfve Ges
Dbœqb Kg©Kv‡Ð Acwic° †bZ…Z¡, ivóª cwiPvjbvq A‡hvM¨Zv m„wó, mgq I ¸iæ‡Z¡i cÖwZ
Ae‡njv, †`wk-we‡`wk mvnvh¨ I F‡Yi Ace¨envi I jyUcvU-GmeB miKv‡ii Amdj
ivRbxwZ-A_©bxwZ| Dbœqbkxj Ges Kg DbœZ †`‡ki A‡bK mvgwiK miKvi `xN©mgq
miKvi cÖavb wn‡m‡e ÿgZvq _vKvi †Póv K‡iI _vK‡Z cv‡ibwb| Zv‡`i e¨_©Zvi
cwiYwZI fvj nqwb| KZK miKvi I Zvi †jvKej wbe©vm‡bI wM‡q‡Qb| Gme †`‡k,
miKvi †`k cwiPvjbvi `Lj`vi nIqvi Rb¨ A‡bK i³ Rov‡q ÿgZvq _vKvi †Póv
K‡i‡Qb| †kl ch©šÍ n‡jI cv‡ibwb| GLv‡b ivRbxwZ-A_©bxwZ e¨_© ÿgZvqb, kvmb,
wbqš¿Y cÖf…wZ †ÿ‡Î mdj nqwb| ¯^vaxb evsjv‡`‡ki ¯̂cœ wQj †mvbvjx Auv‡ki †`k †mvbvi
evsjvq iƒc`vb Kiv| G‡ÿ‡ÎI Ackw³ I KzP‡µi wkKvi nq m`¨ ¯^vaxb bexb GKwU
miKvi I miKvi cÖavb| GKwU biK RvšÍvi Kv‡Q i³ w`‡q ¯^vaxbZvi evnK I ¯^vaxb
†`‡ki RvwZi RbK‡K i³ eb¨v e‡q miKvi e¨_©Zvi Møvwb w`‡q ¯^vaxb RvwZi Rb‡Ki
cwievimn nZ¨v Kiv nq| †`k I kvmb †kvl‡Y miKvi e¨_©Zvi fzj-ï× ivRbxwZ-
A_©bxwZi Møvwb GLv‡bB _v‡gwb| evsjv‡`‡ki BwZnvm kvmb-†kvlY-jyÉb NUbvmg~n
ivR‰bwZK I AivR‰bwZK me miKv‡iiB e¨_©Zv| Gme e¨_©Zvi `vqfvi Kuv‡a wb‡q
AZx‡Zi me miKvi‡K ÿgZv Qvo‡Z n‡q‡Q| ivR‰bwZK †fwéevwR Øviv ivRˆbwZK ̀ ‡ji
miKvi evievi cwieZ©b AvKv‡i Avm‡jI G‡`‡ki Dbœqb AMÖMwZ †eMevb nqwb| G Rb¨
miKv‡ii †fZi evwni †jvKR‡bi g‡a¨ gwiwPKv cwi®‹vi K‡i RbM‡Yi ¯^v‡_© KvR Ki‡j
Dbœq‡bi †Quvqv jvM‡e| †`‡ki ¯^v‡_©B Ggb miKvi `xN©mgq ÿgZvq _vKvi cÖZ¨vkv
RbM‡Yi _vK‡e|

1. cÖwZôvZv Aa¨ÿ, XvKv wmwU B›Uvib¨vkbvj K‡jR, XvKv Ges mn-mfvcwZ, evsjv‡`k A_©bxwZ mwgwZ|
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1. f‚wgKv 

iv‡óªi Dbœqb Kvh©vewj‡Z miKv‡ii f‚wgKv me©v‡MÖ| miKvi Zvi cÖvß Ges RbMY KZ…©K
cÖ`Ë `vwqZ¡ I KZ©e¨ cvj‡b e¨_© n‡j ivR‰bwZK A_©bxwZ‡Z weiƒc cÖfve c‡o| iv‡óªi
Dbœq‡bi †ÿ‡Î evavMȪ Í weiƒc cÖfve Ges Dbœqb Kg©Kv‡Ð Amdj meB miKv‡ii e¨_©Zv|
ivóªxq †mevg~jK I RbKj¨vY cÖwZôvb e¨ZxZ Ab¨vb¨ cÖwZôv‡bi Pig NvUwZ I `ỳ ©kvMȪ Í
K‡i †Zvjv, cÖwZôvb I ivóª cwiPvjbvq A‡hvM¨Zv m„wó, mgq I ¸iæ‡Z¡i cÖwZ †`k I
iv‡óªi mKj iKg Kg©Kv‡Ð Ae‡njv I e¨_©Zv GmeB ivóª cwiPvjbvi `vwq‡Z¡ Awc©Z
ÿgZvcÖvß miKv‡ii| Gme †ÿ‡Î miKvi †`k cwiPvjbvq A‡hvM¨Zv wbYx©Z n‡j ejv nq
Amdj miKvi ev miKv‡ii e¨_©Zv| miKv‡ii wewfbœ e¨_©ZvB ivR‰bwZK A_©bxwZ‡Z
NvZ-cÖwZNvZ m„wó K‡i Ges miKvi e`‡ji djvdj jÿ¨ Kiv hvq| DbœZ I AbybœZ
†`‡ki miKvi ivRbxwZ-A_©bxwZ‡Z AmdjZvi KviY Ges wØZxq L‡Ð evsjv‡`‡ki
cwiw¯’wZ wel‡q Av‡jvKcvZ Kiv n‡q‡Q|

2. cÖe‡Üi jÿ¨ I D‡Ïk¨mg~n

1. miKvi †Kb mdj nq bv-Gi KviY wba©viY I Z_¨ wfwËK we‡kølY|
2. miKvi AmdjZvi Kvi‡Y †`‡ki Dbœq‡b wKfv‡e weiƒc cÖfve c‡o|
3. evsjv‡`‡ki miKvimg~‡ni e¨_©Zvi GKwU avivevwnK we‡kølY Ges KiYxq w`K wb‡`©kbv|
4. ÿgZvmxb miKvi AZx‡Zi fzj-ï× AwfÁZv cywÄf‚Z K‡i †`k cwiPvjbvq `ÿZv

AR©b|
5. †`‡ki Dbœq‡bi ¯v̂‡_© MYZvwš¿K miKv‡ii nv‡Z `xN©q kvmbfvi _vKv DwPZ|

3. wek¦Ry‡i miKvi e¨_©Zvi Pvj-wPÎ

3.1 iv‡óªi Dbœqb Kvh©µ‡gi m~Pbvq I Dbœqb avivq wewfbœ †`‡ki miKvi wewebœ iK‡gi f‚wgKv
cvjb K‡i _v‡K| AvR‡Ki DbœZv †`k¸‡jvi w`‡K ZvKv‡j †`Kv hvq †h, Dbœq‡b iv‡óªi
f‚wgKvi g‡a¨ cv_©K¨ jÿ¨ Kiv hvq| KZK †ÿ‡Î mwµq mdj f‚wgKv cvjb Ki‡Z mÿg
n‡q‡Q, Avevi, KZK †ÿ‡Î Dbœqb cÖwµqvi ¯q̂sm¤ú~Y© m~PK †hgb, Drcv`b, †fvM,
wewb‡qvM, g~j¨ wbqš¿Y, mvgvwRK wbivcËv, RbKj¨vY A_©‰bwZK, mvgvwRK, ivRbxwZ
w¯’wZkxjZv BZ¨vw` †ÿ‡Î f‚wgKv cvjb AvswkK mdj AvswkK e¨_© n‡q‡Q| G e¨_©ZvB
miKvi e¨_©Zvi g~j kw³ wn‡m‡e KvR Ki‡Q| KZK †ÿ‡Î ivóª D‡`¨v³vi f‚wgKvI cvjb
Ki‡Q| Gme e¨_©Zvi Kvi‡YB miKvi †`k cwiPvjbvq mdj n‡Z cv‡iwb|

3.2 1870 mv‡ji c‡i Rvcv‡b, mvgªvR¨ev`x Rvg©vwb‡Z, cÖ_g wek¦hy‡×i ci ivwkqvq miKvi
A_©‰bwZK Dbœq‡b ewjô f‚wgKv cvjb K‡i‡Q| cÖKí evQvB †_‡K ev¯Íevqb ch©šÍ Dbœqb
Kg© cÖYvjxi wewfbœ ch©v‡q †mme †`‡ki miKvi mwµq I c‡ivÿfv‡e Dbœq‡b mn‡hvwMZv
cÖ`vb K‡i‡Q| Ab¨w`‡K weªwUk hy³ivR¨ I hy³iv‡óªi Dbœq‡b miKvwi f‚wgKv †Zgb
¸iæZ¡c~Y© wQj bv| eis D‡ëvUv NU‡Z †`Lv wM‡q‡Q|
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(K) weª‡U‡b wkícwZ I ewYK`j Dbœhb Kvh©vewj‡Z ewjô f‚wgKv †i‡L‡Q Ges Dbœqb‡K
†eMevb K‡i‡Q| †mme †ÿ‡Î e¨w³MZ D‡`¨vM bxwZ mdj K‡i Zz‡j‡Q| Aeva bxwZ
A_©‰bwZK Dbœq‡b mnvqK e‡j cÖgvwYZ n‡q‡Q|

(L) gvwK©b hy³iv‡óªi miKvi KZK¸‡jv we‡kl †ÿ‡Î gvÎ wµqvkxj wQj| ewnivMZ‡`i
cybe©vmb, †ijc_ ¯’vc‡b Rwg cÖ̀ vb, f‚-`vb ms¯’v (Iand-grant colleges) MVb BZ¨vw`
†ÿ‡Î miKvwi mnvqZv jÿ¨ Kiv wM‡q‡Q| Avevi msiwÿZ ïé bxwZ MÖnY K‡i Ges
fZz©wK cÖ`vb K‡i we‡kl KZK wk‡ívbœq‡b miKvwi f‚wgKv cvjb K‡i‡Q| AvBb k„•Ljv,
Rb‡mev †`‡ki cÖZ¨šÍ AÂ‡ji Rbgvby‡li Dbœq‡b, wkÿv I ¯v̂¯’¨‡mev, wbivc` Lv`¨ I
cvbxq e¨e¯’v Ki‡Z miKvi mdj nqwb|

3.3 ivR‰bwZKfv‡e ZLb hy³ivR¨ †`k `Lj I K‡jvwb †`k †kvlY kvm‡b e¨¯Í wQj|
`xN©w`‡bi K‡jvwb `Lj kvmb †kvlY Ae¨vnZ ivLvi Kvi‡Y †`‡ki Af¨šÍ‡i RbM‡Yi
†gŠwjK Pvwn`v c~i‡Y e¨_© n‡q‡Q| Gme e¨_©Zvi `vqfvi ZLbKvi mg‡q †`k cwiPvjbvq
hviv wQj Zv‡`i DciB e_©v‡q‡Q|AviI c‡i hy³iv‡óªi †ÿ‡ÎI GKB ai‡bi cÖfve
cÖwZdwjZ nq|

3.4 AvaywbK mg‡q Gme DbœZ †`‡ki ivR‰bwZK A_©bxwZK cwieZ©b wfbœiƒc n‡q‡Q| miKvi
e¨_©Zvi ivRbxwZ-A_©bxwZK aviv cvwë‡q‡Q| Gme †`‡ki kvmb, †kvlY, Dbœqb aviv
†`k cwiPvjbvi Kvq`v cwiewZ©Z n‡q‡Q| AvR‡Ki Bsj¨vÐ, hy³ivóª, Rvg©vb, eZ©gvb Pxb,
Rvcvb, ivwkqv, †Kvwiqv ivóª cwiPvjbvmn Dbœqb Lv‡Z cwieZ©b Ki‡Z mÿg n‡q‡Q|
miKv‡ii ivR‰bwZK-A_©bxwZK me Kg©Kv‡Ð cwieZ©b G‡m‡Q Ges n‡q‡Q| Gme †`‡k
AvaywbK Dbœq‡bi cÖvq me DcKiY cÖ‡qvM I ev¯Íevqb m‡Ë¡I miKvi ivR‰bwZK
A_©bxwZK Kg©Kv‡Ð e¨_© n‡q‡Q, Giƒc AvIqvR me©̀ vB jÿ¨ Kiv hvq| Gme †`‡ki
cÖhyw³MZ cwieZ©b I Dbœqb nIqvi Kvi‡Y ivR‰bwZK-A_©bxwZK Kvh©Kjv‡c bZzb bZzb
Bmÿ  wb‡q miKvi e¨_©Zvi wewfbœ ai‡bi †KŠkj MÖnY Kiv n‡q‡Q| AvR‡Ki DbœZ we‡k¦
hy³ivóª, hy³ivR¨, Rvg©vb, †Kvwiqv, Aaybv Pxb, Rvcvb miKvi ch©šÍ †`k kvmb cwiPvjbvq
wewfbœ `„wófw½‡Z e¨_© n‡q‡Q Ges n‡”Q| DbœZ we‡k¦i †`kmg~‡ni †Kvb miKviB `xN©mgq
ÿgZvq _vKvi my‡hvM cvqwb| hvi Kvi‡Y †`k cwiPvjbvq bZzb bZzb †bZ…Z¡ †R‡M
DV‡Q| Kv‡RB ivRbxwZK-A_©bxwZK wewfbœ Kg©Kv‡Ð miKvi e¨_©Zvi AvIqvR DbœZ
we‡k¦I †_‡g †bB|

3.5 `wi`ª, Kg `wi ª̀ Dbœqbkxj †`‡ki ivR‰bwZK-A_©bxwZK Ae ’̄v Aek¨ AviI wfbœ
†cÖÿvcU| Gme †`‡ki Dbœq‡b `xN© mgq a‡i eÜ¨v Ae ’̄v weivR Ki‡Q| Gme †`‡ki
mgm¨vewj fxlY we`Ny‡U| hy³ivR¨, hy³ivóª, Rvg©vb †h cwi‡e‡k Dbœqb m¤¢e K‡i Zz‡j‡Q
Dbœqbkxj †`‡ki miKvi Dbœq‡b Rb¨ †m cwi‡e‡ki K_v wPšÍv Ki‡Z cv‡iwb| Z‡e KZK
Dbœqbkxj †`k (Avie ivR¨, ga¨ Gwkqv, A‡óªwjqv, Avwd«Kvi A‡bK †`k cÖf…wZ) Dbœq‡b
†h eÜ¨v cwiw¯’wZ wQj Zv bZzb †KŠk‡j KvwU‡q DV‡Z mÿg n‡q‡Q| Dbœqb avivq
G‡Mv‡Z cv‡iwb Gwkqv I Avwd«Kvi †ewki fvM `wi`ª I Dbœqbkxj †`k| Zviv
cÖwZ‡hvwMZvq †g‡Z DV‡Z cv‡iwb| G‡`i g‡a¨ hviv Dbœq‡bi MwZ †eMevb Ki‡Z mÿg
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n‡q‡Q Zviv cvk¦©eZx© `wi ª̀, Kg DbœZ I Dbœqbkxj †`k‡K gv_v DuPz K‡i `uvov‡Z evavMȪ Í
K‡i‡Q| d‡j Gme †`‡ki ivR‰bwZK-A_©bxwZK Dbœqb avivq cwiPvwjZ me ai‡bi
miKviB Kg-†ewk e¨_© n‡q‡Q e‡j RbM‡Yi Kv‡Q Ges RbZvi KvVMovq `uvov‡Z
n‡q‡Q| Zv‡`i (miKvi cwiPvjbvq hviv wQ‡jb) e¨_©Zvi `vqfvi Kuv‡a wb‡q A‡bK
miKvi cÖavb‡K †`k cwiPvjbvq `vwqZ¡ †_‡K Ae¨vnwZ wb‡Z n‡q‡Q| A_ev ÿgZvPz̈ Z
Ki‡Z eva¨ Kiv‡bv n‡q‡Q|

3.6 Dbœqbkxj Ges Kg DbœZ †`‡ki A‡bK mvgwiK miKvi `xN©mgq miKvi cÖavb wn‡m‡e
ÿgZvq _vKvi †Póv K‡iI _vK‡Z cv‡ibwb| Zv‡`i e¨_©Zvi cwiYwZI fvj nqwb| KZK
miKvi wbe©vm‡bI wM‡q‡Qb| Avevi miKv‡ii †jvKej ivR‰bwZK Kvi‡YI wbe©vwmZ
n‡q‡Qb| Kg DbœZ I Dbœqbkxj A‡bK †`‡k, miKvi †`k cwiPvjbvi `Lj`vi nIqvi
A‡bK Ac‡Póv K‡i‡Qb| A‡bK i³ Rov‡q ÿgZvq _vKvi †Póv K‡i‡Qb| †kl ch©šÍ
n‡jI cv‡ibwb| GLv‡b ivRbxwZ-A_©bxwZ e¨_© ÿgZvqb, †`k cwiPvjbv, kvmb, wbqš¿Y
cÖf…wZ †ÿ‡Î e¨_© n‡q‡Q| Gme †`‡ki miKvi Ges Zv‡`i †jvKej ˆ¯îZvwš¿K Kvq`vq
†`‡ki wewfbœ Lv‡Zi bM` I m¤ú‡` jyUcvU K‡i‡Q| Gwkqvi A‡bK †`‡ki wPÎ
ˆ¯îZvwš¿K kvmb, wb‡R‡`i c‡KU fvix †kvlY, jyUcvU, ivóªxq m¤ú‡`i AcPq K‡i
miKvwi `‡j †_‡K †bZ…Z¡ I †`k cwiPvjbv‡K `xN©̄ ’vqx Kivi cÖ‡P÷vI †kl ch©šÍ e¨_©
n‡q‡Q| G e¨_©Zv †`k I RvwZi Rb¨ wek¦ `iev‡i Kj¼ weRwoZ RvwZi †MŠiegq
BwZnvm m„wó K‡i‡Q|

3.7 Aaybv wfbœ Kvq`vq Avevi wek¦Ry‡o Bmjvwg kvmb e¨e¯’v Kv‡qg Kivi bv‡g Rw½ev‡`i
DÌvb NwU‡q‡Q| wek¦Ry‡o Rw½ev‡`i DÌvb NwU‡q gymwjg wek¦‡K ivRbxwZ-A_©bxwZi w`K
†_‡K †eKvq`vq †d‡j‡Q| AvR‡Ki ga¨cÖvP¨, Avie iv‡R¨i †`kmn mgMÖ gymwig we‡k¦
Rw½ev‡`i ivRbxwZ A_©bxwZi AbycÖ‡ek NwU‡q we‡k¦i gymwjg D¤§vi kvwšÍ-k„•Ljv bó K‡i
w`‡q‡Q| GKwU D`vniY bv w`‡j nq bv| cvwK¯Ív‡bi mvgwiK RvšÍv cvi‡fR †gvkvid
wb‡R ÿgZv‡K ¯’vqx I cvKv‡cv³ Kivi Rb¨ Rw½ev` m„wó, wek¦Ry‡o we Í̄…wZ, civkw³
mnvqZv my‡KŠk‡j MÖnY K‡i AvdMvwb¯Ívb, BivK, Bivb, Kz‡qZ, KvZvi, †mŠw` Avie
cÖf…wZ †`‡ki ivóªxq Bmjvgx fveg~wZ© bó K‡i w`‡q‡Q| wb‡Ri †`k cvwK¯Ívb‡K we‡k¦i
Kv‡Q mš¿v‡mi NuvwUi †`k wn‡m‡e cwiwPZ K‡i‡Q| we‡k¦i †Kvb †`k I †Kvb gvbyl
Zv‡`i‡K wek¦vm K‡i e‡j g‡b nq bv| mgMÖ gymwjg RvwZi agx©q wPšÍv-†PZbvi RvqMv
mgMÖ gymwjg †`kmg~nmn Avie‡KI Kjw¼Z K‡i‡Q| G iKg ˆ¯îZvwš¿K Rw½ev‡`i
bvqK †gvkvi‡di gZ AviI A‡bK bvq‡Ki DÌvb m„wó n‡q‡Q| †mme †ÿ‡Î ivRbxwZ
A_©bxwZ Kj¼ miKv‡ii e¨_©Zvi †ÿ‡Î Kjw¼Z K‡i‡Q|

3.8 AwZ `wi`ª, Kg `wi`ª I Dbœqbkxj Gme †`‡ki Dbœqb aviv AvR‡Ki DbœZ †`k¸‡jvi
gZ M‡o †Zvjv m¤¢e nqwb| Ebwesk kZvãxi †Mvov †_‡KB Kg DbœZ †`k¸‡jv eÜ¨v‡Z¡i
wMUUz bgbxq Ki‡Z cv‡iwb| Gme †`‡ki nvRv‡iv mgm¨v wb‡q w`bvwZcvZ Ki‡Z n‡”Q|
Gme †`‡ki miKvi cwiPvjbvq hviv wQj Zviv eyS‡Z cviZ †h Zv‡`i †`‡ki
mgm¨v¸‡jv‡K KvwU‡q DV‡Z n‡e| †`k‡K †U‡b †nP‡o DVv‡Z n‡e| e¨vcK nv‡i miKvwi
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cÖ‡Póv Pvwj‡q †h‡Z n‡e| Zv bv n‡j miKvi e¨_©Zvi AvIqvR Avm‡e Ges ev¯ÍeZvq
cieZx© mg‡q ZvB nj| AvIqvR nj AwZ `wi`ª, `wi`ª, Kg `wi`ª I Dbœqbkxj
†`k¸‡jvi miKvi Dbœq‡b e¨_© n‡q‡Q| ivRbxwZ-A_©bxwZi NvZ-cÖwZNvZ Øviv Dbœq‡bi
gy‡Lvk †Lvj‡Z cv‡i wb| Gi ga¨ w`‡qB 1940-1980 mg‡qi g‡a¨ Gwkqvi Pxb, Rvcvb,
ZvBIqvb, gvj‡qwkqv, wm½vcyi Dbœq‡b A‡bK ỳi GwM‡q‡Q| ivR‰bwZK A_©bxwZi
e¨_©Zvi gv‡S Gme †`k A‡bKUzKz mdj n‡q‡Q| AviI A‡bK `~i mdj n‡q‡Q Avie
A½iv‡R¨i A‡bK †`k| Zviv Aek¨ we‡k¦i Kv‡Q Zv‡`i wbR¯ ̂m¤ú` †Zj wewµ K‡i
wkÿv I cÖhyw³ wb‡Ri †`‡k cÖ‡ek Kwi‡q †`‡ki wewfbœ AÂ‡j cÖvq mgvb Zv‡j wkÿvi
Av‡jv Qwo‡q w`‡Z mÿg n‡q‡Q| DbœZ †`‡ki ¯v̂¯’¨, KvwiMwi I cÖhyw³MZ wewfbœ AÂ‡j
cÖvq mgvb Zv‡j wkÿvi Av‡jv Qwo‡q w`‡Z mÿg n‡q‡Q| DbœZ †`‡ki ¯v̂¯’¨, KvwiMwi I
cÖhyw³MZ wewfbœ welq †`‡ki Af¨šÍ‡i wewfbœ Lv‡Z cÖ‡ek Kiv‡Z mÿg n‡q‡Q| wKš‘
†gŠjev` I mš¿vmev‡`i Kj¼gy³ n‡Z cvi‡Q bv|

3.9 AvwdªKvi A‡bK †`k K…wl m¤ú`, LwbR m¤ú` I ebvq‡b Dbœqb K‡i we‡k¦i Kv‡Q Dbœqb
avivq cwiwPwZ jvf K‡i‡Q| KZK †ÿ‡Î miKv‡ii e¨_©Zv _vK‡jI †mme †`‡ki Rbg‡b
I RxebhvÎvi gvb Dbœq‡b mdj n‡q‡Q| ga¨ Gwkqvi †`kmg~n †m‡ÿ‡Î Kvh©Ki f‚wgKv
ivL‡Z cv‡iwb| Gi †cQ‡b DbœZ †`‡ki ivRbxwZ A_©bxwZ eo KviY| DbœZ †`kmg~n
wewfbœ ai‡bi msN †RvU MVb K‡i we‡k¦i AbybœZ †`kmn Gwkqvi †`kmg~n Ges
miKvimg~n‡K †KvYVvmv K‡i †i‡L‡Q| Dbœqb mnvqZvi bv‡g wewfbœ  ai‡bi FY mnvqZv
I mvnv‡h¨i nvZ evwo‡q †`kmg~‡ni miKvi¸‡jv cyZzj miKvi evwb‡q †i‡L‡Q| wewfbœ
Kvq`vq ivR‰bwZK I A_©bxwZK mnvqZv w`‡q Dbœq‡bi bv‡g †`k I †`‡ki gvbyl‡K
M‡elYvi †ÿÎ evwb‡q‡Q|

3.10 wek¦ civkw³ wbqš¿Yvaxb AvBGgGd, wek¦e¨vsK, GmwWAvi BZ¨vw` cÖwZôv‡bi gva¨‡g
mgMÖ wek¦ Ry‡o we‡kl K‡i Dbœqbkxj †`k¸‡jv‡Z Dbœqb mnvqZvi bv‡g kZ©hy³
FYmnvqZv Ges `wi ª̀ gvby‡li Dbœq‡b wewfbœ ai‡bi mvgvwRK, A_©‰bwZK, ivR‰bwZK,
Avw_©K I A-Avw_©K mnvqZv wewfbœ †KŠk‡j cÖ‡ek Kwi‡q Gme †`‡ki gvbyl‡K
†bkv‡Lv‡ii g‡a¨ †d‡j ivL‡Q| Gme †`‡ki miKvi hLbB †Kvb Dbœq‡bi Kv‡R ev
ms¯‹vig~jK Kv‡R †Rv‡i‡mv‡i nvZ †`q ZLbB Zv wewfbœ †KŠkj I evnvbv K‡i H
Dbœq‡bi evav n‡q `uvovq| †gvUK_v Dbœqb Zviv Ki‡Z w`‡e bv|

3.11 evsjv‡`kmn Gwkqv I Avwd«Kvi A‡bK †`‡k Dbœq‡bi bv‡g DbœZ †`k Zv‡`i Øviv MwVZ
`vZv †Mvwô wewfbœ ai‡bi mvnvh¨-mn‡hvwMZv Ges cÖZ¨ÿ ˆe‡`wkK wewb‡qv‡Mi bv‡g A_©
AbycÖ‡ek Kwi‡q †`‡ki miKvi‡K Dbœq‡bi Kv‡R mnvqZv K‡i| †`‡ki miKviI
RbM‡Yi Kv‡Q evnevn cvIqv I ÿgZv‡K cvKv‡cv³ Kivi Rb¨ Gme we‡`wk mn‡hvwMZv
†h †Kvbfv‡e Kv‡R jvMvevi †Póv K‡i| †k‡l Aek¨ †gvU e¨‡qi eo Ask `vZv‡`i
Zuv‡e`vwi I †eZb fvZv myweavw` cÖ`v‡b †kl n‡q hvq| Dbœq‡b cÖ̀ Ë e¨wqZ A_© Øviv
Kv‡Ri GKwU AskgvÎ †kl nq| `xN©mgq cybtmnvqZvi Rb¨ A‡cÿvI Ki‡Z nq| G
ai‡bi mnvqZv Øviv ¯í̂‡gqvw` cÖKí mgvwßi KvR `xN©‡gqv‡` mgvß nq bv| Gi
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cðv`MvwgZvi cÖfve †`k, miKvi, †`‡ki gvby‡li Dci c‡o| †`‡ki gvbyl miKv‡ii
Gme Kv‡Ri Dci Av¯’v nvivq Ges †kl ch©šÍ miKvi e¨_©Zvi AvIqvR Av‡m|
ivR‰bwZK ÿgZvi cÖwZ‡hvwMZvi Kvi‡Y GKmgq miKvi Zvi †`k cwiPvjbvi kvmbfvi
I `vwqZ¡ †_‡K wcQz nU‡Z eva¨ nq|

wØZxq LÐ

miKvi †Kb mdj nq bv? ivR‰bwZK A_©bxwZ we‡kølY : evsjv‡`‡k Gi cÖfve 

miKvi †Kb mdj nq bv? Gi Kvi‡Y wel‡q evsjv‡`‡ki Ae¯’v †Kvb wew”Qbœ NUbv bq|
evsjv‡`‡ki DrcwËi BwZnvmI miKvi e¨_©Zvi ga¨ w`‡q G‡m‡Q| G‡`k weªwUk kvmb-†kvl‡Yi
`yBkZ eQ‡ii cwiYwZ ¯v̂axb e½ fviZ cvwK¯Ívb †k‡l ¯^vaxb evsjv‡`k| ZviciI †`k kvm‡b
miKvi e¨_©Zvi bvbv ivR‰bwZK-A_©bxwZK BwZnvm RwoZ|

1. ¯v̂axbZv I nZ¨v loh‡š¿i ivRbxwZ Ges miKvi e¨_©Zvi `vqfvi t evqvbœÕi fvlv
Av‡›`vjb, DbmË‡ii MYAfz̈ Ìvb, GKvË‡ii gyw³hy× BZ¨vw` eûwea msMÖvg, ivR‰bwZK-
A_©‰bwZK NvZ-cÖwZNv‡Zi dmj ¯v̂axb evsjv‡`k| G‡`‡ki ¯v̂axbZvi BwZnvm cy‡ivUvB
wfbœ †`‡ki kvmK †Mvwôi miKvi e¨_©Zvi ivR‰bwZK-A_©‰bwZK KviY| weªwUk kvmb I
†kvl‡Yi miKvi e¨_©Zvi dmj 14 AvM÷ 1947 mv‡ji fviZel© Ges 15 AvMó 1947
cvwK¯Ívb m„wó| 24 eQ‡ii cvwK¯Ívwb kvmb †kvlYI miKvi e¨_©Zvq `xN© bq gv‡mi
gyw³hy‡×i dmj evsjv‡`‡ki ¯v̂axbZv| ¯v̂axbZvi ci †_‡K evsjv‡`‡k me miKv‡iiB
Dbœqb Kv‡Ri e¨_©Zv wQj| evsjv‡`‡ki †ÿ‡Î Gme ivR‰bwZK A_©bxwZK e¨_©Zv I
†fjwKevwRi †Ljv K‡qKwU mywbw`©ó Ae¯’vi †cÖwÿ‡Z Zz‡j aiv hvq| G‡`‡ki hZ iK‡gi
Dbœqb KvR nv‡Z †bqv nq Zv wbw`©ó mg‡q Kv‡Ri GKwU Ask gvÎ †kl nq| `xN© mgq
cybtmnvqZvi Rb¨ A‡cÿvI Ki‡Z nq| G ai‡bi mnvqZv Øviv ¯í̂‡gqvw` cÖKí mgvwßi
KvR `xN©‡gqv‡` mgvß nq bv| Gi cðv`MvwgZvi cÖfve †`k, miKvi, †`‡ki gvby‡li
Dci c‡o|

¯v̂axb evsjv‡`‡ki ¯ĉœ wQj †mvbvjx Auv‡ki †`k †mvbvi evsjvq iƒc`vb Kiv| G‡ÿ‡ÎI
Ackw³ I KzP‡µi ¯^xKvi nq m`¨ ¯v̂axb bexb GKwU miKvi| GKwU biK RvšÍvi Kv‡Q
i³ w`‡q ¯v̂axbZvi evnK I ¯v̂axb †`‡ki RvwZi RbK‡K i³ eb¨v e‡q miKvi e¨_©Zvi
Møvwb w`‡q ¯v̂axb RvwZi Rb‡Ki cwievimn nZ¨v Kiv nq| wVK Gi AvovBgv‡mi gv_vq
iv‡óªi PviRb ivR‰bwZK e¨w³Z¡ I m¤ú`, †`kxq wPšÍvfvebvi aviK-evnK, bxwZ
wba©viK‡K miKvi e¨_©Zvi ivR‰bwZK-A_©bxwZK Acev` w`‡q ew›`Lvbvq cÖKv‡k¨ nZ¨v
Kiv nq| G ai‡bi miKvi AmdjZvi bv‡g wnmve-wbKvk K‡l cuPvË‡ii c‡i msNwUZ
AviI GKwU nZ¨vKvÐ mvgwiK RvšÍv KZ…©K msNwUZ nq| miKvi e¨_©Zvi fzj-ï×
ivRbxwZK-A_©bxwZK wnmve-wbKvk GLv‡bB _v‡gwb| Zvici ïiæ nq wfbœ Kvq`vq|
mvgwiK GKwU miKvi G‡`‡ki ivRbxwZ-A_©bxwZ‡K Mjv wU‡c nZ¨v K‡i †Rvi K‡i
`xN©mgq †`k cwiPvjbv K‡i| Giƒc †`k cwiPvjbvq cÖvq AvU eQi AwZevwnZ n‡jI
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†kl ch©šÍ MYZ‡š¿i Afve I ˆ¯îkvmb †emvgvj cwiw¯’wZi m„wó I miKvi e¨_©Zvi Kvi‡Y
†`‡ki RbMY KZ…©K ivR‰bwZK Av‡›`vjb I i³ÿqx msMÖv‡gi gva¨‡g eva¨ Kiv‡bv nq
miKvwi kvmb I †kvlY †_‡K 1991 mv‡j Ae¨vnwZ w`‡Z| Avevi 1991 mv‡j GKwU
ivR‰bwZK `j mivmwi †fv‡Ui gva¨‡g (weGbwc miKvi) ÿgZvq G‡j Zv‡`i AcKg©,
m¤ú‡`i jyUcvU, Kzkvmb, †kvlY Ges ivóªxq m¤ú‡`i Ace¨env‡ii Kvi‡YB †`k
cwiPvjbvq miKvi e¨_©Zvi Av‡›`vj‡bi gy‡L 1996 mv‡j ZË¡veavqK bv‡g cyZzj
miKv‡ii Kv‡Q ÿgZv n¯ÍvšÍi Ki‡Z eva¨ nq| GLv‡bI wQj miKvi e¨_©Zvi ivRbxwZ-
A_©bxwZ| Avevi 1996 mv‡j Ab¨ GKwU ivR‰bwZK `j A_©vr evsjv‡`k AvIqvgx jxM
miKvi cwiPvjbvi `vwqZ¡ fvi †c‡jI cuvP eQ‡ii †ewk †`‡ki kvmbfvi I †`k
cwiPvjbv Ki‡Z cv‡iwb| miKvi `jxq †bZv Kgx©‡`i ÿgZvi Ace¨envi, `jevwR,
†UÛvievwR, `Ljavix, Puv`vevwR, mš¿vm, `ybx©wZ, jyUcvU, Kwgkb fv‡Mi gvwjKvbv,
ÿgZvi Ace¨envi, ivóªxq m¤ú‡`i AcPq BZ¨vw` iKg `vqfvi I e¨_©Zvi Kvi‡Y
RbM‡Yi Pv‡ci Kv‡Q bwZ ¯x̂Kvi K‡i †kl ch©šÍ ÿgZv Qvo‡Z eva¨ Kiv‡bv nq| Gi
g‡a¨ mvgwiK miKvi ÿgZv `L‡ji cvKv‡cv³ wewfbœ †KŠkj cÖ‡qvM c×wZ, mvgwiK kw³
KZ…©K civkw³i mn‡hvwMZv cvIqvi Rb¨ cÖvYcY cÖ‡Póvmn wewfbœ ai‡bi dw›` wdwKi
K‡i cÖvq G‡Ki AwaK eQi mgq AwZevwnZ K‡i| wKš‘ †kl ch©šÍ wbe©vPb w`‡q †Kvb
iKg fv‡e Zv‡`iI we`vq wb‡Z eva¨ Kiv‡bv nq| miKvi e¨_©Zvi ivR‰bwZK A_©‰bwZK
†Ljv GLv‡bB †_‡g wb| cÖwZwU miKvi e¨_©Zvi mv‡_ we‡`wk Kjv‡KŠkj Kg-†ewk RwoZ
wQj| †`wk-we‡`wk KzPµ gnj Ges wek¦vmNvZKZv Pµ Øviv wewfbœ mgq miKvi e¨_©Zvi
†Ljv Pj‡ZB _v‡K|

2. evsjv‡`‡k ivR‰bwZK `jmg~‡ni miKvi MV‡b c‡ÿ-wec‡ÿ AwZ ¯v̂axbZv, we‡f`g~jK
cwiw¯’wZ Ges †`k kvm‡b e¨_©Zvi `vqfvi t evsjv‡`‡k ivRbxwZ A_©bxwZi g~j welq
n‡”Q iv‡óªi Dbœq‡b miKvi myôz I mwVK wm×všÍ MÖn‡Yi gva¨‡g Dbœqb wb‡`©kK wel‡q KvR
K‡i hv‡e| Gi Øviv †`‡ki Dbœq‡bi MwZc_ µg e„w× cv‡e| evsjv‡`‡ki †ÿ‡Î
miKv‡ii wefw³KiY I we‡iva Gi Kvi‡Y KLbI eo welq¸‡jv mwVKfv‡e mgvavb Kiv
hvq wb|

evsjv‡`k miKv‡ii ivR‰bwZK cwi‡e‡k ỳwU cÖavb `‡ji gy‡LvgywL Ae¯’vb cÖvqkB DËß
_v‡K| we‡ivax `jI miKv‡ii Ask| wKš‘ evsjv‡`‡k we‡ivax `jmg~n KLbI cÖavb
welqwUI Dbœq‡b Kvh©Ki Ae`vb iv‡Lwb ev ivL‡Z cv‡iwb| G‡`‡k memgq miKviB
GKKfv‡e KvR K‡i Avm‡Q| GK_v e¨vcKfv‡e, GgbwK miKv‡ii Af¨šÍ‡iI ¯x̂K…Z †h,
†`‡ki eo eo mgm¨vi Kvh©Ki mgvav‡bi j‡ÿ¨ H mKj wel‡q miKvwi I we‡ivax
`j¸‡jvi g‡a¨ b~̈ bZg mgv‡SvZv cÖwZwôZ nIqv cÖ‡qvRb| wKš‘ †mB j‡ÿ¨ †Kv‡bv
AMÖMwZ KLbI nqwb|

G‡`‡k ivRbxwZ-A_© I †cwkkw³ wbf©i| GLv‡b ivRbxwZi g~j jÿ¨ Rb‡mev bq eis
e¨w³i, cwiev‡ii, †Mvôxi A_©-weË I `‡ji cÖwZcwË e„w×| GB ivR‰bwZK cwi‡e‡k
Kv‡jv UvKvi gvwjK A‡bK `ybx©wZevR ivRbxwZ‡Z †hvM`vb K‡i‡Qb| G iKg A‡b‡KB
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wbe©vP‡b wR‡Z GLb AvBb cÖYqbKvix e‡b wM‡q‡Qb| wbe©vP‡b A‡bK UvKv LiP K‡i
Zv‡`i ÿgZv †gqv‡` Zviv Av‡iv A‡bK †ewk A_©-m¤ú` KzwÿMZ K‡i †bb-Nyl I wewfbœ
iKg `ybx©wZi gva¨‡g|

cÖvqktB †`Lv hvq ÿgZvq AwawôZiv Zv‡`i e¨_©Zv XvKvi Rb¨ e³…ZvevRxi Avkªq wb‡q
_v‡Kb| R¡vjvgqx e³…Zvq RbMY‡K eySv‡Z Pvb †h, Zviv †`‡ki gvby‡li Rb¨ AvcÖvY †Póv
Pvjv‡”Qb Ges Zv‡`i mKj Kg©Kv‡Ði g~j jÿ¨ mvaviY gvby‡li myL I mg„w× wbwðZ Kiv|
Zviv we‡ivax‡`i‡K mgm¨v e‡j wPwýZ K‡ib Ges wb‡R‡`i Kv‡R AMÖMwZ I‡`i Rb¨
e¨vnZ n‡”Q e‡j †NvlYv †`b| wKš‘ ev¯ÍeZv n‡”Q: G‡`‡k mvaviY gvbyl KLbI miKv‡ii
Dbœqb Kg©Kv‡Ði g~j jÿ¨ n‡q I‡Vwb| Kv‡RB AvR †`‡k `vwi`ª̈ , eÂbv, ˆelg¨ I
wew”QbœZv e¨vcK I Mfxi| e¯‘Z ÿgZv I m¤ú‡`i †jvf G‡`‡ki ivRbxwZi g~j
wbqš¿K| GB †jv‡fi Kvi‡YB A‡b‡K ÿgZvevb‡`i †Pjvq cwiYZ nb| †Kv‡bv Dchy³Zv
ev `ÿZv bv _vKv m‡Ë¡I G‡`i A‡b‡K‡K ¸iæZ¡c~Y© miKvwi c‡` wb‡qvM †`qv nq Ges
Zviv Zv‡`i wb‡qvMKZ©v‡`i Zzó Ki‡ZB m`v e¨¯Í _v‡Kb Ges †mB g‡ZB Kvh© m¤úv`b
K‡i _v‡Kb b¨vq Ab¨v‡qi wePvi bv K‡i|  Avevi ivR‰bwZK †bZ…e„›`‡K cÖvqktB ej‡Z
ïbv hvq †h, RbMYB mKj ivR‰bwZK ÿgZvi Drm| wKš‘ †hb‡Zb cÖKv‡i wbe©vwPZ
nIqvi ci wb‡R‡`i I wbR `‡ji ¯v̂_©wmw×i j‡ÿ¨B g~jZ Zviv KvR K‡ib| Avi mvaviY
gvbyl †_‡K hvb Ae‡nwjZ| mvaviY gvbyl ZvB `vwi`ª̈  I AmnvqZ¡ †_‡K †ewi‡q G‡m
wb‡R‡`i Ae¯’vi DbœwZi j‡ÿ¨ KvR Kivi my‡hvM †_‡K ewÂZ _v‡Kb|

GB Ae¯’vq †`‡ki mvaviY gvbyl ivR‰bwZK cÖwµqvq Kvh©Kifv‡e AskMÖnY Ki‡Z cv‡ib
bv| Zviv B”QvgZ †fvU w`‡Z cv‡ib bv, Zv‡`i cÖwZwbwa wbe©vP‡b B”QvgZ AskMÖnY
Ki‡Z cv‡i bv| †h bxwZ KvVv‡gvq †`k cwiPvwjZ n‡e Zv wba©vi‡Y Ges Dbœqb bxwZ I
Kg©m~wP MÖnY I ev Í̄evq‡b h_vh_ Ae`vb ivL‡Z cv‡i bv| †Kbbv ÿgZv †jvfx
†fvUcÖv_x©iv A_© Qovb, fq-fxwZ cÖ`k©b K‡ib Ges cÖ‡qvRb‡ev‡a mš¿vmx †jwj‡q †`b|
MYZvwš¿K g~j¨‡eva Ges wewaweav‡bi †Zvqv°v Zviv K‡ib bv| Kv‡RB mvaviY gvbyl
ivR‰bwZK cÖwµqvh Kvh©Kifv‡e AskMÖnY Kivi my‡hvMB cvq bv| GLvb †_‡KB
evsjv‡`‡ki ivRbxwZi wek„•Lj m„wó nq| †`k cwiPvjbvq ïf eyw× †R‡M D‡V bv,
cwiYwZ‡Z ivR‰bwZK A_©‰bwZKfv‡e miKvi e¨_©Zvi jÿYmg~‡ni AvjvgZ I ev¯Íe
cwiw¯’wZi m„wó nq|

3. evsjv‡`‡k wewfbœ miKvi AmdjZvi KviY I A_©‰bwZK Pvj-wPÎ Ges KiYxq welq

miKvi e¨_©Zvi wewfbœ ai‡bi A_©‰bwZK, mvgvwRK †KŠkj welqI RwoZ| we‡`wk ms¯’v
mvnvh¨-mn‡hvwMZv, civkw³ gnj Zv‡`i Øviv †`q wewfbœ ai‡bi civgk© wewfbœ mg‡q
evsjv‡`‡ki miKvi e¨_©Zvi ivRbxwZi A_©bxwZi KviY‡K ¯úóKxKiY Kiv hvq| Giƒc
K‡qKwU welq AwZ ms‡ÿ‡c D‡jøL Kiv nj|

3.1 evsjv‡`‡k we‡`wk FY cÖ‡qvM I e¨env‡i miKv‡ii e¨_©Zv t gvbe Dbœqb KvVv‡gv m„wó‡Z
FY †mev mn‡hvwMZv ¯v̂axb †`‡ki miKvi e¨_©Zvi KviY wn‡m‡e MY¨ n‡q‡Q| cÖ‡dmi
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Aveyj eviKvZ (2002) Zvi cÖe‡Ü D‡jøL K‡ib, evsjv‡`‡k miKvwifv‡e MZ cÖvq 38
eQ‡i †gvU ˆe‡`wkK mvnvh¨ G‡m‡Q 4,00,000 †KvwU UvKvi †ewk| Gi evB‡i
†emiKvwifv‡eI we‡`wk mvnvh¨ G‡m‡Q G mg‡q 20370 †KvwU UvKv (cÖvq)|

(K) miKvwifv‡e Avmv H 4,00,000 †KvwU UvKvi we‡`wk FY †mev mvnvh¨ †Kvb
wbw`©ó †Mvwôi ¯v̂_© msiÿY K‡i‡Q|

(L) G mvnvh¨ iv‡óªi Rb¨ cÖ‡qvRbvwZwi³ wQj|
(M) †Kvb †Mvwôi †fvM KvVv‡gv‡Z H FY mvnv‡h¨i AwfNvZ miKv‡ii e¨_©Zvi KviY

wQj|
(N) FY mvnv‡h¨i cÖevn e¨vcK Rb‡Mvôxi g‡a¨ wewfbœ ai‡bi cÖfve †d‡j‡Q| G

wel‡q Aa¨vcK †ingvb †mvenvb (1990) B‡Zvg‡a¨ g~jevb wKQz M‡elYv
K‡i‡Qb| hv Øviv cÖgvwYZ nq †h, ˆe‡`wkK mvnvh¨ ev FY mvnv‡h¨ evsjv‡`‡ki
GgbwK Dbœqbkxj †`‡ki KvVv‡gvMZ Dbœq‡b Kv‡R jv‡Mwb| wRwWwcÕi †ÿ‡Î
G‡`i f‚wgKv Lye Kg ev FYvZ¥K| Gme FY A_©bxwZ‡Z †Kvb abvZ¥K f‚wgKv
ivL‡Z cv‡iwb| hvi Kvi‡Y miKvi e¨_©Zvi iƒcvqY evi evi n‡q‡Q|

3.2 FY †mev mvnvh¨ †gŠwjK ¯v̂axbZv cÖ̀ v‡b Aÿg t cÖ‡dmi Aveyj eviKvZ (2002)
Aa¨vcK †ingvb †mvenv‡bi DØ„wZ w`‡q D‡jøL K‡ib, MZ 38 eQ‡i ˆe‡`wkK FY †mev
mvnvh¨ cÖevn †h evsjv‡`‡k mvgwMÖK gvbe Dbœqb Z¡ivwšẐ K‡i‡Q GgbwU GLbI ch©šÍ
†Kvb Dbœqb M‡elYvq cÖgvwYZ nq wb| ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i cÖevn Avgv‡`i †`‡ki
RbM‡Yi Rb¨ cuvP ai‡bi ¯v̂axbZv wbwðZ Ki‡Z cv‡i wb| Gi g‡a¨ (K) A_©‰bwZK
my‡hvM, (L) mvgvwRK myweavw`, (M) ivR‰bwZK ¯v̂axbZv, (N) ¯^”QZvi M¨vivw›U Ges (O)
myiÿvi wbðqZv| cÖK…Z A‡_© ˆe‡`wkK FY †mev mvnvh¨ cÖev‡ni mv‡_ DwjøwLZ cuvP
ai‡bi ¯v̂axbZv wbwðZKi‡Yi †Kvb m¤úK© †bB| eis Ggb †h, ˆe‡`wkK FY †mev
mvnvh¨ cÖev‡ni mv‡_ Hme ¯v̂axbZv wbwðZKi‡Yi m¤úK©wU FYvZ¥K| hv n‡q‡QÑ

(K) 40% gvbyl `vwi`ª̈  mxgvi wb‡P evm, 
(L) 55% gvby‡li Rb¨ fvj cqtwb®‹vkb cÖYvjxi my‡hvM nqwb,
(M) 56% gvbyl cÖv_wgK ¯v̂ ’̄¨‡mevi my‡hvM †_‡K ewÂZ,
(N) 36% gvbyl eq¯‹ wbiÿi,
(O) cÖvq 2 †KvwU wkï wkÿv my‡hvM †_‡K ewÂZ,
(P) 1 †KvwUi D‡aŸ© wkï Acywó‡Z fzM‡Q, 
(Q) cÖwZ eQi 30 jÿ wkï Wv³vwi mnvqZv QvovB Rb¥MÖnY Ki‡Q,
(R) 20 jÿ wkï Rb¥MZfv‡eB IR‡b ¯í̂,
(S) cÖvq 2 jÿ wkï 5 eQi eq‡m †cŠQv‡bvi Av‡M g„Zz̈ eiY K‡i,
(T) mgmsL¨K wkï †ivM cÖwZ‡laK wUKv cvq bv,
(U) 2.5 †KvwU gvbyl Kg©nxb I AvavKg©nxb, cÖwZ eQi hviv g„Zz̈ eiY K‡i Zv‡`i

A‡a©KB cuvP eQ‡ii wb‡Pi wkï, cÖwZw`b Acywó mswkøó Kvi‡Y 650 Rb wkïi g„Zz̈
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nq BZ¨vw`|
3.3 ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnvh¨ I A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w× AR©‡b e¨_©Zv t gvbe Dbœq‡bi ¯v̂axbZv

ga¨¯’vKvix aviYvi mv‡_ ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnvh¨ cÖev‡ni m¤úK© wba©vi‡Y A_©bxwZwe`‡`i
A‡b‡KiB wØgZ i‡q‡Q| A‡b‡KB g‡b K‡ib D³ FY mvnvh¨ cÖevn Af¨šÍixY Drcv`b
(GDP) e„w×‡Z mvnvh¨ Kivi gva¨‡g A™¢Z PzB‡q cov (trickle down) Dc‡hvM m„wó
K‡i| G wel‡q Aa¨vcK Aveyj eviKvZ (2002) Zuvi GK cÖe‡Ü D‡jøL K‡ib, ÒAvgiv
cwimsL¨vbMZ mn-m¤úK© wba©vi‡Y hv †`wL †mUv †Kvbfv‡eB H aviYv mg_©b K‡i bv|
1978-99-Gi cwimsL¨v‡bi wfwË‡Z wRwWwc cÖe„w×i mv‡_ ˆe‡`wkK FY †mev mvnvh¨
cÖev‡ni mn-m¤úK© nj 0.27, hv 1982-91 mg‡qi Mo mn-m¤úK© 0.19 I 1991-99
mg‡qi Mo mn m¤úK© 0.71| A_©vr wRwWwc-i cÖe„w× ˆe‡`wkK FY †mev mvnvh¨ cÖev‡ni
Dci wbf©ikxj bq| Avi 90-Gi `k‡Ki FYvZ¥K wbf©ikxjZv m¤¢eZ GUvB wb‡`©k K‡i
†h, ˆe‡`wkK FY †mev mvnvh¨ eÜ n‡q †M‡jI A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w× †gv‡UI ÿwZMÖ¯Í n‡e
bv|Ó

3.4 FY mvnv‡h¨i †ÿ‡Î AcÖ‡qvRbxq cÖKí I A`„k¨ nvZ wbqš¿‡Y miKv‡ii e¨_©Zv t wewfbœ
M‡elYvi †`Lv hvq †h, ˆe‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i Dci wbf©ikxjZv GZ Mfxi Ges me©e¨vcx †h,
wecyj A‡¼i mvnvh¨ cÖvwßi cÖwZkÖæwZ bv cvIqv †M‡j Avgv‡`i evwl©K Dbœqb cwiKíbv
(GwWwc) iPbv ixwZgZ Am¤¢e n‡q c‡o| Avm‡j wbf©ikxjZvi G gvÎv †h Avgv‡`i
Dbœqb ZvwM` †_‡KB DrmvwiZÑG K_v mZ¨ bq| eû AcÖ‡qvRbxq cÖKí A`„k¨ nvZ
gvidZ Avgv‡`i GwWwc-†Z AšÍey©³ n‡q hvq| m¤¢eZ KviYwU Ggb †h, d‡ib GBW wk‡í
ga¨eZx© ch©v‡q Ggb †KD i‡q‡Qb whwb ev hviv G mvnvh¨cÖvwß †_‡K e¨vcK myweav Av`vq
K‡i _v‡Kb| GgbwK mvnvh¨wbf©i cÖK‡í Ggb †ekwKQz Dcv`vb mshy³ nq †h¸‡jv m¤ú~Y©
AcÖ‡qvRbxq| †hgbÑhvbevnb, Awdm mvgMÖx, civgk©̀ vZv Ges we‡`k ågY| hš¿ ev
miÄvgvw` evQvB Ges cÖhyw³ wbe©vP‡bi †ÿ‡ÎI Avgv‡`i ¯v̂axbZv _v‡K bv| cÖKí Pq‡bi
†ÿ‡Î Avgv‡`i ¯K̂xq AMÖvwaKv‡ii welqwU Av‡`Š ¸iæZ¡ cvq bv| cÖwZK~j kZ©vw` I µm
kZ©vw`i welqwU GLb miKvwifv‡eB ¯x̂K…Z (ERD, Flow of External Resources,
2000: xxi) | GLv‡b ejv m½Z †h, ˆe‡`wkK FY †mev mvnvh¨ cÖvwßi 38 eQi c‡i
B`vbxs Avgiv †h Amgvß, Aa©mgvß, cwiZ¨³ Ges ÿwZKi cÖKímg~‡ni KíbvZxZ
`vqfvi wb‡q Av‡jvPbv Ki‡Z eva¨ nw”Q †mUv mvnvh¨ D™¢‚Z wewfbœ ai‡bi wbf©ikxjZv I
eva¨evaKZvi AvIZvq DwjøwLZ A „̀k¨ nv‡Zi KvimvwR cÖhyw³ n¯ÍvšÍ‡ii bv‡g cyivZb
A‡K‡Rv I evwZj hš¿cvwZ I know how cvPv‡ii mwµq cÖ‡Póv| cÖKí Pq‡b RvZxq
AMÖvwaKv‡ii ¸iæZ¡nxbZvÑGm‡eiB Nbxf‚Z cÖKvk gvÎ|

3.5 `ybx©wZ‡Z P¨vw¤úvqb mb` cÖvß evsjv‡`k cwiPvjbvq miKv‡ii e¨_©Zv t cwi®‹vi I ¯úó
D`vniY wn‡m‡e D‡jøL Kiv hvq †h, 2007 mv‡j evsjv‡`‡k ivRbxwZ I A_©bxwZ
`ye©„Ëvq‡b KwZcq e¨w³i ¯v̂_© mg„w×i NUbv aiv c‡o‡Q| Zv‡`i A‡_©i ùxwZ †Kv_v †_‡K
n‡q‡Q Zv cwi®‹vi Ges ivRbxwZ-A_©bxwZi cwiw¯’wZi Kvi‡Y eva¨ n‡”Q ej‡Z †Kv_v
†_‡K wKfv‡e Zv‡`i A‡_©i ùxwZ n‡q‡Q| Avgiv G †_‡K ej‡Z cvwi G‡`i GKwU Pµ
ˆe‡`wkK mvnvh¨ I F‡Yi weivU Ask jyUcvU K‡i‡Q| wb‡R‡`i g‡a¨ ab-m¤ú‡`i cvnvo
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M‡o‡Q| Nyl, ỳbx©wZ‡Z Zviv †`k‡K P¨vw¤úqvb †nwÆK Ki‡Z †c‡i‡Q|

3.6 ‰e‡`wkK FY mvnvh¨ †gŠwjK Pvwn`v Lv`¨, e¯¿, evm¯’vb ms¯’v‡b e¨_© t Aa¨vcK †ingvb
†mvenvb (1990) ˆe‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i cÖ‡qvRbxqZv m¤ú‡K© GKwU †gŠwjK cÖkœ DÌvcb
K‡i e‡jb, evsjv‡`‡k †gŠwjK cÖ‡qvRbmg~‡ni Pvwn`v GLb Aewa wbPz ¯Í‡i i‡q‡Q| G
cUf‚wg‡Z we`¨gvb cÖhyw³ Ges m¤ú` wfwËi AvIZvq evsjv‡`k Zvi RbM‡Yi R‡b¨ Lv`¨,
e¯¿, evm¯’vb Ges wkÿvi e¨e¯’v Ki‡Z cv‡iwb| gv_vwcQz cÖwZw`b 16 AvDÝ cÖ‡qvR‡bi
wfwË‡Z wn‡me Ki‡j `y‡h©vMgy³ eQi¸‡jv‡Z evsjv‡`k Lv‡`¨ ¯q̂sm¤ú~Y© †_‡K‡Q Ges 20
wgwjqb U‡bi †ewk Lv`¨ Drcv`‡bi ÿgZv evsjv‡`‡ki i‡q‡Q| Avgv‡`i
KviLvbv¸‡jv‡Z Kvco Drcv`b ÿgZv cwic~Y©fv‡e e¨eüZ nq bv Ges †MvUv RbmsL¨vi
b~̈ bZg e¯¿ Pvwn`v †gUv‡bvi gZ eqb Avgv‡`i n¨vÛjyg¸‡jvi i‡q‡Q| Avgv‡`i Ilya
KviLvbv¸‡jv ¯v̂¯’¨ iÿvi †gŠwjK cÖ‡qvRb¸‡jv †gUv‡Z mÿg| GKBfv‡e wkÿv‡ÿ‡Î
Avgv‡`i m¤ú` RbM‡Yi b~̈ bZg wkÿvi e¨e¯’v Ki‡Z cv‡i| †MvUv RbmsL¨vi R‡b¨
wU‡bi QvDwbhy³ KuvPv evwo wbg©vY K‡i †`qvI m¤¢e| myZivs, †gŠwjK cÖ‡qvRb¸‡jv
†gUv‡bvi †ÿ‡Î Avgv‡`i e¨_©Zv weivRgvb mgvRe¨e¯’vi KvVv‡gvMZ cÖwZeÜKZv †_‡KB
D™¢‚Z| Avgiv I wbðqZv wbf©i K‡i Rwgi gvwjKvbv Ges gRywiwfwËK Kg©ms¯’v‡bi
Dci| Kv‡RB mK‡ji R‡b¨ †gŠwjK cÖ‡qvRb¸‡jv wbwðZ Kivi c~e©kZ© n‡”Q Rwgi
cybe©Èb Ges Av‡qi ewa©Z my‡hvM m„wó Kiv| †fv‡Mi †ÿ‡Î we‡`wk mvnvh¨ wbf©iZv †mUvI
g~jZ KvVv‡gvMZ e¨_©Zvi cwiYwZ| fvj dmj n‡q‡Q Ggb eQ‡iI evsjv‡`k miKvi
Af¨šÍixY msMÖn cÖ‡Póvq GK jÿ U‡bi †ewk Lv`¨ msMÖn Ki‡Z mÿg nqwb| djZ g~j¨
w¯’wZkxj ivLv Ges `ywf©ÿ Gov‡bvi R‡b¨ Avgv‡`i Lv`¨ mvnvh¨ cÖv_©bv Ki‡Z nq| Avgiv
e¯¿ Drcv`b ÿgZv e„w×i j‡ÿ¨ mvnvh¨ Kvgbv Kwi, A_P we`¨gvb Drcv`b ÿgZviB c~Y©
e¨envi n‡”Q bv| AwaKvsk Pvjy e¯¿wkí †jvKmvb w`‡”Q, ZuvwZiv ZuvZ †Q‡o w`‡”Q Ges
†Kvb iK‡g wb‡R‡`i euvwP‡q ivL‡Q| G mKj †ÿ‡Î ˆe‡`wkK mvnvh¨ †Kvb DcKv‡i
Av‡mwb|

3.7 ˆe‡`wkK FY Pvwn`v Avq eÈb I †fvM Pvwn`vi †ÿ‡Î Avmg wbf©ikxjZv t Avq eÈ‡bi
eZ©gvb Ae¯’v PjwZ †fv‡Mi †ÿ‡Î AwaKZi Avgv`wb bf©i m„wó Ki‡Q| weAvBwWGm-Gi
M‡elYvq †`Lv †M‡Q †h, kû‡i D”P Av‡qi †jvK‡`i PjwZ †fvM ev‡R‡Ui 40 kZvsk
ˆe‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i Dci wbf©ikxj| †m Zzjbvq MÖvgxY `wi`ªZg cwievi¸‡jvi †ÿ‡Î G
wbf©ikxjZv gvÎ 14 kZvsk| cÖK…Zc‡ÿ Avgiv ˆ`bw›`b Rxe‡b †Lvjv †Pv‡L hv †`wL G
wn‡mewU Zvi mv‡_ m¤ú~Y© m½wZc~Y©| Pig cÖv‡šÍ kû‡i GwjU‡`i †fv‡Mi aiYwU AZ¨šÍ
Avg`vwb-Nb| Avg`vwb-Nb G †fv‡Mi ewntcÖKvk N‡U Zv‡`i †cvkvK cwi”Q`, evm¯’vb,
†fvM¨cY¨, we‡`k ågY cÖf…wZi ga¨ w`‡q| Avg`vwbK…Z †fvM¨c‡Y¨i GKwU e„nr As‡ki
g‡a¨ mvnvh¨ Kg©m~wP AšÍfz©³ _v‡K hv cÖavbZ mgv‡Ri D”P¯Í‡ii e¨w³ivB AvZ¥mvr
K‡ib| ˆe‡`wkK mvnvh¨‡K Avg`vwbK…Z wejvmeûj †fv‡Mi D‡Ï‡k¨ PvwjZ Kivi welqwU
Aek¨¤¢vfx‡KB e¨vcK AcP‡qi Drm wn‡m‡eB MY¨ Kiv DwPZ| ˆe‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i A‡_©
MwVZ Dbœqbagx© A_©jMœx cÖwZôvbmg~n (Direct Foreign Investment-DFI) †emiKvwi
FY MÖnxZv‡`i m~‡Î AcP‡qi Avi GKwU Drm wn‡m‡e cÖgvwYZ n‡q‡Q|
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3.8 FY mvnvh¨ I Kv‡jv UvKvi m¤úK© t cÖZ¨ÿ ˆe‡`wkK wewb‡qvM Znwejmg~n e¨vsK
GKvD›U-G RvqMv K‡i †bq †h¸‡jv Avevi G †kªYxi FYMÖnxZv‡`i Avg`vwbK…Z †fv‡Mi
A_© †hvMvb †`q| G ai‡bi Znwej Avg`vwbK…Z †fvM¨cY¨ GgbwK wejvmeûj evm¯’vb
mvgMÖxi R‡b¨I e¨eüZ nq, †h¸‡jvi Avg`vwb Nb‡Z¡i gvÎv ¯v̂fvwe‡Ki Zzjbvq A‡bK
†ewk| me‡k‡l, evsjv‡`‡k cÖwZ eQi †h 30,000 †KvwU UvKvi mgcwigvY Kv‡jv UvKv
m„wó nq-ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i mv‡_I †mUvi Kvh©KviY m¤úK© we`¨gvb (Aa¨vcK Aveyj
eviKvZ, 1991)| d‡j ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i bv‡g cÖvß FY †mev Kv‡jv UvKvi cvnvo
Mo‡Z mnvqK n‡q‡Q| Dbœq‡bi Kv‡R bv‡g gvÎ G‡m‡Q| Kv‡Ri †Kvb KvR nqwb|

Bb‡Ww›Us e¨emv, cÖZ¨ÿ ˆe‡`wkK wewb‡qvM (wWGdAvB) FYMÖnxZv, eo wVKv`vi Ges
civgk©̀ vZv cÖwZôvbmg~‡ni DciZjvq ¸wUKZK myweav‡fvMx ˆe‡`wkK FY †mev mvnvh¨
e¨e¯’v †_‡K AKíbxq m¤ú` M‡o Zz‡j‡Q| wVKv`vi Ges civgk©̀ vZv‡`i †ÿ‡Î ˆe‡`wkK
FY †mev mvnvh¨ †_‡K AwR©Z Avq ˆea mvwf©m †_‡KB Av‡m| Z‡e Kv‡Ri wewae×Zv Ges
¸YMZ gv‡bi †ni‡di K‡i G †kªYxfz³ KwZcq †jvK FY †mev mvnvh¨ LvZ †_‡K
†iKW©wenxb eLiv nvwZ‡q †bq, hv Aek¨B Kv‡jv UvKv|

ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i myweav I myweav‡fvMx‡`i we‡køl‡Y ¯úó cÖZxqgvb nq †h, H FY
†mev mvnvh¨ cÖev‡ni d‡j A_©bxwZi `ye©„Ëvqb cÖwµqv Z¡ivwšẐ n‡”Q hv ivRbxwZi
`ye„©Ëvqb‡K mỳ „p Ki‡Q| mš¿vm, `ybx©wZ, `ye©„Ëvqb I Kv‡jv UvKv G cÖwµqvi mnRvZ
Abyl½ gvÎ| ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i µgewa©òz cwigvY Av_©-mvgvwRK KvVv‡gv‡Z
GgbZi ¸YMZ iƒcvšÍi NwU‡q‡Q †hLv‡b DwjøwLZ Av_©-mvgvwRK I ivR‰bwZK `ye„ ©Ëvqb
†_‡K ¯v̂fvweK wbq‡g cwiÎv‡Yi c_ wb‡`©k Kiv Am¤¢e n‡q ùvwo‡q‡Q|

myZivs mgMÖ we‡`wk FY †mev mvnvh¨ KvVv‡gv Avgv‡`i †`‡k gvbe Dbœqb cÖwµqv‡K
Z¡ivwšẐ K‡iwb Ges RbM‡Yi ¯v̂_©we‡ivax GKwU KvVv‡gv kw³kvjx K‡i‡QÑG wel‡q
m‡›`‡ni AeKvk †bB| Ab¨w`‡K ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i `xN©‡gqvw` AwfNvZ mgMÖ
A_©bxwZ, ivRbxwZ I ivóªe¨e¯’vq `ybx©wZ‡K Kv‡ji e¨vwß‡Z g~jbxwZ‡Z cwiYZ K‡i‡Q|
2007 mv‡j evsjv‡`‡ki we`vqx ivR‰bwZK miKvi I Zvi mnPi †Mvôx mgMÖ we‡k¦ Ges
†`‡ki Af¨šÍixY ivR‰bwZK A_©bxwZ‡Z Zv cÖgvY K‡i‡Q|

3.9 ˆe‡`wkK FY I †mev mvnv‡h¨ Ges myweav‡fvMx †Mvwôi m¤ú` e„w×i mnvqK t cÖ‡dmi Wt
Aveyj eviKvZ (2002) Zvi M‡elYvi wewfbœ cÖe‡Ü D‡jøL K‡ib, ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i
cÖevn Avgv‡`i †`‡k Av‡qi Amg eÈb Z¡ivwšẐ K‡i‡Q Ges m¤ú` cyÄxf‚Z n‡q‡Q †`wk
I we‡`wk wKQz e¨w³/cÖwZôv‡bi nv‡Z| eo `v‡Mi wn‡m‡e (mviwY) †`Lv hv‡”Q †h,
ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i wZb `k‡K, we‡`‡ki hš¿cvwZ mieivnKvix G‡R›U I civgk©‡Kiv
mw¤§wjZfv‡e †gvU mvnv‡h¨i 25 kZvsk A_©vr 45,000 †KvwU UvKv jyUcvU K‡i‡Qb|
†`‡ki wfZ‡ii Avgjv ivRbxwZwe`, Kwgkb G‡R›U, civgk©K I wbg©vY wVKv`viiv nvwZ‡q
wb‡q‡Qb †gvU mvnv‡h¨i 30 kZvsk A_©vr GB Pvi †kªYxi †gvU 54,000 †KvwU UvKv|
†`‡ki kû‡i I MÖvgxY abx e¨w³iv †c‡q‡Qb 20 kZvsk 36,000 †KvwU UvKv|

ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i myweav‡fvMx‡`i †Kvb †Mvôx wKfv‡e Zv AvZ¥mvr K‡i †m wel‡q
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mvgvwRK `vqe×Zv D™¢‚Z wPšÍv D‡`ªKKvix wKQz M‡elYv KvR n‡q‡Q beŸB-Gi ïiæi
w`‡K| †`Lv †M‡Q †h, ˆe‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i GKwU e„nr Ask e¨q nq †`‡ki evB‡i †_‡K
Avbv cY¨ Ges cwi‡mevi e¨q cwi‡kv‡ai R‡b¨| Gfv‡e hš¿cvwZ mieivnKvix Ges
we‡`wk civgk©̀ vZvi GKwU †`k ewnf‚©Z †kªYx we‡`wk mvnv‡h¨i mivmwi myweav‡fvMx
wn‡m‡e M‡o D‡V‡Q|

†m mv‡_ Avgv‡`i †`‡ki g‡a¨B M‡o D‡V‡Q ¯’vbxq myweav‡fvMxi GKwU †kªYx| ˆe‡`wkK
mvnvh¨ wbf©i e¨‡qi Dci Zv‡`i i‡q‡Q mivmwi ¯v̂_©| G †kªYxi g‡a¨ i‡q‡Q ¯’vbxq
D‡`¨v³v, ˆe‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i A‡_© Avg`vwbK…Z cY¨ I cwi‡mevi ga¨¯Ẑ¡‡fvMx ev Kwgkb
G‡R›U, wbg©vY wVKv`vi, cÖZ¨ÿ ˆe‡`wkK wewb‡qvMmg~n †_‡K FYMÖnxZv‡`i, we‡`wk
mieivnKvix‡`i KvQ †_‡K A‰ea eLivcÖvß Kg©KZ©v I ivRbxwZwe`|

3.10 kªgRxex gvby‡li Kg©ms¯’vb I †fvM e„w×i Rb¨ eivÏK…Z A_© my‡KŠk‡j wewfbœ e¨q †`wL‡q
e¨w³ myweav AR©b I wb‡R‡`i FYùxwZKiY t evsjv‡`‡k G ch©šÍ †h cwigvY ˆe‡`wkK
FY mvnvh¨ Mwie gvby‡li Rb¨ G‡m‡Q H Mwie kªgRxex gvbyl †c‡q‡Qb gvÎ 25 kZvsk
A_©vr 45,000 †KvwU UvKv| Zv Avevi MÖvgxY RbcÖwZwbwaiv cÖKí I Kv‡Ri ev¯Íevqb
kªgRxex gvby‡li Askwe‡kl mvnvh¨ my‡KŠk‡j wewfbœ avivq e¨q †`wL‡q myweav nvwZ‡q
†bq| myZivs Ab¨fv‡e ejv hvq †h, MZ wZb `k‡K ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i bv‡g
45,000 †KvwU UvKv e¨q K‡i 1,35,000 †KvwU UvKv mgcwigvY abùxwZi GKwU
msMwVZ c_ m„wó Kiv n‡q‡Q| nZvkv D‡`ªKKvix G cwiw¯’wZ‡Z A‡b‡K g‡b K‡ib ev¯Íe
Ae¯’v we‡ePbv K‡i nqZev †kªôZg wm×všÍ n‡e Ggb wKQz Kiv, hv w`‡q 1,80,000 †KvwU
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mviwY t MZ cÖvq wZb `k‡K (1971/72-1998/99) evsjv‡`‡k miKvwifv‡e cÖvß ˆe‡`wkK
FY mvnv‡h¨i myweav‡fvMx Kviv

myweav‡fvM †kªYxmg~n †gvU myweavi cwigvY myweavi kZKiv nvi
(†KvwU UvKv)

we‡`wk hš¿cvwZ mieivnKvix 23,400 13
we‡`kx civgk©K 21,600 12
†`kR Kwgkb G‡R›U 10,800 6
Avgjv-ivRbxwZwe` (eLiv) 12,600 7
†`kR civgk©K 7,200 4
wbg©vY wVKv`vi 23,400 13
Ab¨vb¨ abx e¨w³ (kni I MÖvg) 36,000 20
kªwgK-K…lK BZ¨vw` t
Kv‡Ri wewbg‡q Lv`¨ Kg©m~wP‡Z wb‡qvwRZ
kªwgK, wbg©vY kªwgK, MÖvgxY FYMÖnxZv BZ¨vw` 45,000 25
†gvU 1,80,000 100
Drm t W. Aveyj eviKvZ, evsjv‡`‡ki ˆe‡`wkK FY I mvnvh¨ KZLvwb cÖ‡qvRb t MZ wZb `k‡Ki AwfÁZvi

cwjwUK¨vj BKbwg, evsjv‡`ki A_©bxwZ mwgwZ, mvgwqKx, 2002|



UvKvi g‡a¨ 45,000 †KvwU UvKv wKfv‡e Av‡iv djcÖ̀  e¨envi Kiv hvq †m c×wZ
Avwe®‹vi Kiv|

ˆe‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i mivmwi MÖnxZv Zv‡`i Av‡qi GKwU Ask e¨q K‡i †`kxq evRv‡i cÖvß
bvbv ai‡bi cY¨ I cwi‡mev µq eve`| G myev‡` myweav‡fvMx‡`i GKwU e¨vcKZi
†bUIqvK© G ˆe‡`wkK mvnvh¨ †bUIqv‡K©i g‡a¨ AšÍfz©³ n‡q hvq| mvnv‡h¨i e¨wß Ges
PzuB‡q cov DcKv‡ii dj wn‡m‡e kªgRxex gvby‡li g‡a¨ wK cwigvY Kg©ms¯’vb m„wó n‡q‡Q
Zvi cÖZ¨ÿ †Kvb wn‡me †bB|

3.11 wWGdAvB cÖK‡íi e¨q Acwi‡kva‡hvM¨ AsK e¨w³i c‡KU ’̄ t cÖZ¨ÿ ˆe‡`wkK wewb‡qvM
FYMÖnxZv‡`i g‡a¨ A‡b‡K wWGdAvB cÖK‡íi R‡b¨ Avg`vwbK…Z mvgMÖxi AwZwi³ g~j¨
D‡jøL K‡ib, F‡Yi c~Y© e¨envi K‡ib bv A_ev `ÿZvi mv‡_ FY Kv‡R jvMv‡Z e¨_© nb|
Gme FYMÖnxZviv Acwi‡kva‡hvM¨ wecyj A¼ c‡K‡U¯’ K‡ib| evsjv‡`‡k 250 Rb FY
†Ljvwci Kv‡Q R‡g _vKv cÖvq 30,000 †KvwU UvKvi mv‡_ ˆe‡`wkK F‡Yi m¤úK©Uv
Aek¨B AwZ Nwbô|

3.12 ga¨¯’ZvKvix wn‡m‡e KwZcq e¨w³iv myweav †fvM K‡i‡Q t Bb‡W›U‡`i †ÿ‡Î ga¨¯’Kvixi
ev `vjvwj eve` cÖvc¨ Ges Dci gn‡ji mv‡_ we‡kl †hvMv‡hvM NwU‡q †`qvi myev‡` †KD
†KD e¨vcK eLiv Av`vq K‡i †bb| †m mv‡_ duvK-†dvKi †ei K‡i Ges †Zvlv‡gv`xi
gva¨‡g Bb‡W›Uiiv wecyj A‡¼i A_© AvZ¥mvr K‡i †bq| G ai‡bi `vjvwji d‡j cÖKí
wKsev mieivn hLb cÖ‡qvRbvwZwi³ e¨qeûj n‡q hvq, Zvi `vq enb Ki‡Z nq †`k Ges
ˆe‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i mvaviY myweav‡fvMx‡`i‡KB|

3.13 ˆe‡`wkK FY †mev mvnvh¨ I e¨w³i Avw_©K Ae¯’vi cwieZ©b t ˆew`‡kK mvnv‡h¨i
jyUcvU‡Kw›`ªK GKwU †Mvôx `xN© mgq wb‡q M‡o D‡V‡Q †hLv‡b Av‡Q e¨emvqx, Avgjv,
ivRbxwZwe` cÖgyL| ¸wUK‡qK e¨w³i nv‡Z ¯v̂axbZv DËiKv‡j †h m¤ú` Nbxf‚Z n‡q‡Q
Zvi nqZev 75 kZvs‡ki Drm we‡`wk FY †mev mvnvh¨| †kl ch©šÍ we‡`‡k cyuwR cvPvi,
`„wóKUz †fvM, Rwg I evwo µq, Drcv`b ÿgZvi Ach©vß e¨envi, DØ„Ë Ges cybwe©wb‡qvM
m„wói †ÿ‡Î wbgœnvi, wWGdAvB Ges evwYwR¨K e¨vsKmg~‡ni Kv‡Q cÖf‚Z cwigvY
Acwi‡kvwaZ FY cÖf…wZ G †kªYxi Aw¯Í‡Z¡i mvgvwRK Dc‡hvwMZv m¤ú‡K© ¸iæZi cÖ‡kœi
Rb¥ w`‡q‡Q| †h‡nZz ciMvQv e„wË e„w×i gva¨‡g wn‡m‡e ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i mwµq
f‚wgKv Ab¯x̂Kvh©, Avi †m Kvi‡YB cÖPwjZ ˆe‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i mvgvwRK A_©‰bwZK
Dc‡hvwMZv I cÖ‡qvRbxqZvi c‡ÿ †Rviv‡jv †Kvb hyw³ †bB|

4. KiYxq eR©bxq mycvwik

evsjv‡`‡ki BwZnv‡m DwjøwLZ kvmb-†kvlY-jyÉb NUbvmg~n ivR‰bwZK I AivR‰bwZK
me miKv‡iiB wQj| Gme AmdjZvi `vqfvi Kuv‡a wb‡q AZx‡Zi me miKvi‡K ÿgZv
Qvo‡Z n‡q‡Q| Avi Gme `vqfvi ÿgZvq AwawôZ miKv‡ii c‡ÿ m„wó n‡j A_ev
wb‡R‡`i cwieZ©b K‡i Ggb `vqfvi †gvPb Ki‡Z bv cvi‡j †Kvb ivR‰bwZK,
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AivR‰bwZK miKviB ÿgZvq †ewkw`b _vK‡Z cvi‡e bv| evsjv‡`‡k Aaybv hw`I
`je`‡ji ivR‰bwZK miKv‡ii gva¨‡g ivóªxq ÿgZv fvi AwawôZ nIqvi jÿY †`Lv
hv‡”Q, nqZev `xN© mgq G cwiw¯’wZI wU‡K _vK‡e bv| Z…Zxq Ab¨ GKwU ivR‰bwZK
miKvi iv‡óªi ÿgZv fvi MÖnY Ki‡Z cv‡i| Gme ivR‰bwZK †fwéevwR Øviv ivR‰bwZK
`‡ji miKvi evievi cwieZ©b AvKv‡i Avm‡jI G‡`‡ki Dbœq‡b GgbwUB n‡Z _vK‡e|
mȳ ’ MYZš¿gbv I †kvlY-kvm‡bi ivRbxwZ Ges miKvi MVb `xN© ¯’vwqZ¡ n‡Z cvi‡j Ges
†`wk-we‡`wk ivóªxq m¤ú‡`i myôz cÖ‡qvM I e¨envi n‡j, Dbœq‡bi Rb¨ cÖ‡Z¨‡K wb‡R‡`i
Ae¯’v‡b †_‡K RbKj¨v‡Yi Rb¨ KvR Ki‡Z cvi‡j evsjv‡`k mwZ¨B ¯q̂sm¤ú~Y© ¯v̂axb
†mvbvi evsjv M‡o DV‡e| AvR‡Ki Z_¨ cÖhyw³ †hvMv‡hvM e¨e¯’vi cÖ‡qvM †KŠkj
mỳ „pKi‡Yi Rb¨ ivR‰bwZK miKvi †`k‡mevi gvb wb‡q KvR Ki‡j Dbœqb n‡eB|

5. Dcmsmvi

hvivB ÿgZvq Av‡mb Ges Avm‡eb, Zv‡`i Aek¨B AZx‡Zi e¨_©Zvi welq m¤ú‡K©
m‡PZb nIqv `iKvi| AZx‡Zi fvj-g›` Af¨vm †_‡K wkÿv MÖnY Ki‡j †`k c
wiPvjbvq fvj Ki‡Z cvi‡eb| ÿgZvkxb miKv‡ii Aek¨B AZx‡Zi fzj-ï×
AwfÁZv‡K cÖ‡qvM K‡i fvj wKQz Kivi me©Î wPšÍv fvebv wb‡q KvR Ki‡Z n‡e|
cÖwZwnsmv bq, cÖwZ‡kva bq, bvg e`j bq, ivR‰bwZK cÖwZ‡iva bq, eis ivR‰bwZK fv‡e
cÖwZ‡laK cÖ‡qvM K‡i Db&q‡bi Kv‡R g‡bvwb‡ek nIqv `iKvi| †`‡ki gvby‡li cÖZ¨vkv
n‡”Q fvj wKQz Kiv Ges †`k cwiPvjbvi `vwqZ¡fvi `xN©vwqZ K‡i Dbœq‡bi mKj †ÿ‡Î
miKv‡ii fveg~wZ©‡K Rbgvby‡li Kv‡Q ¯”̂Q K‡i M‡o †Zvjv| †`‡ki gvby‡li Kv‡Q mKj
Kg©Kv‡Ð wek¦vm‡hvM¨Zv m„wó Kiv| ivóªxq mKj Dbœqb Kg©Kv‡Ð MY Askx`vwiZ¡ m„wó K‡i
miKv‡ii c‡ÿ Revew`wnZv I ¯^”QZvi cwiPq †`qv DwPZ| Z‡eB †`k cwiPvjbvq
miKv‡ii mdjZvi cwiPvqK n‡e|

MYZš¿‡K mỳ „p Ki‡Z n‡j Z¨vMx miKv‡ii nv‡Z mrfv‡e †`k cwiPvjbvi Rb¨ `xN© mgq
w`‡Z n‡e| ivR‰bwZK miKv‡ii wec‡ÿ we‡ivax `j miKv‡ii Ask †_‡KB MVbg~jK
mgv‡jvPbv I Dbœq‡bi LvwZ‡i we‡iva Pvwj‡q †M‡j †`‡ki gvby‡li RbKj¨vYg~jK Dbœqb
n‡eB| mvsweavwbKfv‡e we‡ivax `j msm‡` ewjô K‡É Ae¯’vb wb‡j miKvwi `‡ji †Kvb
†bwZevPK Kg©KvÐ I Kg© cÖ‡Póvi cwiKíbv e¨_© n‡e| Awbqg I ARbKj¨v‡Y A_ev
miKvwi `j ev miKv‡ii c‡ÿi †jvK‡`i A‰bwZK kvmb-†kvlY Kivi †Kvb †KŠkjB
wU‡K _vK‡e bv| †gvU K_v †`‡ki Dbœq‡bi Rb¨ miKv‡ii Kg©Kv‡Ði MVbg~jK
mgv‡jvPbv, cÖwZev`, cÖwZ‡iva ivR‰bwZKfv‡e we‡ivax `j Z_v miKv‡ii Ask wn‡m‡e
KvR Ki‡Z n‡e| we‡ivwaZvi Rb¨ we‡iva bq, Dbœqb I RbKj¨v‡Y we‡ivwaZv Ki‡Z
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n‡e| ivóªxq ÿgZvq AwawôZ miKvi‡K Kv‡Ri Rb¨ `xN© mgq w`‡Z n‡e| b‡Pr Nb Nb
miKvi e¨_©Zv I cwiewZ©Z miKvi †`‡ki Dbœq‡b mnvqK n‡e bv|
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evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jvi CSR Kvh©µg - G‡`‡ki
`vwi`ª¨ we‡gvP‡b n‡Z cv‡i AbyKiYxq g‡Wj

gynv¤§` Rmxg D`&`xb 1

mvi-ms‡¶c
GB cÖe‡Ü evsjv‡`‡k CSR Kvh©µ‡g ̀ wi ª̀ cwievi‡K mivmwi Avw_©K mnvqZvi gva¨‡g `vwi`ª¨
we‡gvP‡bi Dci Av‡jvKcvZ Kiv n‡q‡Q| cÖe‡Üi ïiæ‡Z j¶¨ I D‡Ïk¨ Ges Z_¨ I c×wZ
m¤ú‡K© Av‡jvPbv Kiv n‡q‡Q| GQvov evsjv‡`‡ki CSR Kvh©µ‡gi msw¶ß weeiY I g~j¨vqb,
CSR Kvh©µ‡gi gva¨‡g `vwi`ª¨ we‡gvP‡bi iƒc‡iLv, `wi ª̀ cwievi wbe©vP‡bi gvb`Û Ges
CSR Kvh©µ‡gi gva¨‡g myweav‡fvMx `wi`ª cwiev‡ii kZ©v‡iv‡ci Dci we‡kølY Kivi D‡`¨M
†bqv n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki `vwi ª̀¨ cwiw¯’wZ AZ¨šÍ bvRyK| cwiw ’̄wZ Ggb ch©v‡q †h, `vwi`ª¨
we‡gvPb AvR †`‡ki Rb¨ cÖavb P¨v‡jÄ| welqwU gv_vq †i‡L CSR Kvh©µg‡K `wi ª̀gyLx
Kivi j‡¶¨ RvZxq ch©v‡q GKwU MÖnY‡hvM¨ CSR bxwZgvjv cÖYq‡bi Dci ‡Rvi †`qv n‡q‡Q|
cÖe‡Üi †klvs‡k CSR Kvh©µg‡K Av‡iv MwZkxj, A_©en I ev Í̄em¤§Z Kivi j‡¶¨ bxwZgvjv
cÖYq‡b GKwU mycvwikgvjv †ck Kiv n‡q‡Q|

cUf~wg

CSR Gi c~Y© Awfe¨w³ n‡”Q Corporate Social Responsibility hvi A_© K‡c©v‡iU mvgvwRK
`vqe×Zv| Avgv‡`i ‡`‡k GB Kvh©µ‡gi Lye GKUv cÖPjb ev cwiwPwZ bv †c‡jI w`‡b w`‡b GB
Kvh©µg cÖmvwiZ n‡”Q| Bangladesh Bank, Corporate Social Responsibility Centre (CSR
Centre), Corporate Social Responsibility Bangladesh (CSR Bangladesh) mn KwZcq
cÖwZôvb I ms¯’v CSR Kvh©µg wKfv‡e Av‡iv Kvh©Ki MwZkxj I A_©en Kiv hvq †m wel‡q
M‡elbv I wewfbœ w`K wb‡`©kbv w`‡q Avm‡Q| ch©v‡jvPbv Ki‡j †`Lv hv‡e mvgcÖwZK mg‡q
evsjv‡`‡ki A‡bK cÖwZôvb we‡kl K‡i evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jvi g‡a¨ †ek wKQy e¨vs‡Ki CSR
Kvh©µg †ek AvKl©Yxq I bRi Kvo‡Q| miKv‡ii c¶ ‡_‡K CSR Kvh©µg Av‡iv †Rvi`vi
Kivi ZvwM` †`qv n‡”Q| ejv n‡”Q CSR Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv Ki‡j we‡kl myweav ‡`Iqv n‡e|

1. cÖfvlK, A_©bxwZ wefvM, †dbx Mvj©m K¨v‡WU K‡jR, †dbx 
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we‡k¦i cÖvq cÖwZwU †`‡kB CSR Kvh©µg cwiPvwjZ nq| evwYwR¨K Kvh©µg cwiPvjbvi cvkvcvwk
wkí I evwYwR¨K cÖwZôvb¸‡jv gvbe Kj¨v‡Y cÖPzi e¨q K‡i _v‡K| e¨vcK bv n‡jI Avgv‡`i
†`‡k GB Kvh©µg w`‡b w`‡b RbwcÖq n‡q DV‡Q| Zvm‡Z¡I Av‡M Gwb‡q Lye †ekx Av‡jvPbv
ch©v‡jvPbv nqwb| w`‡b w`‡b Gi ¸iæZ¡ †e‡o P‡j‡Q cvkvcvwk wKfv‡e CSR Kvh©µg‡K Av‡iv
A_©en Kiv hvq †m wel‡q e¨w³ I cÖvwZôvwbK ch©v‡q Pj‡Q we‡kølY| CSR Kvh©µg wK? mnR
K_vq wkí I evwYwR¨K cÖwZôv‡bi ‡Kvb ¯v̂‡_© bq, gvbe Kj¨v‡Y wewfbœ Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv KivB
CSR. Ab¨ K_vq evwYwR¨K Kvh©µ‡gi gva¨‡g AwR©Z jf¨vs‡ki GKwU Ask gvbe Kj¨v‡Y e¨q
Kiv‡K CSR wn‡m‡e Mb¨ Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| GB e¨q ¯-̂cÖ‡Yvw`Z n‡Z cv‡i Avevi eva¨evaKZvi
Kvi‡YI n‡Z cv‡i| gvbe Kj¨v‡Y gvbyl cÖvPxb Kvj †_‡KB KvR K‡i Avm‡Q| d‡j CSR Gi
D™¢e wVK KLb n‡q‡Q Zv ejv gykwKj| GL‡bv MÖv‡g M‡Ä A‡bK e¨w³‡K e¨w³MZ ch©v‡q
Kj¨vYg~jK A‡bK KvR Ki‡Z †`Lv hvq| GL‡bv †`Lv hvq MÖv‡gi GKRb ¯^”Qj K…lK eo cyKyi
Lbb K‡i †`q hv‡Z `wi ª̀ cÖwZ‡ekxiv †Mvmj Ki‡Z cv‡i| Avgiv nvRx gyn¤§` ‡gvnmxb (1732-
1812) Gi bvg ï‡bwQ| 1769-70 mv‡ji miKvix `wjj †_‡K Rvbv hvq †h, GB mg‡qi gnv
`ywf©‡¶ wZwb eû j½iLvbv ¯’vcb K‡iwQ‡jb Ges miKvix mvnvh¨ Znwe‡j A_© cÖ`vb K‡iwQ‡jb|
K‡Vvi Zc¯x̂ †gvnmxb 1806 mv‡j GKwU Uªv÷ MVb K‡ib Ges `yÕRb gyZvIqvwj wbhy³ K‡ib|
wZwb Zvi m¤úwË‡K bqwU †kqv‡i fvM K‡ib| wZbwU †kqvi ag©xq Kg©Kv‡Û e¨env‡ii Rb¨; e„wË
Ges `vZe¨ Kv‡R e¨‡qi wbwg‡Ë PviwU †kqvi Ges `yÕwU †kqvi ivLv nq gyZvIqvwj‡`i †eZb
wn‡m‡e| 1812 mv‡j Zvi g„Z¨yi ci gyZvIqvwjØq Znwej Zmiæc Kivq 1818 mv‡j miKvi
†gvnmxb dv‡Ûi `vwqZ¡ wbR nv‡Z Zz‡j †bq| miKv‡ii `vwqZ¡ MÖn‡Yi ci AwR©Z m¤úwËi ewa©Z
Ask wewfbœ `vjvb-‡KvVv wbg©vY Kv‡R e¨q Kiv nq| Dwbk kZ‡Ki cÂvk Gi `k‡K wbwg©Z
GBme `vjvb-‡KvVvi g‡a¨ wQj Avevm ¯’j, ¯‹zj, K‡jR, gv`ªvmv, gmwR`, nvmcvZvj, mgvwa‡mŠa
I BgviZevivi e¨q wbe©v‡ni Rb¨ GKwU evRvi|

ivYx ivmgwb (1793-1861) GK AwZ `wi`ª cwiev‡i Rb¥MÖnb K‡ib| Zvi Aciƒc †mŠ›`‡h© gy»
n‡q abvX¨ e¨emvqx ivRP›`ª gi Zv‡K we‡q K‡ib| †ZZvwjk eQi eq‡m weaev n‡qI ivmgwb
Zvi cwiev‡ii m¤ú` D‡jL‡hvM¨ mvgvwRK Kg©KvÛ I `vZe¨ cÖwZôv‡b e¨q K‡ib| wZwb M½v
b`x‡Z †R‡j‡`i gvQ aivi AwaKvi Av`v‡q m¶g nb| GRb¨ K‡qKwU w÷gvi mvwf©m eÜ Ki‡Z
Zv‡K cÖPzi A_©I e¨q Ki‡Z n‡qwQj| Gfv‡e e¨w³ ch©v‡q Avgiv A‡bK bwRi cve hviv †Kvb
¯v̂_© nvwm‡ji Rb¨ bq, †Kej gvbe Kj¨v‡Y wb‡Ri AwR©Z mviv Rxe‡bi DcvR©b e¨q K‡i
†M‡Qb| †`‡k cÖvq cÖwZwbqZB †`Lv hvq, †Ljvayjv, ¯v̂¯’¨‡mev, wk¶v, mvs¯‹…wZK Kg©KvÛ, `vwi`ª̈
we‡gvPb, cvVvMvi ¯’vcb, cÖvK…wZK `y‡hv©‡M ỳM©Z‡`i mnvqZv, e„¶‡ivcb, evua wbgv©Y BZ¨vw`
AmsL¨ Kv‡R e¨w³, msMVb ev cÖwZôvb Avw_©K mnvqZvi nvZ evovq| wkí I evwYwR¨K
cÖwZôv‡bi c¶ †_‡K Gfv‡e gvbe Kj¨v‡Y nvZ evov‡bvB CSR ejv hvq| Z‡e Gi MÖnY†hvM¨
e¨vL¨v wn‡m‡e ejv hvq, e¨vsK I Avw_©K cÖwZôvb, exgv †Kv¤úvbx, wkí I evwYwR¨K cÖwZôvb hLb
¯-̂cÖ‡Yvw`Z n‡q wKsev eva¨evaKZvi Kvi‡Y gvbe Kj¨v‡Y wewfbœ Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv K‡i Zv‡KB
CSR ejv hvq †hLv‡b †Kvb e¨emvwqK ¯v̂_© _v‡Kbv|

evsjv‡`k Z…Zxq we‡k¦i Ab¨Zg `wi`ª cxwoZ †`k| G‡`‡ki `vwi`ª̈  cwiw¯’wZ AZ¨šÍ bvRyK|
wecyj Rb‡Mvôxi GB †`‡k `vwi‡`ª̈ i cÖKUZv Ab¯x̂Kvh©| 2005 mv‡j Pig `vwi‡`ª̈ i nvi wQj
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40.4 kZvsk| 2010 mv‡j Zv 31.5 kZvs‡k †b‡g G‡jI ejv hvq †h, 16 †KvwUi AwaK
Rb‡Mvôxi gv‡S 5 †KvwUi AwaK gvbyl `wi ª̀ mxgvi bx‡P emevm K‡i Avm‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki gZ
mgm¨v cxwoZ e„nr Rb‡Mvôxi `wi ª̀ †`‡k CSR Kvh©µ‡gi ¸iæZ¡ Acwimxg Ges Gi e¨envi
Av‡iv Kvh©Ki I hy‡Mvc‡hvMx Kivi cÖ‡qvRbxqZv w`‡b w`‡b e„w× cv‡”Q| hviv LyeB Mwie Zv‡`i
A_©‰bwZK wbivcËv wbwðZ Ki‡Z n‡e| RvZxq ch©vq †_‡K †h kvmb e¨e¯’v cwiPvjbv Kiv nq
Zv me mgq `wi‡ ª̀i c‡¶ _v‡Kbv| ¶gZvkvjx‡`i `vc‡U, cÖkvm‡bi `yb©xwZ I `ywe©bxwZi Kvi‡Y
Mwie gvbyl LyeB AcgvwbZ I Amnvq †eva K‡i| RvZxq ch©v‡q GmKj mxgve×Zv _vKv m‡Z¡I
`vwi`ª̈  we‡gvPb Kg©m~Px¸‡jv Kx K‡i Av‡iv gvbweK I `wi`ªgyLx Kiv hvq †mB †KŠkj Avgv‡`i
Luy‡R †ei Ki‡Z n‡e| Aa¨vcK †ingvb †mvenvb `vwi`ª̈  Rq Kivi Rb¨ wek¦e¨vwc †h †Póv Pj‡Q
Zvi GKRb Drmvnx Kg©x| wZwb Zvi bZzb eB ÔÔChallenging the Injustice of Poverty:
Agendas for Inclusive Development in South AsiaÓ MÖ‡š’ e‡j‡Qb, `vwi`ª̈  GK ai‡bi
AwePvi| †KDB Ggb Rxeb †e‡Q wb‡Z Pvqbv| eis mvgvwRK-A_©‰bwZK-ivR‰bwZK kw³i
Kvi‡YB G ai‡bi Awfkvc †b‡g Av‡m D‡jL‡hvM¨msL¨K gvby‡li Rxe‡b|

2. cÖe‡Üi j¶¨ I D‡Ïk¨

GB cÖe‡Üi g~j j¶¨ n‡”Q †`‡ki eZ©gvb Av_©-mvgvwRK Ae¯’v we‡ePbvq we`¨gvb eûgyLx
Kvh©µ‡gi cwie‡Z© †Kej gvÎ `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b CSR Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv Kiv| G‡¶‡Î evwYwR¨K
e¨vsK¸‡jvi CSR Kvh©µg‡K cÖavb wbqvgK wn‡m‡e we‡ePbv K‡i D‡Ïk¨mg~n wb‡æ Dc¯’vcb Kiv
n‡jv:

K) evsjv‡`‡ki evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jvi cvkvcvwk KwZcq †m±‡ii CSR Kvh©µg DÌvcb Ges
Gi g~j¨vqb Zy‡j aiv |

L) CSR Kvh©µg‡K `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b DrmvwnZ Kivi Rb¨ GKwU iƒc‡iLv Dc¯’vcb Kiv|

M. CSR Kvh©µg‡K `vwi ª̀¨ we‡gvP‡bi ¯v̂‡_© Av‡iv MwZkxj I A_©en K‡i †Zvjvi Rb¨
mycvwik gvjv ‰Zwi Kiv|

3. c×wZ I Z_¨

Av‡jvP¨ cÖe‡Ü e¨eüZ Z_¨mg~n cÖKvwkZ Drm n‡Z †bqv n‡q‡Q| Gi g‡a¨ e¨vswKs Lv‡Zi
CSR Kvh©µ‡gi Dci ÒReview of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Initiatives
in Banks (2008& 2009)” wk‡ivbv‡g evsjv‡`k e¨vsK KZ©„K cÖKvwkZ cÖKvkbvwU cÖavb Drm
wn‡m‡e we‡ePbv Kiv n‡q‡Q| GQvov evsjv‡`k A_©‰bwZK mgx¶v, CSR Centre, CSR
Bangladesh mn wewfbœ ms¯’v KZ©„K Av‡qvwRZ †mwgbvi I cÖKvwkZ wewfbœ cÖKvkbv, M‡elbv
MÖš’, wewfbœ ˆ`wb‡K cÖKvwkZ Kjvg, wi‡cvU©, wdPvi Ges `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvPb I CSR Kvh©µ‡gi Dci
wjwLZ wewfbœ MÖ‡š’i mnvqZv †bIqv n‡q‡Q| 
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S/L Name of Bank 2007 2008 2009 
1. Sonali Bank Ltd.  10,500,000.00  
2. Rupali Bank Ltd.    
3. Janata Bank Ltd.  5,000,000.00  
4. Agrani Bank Ltd. 6,000,000.00  3,500,000.00 
5. BKB    
6. BSB    
7. RAKUB   500,000.00 
8. BSRS    
9. BASIC Bank Ltd. 5,000,000.00 400,000.00  

10. Eastern Bank Ltd. 9,500,000.00 1,000,000.00 6,738,669.00 
11. Bank Asia Ltd. 13,820,000.00 6,920,000.00 1,000,000.00 
12.   Dutch Bangla Bank Ltd. 39,206,500.00 171,016,500.00 159,206,500.0

0 
13. IFIC Bank Ltd. 11,988,000.00 10,559,000.00  
14.   Mutual trust Bank Ltd. 5,000,000.00  3,500,000.00 
15. Jamuna Bank Ltd. 14,217,894.00 1,451,338.00 4,576,813.00 
16. BRAC Bank Ltd.  7,360,000.00 21,569,660.00 
17. Pubali Bank Ltd. 27,491,500.00 24,492,600.00 18,883,200.00 
18. Premier Bank Ltd. 8,400,000.00 7,507,800.00 11,570,000.00 
19. Uttara Bank Ltd. 10,000,000.00 8,900,000.00 3,080,000.00 
20. South East Bank Ltd. 22,414,000.00 14,654,375.00  
21. NCC Bank Ltd.  11,000,000.00 4,380,000.00 
22. National Bank Ltd.  47,269,000.00 68,404,000.00 
23. Trust Bank Ltd. 9,520,000.00 1,000,000.00 46,750,000.00 
24. Bangladesh Commerce Bank Ltd.  100,000.00 2,870,000.00 
25. Mercantile Bank Ltd. 14,615,000.00 12,170,000.00 9,776,000.00 
26. Dhaka Bank Ltd. 9,400,000.00 22,400,000.00 22,926,000.00 
27. AB Bank Ltd.    
28. The City Bank Ltd.   4,980,000.00 
29. Prime Bank Ltd.    
30. One Bank Ltd.   8,609,500.00 
31. United Commercial Bank Ltd.    
32. Standard Bank Ltd.  6,000,000.00  
33. Social Islami Bank Ltd.    
34. First Security Islami Bank Ltd. 400,000.00 1,000,000.00  
35. EXIM Bank Ltd.  19,300,000.00  
36. Islami Bank Bangladesh Ltd.   116,270,000.0

0 
37. Al-Arafah Islami Bank Ltd.  12,500,000.00 8,030,000.00 
38. Shahjalal Islami Bank Ltd. 19,501,000.00  10,237,000.00 
39. ICB Islami Bank Ltd.  125,000.00  
40. Standard Chartered Bank Ltd.    
41. CITI NA    
42. HSBC  200,000.00 16,400,000.00 
43. Habib Bank Ltd.    
44. Commercial Bank of Ceylon    
45. Woori Bank    
46. Bank Al-Falah Ltd.  7,000,000.00  
47. National Bank of Pakistan    
48. State Bank of India 10,000.00 875,000.00 525,000.00 

 Total 226,483,894.0 410,700,613.00 553,782,342.0

Table 1 : CSR Expenditures by Banks Amount in Tk.

Source: Bangladesh Bank.



4. evsjv‡`‡k CSR Kvh©µg

evsvjv‡`‡k CSR Kvh©µg ch©vß bv n‡jI G‡Kev‡i Kg bq| cÖvq cªwZwbqZB †Kvb bv †Kvb wkí
I evwYwR¨K cÖwZôvb, msMVb ev ms¯’v‡K CSR Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv Ki‡Z †`Lv hvq| wewfbœ
cÖwZôv‡bi AmsL¨ Kvh©µ‡gi g‡a¨ evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jvi CSR Kvh©µgB me‡P‡q †ewk bRi
Kv‡o| evsjv‡`k e¨vsK 2010 mv‡j GwcÖj gv‡m evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jvi CSR Kvh©µ‡gi Dci
cÖ_g ev‡ii gZ “Review of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Initiatives in
Banks (2008& 2009)” wk‡ivbv‡g GKwU wi‡cvU© cÖKvk K‡i| G‡Z D‡jL Kiv nq 2009
mv‡j †`‡ki 48wU ZvwjKvfy³ (Schedule Bank) e¨vs‡Ki g‡a¨ 46wU e¨vsK CSR Kvh©µ‡gi
mv‡_ hy³ wQj|

Table-1 †_‡K †`Lv hvq, †Kej 2009 mvj we‡ePbvq CSR Kvh©µ‡g me‡P‡q †ekx e¨q K‡i‡Q
WvP& evsjv e¨vsK Ges GB e¨‡qi cwigvY 15 †KvwU 92 jvL 6 nvRvi 500 UvKv| evwYwR¨K
e¨vsK¸‡jvi eQi wfwËK CSR Kvh©µg we‡kølY Ki‡j †`Lv hvq GB Kvh©µ‡g 2007 mv‡j 22
†KvwU 64 jvL 83 nvRvi 8 kZ 94 UvKv, 2008 mv‡j 41 †KvwU 7 jvL 613 UvKv Ges 2009
mv‡j 55 †KvwU 37 jvL 82 nvRvi 3 kZ 42 UvKv e¨wqZ n‡q‡Q| 

evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jvi CSR Kvh©µg ch©v‡jvPbv Ki‡j †`Lv hvq, e¨q we‡ePbvq me‡P‡q †ekx
e¨q nq cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©v‡M| Table-2 †_‡K †`Lv hvq, cªvK…wZK `y‡h©v‡M Îvb (Disaster relief)
wn‡m‡e me‡P‡q †ekx e¨q Kiv n‡q‡Q| eQi we‡ePbvq 2007 mv‡j 12 †KvwU 77 jvL, 2008
mv‡j 5 †KvwU 86 jvL Ges 2009 mv‡j 12 †KvwU 51 jvL UvKv e¨wqZ n‡q‡Q| wØZxq m‡e©v”P
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Table 2: Sectoral pattern of CSR expenditure reported by Banks
Tk. in million

Segments 2007 2008 2009 
Disaster Relief 127.7 58.6 125.1 
Education 14.3 30.5 94.8 
Health 68.6 112.1 245.5 
Sports 02.7 49.8 1.2 
Arts and Culture 0.0 158.9 0.3 
Others 13.1 158.9 86.9 
Total 226.4 410.7 553.8 

 Source: Bangladesh Bank.
e¨q n‡q‡Q ¯v̂¯’̈  LvZ Dbœq‡b| G‡¶‡Î `wi`ª gvby‡li ¯v̂¯’¨ ‡mev, ¯§vBj eªvBUvi Kg©m~Px, cjøx
¯^v¯’¨ †mev Kvh©µg, we‡klvwqZ nvmcvZv‡j bM` mnvqZv, nvmcvZvj wbg©vY BZ¨vw`
D‡jjøL‡hvM¨| Z…Zxq m‡e©v”P e¨vq n‡q‡Q wk¶v I wk¶v Ae KvVv‡gvMZ Dbœq‡b| G j‡¶¨
wk¶ve„wË, wk¶v cÖwZôv‡b Avw_©K mnvqZv, wewfbœ DcKiY weZiY mn wewfbœ Kvh©µg ev¯Íevqb
Kiv nq| 



GQvovI µxov, ms¯‹…wZ, bMixi †mŠ›`h©̈ e„w×, fv¯‹h© wbg©vY, kxZvZ©‡`i gv‡S kxZ e¯¿ weZiY,
m‡PZbZvg~jK cÖvgvY¨wPÎ I Pjw”PÎ wbg©vY, cwi‡ek Dbœqb GiKg gvbe Kj¨v‡Y wewfbœ
Kg©m~Px‡Z evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jv bM` mnvqZv cÖ̀ vb K‡i _v‡K| 

evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jv QvovI G‡`‡ki wgwWqv, wewfbœ wkí cÖwZôvb, †gvevBj Acv‡iUi,
gvwëb¨vkbvj †Kv¤úvbx, e¨emvqx msMVb CSR Kg©m~Px ev¯Íevqb K‡i _v‡K hv MYgva¨‡g cÖvqB
cÖPvi Kiv nq| MZ 13 †g, 2010 Zvwi‡L mgKv‡j cÖKvwkZ GK cÖwZ‡e`‡b †`Lv hvq, Rvnv½xi
bMi wek¦we`¨vj‡qi Bs‡iRx wefv‡Mi gvb Dbœq‡bi GK cÖKí ev¯Íevq‡b wmwU‡mj GwM‡q
G‡m‡Q| cÖwZ‡e`‡b D‡jL Kiv nq wmwU‡mj IB wefv‡Mi Rb¨ wWwRUvj j¨ve MV‡b mnqZv
Ki‡e| Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA)
cÖwZeÜx I wQbœg~j‡`i PvKix †`‡e e‡j †NvlYv †`q| CSR Kvh©µ‡gi GhverKv‡ji me‡P‡q eo
Kvh©µg MÖnY K‡i Federation of Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and
Industry(FBCCI). †`‡k Kg©ms¯’vb m„wói j‡¶¨ e¨emvqx‡`i kxl© msMVb FBCCI ÒKg©ms¯’vb
cÖKíÓ Ges ÒGK cwievi GK e¨emvqxÓ bv‡g `yÕwU cÖKí nv‡Z †bq| mvgvwRK `vqe×Zvi Ask
wn‡m‡e †`k Ry‡o G`yÕwU cÖKí 2010 mv‡ji Rvbyqvix †_‡K ev¯Íevqb ïiy n‡e e‡j †NvlYv †`Iqv
nq| GRb¨ msMV‡bi c¶ †_‡K FBCCI dvD‡Ûkb MVb Kiv nq Ges Zv‡Z GK †KvwU UvKvi
Znwej MV‡bi wm×všÍ †bIqv nq| 2009 mv‡ji 12 wW‡m¤î kwbevi ivRavbxi FBCCI fe‡b
GK msev` m‡¤§j‡b †NvlYv †`Iqv nq cÖ_g Qq gv‡mB 7 †_‡K 10 nvRvi †eKv‡ii Kg©ms¯’v‡bi
e¨e¯’v Kiv n‡e| FBCCI mfvcwZ Avwbmyj nK e‡jb, mvgvwRK `vqe×Zvi Ask wn‡m‡e †`‡ki
`vwi`ª̈  we‡gvPb, Lv`¨ wbivcËv wbwðZKib, Kg©ms¯’vb m„wó, gvbe m¤ú` Dbœqb mn wewfbœ Dbœqb
g~jK Kv‡R Ae`vb ivL‡Z G dvD‡Ûkb MVb Kiv n‡q‡Q| 

CSR Kvh©µ‡g wgwWqvi f~wgKv `xN©w`‡bi| wgwWqv¸‡jv cÖwZwbqZB `wi`ª‡`i wPwKrmv mnvqZv,
cÖvK…wZK ỳ‡h©vM †gvKv‡ejv, mgvR m‡PZbZvg~jK wewfbœ cÖwZ‡e`b I Abyôvb cÖPvi I cÖKvk mn
AmsL¨ Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv K‡i Avm‡Q| mv¤cÖwZK mg‡q B‡jKUªwbK wgwWqvq cÖPvwiZ K‡qKwU
wi‡qwjwU †kv ‡MvUv †`k‡K bvwo‡q †`q| we‡kl K‡i GwUGb evsjvq kvn wm‡g›U wbg©v‡Yi ZviKv,
evsjvwfk‡b BGMEA Av‡qvwRZ wcÖwgqvi e¨vsK Me©, ‰ekvLx ‡Uwjwfk‡b wek¦vm weìvm© Ab¨
Av‡jvq Mvb, GwUGb evsjvi cÖPvwiZ †gavex evsjvi g~L mwe‡kl D‡jøL‡hvM¨ hv wgwWqv f~e‡b
GK bZzb Aa¨v‡qi m~Pbv K‡i|

5. evsjv‡`‡ki CSR Kvh©µ‡gi g~j¨vqb

gvbe Kj¨vY Z_v †`‡ki mvgwMÖK Dbœqb- g~jZ G D‡Ïk¨‡KB mvg‡b †i‡L evsvjv‡`‡ki CSR
Kvh©µg ev¯ÍevwqZ n‡”Q| †m wn‡m‡e CSR Kvh©µ‡gi g~j¨vq‡bi cÖ‡qvRbxqZv i‡q‡Q|
evsjv‡`k c„w_exi Ab¨Zg Rbenyj †`k| m½Z Kvi‡YB `vwi`ª̈  mn AmsL¨ mgm¨vq RR©wiZ GB
†`k| Ggb †cÖ¶vc‡U Pjgvb CSR Kvh©µg gvbe Kj¨vY Z_v Kvw•LZ Dbœq‡b f~wgKv ivL‡Z
KZUzKz m¶g? g~j¨vq‡b ejv hvq, G †`‡ki CSR Kvh©µg †gv‡UI Kvh©Ki MwZkxj I
m‡šÍvlRbK bq| A‡bK Kg©m~Px `vqmviv †Mv‡Qi, †jvK ‡`Lv‡bv I MZvbyMwZK| Kg©m~Px¸‡jvi
AwaKvskB kni †Kw›`ªK, wew¶ß I wew”Qbœfv‡e ev¯ÍevwqZ nq| cÖvq me Kg©m~PxB G‡jv‡g‡jv I
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A‡MvQv‡jv| AwaKš‘ Gme Kg©m~Pxi gvic¨uv‡P A‡bK cÖwZôvb miKv‡ii c¶ †_‡K cÖPzi myweav
jy‡d †bq| CSR Kg©m~Px hZUzKz bv ev¯ÍevwqZ nq, cÖPviYv cvq Zvi †P‡q A‡bK ‡ewk| m‡e©vcyix
evsjv‡`‡ki CSR Kvh©µg A¯úó, A¯^”Q Ges ‡`‡ki mvwe©K Ae¯’v we‡ePbvq mg‡qvc‡hvMx bq|
evsjv‡`‡ki `vwi ª̀̈  cwiw¯’wZ we‡ePbvq Kj¨vYg~jK †h †Kvb Kg©KvÛ `vwi ª̀¨ evÜe nIqvB DwPr|
†m we‡ePbvq CSR Kvh©µ‡g cÖwZ eQi kZ †KvwU UvKv e¨wqZ n‡jI eQ‡i KZ¸‡jv `wi`ª cwievi
mivmwi DcK…Z nq †m wel‡q †KD wbw`©ó K‡i wKQy ej‡Z cvi‡e e‡j g‡b nqbv| MZ 17 †g,
2010 Zvwi‡L GKwU cwÎKvi cÖKvwkZ Z_¨ g‡Z, evsjv‡`k e¨vs‡Ki CSR bxwZgvjvq
e¨vsK¸‡jvi KvQ †_‡K cÖvß Z‡_¨i wfwË‡Z weMZ K‡qK eQ‡ii CSR Kvh©µ‡gi Ask MÖn‡Yi
wPÎ †`qv n‡q‡Q| G‡Z †`Lv ‡M‡Q, mvgvwRK `vqe×Zv cvj‡bi †¶‡Î AwaKvsk e¨vs‡KiB †Kvb
bwRi †bB| m½Z Kvi‡YB wecyj RbmsL¨v Aaÿ wlZ GB ‡`‡k `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b CSR Kvh©µg
cwiPvjbvq GKwU my›`i, ¯úó I mywbw`©ó bxwZgvjv cÖYqb AvR mg‡qi `vex| 

6. CSR bxwZgvjvi iƒc‡iLv

CSR Kvh©µ‡gi Ask wn‡m‡e eûwea Kvh©µg cwiPvwjZ nq| †`Lv hvq cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©v‡M ÎvY
weZiY †_‡K ïiæ K‡i wek¦we`¨vj‡qi M‡elYv Kvh©µ‡gi feb wbg©vY, kxZvZ©  gvby‡li g‡a¨
kxZe¯¿ weZiY †_‡K ïiæ K‡i bM‡ii †mŠ›`¨h© ea©K fv¯‹h© wbg©vY, †Ljva~jv, mvs¯‹…wZK Kg©KvÛ
me †¶‡ÎB Avw_©K mnvqZv‡K CSR wn‡m‡e Pvwj‡q †`Iqv nq| eZ©gvb ev¯ÍeZvq CSR Kvh©µg
`wi`ªgyLx nIqvB DwPr hv `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b mivmwi f~wgKv ivL‡e| Gj‡¶¨ eûwea Kvh©µ‡gi
cwie‡Z© GKg~Lx Kvh©µg nv‡Z †bqvB †kªqZi| Avi Zv ev¯Íevq‡b CSR Kvh©µ‡g e¨wqZ A‡_©i
b~̈ bZg 80 †_‡K 95 kZvsk `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b e¨q Ki‡Z n‡e hv‡Z Zv mivmwi `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b
mnvqK nq|

GKwU cwÎKvq cÖKvwkZ wi‡cvU© g‡Z, evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jv‡K CSR Kvh©µ‡g DrmvwnZ Kivi
Rb¨ evsjv‡`k e¨vsK GKwU bxwZgvjv cÖYqb K‡i‡Q| Zv‡Z †`Lv hvq mgv‡Ri Amnvq †jvK‡`i
wewfbœ fv‡e mnvqZv, cwi‡ek myi¶v, myweav ewÂ‡Zi wk¶v, cywó, `vZe¨ cÖwZôv‡bi Dbœq‡b e¨q
Kiv A_© cÖK…Z CSR wn‡m‡e MY¨ n‡e| ‡`‡ki ev¯Íe cwiw¯’wZ we‡ePbvq evsjv‡`k e¨vs‡Ki GB
bxwZgvjv ms‡kva‡bi cÖ‡qvRbxqZv i‡q‡Q| G‡¶‡Î eûg~Lx Kvh©µ‡gi cwie‡Z© GKg~Lx Kvh©µg
cwiPvjbv Kiv AwaKZi †hŠw³K Ges Gj‡¶¨ mgv‡Ri Amnvq gvbyl‡K we‡ePbvq Avb‡Z n‡e|
Avi Gme Amnvq gvbyl‡K ev¯Íe m¤§Z mnvqZv K‡i `vwi‡`ª̈ i ejq †_‡K †ei K‡i Avbvi AvcÖvY
†Póv Kivi cÖ‡qvRbxqZv me‡P‡q Riæix| Avgv‡`i cÖavb j¶¨ nIqv DwPZ `wi`ª gvbyl‡`i `vwi`ª̈
we‡gvP‡b m¶g K‡i †Zvjv hv‡Z Zviv wb‡RivB wb‡R‡`i `vwi`ª̈  `~i K‡i ¯ŵbf©i n‡Z cv‡i|
Avw_©K fv‡e ¯v̂ej¤̂x n‡j GKwU cwievi Ggwb‡ZB wk¶v I ¯v̂¯’¨ m‡PZbZv mn `xq© †gqv‡` mKj
†¶‡Î GwM‡q Avm‡e| G‡Z K‡i CSR Kvh©µ‡gi wewfbœ Kg©m~Px‡Z e¨‡qi cÖ‡qvRbxqZv Avi
_vK‡ebv| ¯v̂ej¤̂x nIqv †Kvb mvgwqK e¨vcvi bq, GRb¨ cÖ‡qvRb `xN© †gqv`x ewjô c`‡¶c
MÖnY Ges Kvh©Ki ev¯Íevqb| 

Gj¶¨ AR©‡b `wi`ª gvbyl‡K bM` Avw_©K mnvqZv ¸iæZ¡c~Y© f~wgKv ivL‡Z cv‡i| Avi GRb¨
GKwU `xN© †gqv`x j¶¨‡K mvg‡b †i‡L RvZxq ch©v‡q GKwU mywbw`©ó I ¯úó bxwZgvjv cÖYqb
AZ¨vek¨K| eZ©gvb ev¯ÍeZvq CSR Kvh©µg‡K `yÕfv‡M fvM Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| Pjgvb CSR
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Kvh©µ‡g e¨wqZ cÖvq mgỳ q A_©B `wi`ª gvbyl‡K bM` mnvqZv wn‡m‡e cÖ̀ vb Ki‡Z eva¨evaKZv
Av‡ivc Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| Avi ¯ĉÖ‡Yvw`Z n‡q Rb Kj¨vYg~jK KvR Ki‡Z †h †Kvb †¶‡Î
A_©vq‡bi my‡hvM D¤§y³ ivLv †h‡Z cv‡i| cÖkœ n‡jv bM` mnvqZvi cwigvY KZ n‡e? Zv Aek¨B
ev¯Íe cwiw¯’wZ I mg‡qvc‡hvwMZv we‡ePbv K‡i Ggb fv‡e wba©viY Ki‡Z n‡e hv‡Z GKwU
cwievi GKwU wbw`©ó mgq †gqv‡` `vwi‡ ª̀¨i ejq †_‡K m¤ú~Y© iƒ‡c †ewi‡q Avm‡Z cv‡i| Gj‡¶¨
GKwU cwievi‡K cÖwZgv‡m cuvP nvRvi UvKv cÖ`vb Kivi weavb Pvjy Ki‡Z n‡e| GKwU `wi`ª
cwievi hw` cÖwZ gv‡m cuvP nvRvi UvKv cvq Zvn‡j eZ©gvb cwiw¯’wZ we‡ePbvq †gvUvgywU fvjB
Pj‡e| G‡¶‡Î cuvP nvRvi UvKvi g‡a¨ gv‡m Pvi nvRvi UvKv cÖ`vb Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i Ges GK
nvRvi UvKv Zvi bv‡g gvwmK mÂq wnmve Ly‡j Zv‡Z ¯’vbvšÍi Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| G cÖwµqvq †h
†Kvb `wi`ª cwievi hw` GK bvMv‡i `k eQi †Kvb cÖwZôv‡bi c„ô‡cvlKZv cvq Zvn‡j H cwievi
¯^”Q‡›` `vwi‡`ª¨i ejq †_‡K †ewi‡q Avm‡e GK_v †Rvi w`‡qB ejv hvq| cÖkœ Avm‡Z cv‡i
Pjgvb CSR Kvh©µ‡gi gva¨‡g hLb cÖZ¨¶ I c‡iv¶fv‡e `wi`ª gvbylB jvfevb nq Zvn‡j GB
bZzb wbq‡gi cÖ‡qvRb wK? cÖ‡qvRb Aek¨B Av‡Q| †h‡nZz CSR Kvh©µ‡gi g~j D‡Ïk¨ n‡”Q
gvbe Kj¨vY, `wi`ª cwievi‡K bM` mnvqZvi gva¨‡g gvbe Kj¨vY A‡bK ¸Y †ekx AR©b m¤¢e|
D`vniY ¯^iƒc Dutch-Bangla Bank Ltd. DBBL Gi CSR Kvh©µg D‡jøL Kiv hvq|
evsjv‡`k e¨vs‡Ki g‡Z DBBL as a responsible corporate body has been playing a
pioneering role in implementing social and philanthropic programs to help
disadvantaged people of the country. WvP& evsjv e¨vsK 2009 mv‡jB †Kej 15 †KvwU UvKv
CSR Kvh©µ‡g e¨q K‡i‡Q| GBPGmwm/mœvZK/ Ggwdj/ W±‡iU/ †cv÷ W±‡iU ch©v‡q GB
e¨vsK cªwZ eQi 4 †KvwU UvKv `wi ª̀ †gavex Qv‡Îi †cQ‡b e¨q K‡i| MZ 12 †deªæqvwi 2010
†nv‡Uj †mvbviMuvI‡q Av‡qvwRZ GK msev` m‡¤§j‡b wk¶ve„wË cÖK‡íi Rb¨ WvP& evsjv e¨vsK ‡h
†NvlYv w`‡q‡Q evsjv‡`‡ki BwZnv‡m Zv GK Abb¨ bwRi| e¨vsKwUi ÒmvgvwRK Kj¨vYÓ Kg©m~Pxi
AvIZvq GLb †_‡K ïiæ K‡i ch©vqµ‡g cÂg eQi †_‡K cÖwZ eQi e¨q `uvov‡e 102 †KvwU UvKv
hvi gva¨‡g evrmwiK 30 nvRvi QvÎ-QvÎx‡`i e„wË cÖ`vb Kiv n‡e| GB wk¶ve„wËi kZKiv 50
fvM QvÎx‡`i Rb¨ Ges 80 fvM MÖvgxY QvÎ-QvÎx‡`i gv‡S weZiY Kiv n‡e| †`‡ki wk¶v
we¯Ív‡i G D‡`¨vM GK gvBjdjK n‡q _vK‡e| GBPGmwm, mœvZK ev Ggwdj †h ch©v‡qB
we‡ePbv Kwi bv †Kb GKRb `wi`ª †gavex QvÎ hw` bM` mnvqZv cvq Zvn‡j Zvi wk¶v AR©‡bi
c_ mnR I myMg nq Zv‡Z †Kvb m‡›`n †bB| wKš‘ GmGmwm cvk K‡i‡Q Ggb ‡gavwe‡`i bM`
mnvqZv bv †c‡j Zv‡`i covïbv eÜ n‡q hv‡e GK_v ejvi my‡hvM †bB| ZvQvov `wi`ª A_P
†gavex QvÎ‡`i covïbvi `vwqZ¡ MÖn‡Y miKviB cÖ‡qvRbxq e¨e¯’v wb‡Z cv‡i| eis †gav e„wËi
UvKv `wi`ª cwievi‡K Avw_©K mnvqZv wn‡m‡e w`‡j †m cwiev‡ii `vwi‡ ª̀¨i ejq †_‡K †ewi‡q
Avmvi c_ myMg n‡e Ges Zyjbvg~jK wePv‡i gvbe Kj¨vY Av‡iv †ekx AwR©Z n‡e|

h‡kvi weÁvb I cÖhyw³ wek¦we`¨vjq‡K AvwKR MÖæ‡ci evm Abỳ v‡bi cÖm½ D‡jL Kiv hvK| GB
Abỳ vb GKwU gnr KvR Zv‡Z †Kvb m‡›`n †bB| wKš‘ GKwU cvewjK wek¦we`¨vj‡qi Rb¨ GB
GKwU ev‡mi ¸iæZ¡ †bB ej‡jB P‡j| eis GB evm †Kbvi UvKv `kwU `wi &̀ª cwievi‡K cÖ`vb
Ki‡j H cwievi¸wj mivmwi DcK…Z nZ| bq wK?
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2008 mv‡j XvKv wek¦we`¨vjq K¨v¤úv‡m “Dutch-Bangla Bank Research Centre for
Advanced Research in Arts and Social Sciences” wk‡ivbv‡g 11 Zjv wewkó feb wbg©v‡Y
10 †KvwU UvKv cÖ̀ v‡bi †NvlYv †`q WvP& evsjv e¨vsK| XvKv wek¦we`¨vj‡qi Rb¨ †emiKvix LvZ
n‡Z GUvB wQj m‡e©v”P Abỳ vb| wk¶v I M‡elYv we Í̄v‡i Gai‡bi †NvlYv wbtm‡›`‡n fv‡jv
D‡`¨vM hv mevB‡K AbycÖvwYZ K‡i| wKš‘ XvKv wek¦we`¨vj‡qi cwie‡Z© hw`  cȪ ÍvweZ iƒc‡iLv
Abyhvqx `wi`ª cwievi‡K bM` mnvqZv cÖ̀ vb Kiv nq Zvn‡j GB UvKvq eQ‡i cÖvq 1 nvRvi 700
cwievi c„ô‡cvlKZv cv‡e| GB 1 nvRvi 700 `wi`ª cwiev‡ii cwie‡Z© XvKv wek¦we`¨vj‡q
M‡elYv feb wbg©v‡Y A_© cÖ`vb G‡Kev‡iB †egvbvb e‡j cÖZxqgvY nq| 

myZivs eZ©gvb ev¯ÍeZvq CSR Kvh©µg‡K ‡X‡j mvRv‡Z n‡e| †Kej gvÎ `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b GB
Kvh©µg cwiPvjbvi Rb¨ GK mg‡qvc‡hvMx ev¯Íem¤§Z bxwZgvjv cÖYq‡bi weKí †bB|

Gj‡¶¨ GKwU cwievi‡K gv‡m cuvP nvRvi UvKv K‡i cÖ`vb Ki‡j eQ‡i LiP n‡e 60 nvRvi
UvKv| Zvi gv‡b GB nv‡i 1 †KvwU UvKvq eQ‡i 167 wU cwievi‡K bM` mnvqZv cÖ̀ vb m¤¢e|
‡Kej gvÎ WvP& evsjv e¨vs‡Ki 2009 mv‡ji CSR Kvh©µ‡gi e¨q we‡ePbv Kwi| IB 15 †KvwU
UvKvq cÖvq 2 nvRvi 5 kZ cwievi‡K wbe©vPb K‡i bM` mnvqZv †`Iqv hvq| GLb wbe©vwPZ IB
cwievi¸‡jv‡K hw` Gfv‡e GK bvMv‡i `k eQi c„ô‡cvlKZv †`qv hvq Zvn‡j ejv hvq IB
cwievi¸‡jv `vwi‡ ª̀̈ i ejq †_‡K GK mgq †ewi‡q Avm‡eB| Gj‡¶¨ CSR bxwZgvjvq
evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jv‡K wZbwU K¨vUvMwi‡Z fvM Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| WvP& evsjv e¨vs‡Ki gZ 10wU
e¨vsK cÖ_g K¨vUvMwii, wØZxq K¨vUvMwii Av‡iv 10wU Ges evKx ¸‡jv‡K Z…Zxq K¨vUvMwi‡Z
wef³ K‡i cÖ_g K¨vUvMwii cÖwZwU M‡o 2 †_‡K AvovB nvRvi cwievi, wØZxq K¨vUvMwii cÖwZwU
M‡o 1 †_‡K †`o nvRvi cwievi Ges Z…Zxq K¨vUvMwii cÖwZwU 500 †_‡K 1 nvRvi cwievi‡K
Ggbfv‡e fvM K‡i w`‡e hv‡Z 50 nvRviwU cwievi c„ô‡cvlKZv cvq hv Table-3 Gi gva¨‡g
†`Lv‡b n‡jv|

1 †deªyqvwi 2011 ivRavbxi †mvbviMuvI †nv‡U‡j AvšÍR©vwZK Awfevmb ms¯’v (AvBGgI) Ges
K‡c©v‡iU †mvm¨vj †imcbwÝwewjwU (wmGmAvi) †m›Uvi †hŠ_fv‡e ÒmiKvwi-‡emiKvwi
AskMÖn‡Yi gva¨‡g mgv‡Ri Dbœq‡b Ki‡cv‡iU mvgvwRK `vqe×ZvÓ kxl©K †mwgbv‡ii Av‡qvRb
K‡i| G‡Z we‡kl AwZw_i e³‡e¨ evsjv‡`k e¨vs‡Ki MfY©i W: AvwZDi ingvb AZ¨šÍ
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Table 3 : evwYwR¨K e¨vs¸‡jvi CSR Kvh©µ‡g c„ô‡cvlKZv cÖvß cwiev‡ii msL¨v (cÖ¯ÍvweZ)

K¨vUvMwi msL¨v K¨vUvMwi wn‡m‡e cwievi ‡gvU cwievi 

cÖ_g K v̈UvMwi 10wU 2 nvRvi 250wU K‡i 22 nvRvi 500wU 

wØZxq K v̈UvMwi 10wU 1 nvRvi 250wU K‡i 12 nvRvi 500wU 

Z…Zxq K v̈UvMwi 28wU 536wU K‡i 15 nvRvi 

‡gvU 48 wU  50 nvRvi 

 



Avkve¨ÄK GKwU K_v e‡j‡Qb| wZwb e‡j‡Qb, MZ A_© eQ‡i (2009) e¨vswKs LvZ CSR Lv‡Z
55 †KvwU UvKv e¨q K‡i‡Q| †`‡ki bvix mgvR‡K GwM‡q wb‡Z AvMvgx A_© eQ‡i Zv 255 †KvwU
UvKv Kiv n‡e| ev¯Í‡e 2010 mv‡j evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jv GLv‡Z e¨q K‡i‡Q 351 †KvwU UvKv
hv Zuvi aviYvi †P‡qI †ekx| MZ 07 RyjvB 2011 Zvwi‡L RvZxq msm‡` msiw¶Z gwnjv
Avm‡bi msm` m`m¨ mvabv nvj`v‡ii GK cÖ‡kœi Rev‡e A_©gš¿x Aveyj gvj Avãyj gywnZ
msm`‡K GZ_¨ Rvbvb|

evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jv cÖwZ eQi GLv‡Z GB cwigvY UvKv e¨q Ki‡e a‡i wb‡q Zv‡`i‡K 300
†KvwU UvKv (†gvU e¨‡qi 85 kZvs‡ki Dc‡i) `wi`ª gvby‡li Rb¨ bM` mnvqZv wn‡m‡e Ges evKx
UvKv ¯ĉÖ‡bvw`Z n‡q †h‡Kvb Lv‡Z e¨q Kivi Rb¨ cÖjyä Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| Avi Zv Kiv m¤¢e
n‡j 50 nvRvi cwievi mn‡RB `vwi‡`ª̈ i ejq †_‡K †ewi‡q Avm‡e|

GK_v †Rvi w`‡qB ejv hvq, evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jv Øviv Gai‡bi GKwU Kg©m~Px Abvqv‡mB
ev¯Íevqb Kiv hvq| Avi Zv K‡i CSR Kg©m~Pxi Dci wfwË K‡i `vwi ª̀̈  we‡gvP‡b GKwU
`xN©‡gqvw` j¶¨‡K mvg‡b †i‡L Ab¨vb¨ †m±‡ii CSR Kvh©µg‡K †X‡j mvRv‡bv hvq| 

CSR Kvh©µ‡g me‡P‡q †ekx f~wgKv ivL‡Z cv‡i †`‡k Kg©iZ GbwRI¸‡jv| eûwea j¶¨ wb‡q
GbwRI¸‡jv cªwZwôZ n‡jI cÖvq mKj GbwRIi g~j j¶¨ _v‡K `vwi ª̀̈  we‡gvPb| Avi ZvB
Zv‡`i Kvh©µ‡gi gva¨‡g `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡bi cvkvcvwk CSR Kvh©µg wn‡m‡e mivmwi Avw_©K
mnvqZv cÖ̀ v‡bi gva¨‡g `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b f~wgKv ivLvi eva¨evaZv cÖ̀ vb Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i|
Gj‡¶¨ GbwRI¸‡jv‡K `kwU K¨vUvMwi‡Z fvM K‡i mycÖwZwôZ 20wU GbwRI‡K cÖ_g
K¨vUvMwi‡Z AšÍf©~³ Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i hv‡`i cÖwZwU M‡o 5 †_‡K 10 nvRvi `wi ª̀ cwievi‡K
Avw_©K mnvqZv cÖ̀ vb Ki‡e| Abyi~c wØZxq, Z„Zxq Gfv‡e `kwU K¨vUvMwii cÖwZwU GbwRIi
Ggb msL¨K `wi`ª cwiev‡ii `vwqZ¡ wb‡Z n‡e hv‡Z †gvU 4 jv‡Li AwaK cwievi c„ô‡cvlKZv
cvq| 

‡`‡ki Kg©iZ †gvevBj Acv‡iUi ¸‡jvI ‡hŠ_ fv‡e `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b GKwU D‡jøL†hvM¨ cwigvY
`wi`ª cwiev‡ii `vwqZ¡ wb‡Z cv‡i| †gvevBj Acv‡iUi ¸‡jvi e¨emv we‡ePbvq cÖwZwU Acv‡iUi
M‡o 10 nvRvi cwievi‡K c„ô‡cvlKZv w`‡Z cv‡i| G‡Z 50 nvRvi `wi ª̀ cwievi `vwi‡`ª̈ i ejq
†_‡K †ewi‡q Avmvi my‡hvM cv‡e| 2010 mv‡j MÖvgxY‡dv‡bi Avq n‡q‡Q 7473 †KvwU UvKv|
†`‡ki †Kvb †Kv¤úvwb GB cÖ_g 100 †KvwU Wjv‡ii †ekx Avq K‡i| m½Z Kvi‡YB †`kevmxi
mvg‡b GB Z_¨ Zz‡j aivi Rb¨ h_vkxNª ‡Kv¤úvwbi c¶ †_‡K ZwoNwo msev` m‡¤§j‡bi
Av‡qvRb Kiv nq| 6 †deªyqvwi 2011 MÖvgxY‡dvb †evW© G wnmve Aby‡gv`b †`qvi ci msev`
m‡¤§j‡b †Kv¤úvwbi †WcywU cÖavb wbe©vwn Kg©KZ©v ivqnvb kvgmx e‡jb, ÒAvgvi Rvbv g‡Z,
evsjv‡`‡ki Avi †Kvb †Kv¤úvwb eQ‡i 100 †KvwU Wjvi Avq Ki‡Z cv‡iwbÓ| Aek¨ †Kv¤úvwbi
e¨qI n‡q‡Q A‡bK| we‡kl K‡i wecbb I weÁvcb, cÖkvmwbK cÖf„wZ Lv‡Z weivU As‡Ki LiP
n‡q‡Q| d‡j bxU jvf n‡q‡Q 1 nvRvi 71 †KvwU UvKv| myZivs †gvevBj †Kv¤úvwb¸‡jv wewfbœ
Lv‡Zi Li‡Pi mvgvb¨ cwigvY mvkªq K‡i `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b weivU Ae`vb ivL‡Z cv‡i| cȪ ÍvweZ
iƒc‡iLv Abyhvqx 10 nvRvi cwievi‡K c„ô‡cvlKZv w`‡Z  G‡KKwU †Kv¤úvwbi evwl©K LiP n‡e
60 †KvwU UvKv hv †gvU Li‡Pi Zyjbvq wbZvšÍB Kg| weMZ 04 †m‡Þ¤^i 2011 Zvwi‡L ‰`wbK
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mgKv‡j cÖKvwkZ GK cÖwZ‡e`b †_‡K †`Lv hvq CSR Znwej MVb Ki‡Z cÖwZ Acv‡iUi‡K
eva¨Zvg~jKfv‡e Zvi Av‡qi GK kZvsk w`‡Z n‡e| G‡Z miKv‡ii †KvlvMv‡i eQ‡i Rgv n‡e
600 †KvwU UvKv| GB UvKvi gvÎ 50 kZvsk A_©vr 300 †KvwU UvKv cȪ ÍvweZ iƒc‡iLv Abyhvqx
e¨wqZ n‡j 50 nvRvi cwievi c„ô‡cvlKZv cv‡e|

gvwëb¨vkbvj wewfbœ †Kv¤úvbx, wgwWqv, wkí I evwYwR¨K cÖwZôvb, Mv‡g©›UÝ wkí mn ¶z̀ ª I
gvSvwi wkí CSR Kvh©µ‡gi gva¨‡g `vwi ª̀¨ we‡gvP‡b GwM‡q Avm‡Z cv‡i| 

evsjv‡`‡k †ek wKQy M‡elYv cÖwZôvb Av‡Q †h¸‡jv `vwi ª̀¨ we‡gvPb mn mvgwMÖK Dbœq‡b cÖwZ
eQi cÖPzi M‡elYv m¤úv`b K‡i _v‡K| Bangladesh Institute of Development
Studies(BIDS), Centre for Policy Dialogue(CPD), Power and Participation
Research Centre (PPRC), Policy Research Institute (PRI) BZ¨vw` D‡jL‡hvM¨|
M‡elYv Lv‡Z GmKj cÖwZôvb cÖwZ eQi wecyj cwigvY A_© e¨q K‡i _v‡K| GB cÖwZôvb ¸‡jvi
cÖwZwU hw` 50 †_‡K 100wU cwiev‡ii `vwqZ¡ †bq Zvn‡j eQ‡i AwZwi³ LiP n‡e gvÎ 30 †_‡K
60 jvL UvKv hv cÖwZôvb ¸‡jvi evwl©K †gvU LiP we‡ePbvq wKQyB bq| myZivs evsjv‡`‡ki
M‡elYv cÖwZôvb¸‡jv mw¤§wjZ fv‡e AšÍZ cuvP nvRvi cwievi‡K `vwi‡`ª̈ i ejq †_‡K ‡ei K‡i
Avbvi `vwqZ¡ wb‡Z cv‡i| 

Gfv‡e RvZxq ch©v‡q wewfbœ †ckvRxwe msMVb, †emiKvix wek¦we`¨vjq, cÖvB‡fU wK¬wbK, e¨emvqx
msMVb mn h_vm¤¢e mKj cÖwZôvb‡K AšÍf~©³ K‡i GKwU Kvh©Ki CSR bxwZgvjv cÖYqb Kiv
†h‡Z cv‡i| Gfv‡e GKwU hy‡Mvc‡hvMx, `wi`ªgyLx `xN© †gqv`x bxwZgvjv cÖYqb K‡i h_vh_
ev¯Íevqb m¤¢e n‡j 10 eQ‡i AšÍZ 10 †_‡K 15 jvL `wi ª̀ cwievi‡K `vwi‡`ª̈ i ejq †_‡K
m¤ú~Y©iƒ‡c †ei K‡i Avbv m¤¢e| Table-4 Gi gva¨‡g welqwU e¨vL¨v Kiv †Mj|
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Table 4 : evsjv‡`‡ki Total CSR Kvh©µ‡g c„ô‡cvlKZv cÖvß cwiev‡ii msL¨v (cÖ¯ÍvweZ)

µwgK bs cÖwZôv‡bi bvg cwiev‡ii msL v̈ 
1. evwYwR¨K e¨vsK 50 nvRvi 
2. †gvevBj Acv‡iUi 50 nvRvi 
3. exgv †Kv¤úvbx I Avw_©K cÖwZôvb 66.67 nvRvi 
4. Mv‡g©›Um& wkí 1jvL 50 nvRvi 
5. e„n v̀qZb wkí 66.67 nvRvi 
6. cÖ_g mvwii gvSvwi wkí 66.66 nvRvi 
7. Ab v̈b¨ gvSvwi I ¶z̀ ª wkí 50 nvRvi 
8. GbwRI 4 jvL 
9. Ab v̈b¨ 1 jvL 

 ‡gvU 10 jvL 

Z‡e CSR Kvh©µ‡g Ask MÖnY K‡i †hb †Kvb e¨w³ ev cÖwZôvb e¨emvwqK ¶wZi wkKvi bv nq
†m w`‡K m‡e©v”P mZK© `„wó ivL‡Z n‡e| Gj‡¶¨ †Kej jvfRbK cÖwZôvb wbe©vPb Ki‡Z n‡e|



cuvP eQ‡ii Kg eqmx †Kvb cÖwZôvb (wKQy e¨wZµg ev‡`) wbe©vPb Kiv hv‡ebv| CSR Kvh©µ‡gi
cvkvcvwk myweav‡fvMx cÖwZôv‡bi ¯v̂_©I mgfv‡e we‡ePbvq ivL‡Z n‡e| †mB mv‡_ CSR Kvh©µg
cwiPvjbvi bv‡g †hb †KD A‰ea ev A‡hŠw³K myweav wb‡Z bv cv‡i †m w`‡KI we‡kl bRi w`‡Z
n‡e| 

`wi`ª cwievi wbe©vP‡b me©vwaK mZK©Zv Aej¤̂b Ki‡Z n‡e| cwievi wbev©P‡b gvb`Û wK n‡Z
cv‡i? G‡¶‡Î wQbœg~j gvbyl‡K cÖvavb¨ w`‡Z n‡e| GKgvÎ DcvR©bkxj e¨w³i Dci cy‡iv cwievi
wbf©ikxj Ges kvwiixK kªgB Av‡qi cÖavb Drm Ggb cwievi, hv‡`i mvgvb¨ emZ evox Av‡Q
wKš‘ Pvl‡hvM¨ Rwg bvB, Miæ-QvMj, nuvm-gyiMx, MvQ-MvQvjx ev Ab¨ †Kvb m¤ú` bvB Ggb
Amnvq cwievi, †h mKj cwiev‡i †QvU †g‡q wkï Av‡Q †Q‡j ‡bB, cÖwZeÜx Av‡Q Ggb cwievi,
e„× cyiæl I gwnjv hv‡`i †`Lvïbv Kivi †KD bvB, Abv_, wkï kªwgK I wf¶zK Av‡Q Ggb
cwievi AMÖvwaKv‡ii wfwË‡Z wbe©vPb Ki‡Z n‡e| cÖv_wgK fv‡e cwievi wbe©vP‡b MÖv‡gi
cwievi‡K cÖvavb¨ w`‡Z n‡e| `wi`ª cwievi wbe©vPb GB wel‡q me©cÖ_g GKwU iƒc‡iLv cÖYqb
Ki‡Z n‡e| †h‡nZz bM` mnvqZvi e¨vcvi RwoZ †m‡nZz A`wi`ªivB mwyeav †fvMxi ZvwjKvq
G‡m †h‡Z cv‡i| evsjv‡`‡ki ev¯ÍeZvq miKvix I ‡emiKvix ch©v‡q `wi ª̀ gvby‡li Rb¨
ev¯ÍevwqZ n‡q‡Q Ges Pjgvb cÖvq mKj Kg©m~Pxi mydj `wi`ª gvbyl †m‡R A`wi ª̀ivB †fvM K‡i
_v‡K| G welqwU gv_vq †i‡L cÖK…Z `wi ª̀ivB †hb Gmyweav †fvM Ki‡Z cv‡i †m wel‡q me©vwaK
mZK©Zv Aej¤^j Ki‡Z n‡e| A`wi`ªiv †hb `wi`ª †m‡R G myweav wb‡Z bv cv‡i †m wel‡q m‡Pó
_vK‡Z n‡e| eZ©gv‡b miKvix I †emiKvix ch©v‡q †Kvb myweav cv‡”Q, cwiev‡i 20 †_‡K 50
eQi eqmx `y‡qi AwaK Kg©¶g e¨w³ Av‡Q Ggb cwievi wbe©vPb Kiv hv‡e bv| GKB Lvbvi
GKvwaK m`m¨ Ges GKB Lvbv GKvwaK cÖwZôv‡bi mnvqZv †hb bv cvq †m w`‡K bRi ivL‡Z
n‡e| CSR ev¯ÍevqbKvix cÖwZôvb I GbwRI¸‡jvi wbR¯ ̂MÖvnK, Kg©KZ©v I Kg©Pvix Ges Zv‡`i
fvB †evb I wbKU AvZ¥xq †hb Kg©m~Pxi AvIZvq bv Av‡m †m wel‡q mZK©Zv Aej¤̂b Ki‡Z
n‡e| Gj¶¨ AR©‡b ˆ`ePq‡bi wfwË‡Z cwievi wbe©vPb ‡hb GKwU wbw ©̀ó mgq hv me©vwaK wZb
gv‡mi g‡a¨ m¤úbœ nq †m w`‡K bRi w`‡Z n‡e| 

cÖv_wgK fv‡e GKwU ZvwjKv cÖYqb K‡i Zv hvPvB evQvB‡qi Rb¨ PzovšÍ fv‡e GKwU wbfy©j
ZvwjKv cÖYq‡b cybivq GKwU cªwZwbwa `j‡K wbev©Pb Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| Gj‡¶¨ †Kvb cÖwZôvb
hw` 500wU cwievi wbev©Pb Ki‡Z Pvq Zvn‡j cÖv_wgK fv‡e 1000wU cwievi wbev©Pb Ki‡Z
cv‡i| c‡i hvPvB evQvB K‡i PzovšÍ ZvwjKv cÖYq‡b ¯’vbxq cÖwZwbwa, mykxj mgvR, wgwWqv Kgx©
ev mswkó GjvKvq wkw¶Z e¨w³‡`i mnvqZv †bqv †h‡Z cv‡i| cÖPwjZ AbjvBb ev wgwWqvq
mvK©yjv‡ii gva¨‡g cwievi wbe©vPb Ki‡j Zv h_vh_ n‡ebv| GB cªwµqvi cvkvcvwk G‡Kev‡i gvV
ch©v‡q m‡iRwg‡b hvPvB K‡i cwievi wbev©P‡bi cÖwZ †Rvo w`‡Z n‡e| Aek¨ `wi`ª cwievi
wbe©vPb AZ¨šÍ KwVb KvR| †`‡k `wi`ª I Amnvq cwiev‡ii Afve bv _vK‡jI †Kvb myweav
†`Iqv n‡j A`wi`ªivB †m myweav jy‡d †bq| G‡`‡k Ggb AmsL¨ bwRi i‡q‡Q| `wi`ª cwievi
wbe©vP‡b GwU GK cÖgvwYZ mZ¨| d‡j cwievi wbe©vP‡b †h c×wZB cÖ‡qvM Kiv †nvKbv †Kb cÖK…Z
cwievi wbe©vP‡b Mj` †_‡KB hvq| Aek¨ GKwU h_vh_ `vwi`ª̈  ïgvwi m¤úv`b K‡i Avgiv G
mgm¨v †_‡K mn‡RB DËiY †c‡Z cvwi| G ïgvwiwU cÖPwjZ Av`g ïgvwii gZ n‡ebv| GwU n‡e
cÖwZ IqvW©, BDwbqb, Dc‡Rjv I †Rjv wfwËK `wi`ª cwiev‡ii ZvwjKv †hLv‡b cÖwZwU Lvbvi
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LvbvwfwËK †cÖvdvB‡ji WvUv‡eBR ˆZix K‡i I‡qemvB‡U Zv mevi Rb¨ Db¥y³ K‡i †`Iqv| †mB
mv‡_ cÖwZwU `wi`ª gvby‡li Avjv`v b¤^‡ii RvZxq cwiPq cÎ cÖ`vb Kiv| WvUv‡eBRwU Ggbfv‡e
ˆZix Ki‡Z n‡e hv‡Z K‡i †h †Kvb RvqMvq e‡m evsjv‡`‡ki ‡h‡Kvb GjvKvi `wi`ª cwievi
wbe©vPb Kiv hvq| †hgb-GKRb mybvgMÄ †Rjvi ga¨bMi Dc‡Rjvi Qvgi`vwb BDwbq‡bi 9 bs
Iqv‡W©i 10wU cwievi wbe©vPb Ki‡Z Pvq, I‡qemvBU mvP© K‡i †hb IB cwievi¸‡jvi cy‡iv
†cÖvdvBj Z_v IB cwiev‡ii cÖav‡bi bvg, RvZxq cwiPqcÎ b¤î, cwiev‡ii m`m¨ msL¨v,
m¤ú‡`i cwigvY, ¯‹zjMvgx wkï Av‡Q wKbv BZ¨vw` cÖ‡qvRbxq Z_¨ †c‡Z cv‡i| d‡j GB ïgvwi
cÖPwjZ Av`g ïgvwii gZ n‡ebv| cÖPwjZ Av`g ïgvwi m¤úv`‡b wZb Pvi w`‡b Z_¨ msMÖn Kiv
nq| wKš‘ hvPvB evQvB‡q I m¤úv`bvq A‡bK mgq wb‡q P~ovšÍ cÖKvkbv cÖKvk Kiv nq| wKš‘
mviv †`‡ki `wi`ª gvby‡li ZvwjKv ‰Zix K‡i GKwU WvUv‡eBR ˆZix Ki‡Z b~̈ bZg 6 gvm mgq
wb‡Z n‡e| Avi Zv Kiv m¤¢e n‡j `wi ª̀ cwievi wbe©vPb mnR n‡e| `wi`ª †m‡R A`wi`ª‡`i
my‡hvM †bIqvi c_ eÜ n‡e, `wi`ª‡`i myweav cÖ`v‡bi c_ mnRZi n‡e Ges `vwi ª̀¨ we‡gvPb
Kg©KvÛ‡K wWwRUvjvBR&W Kiv mn `ybx©wZgy³ Kiv m¤¢e n‡e| Aek¨ ZvwjKv ‰Zwi K‡i `wi`ª
gvbyl‡`i wewfbœ myweav †`Iqv n‡”Q| †hgb- IGgG‡mi gva¨‡g `wi`ª cwiev‡ii g‡a¨ Pvj wewµi
Rb¨ †dqvi cÖvBm KvW©, Ab¨vb¨ mKj myweav †`qvi Rb¨ ¯§vU© KvW© cÖ̀ vb BZ¨vw` D‡jL Kiv †h‡Z
cv‡i| wKš‘ GmKj ZvwjKv cÖYq‡b A‡bK RwUjZv †`Lv †`q| D`vniY ¯îƒc 13 †deªæqvix
2011 cÖ_g Av‡jvi GKwU cÖwZ‡e`b D‡jL Kiv hvq| kn‡ii `wi`ª Kg©Rxwe gv‡q‡`i Avw_©K
mnvqZvi Rb¨ miKvi cÖ_g ev‡ii g‡Zv D‡`¨vM wb‡q‡Q| †mB D‡`¨v‡M PjwZ A_© eQ‡i 30
†KvwU UvKv eivÏI †`Iqv n‡q‡Q| ZvwjKv ˆZix nqwb e‡j gv‡qiv ‡KDB mnvqZv cv‡”Qbv, A_P
A_© eQi †kl n‡Z Pvi gvm evwK| P~ovšÍ ZvwjKv ‰Zix I Ab¨vb¨ KvR †kl K‡i, Kg©Rxwe
j¨vK‡UwUs gv‡q‡`i mnvqZv Znwe‡ji UvKv gv‡qiv K‡e cv‡eb, Zv mswkó Kg©KZ©viv wVK K‡i
ej‡Z cvi‡Qb bv| GKwU wbf©yj `vwi ª̀̈  ïgvwi m¤úv`b K‡i RvZxq ch©v‡q GKwU WvUv‡eBR ˆZix
Kiv m¤¢e n‡j Gai‡bi mgm¨v A‡bK K‡g Avm‡e|

`wi`ª cwievi¸‡jv‡K bM` A_© mnvqZv cÖ`vb Kivi c~‡e© KwZcq kZ©viƒc Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i|
¯‹zjMvgx wkï _vK‡j Aek¨B ¯‹z‡j cvVv‡Z n‡e, `yÕ‡qi AwaK mšÍvb †bqv †_‡K weiZ _vK‡Z
n‡e, †hŠZzK †`qv ev †bqv †_‡K m¤ú~Y© weiZ _vK‡Z n‡e, Av`vj‡Z wg‡_¨ mv¶x †`qv hv‡ebv,
†h †Kvb Aciva g~jK Kg©Kv‡Û m¤ú„³ nIqv hv‡ebv, bvix I wkï wbh©vZ‡bi gZ N„Y¨ Kv‡R
Rov‡bv hv‡ebv BZ¨vw`| mgv‡Ri kvwšÍ I k„•Ljv cÖwZôvi AbyK~‡j Gai‡bi A‡bK kZ© Av‡ivc
Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i Ges kZ© f½ Ki‡j cÖvß myweav †_‡K cwievi‡K ewÂZ Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| 

7. A_© ms¯’vb 

cÖ¯ÍvweZ iƒc‡iLv ev¯Íevq‡b CSR Kvh©µ‡gi gva¨‡g 10 jvL cwievi‡K c„ô‡cvlKZv w`‡Z eQ‡i
6 nvRvi †KvwU UvKvi cÖ‡qvRb| †emiKvix ch©v‡q GUvKv weivU As‡Ki g‡b n‡jI ¯ĉÖ‡Yvw`Z
n‡q mevB †hb GUvKvi  ms¯’v‡b AZ¨šÍ mnRfv‡e GwM‡q Av‡m †m †KŠkj wba©vi‡Y bxwZgvjv
cÖYqb Ki‡Z n‡e| Gj‡¶¨ evwYwR¨K e¨vsK¸‡jv eQ‡i 300 †KvwU UvKv, †gvevBj
Acv‡iUi¸‡jv 300 †KvwU UvKv, Ab¨vb¨ Avw_©K cÖwZôvb, exgv †Kv¤úvbx Ges gvwëb¨vkbvj
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†Kv¤úvbx¸‡jv wg‡j 400 †KvwU UvKvi †hvMvb w`‡Z cv‡i| D³ LvZ¸‡jv †_‡K 1 nvRvi †KvwU
UvKvi ms¯’v‡bi Uv‡M©U A‡hŠw³K n‡ebv|

CSR Kvh©µ‡g A_© ms¯’v‡b †`‡ki Mv‡g©›Um& wkí AMÖYx f~wgKv cvjb Ki‡Z cv‡i| ‡`‡k †gvU
3 nvRv‡ii gZ Mv‡g©›Um& wkí i‡q‡Q| G¸‡jv‡K wZbwU K¨vUvMwi‡Z fvM K‡i cª_g K¨vUvMwii
500wU cÖwZôvb wbe©vPb K‡i cÖwZwUi Rb¨ eQ‡i 50 jvL n‡Z 1 †KvwU UvKv Ggbfv‡e wba©viY
K‡i w`‡Z n‡e hv‡Z 400 †KvwU UvKvi ms¯’vb nq| Ggwbfv‡e wØZxq K¨vUvMwii 1 nvRvi
cÖwZôv‡bi cÖwZwUi Rb¨ 25 jvL n‡Z 50 jvL UvKv wba©viY K‡i 300 †KvwU UvKv, Z…Zxq
K¨vUvMwii 1 nvRvi 500 cÖwZôv‡bi cÖwZwUi Rb¨ 2 jvL n‡Z 25 jvL UvKv wba©viY K‡i 200
†KvwU UvKv ms¯’v‡bi j¶¨ wba©viY Kiv hvq| Zv Kiv m¤¢e n‡j Mv‡g©›Um& LvZ n‡Z 900 †KvwU
UvKvi ms¯’vb n‡e| 

Ggwbfv‡e e„n`vqZb wkí cÖwZôvb n‡Z 400 †KvwU UvKv, cÖ_g mvwii gvSvwi wkí cÖwZôvb n‡Z
400 †KvwU UvKv, Ab¨vb¨ gvSvwi I ¶z̀ ª wkí cÖwZôvb n‡Z 300 †KvwU UvKv Ges Ab¨vb¨ LvZ
n‡Z 600 †KvwU UvKv ms¯’v‡bi j¶¨ wba©viY Ki‡Z n‡e| 

Z‡e GK_v ¸iæZ¡ mnKv‡i we‡ePbv Ki‡Z n‡e, CSR Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv K‡i †Kvb cÖwZôvb †hb
¶wZi ¯x̂Kvi bv nq| Gj‡¶¨ †hme cÖwZôv‡bi evl©xK bxU jvf 10 jvL UvKvi bx‡P nq †mmKj
cÖwZôvb‡K CSR Kvh©µ‡gi AšÍf©y³ bv KivB †kªqZi|

G‡¶‡Î GbwRI¸‡jv‡K †Kvb cÖKvi Qvo †`Iqv hv‡ebv| cÖwZwU GbwRI‡K CSR Kvh©µ‡g Ask
MÖn‡Y eva¨evaKZv Av‡ivc Ki‡Z n‡e Ges GgbwK CSR Kvh©µ‡g Ask MÖn‡Yi k‡Z© ivRx n‡jB
†Kej bZzb GbwRIi AbygwZ cÖ̀ vb Kivi wbqg Pvjy Ki‡Z n‡e| †`‡k eZ©gv‡b 54 nvRvi
GbwRI Zv‡`i Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv K‡i Pj‡Q| G¸‡jv‡K K‡qKwU K¨vUvMwi‡Z fvM K‡i
K¨vUvMwiwfwËK cÖwZwU GbwRIi Rb¨ UvKvi cwigvY Ggbfv‡e wba©viY K‡i w`‡Z n‡e hv‡Z
2400 †KvwU UvKvi ms¯’vb nq|

cÖ¯ÍvweZ iƒc‡iLv kZfvM ev¯Íevqb m¤¢e n‡j 10 jvL `wi`ª I Amnvq cwievi e¨vswKs Kvh©µ‡gi
AvIZvq Avm‡e| cÖwZwU cwievi gv‡m 1 nvRvi UvKv mÂq Ki‡Z eva¨ n‡e| G‡Z 10 eQ‡i 10
jvL cwiev‡ii 1 nvRvi 200 †KvwU UvKv mÂq n‡e, jf¨vsk mn hvi cÖK…Z cwigvY 2 nvRvi
†KvwU UvKvi Dc‡i `uvov‡e| cÖwZ cwievi 10 eQ‡i mÂq †_‡K cv‡e 2 j¶vwaK UvKv| G‡Z
mÂq cÖeYZv e„w× cv‡e, AvZœ Kg©ms¯’vb I AvZœwbf©ikxjZv evo‡e, wk¶v, ¯v̂¯’¨, cwi‡ek cÖf„wZ
wel‡q m‡PZbZv evo‡e Ges `vwi‡`ªi Kej †_‡K G mKj cwievi m¤ú~Y© iƒ‡c †ewi‡q Avm‡e| 

8. mycvwik gvjv

CSR Kg©m~Px‡K ev¯Íem¤§Z, hy‡Mvc‡hvMx I `wi`ªgyLx Kivi j‡¶¨ KwZcq mycvwik g~jK cȪ Íve
wb‡b¥ Dc¯’vcb KiwQ:

K. RvZxq chv©‡q bxwZgvjv cÖYq‡b GKwU kw³kvjx KwgwU MVb Ki‡Z n‡e| GB KwgwU mevi
mv‡_ Av‡jvPbv K‡i GKwU Kvh©Ki CSR bxwZgvjv cÖYqb Ki‡e| bM` mnvqZv mwZ¨Kvi
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`wi`ª gvbyl cv‡”Q wKbv Zv Z`viwK Ki‡e| `wi`ª cwievi wbe©vP‡b cÖwZôvb‡K mnvqZv
Ges bM` mnvqZv †hb Aek¨B e¨vsK G¨vKvD‡›Ui gva¨‡g nq Zv wbwðZ Ki‡e|

L. KwgwU mKj ch©v‡q weMZ K‡qK eQ‡i CSR Kvh©µ‡g wK cwigvY e¨wqZ n‡q‡Q cÖ_‡g
Zv wbiƒcY Ki‡e| †m AwfÁZvi Av‡jv‡K AvMvgx eQ‡i KZ UvKv e¨q Kiv hvq Ges
KZ¸‡jv cwievi‡K c„ô‡cvlKZv †`Iqv hvq Zv wba©viY K‡i AvMvgx 10 eQ‡i 10 †_‡K
15 j¶ cwievi‡K hv‡Z ¯ú~Y©iƒ‡c `vwi‡`ª̈ i ejq †_‡K †ei K‡i Avbv hvq †m wel‡q
GKwU ¯úó I MÖnY‡hvM¨ bxwZgvjv cÖYqb Ki‡e|

M. `wi`ªgyLx CSR bxwZgvjv cÖYq‡b cÖPwjZ Corporate Social Responsibility CSR
Gi cwie‡Z© Corporate Social Responsibility for Poverty Alleviation CSRPA
ivLv †h‡Z cv‡i| 

N. CSR Kvh©µ‡gi Ask wn‡m‡e wk¶ve„wËi gZ wewfbœ Kg©Kv‡Û †h¸‡jv‡Z bM` mnvqZv
Ae¨vnZ Av‡Q †mmKj Kg©m~Px Pvjy ivL‡Z n‡e| G¸‡jv wPwýZ K‡i Pvjy ivLvi Rb¨ weKí
A_©vq‡bi e¨e ’̄v Ki‡Z n‡e| G‡¶‡Î A_©vq‡b miKvi‡KB GwM‡q Avm‡Z n‡e| 

O. CSR cwiPvjbvKvix cÖwZwU cªwZôvb myweav†fvwM‡`i ZvwjKv m¤ŵjZ we¯ÍvwiZ weeiY
I‡qe mvB‡U cÖKvk K‡i Zv mevi Rb¨ D¤§y³ K‡i w`‡e hv‡Z Zv hvPvB evQvB ev M‡elYv
Kv‡R mnvqK nq|

9. †kl K_v 

‡h‡Kvb msMV‡bi CSR Gi mvdj¨ ZLwb AwR©Z nq hLb Zv Øviv m‡e©v”P Kj¨vY AwR©Z nq|
Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD) KZ…©K 2006 mv‡j evsjv‡`‡ki iƒcKí 2021 cÖYxZ
nq hv cÖKvkbv AvKv‡i 2007 mv‡ji AvM÷ gv‡m cÖKvwkZ nq| G‡Z †gvU 8wU Afxó mywbw`©ó
Kiv nq †hLv‡b Afxó 3 G GKwU `vwi ª̀¨-we‡gvwPZ ga¨ Av‡qi †`‡k iƒcvšÍwiZ nIqv Ges Afxó
8 G GKwU AšÍf©yw³Ki I mgZvwfwËK mgvR wbg©vY Kivi K_v ejv n‡q‡Q| mgZvwfwËK mgvR
wbg©v‡Y 10wU c‡q›U D‡jøL K‡i 3bs c‡q‡›U `ȳ ’ Rb‡Mvôxi Rb¨ wbivcËv ej‡qi K_v D‡jL Kiv
n‡q‡Q| CSR Kvh©µ‡gi cÖ¯ÍvweZ iƒc‡iLv `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvPb Z_v mgZvwfwËK mgvR wewbg©v‡Y
mnvqK f~wgKv ivL‡Z cv‡i| evsjv‡`‡ki ¯v̂axbZvi BwZg‡a¨ Pwjøk eQi c~Y© n‡q †M‡Q| gvÎ
`k eQi ci ¯v̂axbZvi myeY© RqšÍxi c~Y©v½ ¯v̂` †c‡Z `vwi`ª̈  gy³ evsjv‡`k Movi †Kvb weKí
†bB| CSR Kvh©µ‡gi gva¨‡g cÖ¯ÍvweZ `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvPb bxwZgvjv cÖYqb K‡i Zv ev¯Íevq‡b m¶g
n‡j GUv n‡e `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b †emiKvix ch©v‡q GK Abe`¨ bwRi hv mviv we‡k¦ GK g‡Wj
wn‡m‡e cÖwZwôZ n‡e| G‡Z CSR Kvh©µg ¯úó I mywbw`©ó n‡e| wk¶v, ms¯‹…wZ, A_©bxwZ cÖf„wZ
†¶‡Î ˆelg¨ K‡g Avm‡e| ¯^”QZv I Revew`wnZv wbwðZ n‡e, mykvmb cÖwZwôZ n‡e Ges Kv‡R
MwZkxjZv Avm‡e Ges m‡e©vcwi `vwi`ª̈  gy³ wWwRUvj evsjv‡`k Mo‡Z mnvqK f~wgKv cvjb
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Ki‡e| Gj‡¶¨ mykxj mgvR, wgwWqv mn mK‡ji mn‡hvwMZv I c„ô‡cvlKZv GKvšÍ Kvg¨| 
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evsjv‡`‡k ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i Kvh©KvwiZv t
GKwU mgx¶v

mvbwR`v Av³vi 1

1.   f~wgKv

‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ cÖZ¨qwUi mv‡_ gvby‡li cwiwPwZ N‡U wØZxq wek¦hy× mgvwßi ci| wØZxq
wek¦hy‡× ¶wZMÖ¯Í †`k¸‡jvi cybM©Vb I cybe©vmb Kvh©µg cwiPvjbvi Rb¨ wgÎc¶ United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency (UNRRA) MVb K‡i| GB ms¯’vwU hy‡×i ci
A‡bK eQi Zvi cybe©vmb Kvh©µg cwiPvjbv K‡i| Gi mv‡_ 1946 mv‡j hy³ nq
International Refugee Organization. Lancaster (2007:25-56)
1947 mv‡j BD‡iv‡ci †`k¸‡jv hy× cieZ©x msKU KvwU‡q IVvi Rb¨ cªvYcY cªqvm Pvwj‡q
hvw”Qj| Hmg‡q †mvwf‡qZ BDwbqb BD‡iv‡c Zv‡`i cÖfve e…w×i †Póv Pvjvq| cÖvq GKB
mg‡q weªwUk miKvi MÖxK Ges ZyK©x miKv‡ii cÖwZ Zv‡`i mg_©b cªZ¨vnv‡ii †NvlYv †`q|
†mmgq hy³ivóª miKvi H `yB †`‡ki mvnvh¨v‡_© GwM‡q Av‡m| Zviv Pvi eQi †gqv`x gvk©vj
cø̈ v‡bi AvIZvq BD‡ivcxq †`k¸‡jvi cybe©vmb Kvh©µg cwiPvjbvi Rb¨ 13 wewjqb BDGm
Wjvi mvnvh¨ cª̀ vb K‡i| GLvb †_‡KB ïiæ nq ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i c_Pjv| Gi ciciB
hy³ivóª Gwkqvq Zv‡`i mvnvh¨ cÖ`vb Kvh©µg ïiæ K‡i| ÷vwj‡bi g…Z¨yi ci g‡¯‹vI GKB
c‡_ AMÖmi nq Ges fviZ I Ab¨vb¨ Dbœqbkxj †`‡k Zv‡`i mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ vb Kvh©µg
m¤cÖmvwiZ K‡i| 

1958 mv‡ji w`‡K weªwUk miKvi Zv‡`i mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ vb bv Kivi A½xKvi †_‡K m‡i Av‡m
Ges Zv‡`i cÖv³b K‡jvwb¸‡jvi mgš^‡q Commonwealth MVb I Dbœqb mnvqZv cÖ̀ v‡bi
Kvh©µg ïiæ K‡i| Hmg‡q fviZ I Avwd«Kvi †h me †`k weªwUk K‡jvwb wQ‡jv †m¸‡jv‡Z
mvnv‡h¨i Pvwn`v e…w× †c‡Z _v‡K| K‡jvwb¸‡jv‡K ¯v̂axbZv cÖ`vb Ki‡jI AvwacZ¨ we¯Ív‡ii

1. we.Gm.Gm. (m¤§vb), Gg.Gm.Gm, A_©bxwZ wefvM, PÆMÖvg wek¦we`¨vjq
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Rb¨ d«vÝI Avwd«Kv, Gwkqv I K¨vixexq AÂ‡j Zvi cªv³b  K‡jvwb †`k¸‡jv‡K mnvqZv
cÖ̀ vb Kiv ïiæ K‡i| 

Gwkqv‡Z Rvcvb mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ vb Kvh©µg ïiæ K‡i hy‡×i ¶wZc~iY cÖ`vb Ges Zvi ißvwb
c‡Y¨i KvuPvgv‡ji mnRjf¨Zv I HmKj c‡Y¨i evRvi‡K myiw¶Z Kivi  cªqv‡m| Rvg©vwbI
Rvcv‡bi †`Lv‡bv c‡_ AMÖmi n‡Z _v‡K| Rvcvb 1961 mv‡j Overseas Cooperation Fund
MVb K‡i| cieZ©x eQi MVb K‡i Overseas Technical Cooperation Agency. hy³ivR¨
miKvi 1965 mv‡j Overseas Development Ministry MVb K‡i|

60-i `k‡Ki ïiæ‡Z mgvRZvwš¿K gZv`‡k© `xw¶Z ivóª †hgb †mvwf‡qZ BDwbqb I Pxb,
‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ wn‡m‡e c…_K fv‡e c«vq 1.1 wewjqb BDGm Wjvi e¨q K‡i| cvðv‡Z¨i
mvnvh¨¸‡jvi gZ mgvRZvwš¿K fveavivq cwiPvwjZ ivóª̧ ‡jviI mvnvh¨ cÖ`v‡bi Rb¨ mœvqy hy×
I K~U‰bwZK KviY¸‡jv‡KB `vqx Kiv nq| ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i Rb¥B nq mœvqyhy‡×i ga¨ w`‡q,
hvi GKc‡¶ _v‡K cyuwRev‡`i †gvoj hy³ivóª| Ab¨ c‡¶ mgvRZvwš¿K †mvwf‡qZ BDwbqb|
GKB mg‡q †mvwf‡qZ BDwbqb I Px‡bi g‡a¨I wb‡R‡`i mgvRZ‡š¿i Avmj kw³ cÖgv‡Yi
VvÐv jovB Pj‡Z _v‡K| 90-i `k‡Ki ïiæ‡Z †mvwf‡qZ BDwbq‡bi fv½b Ges wek¦vq‡bi
µgweKv‡ki ga¨ w`‡q mvnvh¨ cÖ`v‡bi Kvh©µg w¯ÍwgZ n‡Z ïiæ K‡i| wØZxq wek¦hy‡×i ci
hy×-weaŸ¯Í †`k¸‡jvi cybe©vm‡bi Rb¨ Rb¥ †bIqv †eªUb DWm cÖwZôvb¸‡jv Ges DbœZ
cyuwRev`x †`k¸‡jv evwY‡R¨i cÖmv‡ii Dci †Rvi w`‡Z _v‡K| GB j‡¶¨ Zviv ¯^‡ívbœZ I
Dbœqbkxj †`k¸‡jv‡Z mvnv‡h¨i kZ©̄ îƒc evRvi D`vixKi‡Yi e¨e¯’vcÎ wewj Ki‡Z ïiæ
K‡i|

‡Kvb †`k ¯v̂fvweK cÖ‡qvRb A_ev Riæix cÖ‡qvR‡b †h cwigvY A_© ev m¤ú` kZ©nxb ev
kZ©hy³ Ae¯’vq wewfbœ DbœZ †`k ev AvšÍR©vwZK ms¯’v †_‡K MÖnY K‡i Zv‡K ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨
e‡j| A_©vr, DbœZ †`k †_‡K Z…Zxq we‡k¦i †`k¸‡jv‡Z †h wØcvw¶K Ges eûcvw¶K
Dbœqbg~jK  mnvqZv †`Iqv nq Zv-B ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨| Z‡e AvaywbK A_©bxwZwe`MY DbœZ
†`k †_‡K Dbœqbkxj †`‡k g~ja‡bi †h †Kvb cÖevn‡K ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ wn‡m‡e wb‡`©k K‡ib,
hv wb‡gœv³ kZ© `ywU c~iY K‡it

cÖ_gZ, mvnvh¨-`vZvi w`K †_‡K GwU evwYR¨gyLx n‡ebv (Non-Commercial)
wØZxqZ, Gi my‡`i nvi, kZ© I cwi‡kv‡ai mgqmxgv bgbxq n‡e|

1971 mv‡j ̄ v̂axbZv AR©‡bi ciciB wewfbœ DbœZ †`k I ms¯’vmg~n n‡Z evsjv‡`k ‰e‡`wkK
mvnvh¨ MÖnY K‡i| H mg‡q hy×weaŸ¯Í  A_©bxwZi cybM©Vb I msKU †gvKv‡ejvq mvnv‡h¨i †h
cÖ‡qvRbxqZv wQ‡jv Zv Ab¯x̂Kvh©| ¯v̂axbZvi ciciB evsjv‡`k Zxeª Lv`¨ msK‡Ui gy‡LvgywL
nq| wecyj cwigvY Lv`¨ msKU †gvKv‡ejvq Lv`¨ Avg`vwbi Rb¨ †h wekvj As‡Ki ‰e‡`wkK
gy ª̀v cÖ‡qvRb wQ‡jv †mB mg‡q evsjv‡`‡ki Zv wQ‡jv bv| d‡j ZrKvjxb †bZ…Z¡ A‡bKUv eva¨
n‡qB Lv`¨ mvnvh¨ MÖnY K‡ib| GLvb †_‡KB ïiæ nq evsjv‡`‡k ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ MÖn‡Yi
BwZnvm|
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¯v̂axbZvi ci †_‡K Ryb 30, 2008 ch©šÍ evsjv‡`k 48.52 wewjqb Wjvi ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨
MÖnY K‡i‡Q| Zb¥‡a¨ 43.91 kZvsk Abỳ vb Ges 56.09 kZvsk FY| evsjv‡`‡k ‰e‡`wkK
mvnvh¨ mvaviYZ wZbwU P¨v‡b‡ji gva¨‡g G‡m‡Q| G¸‡jv n‡jv Lv`¨ mvnvh¨, cY¨ mvnvh¨ I
cÖKí mvnvh¨| †gvU cÖvß mvnv‡h¨i g‡a¨ Lv`¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 11.14 kZvsk, cY¨ mvnvh¨
18.76 kZvsk Ges 70.10 kZvsk cÖKí mvnvh¨| eZ©gvb mg‡q GB mvnv‡h¨i cwigv‡Y
Zvrch©c~Y© cwieZ©b G‡m‡Q| mvnv‡h¨i c¨v‡K‡R Abỳ v‡bi cwigvY µgvMZ n«vm cv‡”Q|
wØc¶xq mvnvh¨, 1973/74 A_©eQ‡i hvi cwigvY wQ‡jv 75.4 kZvsk, 2007/08 A_©eQ‡i
Zvi cwigvY G‡m `vuwo‡q‡Q 22.9 kZvs‡k| GKB mg‡q eûcvw¶K mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY †e‡o
n‡q‡Q 24.6 kZvsk †_‡K 77.1 kZvs‡k| 1971/72 A_©eQ‡i Lv`¨ mvnvh¨ wQ‡jv †gvU
mvnv‡h¨i 47.9 kZvsk, hv 2007/08 A_©eQ‡i n«vm †c‡q n‡q‡Q 5.4 kZvsk| GKBfv‡e
cY¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvYI n«vm †c‡q‡Q| 50.8 kZvsk †_‡K cY¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY eZ©gv‡b
cÖvq k~‡b¨i KvQvKvwQ G‡m †cŠu‡Q‡Q| A_P GKB mg‡q cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY j¶Yxqfv‡e
e…w× †c‡q‡Q| ( A_©‰bwZK m¤úK© wefvM, evsjv‡`k miKvi)

¯v̂axbZvi ci 1972/73 A_©eQ‡i evsjv‡`‡ki ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨-wRwWwc AbycvZ wQ‡jv 9.5
kZvsk| 1973/74 I 74/75 A_©eQ‡i ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨-wRwWwc AbycvZ mvgvb¨ n«vm cvq,
hvi cwigvY h_vµ‡g 4.8 I 8.5 kZvsk| 1975/76 A_©eQ‡i GB AbycvZ Avevi e…w× cvq|
evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z mvnvh¨ c«evn GZUvB e…w× †c‡qwQ‡jv †h 1972 mv‡j hy³ivó«
miKv‡ii ciivó«gš¿x †nbwi wKwmÄvi evsjv‡`k‡K ÒZjvwenxb SywoÓ wn‡m‡e AwfwnZ K‡ib|
evsjv‡`‡ki ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ wbf©ikxjZv m‡e©v”P ch©v‡q †cŠuQvq 1981/82 A_©eQ‡i| H
mg‡q ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨-wRwWwc AbycvZ wQ‡jv 13.7 kZvsk| miKv‡ii Dbœqb ev‡R‡Ui cÖvq
cy‡ivUvB ‰e‡`wkK FY I Abỳ vb wbf©i n‡q c‡o †mmg‡q| †mvenvb (1982: 8-10) MZ
wÎk eQ‡i GB mvnvh¨ wbf©ikxjZv A‡bKvs‡k n«vm †c‡q‡Q| 2007/08 A_©eQ‡i GB AbycvZ
G‡m `vuwo‡q‡Q 2.5 kZvs‡k| evsjv‡`‡ki ‰Zwi †cvkvK wk‡íi AMÖMwZ, cÖevmx‡`i
µgea©gvb †iwgU¨vÝ I mv¤cÖwZK ¶ỳ ªFY Kvh©µ‡gi cÖmv‡ii d‡j GB mvnvh¨ wbf©iZv
K‡g‡Q e‡j we‡klÁMY gZcÖKvk K‡ib| hw`I evsjv‡`‡ki Af¨šÍ‡i Ggb wKQy KZ©v e¨w³
Av‡Qb hv‡`i aviYv A_©‰bwZK Dbœqb AR©‡bi Rb¨ mvnvh¨ MÖnY Qvov evsjv‡`‡ki Avi †Kvb
Dcvq †bB| ZvB `vwi‡`ª̈ i mvBb‡evW© Sywj‡q ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ ev cÖKí mvnvh¨ MÖn‡Yi cÖqvm
cÖvqB Avgv‡`i †Pv‡L c‡o| GKwU gn‡ji aviYv cÖKí MÖnY gv‡bB A_©‰bwZK Dbœqb| e¯ÍyZ
mvnv‡h¨i GB cy‡iv cÖwµqvwU n‡”Q `yb©xwZi cÖvwZôvbxwKKiY|

GB Av‡jvPbvq Avwg evsjv‡`‡ki Dbœqb cÖwµqvq ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ MÖn‡Yi Kvh©KvwiZv,
mvnvh¨ cÖevn I Gi MwZcÖK…wZ Zy‡j aivi †Póv Ki‡ev|GQvovI _vK‡e, ¯v̂axbZv DËi mgq
n‡Z eZ©gvb mgq ch©šÍ †gvU mvnvh¨ cÖev‡ni wPÎ, Af¨šÍixY m¤ú‡`i myôy e¨env‡i ‰e‡`wkK
mvnv‡h¨i f~wgKv Ges mvnvh¨ cÖev‡ni cwiewZ©Z cÖwµqv| m‡e©vcwi Av‡jvwPZ n‡e ‰e‡`wkK
mvnvh¨ wKfv‡e Av_©-mvgvwRK †cÖ¶vc‡U be¨ Dcwb‡ekev`‡K kw³kvjx Kivi nvwZqvi
wn‡m‡e e¨eüZ n‡”Q †mB cÖwµqv|
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2.   evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ cÖev‡ni MwZaviv I mvnv‡h¨i cÖfve

evsjv‡`‡ki A_©‰bwZK BwZnvm ch©v‡jvPbv I we‡kølY Ki‡Z n‡j Gi ivR‰bwZK BwZnvm I
NUbv cÖevn‡K we‡ePbvq Avb‡Z n‡e| ivR‰bwZK ¶gZvi cUcwieZ©b ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i
cwigvY I cÖevn‡K c«fvweZ K‡i‡Q Ges Ki‡Q| ZvB ‰e‡`wkK FY I Aby`v‡bi MwZcÖK…wZ
we‡køl‡Yi Rb¨ evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡K QqwU kvmbvg‡j wef³ K‡iwQ|

A_©‰bwZK Dbœq‡b ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i f~wgKv GKwU eûj Av‡jvwPZ I weZwK©Z welq|
‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ MÖn‡Yi Rb¨ mvaviYZ †h hyw³¸‡jv `vuo Kiv‡bv nq Zv‡`i g‡a¨ Zvrch©c~Y©
hyw³ n‡jv, GwU Dbœqbkxj †`k mg~‡ni mÂq-wewb‡qvM e¨eavb Ges Avg`vwb-ißvwb e¨eavb
Kgv‡Z Kvh©Ki f~wgKv cvjb K‡i| GQvovI GwU Af¨šÍixY m¤ú` mØ¨envi, ‰e‡`wkK
wewbg‡qi mxgve×Zv `~ixKiY, AvaywbK I DbœZ cÖhyw³i cÖmvi Ges †`kxq ißvwb c‡Y¨i Rb¨
Db¥y³ evRvi †c‡Z mnvqZv K‡i| ‰e‡`wkK Dbœqb mn‡hvwMZv I A_©‰bwZK Dbœqb G‡K
Ac‡ii cwic~iK| c¶všÍ‡i, we‡ivax e³e¨ n‡jv, e¯ÍyZ †`kxq A_©bxwZ‡Z ‰e‡`wkK
mvnv‡h¨i Kvh©Kix †Kvb f~wgKv †bB| ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ †`kxq mÂq n«vm, Avq ‰elg¨ e…w×,
AcÖ‡qvRbxq cÖKí A_©vqbmn `yb©xwZ D‡¯‹ †`q| d‡j wek¦e¨vcx ¯^‡ívbœZ I Dbœqbkxj
†`k¸‡jv‡Z ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i wec‡¶ gvbyl †mv”Pvi n‡q DV‡Q| evsjv‡`kI Gi e¨wZµg
bq| Gi KviY mvnv‡h¨i †h msÁv, Zv eZ©gv‡b Avg~‡j cvj‡U †M‡Q| GwU `wi`ª Rbmvavi‡Yi
mnvqZvi cwie‡Z© DbœZ †`k¸‡jvi wewfbœ  ¯v̂_© nvwm‡ji gva¨‡g cwiYZ n‡q‡Q| Todaro
(2003: 647-661)
MZ Pvi `k‡K evsjv‡`‡ki ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i MwZavivq D‡jøL‡hvM¨ cwieZ©b G‡m‡Q|
¯v̂axbZv jv‡fi ci †gvU mvnv‡h¨i 74 kZvskB wQ‡jv Lv`¨ I cY¨ mvnvh¨, hvi †ewkifvMB
wQ‡jv Abỳ vb| 2008/09 A_©eQ‡i G‡m cÖKí mvnvh¨ `vuwo‡q‡Q †gvU mvnv‡h¨i 97 kZvsk,
hvi 68 kZvskB FY|

1971/72- 2008/09 A_©eQi ch©šÍ `vZv †`k I AvšÍR©vwZK ms¯’v KZ©…K mvnv‡h¨i cÖwZk«ywZ
†`Iqv n‡q‡Q cÖvq 61 wewjqb BDGm Wjvi| †gvU cÖvwßmva¨ (Total Available) wQ‡jv 226
wewjqb BDGm Wjvi| GB cwigvYwU cvIqv †M‡Q Opening Pipeline Cancellation/ Transfer
mgš^‡qi gva¨‡g| †gvU cÖwZk«yZ 61 wewjqb BDGm Wjv‡ii 41.18 kZvsk Abỳ vb Ges
58.82 kZvsk FY| c¶všÍ‡i mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv n‡q‡Q cÖvq 50 wewjqb BDGm Wjvi, hvi
g‡a¨ FY I Abỳ v‡bi cwigvY h_vµ‡g 56.40 I 43.60 kZvsk| QvoKi‡Yi GB cwigvY
†gvU cÖvwßmva¨ A‡_©i 22.3 kZvsk| eûcvw¶K `vZv‡`i g‡a¨ D‡jøL‡hvM¨ n‡jv wek¦e¨vsK,
AvšÍR©vwZK gỳ «v Znwej (AvBGgGd), Gkxq Dbœqb e¨vsK (GwWwe), BD‡ivcxq BDwbqb I
RvwZmsN Dbœqb cÖwZôvbmg~n| wØcvw¶K Dbœqb mn‡hvMx †`k¸‡jv n‡jv  Rvcvb, hy³ivó« I
†mŠw` Avie BZ¨vw`| 
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1972/73 - 1974/75:
‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i cÖfve I Kvh©KvwiZv e¨vL¨vi Rb¨ GB kvmbvgjwU LyeB ¸iæZ¡c~Y©|
¯v̂axbZv hy× cieZ©x H mg‡q †`‡ki f½yi A_©‰bwZK Ae¯’v cybe©vm‡bi Rb¨ ZrKvjxb
kvmK‡Mvôx ‰e‡`wkK FY I Abỳ v‡bi Dci wbf©ikxj n‡q c‡o| d‡j †`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z
wecyj As‡Ki mvnvh¨ cÖevwnZ nq| evsjv‡`‡ki mvnvh¨ MÖn‡Yi BwZnvm ïiæ nq Lv`¨ mvnvh¨
MÖn‡Yi gva¨‡g|

mviYx-1 n‡Z Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q, GB kvmbvg‡j `vZv-‡`k I ms¯’vmg~n KZ©…K  mvnvh¨
cÖwZk«yZ n‡qwQ‡jv 2700wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (34.65 kZvsk Abỳ vb Ges 65.35 kZvsk
FY)| Av‡Mi eQ‡ii cvBcjvBb Ges Cancellation/ Transfer wn‡me Kiv n‡j GB cwigvY
`vuovq 4467.952 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi|

c«K…Z QvoK…Z mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY wQ‡jv 2349 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| GB cwigvY †gvU
cÖvwßmva¨ A‡_©i 52.57 kZvsk| ¯v̂axbZv cieZ©x mgq, A_©vr 1971/72-G evsjv‡`k
270.8 wgwjqb  BDGm Wjvi mvnvh¨ Qvo Ki‡Z †c‡iwQ‡jv| (cwiwkó-1)

GB kvmbvg‡j m‡e©v”P mvnvh¨ G‡mwQ‡jv 1974/75 mv‡j 901.049 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi|
GB QvoK…Z A‡_© Abỳ vb I F‡Yi cwigvY wQ‡jv h_vµ‡g 41.60 kZvsk I 58.40 kZvsk|
me©wbgœ 1973/74 mv‡j, hvi cwigvY 461.237 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| wZb eQ‡ii Mo
mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 783.07 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| (mviYx- 2)|
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1975/76 - 1980/81
evsjv‡`‡k mvgwiK kvm‡bi m~ÎcvZ nq GB kvmbvg‡j| e½eÜy nZ¨vi ci ZrKvjxb mvgwiK
evwnbxi Kg©KZ©v wRqvDi ingvb ivó«¶gZv nv‡Z Zy‡j †bb| mviYx-1 †_‡K Avgiv †`L‡Z
cvw”Q, GBmg‡q evsjv‡`k mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv‡Z †c‡iwQ‡jv 5568.6 wgwjqb  BDGm Wjvi,
hvi 47.20 kZvsk Abỳ vb Ges 52.80 kZvsk FY| hw`I cÖvwßmva¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY
wQ‡jv 17958.5 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| cÖwZkÖæZ mvnv‡h¨i 43.60 kZvsk Abỳ vb Ges
56.40kZvsk FY| QvoK…Z cwigvY wQ‡jv †gvU cÖvwßmva¨ A‡_©i 31.01 kZvsk (wPÎ-1)|

GB kvmbvg‡j 1979/80 A_©eQi wQ‡jv m‡e©v”P mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi eQi| QvoK…Z mvnv‡h¨i
cwigvY wQ‡jv 1233.061 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| me©wbgœ mvnv‡h¨ QvoKi‡Yi eQi wQ‡jv
1976/77, A‡_©i cwigvY wQ‡jv 534.712 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| Qq eQ‡ii evwl©K Mo
928.11 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| 

1982/83 - 1989/90
mviYx-1 I wPÎ-1 Abyhvqx, Dbœqb mn‡hvMx †`k I ms¯’vmg~n KZ©…K mvnvh¨ cÖwZkÖæZ
n‡qwQ‡jv 14041.407 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| cvBcjvBb I Cancellation/ Transfer Gi
mgšq̂ K‡i GB cwigvY DbœxZ nq 51799.3 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi Avi c«K…Z Qv‡oi cwigvY
wQ‡jv 11734.7 wgwjqb  BDGm Wjvi| GB cwigvY †gvU mvnv‡h¨i 22.65 kZvsk|
cÖwZkÖæZ mvnv‡h¨ Aby`vb I F‡Yi cwigvY wQ‡jv h_vµ‡g 48.17 I 51.83 kZvsk| QvoK…Z
A‡_© FY I Abỳ vb cwigvY wQ‡jv h_vµ‡g 53.18 I 46.82 kZvsk|
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Disbursement Regime Total Highest Lowest Average 1972/73 – 
1974/75 2349.22 901.049 

(1974/75) 
461.237 

(1973/74) 783.07 
1975/76 – 
1980/81 5568.66 1223.061 

(1979/80) 
534.712 

(1976/77) 928.11 
1982/83 – 
1989/90 11734.73 1809.559 

(1989/90) 
1177.383 
(1982/83) 1466.84 

1991/92 – 
1995/96 8027.96 1739.091 

(1994/95) 
1443.750 
(1995/96) 1605.59 

1996/97 – 
2000/01 7225.41 1587.948 

(1999/00) 
1251.373 
(1997/98) 1445.08 

2001/02 – 
2005/06 7116.77 1585.022 

(2002/03) 
1033.432 
(2003/04) 1423.35 

Table 2: Regime-wise Highest, Lowest & Average Aid Disbursement
(1972/73 – 2005/06)

(US$ Million)



mviYx- 2 †_‡K Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q, Gikv` miKv‡ii †gqv‡`i †kl w`‡K mvnvh¨ cÖevn e…w×
cvq| 1989/90 mvj evsjv‡`‡ki BwZnv‡m m‡e©v”P cwigvY mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi mgq|
QvoK…Z mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 1809.559 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| me©wbgœ mvnvh¨ cÖevn N‡U
1982/83 A_©eQ‡i, hvi cwigvY 1177.383 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| GB kvmbvg‡j Mo
mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 1466.84 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi|

1991/92 - 1995/96
evsjv‡`‡k MYZvwš¿K ivRbxwZi m~Pbv nq GB mg‡q, †mBmv‡_ mvnvh¨ cÖev‡nI wKQyUv
cwieZ©b Av‡m| GB mg‡q mvnvh¨ cÖwZkÖæwZi cwigvY I Qv‡oi cwigvYI wKQyUv n«vm cvq|
GB mgq Av‡Mi eQ‡ii cvBcjvBb I bZyb  cÖwZkÖæwZ wgwj‡q †gvU mvnvh¨ `vuwo‡qwQ‡jv
36387.1 wgwjqb  BDGm Wjvi hvi| †gvU cÖwZkÖæZ mvnv‡h¨i 47.85 kZvsk Abỳ vb I
52.15 kZvsk FY| mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv n‡qwQ‡jv 8027.9 wgwjqb  BDGm Wjvi (mviYx-1)|
GB cwigvY †gvU cÖwZkÖæwZi  22.06 kZvsk (wPÎ-1)|

Lv‡j`v wRqv miKv‡ii †gqv‡`i †kl ch©v‡q G‡m mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY n«vm cvq| me©wbgœ
1443.750 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi eQi 1995/96| GB kvmbvg‡ji
gvSvgvwS‡Z mvnvh¨ c«evn e…w× cvq| 1994/95 mv‡j m‡e©v”P mvnvh¨ Av‡m, hvi cwigvY
1739.091 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| Mo mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 1605.59 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi
(mviYx- 2)|

1996/97 - 2000/01
GB kvmbvg‡j evsjv‡`k cÖK…Z mvnvh¨ †c‡qwQ‡jv 7225.4 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi hw`I
9628.215wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi cÖwZkÖæwZ †`Iqv n‡qwQ‡jv| QvoK…Z
cwigvY †gvU cÖvwßmva¨ A‡_©i 20.52 kZvsk (wPÎ-1)| cÖwZkÖæZ A‡_© FY I Abỳ v‡bi Ask
wQ‡jv h_vµ‡g 60.06 I 39.94 kZvsk| QvoK…Z A‡_© FY I Abỳ v‡bi Ask wQ‡jv h_vµ‡g
43.44 I 56.56 kZvsk|

†kL nvwmbv miKvi ¶gZv M«n‡Yi ci m‡e©v”P mvnvh¨ Av‡m 1999/00 mv‡j, hvi cwigvY
1587.948 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| ¶gZv MÖn‡Yi cÖ_g w`‡K mvnvh¨ c«evn wKQyUv n«vm cvq|
me©wbgœ mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi eQi 1997/98, mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 1251.373 wgwjqb BDGm
Wjvi| Mo mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 1445.08 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (mviYx- 2)|

2001/02 - 2005/06
37838.7 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi †gvU mvnv‡h¨i g‡a¨ evsjv‡`k mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv‡Z †c‡i‡Q
7116.6 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| GB cwigvY †gvU cÖwZkÖæwZi 18.81 kZvsk (wPÎ-1)| 
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‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY µgk K‡g AvmwQ‡jv Gikv` miKv‡ii ¶gZv nviv‡bvi ci
†_‡KB| Lv‡j`v wRqv miKv‡ii wØZxq †gqv‡` GB aviv Ae¨vnZ _v‡K| me©wbgœ mvnvh¨ Av‡m
2003/04 mv‡j, 1033.432 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| m‡e©v”P mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv‡bv nq
2002/03 mv‡j, 1585.022 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| Mo mvnvh¨ 1423.35 wgwjqb BDGm
Wjvi (mviYx- 2)|

j¶Yxq welqmg~n

mviYx-1 †_‡K Avgiv evsjv‡`‡k Avmv ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY I FY I Abỳ v‡bi
cwigvY m¤ú‡K© GKwU aviYv cvw”Q| Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q, evsjv‡`‡k ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i
cwigvY n«vm †c‡q‡Q| mviYx‡Z D‡jøwLZ QqwU kvmbvg‡ji g‡a¨ 1982/83- 1989/90-G
mvnvh¨ cÖwZkÖæwZi cwigvY m‡e©v”P wQ‡jv| hw`I mvnvh¨ Qv‡oi cwigvY wQ‡jv weMZ `ywU
kvmbvg‡ji Zyjbvq Kg A_©vr 22.65 kZvsk| g~jZ, GB kvmbvg‡ji ci n‡Z mvnvh¨ Qv‡oi
cwigvY Kg‡Z _v‡K| GLv‡b `ywU welq j¶Yxq-

cÖ_gZ, ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨ Abỳ v‡bi cwigvY Kg‡Q Ges F‡Yi cwigvY w`bw`b e…w× cv‡”Q|
mvnv‡h¨i c«vq 70 kZvskB cÖ`vb Kiv n‡”Q F‡Yi AvKv‡i| hw`I ¯v̂axbZv cieZ©x `k‡K
†gvU mvnv‡h¨i 51 kZvskB wQ‡jv Abỳ vb| MZ wZb `k‡K Abỳ v‡bi cwigvY j¶Yxq fv‡e
n«vm †c‡q 2008/09 A_©eQ‡i G‡m `vuwo‡q‡Q 30 kZvs‡k| (cwiwkó-1)| Gfv‡e mvnv‡h¨i
g‡a¨ F‡Yi cwigv‡Yi DË‡ivËi e…w×i d‡j F‡Yi †evSv I FY cwi‡kv‡ai e¨qI e…w× cv‡”Q|
evsjv‡`‡k mvgwiK kvm‡bi eQi¸‡jv‡Z A_©vr 1980-90 mgq Kv‡j F‡Yi †evSv 3000
BDGm Wjvi †_‡K cÖvq wZb¸Y e…w× †c‡q c«vq 12000 BDGm Wjvi nq (cwiwkó-1)|  GB
wekvj AvKvi F‡Yi wmsnfvMB G‡mwQj International Development Association (IDA)
†_‡K, hv wek¦e¨vs‡Ki mnR k‡Z© FY cÖ`v‡bi ms¯’v wn‡m‡e mycwiwPZ|

wØZxqZ, mvnvh¨ c«̀ v‡bi cÖwZkÖæwZi mv‡_ cvjøv w`‡q mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi cwigvY n«vm cv‡”Q|
¯v̂axbZv cieZ©x (1972/73- 1974/75) kvmbvg‡j mvnvh¨ Qv‡oi cwigvY wQ‡jv †gvU
cÖvwßmva¨ A‡_©i 52.57 kZvsk| 2001/02-2005/06 G GUv 18.81 kZvs‡k G‡m
†cŠuQvq|

cÖKí mvnvh¨
evsjv‡`‡k ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i GKwU eo Ask n‡jv cÖKí mvnvh¨| mvaviYZ evwl©K Dbœqb
Kg©m~Pxi AvIZvq GBme cÖKí mvnvh¨ M«nY I Aby‡gv`b Kiv nq| ¯v̂axbZv cieZ©x mgq
n‡Z Ryb 30, 2009 ch©šÍ evsjv‡`‡k cÖKí mvnvh¨ G‡m‡Q 32.97 wewjqb BDGm Wjvi|
hvi g‡a¨ Ryb 2003 †_‡K Ryb 2008 ch©šÍ  1674.261 wgwjqb  BDGm WjviB G‡m‡Q
AvBwWG †_‡K| cÖKí mvnvh¨ cÖwZkÖæZ Kiv n‡q‡Q 43.65 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| (cwiwkó-
2)|
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1972/73 - 1974/75
hy×weaŸ¯Í †`‡ki AeKvVv‡gvMZ Dbœq‡bi Rb¨ Hmg‡q evsjv‡`k cÖPyi cÖKí mvnvh¨ M«nY
K‡i| mviYx-4 Gi w`‡K ZvKv‡j Avgiv †`L‡Z cvB `vZv-‡`k I Dbœqb mn‡hvMx-ms¯’v n‡Z
me©‡gvU 931 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi cÖKí mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi A½xKvi Kiv n‡qwQ‡jv, Zb¥‡a¨ FY
I Aby`v‡bi cwigvY wQ‡jv h_vµ‡g 86.74 I 13.26 kZvsk| mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv n‡qwQ‡jv
347.374 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (54.55 kZvsk FY I 45.45 kZvsk)| mviYx-3 †_‡K
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Table 4: Regime-wise Highest, Lowest & Average Project Aid Disbursement(1972/73 – 2005/06)
(US$ Million)

Disbursement Regime Total Highest Lowest Average 
1972/73 – 1974/75 347.374 

143.035 
(1974/75) 

79.984 
(1972/73) 115.79 

1975/76 – 1980/81 1957.876 
559.911 

(1980/81) 
125.541 

(1975/76) 326.31 
1982/83 – 1989/90 6190.405 

1165.368 
(1989/90) 

469.928 
(1982/83) 773.80 

1991/92 – 1995/96 5500.976 
1268.918 
(1994/95) 

984.228 
(1991/92) 1100.20 

1996/97 – 2000/01 5488.210 
1162.826 
(1999/00) 

1035.203 
(1998/99) 1097.64 

2001/02 – 2005/06 6519.593 
1470.408 
(2005/06) 

1001.854 
(2003/04) 1303.92 



Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q cÖwZkÖæZ mvnvh¨ I QvoK…Z mvnvh¨ DfqB F‡Yi cwigvY Aby`vb A‡c¶v
†ewk| f½yi A_©bxwZi Rb¨ H wekvj As‡Ki mvnvh¨ AvËxKiY (Absorption) ev e¨envi
KivUvB wQ‡jv me‡P‡q eo P¨v‡jÄ| evsjv‡`k †gvU cÖwZkÖæwZi gvÎ 37.27 kZvsk Qvo
Ki‡Z †c‡iwQ‡jv|

¯v̂axbZvi ci 1972/73 mv‡j evsjv‡`‡k me©wbgœ cÖKí mvnvh¨ Av‡m, Gi cwigvY wQ‡jv
79.984 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| ax‡i ax‡i GB cwigvY evo‡Z _v‡K| m‡e©v”P mvnvh¨ Av‡m
1974/75 mv‡j, 143.035 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| GB kvmbvg‡j Mo mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY
115.79 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (mviYx-4)|

1975/76 - 1980/81
GB mg‡q G‡m cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY Av‡iv evo‡Z _v‡K| GB kvmbvg‡j 3674.372
wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi mvnv‡h¨i A½xKvi Kiv n‡qwQ‡jv hvi 68.93 kZvsk FY Ges 31.07
kZvsk Abỳ vb| †gvU cÖwZkÖæZ mvnv‡h¨i g‡a¨ ZrKvjxb kvmK‡Mvôx 53.28 kZvsk mvnvh¨
Qvo Kiv‡Z m¶g n‡qwQ‡jv| Wjv‡ii wn‡m‡e GB cwigvY wQ‡jv 1957.876 wgwjqb BDGm
Wjvi| †gvU QvoK…Z mvnv‡h¨i 61.05 kZvsk FY I 38.95 kZvsk Abỳ vb (mviYx-3)|
GB kvmbvgj †_‡KB mvnvh¨ AvËxKiY ¶gZv evo‡Z _v‡K|

GB kvmbvg‡ji ïiæ‡Z cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY Av‡Mi A_©eQ‡ii †P‡q wKQyUv n«vm cvq|
1975/76 mv‡j me©wbgœ mvnv‡h¨ Av‡m 125.541 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| m‡e©v”P mvnvh¨ Av‡m
1980/81 A_©eQ‡i 559.911 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| Mo mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 326.31
wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (mviYx-4)|

1982/83 - 1989/90
†gvU mvnv‡h¨i mv‡_ mv‡_ cÖKí mvnvh¨I Zvi m‡e©v”P ch©v‡q †cŠQvq †Rbv‡ij Gikv‡`i GB
kvmbvg‡j (wPÎ -2)| 8497.646 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi A½xKvi Kiv n‡jI
mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv n‡qwQ‡jv 6190.405 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (mviYx-3)| QvoK…Z mvnv‡h¨
65.97 kZvsk FY I 34.03 kZvsk Abỳ vb| mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi ¶gZv e…w×i avivwU GB
kvmbvg‡jI G‡m Ae¨vnZ _v‡K| 72.85 kZvsk mvnvh¨ Qvo Ki‡Z m¶g nq| 

hw`I cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY e…w× cvw”Q‡jv wKš‘ Gikv` miKvi ¶gZv MÖn‡Yi ci c«_g
A_©eQi wQ‡jv me©wbgœ cÖKí mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi eQi| A_©vr 1982/83 mv‡j cÖKí mvnvh¨
G‡mwQ‡jv 469.928 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| m‡e©v”P mvnvh¨ G‡mwQ‡jv 1989/90 A_©eQ‡i,
1165.368 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| Mo mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 773.80 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi|
Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q Mo mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY µgvMZ e…w× cv‡”Q (mviYx-4)|
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1991/92 - 1995/96
GwU wQ‡jv evsjv‡`‡ki MYZ‡š¿i c‡_ AMÖhvÎv ïiæ Kivi mgq| ¯v̂axb evsjv‡`‡ki cÖ_g
MYZvwš¿K miKvi mvnvh¨ †c‡qwQ‡jv 5500.976 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi ( 39.33 kZvsk
Abỳ vb, 60.67 kZvsk FY)| hw`I mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi Avk¦vm †`Iqv n‡qwQ‡jv 5945.444
wgwjqb  BDGm Wjvi ( 39.51 kZvsk Abỳ vb,  60.49 kZvsk FY)| bZyb miKvi
cÖwZkÖæZ mvnv‡h¨i 92.52 kZvskB Qvo Kiv‡Z mg_© nq|

Lv‡j`v wRqv miKv‡ii kvmbvg‡j 1994/95 A_©eQ‡i m‡e©v”P cÖKí mvnvh¨ Av‡m, hvi
cwigvY 1268.918 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| me©wbgœ c«Kí mvnvh¨ cÖev‡ni mgq wQ‡jv
1991/92 A_©eQi, mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 984.228 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| Mo mvnv‡h¨i
cwigvY 1100.20 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (mviYx-4)|

1996/97 - 2000/01
RbMYKZ©…K wØZxq wbe©vwPZ miKvi mvnvh¨ cvIqvi Avk¦vm †c‡qwQ‡jv 7725.887 wgwjqb
BDGm Wjvi (28.83 kZvsk Abỳ vb, 71.17 kZvsk FY) hw`I mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv n‡qwQ‡jv
5488.21 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (31.09 kZvsk Abỳ vb, 68.91 kZvsk FY)| QvoK…Z
mvnvh¨ †gvU cÖwZkÖæZ mvnv‡h¨i 71.04 kZvsk| GB miKv‡ii Avg‡j mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi
cwigvY Av‡Mi Avg‡ji †P‡q wKQyUv n«vm cvq (wPÎ-2)| 

cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY `ªæZ e…w× †c‡Z _v‡K| †kL nvwmbv miKvi ¶gZv MÖn‡Yi ci m‡e©v”P
mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv‡Z †c‡iwQ‡jv 1999/00 A_©eQ‡i, mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 1162.826 wgwjqb
BDGm Wjvi| me©wbgœ mvnvh¨ G‡m‡Q 1998/99 A_©eQ‡i, 1035.203 wgwjqb BDGm
Wjvi| evwl©K Mo mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 1097.64 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (mviYx-4)|

2001/02 - 2005/06
wØZxq †gqv‡` wbe©vwPZ n‡q Lv‡j`v wRqv miKvi Zvi `vZv-evÜe cÖZ¨qwU Avev‡iv cÖgvY
K‡i| †mBmv‡_ †`Lv hvq weMZ miKv‡ii Zyjbvq mvnvh¨ Qv‡oi cwigvYI wQ‡jv †ewk| wPÎ-
2 G Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q, †gvU mvnvh¨ Qv‡oi cwigvY †gvU cÖwZkÖæwZi 87.06 kZvsk| 

Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q †h, wecyj As‡Ki mvnvh¨ c«̀ v‡bi A½xKvi Kiv n‡jI mvnvh¨ Qv‡oi
cwigvY ax‡i ax‡i n«vm cv‡”Q| Gi KviY n‡jv cÖKí wPwýZKiY I cÖKí cwiKíbv c«Yq‡b
axi MwZ, e¨e¯’vcbvMZ `ye©jZv, kZ©hy³ mvnvh¨ BZ¨vw`| miKvi †_‡K wewfbœ mg‡q GBme
mgm¨v `~ixKi‡Yi  Rb¨ c`‡¶c †bIqv n‡q‡Q| evsjv‡`‡k kxl© c«Kí mvnvh¨ `vZv †`k¸‡jv
n‡jv Rvcvb, d«vÝ, Pxb BZ¨vw`| `vZv-ms¯’v¸‡jv n‡jv Gkxq Dbœqb e¨vsK, AvBwWG, I
I‡cK|
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†gvU mvnv‡h¨ Lv`¨, cY¨ I cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i kZvswkK AbycvZ

weMZ eQi¸‡jv‡Z evsjv‡`‡ki ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i MwZcÖK…wZ‡Z D‡jøL‡hvM¨ cwieZ©b
G‡m‡Q| mvnv‡h¨i †gvU c¨v‡K‡R Lv`¨ I cY¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY n«vm †c‡Z †c‡Z cÖvq k~‡b¨i
KvQvKvwQ †cŠu‡Q †M‡Q| c¶všÍ‡i cÖKí mvnvh¨ I KvwiMwi mnvqZvg~jK  c«K‡íi cwigvY `ªæZ
e…w× †c‡q‡Q (mviYx-5)|
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Table 5: Regime-wise Relative Share of Food, Commodity& Project Aid in Total Aid Disbursement
(US$ Million)

Food Aid Commodity Aid Project Aid 
Regime 

Total (%) Total (%) Total (%) 
Total Aid 

1972/73 – 
1974/75   793.637 41.47   772.719 40.38   347.374 18.15   1913.730 

1975/76 – 
1980/81 1360.678 24.43 2250.103 40.41 1957.876 35.16   5568.657 

1982/83 – 
1989/90 1921.852 16.38 3622.476 30.87 6190.405 52.75 11734.730 

1991/92 – 
1995/96   755.468 9.41 1771.516 22.07 5500.976 68.52   8027.960 

1996/97 – 
2000/01   563.959 7.81 1173.243 16.24 5488.210 75.96   7225.412 

2001/02 – 
2005/06   245.064 3.46   325.114 4.59 6519.593 91.96   7089.771 

Notes:  1. Fiscal Year starts from July 1.
Source: Aid flows are computed from the Flow of External Resources by ERD.
(http://www.erd.gov.bd/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=245&Itemid=263).

1972/73 - 1974/75
¯v̂axbZv cieZ©x mg‡q †gvU mvnv‡h¨ Lv`¨ I cY¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY wQ‡jv cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i
Zyjbvq †ewk| ZLb `vZv‡`i mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi wcQ‡b evwYwR¨K myweav nvwm‡ji Zyjbvq
gvbweK mnvqZvi cÖ`v‡bi welqwU gyL¨ wQj| GB kvmbvg‡j evsjv‡`k †gvU mvnvh¨
†c‡qwQ‡jv 1913.730 wgwjqb  BDGm Wjvi| GB QvoK…Z mvnv‡h¨ Lv`¨, cY¨ I cÖKí
mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY wQ‡jv h_vµ‡g 41.47, 40.38 I 18.15 kZvsk, hv Avgiv mviYx-5 G
†`L‡Z cvw”Q|



1975/76 - 1979/80
GB kvmbvgj †_‡K cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY evo‡Z _v‡K| (1975/76-1979/80) G cÖKí
mvnvh¨ weMZ Avg‡ji Zyjbvq cÖvq wØ¸Y n‡q 35.16 kZvs‡k G‡m †cŠuQvq| Ab¨w`‡K Lv`¨
mvnvh¨ cÖvq A‡a©K n«vm †c‡q 24.43 kZvs‡k G‡m bv‡g| cY¨ mvnv‡h¨i Ae`vb 40.41
kZvsk (mviYx-5)|

1981/82 - 1989/90
GB AvgjwU evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZi BwZnv‡m †ek D‡jøL‡hvM¨ GKwU mgq| KviY Gikv`
miKv‡i GB mgqwU wQ‡jv evsjv‡`‡ki BwZnv‡m m‡e©v”P  ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ c«ev‡ni mgq| GB
Avg‡j Lv`¨, cY¨ I cÖKí GB wZb cÖKv‡ii mvnvh¨B me©vwaK Ae¯’vq †cŠuQvq| GB AvgjwU
Av‡iv GKwU Kvi‡Y ¸iæZ¡c~Y©, KviY GB mg‡q cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 50 kZvs‡k DbœxZ
nq, hv Avgiv mviYx-5 †_‡K †`L‡Z cvw”Q| A_©vr cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i AMÖhvÎv ïiæ nq Ges
Lv`¨ (16.38 kZvsk) I cY¨ mvnv‡h¨i (30.87) cwigvY Kg‡Z _v‡K, hv GL‡bv eZ©gvb| 

1991/92 - 1995/96
Lv`¨ I cÖKí mvnvh¨ n«v‡mi †h aviv Zv GB Avg‡jI Ae¨vnZ _v‡K| c¶všÍ‡i cÖKí mvnvh¨
60 kZvs‡k DbœxZ nq (mviYx-5 I wPÎ- 3)| Lv`¨ I cY¨ mvnv‡h¨i kZvswkK Ae`vb wQ‡jv
h_vµ‡g 9.41 I 22.07 kZvsk|
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Figure 3



1996/96 - 2000/01
Lv`¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY GB Avg‡j gvÎ 7 kZvs‡k G‡m †cŠuQvq| cY¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY
`vuovq 16.24 kZvsk| KvwiMwi mnvqZv I cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 75.96 kZvs‡k DbœxZ
nq|

2001/02 - 2005/06
GB Avg‡j G‡m cÖKí mvnvh¨ 90 kZvs‡k DbœxZ nq| Avi Lv`¨ I cY¨ mvnvh¨ cÖvq k~‡b¨
†cŠu‡Q hvq|

evsjv‡`k ¯v̂axb‡`k wn‡m‡e Zvi c`PviYv ïiæ Kivi ci †gvU mvnv‡h¨i c¨v‡K‡R cÖKí
mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY wQ‡jv 18.25 kZvsk (mviYx-5)| e½eÜyi kvmbvg‡j evsjv‡`‡k †gvU
cÖKí mvnvh¨ G‡mwQ‡jv gvÎ 347.374 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| cieZ©x kvmbvgj †_‡KB
cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY ax‡i ax‡i evo‡Z _v‡K, hw`I ZL‡bv `vZv‡`i AM«vwaKvi ZvwjKvq
wQ‡jv Lv`¨ I cY¨ mvnvh¨| 80i `kK †_‡K cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY `ªæZ e…w× †c‡Z _v‡K,
hv eZ©gv‡bI Ae¨vnZ Av‡Q| cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i cÖwZ `vZv-‡`k I ms¯’v ¸‡jvi GB AvMÖ‡ni
KviY AbymÜvb Kiv Riæwi|

¯v̂axbZv cieZ©x wZbwU `k‡K evsjv‡`‡k ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i cÖevn I MwZavivq †h j¶Yxq
cwieZ©b¸‡jv G‡m‡Q Zv wb‡gœ Zy‡j aiv n‡jv- 

 ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨ Abỳ v‡bi cwigvY 1972/73-G wQ‡jv 88.2 kZvsk| GwU n«vm
†c‡q 53.2 kZvsk nq 1979/80 A_©eQ‡i|1998/99-G G‡m GB cwigvY Av‡iv
K‡g `vuovq 43.6 kZvs‡k (cwiwkó-1)| Abỳ v‡bi cwigvY n«v‡mi mv‡_ cvjøv w`‡q
evo‡Z _v‡K F‡Yi cwigvY, †mB mv‡_ F‡Yi †evSv I FY cwi‡kv‡ai e¨q| MZ
AvovB `k‡K evsjv‡`‡ki ‰e‡`wkK F‡Yi †evSv 4.2 wewjqb BDGm Wjvi †_‡K
e…w× †c‡q 19.5 wewjqb BDGm Wjv‡i G‡m †cŠuQvq| miKv‡ii ev‡R‡Ui GKwU eo
Ask FY cwi‡kv‡ai Rb¨ e¨q Ki‡Z nq| MZ `k‡K gv_vwcQy mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY
50 kZvs‡kiI wb‡P †b‡g hvq| (A_©‰bwZK m¤úK© wefvM, evsjv‡`k miKvi) 

 Dc‡ivwjøwLZ mviYx I wPÎmg~n †_‡K Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q †gvU mvnv‡h¨ Lv`¨ I cY¨
mvnv‡h¨i µgn«vmgvb aviv| Lv`¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 1971/72 mv‡j 47.9 kZvsk
†_‡K 1998/99 mv‡j 11.5G n«vm cvq| GKBfv‡e cY¨ mvnvh¨I 50.8 kZvsk
†_‡K 21.15 kZvs‡k n«vm cvq| wKš‘ cÖKí mvnvh¨ 1971/72 A_©eQ‡i 1.29
kZvsk †_‡K 1998/99 A_©eQ‡i 67.4 kZvs‡k DbœxZ nq|

 evsjv‡`‡k ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ cÖev‡n me‡P‡q j¶Yxq †h welqwU Zv n‡jv,
1982/83-1989/90 kvmbvgj| KviY, GB mg‡q evsjv‡`k cÖwZkÖæZ n‡qwQ‡jv
me©vwaK 51799.300wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi mvnvh¨ cÖvwßi Ges †c‡qwQ‡jv
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11734.733 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (mviYx-1)| cÖwZkÖæZ cwigvY Ges QvoK…Z
cwigvY DfqB Ab¨ †h †Kvb ivR‰bwZK kvmbvg‡ji Zyjbvq †ewk| GB mg‡q cÖvß
Lv`¨ I cY¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvYI me©vwaK| D‡jøwLZ Avg‡j evsjv‡`k Lv`¨ I cY¨
mvnvh¨ †c‡qwQ‡jv h_vµ‡g 1921.852 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi I 3622.776
wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| Gikv` miKv‡ii cZ‡bi ciciB Lv`¨ mvnv‡h¨i cwigvb
752.130 wgwjqb BDGm Wjv‡i †b‡g Av‡m| Avi cY¨ mvnvh¨ n‡q hvq A‡a©K
1771.516 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| cÖKí F‡Yi avivI cÖvq GKB c‡_ AMÖmi nq| 

 evsjv‡`k miKv‡ii GKwU HwZnvwmK `ye©jZv n‡jv mvnv‡h¨i m‡e©vËg e¨env‡ii
A¶gZv| Avgiv hw` ïaygvÎ cÖKí FY wb‡q Av‡jvPbv Kwi Zvn‡j †`L‡Z cv‡ev
mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi cwigvY KL‡bvB 20 kZvs‡ki †ewk nqwb (mviYx-4)| G‡¶‡Î
e¨wZµg n‡jv ¯v̂axbZv cieZ©x 1972/72 - 1974/75 I 1982/83 - 1989/90
GB `yB kvmbvgj| cÖ_gZ, 1972/72 - 1974/75-Gi mg‡q hy×weaŸ¯Í f½yi
A_©bxwZ nIqv m‡Ë¡I ZrKvjxb miKvi 34.6 kZvsk cÖKí mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv‡Z
†c‡iwQ‡jv| Avevi 1982/83 - 1989/90 n‡jv me©vwaK mvnvh¨ jv‡fi Ges
wbgœZg mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi (19.04 kZvsk) mgq| 

 mviYx-2 I 4 j¶¨ Ki‡j Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q, me©wbgœ mvnvh¨ Qvo Ki‡Yi
eQi¸‡jv n‡jv ¶gZv cwieZ©‡bi eQi| A_©vr, GKwU miKv‡ii †gqv`cywZ©i ci
bZyb miKv‡ii Kv‡Q ¶gZv n¯ÍvšÍi ev †Kvb miKvi ¶gZv †_‡K DrLvZ n‡j bZyb
miKv‡ii ¶gZv cÖn‡Yi mgq¸‡jv‡Z mvnvh¨ cÖev‡n kø_ MwZ †`Lv hv‡”Q| Gi KviY
n‡jv bZyb miKv‡ii ¶gZv jv‡fi ci `vZv-‡`k I ms¯’v¸‡jv H miKv‡ii AvPiY
I wm×všÍ ch©‡e¶‡Y mgq‡¶cY Ki‡Q| Mo mvnv‡h¨i w`‡K  ZvKv‡j Avgiv †`L‡Z
cvB Mo mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY w`b w`b e…w× cv‡”Q| 1972/73-1974/75-G mvnv‡h¨i
Mo cwigvY wQ‡jv 783.07 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi| cieZ©x kvmbvgj¸‡jv‡Z GwU
Av‡iv e…w× cvq| †gvU mvnvh¨ I cÖKí mvnvh¨ Df‡qi †¶‡ÎB GKB aviv `…k¨gvb|

mvnvh¨ e¨env‡i A`¶Zvi KviYmg~n

wewkó A_©‰bwZK wPšÍvwe` Aa¨vcK †ingvb †mvenvb Zvui The crisis of External
Dependence: The Political Economy of Foreign Aid in Bangladesh eBwU‡Z mvnvh¨
e¨env‡i A`¶Zvi wZbwU KviY wPwýZ K‡i‡Qb, †mvenvb (1982: 72-92)| G¸‡jv n‡jv-

 wm×všÍ M«nY, AM«vwaKvi LvZ wPwýZKi‡Y cÖkvmwbK I AvgjvZvwš¿K `xN©m~wÎZv;

 `vZv-‡`k I ms¯’vmg~n  KZ©…K wekvj As‡Ki mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi A½xKvi I mvnvh¨
AvËxKi‡Yi mxgve×Zv;

cwiewZ©Z ivR‰bwZK I ¶gZvi cvjve`‡ji mv‡_ mv‡_ `vZv‡`i k‡Z©i evovevwo| G¸‡jv
QvovI Av‡iv wKQy welq wb‡gœ Zy‡j aiv n‡jv-
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K) MÖnxZv †`‡ki `yb©xwZ;

L) `vZv-‡`k ev AvšÍR©vwZK `vZv ms¯’v¸‡jv AwaKvsk mgq cÖKí wfwËK kZ©hy³
mvnvh¨ w`‡q _‡K| GBai‡bi mvnv‡h¨i †¶‡Î MÖnxZv †`‡ki c«‡qvR‡bi Zyjbvq
`vZv‡`i cQ›`B AMÖvwaKvi cvq| A_©vr Zviv Zv‡`i cQ›` Abyhvqx we‡kl †Kvb
cÖK‡í FY `v‡b AvM«nx nq| G‡¶‡Î `vZv‡`i wbR¯ ̂KvVv‡gv Abyhvqx cÖK‡íi
avc cwiPvjbv Kiv nq Ges wewfbœ ai‡bi m¤¢ve¨Zv I c«vK-m¤¢ve¨Zv  Rwic
Pvjv‡bv nq| c«vq 80-90 fvM cÖKíB GB mKj m¤¢ve¨Zv Rwi‡ci evav
AwZµg Ki‡Z e¨_© nq| wKš‘ FY M«nxZv †`‡ki bv‡g wekvj As‡Ki †jb‡`‡bi
eni hy³ n‡q hvq| ïay ZvB bq †ewkifvM mgq `vZv‡`i cQ›`bxq cÖKí¸‡jv
nq AcÖ‡qvRbxq Ges AcPqg~jK| 

`vZv-‡`k ev AvšÍR©vwZK `vZv ms¯’v¸‡jv gv‡S gv‡S DrmwfwËK kZ©hy³
mvnvh¨I cÖ̀ vb K‡i| G‡¶Î †Kvb wbw`©ó cÖK‡íi cÖ‡qvRbxq KvuPvgvj,
†gwkbvwi `vZvKZ©…K wbw ©̀ó †Kvb †`k †_‡K µq Ki‡Z nq| `vZv‡`i g‡Z kZ©
Av‡ivc Kiv nq mvnv‡h¨i mwVK e¨envi wbwðZ Kivi Rb¨, wKš‘ GBme kZ©
mvnv‡h¨i cÖK…Z g~j¨ n«vm K‡i|

evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i cÖfve

evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i f~wgKv wgkª| ¯^vaxbZv cieZ©x mg‡q †`‡ki
AeKvVv‡gv Dbœqb I A_©‰bwZK cybM©V‡b ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i Kvh©Kix f~wgKv _vK‡jI
eZ©gv‡b mvnv‡h¨i cy‡iv welqwU cÖvwZôvwbK `yb©xwZi jvjb‡K› ª̀ n‡q `vuwo‡q‡Q| †`‡ki `wi`ª
Rbmvavi‡Yi fv‡M¨vbœq‡bi mvBb‡evW© Sywj‡q cÖwZ eQi nvRvi †KvwU UvKv wf‡¶ K‡i Avbv
n‡jI cÖK…Zc‡¶ GB UvKvi mvgvb¨ AskB Zv‡`i Kv‡Q †cŠuQv‡bv hv‡”Q| cÖvß mvnv‡h¨i GKUv
eo Ask †diZ hv‡”Q `vZv‡`i Kv‡Q- we‡klÁ dx, `vZv‡`i wba©vwiZ kZ©vbyhvqx Zv‡`i
wbw ©̀ó K‡i †`Iqv †Kvb †`k ev †Kv¤úvwb †_‡K cÖK‡íi c«‡qvRbxq hš¿vsk ev KvuPvgvj
wKb‡Z| wKQy Ask hv‡”Q †`kxq Avg`vwbKviK, civgk©K, wVKv`vi‡`i †eZb Kwgkb BZ¨vw`
cwi‡kv‡a| wKQy Ask †_‡K hv‡”Q cvBcjvB‡bi g‡a¨| GBfv‡e wn‡me Ki‡j †`Lv hv‡e
hv‡`i Rb¨ GB mvnvh¨ Zviv †Zgb wKQyB cv‡”Q bv, A_ev hv cv‡”Q Zv Zv‡`i cÖ‡qvR‡bi
Zyjbvq wbZvšÍB AcÖZyj| 

mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi Rb¨ Av‡ivwcZ k‡Z©i cÖfve

1974 mv‡j wek¦e¨vs‡Ki mivmwi ZË¡veav‡b 26 wU `vZv ms¯’v I †`‡ki mgš^‡q evsjv‡`k
Dbœqb †dvivg MwVZ nq| 1973 mv‡j wek¦e¨vs‡Ki m`m¨c` jv‡fi ci †_‡K 2007/08
A_©eQi ch©šÍ ms¯’vwU evsjv‡`k‡K cÖvq 11939.045 wgwjqb BDGm Wjvi (cÖK…Z Aegy³
cwigvY) FY mnvqZv cÖ̀ vb K‡i‡Q| GB wekvj As‡Ki mvnv‡h¨i †ewkifvMB G‡m‡Q IDA-
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i gva¨‡g| wek¦e¨vsK KZ©…K cÖ`Ë GB F‡Yi †ewkifvMB G‡m‡Q ms¯’vwU KZ©…K wbw`©ó †Kvb
cÖKí A_©vq‡bi Rb¨, bq‡Zv KvVv‡gvMZ mgšq̂ Kg©m~Pxi  A_ev `vwi ª̀¨ we‡gvPb †KŠkjc‡Îi
Aax‡b †Kvb we‡kl cÖKí A_©vq‡bi Rb¨|  AvBGgGd †_‡K cÖvß mvnv‡h¨i wecix‡ZI wQ‡jv
KwVb k‡Z©i eni| KvVv‡gvMZ mgšq̂ Kg©m~Pxi e¨e¯’vcÎ cÖYxZ nq wZbwU wel‡qi Dci wfwË
K‡i| G¸‡jv njt wbqš¿Ygy³KiY, e¨w³gvwjKvbvaxbKiY I evwYR¨ D`vixKiY| Bmjvg
(2003: 84-102)

Avm‡j SAP wQ‡jv GK¸”Q kZ©vejx hv wek¦e¨vsK I AvBGgGd Zv‡`i mvnv‡h¨i kZ© wn‡m‡e
Dbœqbkxj †`k¸‡jvi Dci Av‡ivc K‡iwQ‡jv| kZ©¸‡jv njt

1. weivó«xKiY, wbqš¿Ygy³KiY I e¨w³gvwjKvbvaxb Kg©m~Pxi gva¨‡g ivó«xq Lv‡Zi
cÖwZôvb I Kj-KviLvbv †emiKvwi gvwjKvbvq n¯ÍvšÍi;

2. ‡`‡ki A_©‰bwZK Kvh©µ‡g evRvi ev `vg e¨e¯’v‡K kw³kvjx Kiv Ges GB j‡¶¨
miKvwi wbqš¿Y Kgv‡bv ev cÖZ¨vnvi;

3. miKvwi e¨‡qi AMÖvwaKvi cybwba©viY Ges Zvi Dci K‡Vvi wbqš¿Y Av‡ivc, K…wl‡Z
fZ©ywK cÖZ¨vnvi, mvgwóK A_©‰bwZK w¯’wZkxjZv i¶vq wk¶v, ¯v̂¯’̈  I mgvRKj¨vY
Kvh©µg †_‡K miKvwi fZ©ywK cÖZ¨vnvi Ges †emiKvwi D‡`¨v‡Mi cÖmvi;

4. Avg`vwb D`vixKiY Kg©m~Pxi gva¨‡g Af¨šÍixY evRvi‡K AvšÍR©vwZK c«wZ‡hvwMZvi
Rb¨ Db¥y³ K‡i †`Iqv;

5. wewbgq nvi e¨e¯’vi ms¯‹v‡ii gva¨‡g fvmgvb wewbgq nvi e¨e¯’v Pvjy Kiv;

6. we‡`kx mivmwi wewb‡qvM D`vixKiY;

7. M¨vm, cvwb, we`¨yr BZ¨vw` mvgvwRK †mevg~jK Lv‡Z †emiKvwi D‡`¨vM DrmvwnZ Kiv;

KvVv‡gvMZ mgšq̂ Kg©m~Pxi g~j wfwË wQ‡jv A_©‰bwZK cÖe…w× I wewb‡qv‡Mi Rb¨ mvgwóK
A_©‰bwZK w¯’wZkxjZvi ¸iæZ¡| Gi Dci GZB †Rvi †`Iqv n‡qwQ‡jv †h g~j¨ùxwZ I ev‡RU
NvUwZ Kgv‡bvi Rb¨ my‡`i nvi e…w× Ges ivR¯^ e¨q Kgv‡bvUv‡KB †ewk ¸iæZ¡ †`Iqv nq|
wKš‘ Dbœqbkxj †`‡ki ev¯Íe Ae ’̄vq A‡bK mgq my‡`i nvi evo‡jB g~j¨ùxwZ K‡g bv|
Avevi Kg‡jI wewb‡qvM e…w×i Rb¨ GUvB c~e©kZ© bq| KvVv‡gvMZ mgšq̂ Kg©m~Px ZvwË¡K
`…wó‡KvY †_‡K hyw³hy³ e‡j g‡b n‡jI Dbœqbkxj †`‡ki  ev Í̄e Ae¯’vq Zv A‡bK †¶‡ÎB
AcÖ‡hvR¨| wKš‘ FY ev mvnv‡h¨i c~e©kZ© wn‡m‡e A‡bK †`k‡KB GUv MÖnY Ki‡Z n‡qwQ‡jv
Avi Zvi mvgwMÖK dj wQ‡jv †bwZ evPK| evsjv‡`‡k KvVv‡gvMZ mgšq̂ Kg©m~Pxi †bwZevPK
djvdjmg~n wb‡gœ Av‡jvPbv Kiv njt

 AwZgvÎvq miKvwi wbqš¿Y c«Z¨vnvi Ges e¨w³LvZ‡K DrmvwnZ Kiv n‡j Zv evRv‡i
Kv‡U©j e¨e¯’v‡K kw³kvjx K‡i| evsjv‡`‡k GK‡PwUqv ¶gZv wbqš¿Y I bRi`vwii
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Rb¨ D‡jøL‡hvM¨ †Kvb AvBb ev cÖwZôvb †bB| evsjv‡`‡ki †fvM¨ cY¨, we‡klZ
wPwb I †Z‡ji evRv‡i K…wÎg msKU ‰Zwi K‡i g~j¨e…w×i †h MÖwZ‡hvwMZv, Zv Kv‡U©j
e¨e¯’viB dj| Gi gva¨‡g ga¨weË I wbgœweË Rbmvavi‡Yi KóvwR©Z A_© †kvfv
cv‡”Q †KvwUcwZi e¨vsK A¨vKvD‡›U| G‡Z Avq ‰elg¨ e…w× cv‡”Q|

 evRvi A_©bxwZi I `vg e¨e¯’vi Dci AwaK gvÎvq wbf©ikxjZvi d‡j GKw`‡K cY¨
I †mevi g~j¨ †e‡o hvq| Ab¨w`‡K Kg©ms¯’v‡bi Dci †bwZevPK cÖfve m…wó nq|
weï× cvwb, ¯v̂¯’̈ ‡mev BZ¨vw` evRviwfwËK nIqvi d‡j mgv‡Ri e…nËi As‡ki
RxebhvÎvi gvb e¨vnZ nq|

 Avg`vwb D`vixKiY bxwZgvjvi AvIZvq Avg`vwb ïé, ïénvi¸‡jv‡K Ggbfv‡e
web¨¯Í Kiv n‡”Q hv‡Z mgv‡Ri A‡c¶vK…Z weËevb As‡ki e¨eüZ `«e¨ I
†mev¸‡jv‡Z cÖ‡hvR¨ K‡ii †evSv n«vm cv‡”Q| †gvUi Mvwo, kxZvZc wbqš¿Y hš¿,
wejvmx wbg©vY mvgM«x BZ¨vw`i ïé I K‡ii †evSv µgk Kwg‡q †djv n‡”Q|
c¶všÍ‡i ivR¯ ̂Avq e…w× Ges nviv‡bv ivR¯ ̂cybiæ×v‡ii Rb¨ g~j¨ ms‡hvRb K‡ii
AvIZv‡K we¯Í…Z K‡i bZyb  bZyb `ªe¨ mvgMÖx‡K K‡ii AvIZvfy³ Kiv n‡”Q,
†h¸‡jv c«avbZ Zyjbvg~jKfv‡e mvaviY †fv³v‡`i e¨envwiZ mvgMÖx|

 evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZi cÖvY n‡jv K…wl| evsjv‡`‡ki K…wl Drcv`b e¨e¯’v g~jZ
AvZ¥‡cvlYg~jK, †hLv‡b evRvi m¤úK© GL‡bv Lye †ewk weKwkZ nqwb| AvBGgGd
Ges wek¦e¨vs‡Ki e¨e¯’vcÎ AbymiY K‡i A_©bxwZ‡K µgvMZ Db¥y³KiY Ges K…wl
DcKi‡Y fZ©ywK cÖZ¨vnv‡ii d‡j †gvU †`kR Drcv`‡b K…wli Ae`vb µgvMZ n«vm
cv‡”Q| Î~wUc~Y© f~wg e¨e¯’v, Rwgi Dc-wefvM I LÛxKi‡Yi d‡j f~wgnviv K…l‡Ki
msL¨v w`b w`b e…w× cv‡”Q, hviv kn‡i G‡m wewfbœ AcÖvwZôvwbK Kg©Kv‡ Rwo‡q
co‡Q| c¶všÍ‡i †`kxq Drcv`b n«v‡mi d‡j wekvj Rb‡Mvôxi Lv‡`¨i Pvwn`v
wgUv‡bvi Rb¨ miKvi‡K cÖwZ eQi Lv`¨ Avg`vwbi Avkªq wb‡Z n‡”Q, hvi d‡j
ev‡R‡Ui  Dci Pvc co‡Q|

 mvgwóK A_©‰bwZK w¯’wZkxjZv AR©b I e¨q ms‡KvP‡bi Dci AwZwi³ †Rvi
†`Iqvi d‡j A‡bK mgq mvgvwRK Kj¨vY I mvgvwRK †mevg~jK LvZ, †hgbt
wk¶v, ¯v̂¯’¨ I mvgvwRK wbivcËv Kg©m~Px‡Z e¨q Kwg‡q w`‡Z nq| e¨q ms‡KvP‡bi
d‡j miKvwi Lv‡Z Gme †mevi cwigvY Ges ¸bMZ gvb Df‡qiB Dci †bwZevPK
c«fve c‡o| evsjv‡`‡ki me‡P‡q eo m¤ú‡` cwiYZ n‡e gvbyl, hw` Zv‡`i DbœZ
I AvaywbK wk¶vq wkw¶Z K‡i M‡o †Zvjv hvq| wKš‘ evsjv‡`‡ki ‰elg¨g~jK wk¶v
e¨e¯’v `vwi`ª̈  m…wó I jvjb Ki‡Q, †hLv‡b A‡c¶vK…Z D”Pwe‡Ëi †Q‡j‡g‡q Bs‡iwR
gva¨g ¯‹y‡j cov‡kvbv Ki‡Q Avi `wi`ª cwiev‡ii mšÍv‡biv RivRxY© miKvwi
cÖv_wgK we`¨vj‡q RvqMv Lyu‡R cvIqvi †Póv Pvjv‡”Q|
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 cÖwZ‡ekx †`k fvi‡Zi Zyjbvq `ªæZZi MwZ‡Z Avg`vwb D`vixKi‡Yi gvïj wn‡m‡e
evsjv‡`‡k †PvivPvjvb AvksKvRbKfv‡e e…w× †c‡q‡Q| Ab¨w`‡K evsjv‡`‡ki
evRvi mqjve n‡q †M‡Q fviZxq c‡Y¨| †`kxq D‡`¨v³viv m¯Ív fviZxq c‡Y¨i
mv‡_ cÖwZ‡hvwMZvq wUK‡Z bv †c‡i Drcv`b eÜ K‡i w`‡”Q| G‡Z †eKviZ¡ e…w×
cv‡”Q|

evsjv‡`k mvaviYZ cÖv_wgK I gva¨wgK `ªe¨ ißvwb Ges DbœZ cÖhyw³, hš¿vsk,
wkíKviLvbvi KvuPvgvj Avg`vwb K‡i| DbœZ c«hyw³, hš¿vsk, wkíKviLvbvi
KvuPvgv‡ji Zyjbvq evsjv‡`‡ki ißvwbRvZ `ª‡e¨i Pvwn`v Aw¯’wZ¯’vcK nIqvq
c‡Y¨i `vg †Zgb e…w× cvq bv| d‡j evwYR¨ D`vixKiY evwYR¨ k‡Z©i AebwZ
NUvq|

wb‡gœ evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z mvnv‡h¨i c«fve Av‡jvPbv Kiv nj

 cÖKí wfwËK kZ©hy³ cÖK‡íi †¶‡Î `vZv-‡`k I ms¯’v¸‡jv mywbw ©̀ó wKQy cÖK‡í
wewb‡qvM K‡i _v‡K| †ewkifvM mgqB cÖKí¸‡jv nq evsjv‡`‡ki cÖ‡qvRb I
Pvwn`vi `…wó‡KvY †_‡K AcÖ‡qvRbxq bq‡Zv AcPqgyjK| 

Avevi DrmwfwËK kZ©hy³ cÖK‡íi †¶‡Î D‡jøL _v‡K mywbw`©ó †Kvb †`k ev
†Kv¤úvwb †_‡K cÖK‡íi cÖ‡qvRbxq KvuPvgvj, hš¿vsk msM«n Ki‡Z n‡e|
D`vniY¯^iƒc, m¤cÖwZ U«vbwRU Bm¨y‡Z miKvi AeKvVv‡gv Dbœq‡bi Rb¨ fviZ
miKvi †_‡K 100 †KvwU gvwK©b Wjvi FY mnvqZv †c‡q‡Q| m¤cÖwZ cÖKí
ev Í̄evq‡b axi MwZ wb‡q ‰`wbK cwÎKv cÖ_g Av‡jv‡Z GKwU wi‡cvU© cÖKvwkZ nq|
wi‡cvU©wU †_‡K Rvbv †M‡Q GKwU k‡Z©i Kvi‡Y cÖK‡íi Kv‡R †Zgb AM«MwZ n‡”Q
bv| kZ©wU n‡jv, cÖKí F‡Yi 85 kZvsk †KbvKvUv fviZ †_‡K Ki‡Z n‡e| Gme
cÖK‡íi †ewkifvM KvRB c~Z© msµvšÍ| hw` F‡Yi kZ© gvbv nq Zvn‡j KvuPvgv‡ji
cvkvcvwk k«wgK ch©šÍ fviZ †_‡K Avg`vwb Ki‡Z n‡e| (Z_¨m~Ît ‰`wbK cÖ_g
Av‡jv,28 wW‡m¤^i 2011) wKš‘ hw` Avgv‡`i †`kxq evRvi †_‡K KvuPvgvj ev kªwgK
msM«n Kiv nq Zvn‡j nq‡Zv Av‡iv Kg Li‡P cÖKí ev¯Íevqb m¤¢e n‡e| cÖKí
F‡Yi mv‡_ GB ai‡bi k‡Z©i AšÍf©yw³ mvnv‡h¨i c«K…Z g~j¨ n«vm K‡i|

 FY I Abỳ vb cwi‡ewóZ mvnv‡h¨i _‡j †`‡ki Dbœq‡b mvgvb¨ Ae`vb ivL‡jI
Abybœq‡b Gi Askx`vwiZ¡ †ewk| gvÎvwZwi³ cÖKí FY M«nY F‡Yi †evSv e…w× K‡i|
evsjv‡`k wØcvw¶K Ges eûcvw¶K mvnvh¨ ms¯’v n‡Z mvaviYZ ga¨g I `xN©‡gqv`x
FY wb‡q _v‡K †h¸‡jv cwi‡kv‡ai mgqmxgv 10 †_‡K 20  eQi nq| ïay ZvB bq,
F‡Yi †evSv GZB †ewk †h hv mvnvh¨ Avm‡Q Zvi wmsnfvMB mỳ  m‡gZ cwi‡kv‡a
e¨q n‡q hv‡”Q| m¤cÖwZ cÖKvwkZ msev`c‡Îi GK wi‡cv‡U© †`Lv hv‡”Q PjwZ
A_©eQ‡ii cÖ_g cvuP gv‡m ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ G‡m‡Q 41 †KvwU 38 jvL Wjvi| Avi
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Av‡Mi FY cwi‡kv‡a e¨q n‡q‡Q 34 †KvwU 50 jvL| d‡j wbU mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY
wQ‡jv gvÎ 6 †KvwU 89 jvL Wjvi| (Z_¨myÎ: ‰`wbK cÖ_g Av‡jv, 07 Rvbyqvwi
2012) GB F‡Yi †evSv †`‡ki fwel¨r cÖR‡b¥i Dci c‡i Ges mvgvwRK Kj¨vY
n«vm K‡i| 

 ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨‡K †K› ª̀ K‡i †`‡k GKwU †ckvRxex †k«Yx M‡o D‡V‡Q| †hgb
cÖK‡íi mv‡_ RwoZ cÖ‡KŠkjx, †`kxq civgk©K, wVKv`vi, GbwRI BZ¨vw`| cÖKí
ev Í̄evq‡bi cÖwZwU av‡c G‡`i Kwgkb eve` wekvj As‡Ki A_© e¨q n‡”Q| G‡Z
cÖK‡íi e¨q AwZg~j¨vwqZ nIqvi cvkvcvwk G‡`i nv‡Z wecyj cwigvY A_© Rgv
n‡”Q| G‡Z †`‡k Avq ‰elg¨ I `vwi ª̀¨ evo‡Q| †mvenvb (1982: 60-97)  

 hw`I ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i msÁvq mvnv‡h¨i A-evwYwR¨K nIqvi welqwU hy³ Av‡Q,
wKš‘ `vZv †`k¸‡jv †ewkifvM †¶‡ÎB Zv‡`i evwYwR¨K Awfjvl I jvf PwiZv_©
Ki‡ZB mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ vb K‡i _v‡K| `vZv †`k¸‡jv mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi mgq †m‡`‡ki
Drcvw`Z c‡Y¨i Rb¨ †`kxq evRvi Db¥y³ Ki‡Yi kZ© Ry‡o †`q| D`vniY¯îƒc,
Avgviv evsjv‡`‡ki me©e…nr mvnvh¨-`vZv Rvcv‡bi K_v ej‡Z cvwi| Rvcv‡bi
ODA cwjwmi D‡Ïk¨B n‡jv Zv‡`i ißvwb c‡Y¨i Rb¨ msiw¶Z evRvi wbwðZ
Kiv| evsjv‡`k Rvcvwb wiKwÛkÛ Mvwoi e…nËg evRvi| m¤cÖwZ Rvcvb
evsjv‡`k‡K mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi Rb¨ Av‡iv 12wU AMÖvwaKvi LvZ wPwýZ K‡i‡Q| cÖavb
LvZ¸‡jv n‡jv, Z_¨ I †hvMv‡hvM cÖhyw³, ch©Ub, cwienY BZ¨vw`| A_©vr `vZviv
mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi Rb¨ Ggb me LvZ wPwýZ Ki‡e, hv‡Z Zv‡`i wbR¯ ̂cY¨ mvgMÖxi
e¨emv myiw¶Z Kiv hv‡e|

 mvnv‡h¨i mv‡_ †h mKj kZ© hy³ _v‡K Zv FY-mvnv‡h¨i m‡e©vËg e¨envi wewNœZ
K‡i| †ewkifvM mgqB GBme mvnv‡h¨i mv‡_ wewfbœ cwjwm M«n‡Yi e¨e¯’vcÎ cÖ̀ vb
Kiv nq| GBme cwjwm `wi`ª †`kwUi ev †`‡ki Rbmvavi‡Yi cÖ‡qvRb Ges
Av_©mvgvwRK Ae¯’vi cwi‡cÖw¶‡Z cÖYqb bv K‡i `vZv‡`i  wb‡R‡`i †LqvjLywkgZ
Kiv nq| GBme cwjwm MÖnY Ges †m †gvZv‡eK wm×všÍ M«nY I cÖ‡qv‡Mi d‡j
†`‡ki Af¨šÍixY mvgvwRK I A_©‰bwZK cwiw¯’wZ‡Z weiƒc I `xN©‡gqv`x ¶wZKi
cÖfve co‡Z cv‡i| GwU Avwg Av‡MB we¯ÍvwiZ Av‡jvPbv K‡iwQ| 

3.     ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i Kvh©KvwiZv n«v‡mi KviY

‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i wec‡¶ wek¦e¨vcx mgv‡jvPbv †Rvi`vi n‡”Q| evsjv‡`kI Gi e¨wZµg
bq| ¯v̂axbZvi wKQyKvj c‡iB evsjv‡`k ‰e‡`wkK FY, Aby`vb I mvnvh¨ MÖn‡Yi RM‡Z
c«‡ek K‡i| evsjv‡`‡ki Rb¥B nq wØavwef³ ‰ewk¦K cwiw¯’wZ‡Z| GB wefw³i GK cv‡k
wQ‡jv cyuwRev`x gvwK©b hy³ivó«, Ab¨ cv‡k mgvRZvwš¿K Av`‡k© `xw¶Z †mvwf‡qZ BDwbqb|
mvnv‡h¨i c~e©vci BwZnvm Av‡jvPbv Ki‡j Avgiv †`L‡Z cv‡ev ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ n‡jv
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cyuwRev` I mgvRZ‡š¿i AvwacZ¨we¯Ívi †Kw›`ªK mœvqyhy‡×i djvdj|

evsjv‡`k ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i e…nr MÖnxZv¸‡jvi g‡a¨ Ab¨Zg| ¯v̂axbZv jv‡fi ci n‡Z Ryb
30,2008 ch©šÍ evsjv‡`k cÖvq 50 wewjqb BDGm Wjvi mvnvh¨ MÖnY K‡i‡Q| mvnvh¨
MÖn‡Yi c‡¶i hyw³¸‡jv n‡jv, AeKvVv‡gv Dbœqb I cybe©vmb cÖKí cwiPvjbv, `ywf©¶ I
cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©vM †gvKv‡ejv, `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvPb BZ¨vw`| 

80i `k‡Ki k~i‡Z evsjv‡`k Lv`¨ Drcv`‡b cÖvq ¯q̂sm¤ú~Y©Zv AR©b K‡i| Lv‡`¨
¯q̂sm¤ú~Y©Zv AR©‡bi ciI wewfbœ Dbœqbg~jK Kg©KvÛ cwiPvjbvi Rb¨ evsjv‡`‡ki Lv`¨
mvnvh¨ MÖnY Pj‡Z _v‡K| hw`I Gi cwigvY µ‡g n«vm †c‡q‡Q| 

evsjv‡`‡ki Lv`¨ mvnv‡h¨i wewfbœ WvB‡gbkb¸‡jv n‡jv VGF, VGD, †U÷ wiwjd, wk¶v ev
Kv‡Ri wewbg‡q Lv`¨ Kg©m~Px| GLv‡b wKQy AeKvVv‡gvMZ ms¯‹vi ev Dbœqb Kg©m~Pxi
†ewkifvMB cwiPvwjZ nq Lv`¨ mvnv‡h¨i gva¨‡g| ZvB Lv`¨ ¯q̂sm¤ú~Y©Zv Avm‡jI GUv
KL‡bvB AvbyôvwbKfv‡e ejv n‡e bv| Gi †cQ‡bi KviY Aek¨ Av‡iv gg©vwšÍK| e¯ÍyZ GUv
n‡jv ¯’vbxq miKv‡ii KZ©ve¨w³, `jxq †bZvKg©x‡`i jyUcvU I jyÉ‡bi gnvhÁ, hvi gva¨‡g
cÖvq ivZvivwZ †KvwUcwZ nIqv m¤¢e|

Lv`¨ mvnv‡h¨i wekvj Ask Avevi hvq wewfbœ evwnbxi †ik‡b| G¸‡jvi wmsnfvMB
Kv‡jvevRv‡ii c‡_ Lv`¨ evRv‡i P‡j Av‡m| A_©vr Dbœqb cÖK‡íi Mg ev evwnbx †ik‡bi Mg
bvg hvB †nvK, GUv n‡jv Kv‡jvevRvwi‡K AvbyôvwbKfv‡e c…ô‡cvlKZv c«`vb|

`yb©xwZi Av‡iKwU gva¨g n‡jv cÖKí mvnvh¨| evsjv‡`‡k cÖwZ eQi nvRvi nvRvi †KvwU UvKv
cÖKí mvnvh¨ Av‡m| KviY Avgv‡`i bxwZwba©viK gn‡j Ggb wKQy KZ©ve¨w³ Av‡Qb, hv‡`i
aviYv cÖKí MÖnY gv‡b A_©‰bwZK Dbœqb| cÖK…Zc‡¶ cÖKí F‡Yi cy‡iv welqUv be¨-
Jcwb‡ewkK A_©‰bwZK mvgªvR¨ev‡`i kw³kvjx nvwZqvi, hv e¨envi Kiv nq Z…Zxq wek¦‡K
Abybœq‡bi `yóP‡µ e›`x ivLvi Rb¨| wek¦L¨vZ A_©bxwZwe` ¸bvi wgiWvj †`wL‡q‡Qb
Gai‡Yi cÖKí mvnvh¨ †h¸‡jv jvwZb Av‡gwiKvi wewfbœ †`‡k MQv‡bv n‡qwQ‡jv, Zvi cÖwZ
Wjv‡i 95 †m›U Avevi Av‡gwiKv †diZ †M‡Q bvbv †e‡k, bvbv †KŠk‡j| Bmjvg (2003:
158-173)

eZ©gv‡b evsjv‡`‡k cÖKí FY mvnvh¨ MÖn‡Y †h hyw³ `vuo Kiv‡bv nq, Zv n‡jv MDG
ev Í̄evq‡b cÖ‡qvRbxq AeKvVv‡gv M‡o †Zvjvi Rb¨| wKš‘ `yt‡Li welq, hZB mvnv‡h¨i gvÎv
I cwigvY evo‡Q †mB mv‡_ cvjøv  w`‡q †`‡ki Af¨šÍixY A_©‰bwZK Ae¯’v Lvivc n‡”Q, Avq
‰elg¨ e…w× cv‡”Q| A_©vr GB me cÖKí¸‡jv Zv‡`i wbR¯ ̂dvq`v‡fvMx †kªYx m…wó K‡i‡Q hv
A‡c¶vK…Z myweavewÂZ‡`i A_©‰bwZK myweav I AwaKvi MÖn‡Yi cÖ‡ekvwaKvi iæ× Ki‡Q| 

eZ©gv‡b Dbœqb Kvh©µg cwiPvjbvq ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i Kvh©KvwiZv w`b w`b n«vm cv‡”Q|
Kvh©KvwiZv n«v‡mi KviY¸‡jv wb‡gœ Av‡jvPbv Kiv njt
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mvnvh¨ AvËxKiY ev nRg ¶gZv
‡h cwigvY mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ vb Kiv n‡”Q Zv GKwU †`‡ki nRg Kivi ¶gZv Av‡Q wKbv `vZv-‡`k
ev ms¯’v¸‡jv cÖvq GB wel‡q †Kvb bRi`vwi K‡i bv| ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i `vZv Ges MÖnxZvi
m¤úK©wU GKwU m¤úK© hvi GKcv‡k _v‡K DbœZ I abx †`k¸‡jv I Amxg ¶gZvi AwaKvix
AvšÍR©vwZK ms¯’v¸‡jv Avi Ab¨ cv‡k AbybœZ, ỳe©j Ges A‡c¶vK…Z `wi`ª †`k¸‡jv|
evsjv‡`k Zvi ¯í̂ mvnvh¨ e¨envi ¶gZvi Rb¨ cÖvq `vZvKZ©…K mgv‡jvPbvi ¯x̂Kvi nq|
wewfbœ `vZv ms¯’vKZ©…K cwiPvwjZ Rwi‡c †`Lv †M‡Q mgmvgwqK Ab¨vb¨ ¯^‡ívbœZ †`‡ki
Zyjbvq mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi cwigvY evsjv‡`‡k Kg| Gi †cQ‡b †h KviY¸‡jv‡K `vqx Kiv
nq †m¸‡jv n‡jv, AvgjvZvwš¿K e¨e¯’vq wm×všÍ MÖn‡Yi `xN©m~wÎZv, `yb©xwZ BZ¨vw`|
(http://www.thedailystar.net/forum/2009/february/future.htm) 

mvnv‡h¨i cÖK…Z g~j¨
wekvj As‡Ki mvnvh¨ cÖ`v‡bi †h A½xKvi Zv Avm‡j †Kvb Bw½ZB enb K‡i bv hw` Avgiv
mvnv‡h¨i cÖK…Z g~j¨ wba©viY Kwi| D”P g`ªvùxwZi cvkvcvwk `vZv‡`i DrmwfwËK kZ©hy³ I
cÖKí wfwËK kZ©hy³ mvnvh¨, mvnv‡h¨i cÖK…Z g~j¨‡K Kwg‡q †`q| Bmjvg (2003: 158-
173)

`yb©xwZ I mykvm‡bi Afve
eZ©gv‡b GB mvnvh¨ cÖvwß Ges Zv e¨env‡ii cy‡iv welqwU ỳb©xwZ jvjb I PP©vi KviLvbv n‡q
`vuwo‡q‡Q| we‡kl K‡i cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i e¨vcviUv Av‡iv jyÉbg~jK| GLv‡b wKQy welq mȳ úó
nIqv c«‡qvRb-

cÖ_gZ, `vZv †`k I ms¯’v¸‡jvi ¯v̂_© i¶vi kZ© †gvKv‡ejvq mvnvh¨cÖv_©x †`‡ki Rb¨
cÖ‡qvRbxq I AMÖvwaKvi wfwËK cÖKí evQvB I wba©viY Ges MÖnxZv †`‡ki RvZxq ¯v̂_© ¸iæZ¡
cv‡”Q bv|

wØZxqZ, cÖK‡íi KvwiMwi I A_©‰bwZK m¤¢ve¨Zv hvPvB‡qi bv‡g wewfbœ ai‡Yi m¤¢ve¨Zv
Rwi‡ci eni w`b w`b e…w× cv‡”Q| GB Rwic Kvh©µg cwiPvjbvq mvnv‡h¨i D‡jøL‡hvM¨ Ask
e¨q n‡q hv‡”Q| A‡bK‡¶‡Î cÖKí¸‡jv GB m¤¢ve¨Zv Rwi‡ci evuav †ciæ‡Z bv cvi‡jI kZ
kZ †KvwU UvKvi †jb‡`‡bi eni mvnvh¨ MÖnxZv †`‡ki bv‡g wjwce× n‡”Q|

Z…ZxqZ, GB m¤¢ve¨Zv Rwic‡K †K›`« K‡i †`‡kB M‡o DV‡Q GKwU †ckvRxex †k«Yx| GB
†kªYx‡K †K› «̀ K‡i `xN©vwqZ n‡”Q jyÉb, ỳb©xwZ I jyUcv‡Ui Rvj|

PZy_©Z, eZ©gv‡b GB me cÖKí mvnvh¨¸‡jvi mv‡_ hy³ n‡q‡Q we‡klÁ wb‡qv‡Mi welqwU|
we‡kl‡Ái †eZb-fvZv BZ¨vw` cÖ̀ vb Ki‡ZB cÖKí e¨‡qi GKwU wekvj Ask LiP n‡q
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hv‡”Q| wKš‘ AwcÖq n‡jI mZ¨ †h Avgv‡`i †`kxq we‡klÁMY GB me Avg`vwbK…Z ev †P‡c
emv we‡kl‡Ái †P‡q A‡bK Kg Li‡P A‡bK ev¯Íem¤§Z mgx¶v Pvjv‡bvi ev civgk©
cÖwZ‡e`b iPbvi †hvM¨Zv iv‡Lb| Bmjvg (2003:158-173)

`vZv‡`i nxb ivR‰bwZK ¯v̂_©
‰`wbK cwÎKv wbDR Uy‡W‡K †`Iqv GK mv¶vrKv‡i wewkó A_©bxwZwe` Gg Gg AvKvk e‡jb
Ô`vwi ª̀̈  we‡gvP‡bi bv‡g MZ Pwjøk eQ‡i nvRvi nvRvi †KvwU UvKv mvnvh¨ G‡m‡Q| wKš‘
myweav ewÂZ gvbyl‡`i Dbœqb hv n‡q‡Q Zv AwZ mvgvb¨| mvnv‡h¨i mydj‡fvMx‡`i ZvwjKvq
G‡`i Ae¯’vb we‡klÁ-civgk©K Ges Kwgkb G‡R›U‡`i wb‡PB i‡q †M‡Q| mvnv‡h¨i
Av‡iKwU Ask P‡j †M‡Q GbwRI g‡W‡ji bv‡g `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡bi gnvb(!) D‡Ï‡k¨| GUv
wVK †h GbwRI ¸‡jvi Kvh©µ‡gi gva¨‡g GB `wi`ª Rb‡Mvôxi KvQvKvwQ †cŠuQv‡bv m¤¢e
n‡q‡Q wKš‘ Gi gva¨‡g ¯’vqxfv‡e `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvPb m¤¢e bqÕ| wZwb Av‡iv e‡jb ÒGUv GLb
cÖwZwôZ mZ¨ †h `vZv †`k¸‡jv Zv‡`i ivR‰bwZK ¯v̂_© nvwm‡ji Rb¨B mvnvh¨ cÖ`vb K‡i
_v‡K| ZvB MÖnxZv †`k¸‡jv `vwi`ª¨ we‡gvP‡bi Rb¨ mvnv‡h¨i m‡e©vËg e¨envi wbwðZ Ki‡Z
cv‡ibv, hw`I mvnv‡h¨i †køvMvb Ô`vwi`ª̈  `~ixKi‡Yi Rb¨ ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨Õ wVKB _v‡K|
AvšÍR©vwZK ms¯’v †hgb wek¦e¨vsK, AvBGgGd I cyuwRev`x †`k¸‡jvi ¯v̂_©msi¶‡Yi cÖwZB
†ewk g‡bv‡hvMx| mvnvh¨ cÖvß cÖKí¸‡jv‡Z c«‡qvRbxq KvuPvgvj I hš¿vsk `vZv-‡`k †_‡K
µ‡qi †h kZ© Ry‡o †`Iqv †_‡K Zv †_‡K H‡`k¸‡jvi evwYR¨ ¯v̂_© nvwm‡jiB c«gvY cvIqv
hvq|Ó (http://www.newstoday.com.bd/index.php?option=
details&news_id =25901&date=2011-04-26) 
KwVb kZ©hy³ mvnvh¨
evsjv‡`‡k eZ©gv‡b †h mKj mvnvh¨ Avm‡Q Zvi me¸‡jvi mv‡_B k‡Z©i eni hy³ Av‡Q|
we‡kl K‡i wek¦e¨vsK I AvBGgGd cÖ`Ë mKj mvnv‡h¨ KvVv‡gvMZ mgšq̂ Kg©m~Px ev `vwi`ª̈
we‡gvPb †KŠkjcÎ BZ¨vw` MÖn‡Yi Rb¨ kZ© Av‡ivc Kiv nq| hw`I evsjv‡`k wewfbœ mgq
GBme Kg©m~Px MÖnY K‡i‡Q wKš‘ mvgwMÖKfv‡e Gi djvdj LyeB nZvkvRbK| evsjv‡`‡k
‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i k‡Z©i djvdj Av‡MB Av‡jvPbv K‡iwQ|

AwbwðZ mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ vb e¨e¯’v
wekvj As‡Ki mvnvh¨ gÄyi Kiv n‡jI mvnvh¨ QvoKi‡Yi e¨vcv‡i GKai‡bi AwbðqZv KvR
K‡i|‡Kvb GKwU cÖK‡íi Rb¨ mvnvh¨ Aby‡gv`b Kiv n‡jI mgqgZ gvÎ GK Z…Zxqvsk
mvnvh¨ Qvo Kiv nq| d‡j mvnvh¨ MÖnxZv †`‡k cÖK‡íi KvRwU wb‡q GK ai‡bi AwbðqZv
KvR K‡i| d‡j Kv‡Ri AMÖMwZ nq bv, KvR Lye axi MwZ‡Z Kiv nq|

evsjv‡`‡ki Dbœqb cÖwµqvwU GL‡bv `ywU mgvšÍivj cÖwµqvq AM«mi n‡”Q| Gi GKw`‡K
i‡q‡Q kZ©hy³ ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ e¨envi| Ab¨w`‡K ißvwb c‡Y¨i Rb¨ µgea©gvb AvšÍR©vwZK
evRv‡ii cÖ‡e‡ki cÖ‡Póv I cÖevmx‡`i †cÖwiZ †iwgU¨v‡Ýi cÖevn| MZ †`o `k‡K (1991-
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2007) evsjv‡`k j¶Yxqfv‡e ‰ewk¦K A_©bxwZi mv‡_ GKxf~Z n‡q‡Q hv wek¦vqb cÖwµqvi
GKwU Ask| 90-i `k‡Ki ïiæ‡Z evsjv‡`k ‰ewk¦K A_©bxwZi mv‡_ GKxf~Z n‡Z ïiæ K‡i|
wesk kZvãx‡Z G‡m evsjv‡`k µgvš‡̂q ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨ wbf©ikxjZv KvwU‡q DVvi
cvkvcvwk evwYR¨ wbf©i A_©bxwZ wn‡m‡e weKvk jvf Ki‡Z _v‡K|

mv¤cÖwZK eQi¸‡jv‡Z cÖevmx‡`i †cÖwiZ †iwgU¨vÝ e…w×i cvkvcvwk, ‰Zwi †cvkvK wk‡íi
Ae¨vnZ AMÖhvÎv, A-K…wlLvZ Drcv`b Kg©Kv‡ i c«mvi †gvU †`kR Drcv`‡b D‡jøL‡hvM¨
Ae`vb †i‡L‡Q| †iwgU¨v‡Ýi cÖevn evsjv‡`‡ki mvnvh¨ wbf©iZv KvwU‡q DV‡Z A‡bKLvwb
mnvqZv K‡i‡Q| ‰ewk¦K A_©‰bwZK g›`vi eQi¸‡jv‡ZI MZ A_©eQ‡i evsjv‡`‡k 11.50
wewjqb BDGm Wjvi †iwgU¨vÝ G‡m‡Q| †iwgU¨vÝ DcvR©‡bi w`K †_‡K evsjv‡`‡ki Ae¯’vb
we‡k¦ cÂg|
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Year Total Aid 
Disbursement 

Remittance 
Flow 

GDP at 
Current 

Price 
Total Aid as 
% of GDP 

Remittance as 
% of GDP 

1991/92 1611.468 849.660 31432 5.13 2.70 
1992/93 1675.008 944.570 31439 5.33 3.00 
1993/94 1558.643 1088.720 32954 4.73 3.30 
1994/95 1739.910 1197.630 35802 4.86 3.35 
1995/96 1443.750 1217.060 39580 3.65 3.07 
1996/97 1481.230 1475.420 41516 3.57 3.55 
1997/98 1251.373 1525.430 43388 2.88 3.52 
1998/99 1536.057 1705.740 44757 3.43 3.81 
1999/00 1587.948 1949.320 46529 3.41 4.19 
2000/01 1358.864 1882.100 47048 2.89 4.00 
2001/02 1442.234 2501.130 47194 3.06 5.30 
2002/03 1585.022 3061.970 49560 3.20 6.18 
2003/04 1033.432 3371.970 54476 1.90 6.19 
2004/05 1488.447 3848.290 59120 2.52 6.51 
2005/06 1567.636 4802.410 61127 2.56 7.86 
2006/07 1630.575 5998.470 65204 2.50 9.20 
2007/08 2061.514 7914.780 73969 2.79 10.70 
2008/09 1847.305 9689.260 84462 2.19 11.47 

 

Table 6: Year-wise Aid Disbursement & Remittance Flow(1991/92 – 2008/09)
(US$ Million)

Source:1. Aid flows are computed from the Flow of External Resources by ERD.(http://www.erd.gov.bd/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=245&Itemid=263.
2. Remittance flows are computed from the Economic Data of Bangladesh Bank (http:// www.bangladeshbank.org.bd/econdata/wageremitance.php?txtPeriod=1#).



International Organization for Migration (IOM) Gi 2005 mv‡j c«KvwkZ GK wi‡cv‡U©
†`Lv hv‡”Q †iwgU¨v‡Ýi c«evn evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z D‡jøL‡hvM¨ f~wgKv †i‡L‡Q| Gi d‡j
†`‡ki Rbmvavi‡Yi GKwU wekvj As‡ki `vwi`ª̈  gyw³i cvkvcvwk RxebhvÎvi gvb †e‡o‡Q| 
(http://www.iom.int/jahia/Jahia/bangladesh)
90-i `kK †_‡K evsjv‡`‡ki †iwgU¨v‡Ýi cwigvY evo‡Z _v‡K| evsjv‡`k e¨vs‡Ki wn‡me
Abyhvqx 1976-2003 ch©šÍ evsjv‡`‡ki †iwgU¨vÝ DcvR©‡bi cwigvY 22 wewjqb BDGm
Wjvi| A_©‰bwZK cÖe…w× AR©b Ges `vwi`ª̈  we‡gvP‡b Gi f~wgKv Acwimxg| cÖevmx‡`i
†cÖwiZ A‡_©i cwigvY eZ©gv‡b bxU ißvwb Avq I `vZvKZ©…K cÖ`Ë Dbœqb mn‡hvwMZv‡KI
Qvwo‡q †M‡Q|

mviYx-6 †_‡K Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q, 1991/92 A_©eQ‡i †gvU †`kR Drcv`‡b mvnv‡h¨i
kZvswkK Ae`vb wQ‡jv 5.13 kZvsk| c¶všÍ‡i †iwgU¨v‡Ýi cwigvY wQ‡jv 2.70 kZvsk|
Hmg‡qi ci †_‡K †iwgU¨vÝ c«evn `ªæZ evo‡Z _v‡K| `k eQi c‡i 2001/02 A_©eQ‡i
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Figure 4

GwU cy‡ivcywi D‡ë hvq| mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY 5.13 kZvsk †_‡K 3.06 kZvs‡k n«vm cvq|
Ab¨w`‡K †iwgU¨v‡Ýi cwigvY 2.70 †_‡K 5.30 kZvs‡k DbœxZ nq| 2008/09 A_©eQ‡i
evsjv‡`‡ki RvZxq Av‡qi gvÎ `yB kZvsk wQ‡jv mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY| Ab¨w`‡K †iwgU¨v‡Ýi
cwigvY wQ‡jv mvnv‡h¨i cÖvq 6 ¸‡Yi KvQvKvwQ, A_©vr 11.47 kZvsk| AZGe ‰e‡`wkK FY
mvnvh¨ GLb Avi evsjv‡`‡ki RbM‡Yi Rxeb giY Bm¨y bq| wKš‘ GUv‡K Gfv‡e wPÎvwqZ
Kiv n‡”Q| KviY Gi gv‡S jywK‡q Av‡Q mỳ ~icÖmvix jyÉ‡bi Rvj| 

cÖevmx‡`i †c«wiZ A_© evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z Ae`vb ivL‡Q wb‡gœv³ Dcv‡q

cÖ_gZ, GwU †jb‡`b fvimvg¨ i¶vq mvnvh¨ Ki‡Q;

wØZxqZ, ‰e‡`wkK gỳ ªvi wiRvf©‡K mg…× Ki‡Q; Ges



Z…ZxqZ, GwU FY cwi‡kv‡ai Pvc Kwg‡q w`‡”Q|

eZ©gv‡b evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z ‰e‡`wkK FY mvnv‡h¨i f~wgKv AZ¨šÍ bMY¨ n‡q c‡o‡Q|
GwU Avgiv †gvU †`kR Drcv`‡b mvnv‡h¨i µgn«vmgvb Ask †_‡KB †`L‡Z cvw”Q (wPÎ-4)| 

4.    Dcmsnvi
evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i Ae`vb w`b w`b n«vm cv‡”Q| eZ©gv‡b †`‡ki
wRwWwc‡Z mvnv‡h¨i Ae`vb cÖvq 3 kZvs‡k G‡m †cŠu‡Q‡Q| A_P mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY n«vm
†c‡jI evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z Zvrch©c~Y© AMÖMwZ AwR©Z n‡q‡Q| myZivs ‰e‡`wkK mvnvh¨
GLb Avi †`‡ki gvby‡li Rxeb-giY Bm¨y bq| mvnv‡h¨i cwigvY µgn«vmgvb n‡jI
evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z cÖvq mv‡o cvuP ev Qq kZvs‡ki †ewk cÖe…w× AwR©Z n‡q‡Q| GUv m¤¢e
n‡q‡Q MZ `yB `k‡K ‰Zwi †cvkvK wk‡íi AMÖhvÎv, ißvwbgyLx wk‡íi weKvk I D‡`¨v³v
†kªYxi mvdj¨ Ges m‡e©vcwi cÖevmx‡`i KóvwR©Z †iwgU¨v‡Ýi Kvi‡Y| 

mvnvh¨ cÖ̀ v‡bi Kvh©µg gvbweK Kvi‡Y ïiæ n‡jI ax‡i ax‡i Zv `vZv †`k¸‡jvi ¯v̂_©
nvwm‡ji gva¨g wn‡m‡e Avwef©~Z n‡q‡Q| cieZ©x‡Z AvšÍR©vwZK ms ’̄v¸‡jvI wk‡ívbœZ
†`k¸‡jvi ¯v̂_© i¶vi nvwZqvi wn‡m‡e mvnvh¨‡K e¨envi K‡i‡Q| GB Kvi‡Y wek¦e¨vcx
‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i Kvh©KvwiZv n«vm Ges Gi weiæ‡× gvby‡li †¶vf e…w× †c‡q‡Q|

evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ‡Z ‰e‡`wkK mvnv‡h¨i cy‡iv cÖwµqvwU wQ‡jv `yb©xwZi cÖvwZôvbxwKKi‡Yi
GKwU gva¨g, hvi dvq`v‡fvMx †kªYx cÖvq ivZvivwZ Avjvw`‡bi †PivM nv‡Z †c‡qwQ‡jv|
`yb©xwZi me‡P‡q Lvivc gva¨gwU wQ‡jv Lv`¨ mvnvh¨| `wi`« gvby‡li fv‡M¨vbœq‡bi †`vnvB w`‡q
mvnvh¨ wf¶v, AZtci ¶gZvmxb `‡ji gš¿x Avgjv, ivRbxwZwe` †_‡K ïiæ K‡i ¯’vbxq
miKv‡ii KZ©ve¨w³ I `jxq Kg©x‡`i g‡a¨ Zv fvMvfvwM- GB wQj Lv`¨ mvnv‡h¨i MšÍe¨|
eZ©gv‡b cÖKí mvnvh¨I c«vq GKB c‡_ AMÖmi n‡”Q| evsjv‡`‡k cÖKí mvnv‡h¨i
Avkxe©v`¯îƒc GKwU †ckvRxex †kªYx M‡o D‡V‡Q hv Avq ‰elg¨ e…w×i cvkvcvwk Amȳ ’ I
AcwiKwíZ bMivq‡b MwZ mÂvi Ki‡Q| 

`vwi ª̀¨gyw³i cvkvcvwk cÖK…Z A‡_© A_©‰bwZK Dbœqb AR©‡bi Rb¨ evsjv‡`‡ki cÖ‡qvRb
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Commitment Disbursement 
Grant Loan Grant Loan 

Total (%) Total (%) 
Total 

Total 
Available 

Total (%) Total (%) 
Total 

Disburs. 
as  %  of 
Availabl

e 

512.72 
483.70 

83.94 
55.07 

 98.09 
394.71 

16.06 
44.93 

610.80 
878.41 

610.80 
1218.42 

245.17 
486.39 

90.54 
88.20 

25.63 
65.05 

9.46 
11.80 

270.80 
551.44 

44.3 
45.3 

106.76 
345.22 
380.55 
400.51 
433.20 

19.23 
27.25 
39.69 
55.09 
37.74 

448.31 
921.47 
578.33 
326.47 
714.68 

80.77 
72.75 
60.31 
44.91 
62.26 

555.07 
1266.69 

958.88 
726.98 

1147.87 

1222.04 
2027.49 
2085.33 
2011.78 
2624.94 

218.56 
374.84 
233.81 
255.50 
392.87 

47.39 
41.60 
29.21 
47.78 
47.11 

242.68 
526.21 
566.72 
279.21 
440.99 

52.61 
58.40 
70.79 
52.22 
52.89 

461.24 
901.05 
800.53 
534.71 
833.86 

37.7 
44.4 
38.4 
26.6 
31.8 

936.01 
485.02 

53.18 
42.06 

824.23 
668.23 

46.82 
57.94 

1760.24 
1153.26 

3551.32 
3674.53 

501.84 
650.56 

48.72 
53.19 

528.21 
572.50 

51.28 
46.81 

1030.05 
1223.06 

29.0 
33.3 

550.00 
805.56 
836.63 
858.45 875.00 

35.27 
41.89 
54.95 
50.65 44.17 

1009.24 
1117.29 

685.91 
836.54 1105.87 

64.73 
58.11 
45.05 
49.35 55.83 

1559.24 
1922.85 
1522.53 
1694.99 1980.87 

4010.70 
4787.11 
5070.01 
5587.61 5908.71 

593.68 
653.82 
587.50 
733.73 703.33 

51.78 
52.74 
49.90 
57.85 55.40 

552.77 
585.81 
589.88 
534.67 566.11 

48.22 
47.26 
50.10 
42.15 44.60 

1146.45 
1239.63 
1177.38 
1268.40 1269.45 

28.6 
25.9 
23.2 
22.7 21.5 

873.59 893.72 
880.85 
661.15 
884.71 

55.58 55.74 
57.58 
35.29 
40.67 

787.85 709.54 
648.93 

1212.32 
1290.36 

44.42 44.26 
42.42 
64.71 
59.33 

1661.45 1603.26 
1529.78 
1873.47 
2175.07 

6731.32 6810.09 
7098.55 
7016.97 
7576.04 

545.59 661.59 
823.78 
672.96 
765.88 

41.78 41.47 
50.22 
40.33 
42.32 

760.34 933.57 
816.60 
995.52 

1043.68 

58.22 58.53 
49.78 
59.67 
57.68 

1305.93 1595.16 
1640.38 
1668.48 
1809.56 

19.4 23.4 
23.1 
23.8 
23.9 

485.06 1140.43 
734.55 
463.85 
860.91 

35.40 59.53 
57.63 
19.24 
53.40 

885.28 775.18 
540.00 

1946.33 
751.31 

64.60 40.47 
42.37 
80.76 
46.60 

1370.34 1915.61 
1274.55 
2410.18 
1612.21 

   7149.85 7101.47 
7188.67 
7392.08 
7338.53 

831.46 817.25 
818.25 
710.09 
890.12 

47.99 50.71 
48.85 
45.56 
51.18 

901.11 794.22 
856.76 
848.55 
848.97 

52.01 49.29 
51.15 
54.44 
48.82 

1732.58 1611.47 
1675.01 
1558.64 

1739.091 

24.2 22.7 
23.3 
21.1 
23.7 

863.84 842.25 
584.57 
861.88 
619.25 

67.51 50.70 
32.64 
32.54 
41.98 

415.74 818.87 
1206.15 
1786.64 

855.78 

32.49 49.30 
67.36 
67.46 
58.02 

1279.58 1661.12 
1790.72 
2648.52 
1475.03 

7366.36 6369.58 
6411.08 
7506.82 
7325.66 

677.49 736.07 
502.84 
669.35 
726.08 

46.93 49.69 
40.18 
43.58 
45.72 

766.26 745.16 
748.53 
866.71 
861.87 

53.07 50.31 
59.82 
56.42 
54.28 

1443.75 1481.23 
1251.37 
1536.06 
1587.95 

19.6 23.3 
19.5 
20.5 
21.7 

937.73 
401.77 
383.30 886.78 
302.92 

45.68 
45.72 
22.65 46.11 
19.16 

1115.11 
476.98 

1309.27 1036.30 
1277.79 

54.32 
54.28 
77.35 53.89 
80.84 

2052.84 
878.74 

1692.57 1923.08 
1580.71 

7594.50 
6618.87 
7127.01 7653.11 
8214.29 

504.15 
478.81 
510.15 338.45 
244.23 

36.83 
33.20 
32.19 32.75 
16.41 

864.66 
963.43 

1074.88 694.98 
1244.22 

63.17 
66.80 
67.81 67.25 
83.59 

1368.80 
1442.23 
1585.02 1033.43 
1488.45 

18.0 
21.8 
22.2 
13.5 
18.1 

628.38 728.49 
961.88 
423.26 

35.16 32.29 
33.84 
17.32 

1158.98 1527.64 
1880.56 
2021.06 

64.84 67.71 
66.16 
82.68 

1787.36 2256.13 
2842.44 
2444.32 

8225.46 8728.68 
10067.79 
11013.29 

500.54 590.17 
658.12 
657.81 

31.93 36.19 
31.92 
35.61 

1067.09 1040.40 
1403.40 
1189.50 

68.07 63.81 
68.08 
64.39 

1567.64 1630.58 
2061.51 
1847.31 

19.1 
18.7 
20.5 
16.8 

25314.42 41.18 36163.32 58.82 61477.74 226016.87 21962.82 43.60 28406.85 56.40 50369.66 22.3 
 

Appendix 1:
Year-Wise Summary of Aid Commitments & Disbursements(1971/72 – 2008/09)    

(US$ Million)
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Commitment Disbursement 
Grant Loan Grant Loan 

Year 

Total (%) Total (%) 
Total 

Total (%) Total (%) 
Total 

1971/72 
1972/73 

89.686 
49.183 

61.17 
15.49 

64.940 
268.338 

38.83 
84.51 

146.626 
317.521 

0.005 
25.530 

0.14 
31.92 

3.469 
54.454 

99.86 
68.08 

3.474 
79.984 

1973/74 1974/75 
1975/76 
1976/77 
1977/78 

31.468 42.928 
173.841 
152.488 
180.122 

14.05 10.99 
48.66 
54.52 
30.90 

192.456 347.587 
183.403 
127.204 
402.788 

85.95 89.01 
51.34 
45.48 
69.10 

223.924 390.515 
357.244 
279.692 
582.910 

66.657 65.703 
31.146 
52.934 

121.470 

53.60 45.93 
24.81 
33.38 
44.08 

57.698 77.332 
94.395 

105.650 
154.096 

46.40 54.07 
75.19 
66.62 
55.92 

124.355 143.035 
125.541 
158.584 
275.566 

1978/79 
1979/80 

320.634 
121.639 

37.49 
20.34 

534.510 
476.250 

62.51 
79.66 

855.144 
597.889 

135.271 
170.187 

36.72 
36.22 

233.107 
299.709 

63.28 
63.78 

368.378 
469.896 

1980/81 1981/82 
1982/83 
1983/84 1984/85 

192.922 357.944 
320.196 
346.283 341.389 

19.26 30.10 
40.03 
39.28 25.35 

808.571 831.349 
479.606 
535.374 1005.412 

80.74 69.90 
59.97 
60.72 74.65 

1001.493 1189.293 
799.802 
881.657 1346.801 

251.529 210.347 
121.931 
226.404 214.925 

44.92 35.70 
25.95 
40.95 
36.37 

308.382 378.926 
347.997 
326.417 375.968 

55.08 64.30 
74.05 
59.05 
63.63 

559.911 589.273 
469.928 
552.821 590.893 

1985/86 
1986/87 
1987/88 
1988/89 
1989/90 

361.018 
578.612 
378.313 
316.023 
546.363 

39.12 
62.07 
41.37 
28.34 
35.28 

561.924 
353.620 
536.187 
799.087 

1038.239 

60.88 
37.93 
58.63 
71.66 
64.72 

922.942 
932.232 
914.500 

1115.110 
1584.602 

205.665 
260.158 
352.633 
282.020 
442.704 

28.98 
26.90 42.46 
31.20 
37.90 

504.129 
707.070 
477.858 
621.862 
722.664 

71.02 
73.10 57.54 
68.80 
62.01 

709.794 
967.228 
830.491 
903.882 

1165.368 
1990/91 
1991/92 
1992/93 
1993/94 
1994/95 

196.744 
729.643 
325.288 
262.798 
459.741 

22.09 
65.50 
41.14 
13.40 
40.84 

693.860 
384.278 
435.408 

1698.595 
666.090 

77.91 
34.50 
58.86 
86.60 
59.16 

890.604 
1113.921 
790.696 

1961.393 
1125.831 

316.690 
383.659 
489.484 
407.752 
525.786 

29.99 
38.98 
41.41 
41.21 41.44 

739.227 
600.569 
692.439 
581.783 
743.132 

70.01 
61.02 
58.59 
58.79 58.56 

1055.917 
984.228 

1181.923 
989.535 

1268.918 

1995/96 
1996/97 
1997/98 
1998/99 
1999/00 

571.333 
536.805 
392.235 
432.999 
394.963 

58.09 
39.68 
25.81 
21.46 
31.58 

412.270 
815.997 

1127.679 
1584.253 
855.779 

41.91 
60.32 
74.19 
78.54 
68.42 

983.603 
1352.802 
1519.914 
2017.252 
1250.742 

357.027 
387.518 
332.534 
373.651 
303.973 

33.17 
34.69 
32.01 
36.09 
26.14 

719.345 
729.634 
706.170 
661.552 
858.853 

66.83 
65.31 
67.99 
63.91 
73.86 

1076.372 
1117.152 
1038.704 
1035.203 
1162.826 

2000/01 2001/02 
2002/03 
2003/04 
2004/05 

470.066 207.101 
251.495 
881.009 
275.148 

29.65 30.27 
16.11 
45.95 
17.72 

1115.111 476.975 
1309.273 
1036.302 
1277.790 

70.35 69.73 
83.89 
54.05 
82.28 

1585.177 684.076 
1560.768 
1917.311 
1552.938 

308.827 287.848 
287.198 
306.874 
189.764 

27.23 23.00 
21.09 
30.63 
13.23 

825.498 963.428 
1074.875 
694.980 

1244.218 

72.77 77.00 
78.91 
69.37 
86.77 

1134.325 1251.276 
1362.073 
1001.854 
1433.982 

2005/06 
2006/07 
2007/08 
2008/09 

613.894 
616.469 
869.572 
243.257 

34.63 
28.75 
31.62 
10.74 

1158.979 
1527.635 
1880.563 
2021.060 

65.37 
71.25 
68.38 
89.26 

1772.873 
2144.104 
2750.135 
2264.317 

403.315 
530.282 
547.142 
605.422 

27.43 
33.76 
28.05 
33.73 

1067.093 
1040.404 
1403.399 
1189.500 

72.57 
66.24 
71.95 
66.27 

1470.408 
1570.686 
1950.541 
1794.922 

Total 13623.612 31.21 30024.742 68.79 43648.354 10581.965 32.10 22387.282 67.90 32969.247  

Appendix 2Project Aid: Year-Wise Commitments & Disbursements(1971/72 – 2008/09)  
(US$ Million)  



Af¨šÍixY m¤ú‡`i myô~ I `¶ e¨env‡i g‡bv‡hvMx nIqv| Acvi m¤¢vebvgq K…wlLv‡Z cÖhyw³i
e¨envi I K…wl Lv‡Zi ms¯‹vi, DbœZ, AvaywbK wk¶v I ¯v̂¯’¨‡mev cÖ`v‡bi gva¨‡g mvgvwRK
wbivcËv †eóbxi AvIZv m¤cÖmviY, m‡e©vcwi `yb©xwZi we‡jvc mvab Kiv †M‡j evsjv‡`k
AwP‡iB Kvw•LZ Dbœqb AR©b Ki‡Z cvi‡e| 
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Prospects and Problems of Small-holders Dairy
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Abstract

This study examined the profitability of small-holders’ dairy farming in
Bhaluka Upazila of Mymensingh district in Bangladesh.  Five villages namely:
Bhaluka, Voradoba, Dhitpur, Birunia and Kachina were purposively selected
for the study. Total sample size altogether was 50. Descriptive statistics,
activity budget and Cobb-Douglas model were used to achieve the main
objectives. The study revealed that farming was the main occupation of the
selected dairy farmers, and relatively young (30.01 to 40.0 years) and educated
people were involved in dairy farming. The study confirmed that the small-
holders’ dairy farming was profitable, although they had to face a lot of
problems in conducting dairy farming. Scarcity of feed and fodder, lack of
improved breed, lack of veterinary care and services, insufficient institutional
credit and high prices of concentrate feed were identified as the major
problems of small-holders’ dairy farming. Availability of feed at fair prices,
veterinary services, availability of corruption-free institutional credit, and
improved breeding and marketing facilities could be the immediate steps that
should be taken for improving small-holders’ dairy farming in Bangladesh.
Self-employment opportunities could thereby be generated for rural youths,
supply of meat, milk, hides and skins as well as cow-dung (used as fuel, manure
and raw materials of bio-gas plant) could be increased and thus, income and
better living standard of rural people could be ensured.
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1. Introduction 

Dairy farming is an integral part of agricultural production system in Bangladesh.
A large segment of population in Bangladesh lives below the recommended
calorie intake of 2122 cal/day. Health and sanitation largely influence the
livelihood of the rural family. The rural people of the country suffer from
malnutrition.  There is no more complete food than milk yet known to mankind.
Milk and meat are very rich in nutrient contents which are essential for
maintenance of human health. The other products of dairy cow such as, hides and
skins, bones and horns are used as raw materials in agro-based industries.
Livestock sub-sector generates a significant amount of foreign exchange through
the export of hides and skins, leather products, bones, horns, hooves, meats,
edible and live animals. Among different export items of livestock, leather and
leather goods earn a lot of foreign exchange every year. About 80 percent of
national milk output is produced by smallholder producer owning an average of
1- 2 local cows giving 1 to 2 litres of milk per day, the remainder are produced by
large farm owning 5 or more cows. About 50.0 percent of the cows of small-
holders’ are also used for draught purposes as poor farmers cannot afford to raise
both dairy and male draught cattle due to feed shortage (Jabbar and Green1983;
and Alam 1995). 

It may be noted that cattle population had lower growth rates compared to human
population over the last three decades. High mortality rate, slaughtering of good
quality young cattle in large numbers, more especially during the greatest Muslim
festival (i.e., in Eidul-Azha) and unplanned slaughtering of cattle for meat
throughout the year are the main factors responsible for the slower growth rate of
cattle population in Bangladesh. As a result, there exists an acute shortage of
animal protein; and hence, the intake of milk and meat in our daily diet is
gradually declining. 

Dairy cows produce milk and meat for human consumption. The other products
of dairy cows such as hides and skins, bones and horns, as stated earlier, are used
as industrial raw materials. The cow-dung is essential nutrient for maintaining soil
fertility. In rural areas, cow-dung is dried and used as fuel for cooking purpose. At
present, cow-dung is gradually being used as raw material of bio-gas plant.  Dairy
cows provide substantial cash income out of the sales of milk. Since dairy is a
labour intensive activity, people rear dairy cows as a major source of their family
income and in this sense, dairy helps in poverty alleviation. 

Nevertheless, a remarkable number of dairy farms have been established in the
country. As a result, local milk production and rural employment opportunity have
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increased. At present, livestock sector is one of the most important sectors in
agriculture and the people are taking up the dairy cow rearing as a profession.
Despite the fact, there is a wider gap between demand and supply of milk in the
country. As a consequence, the country has to import a huge quantity of powder
milk by spending its hard-earned foreign currency every year. Under the
circumstances, the need for dairy research has become imperative in this country.
Moreover, dairy products like butter, ghee and cheese have high nutritive value
and their demands are increasing day by day due to the positive income effect of
the people.  Thus for promoting the interest of both producers and consumers, the
need for encouraging milk supplies to meet increasing demand is an urgent need
at present in Bangladesh.  This study was, therefore, designed to investigate the
problems and prospects of small-holders’ dairy farming in Bangladesh.

Some research studies (Jabbar and Raha 1984, Halim 1992, and Talukder and
Uddin 2000) concerning the economics of milk production of local and cross-
breed dairy cows have so far been done in Bangladesh, but these are not enough
to make any meaningful conclusion since, at present, feed, labour and other input
costs are much higher than ever before. The economic characteristics of local
breed dairy cows are yet to be confirmed and the profitability of 
house-hold dairy farming has not been clearly assessed. The findings of the
present study are expected to be helpful to individual farmers by providing
valuable insight into the problems of dairy cow owners, and policy makers may
also find the study useful in making new policy regarding small-holders’ dairy
farming. The study will also generate valuable information to the researchers,
NGO personnel as well as extension workers. This study was designed to achieve
the following specific objectives: 

i. to identify the socioeconomic characteristics of small-holders’ dairy
farmers; 

ii. to assess the profitability of small-holders’ dairy farming; 
iii to estimate the contribution of key variables in conducting dairy farming;

and
iv. to identify the major socioeconomic problems facing the farmers in

conducting dairy farming.

2.  Research Methods

Five adjacent villages namely: Bhaluka, Voradoba, Dhitpur, Birunia and Kachina
of Bhaluka Upazila in Mymensingh district were selected purposively to achieve
the main objectives of the study. In fact, a list of farmers, who raised at least one
or two local breed cows, was prepared for each of the selected villages. Then ten
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farmers from each village were selected randomly. Thus, the total sample size
altogether became 50. After pretesting, a survey schedule was finalized to record
the desired primary information from the small-holder dairy farmers. Data for
2010/11 were collected by the first author herself during July 2011. 

Descriptive statistics, activity budgets (Dillon and Hardaker 1993) and Cobb-
Douglas Production Function Model were employed to achieve the major
objectives of the study. The following specification was made for the Cobb-
Douglas model:

Y = aX1
b1× X2

b2× X3
b3× X4

b4× X5
b5× eui

In log linear form it can be written as follows:
lnY = lna+b1lnX1+ b2lnX2+b3lnX3+ b4lnX4+b5lnX5+Ui 
Where, 
Y = Value of the average milk yield per cow per day (Taka);
X1 = Value of paddy straw used per cow per day (Taka); 
X2 = Value of green grass used per cow per day (Taka); 
X3 = Value of bran used per cow per day (Taka); 
X4 = Value of labour used per cow per day (Taka); 
X5 = Value of veterinary cost used per cow per day (Taka); 
In = Natural logarithm; 
a = Intercept/constant; 
bi = Production coefficients; and U = Error term. 

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Socioeconomic Characteristics of the Dairy Farmers

This section presents some basic socio-demographic characteristics (i.e., age,
family size, level of education and occupation) of the selected dairy farmers
having one to two local breed dairy cows. 

The age groups of the selected farmers were classified into five categories such
as: (i) 20.01 - 30.00 years; (ii) 30.01 - 40.00 years; (iii) 40.01 - 50.00 years; (iv)
50.01 - 60.00 years; and (v) Above 60.00 years. Table 1 indicates that the highest
number of dairy farmers (34.00 percent) belonged to the age group of 30.01 -
40.00 years; 18.0 percent were in the age group of 20.00 - 30.00 years; 24.0
percent were in 40.01-50.00 years; 14 percent were in 50.01-60.00 years and 10
percent belonged to above 60.00 years age (Table 1). 

As can be seen in Table 2, only 12.0 percent of the selected dairy farmers were
illiterate. This implies that the majority of the dairy farmers were literate. None of
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them were highly educated.  Some 16.0 percent of the selected farmers can put
their signature only.  However, some of the selected dairy farmers (14.0 percent)
had secondary while a few of them (6.0 percent) were educated up to higher
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Age group (years)  Number of dairy farmers  Percent of total  
20.01 - 30.00 9 18.00 
30.01 - 40.00 17 34.00 
40.01 - 50.00 12 24.00 
50.01 - 60.00 7 14.00 
Above 60.00  5 10.00 

Total  50 100 

Table 1:  Age Distribution of the Sample Dairy Farmers

Source: Adapted from Pathan (2011, p. 36).

Literacy level  Number of dairy farmer s Percent 
Illiterate  6 12.00 
Can sign only  8 16.00 
Primary  26 52.00 
Secondary  7 14.00 
Higher secondary and above  3 6.00 
Total  50 100 

Table 2: Literacy Levels of  the Selected Dairy Farmers in Bhaluka Upazila

Source: Adapted from Pathan (2011, p. 37).

secondary level. This implies that, unlike crop farming, relatively educated people
are coming up in this dairy business.

The work in which a person is usually engaged throughout the year is known as
his/her main occupation. It appeared from Table 3 that agriculture was still the
primary occupation of 80.0 percent of the selected dairy farmers.  Apart from crop
farming, these farmers have gradually been switching over to dairy farming for
increasing household income and year-round employment of family members.

Nevertheless, small business and service were also the main occupation of 16.0
and 4.0 percent of the small-holder dairy farm owners, respectively (Table 3). 

The above-mentioned survey results clearly indicate that the relatively younger
and educated farmers are interested in dairy farming.  Unlike crop farming, a
success of dairy farming depends on many technical factors, for example,
veterinary care and disease control. In other words, a minimum educational
background is required for conducting a successful dairy farm. 



3.2 Profitability of Small-holders’ Dairy Farming

3.2.1 Costs of dairy farming

The profitability analysis of the small-holders’ dairy farming with local breed
done in this study reveals that the costs of the farm consist of costs of feeds,
labour, housing, veterinary care and cost of capital. Feed costs accounted for
57.74 percent of the total gross costs of small-holders’ dairy farming, and is thus
the most important cost of rearing dairy cows. Cost of feed included expenses on
paddy straw, green grass, oilcake, bran (rice, wheat and pulse), salt, etc.  The total
feed cost per day per cow was estimated at Tk 41.0 (Table 4). Among various feed
items paddy straw, green grass, oilcake and bran were the most common and
important items of feed. 

Human labour cost is the second most important cost in dairy farming and it has
implication for income and employment generation. It appears from table 4that
total labour costs per day were estimated at Tk 19.5 for a diary cow and their
respective share of total gross costs was 27.46 percent. 

In the study area, there were straw-made and tin-shade houses for dairy cows. The
cost of housing was calculated by taking into account the deprecation cost,
repairing cost and interest on the average value of housing shed and on repairs,
respectively. Depreciation was measured by dividing the original value of the
house during the time of construction by its total life in years. Interest rate was
assumed to be 12 percent per annum. The housing cost comprised about 1.83
percent of total cost amounting to Tk 1.3 per dairy cow per day (Table 4). 

Veterinary cost was calculated by taking into account the actual cost incurred by
the farmers for the treatment of cows.  Doctors’ fees and medicine were two major
components of the total veterinary cost. The total veterinary cost per day per cow
amounted to Tk 0.58 and comprising 0.82 percent of total cost (Table 4).
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Main occupation  Number of dairy farmers  Percent  
Agriculture  40 80.00 
Business  8 16.00 
Service  2 4.00 
Total  50  100  

Table 3: Occupational Status of the Selected Dairy Farmers

Source: Adapted from Pathan (2011, p. 37).



Capital cost was measured in the present study as the interest on the average value
of dairy cows. The average capital cost of a dairy cow per day was Tk 7.39 (Table
5) and constituted 10.40 percent of total cost (Table 4). 

Miscellaneous cost included costs of some minor items like feeding troughs,
ropes, milking equipment, milk marketing, mosquito coil, chain, etc.
Miscellaneous cost per day per cow was Tk 1.09 and shared 1.53 percent of total
costs (Table 4).

3.2.2 Returns from small-holders’ dairy farming

The returns from dairy cows included returns from liquid milk either sold or
consumed by the farmers, cow dung and calf. Per unit price of milk in the local
market fluctuates frequently throughout the year, more particularly during the
period of the greatest social festivals in the locality.  Similarly, yield of milk per
cow not only varies from one another of the same breed due to management
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Particular  Unit Quantit
y 

Price/unit  
(Tk) 

Total 
 (Tk/day) 

Percentag
e of total  

A.  Gross Costs:  
      Feed cost     41.0 57.74 
      Paddy straw       kg 1.0 10.0 10.0 14.08 
      Green grass  kg 2.0 9.0 18.0 25.35 
      Oil cake  kg 0.19 26.0 4.94 6.96 
      Bran  kg 0.24 30.0 7.2 10.14 
      Salt  kg 0.08 11.0 0.88 1.24 
Labour cost  Man-

day 
0.13 150.0 19.5 27.46 

Housing cost  - - - 1.3 1.83 
Veterinary cost  - - - 0.58 0.82 
Capital cost  - - - 7.39 10.40 
Miscellaneous cost  - - - 1.363 1.92 
Total cost     71.0 100.00 
B.  Gross Returns  
Milk  litre 2.0 57.0 114.0 82.01 
Cow dung  kg 1.0 5.0 5.23 3.8 
Inventory change   - - 19.52 14.04 
Total return     139.0 100.00 
C. Net return (A - 
B) 

   68.0  

BCR (undiscounted)     1.95  

Source:  Adapted from Pathan (2011, p. 40).

Table 4 : Activity Budgets: Per Day Cost and Return of a Local Breed Cow
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Table 5 :  Activity Budgets: Annual Cost and Return of Dairy Farm Having

Source:  Adapted from Pathan (2011, p. 41). 

Particular  Unit Quantity Price/unit  
(Tk) 

Total 
 (Tk/year)  

A.  Gross Costs  
Feed cost    13313.0 
Paddy straw  kg 330.0 10.0 3300.0 
Green grass  kg 570.0 9.0 5130.0 
Oil cake  kg 70.0 26.0 1820.0 
Bran  kg 90.0 30.0 2700.0 
Salt  kg 30.0 11.0 363.0 
Labour cost  Man-day 46.0 150.0 6900.0 
Housing cost  - - - 475.0 
Veterinary cost  - - - 212.0 
Capital cost  -  - 2700.0 
Miscellaneous 
cost  

-  - 500.0 

Total cost     24,100.0 
B.  Gross Returns  
Milk  litre  730.0 57.0 41,610.0 
Cow dung  kg  382.0 5.0 1910.0 
Inventory 
change 

- - - 7125.0 

Total return     50,645.0 
C. Net return 
(A - B) 

   26,545.0 

practices, but also some other biological factors. For simplicity of the analysis, the
returns from milk were calculated on the basis of the average quantities of milk
yield per cow and its average price received per litre. 

Returns from cowdung were found out by taking average price at which cow-dung
was sold in the study areas. The average price of cow-dung sold in the study areas
was Tk 5.0 per kg. The return from milk per day was Tk 114 for a dairy cow which
was 82.02 percent of total return (Table 4). The average return from the cow-dung
per dairy cow per day was Tk 5.23 and 3.8 percent of total return (Table 4).  The
value of inventory change per day of cows was Tk 19.52 comprising 14.04
percent of the total return.

3.2.3 Net returns from small-holders’ dairy farming

Total gross returns per day stood at Tk 139.0 for a dairy cow. Net returns were
calculated by deducting the total gross costs from total gross returns. The net
return (or profit) per day was estimated at Tk 68.0 per cow. 



3.2.4 Undiscounted benefit-cost ratio (BCR) 

The undiscounted BCR of a dairy cow was calculated as a ratio of total gross
returns and total gross costs. Table 4 shows that the BCR of a dairy cow emerged
as 1.95 implying that Tk 1.95 would be earned by investing Tk 1.0 in small-
holders’ dairy farming. In other words, investment in small-holders’ dairy farming
is profitable from the viewpoint of new investors. 

3.3 Interpretations of the Results of Cobb-Douglas Model                            

Estimated values of the relevant coefficients and related statistic of Cobb-Douglas
production function model used for small-holders’ dairy farming are presented in
Table 6. The value of the coefficient X1 (paddy straw) was negative and
insignificant. This implies that 1.0 percent increase in the straw, keeping other
factors constant, would result in decrease of milk yield by 0.01 percent. The
estimated values of X2 (green grass), X3 (bran cost), X4 (labour cost), and X5

(veterinary cost) were found positive and hence, these variables can contribute to
increase milk yield of small-holders’ dairy farming.  Since the value of R2 was
0.88, it implied that 88.0 percent of the variation in milk yield of small-holders’
dairy farming were explained by the included independent variables of the model,

The F-value of the model was highly significant at 1.0 percent level implying that
all the variation in milk yield depends mainly upon the explanatory variables
included in the model. The sum of the values of the coefficients of the small-
holders’ dairy farming was 1.30. In other words, the production function exhibited
increasing returns to scale for dairy cows.  This implies that there is a better scope
for further improvement in yield by resource allocation of dairy farms.

3.4 Problems of Small-holders’ Dairy Farming

Although small-holders’ dairy farming was found profitable, the survey results
presented in Table 7 clearly indicated that the dairy farmers had to face some
major problems in conducting dairy farming in Bhaluka Upazila.  Milk marketing
was one of the crucial problems, since 80.0 percent of the owners of dairy farms
made a complaint about this problem. Lack of improved breed and facilities for
artificial insemination turned out as the second biggest problem for the dairy
farmers as 72.0 percent were reporting this problem.  Similarly, scarcity of feed
and fodder, insufficient institutional credit, lack of technical knowledge, lack of
grazing land etc., were the major problems for dairy farmers.
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Ensured supply of feed at a subsidized price, availability of veterinary care and
service facilities, organized marketing facilities for liquid milk, training facilities
for scientific ways and means of rearing dairy cows and availability of corruption
free institutional credit to the door-steps of the interested farmers could be some
positive steps for overall improvement as well as expanding small-holders’ dairy
farms in rural Bangladesh.

4. Conclusion and Recommendations

The present study reveals that the small-holders’ dairy farming is profitable, but it
is constrained by some crucial problems. If proper remedial steps could
immediately be taken, small-holders’ dairy farming would be a more viable and
sustainable enterprise in rural Bangladesh. Thus, small-holders’ dairy farming can
play very important role to overcome some burning problems of malnutrition, low
income, unemployment and unfavourable balance of payments situation of the
country.  The policy makers should, therefore, pay an immediate attention to the
findings of the present study and appropriate policy could be undertaken for
expansion of small-holders’ dairy farming in rural areas to enable then contribute
to increasing milk production in Bangladesh.

On the basis of the findings of the present study, the following recommendations
are made for sound dairy farming for the small farmers of Bangladesh:
The government should provide necessary assistance for establishment of feed
mills  in the private sector for making quality feed available to the local markets
at a fair price;
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Table 6: Estimated Values of Co-efficient and Related 

Statistic of Cobb-Douglas Model

Source:  Adapted from Pathan (2011, p. 51).
Note:  ** = 5% level of significance; and *** = 1% level of significance.

Explanatory variables  Coefficients (ßi)  Standard error  t-value 
Intercept -1.9 0.884 -2.121 
Paddy straw (X 1) -0.01 0.174 -0.047 
Green grass (X 2) 0.24 0.152 1.551 
Bran (X3) 0.14 0.068 2.013** 
Labour (X4) 0.64 0.146 4.365*** 
Veterinary cost (X 5) 0.292 0.120 2.421** 
F-value 42.29 - - 
R2 0.88 - - 
R2 0.86 - - 
Return to scale (Ó ßi) 1.30 - - 



a. Milk marketing facilities should be improved either by establishing milk
processing plant in the region or making provision for collection of milk at
fair price through well organized marketing channels and/or cooperatives;

b. Since investment in small-holders’ dairy farming is profitable, corruption-
free institutional credit could be expanded in this region;

c. The concerned government organization should strengthen their
programme to train the interested youths on dairy management, animal
health care, sanitation and marketing techniques on priority basis;

d. The government and non-government organizations should come forward
to ensure quality breed and artificial insemination facilities to the door-
steps of the farmers.

Since the vast majority of farmers of the study area did not maintain any written
financial records of their day-to-days’ farm transactions, the researchers had to
fully rely upon the memories and sincerity of the farmers for the accuracy of data.
Which proper care was taken to collect accurate data, primary data collection was
really a challenging task and the possibility of data errors, therefore, cannot fully
be ruled out.  Nevertheless, the present study has given an important clue to the
researchers and policy makers for taking more effective steps in this area in future. 
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Table 7 :  Major Problems of Small-holders Dairy Farming in Bhaluka

Nature of problems  Number of dairy 
farmers 

% of farmers 
reporting problem  

Scarcity of feed and fodder  35 70.0 
Lack of grazing land (green grass)  30 60.0 
Inadequate veterinary care and services  26 52.0 
Lack of improved breed and artificial 
insemination  

36 72.0 

Marketing problem of milk  40 80.0 
Lack of technical knowledge  32 64.0 
Complex terms and condition for 
institutional credit  

33 66.0 

Source:  Adapted from Pathan (2011, p. 54).
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Abstract

Onion is one of the most important spices as well as vegetable crops widely
grown and consumed almost all over the country. The study was conducted
to generate information of present status, profitability and potentiality of
onion production in Bangladesh. The average yield of onion was about
9985 kg/ha. Introducing improved varieties of onion to the farmers’ field,
yield has started to increase since 2002-03. Estimated total cost of
production was Tk.118495/ha of which 88 and 12 percent were variable
and fixed cost, respectively. Onion growers received on an average
Tk.99670/ha as net return. The benefit cost ratio (1.74) indicates that onion
cultivation was profitable. The magnitudes of the co-efficient of onion
imply that farm size, seed, inorganic fertilizer, organic fertilizer, age,
education and training of farmer are positive and significant in the Cobb-
Douglas stochastic frontier for all farm categories indicating that the
above variables increased the onion production significantly. The study
also shows that there is a huge potentiality to increase yield by 26-33% by
using recommended technology. With the mitigation of shortfall of onion,
dissemination of improved varieties and extension of on-going credit
program to the spices farmers (2% interest), onion production will be
increased by 2-3 times and could meet up the demand of the country.
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I. Introduction

Flavoring food and making it tasty by adding different plant parts during cooking
or making paste or salad is a very common practice almost everywhere in the
world. Spices are the symbol for aristocracy, health, tonic, immunity, vigor and
stimuli. The people of Bangladesh cannot think of a meal without the use of spice.
It can increase the farmers’ income, generate employment, alleviate poverty,
ensure food security, empower women, and increase social development of
Bangladesh. On the basis of area, yield, demand and availability, spices are
divided into three categories viz. major, minor and exotic. Major spices are
regularly used in daily diet in large amount such as onion, garlic, chilli, turmeric
and ginger. Minor spices are used in small scale in special items of food. These
are coriander, fenugreek, black cumin, fenel, black pepper, dil, Joan etc. On the
other hand, exotic spices, such as cumin, cardamom, cinnamon, clove, nutmeg,
pistachio etc., are imported from outside the country. Among the major spices,
people largely consume onion and its requirement per capita per day is 25 g
(Spices Experts 2005).  
Onion is one of the most important commercial spice crops of Bangladesh grown
and consumed almost all over the country. It is widely grown in winter season.
Onion is used as spice as well as vegetable in various ways in all curries, fried,
boiled, baked and for other purposes. It adds flavour of distinctive pungent and
has medicinal values also. It is semi perishable in nature. Onion stands first
among the spice crops grown in the country both in area (1.25 lac ha) and
production (8.89 lac metric tonnes) (BBS 2009). 

The yield (7.11 t/ha) of onion is very low in Bangladesh as compared to other
countries like Korea (57 t/ha), USA (55.88 t/ha), Spain (47.55 t/ha), Chile (48.50
t/ha), Japan (47.55t/ha) and India (13.20 t/ha) (Shukla 2009). Such low yield is
possibly due to practicing traditional method and cultivating local varieties of
onion. Accordingly, acreage production of onion is very low in Bangladesh.
However, the trend of productivity has been increasing after 2003-04, which is
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Yield trend of onion during 1994-95 to 2007-08
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Figure 2. Area and production trend of onion during 1994-95 to 2007-08
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The trend of growing area and production of onion is increasing day by day
because of introducing new improved varieties, which has brought higher income
to the farmer (Figure 2). The area under onion cultivation increased from 34
thousand hectares in 1994-95 to 1.25 lac hectare in 2007-08. On the other hand,
production increased from 1.41 lac mt in 1994-95 to 8.89 lac mt in 2007-08 (BBS
2009).

Bangladesh requires about 1.46 million tonnes of onion per year, but it produces
only 0.89 million tonnes  and the rest of the onion are imported mainly from India,
for which about Tk.2122 to 3000 million are spent per year (BBS 2008). This
shortage is mainly due to low productivity, seasonality of onion production and
higher storage losses (29.34%) (Hassan et. al. 2011). Its higher demand, scarcity
and higher price sometimes create political unrest in the country. Moreover, it is
possible to produce large amount of onion bulb which might assure to fulfill the
requirement of the country’s demand. 

Realizing the importance of onion, Bangladesh government established Spices
Research Centre (SRC) in 1994 under Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute
(BARI) for increasing the production of onion throughout the country. SRC has
been working on spices research and development from 1995-1996. It has already
released five improved onion varieties along with two summer onion varieties
namely BARI Piaz 2 and BARI Piaz 3 in April, 2000. Many studies have been
done in onion production and varietal improvement aspect. But no study of this
nature has been conducted before. Keeping this in view, the present study was
undertaken to analyze the present status, profitability and potentiality of onion
production in Bangladesh.

II. Methodology and Analytical Techniques Used

A multi stage sampling technique was followed to select sample farmers for the
study. In the first stage of sampling, three important onion growing upazilas,
namely Durgapur of Rajshahi, Sadarpur of Faridpur and Sujanagar of Pabna
district were selected on the basis of concentration of onion production. In the
second stage, one union from each upazila, familiar for maximum production of
onion, was purposively selected. Before selecting the sample farmers, a complete
list of all onion growers in each union was prepared with the help of Sub Asst.
Agriculture Officer of Directorate of Agricultural Extension (DAE). Finally, a
total of 180 farmers from three districts who commercially produced onion were
selected randomly, of which small, medium and large farmers were 100, 60 and
20, respectively. The necessary information was collected with the help of pre-
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tested interview schedule using direct interview in 2009-10 production period.
Depending on farm size, farmers were categorized as small, medium and large
farmers. Land use cost was calculated on the basis of per year rental value of land.
The collected data were analyzed to achieve the objectives of the study. Tabular
and statistical methods were followed in analyzing the result of the study.

Profitability Analysis

In profitability analysis of onion, gross return as well as net return, and
benefit cost ratio were calculated. Gross return was calculated by
multiplying the total amount of product by the respective price. Total cost
was calculated by the summation of cost of human labour, draft power and
power tiller, seed, manure, fertilizer, irrigation, pesticides/fungicide, interest
on operating capital and land use cost. Gross margin was calculated by
subtracting variable cost from gross return. Net return was calculated by
deducting total cost from the gross return.

Resource Use Efficiency by Cobb-Douglas Stochastic Frontier Production
Function

Specification of Production Model

The Cobb-Douglas stochastic frontier production function was used to analyze
productivity and resource use efficiency of onion production. The functional form
of stochastic frontier is as follows

Y= β0 X1β1

The above function is linearised double-log form:

InY = lnβ0 + β1InX1 + β2InX2 + β3InX3 +β4InX4 + β5InX5 + β6InX6 + β7InX7 +
β8InX8 + β8InX8 +Vi-Ui

Where 

Y = Output (kg), X1= Farm size (decimal), X2 = Seed (kg), X3 = Inorganic
fertilizer (Kg), X4= Organic fertilizer (Kg), x5 = Cost of power tiller and draft
power(Tk.), X6 = Farmer’s age (year), X7 = Farmer’s education (year of
schooling), X8 = Farmer’s experience (year),X9 = Farmer’s training (Dummy
variable which receives 1 if the operator had training and receives 0 if he did not
have any training)
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Technical Inefficiency Effect Model

Ui=δ0+ δ1 Farm size + δ2 Age + δ3 Education + δ4 Experience + δ5 Training + Wi

Farm size is the total cultivable land under farm household. V is two sided
uniform random variable beyond the control of farmer having N (0,σ2v)
distribution, U is one sided technical inefficiency effect under the control of
farmer having a positive half normal distribution (U ~ | N(0,σ2u)|) and Wi is two
sided uniform random variable. The model was estimated simultaneously using
frontier package 4.1c.

The ?- and ?- coefficients are unknown parameters to be estimated together with
the variance parameters which are expressed in terms of 

σ2 = σ2u + σ2v

and
γ = σ2u / σ2

where γ parameter has value between zero and one.

Some null hypotheses are tested in relation to the estimation of stochastic
production frontier and technical inefficiency effect model, such as the
inefficiency effects are not present, H0: γ = δ0 = δ1= δ2= δ3= δ4= δ5= 0; the
inefficiency effects are not stochastic, H0: γ = 0; and the coefficients of the
variables in the model for the inefficiency effects are zero, H0: γ = δ1= δ2= δ3=
δ4= δ5= 0. The above null hypotheses are tested using the generalized likelihood
ratio (LR) test and it is calculated as

LR = -2{ln[L(H0)/L(H1)]}

= -2{ln[L(H0)] - ln[L(H1)]}

where L(H0) and L(H1) are the values of the likelihood function under the null and
alternative hypotheses, H0 and H1, respectively.

The technical efficiency of the ith farmer can be shown to be equal to 

TEi =  

=exp.(-ui)

=exp.[-E{ui/(vi-ui)}]

= 1- E{ui/(vi-ui)}

The mean technical efficiency can be defined by 
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Mean TE. =E[exp.[-E{ui/(vi-ui)}] ]=E[1- E{ ui/(vi-ui)}]

Elasticity of Production and Returns to Scale

The estimated co-efficient of the regression equation indicates the elasticity of
production for the different inputs used. The elasticity co-efficient (Ep) is defined
as            

EPxi = (dY/Y)/ (dXi /Xi) 

=(dY/dXi) . Xi /Y

Where Y= output/ gross return, Xi = Different variable inputs (i= 1, 2, 3...8).

The summation of the elasticity co-efficient gives the returns to scale of
production function. The returns to scale describe the responsiveness of the output
to proportionate increases in all inputs. In this model, it is defined as Σβi =
β1+β2+β3+ β4+β5+ β6+β7+β8+ β9

III. Present Status and Profitability of Onion Production

Cost of Production

The yield of onion is influenced by a number of environmental factors, including
the cultural practices (Khan et al., 2003). Different types of cultural management
like ploughing, laddering, weeding, top dressing, spraying of insecticides and
fungicides and irrigation are generally adopted by farmers for the cultivation of
onion. 

The cost of production includes both variable costs like human labour, ploughing
and laddering, seed, manure, organic and inorganic fertilizer, irrigation and
pesticides/fungicides, interest on operating capital and fixed costs like land use
cost (Table 1). Total cost of production of onion grower was estimated Tk.
118495/ha, of which variable cost and fixed cost shared 88 and 12 percent,
respectively. The total cost was higher for small farmer (Tk. 124639/ha) than
those of medium (Tk. 111782/ha) and large farmer (Tk. 96584/ha) due to use of
more labour, fertilizer and irrigation to cultivate onion. The variable cost was also
higher for small farmer (Tk. 110996/ha) compared to medium (Tk.98114/ha) and
large (Tk. 83190/ha). The fixed cost was more or less same for all farm groups.
Human labour cost was the highest for onion bulb production in all categories of
farmers. It constituted 43, 40 and 40 percent of the total cost for small, medium
and large farmers, respectively. Other variable costs like draft power and power
tiller, seed/seedling, organic fertilizer, inorganic fertilizer, pesticide/fungicide and
irrigation cost were 7, 8, 3, 15, 4, and 10 percent, respectively, for all farmers.
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Returns from Onion Bulb Production

In general, return comes from sale of onion bulb. After harvesting, farmer usually
graded onion bulbs in three categories - multiple bulb, single bulb and seed bulb.
The farmer used to sell multiple bulbs after harvesting due to shortage of capacity.
Single bulb are stored and sold in peak period. Seed bulb are kept in storage and
sold in planting season. The average yield of onion was 9985 kg/ha (Table 2). The
small farmers received a higher yield of 10717 kg/ha as compared to medium
(9850 kg/ha) and large farmer (8890 Kg/ha) because of practicing intensive use
of labour, fertilizer and irrigation. Considering all categories of farmers, the
farmer received on an average Tk.205896/ha as gross return (Table 2). The gross
return was the highest for small farmers (Tk.218989/ha) than those of medium
(Tk.189880/ha) and large farmers (Tk.164129/ha) due to geting higher yield per
unit of land. The net return was also the highest for small farmers (Tk.94350/ha)
than those of medium (Tk.78098/ha) and large (Tk.67545/ha) farmers. Farmers
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Cost items  Small 
farmers 
n=100 

Medium 
farmers 
n=60 

Large 
farmers 
n=20 

All farmers 
n=180 

A. Variable cost      
 Labour 53720 (43)  45050 (40)  39100 (40)  49640 (42)  
 Draft power and 

power tiller  
8812 (7) 8184 (7) 4325 (4) 8386 (7) 

 Seed 7542 (6) 11860 (11)  5878 (6) 8970 (8) 
 Fertilizer      
 Organic 2770 (2) 4025 (4) 6135 (6) 3401 (3) 
 Inorganic 19466 (16)  15336 (14)  12845 (13)  17693 (15)  
 Pesticide/fungicide  5260 (4) 4678 (4) 8514 (9) 5219 (4) 
 Irrigation 13426 (11)  8981 (8) 6393 (7) 11519 (10)  
Total variable cost  110996 (89)  98114 (88)  83190 (86)  104828 (88)  
B. Fixed cost      
 Land use cost  12163 (10)  12360 (11)  12285 (13)  12269 (10)  
 Interest on operating  
capital (@ of 8% for 4 
months) 

1480 (1) 1308 (1) 1109 (1) 1398 (1) 
 

Total fixed cost  13643 (11) 13668 (12)  13394 (14)  13667 (12)  
Total cost (A+B)  124639 (100)  111782 (100)  96584 100)  118495 (100)  

Note: Figures within parentheses indicate percentages of total cost

Table 1: Total cost of producing onion Tk/ha)



obtained gross margin of Tk.99670/ha at the aggregate level.  Estimated gross
margin amounted Tk. 107993, 91766 and 80939 per hectare for small, medium
and large farmers, respectively. The average undiscounted benefit cost ratio was
1.74, which was found to be the highest for small farmers (1.77) followed by
medium (1.70) and large (1.69) farmers, respectively. That means, small, medium
and large farmers received Tk. 1.77, 1.70 and 1.69 by spending Tk. 1.00 for onion
cultivation, respectively.

Technological Gap and Potentiality 

The technological gap (TG) in onion production represents the missing/lacking in
the adoption of recommended technology (RT) by the farmers (Arya: 2003).
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Table 2: Yield, return and yield gap of onion production

Output range (Kg/ha)  Items Small  
farmers 

Medium 
farmers 

Large 
farmers 

All 
farmers RT FT 

Yield 
gap (%) 

Bulb onion/ha (kg)  10717 9850 8890 9985 12000-
16000 

8890-
10717 

-(26-33) 

Gross return/ha 
(Tk) 

218989 189880 16412
9 

20589
6 

- - - 

Total cost/ha (T k) 124639 111782 96584 11849
5 

- - - 

Gross margin/ha 
(Tk) 

107993 91766 80939 99670 - - - 

Net return/ha (Tk)  94350 78098 67545 87401 - - - 
Benefit Cost Ratio  
( undiscounted)  

1.77 1.70 1.69 1.74 - - - 

Note: RT=Recommended technology, FT= Farmers technology, TG=Technological Gap (Percent),
Market price varied Tk. 12-35/Kg  

Secondly, potentiality means up to that level of production, which might be
achieved if the farmers could have applied the recommended doses or amount of
different inputs through improved culture and management. Apart from cereals,
vegetables and horticultural crops, there are some farmers who came up and
raised onion crop commercially in selected areas of Bangladesh. Table 2 depicted
the scenario of yield gap and potentiality of onion production in Bangladesh.
However, considering the production practices and inputs used for onion, it
appears from Table 2 that there is a huge potentiality to increase yield (26-33%)
and income of this crop by using recommended technology.



Resource Use Efficiency of Spices Production

Technical efficiency refers to the ability of a farm to produce the maximum
possible output from a given set of inputs under certain production technology. A
technically efficient firm will operate on its frontier production function. A firm is
technically efficient if it produces on its outer-bound production function to obtain
the maximum possible output which is feasible under the current production
technology. Measuring efficiency is important because this is the first step in a
process that might lead to substantial resource savings. These resource savings
have important implications for both policy formulation and firm management.
For individual firms, gains in efficiency are particularly important during the
periods of financial stress. Efficient firms are more likely to generate higher
incomes and thus stand a better chance of surviving and prospering.

The simultaneous maximum likelihood estimates for parameters of the Cobb-
Douglas stochastic frontier production function and technical inefficiency effect
model for onion production for small, medium and large, and all farms are
presented in Table 3. For comparison purposes OLS estimates are also shown. The
coefficient of farm size for all farms is 0.2994, which implies that a 1% increase
in area results in 0.29% increase in output. The coefficients of seed, inorganic
fertilizer, organic fertilizer, age and education are positive and significant in the
Cobb-Douglas stochastic frontier for all farm categories implying that the above
variables increase the onion production significantly. The coefficient of farming
experience is positive and significant for only medium and large farm whereas the
coefficient of training is positive and significant for all farms. The coefficient of
the cost of power tiller and draft power is also positive but not significant. The
coefficient of farming experience is negative and insignificant for small and all
farms. Insignificant coefficient indicates no impact of the respective explanatory
variable on the output. The quasi-function coefficients which are sum of all the
coefficients except intercept term are, respectively, 1.33, 3.81 and 1.17 for small,
medium and large, all farms for average C-D function and whereas they are,
respectively, 1.69, 2.37 and 1.49 for the above farm categories for C-D frontier
indicating that there is increasing returns to scale prevailing in the production
process of onion. 

The model is well fitted to the data (F =17.34**, 21.53** and 47.42**). In other
words, we can say that specification of the model and inclusion of the various
explanatory variables in the model are correct.
In the technical inefficiency effect model, farm size, experience and training have
expected (negative) coefficients. The negative and significant coefficient of farm
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size for all farms implies that large farm households are technically more efficient
than small farm households. The coefficients of age are positive and significant
for small, and medium and large farms indicating that farmers with higher ages
are more inefficient (or less efficient) than their younger counter parts.

The coefficient of training is negative and insignificant meaning that this factor
has no impact on the technical inefficiency. The significant values of γ (gamma)
indicate that there are significant technical inefficiency effects in the production
of onion. Adjusted R2 = 0.83, which indicates that 83 percent of total variation of
onion production could be explained by all the explanatory variables included in
the model.

IV. Conclusion and Recommendtaion

Onion production is cost effective and profitable for all categories of farmers.
Since the production of onion is profitable, all the sample farmers produced onion
commercially to earn higher economic return from these crops. In the recent past,
areas of traditional varieties have begun to be replaced by introducing HYV of
onion crops. As result, productivity of onion is increasing day by day. Though
such condition of yield gap still prevails in the farmers’ field, there is huge
potentiality to increase yield and production of onion with the introduction of
improved variety and better cultural management.

Following recommendations are made for improving technology and production
of onion and increasing returns from onion:

SRC, BARI should come forward to develop technologies and HYV of
onion, which might be considered eco friendly and cost-effective, and
would bring beneficial change to the farmers.

Governments’ on-going credit program to the spices farmers (2% interest)
should be more effective so that the onion farmers could avail of this
opportunity.  

Home-made storage facilities should be developed to avoid the storage loss
and to keep the onion stored in good conditions.

Marketing system and marketing facilities should be promoted so that the spices
farmers could receive fair and competitive price. In the time of harvesting the
onion, import restriction should be imposed and that would help receive higher
price for onion the farmers produced.
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Table 3: Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and Maximum Likelihood (ML)
Estimates for parameters of Cobb-Douglas(C-D) Stochastic Frontier

Production Function and Technical Inefficiency Model for all farmers of
Small farm Medium & large farm  All farms Variables 
OLS 
Estimates  
 (Std. 
error) 

ML 
Estimates  
(Asymptotic 
Std. error)  

OLS 
Estimates 
 (Std. 
error) 

ML 
Estimates 
(Asymptotic 
Std. error)  

OLS 
Estimates 
 (Std. 
error) 

ML 
Estimates  
(Asymptotic 
Std. error)  

Intercept 7.9899* 
(1.4217) 

7.1256** 
(1.1419) 

-8.9682* 

(5.3789) 
-3.1148 
(1.2737) 

3.3696** 

(0.6486) 
3.7918** 

(0.8180) 
Farm size ( X 1) 0.4322* 

(0.1156) 
0.4677** 
(0.1082) 

1.1850* 
(0.5627) 

0.6966** 
(0.12261) 

0.2994** 

(0.0692) 
0.2479** 

(0.0703) 
Seed (X2) 0.12425 

(0.0593) 
0.1321** 
(0.0510) 

0.4113** 
(0.1831) 

0.1941** 
(0.05677) 

0.5454** 

(0.0624) 
0.5103** 

(0.0622) 
Inorganic 
fertilizer (X 3) 

0.3437* 
(0.0903) 

0.3185** 
(0.0795) 

0.1655 
(0.5163) 

0.4232** 
(0.1216) 

0.0295* 

(0.0124) 
0.0319* 

(0.0126) 
Organic 
fertilizer (X4) 

0.0336* 
(0.0151) 

0.0259* 
(0.0125) 

0.1936** 
(0.0430) 

0.2274** 
(0.0504) 

0.0765** 

(0.0232) 
0.0672** 

(0.0222) 
Power tiller  and 
draft power  (X5) 

0.0270 
(0.0867) 

0.04204 
(0.0782) 

0.4790 
(0.3114) 

0.1940 
(0.0806) 

0.0265 
(0.0355) 

0.0262 
(0.0328) 

Age of 
farmer (X6) 

0.3556* 
(0.1848) 

0.6814** 
(0.1761) 

1.3075** 
(0.1783) 

0.0566** 
(0.0152) 

0.2993* 
(0.1406) 

0.3667** 
(0.2008) 

Education of 
farmer (X7) 

0.01656 
(0.01411 

0.0686** 
(0.0185) 

0.3269 
(0.5159) 

0.2812** 
(0.1057) 

0.0226** 
(0.0084) 

0.1132** 
(0.0171) 

Farming 
experience (X 8) 

0.0011 
(0.0634) 

-0.0364 
(0.0705) 

0.2263 
(0.6186) 

0.4668** 
(0.1134) 

-0.0899 
(0.0533) 

-0.0493 
(0.0736) 

Training of 
farmer (X9) 

- 
 

- 
 

-0.4810 
(0.2806) 

-0.1670 
(0.09132) 

0.0759 
(0.1217) 

0.3867* 
(0.1959) 

Function 
coefficient  

1.3340 1.6998 3.8141 2.3729 1.17 1.49 

Adjusted R2 0.70 - 0.85 - 0.8250 - 
F- value 17.34** - 21.53** - 47.42** - 
Technical Inefficiency Model       
Intercept - -3.0140 

(1.1109) 
- -2.4129 

(1.1339) 
- 0.1882 

(0.5080) 
Farm size - -0.0014 

(0.0029) 
- -0.0109 

(0.0518) 
- -0.0008* 

(0.0004) 
Age of 
farmer 

- 0.03708** 
(0.01609)  

- 0.2529* 
(0.1233) 

- 0.0049 
(0.1261) 

Education - -0.2190** 
(0.05027)  

- -0.8004 
(0.2589) 

- 0.0248 
(0.0345) 

Experience  - -0.0145 
(0.0133) 

- -0.0022 
(0.0025) 

- -0.0034 
(0.0142) 

Training of
farmer(Dummy 

- - -     -0.1602 
(0.0589) 

- -3.0958 
(2.5963) 

Variance 
Parameters  

      

                
ó2 

0.1702 0.1960 
(0.0553) 

-58.6953 1.4466 
(0.3050) 

0.1092 0.1506** 

(0.0453) 
               γ - 0.4179* 

(0.1804) 
- 0.9985** 

(0.0044) 
- 0.8925** 

(0.0985) 
Log-likelihood 
function  

-35.7710 -32.4828 -58.6932 -5.2730 -32.1566 -20.5546 
 

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate standard errors. * and ** indicate significances at 0.05
and 0.01 probability level, respectively.
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Livelihood Adaptation Strategies of the Resource -
poor Women through Chicken, Duck and Goat

Rearing in Bangladesh
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Abstract

An action research (AR) was recently conducted in Mymensingh and
Netrokona districts of Bangladesh to explore the potentialities of keeping
improved breeds of chicken and duck as well as Black Bengal goat by the
rural poor. Accordingly, 32 poor households (women) were selected for the
study. The livestock income was about 11% of total household income and
this stock was reared by the household women. This income was mainly spent
for house repairing, children education, clothing of family members,
purchasing day-to-day basic needs of households, savings for reinvestment
and also to increase animal stock. The houses were mainly repaired by goat
keeping households. Having received new dress and relatively better
financial support from the poor parents, their children were more interested
and willing to go to school regularly. In fact, these poor parents had no
capability to send their children to schools due to severe financial
constraints in the households.  It was revealed from the results of probit
model that the better educated mothers invested more money earned from
livestock farming for education purposes of their children. In addition to
livestock farming, the women, who worked outside of their houses were
found more dynamic and spent relatively a greater proportion of their
income  for children education compared to those women, who usually
worked at home. The livestock income gave them (women) better
opportunities to perform different economic activities, which also increased
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their social mobility. Their social status was far better than ever before due
to better financial solvency, which was the clear indication and/or direct
contribution of small-scale household livestock farming. Realizing the
benefit of the chicken, duck and goat rearing, the government and non-
government organizations should come forward and take all possible
initiatives for keeping such improved livestock breeds by the rural poor.  This
livestock farming could be one of the most appropriate ways to alleviate
poverty for poor households, more particularly the women headed
households in Bangladesh.

1. Introduction

Agriculture had the biggest share (21.59 percent) to gross domestic product
(GDP) in Bangladesh in 2009/10, of which, livestock sub-sector shared 11.21
percent and  was the 3rd largest contributor to agricultural GDP (BBS 2011).  It
provided 15.0 percent of total employment and 39.0 percent of agriculture
employment in the economy of Bangladesh (BER 2005). During the last decade,
a large number of government and non-government organizations (NGOs)
worked to develop this sub-sector and a huge amount of credit was also disbursed
(CDF 2001, DLS 2006 and BB 2003) but, like other sub-sectors (crops, fisheries,
leather etc), the growth rate of livestock sub-sector was not satisfactory as
expected (Quasem 2005). On the other hand, the demand for livestock products
has been increasing day by day in the World as well as in Bangladesh. The
commercial livestock farming has gradually been increasing, but due to
urbanization the small scale livestock rearing has been decreasing over time at
household level (Delgado et al. 2001). The livestock sub-sector is projected to be
the most important sub-sector in coming days in terms of added value and land
use (De Haan et al. 2001). By realizing the situation, effective initiatives to
develop the livestock sub-sector would be challenging but appropriate to meet the
increasing demand of livestock products.

Most of the 1.5 million people (75 percent) of the world are extreme poor and
about half of them directly or indirectly depend on livestock (Thornton et al.
2002). In Bangladesh, 40.4 percent of the households are categorized as poor and
most of them live in rural areas (HIES 2007). The half of these poor households
raise indigenous breeds of livestock in rural areas and they raise livestock in local
scavenging system (Sarwer 2011). Among the poor, the households headed by
women in rural areas are more likely to be poor (Lawson-McDowal 2001). 

The scientists recently released improved breeds of chicken (Faomi, Sonali and
Nera Brown) and duck (Xinding), which are possible to rear at small scale by
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households in rural areas. More numbers of egg laying by the improved breeds of
chicken and duck compared to indigenous breeds are already proved and
recommended (Amin 1992). Rearing of the improved breed of chicken and duck
would possibly be the easiest way of meeting the demand for livestock products.
Rearing of the well recognized Black Bengal goat is also the specie for meeting
livestock products demand. The livestock rearing would also be the tools for
poverty alleviation and income generating activities for the poor. The women
could easily take responsibility to rear small stock livestock in rural areas. But the
potentialities of these three species are unknown to the local poor and, moreover,
this situation is more severe for rural women. To explore the potentialities of how
these three species can improve the livelihood of the poor, was the major theme
of this study. 

2. Methodology of the Study

Action research technique was undertaken to explore the potentiality of chicken,
duck and goat to the poor in rural areas. Three locations namely: (i) Chariswardia
village of Sadar Upazila in Mymensingh district; (ii) Charbogra village of
Muktagachha Upazila in Mymensingh district; and (iii) Thakurakona village
under Sadar Upazila of Netrakona district, were selected for conducting action
research. The farm households which were very poor having a wider experience
in livestock keeping were selected purposively for action research. 

It was recognized that a significant number of scavenging livestock (goats and
poultry bird) would not be sustainable because the resource-poor  households
would not be able to supply adequate feed for the goats and/or poultry birds, and
health hazard might be another risk for the poor.  The herd size was the important
factor to get higher profit from goat farming. A report on the ‘semi-scavenging
poultry model’ (DANIDA, 2002) was recommended for husbandry system. The
system involved confinement of a small flock (10 to 12 birds) of indigenous birds,
with supplementary feeding, and allowing them to scavenge for the remainder.  A
research work conducted by Sarwer (2002) on scavenging goats was also
reviewed.  Finally, 14 pullets plus 1 cockerel or 10 ducks plus 1 drake or 1 adult
goat (she) with preferably 1 or 2 kids were distributed to the selected poor
households (Table 1). A two-day training on livestock management, vaccination,
vitamins, feeding during natural disaster was given to the selected participants
and, in addition, technical advice during in each of the fortnight was given and
monitoring was done for successful implementation of the program. The poultry
birds and goat were distributed to the selected 32 women as 13 for goat rearing, 9
for chicken and 10 for duck rearing (Table 1).
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It may be noted that on an average, one year old goat (she) with 2 kids were
purchased from local markets as well as the pullets having 1.5 months age were
also collected from government farm. Similarly, 6 months old ducks were
purchased from non-government commercial farms and distributed among the
selected participants.
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Goat Chicken Duck  
Area 

 
District  No. No. of 

Farmer  
No. No. of 

farmer 
No. No. of 

farmer 

Total 
no. of 
farmer 

Chariswardia  Mymensingh 13 5 45 

(+15) 

3 11 1 9 

Charbogra Mymensingh 22 

(+1) 

8 30 

(+5) 

2 - - 10 

Thakurakona  Netrokona - - 60 4 99 9 13 

All areas All district  35 

(+1) 

13 135 

(+20) 

9 110 10 32 

Data was collected during the period of every fortnight visit to individual action
research households. In total, 25 visits were made to each household for data
collection during the project year (2005/06). Collection of data for the farming
activities over the multiple time periods is called panel data (Wikipedia 2008).
The data of this study were the same type of multiple time period data collected
over time and considered as panel data. The total observation of the panel data of
this study were 800 (32 farmers multiplied by 25 visits). It may be noted that
Sirohi et al. (1997) collected monthly interval data and used in their study. 

A major part of analysis on livelihood was influenced by livestock and poultry
rearing, done with the help of multiple tabular analyses. It was assumed that some
factors may influence decision making for spending livestock income to purchase
food, pay education fees, purchase medicine or make other expenses. Among
these, children education was important and potential head of expenditure to
improve the human capital of any household. Under the situation, to estimate the
probability of the factors influencing decision making whether the households are
making expenses for children education or not, the binary probit regression

Table 1:  Numbers of Chicken, Duck and Goat Distributed 

among the Selected Households in AR Locations

Note: Figures within the parentheses indicate the number of chicken and goat were replaced because
of mortality of the concerned goats/chicken at the early stage of AR.



analysis was applied. To determine the probability of money expenses for children
education influenced by some socioeconomic factors, the following binary probit
model was fitted. 

Prob (Y=1)  = F(ßiXi) 

Where, Prob = probability of decision making, Y = 1 (dependent variable), X =
Socioeconomic factor, ß = coefficient and i = number of the factors.

3. Results and discussions

The successful AR farmers improved their livelihood in different ways using
income by selling eggs from project chickens and ducks as well as goats. Income
from small stock made a significant contribution to the total household income:
12 percent from goat, 10 percent from each of the chickens and ducks (Table 2).
This livestock income was used in many ways to meet up household needs. Angle
et al. (2002) also found that livestock contributed to the sustainable livelihood and
security of the rural poor in many ways, as natural capital, source of financial
capital, and social capital.  Livestock also offered the smallholders an efficient
source of animal food. 

Livestock keepers spent their income mainly for repairing houses, educational
expenses for their children, clothing, food consumption, improving nutritional
status, kind and cash savings and increasing livestock numbers (Table 3).
Livelihood improvement of livestock households has been discussed under the
following heads. 
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Table 2:  Annual Household and Livestock Income of AR Households

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 102).

Tk/households/year  Types of income  
Goat Chicken Duck All species  

Non-livestock income  20687 20198 19564 20269 
Livestock income  2866 2273 2273 2529 
Total income  23553 22471 21837 22798 
% income from livestock  12.0 10.0 10.0 11.0 

3.1 Improvement of dwelling houses

Farmers in most cases placed emphasis on repairing their dwelling houses, since
they were very poor and could not make any good dwelling house due to lack of
financial capital.  Table 4 shows that about 48.0 percent households repaired their
houses but could not make any new house except one beneficiary. On an average,



each household spent Tk 424.0 for repairing their houses while the goat selling
money contributed some (Tk 1750.0) to build a new house. Mainly the goat
keeping farmers (52.0 percent) repaired their houses, since they got a significant
amount of money from selling goat at a time. The goat keeping households spent
the highest amount of money (Tk 560.0) for improving houses. But, unlike goat
households, duck and chicken farmers could not spend money for repairing their
houses because no substantial amount of incomes from chicken and duck were
earned at a time. These incomes were generated regularly and these were often
spent for meeting day-to-day basic needs, mainly food items, of the households
(Table 4).

3.2 Affording children education

Chicken and duck keeping farmers sold their eggs regularly and the money was
mainly spent to pay school fees, purchasing books, school uniform, etc. Six out of
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Table 3:  Number of AR Households According to the Nature of

Items Chariswardia  
(No.) 

Charbogra  
(No.) 

Thakurakona  
(No.) 

All 
(No.) 

Housing 3 (33) 8 (89) 4 (33) 15 (52) 
Education 4 (44) 4 (44) 4 (33) 12 (40) 
Clothing 9 (100) 9 (100) 12 (100) 30 (100) 
Daily household needs  9 (100) 9 (100) 12 (100) 30 (100) 
Egg consumption  4 (44) 1 (11) 12 (100) 17 (52) 
Savings 2 (22) 4 (44) 6 (50) 12 (39) 
Increased stock  4 (44) 9 (100) 3 (25) 14 (44) 
Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 103).
Note: Figures within the parentheses indicate the percentage of total household of the concerned
enterprises

Chicken  
households 

Duck  
households 

Goat  
households 

All  
households 

 
Type of 
works No. Tk/year No. Tk/year No. Tk/year No. Tk/year

Repairing 
houses 

2 420 2 350 10 440 14 
(48%) 

424 

Making 
new houses 

0 0 0 0 1 1750 1 (4%) 1750 

Total 2 420 2 350 11 560 15 
(52%) 

513 

Table 4:  Amount Spent for Making Household Improvement by A R

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 104).



8 duck households and 5 out of 9 chicken households spent for their children
education. Except one, the goat households did not spend for children education
as they had no regular income from goat. The women farmers felt proud that they
were meeting the demand of their children without any external help or help from
their husbands. Their children expressed willingness to go to school since their
parents were better off and paid their fees regularly. Even they gave a little amount
of money for purchasing snacks to their children during the leisure period of
school (Table 5).

Table 3 confirmed that around 40.0 percent households in the study areas made
expenses for their children education. This was a great enhancement to their
children to support for education and inspiration for going to school regularly. The
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Chicken 
households 

Duck 
 households  

Goat  
households 

All 
households 

 
Types of works  

No. Tk/
year 

No. Tk/ye
ar 

No. Tk/ye
ar 

No. Tk/ye
ar 

School feed paid  3 55 3 42 0 0 6 49 
Purchasing paper, 
pencil etc.  

6 80 5 76 0 0 12 72 

Purchasing uniform  2 210 1 160 1 180 4 190 
Allocation for 
school tiffin  

6 128 5 93 0 0 12 103 

Total 6 306 5 226 1 180 12 262 

Table 5 :  Amount Spent for Educational Purposes of 

Their Children by Utilizing AR Project Money

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 104)

households spent money for children education, school fees, purchasing education
materials, making school uniform and for school tiffin (Table 4). In fact, some
households did not spend any money for education purposes of their children.
Some factors might have influenced the AR households to take decision for
spending money for children education. So, it was of interest to identify the
factors which might have influenced some households for not spending any
money for education of their children and in this regard the probit regression
function was fitted as discussed below. 

Factors affecting expenses for children education. In the present study, the point
of interest is to assess the probability of rural farm households’ participation in
spending money for children education, which was one of the vital indicators that
contributed much in changing livelihood. So, to assess the participation in



expenses for children education, probit model was fitted. A rural household either
spent money for children education or not. Since the step was to determine the
probability of the factors of rural farm households for allocating the money for
children education, the following probit regression model was used. Heckman
(1976) used the probit regression at first in his study. 

Probability of making expenses for children education (Yes = 1, Otherwise = 0) =
a + ß1 (Age) + ß2 (Education) + ß3 (Family size) + ß4 (School child)+
ß5 (Homestead area) + ß6 (HH income) + ß7 (Benefit livestock) + ß8

(DLoc1) + ß9 (DLoc2) + ß10 (DOcc) + ß11 (DSpc1) + ß12 (DSpc2)

Where,

There was no significant regional effect for variation of expenses for children
education. The women, who did more work (apart from homework) might have
more probability to spend money for education purposes as they might be more
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Prob Y   = Expenditure for child ren education (Yes=1, No=0)  

Age  = Woman’s age (livestock owner) (year)  

Education  = Womam’s education (year of schooling)  

Family size  = Family size of household (No.) 

School child = Existence of school going c hildren in household  (Yes=1, No=0)  

Homestead area  = Homeatead area (deci mal) 

HH income  = Annual household income (Tk/household/year)  

Benefit livestock  = Return from livestock (Tk/year)  

DLoc1  = Location dummy1 (Chorbogra village=1, otherwise=0)  

DLoc2 = Location dummy2 (Chariswardia village=1, otherwise=0)  

DOcc = Occupation dummy  (Homework =1, otherwise=0)  

DSpc1 = Species dummy1  (Chicken=1, otherwise=0)  

DSpc2 = Species dummy2  (Duck=1, otherwise=0)  

a  = Intercept 

ß  = Coefficient  

i = Number of farms  

diversified than the women who did not perform any job other than domestic
work. Chicken and duck rearing household farmers had better chance to spend for
education purposes than those of goat keeping households due to their regular
income from egg selling. Younger women might have a higher probability to
spend for education than the older women. In the case of AR households, there



was no significant effect of the education level of women on money allocation for
children education because there was not much variation in education levels of the
AR women. It may be noted that the inclusion of more number of households in
further new study may give different results for the variable. More earnings from
livestock given a chance to spend more for children education. But there was no
better probability to spend more for children education by bigger landholding
households as well as households having higher income (Table 6). 

The log likelihood function and the proportions of samples correctly predicted for
their likely status in terms of expenses for education indicate a good fit of the
equation. 
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Table 6: Factors Influencing the Probability (Results of Binary 

Probit Model) of Expenses for Children Education

Source:  Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 107)

Variables  Coeffi
cient 

St.error b/st.Er P[|Z|>z] Mean(X) 

Dloc1 (Charbogra=1, otherwise=0)  -0.124 1.107 -0.112 0.9108 0.3125 
Dloc2 (Chariswardia=1, 
otherwise=0)  

-0.264 1.089 -0.243 0.8080   0.2812 

Docc (Homework=1 , otherwise=0)  -1.655 0.865 -1.913 0.0558   0.7500 
Dspc1 (Chicken=1, otherwise=0)  1.838 1.339 1.372 0.1700   0.2813 
Dspc2 (Duck=1, otherwise=0)  2.309 1.533 1.506 0.1321   0.3125 
Age of owner (years)  -0.116 0.470 -2.478 0.0132   36.00 
Education of owner  (year of 
schooling)  

-0.039 0.151 -0.255 0.7989   1.219 

Family size (no.)  -0.019 0.302 0.063    0.9500   3.719 
Child able to go to school (Yes=1, 
otherwise=0)  

2.389 1.153 2.073 0.038 0.781 

Homestead land (dec)  0.074 0.064 1.152 0.249 7.094 
Benefit from livestock (‘000 
Tk/year) 

0.55 0.26 2.089 0.036 2.723 

Household income (‘000 Tk/year)  -0.0185 0.0667 -0.277 0.781 22.015 
Maximum likelihood estimates  
Log likelihood function  -13.00 
Restricted log likelihood  -21.17 
Chi-squared 16.33 
Significance level  0.129 
% correct prediction  60% 

3.3 Better clothing

Clothing was an important head of expenditure made by resource-poor
households from the earnings of small stock. The AR women bought school
uniforms and other clothes for their children by spending Tk 270.0, Shari for
themselves by Tk 127.0 and Lungi for their husband by Tk 100.0. The households



usually gave emphasis to purchase clothes for children and Shari for women. On
an average each household spent Tk 247.0 for purchasing clothes for family
members using income from project animal (Table 7). When there was no income
from livestock, the uniforms and Sharis were purchased by spending their
husbands’ earnings, which was really a burden to bear from very limited
household income of the poor husband. Obviously, these earnings from small
stock reduced their husbands’ burdens and made them more responsible to their
household expenses. 

Increasing capability of daily household foods 

Regular income from eggs created an opportunity for chicken and duck
households to buy daily family foods such as rice, salt, potato, chili, onion, oil,
spices, etc. A total of Tk 432.0 per year was spent to purchase the daily foods by
each AR household. The highest number of households (21 out of 30) purchased
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Table 7:  Number of Households Purchased Clothes by 

Using Project Animals Income

Chicken 
households 

Duck 
households 

Goat 
households 

All househo lds  
Types of 

works No. Tk/year No. Tk/year No. Tk/year No. Tk/year 
Clothe for 
the wife 

5 126 5 112 7 138 17 127 

Lungi for 
husband 

2 95 0 0 2 104 4 100 

Clothe for 
children 

4 248 4 213 11 274 18 270 

Total 8 227 9 157 13 322 30 247 

coarse rice from local shop, costing altogether Tk 326.0, which was the largest
share amongst the daily food items. Ten out of 30 households also bought fire oil
(Table 8). The AR women were able to make some purchase from their own
income, whereas previously they had to depend on their husbands for money. The
chicken and duck households sold eggs regularly to local grocery shops, which
were located in nearby sub-urban area (Chariwardia) and purchased the daily
foods from those shops. Sometimes, they purchased goods on credit and later on
payment was made by supplying eggs regularly to the concerned shops. Local
marketing facilities ensured eggs selling, which made the project women more
active and efficient in their farm activities. Goat households purchased coarse rice
when they sold goats. In fact, their overall food consumption has relatively
increased during the AR period compared to before project period.

Source: Adapted from Sarwer. (2011, p. 108).



3.5 Egg consumption

Generally chicken and duck farmers sold eggs regularly (Table 9). Sometimes,
eggs were consumed by the family members. The highest number of eggs (48
eggs per year per household) was consumed by family children following by male
adults and female adults. The adults preferred to give more eggs to their children.
They knew that egg was the source of high quality protein and nutrition especially
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Table 8 :  Number of Households Purchased Daily Food Items by 
Using Income from Project Animal

Chicken 
households 

Duck 
households 

Goat 
households 

All households  Major item 
of goods 
purchased No. Tk/year No. Tk/year No. Tk/year No. Tk/year 
Coarse rice  5 180 3 165 13 420 21 326 
Potato 8 72 9 64 0 0 17 68 
Chili 8 60 8 48 0 0 16 54 
Dal (pulses)  8 142 2 142 0 0 10 142 
Salt 8 35 8 31 0 0 16 33 
Onion 6 62 4 32 0 0 10 50 
Edible oil  6 84 8 71 0 0 14 77 
Fire oil  4 70 6 67 0 0 10 68 
Total 8 566 9 343 13 420 30 432 

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 109).

for the pregnant women and for improving the cognitive skills and mental growth
of children. Previously they could not purchase eggs due to lack of money. It was
almost impossible to purchase eggs for children and themselves. Table 9 shows
that only chicken and duck households increased egg consumption as they
produced eggs at home. Due to own production of eggs, they consumed more eggs
than ever before. They also offered eggs to their relatives when they visited their
house. Egg is  the most prestigious food item for relatives of the poor.

3.6 Employment generation
Providing labour for small stock was not a problem. Female members of the
family gave maximum labour for rearing chicken, duck and goat.  They were
more occupied during AR study.  Men and children also helped in small stock
keeping. The AR women worked 14.17 man-days per year for livestock keeping.
They worked 0.53 hour per day for livestock keeping. Their children employed
the second highest time 0.39 hours per day for rearing animals (Table 10).
Involvement of male family members in chicken and duck rearing was
comparatively low. But a significant number of male participation was found in



goat rearing due to their intensive involvement for grazing outside homestead
area, insemination purposes, feed collection, marketing activities, etc. On an
average, 23.83 man-days per year were occupied by all family members for
chicken, duck and goat keeping. 

3.7 Better health care for family members and livestock 

Income received from selling eggs contributed to improvement in health
condition of most household members of AR farmers. They usually used this
money to buy medicine for some minor diseases of the family members when it
was required. Each household on an average spent Tk 345.0 during the project
year. A small amount of savings was also made by some women. Five AR farmers
used their savings to purchase medicine for animal health care. Earlier they could
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Table 9 : Number of Households and Number of 
Eggs Consumed by AR Family Members

Chicken 
households 

Duck 
households 

Goat 
households 

All 
households 

Types family 
member 

No. No/year No. No/year No. No/year No. No/year 
Egg consumed 
by children  

8 53 9 43 0 0 17 48 

Egg consumed 
by adult male  

8 8 9 13 0 0 17 11 

Egg consumed 
by adult female  

8 6 9 7 0 0 17 7 

Total 8 67 9 63 0 0 17 65 

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 110).

Table 10: Use of Labour for Chicken, Duck and Goat Rearing in A R

Enterprise  Male  Female Children Others* Total 
Employment  (hour/day)  

Chicken 0.40 0.55 0.31 0.30 1.07 
Duck 0.33 0.58 0.39 0.32 1.62 
Goat 0.36 0.47 0.48 0.40 1.71 
All 0.36 0.53 0.39 0.34 1.47 

Employment (man -day/year)  
Chicken 0.15 11.75 3.52 0.67 16.09 
Duck 0.57 13.58 5.19 1.62 20.96 
Goat 6.81 17.19 10.18 0.25 34.43 
All 2.51 14.17 6.30 0.85 23.83 

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 111)
Note: others included mother and father of the family



not spend any money for animal treatment. Savings from eggs and goats were also
used to overcome the risk, which had reduced their vulnerability. They purchased
medicine and also paid doctor’s fee when family members became sick. One goat
raising woman, who had 5 goats, spent a substantial amount of money (Tk
2500.0) for treatment of her sick husband. A total of 12 out of 30 households spent
their money for medicare of family members as well as for animals, and each
household on an average spent Tk 586.0 during AR (Table 11). Moreover,
consuming more eggs improved health condition of family members of AR
households. 

3.8 Improved social status

Income of households of AR farmers increased and as a consequence, their social
status also improved. “The rich kicked out the poorest people like a dog”, one
woman expressed her honest feelings during data collection in the study villages.
In other words, they were neglected in society since they did not have enough
resources to meet their day to day basic needs. They did not go to neighbours
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Table 11:  Household Costs for Medicine of Family Members and 
Livestock by Using Projects Income

Chicken 
households 

Duck 
households 

Goat 
households 

All households  Items of cost  

No. Tk/year No. Tk/year No. Tk/year No. Tk/year 
Medicine for 
family 
members 

4 340 1 217 2 420 7 345 

Doctor’s fee  0 0 1 1800 1 2500 2 2150 
Medicine for 
animal 

2 43 0 0 3 76 5 63 

Total 6 241 2 1009 4 892 12 586 

regularly for borrowing money during AR rather some of them sometimes helped
neighbours by giving some money as loan. They also slightly improved their
houses. At the same time, they gave attention to their children education,
purchased better clothes, which, of course, increased their overall status in the
rural society. They could also give special offer of eggs as gift to their relatives.
Some households were confident that in near future they would be able to pay
some social fees for religious institution (e.g., fee for mosque Imam), which
would ultimately increase their social status among rural communities.

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 112).



3.9 Credit worthiness

During the project life, some respondents applied for NGO loans and some of
them received loans, whereas they were not considered as creditworthy just a
couple of years ago. After AR, NGOs allowed them for livestock or other loans as
they had some assets (animal stocks), which were considered as security for
repaying their loan. The participating women households showed their solvency
to local NGOs for taking loans. 

3.10 Small savings

Financial capital increased through savings during the whole project period.
Some goat keeping households sold castrated male goats during Eid-ul-Azha (one
of the greatest Muslim festivals) and received a substantial amount of money.
One beneficiary sold a castrated goat at Tk 2000.0 and she spent this money to
repair house and to buy a new doe for breeding purposes. Twelve AR households
saved money in cash and on an average saving per household was Tk 376.0 during
the project year while all households had a stock of chicken and/or duck and/or
goat at the end of project year and its value on an average savings was Tk 1250.0
only. The goat keeping households made the highest amount of savings in kind
(stock of goat at the end of project life) (Table 12). The savings reduced
vulnerability of the AR households. The AR households were quite happy that
they had a sustainable financial capital (stock of livestock), which would give
further earnings at an increasing rate and it could be a right way to reduce poverty
for resource-poor households in rural Bangladesh. 

3.11 Increased stock value and flock size

Animal stocks were increased by hatching eggs and/or birth of at least one to two
kids at a time in every six months. Increased stocks were cross bred, which
generally had the chance of laying more eggs than indigenous breed. In all areas,
households increased their animal stock. All goat households increased their herd
size of goat while only 3 duck and 2 chicken households increased their stock in
all areas (Table 13). Two duck households sold their entire flock/stock and then
purchased goats. One household purchased a goat by selling duck eggs and 4
ducks (Table 13). Two households sold their entire stock of goats and each of
them bought a heifer for achieving higher income to improve livelihood standard.
This result is very much similar to the findings of Todd (1998) study.
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3.12 Increased level of confidence and gained knowledge on livestock
keeping

Beneficiary group membership helped each of the participants to develop their
self-confidence. There was a competition within the group members to produce
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Chicken 
households 

Duck 
households 

Goat 
households 

All 
households 

 
Types of savings  

No
. 

Tk/year No
. 

Tk/year No
. 

Tk/year No
. 

Tk/ye
ar 

Savings in cash  2 355 3 265 7 430 12 376 

Savings in kind (end 
stock of chicken, 
duck and goat)  

8 556 9 377 13 2281 30 1250 

Total 8 645 9 465 13 2513 30 1400 

Table 12:  Number of and Amount of Money Saved by AR Households

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 114).

Table 13 : Stock Status of AR Farmer

Beneficiaries  Study 
villages 

Species at 
beginning of 

AR 

Species after AR  Changes in 
stock value at 
the end 

Beneficiary1  Thakurakona  10 Ducks 7 Ducks + 1 chicken  Increased 

Beneficiary2  Thakurakona  10 Ducks 6 Ducks + 1 goat  Increased 

Beneficiary3  Thakurakona 10 Ducks 2 Goats Increased 

Beneficiary4  Thakurakona  10 Ducks 1 Goats Increased 

Beneficiary5  Charbogra 3 Goats 1 Heifer Increased 

Beneficiary6  Charbogra 3 Goats 1 Heifer Increased 

Beneficiary7  Chariswardia  3 Goats Goat + Cow Increased 

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 114).

more number of eggs.  This means, they worked hard to earn much higher income.
They tried to create a social linkage which helped them to increase their
production capacity and management efficiency. Rahman (2006) showed in his
study that the higher social network increased household capability and reduced
household vulnerability. The majority of households intended to continue to keep
livestock after the end of the project but they were concerned about how they



would manage disease without the support of the project, more particularly the
availability of vaccines.

The AR farmers have gained a substantial knowledge on household livestock
keeping since they participated in training program on livestock keeping and
management. Previously they had no knowledge about how to control and
manage livestock scientifically, particularly during the period of outbreak of
diseases.  Knowledge regarding livestock feeding also increased. They did not
know how to manage worms of the goat. They have also learnt technical
knowledge about improved housing for goat, chicken and duck rearing. Even
some farmers did not know the location of veterinary hospitals and their activities.
Most of the farmers followed indigenous and/or very rudimentary methods of
treatment for their animals. After introducing the AR, they have learnt a lot about
scientific housing, improved medicare facilities and veterinary services. 

3.13 Increased women mobility

The selected poor women usually remained confined to their houses before
participating in the AR program. This scenario has totally changed in AR
households of the study areas. The mobility of the women beneficiaries has
increased due to livestock and poultry rearing (Table 14). Livestock and poultry
rearing offered the women beneficiaries to spend livestock income independently
for their households. The frequent movements of twelve women out of 32,
particularly who reared chicken and duck, increased at the local shops either for
selling chicken and duck eggs and/or purchasing feeds, medicines, etc. Three
women visited 3-5 times a year to pay school fees of their children. The AR
households did not go to veterinary hospital previously but due to intervention of
AR, 4 women went to veterinary hospital for the treatment of their animals and
birds. Six women also went to shops for purchasing animal drugs, which was their
new experience in this field. A few women only (2 out of 32) visited relatives’
houses because they were now able to bear traveling cost of their visits. Todd
(1998) also showed similar findings in her study. Since the women (15
households) contributed to house repairing works by providing money earned
from livestock and poultry, their husbands had given importance to their opinions
in house repairing activities. It was also essential to collect feed for their animals
from outside, which were done by the 20 beneficiaries in the study areas. Two
beneficiaries went to tailor shops to make school uniform for their children. The
earnings from livestock and poultry keeping, as stated before, ware spent on
making school uniform of their children. 
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4. Livelihood Adaptation 

Generally, the poor households tried to adjust their livelihood by their limited
household income. The AR households increased their livelihood adaptability by
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Table 14:  Activities Performed by AR Beneficiaries in the Study Areas

Name of activities  Number of 
beneficiaries  

% of 
beneficiaries

Visited shops for selling eggs and purchasing feeds  17 77.3 
Visited school to pay education fees  3 10.0 
Visited veterinary clinics  4 13.3 
Visited animal drug shops/dispensaries  6 20.0 
Visited relatives houses  2 6.7 
Share with husband in decision making processes  15 50.0 
Visited neighbor’s houses to purchase chicken  2 6.7 
Collected animal feed  20 66.7 
Visited human doctor’s dispensary for treatment  3 10.0 
Purchasing school uniform for c hildren 2 6.7 

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011).

using their increased household income from AR animals. During their shock
period such as sickness of family members, the poor had to sell their productive
household assets just a few years ago. Some households spent their small savings
also. But AR households used livestock income to manage their shocks without
selling any household asset. Head of one household seasonally migrated to sell
labor and he sent money to his wife to maintain his family but she faced trouble
when he could not send any money due to some unavoidable circumstances. But
the wife was well capable to manage the family by using her livestock income.
Due to cyclone, dwelling houses of 3 AR farmers were fully damaged during the
study period and then they repaired their houses successfully by using own
income received from goat sales. The participants of AR households were sending
children to school as they were capable to pay school fees, uniform, tiffin and
education materials. Before rearing project animals, they were not capable to
manage education costs. One AR woman also coped uncertain situation when she
was separated from her son. 

A comparison between “before” and “after” was made for the participants of the
project. By selling chicken and duck eggs the AR women commonly purchased
daily food items while it was less common before rearing chicken and ducks. At



the same time, their per capita food intake was also increased. During shock
period, they managed unusual situation without selling productive assets. Before
joining the project, they could not sell eggs commercially but after participating
in the project they started rearing cross bred chicken and ducks and selling eggs
commercially to local shops and to neighbors. Traditionally, they reared
indigenous chicken and ducks and produced less number of eggs, which were
mainly used for home consumption. But after rearing cross bred chicken and
ducks they had sufficient number of eggs for selling. As a result, consumption of
eggs mainly by children was also increased. On the other hand, they were
connected with NGOs to get credit as they had stock of livestock as security. The
AR women increased their mobility as linkage with local markets, shops, school,
veterinary hospitals, drug shops and NGOs.  Uses of natural resources such as
open water body for duck feeding, grassland and roadside grass for goat keeping
increased (Table 15). 

Both cash and non-cash incomes were earned from chicken, duck and goat by the
AR households. The AR women visited local shops and markets for selling eggs
and goat, which increased their social network, and thus the movement of the
women increased, which reduced their household vulnerability. They also earned
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Table 15:  Changes in Major Livelihood Patterns among AR Households

Livelihood activities  Before joining  
the project  

After joining  
the project  

for rearing livestock  
Food items purchased by women  Less common  Common 
Disposing productive assets  Common Less common  
Lower amount of food intake than required  Common Less common 
Egg consumption by children  Rarely Increased  
Egg consumption by adult  Almost nil  Increased  
NGO credit support  Absent  Common 
Women mobility  Less common  Common 
Clothe bought by women  Less common  Common 
Rearing improved chicken and duck bred  Absent Started  
Commercial egg selling by chicken and duck 
households  

Absent  Common 

Paying school fees  Less common  Common 
Repaired houses when required  Absent Less common  
Visited doctors  Almost absent  Sometimes  
Visited local shops  Less common  Common 
Confidence in earnings from livestock  Less Fair 
Knowledge in livestock raising  less Fair 
Uses of natural resources (open waterbody, 
grass land, roadside animal feed)  

Almost absent  Fair 

Competition between individuals within groups 
in making more income from livestock 

Absent Increased  

Source: Adapted from Sarwer (2011, p. 116).



non-cash income as egg consumption, livestock as dowry to daughter and jobs in
livestock raising, which improved their nutritional level and also social status.
Additionally, they used animal by-products to increase further production of other
crops cultivated at homestead areas. The livestock incomes were spent to
purchase different items from shops and local markets, which gave them the
opportunity to know more number of unknown people, which helped to create a
wider network in the society. At the same time it helped to improve human and
animal health conditions due to purchase of food items as well as to increase
women mobility. Though it was small but a proportion of income spent to
purchase a sewing machine to earn further additional income might increase the
overall household security. A complete diagram on livelihood adaptation by
livestock households is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1:  Structure of Livelihood Adaptation Strategies by AR 
Households through Livestock Rearing



5. Conclusion

By keeping livestock, the beneficiaries improved their livelihoods, increased food
security and got self-employment, which improved both their economic condition
and social rights. During other external shocks (i.e., flood) when they had no other
incomes, the chicken and duck beneficiaries could purchase food by spending egg
incomes. Some of the beneficiaries saved money and invested in  more chicken
and goat to increase herd size. The women also increased their movements in
livestock rearing related activities and increased their share in decision making
process of households. There was no occupational trade-off due to chicken, duck
and goat rearing; rather the women utilized their idle time properly in livestock
farming. The beneficiaries thought that their income increased due to project
intervention and it helped to increase their social status. So, the AR households
increased their access to food, education, clothing, health care, shelter, natural
land, natural water body, social participation, local markets and local livestock
related health care centers, which reduced their household vulnerability as a
whole.  Finally, it could be concluded that the resource-poor people, more
particularly the rural women, can be far better off by rearing some chicken, duck
and goats.  The concerned government and NGO officials should pay an
immediate attention and appropriate steps could be taken to expand this
technology to the rural poor of Bangladesh.
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An Economic Study of Small-Scale Koi (Anabas
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Abstract

The present study attempts to determine the costs and returns of small-scale
Koi fish farming and resource use efficiency under different categories of
farmers in some selected areas of greater Mymensingh district. Data and
information were collected for the year 2011. In total, 60 Koi fish farmers
were selected, of which 30 were small farmers and 10 and 20 were marginal
and medium farmers, respectively. Total cost, gross return, gross margin, net
return, and benefit cost ratio were used for economic analysis. Total cost,
gross return and net return of Koi fish production were estimated at Tk.
2103091, 2736869 and 601245/ha, respectively. Benefit cost ratio was found
to be 1.30. The Cobb-Douglas production function model was used to
estimate the values of co-efficients and related statistics of production
function of Koi fish culture. The co-efficient of human labour, feed, manure
and water supply were statistically significant. Other co-efficients
(fingerlings, fertilizer, pesticide, lime and electricity) were not statistically
significant. Return to scale was found 1.09 and the value of R2 was 0.84.
Analysis of resource use efficiency indicates that more profit can be obtained
by increasing efficient and judicious investment in various inputs. From the
study it was evident that timely and efficient use of different inputs are most
important to increase production and profitability of Koi fish farming.
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1. Introduction

Land and life are closely entwined for the farmers in Bangladesh. Regarding the
endowment of water resources, Bangladesh stands in third position in the world
after China and India. Bangladesh is blessed with vast fisheries resources due to
favorable climatic condition and geographical location. There are a lot of rivers,
estuaries, beel, lake, pond, dighis, haor baor etc., which are suitable for fish
culture. The performance of the fisheries sector has an overwhelming impact on
the economy of Bangladesh. Fisheries sector plays a very significant role in
supplying nutrition, creation of rural employment, poverty alleviation, earning
foreign exchange, and more importantly socioeconomic stability in the rural areas
of Bangladesh. This sector contributes 4.51 percent of Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) (GOB, 2010). The majority of freshwater fish are raised in fish ponds. In
Bangladesh, total areas of pond are 362520 acres but fish are cultured in 189365
acres (BBS, 2009). Now, pond fish culture is very important for the small farmers,
which can help increase the household income. Koi is one of the most important
carpfish and successfully cultured in the fish ponds, which is newly introduced in
Bangladesh. However, per capita fish consumption increased from 42.10 gm in
2005 to 49.41 gm in 2010 (HIES, 2010). To meet these requirements, Koi culture
is incomparable as it is a quick growing and high productive fish. The climate,
water and soil condition of our country have proved totally satiable for Koi
culture. It can withstand harsh environmental conditions such as low oxygen,
wide range of temperatures and other poor water conditions. Koi fish also contain
high amount of protein, fat, carbohydrate, mineral, iron, calcium etc. (Khan,
2004). Koi fish can be cultivated at short period with a high density and at least
two harvests can be made in a year. At present, fish producers in our country
understood the positive effect of scientific aquaculture and they already adopted
a number of improved technologies for increasing fish production through pond
fish culture. By adopting scientific method, production of Koi fish has increasd
and it was exported in international market. In the year of 2008-09 total amounts
of 75286 metric tons of live fish (Koi, Singhi, Magur) worth Tk. 4.83 million were
exported in different countries of the world (BBS, 2008). Therefore, Koi fish
culture in the pond is a new dimension of scientific culture in Bangladesh. 

Since Koi fish culture is a new technology, very few studies on it could be found
in this regard. Hasan et al (2010) conducted a preliminary investigation into the
growth, survival and production of Thai Koi (Anabus testudineus) and observed
that Saudi Bangla fish feed and Mixed feed provided maximum profit compared
to other feeds. Prithwiraj (2005) examined the effects of different management
regimes on the feeding habits and food selection of koi carp (Cyprinus carpio var.
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koi L.) larvae. He found that koi larvae avoided phytoplankton and preferred
cladocerans, an important source of natural food in all the regimes. However,
studies on economic performance of Koi fish farming are not available. Therefore,
much work is required to enhance empirical knowledge and understanding of
economic analysis of Koi fish farming. Accordingly the present study was
conducted to determine the profitability and economic efficiency of small-scale
commercial Koi fish farming in Bangladesh.

2. Methodology

This study was conducted at four Upazilas namely Phulpur, Netrokona Sadar,
Mohanganj and Kendua from two districts namely Mymensingh and Netrokona.
A purposive sampling technique was followed. In total 60 farmers were selected,
of which 10 were marginal (0.02 to 0.40 ha) and 30 and 20 were small (0.41 to
1.01 ha) and medium farmers (1.02 ha and above), respectively. Data and
information were collected for the year 2011.

Tabular technique was used to determine the profitability of Koi fish farming.
Statistical analysis was applied to measure resource use efficiency of Koi fish
culture. Cob-Douglas production function was used to estimate the effects of
various inputs for the production of Koi fish. The functional form of the Cob-
Douglas multiple regression equation was as follows:

Y = aX1
b1 X2

b2 X3
b3 X4

b4 X5
b5 X6

b6 X7
b7 X8

b8 X9
b9eu

The equation may be alternatively expressed in log-linear form:

lnY = lna + b1lnX1 + b2lnX2 + b3lnX3 + b4lnX4 + b5lnX5 + b6lnX6 + b7lnX7 + b8lnX8 +
b9lnX9 +U

Where,
Y = Gross return (Tk./ha); X5 = Fertilizer cost (Tk./ha);
X1 = Human labour cost (Tk./ha); X6 = Lime cost (Tk./ha);
X2 = Fingerling cost (Tk./ha); X7 = Pesticide cost (Tk./ha);
X3 = Feed cost (Tk./ha); X8 = Water supply cost (Tk./ha);
X4 = Manure cost (Tk./ha); X9 = Electricity cost (Tk./ha);
ln = Natural logarithm; a = Intercept;
(b1...b9)= Coefficients of respective variables; and
U = Error term.

Efficiency of resource allocation: In order to test the efficiency, the ratio of
Marginal Value Product (MVP) to the Marginal Factor Cost (MFC) for each input
was computed and tested for its equality to 1.
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i.e.             = 1

The marginal productivity of a particular resource represents the addition to gross
returns in value term caused by an additional one unit of that resource, while other
inputs are held constant. The most reliable, perhaps the most useful, estimate of
MVP is obtained by taking resources (Xi) as well as gross return (Y) at their
geometric means (Dhawan and Bansal, 1977). Marginal Factor Cost (MFC) of all
the inputs are expressed in terms of additional taka spent for providing individual
inputs. In the present study, Marginal Factor Cost was the average price of
different variable inputs used. The ratio of MVP and MFC equal to unity indicates
that the resource is efficiently used. When the ratio of MVP and MFC is more than
unity, it implies that the resource is under-utilized. The ratio of MVP and MFC
less than unity, indicates that the resource is over-used (Yotopoulos, 1967). 

3. Profitability and Economic Efficiency of Small Scale Commercial Koi
Fish Farming

Profitability is the main aim of any farmer. In order to earn a respectable
economic return, production cost becomes an important factor and accordingly it
plays a dominant role in the decision making process of the farmers. Costs and
returns were calculated on the basis of actual market prices paid by the farmers.
All costs and returns were calculated for the duration of one year of Koi fish
production, including from pond preparation to marketing of fish.

Production cost: The cost of production included different variable cost items
like human labour, fingerlings, feed, fertilizer, manure, lime, pesticide, watering
and electricity. Fixed cost included land use cost and interest on operating capital
of Koi fish production. Per hectare cost of producing Koi fish in different
categories of farmers amounted to Tk. 1802124, 2189246 and 2474919 for
marginal, small and medium farmers, respectively, and on average it was Tk.
2103091 (Table 1).

Economic return: Gross returns are the money value of fish produced. This is
calculated by multiplying the total amount of fish produced by their respective
market price. Table 2 represents various farm returns of Koi fish farmers. Gross
returns for marginal, small and medium farmers were estimated at Tk. 2347846,
2890242 and 3457805, respectively, and gross margins for the same farmers were
Tk. 660385, 835735 and 1132765, respectively. However, their net returns were
estimated at Tk. 545722, 700996 and 982886, respectively. Again, the
undiscounted benefit cost ratios came out to be 1.30, 1.32 and 1.39 for marginal,
small and medium farmers, respectively. It is evident from the results that Koi fish
culture is a profitable business. 
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Factors affecting Koi fish production: The contribution of specified factors to
the production of Koi fish can be seen in Table 3. The results showed that out of
nine coefficients, eight have the positive sign. The positive sign indicates that
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Table 1 : Per hectare cost of producing Koi fish in 
different categories of fish farmer 

(Tk./ha/year)

Cost items Marginal farmers  Small farmers  Medium farmers  
Variable cost  
Human labour  367130 

(20.36) 
325228 
(14.86) 

283489 
(11.45) 

Feed 1118214 
(62.05) 

1542567 
(70.45) 

1842513 
(74.45) 

Fingerlings  156233 
(8.67) 

152487 
(6.97) 

157502 
(6.36) 

Fertilizer  16908 
(0.94) 

12737 
(0.58) 

14304 
(0.58) 

Manure 29 
(0.01) 

33 
(0.01) 

43 
(0.01) 

Lime 12041 
(0.67) 

8277 
(0.38) 

8537 
(0.34) 

Pesticide 7246 
(0.40) 

3465 
(0.16) 

6034 
(0.24) 

Electricity 9660 
(0.54) 

9713 
(0.44) 

12618 
(0.51) 

Fixed cost  
Land use cost  30290 

(1.68) 
32014 
(1.46) 

33627 
(1.36) 

Interest on 
operating cost  

84373 
(4.68) 

102725 
(4.69) 

116252 
(4.70) 

Total 1802124 
(100) 

2189246 
(100) 

2474919 
(100) 

Note: Figures within parenthesis indicate percentage of total cost.

using more of these inputs in Koi fish production could increase return to some
extent. The coefficient of manure was 0.071, which was statistically significant at
1% level. This indicates that keeping other factors constant, a one percent increase
in the cost of using manure would lead to an increase in the gross return by 0.071
percent. The coefficients of human labour and water supply were 0.214 and 0.135,
which were statistically significant at 5 % level. It means that a one percent
increase in the cost of human labour and water supply would lead to an increase
in the gross return by 0.214 and 0.135 percent, keeping other factors unchanged.
However, the coefficient value of feed was 0.551, which was significant at 10 %



level. This implies that keeping other things constant a one percent increase in
feed cost would lead to increase in gross returns by 0.551 percent. Other variables
(fingerlings, fertilizer, lime, pesticide and electricity) were not statistically
significant.

The coefficient of multiple determination, R2, was 0.84, which indicates that
about 84 percent of return from Koi fish culture was explained by the explanatory
variables included in the model and it also indicates that excluded variables
accounted for only 16 percent of the variation in Koi fish production. The F-value
of Koi fish production was highly significant at 1 percent level. Highly significant
F-value implied that the variation in return of Koi fish depends upon mainly the
explanatory variables included in the model. There was also increasing returns to
scale (1.09) which means that if all the inputs specified in the production function
were increased by 1 percent, gross return of Koi fish would increase by 1.09
percent.

Resource use efficiency: From Table 4, it can be seen that none of the Marginal
Value Products of inputs were equal to one. This inequality indicates that the
farmers in the study area have failed to show their efficiency in using the
resources.

In the case of manure the ratio of MVP and MFC were greater than one and
positive. It indicates that the Koi fish farmers have not availed themselves of the
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Farm categories  

Particulars  Marginal  

farmers 

Small 

farmers 

Medium 

farmers 

All 

farmers 

Yield (Kg )  19222 23122 27881 22179 

Gross Returns (GR)  2347846 2890242 3457805 2736869 

Total Variable Cos t (TVC) 1687461 2054507 2325040 2003474     

Total Fixed Cost (TFC)  114663 134739 149879 132150 

Total Cost (TC)= (TVC+TFC)  1802124 2189246 2474919 2103091 

Gross Margin(GM) =  (GR-

TVC) 
660385 835735 1132765 733395 

Net Returns  (NR) =(GR-TC) 545722 700996 982886 633778 

BCR (Undiscounted)  (GR/TC) 1.30 1.32 1.39 1.30 

Table 2 : Per hectare costs and returns of Koi production                

(Amout in Tk./ha/year)



opportunities to the fuller use of various inputs. So, there were ample
opportunities for farmers in the study areas to increase output per hectare by using
more of these inputs. That is, more profit could be obtained by increasing
investment in those inputs.

In the case of human labour, fingerlings, feed, lime, pesticide, water supply and
electricity ratios were positive but less than one, which implies too much use of
these resources. In the case of fertilizer the ratio was negative, which implies that
excessive use of these inputs for Koi fish production leads to reduction of gross
return. Hence, these inputs were not efficiently used by the sample farmers. 

4. Conclusion

Koi fish production in the study areas was highly profitable. Farmers received
higher return on their investment. Koi fish production can be increased by
improving the production technology and knowledge in existing pond fish culture.
If proper incentives are given, the increased production of Koi fish could help
increase income, employment generation and poverty alleviation of the respective
farms. Moreover, the demand for Koi is increasing both at home and abroad.
Therefore, after meeting local consumption, it can be exported in the international
market by which a lot of foreign currency can be earned. The farmer has to be
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Factors of production  Co-efficient Standard Error t-value 
Constant 1.698 1.970 0.862 
Human labour cost (X1) 0.214 ** 0.093 2.301 
Fingerlings cost (X 2) 0.009 0.105 0.086 
Feed cost (X 3) 0.551 *** 0.049  9.987 
Manure cost (X 4) 0.071 * 0.040 1.775 
Fertilizer cost (X 5) -0.059 0.072 -0.819 
Lime cost (X 6) 0.074  0.047 1.574 
Pesticide cost (X 7) 0.009 0.032 0.281 
Water supply cost  (X 8) 0.135 ** 0.065 2.077 
Electricity cost (X 9) 0.086 0.082 1.049 
F-value (N = 60)  28.754 
R2 0.84 
Returns to scale  1.09 

 

Table 3 : Estimated values of coefficients and related statistics of Cobb-

Douglas production function for gross return of Koi fish

Note: ‘***’, ‘**’ and ‘*’ indicates significant at 1%, 5%, 10% level.



more conscious for using their inputs in a manner that will enable them limit the
total cost and gain more profit. Extensive programme should be undertaken by the
Government and concerned agencies to train up the fish farmers about updating
the scientific knowledge of Koi fish production. 
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Variables Coefficient  GM MVP MFC Efficiency 
Gross return (Y)  - 323862.88 - - - 
Human labour (X 1) 0.214 29794.63 2.33 210.15 0.01 
Fingerlings (X 2) 0.009 15006.72 0.19 0.56 0.34 
Feed (X3) 0.551 178151.69 1.002 38.90 0.03 
Manure (X4) 0.071 7987.97 2.302 0.41 5.61 
Fertilizer (X 5) -0.059 12214.40 -0.82 23.40 -0.04 
Lime (X6) 0.074 10830.11 1.764 10.89 0.16 
Pesticide (X 7) 0.009 4242.16 0.867 20.88 0.03 
Water supply (X 8) 0.135 1589.87 27.50 50.00 0.55 
Electricity (X 9) 0.086 10143.80 2.72 3.90 0.70 

Table 4 : Marginal Value Products (MVP) of Koi fish 
production and resource use efficiency

Note: GM = Geometric Mean
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An Economic Analysis on Contract Farming in
Vegetables Seed Production in Selected

areas of Rangpur District
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Abstract

Contract farming can be described as half-way house between farm
production and corporate farming. It involves contractual relation between
farmers and central processing or exporting unit/firms. Seed is a vital input
and dynamic instrument for increasing agricultural production. The present
study was conducted at Mithapukur and Pirgachha Upazilas under Rangpur
district to assess the profitability, contribution of factors to production and
changes in socio-economic status of the vegetable seed contract growers of
each of the three selected vegetable crops viz., tomato, brinjal and okra.
Total cost, gross margin, gross return, net return and benefit cost ratio
(undiscounted) were estimated for economic analysis. Benefit cost ratios
came out in the study to be 1.42, 1.96 and 1.28 for tomato, brinjal and okra
seed production, respectively. The ratio was found a bit higher for the brinjal
seed contract growers. The marginal productivity analysis indicated that the
inequality of the contract growers in the study area have failed to show their
efficiency in using the resources. The overall socio-economic status of the
sample contract growers increased by about 26.02 percent. Scarcity of
skilled labour, inadequate and untimely capital, non-existence of crop
insurance were the problems confronting the open pollinated vegetables
seed contract growers. Fixing scale of finance, crop insurance and
government intervention were the suggestions of the study. 
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Introduction

Bangladesh is an agro-based country where agriculture is considered as the
backbone of the economy. About 75 percent of its population live in rural areas
and 51.69 percent of total labor force are engaged in agriculture contributing
about 20.16 percent of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in which 11.23 percent
comes from crops, 1.75 percent from forestry, 2.67 percent from livestock and
4.51 percent from fisheries (GOB, 2010). Agriculture plays a vital role through
employment generation, poverty alleviation and food security, and enhances
standard of living by increasing income level of rural population.

The globalization of Bangladeshi agriculture in recent years resulted in the need
for the production of export oriented quality products having comparative
advantage. In this context, contract farming could be one of the best solutions
which may decrease the polarization of rich and poor and thus encourage
Bangladeshi farmers to compete with the very large, rich and highly indirect
subsidized western farmers. 

Contract farming is defined as a system of production and supply of agricultural
and horticultural produce by farmers under forward contracts. The essence of such
arrangements is a commitment to provide agricultural and horticultural produce,
at a specified price and in a specified quantity to a known buyer. Contract farming
can indeed be a vehicle for the modernization of agriculture in Bangladesh. It
basically involves four things, pre-agreed price, quantity or acreage
(minimum/maximum), quality and time. Contract farming is a case for bringing
the market to the farmers, which is navigated by agribusiness farms. Generally,
there are three types of contract in agriculture viz., i) Procurement contracts,
under which only sale and purchase conditions are specified ii) Partial contracts,
wherein only the contracting firms supply some of the inputs and produce is
bought at pre-agreed prices and iii) Total contracts, under which the contracting
firm supplies and manages all the inputs on the farm and farmer is just a supplier
of land and labour (Key and Runsten, 1999). Whereas, the first type is generally
referred to as marketing contracts, the other two are production contracts. But,
there is a systematic link between product market and factor markets under the
contract arrangements as contracts require a definite quality of produce. Different
types of production contracts allocate production and market risks between the
producer and the processor in different ways. The farmers are interested to enter
into contract mainly to minimize the price risk, and also to reap higher profits out
of this seed production activity over commercial production of crops.
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The production, marketing and distribution of agricultural products are becoming
increasingly sophisticated for i). Modern advances in technology have made it
feasible for agricultural products to be produced to specifications and preserved
in fresh condition. ii). The optimum scale of operations has been increasing,
especially in processing and distribution. Contracts are generally signed at the
time of planting and specify how much produce the firm will buy at what price.
Often the firm provides credit, inputs, farm machinery rentals, technical advice
and retains the right to reject the substandard produce. This provides a strong
rationale, from the demand side, for contract farming as a means of raw material
supply.

The seed industry in Bangladesh comprises of both public and private sector
initiatives. In the private sector, there are more than 100 companies involved, with
over 8000 registered seed dealers operating across the country. The recent
expansion of the private sector seed companies has resulted in the engagement of
thousands of contract farmers into the formal seed production chain, leading to
improved livelihoods amongst the rural community. Government agencies
involved in this sector include Bangladesh Agricultural Development Corporation
(BADC), Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute (BARI), Bangladesh Rice
Research Institute (BRRI), Bangladesh Jute Research Institute (BJRI) and
Department of Agriculture Extension (DAE). The government has recently given
the seed sector a “Topmost Priority” status.

Of the locally produced vegetable seeds, nearly 90.5% is accounted for by the
private sector. The government agency most actively involved in vegetable seed
production is BADC. Vegetable production is Bangladesh has traditionally been
seasonal, with 70% of the vegetables grown in the dry winter months between
November and February, and only about 30% during the rest of the year. In
Bangladesh, the per year demand for vegetable seeds are 2700 MT and the supply
are 791.2 MT (63.2 MT for Government sectors and 728 MT for private sectors,
respectively) (BSGDMA, 2007).

The process of modernizing agriculture primarily involves intensive use of non-
conventional inputs such as quality seeds, chemical fertilizers, pesticides,
herbicides, irrigation, farm machinery and a network of research and extension
infrastructure. The seed is a trigger point which sets in motion the process of
technological change. Superior planting materials and high quality seed is a single
most important factor enabling a country to make its agriculture more productive
and cost competitive especially in the changing scenario of world agricultural
trade under WTO. Seed is a very vital input and dynamic instrument for
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increasing agricultural production. It has been recognized that genetically good
quality seed alone can increase crop production by up to 20-25 percent. 

The present investigation is an integrated effort to study all socio-economic
aspects of production of open pollinated vegetable seeds and also to identify the
constraints in their  production with an overall view of exploring the possibility
of bringing about required improvement. The main constraint is that the area,
production and marketing of open pollinated vegetable seed production have not
been documented by any institution or government. Thus, the production and
requirement estimates made suffer from lack of statistics. The existing marketing
network for vegetable seeds produced is generally more confined and restricted.
The information on cost and returns structure will guide the producer in
readjustment and proper management of resources and to bring down the cost of
production at the farm level without affecting the output. It is recognized that in
order to expand the area of this crop as well as to fit this crop in the farmer’s
cropping system, studies are needed to ascertain its cost and return situation in
relation to profitability, input use and farmer’s resource use efficiency.  Keeping
all these factors in consideration the present study was undertaken to provide
information through fulfillment of the following objectives:

i) To ascertain the cost and returns in selected open pollinated vegetables seed
production;

ii) To analyze the resource use efficiency in selected open pollinated
vegetables seed production; and,

iii) To assess the changes in socio-economic status of the contract growers due
to open pollinated vegetables seed cultivation.

Methodology

Study area and data

The present study was conducted in two Upazilas namely: Mithapukur and
Pirgachha of Rangpur district since this district is one of the important and major
vegetable seed growing districts in Bangladesh. The relevant secondary data were
collected from different handouts, reports, and published and unpublished
documents of the Government of Bangladesh (GoB) and its different
organizations and agencies. The primary data were collected from the sample seed
contract growers by adopting a purposive sampling design. In all 90 open
pollinated vegetable seed contract growers were randomly selected in
consultation with BADC personnel taking 30 contract seed growers (20 small and
10 medium) from each of the three selected vegetable crops viz., tomato
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(Lycopersicon esculentum), brinjal (Solanum melongena) and okra (Abelmoscus
esculentus). The open pollinated varieties of Ratan, Kajla and Choice were
selected for tomato, brinjal and okra, respectively. Farmers having land area of
less than one ha (2.47 acre) and land area of one to two ha were considered as
small and medium, respectively. Large category of farm was not considered
because of non-availability in the farmers’ list. Necessary data relating to
production of open pollinated vegetable seeds were obtained from the selected
contract farmers with the help of a pre-tested and well structured interview
schedule during 2011. The unit of data collection was a single open pollinated
vegetable seed plot of each selected contract farmer where detailed information
regarding this crop cultivation was taken and analysis was done on per hectare
basis. In addition, the BADC personnel give essential inputs and technical
guidance in cultivation of open pollinated vegetables seed. Contract growers who
grow vegetable seed on contract basis and seeds produce under the direct and
close supervision of BADC. Open pollination means transfer of pollen from one
plant to the stigma of another plant.

Analytical technique

Conventional statistical analysis using average, percentages, ratio etc. were
applied to derive meaningful findings in this study. Tabular technique was used to
determine the profitability of open pollinated vegetables seed production. A
production function analysis was carried out to explore the contribution and
productivity of individual inputs. Cobb-Douglas production model was used
because of the best fit of the sample data. The functional form of the Cobb-
Douglas multiple regression equation was as follows: 

For the purpose of the present empirical exercise the Cobb-Douglas production

function was converted into the following logarithmic (Double log) form with
variables specified as under: 

Where, Y = Gross return (Tk/ha); ln a = Intercept or constant term; X1 = Human
Labour cost (Tk/ha); X2 = Animal labour/power tiller cost (Tk/ha); X3 = Cost of
using Seed (Tk/ha); X4 = Cost of organic manure (Tk/ha); X5 = Cost of fertilizer
(Tk/ha); X6 = Cost of plant protection chemicals (Tk/ha); X7 = Irrigation cost
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(Tk/ha); X8 = Cost of staking sticks and gunny thread (Tk/ha); b1, b2,——-,b8 =
Coefficients of the respective variables; Ui = Error term; ln = Natural logarithm;
e = Base of natural logarithm; and i = 1, 2, 3,…, 30.

The regression coefficients (bi’s) were tested for their significance using ‘t’ test at
five percent and one percent probability levels. That is, t statistic = (bi ÷ Standard
error of bi).

In order to know the goodness of fit, the coefficient of multiple determination, R2

was calculated by using the formula viz., R2 = (Regression sum of squares ÷ Total
sum of squares).

The overall significance of the model was also tested by using the following
formula.

Returns to scale was calculated from the sum of the regression coefficient of the
model. If this sum is 1, then there are constant returns to scale, that is, doubling
the inputs will double the output. If the sum is less than 1, there are decreasing
returns to scale—doubling the inputs will less than double the output. Finally, if
the sum is greater than 1, there are increasing returns to scale—doubling the
inputs will more than double the output (Gujarati, 1995).

Measurement of efficiency: In order to test the efficiency, the ratio of Marginal
Value Product (MVP) to the Marginal Factor Cost (MFC) for each input was
computed and tested for its equality to 1  i.e.,               = 1.

The marginal productivity of a particular resource represents the addition to gross
returns in value term caused by an additional one unit of that resource, while other
inputs are held constant. The most reliable, perhaps the most useful, estimate of
MVP is obtained by taking resources (Xi) as well as gross return (Y) at their
geometric means (Dhawan and Bansal, 1977). Marginal Factor Cost (MFC) of all
the inputs are expressed in terms of additional taka spent for providing individual
inputs. In the present study, Marginal Factor Cost was the average price of
different variable inputs used. When the ratio of MVP and MFC is equal to unity,
it indicates that the resource is efficiently used. When the ratio of MVP and MFC
is more than unity, it implies that the resource is under-utilized. When the ratio of
MVP and MFC is less than unity, it implies that the resource is over-used
(Yotopoulos, 1967). 
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Impact assessment: Perceived Impact Score (PIS) technique (Rahman, 2006)
was used to elicit the impact of open pollinated vegetable seed cultivation on the
socio-economic status of the contract growers. Each farmer indicated the extent
of change that has occurred for open pollinated vegetable seed cultivation by
checking any one of the four responses, i.e., excellent, moderate, average and no
change. The weights assigned were 3, 2, 1 and 0 for excellent, moderate, average
and no change, respectively. The PIS for a particular change items were
standardized by using the following formula:

Results And Discussion

Cost and Returns Structure in Open Pollinated Vegetables Seed Production

Profitability is the main aim of any farmer. In order to earn a respectable
economic return, production cost becomes an important factor and accordingly it
plays a dominant role in the decision making process of the farmers. Costs and
returns were calculated on the basis of actual market prices paid by the farmers.
In this study, all calculations pertaining to the cost and returns of open pollinated
vegetable seed production were calculated on per hectare basis.

Cost structure in open pollinated vegetables seed production: In this study
cost of production was calculated on the basis of variable inputs like seed,
fertilizer, organic manure, human labour, animal labour/power tiller, plant
protection chemicals, vitamin, irrigation charges, staking sticks and gunny thread,
fence etc. Fixed cost included land use cost, depreciation and interest on operating
cost of open pollinated vegetables seed production.  

It is observed from Table 1 that the total cost of open pollinated tomato, brinjal
and okra seed production per hectare were Tk. 253136, 219765 and 185072,
respectively, which shows that the cost was a bit higher for the tomato seed
contract growers. The average total variable costs incurred in contract farming
were Tk. 232676, 199690 and 165546 for tomato, brinjal and okra seed
production, respectively. Among the various cost items of tomato, brinjal and okra
seed production, maximum cost (Tk. 170000, 132500 and 108750) was found on
human labour i.e., 67.16, 60.29 and 58.76 percent of the total cost, respectively.
This was one of the important aspects of open pollinated vegetables seed
production, which incurs maximum cost on labour and provides employment to
the human labour.
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The vegetables seed production involves technically trained labour, whose wage
rate is higher as compared to other labour. There is a need to improve the
efficiency of labour by imparting further training and also offering some
incentives to the labourers in order to reduce the cost of labour. 

This was followed by cost on staking sticks and thread at Tk. 18500 in tomato
(7.31 percent), Tk. 15500 in brinjal (7.05 percent) and Tk. 17000 in okra (9.19
percent of the total cost) seed production, since staking sticks and gunny threads
were used only once in seed production season, which forms other important cost.
There is a need to evolve durable staking sticks and thread materials, which can
be used for more number of production processes. Thus, the recurring cost on
these items could be reduced. 

It was found from the study that the contract farmers were using more than the
recommended quantity of fertilizers, as a result of which the yield obtained might
be less than the potential yield and the cost was high. In order to increase the
returns, there is a need to educate the farmers to reduce the use of fertilizers in
seed production activities.

The average total fixed costs incurred in open pollinated tomato, brinjal and okra
seed production were (Tk. 20460, 20075 and 19526) 8.08, 9.13 and 10.55 percent
of the total cost, respectively. In the present study, the rental value of land was
very high due to the crop which was grown as irrigated crop and for hybrid seed
production purpose, which forms a major chunk in fixed cost item in all the crops.

Returns structure in open pollinated vegetables seed production: Return was
calculated by multiplying yield with its price. Returns per hectare of open
pollinated vegetables seed cultivation are shown in Table 2. The return structures
in open pollinated vegetables seed production were found to be profitable and
beneficial to the farmers in relation to the total cost incurred by them. The gross
returns and net returns were found to be much higher than their cost structure. As
Table 2 shows, the average yield of tomato, brinjal and okra seed production were
90, 172 and 988 kilogram per hectare, respectively, which was found a bit higher
for the okra seed contract growers. The average gross returns were calculated at
Tk. 360000, 430000 and 237120 per hectare for tomato, brinjal and okra seed
production, respectively. In all, the contract farmers realized net returns of Tk.
106864, 210235 and 52048 over total cost, respectively. Further, the average gross
margins of tomato, brinjal and okra seed production per hectare were estimated at
Tk. 127324, 230310 and 70574, respectively. The average cost of production per
kilogram was observed to be Tk. 2585.29 in tomato, Tk. 1160.99 in brinjal and
Tk.167.56 in okra seed production. The returns were worked out on per kilogram
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basis. Contract farmers realized net returns of Tk. 1187.38, 1222.30 and 52.68 per
kilogram for tomato, brinjal and okra seed production, respectively. The net return
per kilogram was found higher for the brinjal seed contract growers compared to
other contract seed growers. Again, on an average, undiscounted benefit cost
ratios came out to be 1.42, 1.96 and 1.28 for tomato, brinjal and okra seed
production, respectively.
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Sl. No. Particulars  Unit Tomato Brinjal Okra 

1. Yield Kilogram 90 172 988 

2. Gross return  Taka 360000 430000 237120 

3. Total cost (a+b)  Taka 253136 219765 185072 

a.  Total variable cost  Taka 232676 199690 165546 

b.  Total fixed cost  Taka 20460 20075 19526 

4. Gross margin (2 -3.a) Taka 127324 230310 70574 

5. Net return (2 -3) Taka 106864 210235 52048 

6. Cost of production (3.a ÷ 1)  Taka/kg 2585.29 1160.99 167.56 

7. 
Gross margin per kilogram (4 ÷ 

1) 
Taka 1414.71 1339.01 71.43 

8. Net return per kilogra m (5 ÷ 1)  Taka 1187.38 1222.30 52.68 

9. 
Benefit cost ratio 

(Undiscounted) (2 ÷ 3 )  
Taka 1.42 1.96 1.28 

Table 2 : Returns Structure in Open Pollinated Vegetables Seed Production
(Unit/hectare)

Resource Use Efficiency in Open Pollinated Vegetables Seed Production

The analysis of efficiency should help identify the possibilities for increasing
income while conserving resources. Efficiency may be viewed as an important
component in policy making to stimulate income and/or promote resource
conservation.

Contribution of different inputs to open pollinated vegetables seed
production: Regression equations were estimated separately using total gross
returns as the dependent variable and the cost of using seeds, human labour,
animal labour/power tiller, organic manure, fertilizers, plant protection chemicals,
irrigation, staking sticks and gunny thread as independent variables for tomato,
brinjal, and okra seed contract grower’s category (Table 3). The regression



equation was estimated in order to capture the nature and magnitude of the effects
of the independent variables on the productivity of open pollinated vegetable
seeds. The coefficients were estimated by employing the Cobb-Douglas
production function.

In the case of open pollinated tomato seed production, the output elasticity
coefficients for human labour, seed, organic manure, fertilizer, irrigation were
positive and found to be significant. This showed that increase in the use of these
inputs would result in increase in efficiency of open pollinated tomato seed
production, contributing significantly towards gross returns. Elasticity
coefficients for plant protection chemicals were positive but non-significant.
Hence, it would not be profitable to further increase in the expenses on these
resources. The elasticity coefficients for animal labour/power tiller, and staking
sticks and gunny thread were negative and found to be non-significant indicating
that the animal labour/power tiller, and staking sticks and gunny thread were over-
used.

In the case of open pollinated brinjal seed production, the output elasticity
coefficients for human labour, animal labour/power tiller, seed, organic manure
were positive and found to be significant. This showed that increase in the use of
these inputs would result in increase in efficiency of open pollinated brinjal seed
production, contributing significantly towards gross returns. Elasticity
coefficients for plant protection chemicals were positive but non-significant.
Hence, it would not be profitable to further increase in the expenses on these
resources. The elasticity coefficients for irrigation, staking sticks and gunny
thread were negative and found to be non-significant indicating that the irrigation,
staking sticks and gunny thread were over-used. The elasticity coefficient for
fertilizer was negative and significant indicating that this resource influences
gross returns negatively.

In the case of open pollinated okra seed production, the output elasticity
coefficients for human labour, animal labour/power tiller, seed, organic manure
were positive and found to be significant. This showed that increase in the use of
these inputs would result in increase in efficiency of open pollinated okra seed
production, contributing significantly towards gross returns. Elasticity
coefficients for fertilizer were positive but non-significant. Hence, it would not be
profitable to further increase in the expenses on these resources. The elasticity
coefficients for plant protection chemicals, staking sticks and gunny thread were
negative and found to be non-significant indicating that the plant protection
chemicals, staking sticks and gunny thread were over-used. The elasticity
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coefficient for irrigation was negative and significant indicating that this resource
influences gross returns negatively.

The coefficient of multiple determination (R2) tells how well the sample
regression line fits the data (Gujarati, 1995). The coefficients of multiple
determination (R2) for tomato, brinjal and okra seed production were estimated at
0.79, 0.83 and 0.75, respectively, which indicates that around 79, 83 and 75
percent of the variations in gross return were explained by the independent
variables included in the model. The F-value of the equation is significant at 1%
level implying that the variation in gross return from open pollinated tomato,
brinjal and okra seed production mainly depends upon the independent variables
included in the model. The sum of elasticity coefficients were 1.19, 1.15 and 1.14
for tomato, brinjal and okra seed production, respectively, which indicated an
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Tomato Brinjal Okra 
Regressors  Estimated 

coefficient  
t-value 

Estimated 
coefficient  

t-value 
Estimated 
coefficient  

t-value 

Intercept 4.001** 

(0.801) 4.995 6.335** 

(0.476) 
13.30

9 
2.953** 

(0.915) 3.227 

Human labour cost (X 1) 
0.537** 

(0.123) 4.366 0.395** 

(0.103) 3.835 0.566** 

(0.149) 3.799 

Animal labour/power ti ller 
cost (X2) 

-0.073 
(0.093) 

-
0.785 

0.202* 

(0.096) 2.104 0.194* 

(0.083) 2.337 

Seed cost (X 3) 
0.297* 

(0.132) 2.250 0.213** 

(0.037) 5.757 0.229* 

(0.085) 2.694 

Organic manure cost (X 4) 
0.265* 

(0.109) 2.431 0.316** 

(0.101) 3.129 0.217* 

(0.093) 2.333 

Fertilizer cost (X 5) 
0.089* 

(0.037) 2.405 -0.102* 

(0.047) 
-

2.170 
0.285 

(0.182) 1.566 

Plant protection chemicals 
cost (X6) 

0.198 
(0.124) 1.597 0.206 

(0.113) 1.823 -0.186 
(0.106) -1.755 

Irrigation cost (X 7) 
0.109* 

(0.052) 2.096 -0.013 
(0.132) 

-
0.098 

-0.069* 

(0.032) -2.156 

Staking sticks & gunny 
thread cost (X 8) 

-0.234 
(0.141) 

-
1.659 

-0.063 
(0.079) 

-
0.797 

-0.091 
(0.069) -1.319 

F-value (N = 30 ) 5.349** 8.217** 4.153** 

Coefficient of multiple 
determination ( R2) 0.79 0.83 0.75 

Returns to scale  (Óbi) 1.19 1.15 1.14 

Table 3 : Estimated Values of Regression Coefficients and Related

Statistics of Cobb-Douglas Revenue Type Production Function for

Note: Figures within parenthesis indicate standard errors, & ‘**’ and ‘*’ indicates significant at 1%
and 5% level, respectively.



increasing returns to scale. A one percent increase in all the factors of production
simultaneously would result in an average increase of gross returns by 1.19, 1.15
and 1.14 percent for tomato, brinjal and okra seed production, respectively.

Resource use efficiency: The efficiency in resource allocation in respect of
selected vegetable seed production shown in Table 4.

Tomato: The Marginal Value Product (MVP) to Marginal Factor Cost (MFC)
ratios for organic manure and plant protection chemicals were more than one
indicating that still there is scope to use these inputs and increase the gross returns
of open pollinated tomato seed production. The MVP to MFC ratios for human
labour, seed, fertilizer and irrigation were less than one and positive and indicated
that the expenditure on this resource is more than the optimum level. The MVP to
MFC ratios for animal labour/power tiller and staking sticks and gunny thread
were less than one and negative. It indicated that expenditure on these inputs were
more than the optimum level which leads to reduction of gross return. Hence,
withdrawal of some units of these resources is profitable in the short-run.

Brinjal: The MVP to MFC ratios for organic manure and plant protection
chemicals were more than one indicating that still there is scope to use these
inputs and increase the gross returns of open pollinated brinjal seed production.
The MVP to MFC ratios for human labour, animal labour/power tiller and seed
were less than one and positive and indicated that the expenditure on this resource
is more than the optimum level. The MVP to MFC ratios for fertilizer, irrigation
and staking sticks and gunny thread were less than one and negative. It indicated
that expenditure on these inputs were more than the optimum level, which leads
to reduction of gross return. Hence, withdrawal of some units of these resources
is profitable in the short-run.

Okra: The MVP to MFC ratio for organic manure was more than one indicating
that still there is scope to use these inputs and increase the gross returns of open
pollinated okra seed production. The MVP to MFC ratios for human labour,
animal labour/power tiller, seed and fertilizer were less than one and positive and
indicated that the expenditure on this resource is more than the optimum level.
The MVP to MFC ratios for plant protection chemicals, irrigation and staking
sticks and gunny thread were less than one and negative. It indicated that
expenditure on these inputs were more than the optimum level which leads to
reduction of gross return. Hence, withdrawal of some units of these resources is
profitable in the short-run.
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Impact Assessment on Contract Farming

The impact has been measured on the basis of farmer’s perception about the
extent of change that has occurred due to open pollinated vegetables seed
production. Assessment of impacts has been done for socio-demographic profile
of the contract growers including food & nutrition, housing condition, using
sanitary latrine, clothing, household furniture, knowledge about vegetable seed
production, income, education, drinking water source, involvement in social
organization, general awareness, land holding patterns, ownership of livestock,
saving, women empowerment etc. This assessment has also been done through
review of secondary data and literature, and collection of primary data in the
relevant field.

Changes in socio-economic status of the farmers: Percentage distribution of the
respondent according to their perception on different change items is shown in
Table 5.
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Tomato Brinjal Okra 
Explanatory variables  

MVP1 Efficiency MVP 
Efficie

ncy 
MVP Efficiency 

Human labour cost (X 1) 
186.4 

(250.0) 
0.74 

155.0 
(250.0) 

0.62 
210.0 

(250.0) 
0.84 

Animal labour/power 
tiller cost (X 2) 

-17.1 
(190.0) 

-0.09 
127.3 

(190.0) 
0.67 

140.6 
(190.0) 

0.74 

Seed cost (X 3) 
4.55 

(5.00) 
0.91 

4.70 
(5.00) 

0.94 
0.21 

(0.30) 
0.70 

Organic manure cost (X 4) 
1.27 

(0.50) 
2.54 

2.43 
(0.50) 

4.86 
3.74 

(0.50) 
7.48 

Fertilizer cost (X 5) 
11.27 

(20.12) 
0.56 

-6.74 
(20.44) 

-0.33 
4.16 

(23.11) 
0.18 

Plant protection 
chemicals cost (X 6) 

6.12 
(3.50) 

1.75 
6.87 

(2.50) 
2.75 

-0.80 
(2.00) 

-0.40 

Irrigation cost (X 7) 
15.12 

(18.22) 
0.83 

-0.44 
(22.27) 

-0.02 
-0.57 

(14.17) 
-0.04 

Staking sticks & gunny 
thread cost (X 8) 

-5.24 
(74.90) 

-0.07 
-15.06 
(62.75) 

-0.24 
-6.19 

(68.82) 
-0.09 

Table 4 : Marginal Productivity and Resource Use Efficiency of 
Vegetable Seed Production

Note: MVP = Marginal value product, MFC = Marginal factor cost and figures within parenthesis
indicate MFC.



It is observed that the highest 11 percent excellent change has occurred on income
for growing open pollinated vegetables seed production based on the perception
of the respondents. The change occurred 3 to 11 percent for excellent change, 5 to
23 percent for moderate change, 31 to 62 percent for average change and 19 to 63
percent for no change. From percentage distribution, it is clear that open
pollinated vegetables seed cultivation has brought changes in socio-economic
status of the sample contract farmers.

Changes in socio-economic status on the basis of PIS: Perceived impact score
(PIS) was computed for each change item by summing the weights for responses
of the respondents against that change item. PIS of a selected change item
indicates, how much change occurs due to open pollinated vegetables seed
cultivation during the year. The higher the PIS of a change item, the more are the
impact of vegetables seed cultivation. The possible PIS of any change item ranged
from a minimum of zero to a maximum of 270 (90 x 3). The overall standardized
perceived impact score (SPIS) of 15 change items was found to be 26.02 percent
which reflects that the overall change in socio-economic status of the contract
growers increased by 26.02 percent for cultivating open pollinated vegetables
seed (Table 6).
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Nature of changes (%)  Socio-economic characteristics  Excellent  Moderate Average No Total 

Food and nutrition  8 21 45 26 100 
Housing condition  - 12 42 46 100 
Using sanitary latrine  - 15 34 51 100 
Clothing 7 17 32 44 100 
Household furniture  - 13 31 56 100 
Knowledge about vegetable seed 
production  

4 23 41 32 100 

Income 11 18 52 19 100 
Education 3 15 62 20 100 
Drinking water  source - 5 32 63 100 
Involvement in social organization  4 11 47 38 100 
General awareness  - 10 57 33 100 
Land holding patterns  - 7 38 55 100 
Ownership of livestock  - 13 42 45 100 
Saving 6 13 47 34 100 
Women empowerment  - 9 38 53 100 

Table 5 : Socio-economic changes of the vegetable seed growers

Source: Field survey, 2011.



For calculating the impact of open pollinated vegetables seed cultivation, 15
selected change items have been arranged in rank order according to their SPIS
values. Data contained in Table 6 indicates that the 15 change items were not
equally important in terms of extent of change that occurred. The highest SPIS
was found 40.37 (10.34 %) on income while the lowest was 13.70 (3.51 %) for
drinking water sources. So the impact on income was found to be the most
important item among the selected items.

Conclusion

In agriculture, seed is a vehicle to deliver almost all agro-based technological
innovations so that the farmers can exploit the genetic potential of new varieties.
The availability, access and use of seed of adaptable varieties are, therefore, the
major determinants to attain the efficiency and productivity of other packages like
irrigation, fertilizers and pesticides. This is one of the vital keys to increase crop
production, enhance food security and alleviate rural poverty in the developing
countries.
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Impact Factors  PIS Standardized 
PIS 

Percentages  Rank order  

Food and nutrition  101 37.41 9.58 2 
Housing condition  60 22.22 5.69 10 
Using sanitary latrine  57 21.11 5.42 11 
Clothing 77 28.52 7.32 6 
Household furniture  52 19.26 4.93 12 
Knowledge about ve getable seed 
production 88 32.59 8.35 4 

Income 109 40.37 10.34 1 
Education 91 33.70 8.64 3 
Drinking water source  37 13.70 3.51 15 
Involvement in social organization  74 27.41 7.02 7 
General awareness  69 25.55 6.54 8 
Land holding patterns  46 17.04 4.36 14 
Ownership of livestock  62 22.96 5.88 9 
Saving 81 30.00 7.68 5 
Women empowerment  50 18.52 4.74 13 
Overall change  26.02 

Table 6 : Impact of perceived items on the basis of PIS

Source: Author’s estimation, 2011.



Cultivation of open pollinated vegetables seed was highly profitable on the basis
of its return to investment. Farmers are highly pleased and encouraged with these
technologies as they have the bright scope to increase their income by cultivating
this crop. For upgrading the knowledge of the farmers, it is necessary to
disseminate the latest information of the improved technological package of open
pollinated vegetables seed cultivation which will encourage farmers to increase
production. From the analysis it is clear that open pollinated vegetables seed
cultivation has brought changes in socio-economic status of the sample contract
growers. The overall socio-economic status of the contract growers increased by
about 26.02 percent. As this crop is very labour intensive, there is an ample scope
for increasing employment in the rural areas of Bangladesh. To minimize higher
rejection rate of seeds by the firms a predetermined quality specification may be
given to the farmers in the beginning of the season. This would enable the farmers
to produce the better seeds with the help of Agricultural Scientists. The scheme of
crop insurance may be introduced to cover the seed production activity which
involves climatic risks. Finally, the results would help the planners and policy
makers in formulating suitable policies for grant of loans and fixation of prices
and also throw further light on the avenue for future research in the area of open
pollinated vegetable seed production.
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Economic Efficiency of Rearing Livestock in
Vulnerable Regions in Bangladesh:

An Analysis of Stochastic Cost Frontier

K. M. M. RAHMAN1

A.  SOUSA-POZA2

Abstract

The study aimed at estimating economic efficiency and minimum input cost
demand equations of rearing livestock by farm households living in three
vulnerable regions of Bangladesh. Based on primary data collected from 210
households, the study performed both descriptive and functional analyses to
attain the objectives. The study observed that aggregate livestock  rearing
cost was positively influenced by cereal and labour prices and value of
output whereas it was negatively influenced by age, education and
experience of farm operators. Aged farmers were economically more efficient
than younger farmers. Experienced farmers and more educated farmers were
economically more efficient than inexperienced and less educated farmers.
Farmers with smaller farm operations were more efficient than farmers with
larger farm operations. Farm-specific efficiency varied from 12 percent to 99
percent. Overall mean economic efficiency of livestock rearing was 62
percent, which implied that farmers could reduce 38 percent cost for rearing
livestock keeping the value of output constant. If the rearing cost could have
been reduced by 38 percent, the full cost basis net return from livestock could
be increased by 122 percent and cash cost basis net return could be increased
by 25 percent whereas total households’ income could be increased by 50
percent. Demand for cereal in poultry enterprises was negatively influenced
by its price and positively influenced by value of output whereas it was
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positively influenced by price of straw and value of output in the cattle and
goat enterprises. Labour demand was negatively influenced by its price and
cereal price but positively influenced by value of output. As a policy option,
all farmers rearing livestock should be given training on technical know-how
to reduce rearing cost. Only regular training by Department of Livestock
Services (DLS) could help farmers save resources. 

1. Introduction

Bangladesh is the most densely-populated non-industrialised and agricultural
country in the world. The geographical location and topographical features have
exposed the country to almost all kinds of natural and human induced disasters.
The rural economy of Bangladesh is highly prone to natural disasters like flood,
cyclone, river erosion and drought etc. As a result, a large number of people can
not afford subsistence level of income for meeting their basic needs, thus living
below the poverty line. The poor people are in a state of economic, social and
psychological deprivation having insufficient ownership, control or access to
resources as required for an acceptable standard of living. The Poverty Reduction
Strategy Paper (PRSP) (2005) of Bangladesh has identified the following major
determinants of poverty. First, there are the quality and demographic aspects of
households, viz. the gender of the household head, the literacy level of the
household head, skill level of the household head, the religion of the household,
the size and location of the household (i.e. rural or urban). Then there are the
policy intervention variables, i.e. whether the household has electricity
connection and is the recipient of female stipend. Finally, land ownership and
income from assets owned are the income and asset variables. That is, the various
causes of poverty to mention are low economic growth, inequitable distribution of
income, unequal distribution of productive assets, unemployment and
underemployment, high rate of population growth, low level of human resources
development, natural disasters like, cyclone, flood, river erosion, drought, crop
failure for many reasons and limited access to public services and utilities.
Logically, therefore, poverty alleviation and creation of rural employment are top
priorities in the development agenda of the Government of Bangladesh (GOB),
which has adopted a broad-based approach to poverty alleviation, emphasising
macroeconomic stability, economic liberalisation, and support for a number of
government agencies and non-government organisations (NGOs).

To make it compatible with development agenda of the government to reduce
poverty, rearing livestock could be termed as an appropriate strategy to achieve
the goal of the government. Livestock rearing in Bangladesh is an integral
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agricultural activity among most rural households, particularly the landless,
marginal and small landholders. It has significant positive impact on equity in
terms of income, employment and poverty reduction in rural areas as distribution
of livestock is more egalitarian as compared to land. Apart from its multi-faceted
roles in socio-economic development, the livestock sector constitutes about 17
percent of agricultural gross domestic product and provides nutritionally rich food
to many people in both rural and urban areas (BBS, 2010). Small animals like
sheep, goat and poultry are largely kept by the land scarce poor households for
commercial purposes due to their low initial investment and operational costs.
Demand for animal based products such as milk, meat and eggs has significantly
increased due to sustained growth in income, urbanisation, change in food
preferences and increased awareness of nutritional food intake. 

Land and livestock are the major assets of rural households for livelihood support
in general and of the landless, marginal and small households in particular. As
distribution of land holdings in rural Bangladesh is highly skewed towards
medium and large farmers, rearing of livestock is considered to be a potential
option for poor landless and small farming households to earn their livelihoods on
a sustainable basis. Empirical evidence shows that livestock rearing has a positive
impact on equity of income and employment for resource-poor rural households
(Ali, 2007; Birthal & Ali, 2005; Birthal & Singh, 1995; Rao et al., 2003; Singh &
Hazell, 1993). The ongoing global climate change and erratic nature of rainfall
had often affected crop production in the immediate past few years. Hence,
livestock has become a source of dependable income for poor farmers. In years of
drought the livestock population faces severe shortage of feed and fodder. 

Poverty, food insecurity and malnutrition are the usual phenomena for the rural
Bangladesh. Poverty is the root cause of food insecurity. The above three
phenomena can be improved by increasing the domestic food production and by
reforming the market (Rahman and Schmitz, 2007). Uses of appropriate livestock
enterprises can help increase the domestic production, which in turn can increase
income or increase access to food of the households. Labour intensive sustainable
livestock enterprises would also increase the income of landless labourers and
marginal farmers, thus increasing the food security of the people of rural
Bangladesh. To increase income from livestock based enterprises or to increase to
access to food, the cost of rearing livestock should be minimised. Cost or
economic efficiency is one strategy of minimising total cost of rearing livestock.

The overall objective of this paper is to estimate the economic efficiency of
livestock rearing in vulnerable regions of Bangladesh. 
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2.      Methodology

This study was based on primary data collected from farmers with pre-tested
questionnaires through a field survey. Trained enumerators were employed to
collect data from the farmers practicing crop and livestock enterprises. The
regions Shirajgonj, Bogra and Jamalpur districts have been selected as study areas
since poor people of these regions face food shortages due to flood and river
erosion in some months in a year, thus living in food insecurity and malnutrition
conditions. These flood prone and river erosion areas are called vulnerable areas
and poor people both male and female living there are called vulnerable people.
Two hundred ten poor and marginal farmers practicing livestock enterprises
commercially had been selected through simple random sampling technique from
the above three districts from the population of 1200 farmers. From each district
70 farmers rearing livestock and poultry for livelihood had been selected and data
on various factors like feed, feed prices and output prices were collected through
direct interview method. For the analysis of data, both partial and functional
analyses have been carried out and appropriate statistical tools and techniques
have been used, such as descriptive statistics, econometric models, etc. using
SPSS and Frontier 4.1c. 

Explicit Analytical technique:

i. Descriptive analysis: Average, percentage, standard deviation, standard
error, chart, diagram etc.

ii. Functional Analysis: Cobb-Douglas normalised stochastic cost frontier
function, minimum cost input demand equations in rearing livestock.
Economic efficiency of producing livestock has been estimated using Cobb-
Douglas normalised stochastic cost frontier function and minimum cost input
demand equations have been derived from the translog cost function. 

iii. Test statistics: t-test, Wald test, Generalised likelihood ratio test and F-test.

The Cobb-Douglas normalised stochastic cost frontier function:

lnCi = β0 + β1 lnEDU+ β2 lnAGE + β3 EXP +β4 lnQi + β5 lnPwi + β6 lnPsi + β7 lnPcei + β8

lnPcoi + β9 lnPgi +Vi + Ui (1)

Where Ci = normalised cost of rearing livestock for i-th farm, EDU = education
of farm operator, AGE = age of farm operator, EXP = experience of farm operator,
Qi = livestock output (in value in BDT) for i-th farm, Pw = wage per labour per
day in BDT, Ps = price per kg of straw in BDT, Pce = price per kg of cereal, Pco =
price per kg of concentrate and Pg = price per kg of green grass.
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U is a non-negative cost inefficiency effect which is assumed to have a half-
normal distribution and V is a two-sided uniform random variable having normal
distribution. U is added in the cost frontier, instead of being subtracted, as in case
of the production frontier. This is because the cost function represents minimum
cost, whereas the production function represents maximum output. 

Economic inefficiency effect model
Ui =δ0 + δ1 EDU + δ2 AGE + δ3 EXP + δ4 FARMSZ + Wi (2)
Where FARMSZ = farm size and other variables as defined earlier.

Wi is a unobservable random variable, which is assumed to be independently
distributed with a positive half normal distribution.

β- and δ- coefficients are unknown parameters to be estimated with variance
parameters which are expressed in terms of 
σ2 = σu2 + σv2 (3)
and
γ =  σu2 / σ2 (4) 

It is important to note that the above model for the inefficiency effects (2) can only
be estimated if the inefficiency effects are stochastic and have a particular
distributional specification.

Null hypotheses
(i)   The economic inefficiency effects are not present:

H0: γ = δ0 = δ1= δ2= δ3= δ4 = 0
(ii)  The inefficiency effects are not stochastic, H0: γ = 0

(iii) The coefficients of the variables for the model of inefficiency effects are zero,
H0: δ1 = δ2= δ3 = δ4 = 0

The above null hypotheses will be tested using generalised likelihood ratio test,
which can be calculated as 
LR = -2[ln{L(H0)/L(H1) }] =-2[ ln{L(H0)} - ln{L(H1)}]                                         (5)

The Uis provide information on the level of the cost or overall economic
efficiency (EE) of the i-th farm. This may be calculated as the ratio of frontier
minimum cost (Ui = 0) to observed cost and is equal to
EE = exp(-Ui)

= exp {-E(Ui/ei)} 
= 1- E(Ui/ei)                                                                                                     (6) 
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Mean economic efficiency
Mean EE = E[exp {-E(Ui/ei)} ] = E{1- E(Ui/ei) }                                       (7)

Minimum cost input demand equations

Minimum cost input demand equations can be derived from the following
translog cost function using Shephard‘s Lemma of `The Envelope Theorem´ in
Duality (Coelli et al., 1998; Beattie and Taylor, 1985):

lnCi =  α0 + α1lnPwi + α2 lnPsi + α3 lnPcei + αa4 lnPcoi + α5 Pgi +α6lnQi +
(1/2)β11(lnPwi)2 + β12lnPwi lnPsi + β13 lnPwi lnPcei + β14 lnPwi lnPcoi + β15 lnPwi lnPgi +
β16 lnPwi lnQi + (1/2)β22 (lnPsi)2 + β23 lnPsi lnPcei + β24 lnPsi lnPcoi + β25 lnPsi lnPgi + β26

lnPsi lnQi + (1/2)β33 (lnPcei)2 + β34 lnPcei lnPcoi + β35 lnPcei lnPgi + β36 lnPcei lnQi +
(1/2)β44 (lnPcoi)2 + β45 lnPcoi lnPgi + β46 lnPcoi lnQi + (1/2)β55 (lnPgi)2 + β56 lnPgi lnQi +
(1/2)β66 (lnQi )2 + Vi +Ui (8)

Various factor share equations or minimum cost input demand equations are:

(PwH/C)=δ lnC/δPw=a1+β11 lnPwi+β12 lnPsi+β13 lnPcei+β14 lnPcoi+β15 lnPgi+β16lnQi+e1 (9)

(Ps S/C) = α2+β12 lnPwi+β22 lnPsi+β23 lnPcei+β24 lnPcoi+β25 Pgi+β26 lnQi+e2 (10)

(Pce Ce/C) = α3 + β13 lnPwi+β23 lnPsi+β33 lnPcei+β34 lnPcoi+β35 Pgi + β36 lnQi + e3 (11)

(Pco Co/C) = α4+β14 lnPwi+β24 lnPsi+β34 lnPcei+β44 lnPcoi+β45 Pgi+β46 lnQi+e3 (12) 

(Pg G/C) = α4+β15 lnPwi+β25 lnPsi+β35 lnPcei+β45 lnPcoi+β55 lnPgi+β56 lnQi+e5 (13) 

3.    Results and Discussion

Recent climate change and frequent crop failures have insisted farmers to search
for alternative livelihood by rearing livestock in the face of price volatility and
global price spirals of essentials in the last few years. Livestock has emerged as
commercially market oriented profitable enterprises and attracted young and
innovative farmers. Younger farmers were engaged in livestock enterprises to earn
an affordable income in different regions. Most of the farmers were middle aged
and they were found to be enthusiastic about the performance of their works.
Average age of farmers at the aggregate level was 44.69 years with significant
variations (F = 55.16**) among regions (Table 1).  Farmers rearing livestock in
Bogra were found to be younger than those of other regions. Farmers of Bogra
were mostly involved in poultry enterprises.

Most of the farmers were educated and average education was 8.41 years of
schooling. Farmers of Jamalpur regions have significantly (F =6.98**) higher
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education (9.97 years of schooling) than those of other regions. All farmers had
own land and some cultivable land. Overall, own and total cultivable land were
observed to be 149.47 decimals and 152.60 decimals, respectively, with
significant variations among regions. All farmers had homestead and some of
them had also pond. But pond areas varied significantly among regions (F=
12.36**). Average homestead and pond area was respectively 16.94 decimals and
6.91 decimals. About 79 percent of farmers had previous experience of rearing
livestock and poultry but previous experience of farmers was higher in Sirajganj
region (40.36 percent) (Table 1).

Family size was 5 persons, which varied significantly among regions (F=7.70**).
The number of earning member was 1.74 persons. Dependency ratio was 0.64
with significant variations (F=16.03**) among regions. Overall literacy ratio was
0.66 but it was significantly higher in Jamalpur region (0.82). Literacy ratio of
female to male was 0.87 and thus literacy rate of male was higher compared to
female. Family composition was 1 male: 1.09 female. That is, the number of
female was more than that of male (Table 2).
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Region Age of 
farm 

operator 
(year) 

Education 
of farm 
operator 
(year of 

schooling)  

Area of 
own land 
(decimal)  

Area of 
homestead  
(decimal)  

Area of 
pond 

(decimal)  

Total 
land 

(decimal)  

No. of 
household 

having 
previous 

experience  
Sirajganj  47.74 

(13.28) 
6.01 

(3.98) 
198.35 

(279.35) 
14.04 

(14.75) 
0.47 

(3.94) 
200.35 

(266.83) 
67 

(40.36)* 
Bogra 33.19 

(11.54) 
9.24 

(3.48) 
128.69 

(117.94) 
20.23 

(14.71) 
11.50 

(21.64) 
134.08 

(116.10) 
66 

(39.76)* 
Jamalpur 53.13 

(9.79) 
9.97 

(10.27) 
121.39 

(118.03) 
16.55 

(10.26) 
8.77 

(8.76) 
123.37 
(92.74) 

33 
(19.88)* 

All 44.69 
(14.32) 

8.41 
(6.86) 

149.47 
(190.17) 

16.94 
(13.59) 

6.91 
(14.39) 

152.60 
(178.77)3 

166 
(100.00)* 

F-values 55.16** 6.98** 3.58* 3.77* 12.36** 3.91* χ2 = 64.58** 

Table 1: Socio-economic and demographic characteristics of farm

Note: Figures in the asterisk parentheses indicate percentages. Figures in the parentheses indicate
standard deviations.** and* indicate significance  at 0.01 and 0.05 probability level, respectively.   

Farmers needed credit from outside as their per capita income and resource base
were not enough to rear livestock or to start a new livestock business to improve
their productivity and livelihoods. As there was huge unused labours in the rural
areas, labour intensive enterprises could help increase income and food security
of rural people. But farmers especially poor farmers, had little access to the
government credit market. Only 62 (about 30 percent of total) farmers got credit
from governments’ bank and non-government organisations (NGOs). Out of the
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Table 2: Demographic profiles of farm households: family information

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate standard deviations. ** indicates significance at 0.01
probability level.

Region Family 
size 

Number 
of 

earning 
member 

Dependency 
ratio 

Literacy 
ratio of 
female 
to male 

Overall 
literacy 

ratio 

Family 
composition  

(ratio of 
female to 

male) 
Sirajganj  5.77 

(2.76) 
1.59 

(0.93) 
0.72 

(0.12) 
0.84 

(0.73) 
0.58 

(0.29) 
1.09 

(0.87) 
Bogra 4.53 

(1.61) 
1.77 

(0.76) 
0.58 

(0.19) 
0.72 

(0.56) 
0.56 

(0.27) 
0.96 

(0.60) 
Jamalpur 4.86 

(1.04) 
1.87 

(0.70) 
0.62 

(0.12) 
1.05 

(0.56) 
0.82 

(0.18) 
1.24 

(0.75) 
All 5.05 

(2.00) 
1.74 

(0.81) 
0.64 

(0.15) 
0.87 

(0.64) 
0.66 

(0.28) 
1.09 

(0.75) 
F-values 7.70** 2.29 16.03** 5.17** 23.65** 2.44 

62 farmers, 12 (19 percent) received credit from ASA, 23 (37 percent) from
BRAC, 9 (15 percent) from Grameen Bank, 17 (27 percent) from Bangladesh
Krishi Bank and 1 (2 percent) from PDP (Table 3). Farmers did not face any
problem in taking loans from the NGOs. The NGO personnel visited farmers’
house to enquire about the necessity of credit. 

They got credit from the NGOs in time although a small number of farmers
reported that they did get less credit than they required. But they faced sometimes

Table 3: Number of households taken credit from different organisations

Organisations from where credit was taken  l Region 
ASA BRAC Grameen 

Bank 
BKB PDP Total 

Amount of 
credit 
taken 

(BDT) 
Sirajganj  2 4 7 - 1 14 29200.00 

(25162.89) 
Bogra 6 6 - 4 - 16 56333.33 

(50194.86) 
Jamalpur 4 13 2 13 - 32 35468.75 

(27834.75) 
Total 12 23 9 17 1 62 39000.00 

(34947.74) 
χ2 51.73** F = 2.75 

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate standard deviations. ** indicates significance at 0.01
probability level. ASA-Association of Social Advancement, BKB-Bangladesh Krishi Bank
(Bangladesh Agricultural Bank), PDP- Palli Development Proias (Rural Development Initiative),
BRAC- Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee.



problem for getting loan from the Bangladesh Krishi Bank as most of the time
government officials were found non-cooperative. Average credit taken by farm
households was Tk.(BDT) 39000.

Farmers were found to rear different livestock based enterprises such as livestock
farm for meat production, dairy farm, goat farm, broiler farm, layer farm and
mixed farms.  But the majority of farms were the dairy farms followed by broiler
farms. Some farmers were found to rear more than one enterprise (Table 4).
Sirajganj and Jamalpur regions were dominated by cattle (meat + dairy) farms and
Bogra region was dominated by poultry (broiler + layer) farms. But different
enterprises varied significantly across regions (c2 = 141.35**). Average land used
for livestock enterprises was 5.77 decimals with significant variations among
regions (F= 13.55**).

Livestock rearing involved various cost items such as feed cost, treatment cost,
day old chick (DOC) purchasing cost and labour cost. Among all the cost items,
feed cost was the most important cost item. Feed were purchased from the market
which accrued huge money cost. Farmers did not produce feed rather they
purchased feed from the market in exchange of money. Thus, demand and supply
response of feed influenced farmers’ income from livestock. Although at the
aggregate level labour cost was higher than feed cost, in most of the cases farmers
used family labour and they did not encounter this cost always. That is why,
labour cost was the second important cost item. Feed cost was the highest in
Bogra region as most of livestock farmers were found to rearing poultry especially
broiler and layer. Cost of poultry feed was higher than that of cattle feed. Cattle
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Name of livestock farm   Region 
Livestock 
farm for 

meat 

Dairy 
farm 

Goat 
farm 

Broiler 
farm 

Layer 
farm 

Others 
(mixed) 

farm 

Total 
Land area 
used for 
livestock 

farm 
Sirajganj  1 54 0 15 0 0 70 6.90 

(6.27) 
Bogra 2 0 0 62 3 3 70 7.71 

(8.41) 
Jamalpur 9 52 1 4 1 3 70 2.71 

(1.37) 
Total 12 106 1 81 4 6 210 5.77 

(6.46) 
χ2 141.35** F= 13.55** 

Table 4: Description of livestock farms surveyed in the study

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate standard deviations. ** indicates significance at 0.01
probability level.



(both dairy and beef) relied on mostly green grass and straw which were cheaper
than poultry feed. Although farmers fed concentrate to cattle, it was small in
quantity. Since Sirajganj and Jamalpur regions were dominated by cattle rearing,
the feed cost was significantly lower in these regions (Table 5). F value suggested
that there were significant variations of feed cost among regions. Treatment cost
was another important cost item of livestock especially for poultry. Poultry was
more susceptible to disease attack. The treatment cost was the highest for Bogra
region (Tk. 14103) followed by that of Sirajganj region (Tk.7300) and Jamalpur
region (Tk. 650) respectively. There were significant variations of treatment cost
among regions (F = 48.86**). Cost of purchasing day old chick (DOC) was
another cost item of livestock. It also varied significantly among regions (F =
27.04**). Labour cost was Tk. 126366 at the aggregate level but it did not vary
significantly among regions. Total cost of rearing livestock in a year was the
highest in Bogra region (Tk. 555246) followed by that in Sirajganj region
(Tk.172713) and Jamalpur region (Tk. 67202), respectively.

Table 6 presents the maximum likelihood estimates of stochastic cost frontiers and
economic inefficiency effect models. Poultry model and aggregate model
included the explanatory variables like cereal price, labour wage, age, education,
experience (dummy) and output while the cattle model included all the above
explanatory variables in addition to straw price, price of green grass and oilcake
price. It was observed that total cost of rearing poultry was significantly and
positively influenced by cereal price, labour wage and output. A one percent
increase in cereal price entailed 0.29 percent increase in total cost. Similarly, one
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Table 5: Yearly cost of rearing livestock (BDT)

Region Feed cost  Labour cost  Treatment 
cost 

Cost of day 
old chick 
(DOC) 

Total cost  

Sirajganj  38671.93 
(105260.05)  

104468.21  
(91289.37)  

7300.07 
(9672.68) 

22272.86 
(50323.76)  

172713.07 
(173639.78)  

Bogra 236298.29  
(216615.88)  

218916..57  
(1030549.86)  

14102.86 
(89975.75)  

85928.57 
(107917.58)  

555246.29 
(1106224.78)  

Jamalpur 7029.29 
(39495.68)  

55714.64 
(36384.39)  

649.71 
(1187.42) 

3808.29 
(15413.05)  

67201.93 
(62719.31)  

All 93999.84 
(173218.25)  

126366.48  
(598759.57)  

7350.88 
(9722.06) 

37336.57 
(77477.52)  

265053.77 
(677814.16)  

F-values 54.43** 1.38 48.86** 27.04** 11.01** 

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate standard deviations. ** indicates significance at 0.01
probability level.



percent increase in labour wage entailed 0.48 percent increase of total cost and
one percent increase in value of output caused 0.35 percent increase of total cost.
Age and experience of farm operator significantly reduced the total cost of rearing
poultry. Aged and experienced farmers could manage inputs in better ways with
minimum prices than younger and inexperienced farmers. Although the impact of
education on the cost of poultry was negative, it was insignificant.

Total cost of rearing cattle was significantly and positively influenced by oilcake
price and cereal price whereas it was influenced negatively by age of farmer. A
one percent increase in oilcake price caused an increase of 0.04 percent in total
cattle cost whereas 100 percent increase in cereal price caused an increase of 0.2
percent of total cattle cost. But the impact of age on the total cost of rearing cattle
was negative. One plausible explanation of the situation was that more aged
farmers could mange inputs with minimum prices and thereby reduce total cost
than younger farmers. The impacts of education and experience on total cost were
also negative but they were not statistically significant.

In the aggregate model, the total cost of rearing livestock was influenced
positively by the cereal and labour prices and value of output whereas it was
negatively influenced by age, education and experience of farmers. Negative
impact of age, education and experience might have been due to the fact that
farmers with more age, education and experience could manage inputs and
livestock with minimum inputs prices than younger, less educated and
inexperienced farmers.

The economic inefficiency effect models included four farm-specific explanatory
variables like age, education, experience of farmer and farm size. All the
explanatory variables have expected (negative) sign except farm size in the
economic inefficiency effect model for poultry. Negative coefficient of age
indicated that farmers with more age have less economic inefficiency than
younger farmers. Conversely we can say that farmers with more age are
economically more efficient than younger farmers. Similarly, experienced farmers
and more educated farmers were economically more efficient than inexperienced
and less educated farmers for rearing poultry. But the positive coefficient of farm
size indicated that farmers with larger farm operations were economically less
efficient than farmers with smaller farm operations. This result is in conformity
with results of empirical studies elsewhere, which indicate that small farmers are
more efficient than large farmers. Similar explanation can be given for the
variables for cattle model. In the aggregate economic inefficiency effect,
coefficient of age was negative and significant whereas the coefficient of farm
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Table 6: Maximum likelihood estimates of stochastic cost 
frontiers and economic inefficiency effect models

Poultry model  Cattle (dairy + meat) 
model 

Aggregate 
model 

Factors 

Coefficients  
(Asymptotic 

std. error)  

Coefficients  
(Asymptotic std. 

error) 

Coefficients  
(Asymptotic 

std. error)  
Stochastic cost frontiers:  

Intercept  
 

Straw price  
 

Green grass price  
 

Oilcake price 
 

Cereal price  
 

Labour wage  
 

Age 
 

Education (EDU)  
 

Experience (dummy)  
 

Output 
 

Inefficiency effect model:  
Intercept  

 
Age 

 
Education (EDU)  

 
Experience (dummy)  

 
Farm size (FARMSZ)  

Variance parameters:  
ó2 
γ 
 

Log-likelihood function  
GLR test  

F-statistic model  
Adj. R2 

 
7.3544** 
(1.1306) 

- 
 
- 
 
- 
 

0.2949** 
(0.1276) 
0.4791** 
(0.1095) 
-0.4073** 
(0.1614) 
-0.2365 
(0.2258) 
-0.4836* 
(0.2246) 
0.3487** 
(0.0744) 
-6.3702 
(8.1373) 
-0.0234 
(0.0419) 
-0.4577 
(0.4377) 
-6.2228 
(8.1957) 
0.0068 

(0.0077) 
1.8245 

(1.0392) 
0.8408** 
(0.1046) 
-87.16 
4.51* 

86.94** 

0.71 

 
10.6390** 

(1.5294) 
0.1142 

(0.3861) 
-0.0003 
(0.0006) 
0.0434* 
(0.0212) 
0.0019** 

(0.00029) 
0.0002 

(0.0003) 
-0.8942** 
(0.2579) 
-0.0003 
(0.0004) 
-0.1488 
(0.1399) 
0.0026 

(0.0066) 
-0.0032 
(0.0022) 
-0.0998** 
(0.00323) 
-0.0358 
(0.0634) 
-0.0162 
(0.0136) 
0.0281 

(0.0757) 
1.2266** 
(0.1753) 
0.8913** 
(0.3095) 
-118.36 
25.80** 

21.08** 
0.61 

 
9.1232** 
(1.1235) 

- 
 
- 
 
- 
 

0.0017** 
(0.0002) 
0.3349** 
(0.1102) 
-0.4531** 
(0.0324) 
-1.0623** 
(0.1902) 
-0.0008** 
(0.0002) 
1.3679** 

(0.1809) 
2.0868** 
(0.4341) 
-0.0019** 
(0.0003) 
-0.1173 
(0.1308) 
-0.0003 
(0.0002) 
0.6863** 
(0.1946) 
0.5701** 

(0.0755) 
0.7705** 
(0.1038) 
-222.13 
59.20** 

58.74** 
0.62 

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate standard errors, ** and * indicate significance at 0.01 and
0.05 probability level, respectively.



size was positive and significant, which implied that farmers with more age were
significantly more efficient than younger farmers and farmers with larger farms
were significantly economically less efficient than farmers with smaller farm
operations.

The variance ratio parameter g was significant for all models which implied that
there were significant economic inefficiencies in rearing poultry and cattle. It also
indicated that 84%, 89% and 77% of the difference between observed cost and
minimum attainable cost (frontier cost) were caused by differences in farmers’
levels of economic efficiency for poultry, cattle and aggregate livestock,
respectively. Significant generalised likelihood ratio (GLR) also suggested that
there were significant economic inefficiency effects in rearing all types of
livestock whereas F- statistic showed that all the models were well fitted to the
data. 

Table 7 presents the frequency distribution of economic efficiency estimates. It
revealed that there were significant variations of farm-specific economic
efficiency estimates, which varied from 33 percent to 99 percent for poultry, from
12 percent to 89 percent for cattle, and 12 percent to 99 percent for aggregate
livestock. Average efficiency for poultry was 65 percent which implied that
farmers could reduce 35 percent of cost for poultry maintaining the same level of
output. Similarly, farmers could reduce 63 percent cattle rearing cost maintaining
the same level of cattle output. But for aggregate livestock, farmers could reduce
38 percent cost keeping the value of total output constant. 

Maximum likelihood estimates of farm level minimum cost input demand
equations are presented in Table 8 where poultry enterprise has shown two input
demand equations, and cattle and goat enterprises have shown five input demand
equations. Cereal demand in poultry enterprises was significantly negatively
influenced by cereal prices. That is, cereal demand was reduced significantly with
the increase in cereal prices. But demand for cereal was significantly positively
influenced by value of poultry output. That is, demand for cereal was increased
with the increase in value of poultry output. Although the coefficient of labour
wage on the demand for cereal was negative, it was insignificant. Similarly labour
demand in poultry was negatively influenced by cereal price and positively
influenced by value of output. Labour wage had minor influence on the quantity
demand for labour. Significant g  values and GLR test suggested that there were
significant inefficiency in managing inputs like cereal and labour among farm
households whereas the F-statistic suggested that the demand functions were well
fitted to data.
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In the cattle and goat enterprises, demand for straw was negatively influenced by
price of straw and also price of cereal, whereas it was positively influenced by
value of output. Similarly, demand for green grass was negatively influenced by
its price but positively influenced by prices of straw, labour and value of output.
Straw and green grass were substitutes. Demand for oilcake was not influenced
significantly by factors although price of it and price of cereal had minor negative
influence on it. Demand for cereal was positively influenced by price of straw and
value of output. Straw and cereal were also substitutes. Price of straw and labour
wage had negative impact on the demand for labour whereas value of output had
positive influence on it. All the test statistics suggested that there were significant
inefficiency in managing those inputs except oilcake and all the functions were
well fitted to data except oilcake function in these enterprises.   
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Table 7: Frequency distribution of economic efficiency 

estimates of livestock farmers in Bangladesh

No. of farms or frequency  Efficiency level 
(%) Poultry (broiler + 

layer + mixed)  
Cattle and goat  
(dairy + meat )  

Aggregate livestock  

10–20 
 

20–30 
 

30–40 
 

40-50 
 

50-60 
 

60-70 
 

70-80 
 

80-90 
 

90-100 

- 
 
- 
 

3 
(3.30) 

2 
(2.20) 

6 
(6.59) 

18 
(19.78) 

38 
(41.76) 

23 
(25.27) 

1 
(1.10) 

11 
(9.25) 

3 
(2.52) 

10 
(8.40) 

12 
(10.08) 

30 
(25.21) 

28 
(23.53) 

20 
16.81) 

5 
(4.20) 

- 

8 
(3.81) 

6 
(2.86) 

12 
(5.71) 

16 
(7.62) 

35 
(16.67) 

42 
(20.00) 

62 
(29.52) 

25 
(11.90) 

4 
(1.91) 

Total  number of 
farms 

91 
(100) 

119 
(100) 

210 
(100) 

Mean efficiency  
Minimum 
efficiency 
Maximum 
efficiency 

65 
33 
99 

37 
12 
89 

62 
12 
99 



Livestock offers dependable and affordable income to households who rear
livestock and poultry especially living in vulnerable and river erosion areas. Crop
may be destroyed totally or partially due to untimely flood or any other natural
calamity arising from climate change. Farmers can save livestock from
unprecedented natural calamities if they are well informed quite ahead of such
exogenous shocks. Thus livestock loss can be minimised and income can be
generated time to time from this sector to enhance access to food for these people.
Table 9 presents net returns for both full cost and cash cost bases. Full cost basis
net return included labour cost while calculating total cost whereas cash cost basis
net return did not include it.

The  reason behind excluding labour cost while calculating total cost was that
farm households used family labour to rear livestock and also run their businesses
and they did not need to pay for that. The difference between total return from
livestock and full cost for livestock  rearing was said to be full cost basis net return
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Poultry Cattle and goat  
 Cereal Labour Straw Green grass  Oilcake Cereal Labour 

 
 

 
 

Green 
 

Oilcake 
price 

Cereal 
price 

 
Labour 
wage 

Output 
 

 
ó2 
 
 
γ 
 

Log-

 
 

-statistic 
model 

2 

11.749315 ** 
(1.198972)  

- 
 
- 
 
- 
 

-0.000007 ** 
(0.000003)  
-0.116659 
(0.308952)  
0.000049 ** 
(0.000011)  

 
 

1.830043 ** 

(0.368153)  
 

0.878164 ** 
(0.057038)  

-115.87 
 
 

13.25** 
18.07** 

 
0.36 

1.050363 
(0.112209) 

- 
 
- 
 
- 
 
-

0.000142** 
(0.000004) 
-0.009437 
(0.027218) 
0.842361** 

(0.115577) 
 
 

0.026106** 
(0.001756) 

 
0.872361** 
(0.124302) 

91.91 
 
 

36.88** 
5.42** 

 
0.13 

6.554133** 
(1.719425)  
-0.000001** 
(0.0000002)  

0.168645 
(0.365688)  
0.0000009 

(0.0000005)  
-0.708529** 
(0.286014)  
-0.0000003 
(0.0000003)  
0.918287* 
(0.423481)  

 
 

0.654140** 
(0.201353)  

 
0.523013** 
(0.120342)  

-141.69 
 
 

15.38** 

4.22** 
 

0.14 

4.873049 
(2.673620)  
0.000001 ** 
(0.0000004)  
-0.787257 ** 
(0.301363)  
1.006002 

(1.114008)  
0.038411  

(0.447180)  
1.265002 * 
(0.567005) 
0.271443 ** 
(0.102273)  

 
 

1.584707 ** 
(0.345201)  

 
0.520612 ** 
(0.017429)  

-194.34 
 
 

23.48** 
5.91** 

 

0.20 

0.724862 
(1.798189)  
0.0000003  

(0.0000002)  
0.651329 

(0.374517)  
-0.0000002  
(0.0000006)  
-0.103493 
(0.337913)  
0.0000004  

(0.0000003)  
0.246939 

(0.537873)  
 
 

1.632981 ** 
(0.496142)  

 
0.760592 ** 
(0.187883)  

-157.19 
 
 

1.50 
2.07 

 
0.05 

5.168582** 

(1.160231)  
0.166695** 
(0.018107)  
0.289382 

(0.252092)  
0.163411 

(0.123716)  
-0.080539 
(0.019399)  
0.0000002 

(0.0000002)  
0.764349* 
(0.329750)  

 
 

0.678119** 
(0.162719)  

 
0.769061** 
(0.132094)  

-104.25 
 
 

2.75* 

12.67** 
 

0.37 

1.311142** 

(0.252114)  
-0.0000015 ** 

(0.00000004)  
-0.060458 
(0.053954)  

-0.00000006  
(0.00000008)  

0.065562 
(0.042979)  
-0.364127** 

(0.131458)  
0.115888** 

(0.027711)  
 
 

0.033489 
(0.021545)  

 
0.932145** 

(0.211325)  
107.33 

 
 

41.48** 
5.69** 

 
0.19 

Table 8 : Maximum likelihood estimates of farm level minimum 
cost input demand equations for livestock

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate standard errors, ** and * indicate significance at 0.01 and
0.05 probability level, respectively.



and the difference between total return and cash cost was called cash cost basis
net return. The results showed that full cost basis per farm net return was the
highest in Sirajganj region (Tk.155904) followed by that in Bogra region
(Tk.68244) and Jamalpur region (Tk.23556), respectively, whereas cash cost basis
net return was the highest in Bogra region (Tk.287160) followed by that in
Sirajganj region (Tk. 260372) and Jamalpur region (Tk.79270), respectively. The
overall full cost and cash cost basis net returns were, respectively, Tk.82568 and
Tk.208934. If the rearing cost of livestock could have been reduced by 38 percent
as suggested by economic efficiency estimate, the full cost basis net return from
livestock could be increased by 122 percent whereas cash cost basis net return
could be increased by 25 percent. 

The analysis of income of the people living in vulnerable regions showed that
farmers earned income from eight sectors. These were livestock, agriculture
(crop), business, service, foreign service, selling of labour, fishing, and other
sources. The livestock was the largest contributor to total income followed by
agriculture, business, service, foreign service, other sources, fishing and selling of
labour, respectively, at the aggregate level. The overall share of livestock sector in
total income was 41 percent with the highest share observed in Bogra region (52
%) and the lowest share observed in Jamalpur region (14 percent). Total income
per farm was the highest in Sirajganj region (Tk.307133) followed by that in
Jamalpur region (Tk.169098) and Bogra region (Tk.131117), respectively,
whereas the total income per farm at the aggregate level was Tk.202450. But there
were significant differences of income from business, service, foreign service,
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Table 9: Yearly net return from livestock (BDT) in 2010

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate standard deviations. ** indicates significance at 0.01
probability level.

Net return  Net return after 38%  reduction 
of  rearing cost  

Region 

Full cost basis  Cash cost basis  Full cost basis  Cash cost 
basis 

Sirajganj  155903.92 
(218250.67)  

260372.14 
(231269.60)  

221534.89 
(236830.35)  

286305.19 
(249049.01)  

Bogra 68243.85 
(1187316.77)  

287160.42 
(606978.63)  

279237.44 
(843512.71)  

414965.72 
(574233.02)  

Jamalpur 23555.57 
(90371.45)  

79270.21 
(95738.64)  

49092.30 
(87990.78)  

83635.38 
(93870.90) 

All 82567.78 
(697759.87)  

208934.26 
(388436.94)  

183288.21 
(515344.53)  

261635.43 
(388508.77)  

F-values 0.65 6.23** 3.88* 14.63** 



fishing and other sources among the regions (Table 10). If the rearing cost of
livestock could have been reduced by 38 percent, overall income from all sources
could be increased by about 50 percent. 

4.   Conclusions and Policy Implications
4.1  Conclusions 

Younger farmers whose average age was 44.69 years were engaged in livestock
rearing. Most of the farmers were educated and their average education was 8.41
years of schooling. Total own land and total cultivated land were, respectively,
149.47 decimals and 152.60 decimals. They all had homestead (16.94 decimal)
and some of them had also pond (6.91 decimals). About 79 percent had previous
experience of rearing livestock. Family size was 5 persons where about 2 persons
were earner. Dependency ratio was 0.64 and literacy ratio was 0.66 where male
were more educated than female. But the number of female was higher than the
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Table 10: Income of farm households from all sectors (BDT) in 2010

Regions Sectors 
Sirajganj  Bogra Jamalpur All 

F-values 

Livestock 155903.93 
(216250.67)  

68243.85 
(1187316.77)  

23555.57 
(90371.45)  

82567.78 
(697759.87)  

0.65 

Agriculture  50879.31 
(50043.87) 

44387.77 
(38001.92)  

34085.66 
(39924.46)  

43117.58 
(43334.28)  

2.72 

Business 59614.29 
(91170.69)  

13785.71 
(46566.42)  

35985.71 
(52775.57)  

36461.91 
(68785.51)  

8.32** 

Service 28900.00 
(58243.90)  

2071.43 
(14608.24)  

44414.29 
(60405.51)  

25128.57 
(51985.07)  

13.28** 

Foreign service  7000.00 
(57366.10)  

- 18571.43 
(53953.43)  

8523.81 
(45895.78)  

2.98* 

Selling of 
labour 

1857.14 
(8894.37) 

285.71 
(2390.46) 

2171.43 
(10837.36)  

1438.09 
(8213.57)  

1.06 

Fishing 71.43 
(597.61) 

2342.86 
(9803.70) 

4571.43 
(14288.51)  

2328.57 
(10131.27) 

3.54* 

Other sources  2907.14 
(16515.54)  

- 5742.86 
(17846.11)  

2883.33 
(14167.55)  

2.93* 

Total from all 
sources 

307133.23 
(246218.13)  

131117.33 
(1193094.03)  

169098.37  
(130624.28)  

202449.65  
(708057.35)  

1.20 

Ratio (livestock 
to total income ) 

0.51 0.52 0.14 0.41  

Total income 
from all sources  

372764.20 
(257213.22)  

342110.92 
(848554.83)  

194635.10  
(130510.89)  

303170.08  
(520825.28)  

2.37 

Note: Figures in the parentheses indicate standard deviations, ** and * indicate significance at
0.01 and 0.05 probability level, respectively. Total income from all sources+ means total income
after 38 percent reduction in rearing cost of livestock.



number of male. Only 30 percent of farmers received credit from the government
and non-government organisations for rearing livestock with an average credit
received at Tk. 39000. Farmers reared dairy cattle, cattle for meat production,
broiler, layer, goat and mixed animals.

Cost of rearing livestock comprised four cost items such as feed cost, labour cost,
treatment cost, and cost of day old chick (DOC). Cost of day old chick was related
to poultry rearing.  The per farm costs of feed, labour, treatment and purchasing
of day old chick were, respectively, Tk.94000, Tk.126366, Tk.7351 and
Tk.37337. The total cost of rearing livestock per farm was Tk.265054. Three
types of stochastic cost frontier models were estimated for poultry, cattle and
aggregate livestock. Cost of rearing poultry was positively influenced by cereal
price, labour wage and output whereas it was negatively influenced by age and
experience of farm operators. Cattle rearing cost was positively influenced by
oilcake price and cereal price whereas it was negatively influenced by age of
farmers. Similarly, aggregate livestock cost was positively influenced by cereal
and labour prices and value of output whereas it was negatively influenced by age,
education and experience of farm operators.   

Aged farmers were economically more efficient than younger farmers.
Experienced and more educated farmers were economically more efficient than
inexperienced and less educated farmers for rearing livestock. On the other hand,
farmers with smaller farm operations were more efficient than farmers with larger
farm operations. There were significant variations of farm-specific economic
efficiency estimates, which varied from 33 percent to 99 percent for poultry, from
12 percent to 89 percent for cattle and 12 percent to 99 percent for aggregate
livestock. Mean economic efficiency of poultry, cattle, and from aggregate
livestock was, respectively, 65 percent, 37 percent and 62 percent, which implied
that farmers could reduce  35 percent cost for rearing poultry, 63 percent cost for
rearing cattle and 38 percent cost for rearing aggregate livestock, keeping value
of output for each category constant.

Cereal demand in poultry enterprises was negatively influenced by cereal prices
whereas it was positively influenced by value of poultry output. Similarly, labour
demand in poultry was negatively influenced by cereal price and positively
influenced by value of poultry output. Labour wage had minor influence on the
quantity demand for labour. In the cattle and goat enterprises, demand for straw
was negatively influenced by its price and also price of cereal whereas it was
positively influenced by value of output. Demand for green grass was negatively
influenced by its price but positively influenced by prices of straw, labour and
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value of output. Straw and green grass were substitutes. Price of oilcake and price
of cereal had minor negative influence on the demand for oilcake. Demand for
cereal was positively influenced by price of straw and value of output. Straw and
cereal were also substitutes. Price of straw and labour had negative impact on the
demand for labour whereas value of output had positive influence on it. There
were significant inefficiencies in managing those inputs except oilcake, and all the
functions were well fitted to data except oilcake function in cattle and goat
enterprises.

The full cost basis per farm net return was the highest in Sirajganj region (Tk.
155904) followed by that in Bogra region (Tk. 68244) and Jamalpur region (Tk.
23556), respectively, whereas cash cost basis net return was the highest in Bogra
region (Tk. 287160) followed by that in Sirajganj region (Tk. 260372) and
Jamalpur region (Tk. 79270 ), respectively. The overall full cost and cash cost
basis net returns were, respectively, Tk. 82568 and Tk.208934. If the rearing cost
of livestock could have been reduced by 38 percent as suggested by economic
efficiency estimate, the full cost basis net return from livestock could be increased
by 122 percent whereas cash cost basis net return could be increased by 25
percent.

The livestock sector was the largest contributor to total income followed by
agriculture, business, service, foreign service, other sources, fishing and selling of
labour, respectively, at the aggregate level. The overall share of livestock sector in
total income was 41 percent with the highest share observed in Bogra region
(52%) and the lowest share observed in Jamalpur region (14 percent). Total
income per farm was the highest in Sirajganj region (Tk. 307133) followed by that
in Jamalpur region (Tk. 169098) and Bogra region (Tk. 131117), respectively,
whereas the total income per farm at the aggregate level was Tk.202450. If the
rearing cost of livestock could have been reduced by 38 percent, overall income
from all sources could be increased by about 50 percent. 

4.2   Policy Implications

As a policy option, all farmers rearing livestock should be given training on
technical know-how to reduce rearing cost as the efficiency estimate suggested
that farmers could reduce 38 percent rearing cost. Only regular training by
Department of Livestock Services (DLS) could help farmers to save resources. 
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Factors Influencing Production of Year-Round Bagda
Shrimp in Satkhira District of Bangladesh
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Abstract

In Bangladesh, the brackish water shrimp, locally known as bagda, is
a highly valued product for international markets. In order to increase
the production of shrimp farming to the maximum possible extent, it is
necessary to identify the factors that significantly affect bagda
production so that policy interventions may be made accordingly. This
paper was intended to investigate which factors play significant role
in bagda shrimp production and its profitability. Sixty bagda farmers
from Assasuni Upazila of Satkhira district were randomly selected for
this study. Farmers were interviewed directly by using specific
interview schedule during August to September 2009. Cobb-Douglas
production function along with cost return analysis was used to
achieve the objectives of the study. Six variable inputs viz., urea, triple
super phosphate, manure, human labour, lime, and shrimp fry were
found to have significant positive effect on income from bagda
farming. Fin fish fingerling had negative effect on bagda production.
The results also showed that the estimated production function
revealed decreasing returns to scale. Undiscounted benefit-cost ratio
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was found 1.78. In order to reap the benefit of the international
demand for shrimp, Bangladesh needs to utilize the potentiality of
shrimp farming by adopting scientific method of bagda farming and
ensuring quality shrimp fry and timely availability of easy credit to the
farmers.

Keywords: Bagda Shrimp, Cobb-Douglas production function,
Profitability, BCR. 

1.     Introduction

Bangladesh is an agro-based country but despite having a vast fertile plain land
has not achieved a sustainable self-sufficiency in food production. Like other
commodities, Bangladesh imports large quantity of foodgrains every year to meet
her food shortage. However, a few agricultural, industrial and fisheries products
are being exported, of which frozen shrimp is one of the major components (Paul
1996). In Bangladesh, fish provides 63 percent of animal protein consumption and
about 1.2 million people are directly employed in this sector. Another 10.8 million
people indirectly earn their livelihood out of activities related to fisheries (FFYP,
1997-2002). The fisheries sector contributes 4.73 percent of gross domestic
product and about 4.04 percent to foreign exchange earnings through export (BER
2008 and FSYB 2007-08). This sector employs about 1.1 million labour force
(BBS 2007). Besides, shrimp farming is one of the fastest growing components of
the global aquaculture. 

In Bangladesh, brackish water shrimp (Penaeus monodon) farming is currently
one of the most important sectors of the national economy. Within the overall
agro-based economy of the country, the contribution of shrimp production is
considered to hold good promise for creating jobs and earning foreign exchange.
The brackish water shrimp, locally known as bagda, is a highly valued product for
international markets. Almost all shrimps are therefore exported, particularly to
the USA, Japan and Europe. Brackish water shrimp farming is mostly
concentrated in southern Bangladesh mainly Satkhira, Cox’s Bazar, Khulna and
Bagerhat districts. In southern Bangladesh, thousands of farmers have converted
their paddy fields to ‘gher’ to accommodate a profitable shrimp culture practice.
There are wide variations in the yield of shrimp under different cultural and
management practices of shrimp farming. Variations in the time and method of
cultural operations, level of input use, natural hazards, shrimp disease, water
quality, salinity level etc., might be causing the yield differences. In order to
increase the production of shrimp farming to the maximum possible extent, it is
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necessary to identify the factors behind the yield variations so that policy
interventions may be made accordingly. This study has been designed to fulfill the
following specific objectives:

a. To determine the costs and returns of bagda farming;
b. To identify the factors affecting yield and economic returns;
c. To suggests some policy guidelines/ recommendations;

2.    Methodology

Sixty year-round shrimp farmers were randomly selected from Assasuni Upazila
of Satkhira district of Bangladesh. Direct interview method was followed and
interview schedules were used to record the information so as to estimate the
following Cobb-Douglas production function by Microsoft Excel software:

Y=a X 1i
b1 X 2i

b2 X 3i
b3 X 4i 

b4 X 5i 
b5 X 6i 

b6 X 7i 
b7 eU

The Cobb-Douglas production function was transformed into logarithmic form so
that it could be solved by ordinary least squares (OLS) method. Thus, 

lnY=ln a+b1lnX1+b2lnX2+b3lnX3+b4lnX4+b5lnX5+b6lnX6+b7lnX7+U

Here, Y = Gross income from year-round bagda shrimp (Tk/farm)

X1 = Cost of Urea (Tk/ha)
X2 = Cost of TSP (Tk/ha)
X3 = Cost of manure (Tk/ha)
X4 = Human labor cost (Tk/ha)
X5 = Cost of lime (Tk/ha)
X6 = Cost of bagda fry (PL) (Tk/ha)
X7 = Fin fish fingerlings cost (Tk/ha)
a = Intercept
bi = Production coefficient
i = 1,2,3,…..n

Besides, the following conventional profit equation was applied to examine
farmers’ profitability level of the shrimp producing farms in the study areas.
Where, Per hectare net return from year-round bagda farming.
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Psb = Per unit price (Tk/kg) of bagda shrimp
.sb = Total quantity of bagda shrimp (kg/ha)
Pof = Per unit price (Tk/kg) of other relevant fish
.of = Total quantity (kg/ha) of other relevant fish
Pxi = Per unit price of ith inputs 
Xi = Total quantity of ith input
i = 1,2,3,…..n; and (number of input)
TFC = Fixed cost involve in per hectare of bagda shrimp.

3.     Results and Discussion

Bagda shrimp production is the result of various combinations of inputs in the
production process. Inputs used in this study are shrimp fry (PL), fertilizer, human
labor, manure, lime and fin fish fingerlings. All these inputs have been included
as explanatory variables in the production function. Cobb-Douglas production
function was chosen on the basis of best fit. Seven inputs or explanatory variables
were hypothesized to explain the year-round bagda shrimp farming in the study
areas. Management factor was not included in the model because specification
and measurement of management factor is almost impossible particularly in the
present study, where a farm operator is both a labor and manager. Other
independent variables like water quality, soil condition, time, etc., which might
have affected production of farm enterprises, were excluded from the model.  It is
hypothesized that, using all the inputs discussed above, will have no effect on
production and income of bagda shrimp farm.

3.1    Results of the regression analysis

Estimated values of the coefficients and related statistics of Cobb-Douglas
production function for the selected sample farmers producing bagda shrimp are
presented in Table 1.

The usual fashion of interpreting the estimated coefficients of Cobb-Douglas
production function is that, keeping other things unchanged if 1% change occurs
in the independent variable then the dependent variable would change by the
percentage of estimated coefficient. From Table, it can be seen that all the
explanatory variables except fin fish fingerling (X7) have significant positive
effect on income from bagda shrimp. 
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3.2   Returns to Scale

The summation of all the production coefficients of bagda shrimp farming is equal
to 0.956. This means that production function for bagda shrimp farming exhibits
diminishing returns to scale (Table 1). However, returns to scale indicates that
farm income can be increased if more improved technologies are introduced.

3.3   Coefficient of multiple determination (R2)

The coefficient of multiple determination R2 for shrimp farming was 0.978 which
indicates that 97.8 percent of the total variation of output of respective farming
system is explained by independent variables included in the model.

3.4   Profitability of year round bagda shrimp production

Profitability of year-round bagda shrimp production in the study area has been
calculated per hectare basis. The profit equation stated in the preceding section
was used to find the per hectare profit of year round bagda production.  First, total
variable costs were computed and then these ware added to the fixed costs to form
total costs. Finally total costs were deducted from total revenue which was
computed by multiplying total production with their price. Variable inputs, their
quantity and prices are presented in Table 2 Items of different fixed costs with
value are presented in Table 3 In the study areas, per hectare average yield of
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Explanatory variables  Coefficients  Standard error  

Intercept ***4.259 0.420 
Urea (X1) **0.109 0.081 
TSP (X2) *0.045 0.045 
Manure (X 3) ***0.218 0.054 
Human labor (X 4) ***0.220 0.061 
Lime (X5) *0.016 0.042 
Shrimp fry (X 6) ***0.355 0.107 
Fin fish fingerlings (X 7) *-0.007 0.042 
R2 0.978 - 
Adjusted R2 0.975 - 
Returns to scale  0.956 - 
F-statistic ***317.048  _ 

Table 1: Estimated coefficients of Cobb-Douglas
production function for bagda farming

* 10% level, ** 5%  evel, *** 1% level



shrimp was 433.84 kg and its money value was Tk. 157977.60. Apart from this,
few species of shrimps and fishes were also grown in shrimp farms. Therefore, the
gross income for year round bagda shrimp farming was Tk 190814.80 (Table 4).
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Table 2 : Per hectare variable cost of year round bagda shrimp farming

Variable cost items  Units Quantity Price/Uni
t (Tk.) 

Cost 
(Tk.) 

% of 
total  

Human labor   Man-days 150 110 16500 28.86 
Shrimp fry (PL)  Numbers 59840 0.40 23936 41.87 
Lime kg 100 10 1000 1.75 
Urea kg 150 12 1800 3.15 
TSP kg 80 35 2800 4.90 
Manure (cow dung) kg 1000 0.50 500 0.87 
Fin fish fingerlings  kg 40 110 4400 7.70 
Miscellaneous cost  - - - 2000 3.50 

Interest on operating 
capital (OC)  - - - 4235 7.41 

Total Variable Costs  - - - 57171 100 

Field survey 2009

Table 3: Per hectare fixed costs of bagda shrimp production 

Cost items Cost (Tk) 

Land use cost  44880 
Construction of water supplying 
canal, guard room, office and 
other housing cost 

2244 

Canal digging  and dyke 1496 

Miscellaneous  1000 

Total Fixed Costs  49620 

Field survey 2009

Net return is the differences between gross return and the total cost of production.
Per hectare total cost, gross income and net return were Tk 106791.00, 190814.80
and 84023.80 respectively (Table 4).



4.     Conclusion and Recommendation

From the Cobb-Douglas production function model, the included key variables of
the model were significantly effective on production. So, there is a positive effect
of key factors in the production process of year round bagda shrimp farming. It
should be noted here that the major international markets for Bangladesh’s shrimp
(frozen) are Japan, the USA and European Union (EU). Unfortunately,
Bangladesh exports have now substantially declined. Despite the fact, Japan
external trade organization (JETRO) argued that there is a great demand for
Bangladeshi shrimp in the Japanese market. If Bangladesh wants to retain the
existing opportunities of shrimp markets as well as to enjoy the supremacy in the
competitive world market, the performance of local shrimp farms (in terms of
quality and volume) must be increased quite substantially without further delay.
As the demand as well as the price for bagda shrimp in the international as well
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Items Yield 
(kg/ha) Price Tk/kg  

Gross 
income 
(Tk/ha) 

% of gross  
income 

Gross Income  

(i) Bagda shrimp      

            A -grade 44.88 560 25132.80 13.17 

            B -grade 149.60 440 65824.00 34.50 

            C -grade 239.36 280 67020.80 35.12 

(ii) Tilapia        127.16 40 5086.40 2.67 

(iii) Pershey   37.40 180 6732.00 3.52 

(iv) Horina  29.92 200 5984.00 3.14 

(v) Chali  22.44 130 2917.20 1.53 

(vi) Tangra  52.36 160 8377.60 4.59 
(vii) Vetki  14.96 250 3740.00 1.96 

Gross Return  - - 190814.80 100 

Total cost (TVC+TFC)  - - 106791.00  

Net income or profit  - - 84023.80  

BCR (undiscounted)  1.78 

Table 4 : Per hectare economic return of year-round bagda shrimp farming



as in the domestic markets has increased, extensive culture of bagda shrimp has
also increased but productivity is still low compared to other shrimp exporting
countries. So there is an ample opportunity to improve per hectare yield of year
round bagda shrimp. For this to achieve, the following policy recommendations
are made:    

Scientific method of cultivation should be introduced to increase the
production. The farmers should be provided with training, information and
necessary facilities to cope with new and changed situation.
Bank loan and institutional credit should be made available on easy terms
and conditions to the shrimp farmers.
Availability of quality shrimp fry should be ensured at proper time for bagda
shrimp farming.
Field level agronomic research is suggested to be carried out for studying the
impact of salinity on the yield of various crops including vegetables and
fruits. 
Finally, if more areas could be brought under shrimp cultivation, the country
could probably have earned a huge amount of foreign exchange by exporting
shrimp. 
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lô cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbvq `vwi`ª I ˆelg¨ n«vm:   
D³ I Aby³ welqvw` 

Aveyj eviKvZ 1

`vwi`ª I ˆelg¨ cwigvc I gvÎv: hô cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv hv ej‡Q 

evsjv‡`‡ki lô cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv (A_©eQi 2011-2015) `wj‡j ejv n‡q‡Q cwiKíbvi
D‡Ïk¨ cÖK…wZMZfv‡e wb‡`©kbvg~jK (indicative) Ges †KŠkjMZ (strategic)| Avi †m
Kvi‡YB wZb L‡Ði cwiKíbv `wj‡j Av_©-mvgvwRK Dbœq‡b g~j wb‡`©kKmg~n e¨envi K‡i m¤¢ve¨
fwel¨Z-Gi GKwU c_‡iLv wewbg©v‡Yi cÖqvm †bqv n‡q‡Q (Z‡e, `wjjwU Bs‡iRx fvlvq iwPZ!)|
G cÖ‡Póvi Ask wn‡m‡eB ejv n‡q‡Q †h AZx‡Z †ek wKQz cÖMwZ n‡jI evsjv‡`k miKvi g‡b
K‡i †h evsjv‡`k GLbI GKwU ¯í̂-Av‡qi †`k †hLv‡b `vwi`ª, ˆelg¨ I eÂbv cÖKU| cwiKíbv
`wj‡j `vwi`ª-ˆelg¨-eÂbv mswkøó welqvw` wb‡q g~jZ: 2wU Aa¨v‡q ejv n‡q‡Q: cÖ_g L‡Ði (Part
1) lô Aa¨v‡q ÒPoverty, Inclusion and Social Protection” wk‡ivbv‡g, Ges wØZxq L‡Ði
(Part 2) beg Aa¨v‡q ÒReaching out the Poor and Vulnerable Population” wk‡ivbv‡g|
mswkøó welq Ab¨vb¨ Aa¨v‡qI Qwo‡q-wQwU‡q Av‡Q, Avi  †mB  mv‡_ Z…Zxq L‡Ð CGE Model
mn †ek wKQz cwimsL¨vwbK welqvw` AšÍf©y³ n‡q‡Q| 

lô cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv `wj‡j Ô`vwi`ª-eÂbv-‰elg¨Õ gvÎv cwigvc Kiv n‡q‡Q h‡_ó msKxY©
A‡_© (narrow measures) Ges †mB mv‡_ `vwi‡`ªi eûgyLx gvÎvmg~n wb‡q A‡bK wKQzB Aby³
i‡q †M‡Q| `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ cwigv‡c g~jZ: †hme wb‡`©kK e¨eüZ n‡q‡Q Zv nj: `vwi‡`ªi gv_v-
MYbv c×wZ (head count method), Lv`¨-cwi‡fvM mswkøó `vwi`ª, Avq-‰elg¨ (wMwb mnM),
AvÂwjK-‡fŠ‡MvwjK ˆelg¨ BZ¨vw`| ejv n‡q‡Q †`‡k `vwi ª̀ n«vm †c‡q‡Q (gv_vMYbv c×wZ‡Z
2005 mv‡ji 40% †_‡K GLb 2010 mv‡j 31.5% G) Z‡e Avq-‰elg¨ †e‡o‡Q Ges
AvÂwjK-‡fŠ‡MvwjK ˆelg¨ we`¨gvb|   

1 Aa¨vcK, A_©bxwZ wefvM, XvKv wek¦we`¨vjq (B-‡gBj: hdrc.bd@gmail.com, hdrc@bangla.net)
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Ô`wi`ªÕ ej‡Z cwiKíbv `wj‡j hv‡`i eySv‡bv n‡q‡Q Zv‡`i AšÍfy©³ n‡jb m¤ú‡`i gvwjKvbvi
wbwi‡L `wi`ª; cÖvwZôvwbK A_©vq‡b hv‡`i AwfMg¨Zv †bB; AbvbyôvwbK Lv‡Z Kg©iZ gvbyl (hv‡`i
kª‡gi Drcv`bkxjZv ¯í̂); †gŠwjK †mevLvZ (wk¶v, ¯v̂¯’¨, Lvevi cvwb, m¨vwb‡Ukb)-G hv‡`i
AwfMg¨Zv AcÖZyj; cÖvK…wZK `y‡hv©‡Mi AwfNvZ hv‡`i Dci Zzjbvg~jK †ekx; bvix cÖavb Lvbv;
mvgvwRKfv‡e ewnt¯’ gvbyl; cÖZ¨šÍ- ỳM©g GjvKvi gvbyl; Ab¨vb¨ f½yi Rb‡Mvwô BZ¨vw`| Avi
mgvav‡bi c_ wn‡m‡e Ab¨vb¨ c_-c×wZi mv‡_ mvgvwRK myi¶v Kg©m~Px (social protection
programme)-i Dci †Rvi †`qv n‡q‡Q

cwiKíbv `wj‡j ejv n‡q‡Q †h ÔAcv‡ikbvj †j‡fjÕ-G †gŠwjK Kg©KvÐ wn‡m‡e Ggb †KŠkj,
bxwZ I cÖwZôvb M‡o Zzj‡Z n‡e hv 2wU welq Z¡ivwšẐ Ki‡e: (1) A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w× (economic
growth) Ges (2) `vwi`ª n«vm| Ges G ỳÕ‡qi g‡a¨ †ewk †Rvi †`qv n‡q‡Q cÖe„w×i Dci| hyw³
wn‡m‡e D‡jøL Kiv n‡q‡Q †h D”PZi cÖe„w× AR©b ª̀æZZv‡j `vwi`ª n«v‡mi c~e©kZ©| †mBmv‡_ ejv
n‡q‡Q †h Drcv`bkxj Kg©ms¯’vb e„w× †UKmBfv‡e `vwi`ª n«v‡mi cš’v| G‡¶‡Î h_v_©B ejv
n‡q‡Q †h †gvU kªgkw³i 78% AbvbyôvwbK Lv‡Z Kg©iZ, hv‡`i AvbyôvwbK Lv‡Z wb‡Z n‡e|
Avi Gme wbwðZKi‡Y D‡jøL Kiv n‡q‡Q †h wewb‡qvM evov‡Z n‡e: GLbKvi 24.4% (wRwWwc-
i) †_‡K 2015 mvj bvMv` 32.5% (wRwWwc-i) G| wn‡me †`qv n‡q‡Q †h cwiKíbvi cuvP eQ‡i
(2011-2015) me©‡gvU wewb‡qvM Ki‡Z n‡e 13.5 wUªwjqb (13,46,940 †KvwU) UvKv (2011
A_©eQ‡ii ¯’vqx g~j¨gv‡b): hvi g‡a¨ 22.8% miKvix wewb‡qvM Avi ev`evKx 77.2%
†emiKvix; 90.7% Af¨šÍixY Drm Avi ev`evKx 9.3% ˆe‡`wkK Drm (†hLv‡b 0.4 wUªwjqb
UvKv ˆe‡`wkK mivmwi wewb‡qvM)| D‡jøL Kiv n‡q‡Q †h, D”PZi cÖe„w×i Drm n‡e Òd¨v±i
cywÄfebÓ (factor accumulation A_©vr kªg I cyuwR); †Rvi †`qv n‡q‡Q †gvU d¨v±i
Drcv`bkxjZvi (total factor productivity) Dci; ejv n‡q‡Q ewa©Z wewb‡qv‡Mi eo Ask e¨q
n‡e AeKvVv‡gvMZ cÖwZeÜKZv `~i Ki‡Z (cÖavbZ we`ÿ r, R¡vjvwb, †hvMv‡hvM) Ges gvbe Dbœqb
mswkøó A_©vq‡b|

cwiKíbv `wj‡j ¸iæ‡Z¡i mv‡_ D‡jøL Kiv n‡q‡Q †h, A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w× `vwi ª̀ n«vm K‡i‡Q Z‡e
Avq ˆelg¨ evwo‡q‡Q| GLb Avq-eÈbRwbZ ‰elg¨ Lv`¨-cwi‡fvMRwbZ ‰el‡g¨i †P‡q †ekx;
Avq-‰el‡g¨i wMwb mnM 2000 mv‡j wQj 0.451 Avi Zv 2005-G `vuwo‡q‡Q 0.467-G| ejv
n‡q‡Q cwiKíbvaxb mgqKv‡j G ˆelg¨ n«vm n‡e Ab¨Zg eo P¨v‡jÄ| Z‡e Avgvi Rvbv g‡Z
Avi ˆelg¨ wbiƒc‡Yi Gme wn‡m‡e Kv‡jvUvKv A_ev AcÖ̀ wk©Z Avq Abgkf©y³ bq; Avi
†mBmv‡_ Avq-‰elg¨ wn‡m‡ei msL¨vZvwZ¡K wfwË wb‡q Avgvi h‡_ó m‡›`n Av‡Q| 

cwiKíbv `wjj ej‡Q †h ˆelg¨ (inequality) m„wó nq †fŠZ m¤ú` (physical asset) I gvbe
cyuwRi (human capital) Amg eÈ‡bi Kvi‡Y|  ˆelg¨ G `yÕ‡qi mgvnvi| ejv n‡q‡Q †h `wi`ª
gvby‡li hv AcÖZzj A_ev LyeB Kg Av‡Q Zv nj f~wg, cyuwR, †µwWU, `¶Zv (A_©vr factor
endowment)| bvix‡`i †¶‡Î Av‡Q mvgvwRK cÖwZeÜKZv| Gme ‘factor endowment’-G
`wi`ª gvby‡li AwfMg¨Zvi (access) mxgve×Zv GK ai‡Yi duv` m„wó K‡i‡Q, hv bv fv½‡j
`vwi`ª Kg‡e bv| G‡¶‡Î ejv n‡q‡Q †h `vwi ª̀ n«vm Ki‡Z n‡j †m‡Pi cvwb, mvi, we ỳ̈ r, MÖvgxY
iv¯Ív Ges cÖvwZôvwbK A_©vq‡b `wi`ª gvby‡li AwfMg¨Zv evov‡Z n‡e| Z‡e mgvavb wn‡m‡e K…wl-
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f~wg-Rjv ms¯‹v‡ii cÖm½ DÌvcbB Kiv nqwb| hw`I f~wgnxb `wi ª̀ K…lK‡K Lvm Rwg †`qv, Avi
`wi`ª grm¨Rxex‡K Lvm Rjv †`qvmn f~wg ms¯‹v‡ii ¯úó cÖwZkÖæwZ wQ‡jv 2008-Gi wbe©vPbx
Bk‡Znv‡i| mgvavb †KŠkj wn‡m‡e ejv n‡q‡Q †h miKvwi †gŠj †mevLvZmg~‡n `wi`ª gvby‡li
AwfMg¨Zv evov‡Z n‡e; †mev mieivn Kg©c×wZ n‡Z n‡e ¯^”Q Ges Revew`wnZvg~jK; Gm‡e
`wi`ª gvby‡li AskMÖnY evov‡Z n‡e| Gi ciciB ejv n‡q‡Q †h GZwKQzi c‡iI ev` co‡Z
cv‡ib A‡b‡KB †hgb ¶ỳ ª RvwZ †Mvwô, Ae‡nwjZ Ges mvgvwRKfv‡e wew”Qbœ-ewnt ’̄ gvbyl,
cÖwZeÜx, cÖexY, wkï, bvix BZ¨vw`| Avi ev`-cov Gme gvby‡li †¶‡Î †Rvi †`qv n‡q‡Q
mvgvwRK myi¶v (wbivcËv) Kg©m~Px (social protection programme) †Rvi`vi Ki‡Y| bvixi
Rb¨ †cÖmwµckb n‡jv bvix‡K Av_©-mvgvwRK Rxe‡b GKxf~ZKiY Ges ivRbxwZ-A_©bxwZmn
mgv‡Ri me©̄ Í‡i bvix‡`i Rb¨ mgmy‡hvM wbwðZ Kiv| Rjevqy cwieZ©b welqwU‡K G‡b ejv
n‡q‡Q FYvZ¥K AwfNvZ †ewk co‡e `wi`ª gvbyl Ges bvix-wkïi Dci| 

`vwi`ª-‰elg¨ n«v‡mi j‡¶¨ MÖvgvÂ‡j ¶z̀ ª D‡`¨v³v m„wói Dci †Rvi w`‡q ejv n‡q‡Q Gi d‡j
MÖvgxY A_©bxwZ‡Z gvby‡li Avq I Kg©ms¯’vb evo‡e| ejv n‡”Q K…wl‡Z f~wgi Drcv`bkxjZv
evov‡Z n‡e; K…wl eûgyLxKiY Ki‡Z n‡e; Ges kw³kvjx K…wl n‡e `vwi`ª n«vm I Lv`¨ wbivcËv
wbwðZKi‡Yi cÖavb gva¨g| ejv n‡q‡Q f~wgnxb K…lK me‡P †ewk `wi ª̀; Avi mgm¨v mgvav‡b
ejv n‡q‡Q †h f~wg cÖkvmb I f~wg e¨e¯’vcbv wVK-VvK Ki‡j MÖvgvÂ‡j Rb-mg„w× evo‡e Ges
`vwi`ª n«vm n‡eÑ ejv nqwb K…wl-f~wg-Rjv ms¯‹v‡ii K_v| 

MÖv‡g f~wgnxbZvi mv‡_ mv‡_ kn‡i ew¯Íevmxi msL¨v evo‡Q Ges †mB mv‡_ Avevmb mgm¨v
cÖKUZi n‡”QÑ G K_v cwiKíbv `wj‡j ejv n‡q‡Q| wKš‘ MÖv‡g f~wgnxbZvi cÖwµqv †iv‡ai c_-
c×wZ ejv nqwb; †mB mv‡_ bMi-`wi`ª‡`i Avevmb mgm¨vi cÖK…Z mgvavb wb‡q †Zgb K_v
†bB| 

A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w× I `vwi`ª n«v‡mi AÂjMZ-†fŠ‡MvwjK w`K m¤ú‡K© hv ejv n‡q‡Q, Zv n‡jv
cÖ_gZ: bMivqb GK-kni †Kw› ª̀K (XvKv); Avi AvÂwjK ˆelg¨ n«v‡m fvj K‡i‡Q XvKv, PÆMÖvg
I wm‡jUÑ Lvivc K‡i‡Q iscyi, ewikvj, Lyjbv, ivRkvnx| wcwQ‡q cov AÂj wb‡q fve‡Z n‡eÑ
ejv n‡q‡Q| 

cÖe„w×‡Z f~wgKv iv‡L ˆZwi †cvkvK wkí Ges cÖev‡m Kg©iZ kªgkw³| ejv n‡q‡Q ˆZwi †cvkvK
wk‡íi Kg©x‡`i `¶Zv e„w× Ki‡Z n‡e; A`¶ †_‡K cÖwk¶YcÖvß (`¶) kªgkw³ ißvbx‡Z †Rvi
w`‡Z n‡e| †mB mv‡_ Z_¨-cÖhyw³i weKvk I G‡¶‡Î gvby‡li AwfMg¨Zv evov‡Z n‡eÑ `wj‡j
ejv n‡q‡Q| 

`vwi`ª I ˆelg¨ n«v‡mi †KŠkj: cwiKíbv `wjj hv ej‡Q 

lô cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv `wj‡ji cÖ_g L‡Ði lô Aa¨v‡q `vwi`ª n«vm †KŠkj mswkøó bxwZ I
Kg©m~Pxmg~n wee„Z n‡q‡Q (c„: 146-148)| AZx‡Zi bxwZ-‡KŠkj we‡kølY K‡i 4wU cÖwYavb‡hvM¨
e³e¨ Zz‡j aiv n‡q‡Q: 

1. `vwi`ª gvÎv GLbI AZz̈ ”P Ges `vwi`ª mxgvi bx‡P emevmKvix gvby‡li †gvU msL¨v
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K‡gwb, 1991-92 mv‡ji  g‡ZvB Av‡Q (cÖvq 5 †KvwU 60 jvL)| †`‡ki GK-PZz_©vsk
gvbyl (3 †KvwU 60 jvL) Lv`¨-`vwi‡`ªi cwigv‡c Pig `wi`ª| Gme gvbyl A×©fy³ Ges
Pigfv‡e f½yi; G‡`i Ggb †Kv‡bv m¤ú` †bB (wb‡Ri kªgkw³ Qvov) †h Zviv ¶zav
cÖwZ‡iva Ki‡e A_ev Amȳ ’Zv, eb¨vmn Ab¨vb¨ ỳ‡h©vM †gvKv‡ejv Ki‡e| 

2. 1990-Gi `k‡K `ªæZZv‡j `vwi`ª n«v‡mi mv‡_ mv‡_ †e‡o‡Q Avq I e¨q eÈbRwbZ
ˆelg¨Ñ hv bxwZ-wba©vi‡Ki Rb¨ wPšÍvi (`ywðšÍvi) welq| †h‡nZz µgea©gvb ‰elg¨
A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w× I `vwi`ª n«v‡mi MwZ n«vm K‡i Ges mvgvwRK Aw¯’iZvi KviY n‡q
`vuovq †m‡nZz welqwU Mfxi g‡bv‡hv‡Mi `vwe iv‡L|  

3. `vwi‡`ªi AvÂwjK (regional) †f` Av‡Q| `vwi`ª †mme GjvKvq †ewk †hme AÂj
eb¨vcÖeY, b`x fv½bcÖeY, GK dmjx BZ¨vw`| †`‡ki cwðgvÂ‡j (ivRkvnx wefvM,
Zvic‡i Lyjbv I PÆMÖvg) `vwi`ª me‡PÕ †ewk| wcwQ‡q cov AÂj welqwU ¸iæZi
mvgvwRK P¨v‡jÄ| 

4. mg‡qi wbwi‡L `vwi`ª cwigv‡ci Gme w¯’i (static point-in-time) cwigvc c×wZ
e¨envi K‡i LvbvwfwËK `vwi‡`ªi IVv-bvgv (Ô`wi`ª cvB‡cÕ XyKv-‡eiæ‡bv) †evSv m¤¢e
bq| M‡elYvq cÖgvwYZ (empirical evidence) †h w¯’i (static) cwigvc‡b `vwi‡`ªi
Zzjbvq MwZkxj (dynamic) cwigvcb c×wZ‡Z `vwi ª̀ †ewk|    

A_©vr msKxY© cwigvcb c×wZ e¨envi K‡iB cwiKíbv `wjj ¯úó ej‡Q †h †`‡k `wi`ª gvby‡li
†gvU msL¨v K‡gwb; `vwi`ª Kgvi mv‡_ mv‡_ Avq I e¨q eÈbRwbZ AmgZv-‰elg¨ †e‡o‡Q;
`vwi‡`ªi †fŠ‡MvwjK †f` Av‡Q; `vwi ª̀-‰elg¨ mvgvwRK Aw¯’iZvi KviY n‡Z cv‡i; Ges me‡k‡l
¯x̂Kvi Ki‡Q †h `vwi`ª cwigv‡ci w¯’i c×wZ †`‡k `vwi‡ ª̀i cÖK…Z mZ¨ wPwÎZ K‡i bv| 

Gme K_v e‡jB lô cÂevwl©Kxi cwiKíbv `wj‡j `vwi`ª n«vm †KŠk‡ji AvIZvq mswkøó bxwZ
(policies) I Kg©m~Pxi (programmes) GKwU ZvwjKv mwbœ‡ewkZ n‡q‡Q (cÖ_g L‡Ði lô
Aa¨v‡q)| †hLv‡b `vwi`ª nªv‡mi j‡¶¨ KiYxq wn‡m‡e ejv n‡”Q wbgœiƒc (c„: 147-148):

1. cÖwµqvRvZKiY wkí LvZ I †mev Lv‡Z D”PZi kªg-Drcv`bkxjZv I Kg©ms¯’vb
m„wómn D”PZi cÖe„w× wbwðZ Kiv; 

2. D”PZi Drcv`bkxjZvmn dvg©-Gi Avq e„w×; 

3. Drcv`bx DcKiY (mvi, exR, †mP, we`ÿ r, MÖvgxY iv¯Ív) mg~n Ges cÖvwZôvwbK
A_©vq‡b `wi`ª gvby‡li AwfMg¨Zv e„w×; 

4. DbœZ AeKvVv‡gv I gvbe cyuwR‡Z wewb‡qv‡Mi gva¨‡g cðvrc` AÂ‡ji mv‡_ cÖe„w×
†K›`ªmg~‡ni †hvMv‡hvM m¤úK© Dbœq‡bi gva¨‡g Kg©ms¯’v‡bi my‡hvM e„w×;

5. `wi`ª AÂj †_‡K Awfevmb evov‡bv (†h‡nZz cÖev‡m Kg©iZ‡`i A‡_©i mv‡_ `vwi`ª
n«v‡mi m¤úK© Av‡Q);

6. cÖevm †_‡K †diZ Avmv Awfevmx‡`i Rb¨ D‡`¨v³v Dbœqb Kg©m~Px MÖnY; 
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7. kªgkw³‡Z bvix‡`i AskMÖnY mwµqZi Kiv;

8. bZzb bZzb †`‡k kªgkw³ ißvbx DrmvwnZ Kiv Ges eZ©gvb cÖevmx kªgevRvi
m¤cÖmvwiZ Kiv; 

9. cÖRbb nvi RbDe©iZv (fertility) n«v‡mi AZxZ mvdj¨ a‡i ivLv; 

10. gvbm¤§Z wk¶v, ¯v̂¯’¨ I cywó †mevq `wi`ª Lvbvi AwfMg¨Zv e„w× Kiv; 

11. mvgvwRK myi¶v (wbivcËv) Kg©m~Pxmg~‡ni mgšq̂ kw³kvjx Kiv Ges Uv‡M©wUs I
AvIZv e„w× Kiv;  

12. ¶z̀ ª F‡Yi cÖwZ AwfMg¨Zv e„w× Kiv; 

13. Lv`¨ c‡Y¨i g~j¨ w¯’wZkxj ivLv; Ges 

14. Rjevqy cwieZ©‡bi FYvZ¥K AwfNvZ †gvKv‡ejvq gvby‡li m¶gZv e„w× Kiv| 

†mBmv‡_ `vwi`ª n«vm †KŠkj wb‡q cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv `wj‡ji wØZxq L‡Ði beg Aa¨v‡q ¯úó
ejv n‡q‡Q †h `vwi`ª n«v‡mi me‡P Kvh©Ki cš’v n‡jv Drcv`bx-Kg©ms¯’vb m„wó Kiv, hv mn‡R
AR©b †hvM¨ bq (c„: 384)| G‡¶‡Î kªgevRv‡ii Pvwn`vi w`K (hv gyjZ: A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w×
PvwjZ) Ges mieiv‡ni w`K (A_©vr kªg Pvwn`vi cÖe„w× Ges ¸YMZ gvb) mswkøó †KŠkj I Kg©KvÐ
hyZmB Kiv Riæwi| G j‡¶¨ cwiKíbv `wj‡j wKQz †KŠkjMZ mycvwik Kiv n‡q‡Q, hv wbgœiƒc
(c„: 384-388): 

1. A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w× I Kg©ms¯’vb m„wói cÖwµqv Z¡ivwšẐ Kiv| 

2. kªgkw³ e„w×i mydj Kv‡R jvMv‡bv (demographic dividend) Ges kªgkw³i ¸YMZ gvb
e„w× Kiv|  

3. Lv`¨ wbivcËv wbwðZ Kiv| 

4. cÖe„w×i AvÂwjK-‡fŠ‡MvwjK w`Kmg~‡ni fvimvg¨Zv wbwðZ Kiv| 

5. Avq ˆelg¨ n«vm Kiv| 

6. AbMÖmi-wcwQ‡q cov Rb‡Mvwôi mvgvwRK myi¶v (wbivcËv) wbwðZ Kiv| 

7. ‡RÛvi mgZv wbwðZ Kiv| 

8. cÖvK…wZK `y‡hv©M I Rjevqyi cwieZ©bRwbZ FYvZ¥K cÖfve †_‡K `wi`ª gvbyl‡K i¶v Kiv
Ges †UKmB cÖe„w× wbwðZ Kiv| 

`vwi`ª -ˆelg¨ wb‡q cwiKíbv `wjj I Òfvebvi `vwi`ªÓ

Avgvi g‡b nq lô cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv `wj‡ji cÖ‡YZviv `vwi‡`ªi msÁvq‡b e¨_© n‡q‡Qb| Zviv
`wi`ª gvby‡li `„wó‡Z `vwi ª̀ †`‡Lbwb| G cÖqvmI †bbwb; mh‡Zœ Gwo‡q wM‡q‡Qb| wPivPwiZ
MZvbyMwZKZvi E‡aŸ© DV‡Z cv‡ibwb| `vwi`ª cwigv‡ci cÖqvmI `wi`ª gvby‡li `„wó‡Z e¨_© n‡q‡Q
e‡j g‡b nq| KviY, gv_vwcQy wbw ©̀ó cwigv‡Yi Avq, gv_vwcQy 2,122 wK‡jvK¨vjwii bx‡P Lv`¨
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†fvM, mv¶iZv e„w×i m‡½ cÖK…Z wbi¶iZv n«vm bv cvIqv, cÖv_wgK ¯v̂¯’¨ †mevi my‡hvM m„wó Kiv
(`wi`ªiv †m my‡hvM MÖnY KiæK ev bv KiæK) – `vwi`ª msÁvqb I cwigvc‡Y Gme ¯’~jZv AwZµg
Kiv hvqwb| 

Ò`vwi`ªÓ Avgvi g‡Z †bnv‡qZ GK A_©‰bwZK cÖcÂ bq hv ÔAvqÕ Ges/A_ev ÔLv`¨ cwi‡fvMÕ
w`‡q gvcv nq| †hgb ejv nq Ñ hw` †KD ˆ`wbK 67 UvKvi Kg Avq A_ev 2,122 wK‡jv
K¨vjwii Kg Lv`¨ †fvM K‡ib wZwbB `wi`ª, Avi Zvi Ae¯’vUv Ò`vwi ª̀Ó| `vwi`ª cwigv‡ci G
¯’~jZvi wecix‡Z Avwg g‡b Kwi hv wKQy gvby‡li cwic~Y© Rxeb cÖvwß‡Z evav m„wó K‡i †m meB
`vwi‡`ªi gvb`Ð| `vwi`ª n‡jv my‡hv‡Mi Afve ev mgmy‡hv‡Mi Afve| Avi ˆelg¨-eÂbv †_‡KB
Gi DrcwË| G ˆelg¨-eÂbv cÖavbZt A_©‰bwZK n‡jI ïaygvÎ A_©‰bwZK bq|

`vwi`ª eûgyLx| `vwi`ª n‡Z cv‡i Av‡qi `vwi ª̀, Kg©nxbZvi `vwi`ª, ¯í̂-gRyixi `vwi`ª, ¶zavi
`vwi`ª, Avevm‡bi `vwi`ª, wk¶vi `vwi`ª, ¯v̂‡¯’¨i `vwi`ª, A¯^”QZv-D™¢~Z `vwi`ª, wkï `vwi`ª, cÖexY
gvby‡li `vwi`ª, bvix-cÖavb Lvbvi `vwi`ª, f~wgnxb I cÖvwšÍK K…l‡Ki `vwi`ª, fvmgvb gvby‡li
`vwi`ª,  cÖwZeÜx gvby‡li `vwi`ª, Ôg½vÕ GjvKvi gvby‡li `vwi ª̀, ewnt¯’ Rb‡Mvwôi `vwi`ª, ew¯Íevmx
I ¯í̂-Avwq gvby‡li `vwi`ª, cwi‡ek-cÖwZ‡ek wech©‡qi `vwi ª̀, wbivcËvnxbZv-D™¢~Z `vwi`ª,
cÖvwšÍKZv D™¢~Z `vwi`ª (AbvbyôvwbK †m±i, agx©q I RvwZMZ msL¨vjNy, wbgœeY©-`wjZ, cðvrc`-
‡ckv, Pi-nvIi-evIi-Gi gvbyl), ivR‰bwZK `vwi ª̀ (ivwóªq bxwZ-wb×©viY cÖwµqvq mwµq
AskMÖnY bv Ki‡Z cvivi Kvi‡Y `vwi`ª), ivóª-miKvi cwiPvjbvKvix‡`i cÖwZ Av¯’vnxbZv-D™¢~Z
`vwi`ª, gvbm-KvVv‡gvi (mind set) `vwi`ª BZ¨vw`| Avwg g‡b Kwi `vwi`ª‡K †`L‡Z n‡e me
ai‡bi `vwi‡`ªi ci¯úi m¤úwK©Z †hŠ_ iƒc wn‡m‡e †hLv‡b cÖwZwU iƒc wfbœ wfbœfv‡e `vwi‡`ªi
wbw`©ó Ask‡K cÖwZdwjZ K‡i gvÎ| Z‡e GgbI nIqv A¯v̂fvweK bq †h mywbw`©ó HwZnvwmK
gyn~‡Z© `vwi‡`ªi †Kv‡bv GK ev GKvwaK iƒc Ab¨me iƒ‡ci Zzjbvq AwaK ¸iæZ¡ enb K‡i| †mB
mv‡_ G K_vwU ¯úó n‡Z n‡e †h `vwi ª̀ nÕ‡Z cv‡i Zzjbvg~jK A_ev wbi¼zk| myZivs Avgvi
wek¦vm Ô`vwi`ª we‡gvPbÕ ej‡j Avgiv eyS‡ev `vwi‡`ªi †Kv‡bv †Kv‡bv iƒ‡ci Zzjbvg~jK n«vm  Avevi
†Kvb †KvbwUi wbg~©j ev D‡”Q`| 

Avgvi mvi e³e¨ GK ev‡K¨I †kl Kiv †h‡Z cv‡i| Avi Zv n‡jv: †h‡nZz `vwi`ª welqwU †kl
ch©šÍ †kvlY m„wóKvix KvVv‡gv D™¢~Z (structural) †m‡nZz ¯’vqxfv‡e `vwi`ª we‡gvPb Ki‡Z n‡j
eZ©gvb KvVv‡gvwU †f‡½ Zvi RvqMvq b~Zb KvVv‡gv emv‡Z n‡e; Avi hyyw³MZfv‡eB G KvRwU
cv‡i `wi ª̀ †kvwlZ gvby‡li ¯v̂_©i¶vKvix ivR‰bwZK Kg©hÁ| G e³‡e¨ mvg¨ev`x gZv`‡k©i MÜ
Av‡Q weavq A‡b‡KB evwZj‡hvM¨ we‡ePbv Ki‡jI hy&w³ wn‡m‡e e³‡e¨ fyj †bB| fyj-åvwšÍ
_vK‡j Zv Av‡Q mg‡qi wbwi‡L m¤¢ve¨Zv wePv‡i| †m Kvi‡YB e³e¨ GK K_vq †kl Kiv hv‡”Q
bv| e³e¨ GK K_vq †kl Kiv hv‡e bv G R‡b¨I †h Avgiv mevB wg‡j AvcvZZ a‡iB wb‡qwQ
†h m¤¢eZ: Ògy³ evRviÓ cyuwRev`x KvVv‡gv‡ZB Avgv‡`i Pj‡Z n‡e; a‡iB wb‡qwQ †h gvÎv hvB
†nvK bv †Kb evRvi A_©bxwZi Avei‡Yi g‡a¨B `vwi`ª n«vm/D‡”Q`(?)/we‡gvPb n‡Z cv‡i; a‡iB
wb‡qwQ †h Avgv‡`i †`‡k evwYR¨cyuwR I e¨vcK-we¯Í…Z (weKvkgvb) Kv‡jv UvKvi cyuwR‡K (hv
wbK…ó cyuwR; MZ 35 eQ‡i hvi cyÄxf~Z cwigvY n‡e AvbygvwbK 7 jvL †KvwU UvKv) †h ‡Kvb fv‡e
wkí cyuwR‡Z iƒcvšÍi Ki‡jB `vwi ª̀ ~̀ixf~Z n‡e; a‡iB wb‡qwQ †h Ávb-eyw× w`‡q wek¦vqb-Gi
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my‡hvM(!) MÖnY Ki‡Z cvi‡jI `vwi`ªve¯’v h‡_ó Dckg n‡e BZ¨vw`| Gme a‡i †bqvi wcQ‡bi
hyw³ KZUv hyw³wm× I ev¯Íem¤§Z G wePv‡i bv †h‡q Ôa‡i †bqvÕ Abywm×všÍ †g‡bB AvR‡Ki
Av‡jvPbv| 

lô cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv I `vZv‡Mvwôi `vwi`ª msµvšÍ `wjjcÎ cÖvqB mijxK…Z `vwi‡`ªi
AvcvZb (incidence of poverty)-‡K me‡PÕ †ewk ¸iæZ¡ †`q| GB wfwË‡ZB ejv n‡”Q,
evsjv‡`‡k `vwi ª̀ n«vm †c‡q‡Q 1985/86 mv‡ji  55.7  kZvsk †_‡K 2004 mv‡j 40.4
kZvs‡k Avi GLb 2010 mv‡j 31.5 kZvsk [head count ratio based on DCI method
A_©vr Lv`¨ †fvM (cÖZ¨¶ K¨vjwi MÖnY) Gi wn‡m‡e gv_v-MYbv c×wZ‡Z]| A_©vr miKvix wn‡m‡e
MZ 25 eQ‡i `vwi`ª n«vm †c‡q‡Q cÖvq 45 kZvsk| A_P GKB miKvix `wjj ej‡Q `wi`ª
gvby‡li wbisKzk msL¨v †e‡o‡Q| A_©vr GgbwK miKvix ¯’~j wn‡me‡K Avg‡j wb‡qI ¯úó ejv
hvq †h, Zzjbvg~jK `vwi`ª (kZvsk wn‡m‡e) n«vm †c‡jI †gvU `wi`ª gvby‡li msL¨v e„w× cv‡”Q
Ges †c‡Z _vK‡e| wZwik eQi Av‡M 70 fvM gvbyl `vwi`ªmxgvi bx‡P evm Ki‡Zv| ZLb †gvU
`wi‡`ªi msL¨v wQj 3 †KvwU| GLb miKvix wn‡m‡e cÖvq 32 fvM gvbyl `vwi ª̀mxgvi wb‡P evm
Ki‡jI `wi`ª gvby‡li msL¨v cÖvq 5 †KvwU| G †`‡k `wi`ª gvby‡li msL¨v e„w×i nvi RbmsL¨v
e„w×i nv‡ii Zzjbvq †ekx| myZivs `vwi‡`ªi AvcZb-wfwËK ¯’~j wn‡mecËiI wb‡`©k K‡i †h,
†`‡k `vwi`ª  n«vm cvq wb| 

Avm‡j Ô`wi`ªÕ †K? cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv `wj‡j Ô`wi`ªÕ gvby‡li GK ai‡Yi wPÎ Av‡Q; Av‡Q
msweavbmn ÔiƒcKí 2021Õ Gi K_v| wKš‘, †bB `wi`ª gvby‡li mv‡_ mvsweavwbK weav‡bi
m¤ú‡K©i K_v| Avgvi aviYv, MYcªRvZš¿x evsjv‡`‡ki m‡e©v”P AvBb msweav‡bi Òivóª cwiPvjbvi
g~jbxwZÓ I Ò†gŠwjK AwaKviÓ msµvšÍ  8 †_‡K 43 ch©šÍ Aby‡”Q‡` ewY©Z RbM‡Yi †gŠwjK
Pvwn`v †_‡K ewÂZivB `wi`ª| G wn‡m‡e evsjv‡`‡ki kZKiv 83 fvM gvbylB `wi`ª|
mvsweavwbK AwaKvi (1972) †_‡K ewÂZivB `wi`ª| eûgvwÎK gvbe eÂbv `~ixKi‡Y Avgv‡`i

msweavb A‡bK¸wj AwaKvi wbwðZ Kivi cÖwZkÖæwZ †`q|1

Avwg g‡b Kwi `wi ª̀ gvby‡liv ewÂZ A_ev ewÂZivB `wi`ª Ñ G eÂbv n‡Z cv‡i mvsweavwbK
Ges b¨vq-AwaKvi †Kw› ª̀K| Av‡MB e‡jwQ Lv`¨-cwi‡fvM †Kw› ª̀K `vwi`ª cwigvc LyeB ¯’yj|
wecix‡Z Avwg g‡b Kwi `wi`ª gvbyl ewÂZ; e¯‘MZÑ AvwZ¥KÑ Av‡eMx m¤ú` †_‡K ewÂZ; †h
eÂbv Zv‡`i †eu‡P _vKvÑweKvk-mg„w× evavMȪ Í K‡i; †h eÂbv Zv‡`i‡K K‡i AwaKvinxb; hv
Zv‡`i AšÍwb©wnZ kw³/¶gZv‡K weKwkZ n‡Z †`q bvÑ d‡j Zviv mgv‡Ri Òmg-m`m¨Ó n‡Z
cv‡ib bv Ges Zviv cwic~Y© gvbyl wn‡m‡e Dbœqb cÖwµqvq AskMÖnY Ki‡Z m¶g nb bv| Avi
e¯‘MZ, AvwZ¥K I Av‡eMx  m¤ú` ej‡Z Avwg hv eywS Zvi wb‡`©kKmg~n n‡jv wbgœiƒc (G m‡ei
cwigvc hZB RwUj A_ev `yiæn †nvK bv †K‡bv):  e¯‘MZ m¤ú` = Avq, Lv`¨, wk¶v I ¯v̂¯’¨
†mevq AwfMg¨Zv, Lvm Rwg-Rjv-ebf~wg‡Z AwaKvi; AvwZ¥K m¤ú`= D‡`¨vM, Rxeb‡ev‡ai
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cwic~Y©Zv, AvKv•Lv, cvi¯úwiK m¤úK©, Av`k© gvby‡li g‡Wj; Ges Av‡eMx m¤ú`= fv‡jvevmv-
mngwg©Zv, Av¯’v-wek¦vm, gh©v`v, MÖnY‡hvM¨Zv‡eva, AšÍfy©w³, wQU‡K bv covi †eva|  

D‡jøL Kiv Riæwi †h evsjv‡`‡ki gvby‡li Av_©-mvgvwRK †kªYx web¨vm msµvšÍ msL¨vZvwË¡K †Zgb
†Kv‡bv M‡elYv †bB| G we‡ePbv †_‡K gvby‡li cÖK…Z Avq, f~wg gvwjKvbv Ges Kv‡jv-UvKvi
gvwjKvbv GKxf~Z K‡i RbmsL¨vi †kªYx wefvR‡bi †Póv K‡iwQ (†`Lyb, eviKvZ 2011)| Avgvi
wn‡m‡e 15 †KvwU gvby‡li G †`‡k 9 †KvwU 89 jvL gvbylB (A_©vr †gvU RbmsL¨vi 66 kZvsk)
`wi`ª gvbyl (QK 1)| cÖK…Z A‡_© `wi`ª gvby‡li msL¨v n‡e Av‡iv †ekx| KviY evRvi A_©bxwZ‡Z
hLb `ªe¨g~j¨ e„w× cvq Ges †mB mv‡_ Kg©ms¯’vb e„w× cvq bv Ges cÖK…Z Avq n«vm cvq ZLb
wbgœ-ga¨weËivI Avm‡j `wi`ª †kªYxfy³ wn‡m‡e MY¨ nIqv DwPZ| G we‡ePbvq Avgvi wn‡m‡e
evsjv‡`‡ki 15 †KvwU gvby‡li g‡a¨ 12 †KvwU 43 jvL gvbyl (A_©vr †gvU RbmsL¨vi 83
kZvsk)-B `wi`ª| A_©vr `wi ª̀ gvby‡li cÖK…Z msL¨vwU miKvix wn‡m‡ei †gvU RbmsL¨vi kZKiv
32 kZvsk bqÑ n‡e 83 kZvsk| GB 83 kZvsk gvbylB wbišÍi ewÂZ| eÂbv wn‡m‡e `vwi`ª
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41 jvL= abx 
70 jvL = D”P ga¨weË 

1 ‡KvwU 46 jvL =  ga¨ ga¨weË 
4 ‡KvwU 70 jvL = ga¨weË
2 ‡KvwU  54 jvL= wbgœ  ga¨weË 

9 ‡KvwU  89 jvL = wbi¼zk ̀ wi`ª 
(cÖwZw`b gv_vwcQz 2122 wK‡jv K¨v‡jvixi bx‡P 
Lv̀ ¨ MÖnY)

5 ‡KvwU 75 jvL = Pig ̀ wi ª̀ 
(cÖwZw`b gv_vwcQz 1805 wK‡jv -
K v̈‡jvixi bx‡P Lv̀ ¨ MÖnY) 

 

QK 1: evsjv‡`‡k Ôabx-`wi`ªÕ †kªYx wcivwgW 
(2010-G †gvU RbmsL¨v = 15 †KvwU) 

GK PµvKv‡i weewZ©Z n‡”QÑ †h Pµ P~Y© Kiv KwVb, †h Pµ KvVv‡gvMZ| Avi †mB mv‡_ mg‡qi
wbwi‡L Avgv‡`i †`‡k `vwi ª̀-eÂbv GK ai‡bi cvBc †h cvB‡c `wi`ª wn‡m‡e XyKevi c_ †ekx
Avi †eiæ‡bvi c_ Kg (†`Lyb, eviKvZ 2011)|

msweavb‡K `wi ª̀ cwigvc‡bi wfwË wn‡m‡e ai‡j Avgv‡`i ÒcÖRvZ‡š¿i mKj ¶gZvi gvwjK †h

Drm: Aveyj eviKvZ (2011), cÖv¸³, c„: 4|



RbMYÓ (Aby‡”Q` 7.1), Zv‡`i 83 fvM `wi ª̀| KviY 15 †KvwU gvby‡li G †`‡k: 

 Av‡qi A_ev Lv`¨ MÖn‡Yi wbwi‡L `wi ª̀ gvby‡li msL¨v 10 †KvwU (hv msweav‡bi 14 I
15 Aby‡”Q‡`i cwicš’x)|

 cÖvq 9 †KvwU gvbyl GLbI Kvh©Z wbi¶i Ges cÖK…Z wk¶v-my‡hvM ewÂZ (hv msweav‡bi
17 Aby‡”Q`, we‡klZ 17M Aby‡”Q‡`i m¤ú~Y© cwicš’x )|  

 cÖvq 10 †KvwU gvbyl cÖv_wgK ¯v̂¯’¨-‡mevi my‡hvM ewÂZ| Avi 7.5 †KvwU gvbyl my‡cq
cvwbi Afv‡e giYe¨vwa Av‡m©wbK †iv‡M AvµvšÍ-SzuwKi g‡a¨ Av‡Qb (hv msweav‡bi 18
Aby‡”Q‡`i cwicš’x)|

 cÖwZeQi †h 6 jvL gvbyl G‡`‡k g„Zz̈ eiY K‡ib Zvi A‡a©KB cvuP ev AviI Kg eq‡mi
wkï| AviI j¾vRbK K_v, 50 kZvsk †¶‡Î g„Zz̈ i KviY `vwi`ª-D™¢~Z| wbD‡gvwbqvi
wPwKrmvq gv_vwcQy e¨q gvÎ 13 UvKv, Wvqvwiqvi 17 UvKv, nv‡gi 12 UvKv Ges h²vi
900 UvKv| D‡jøL¨, h²v †ivMxi msL¨vi w`K †_‡K c„w_ex‡Z Avgv‡`i Ae¯’vb PZy_©
kx‡l© (msweav‡bi 15 I 18.1  Aby‡”Q` Abyhvqx Ae¯’v Ggb nŸvi K_v bq)| 

 mv¶i-wbi¶i wg‡j cªvq 3 †KvwU gvbyl (hv‡`i AwaKvskB hyeK) GLbI †eKvi
(msweav‡bi 15L I 20  Aby‡”Q` K‡g©i AwaKvi wbwðZ K‡i)|

 cªvq 10 †KvwU gvbyl GLbI we`ÿ r myweav ewÂZ (A_P msweav‡bi 16 aviv G myweav
wbwðZ K‡i)|

 mxwgZ Av‡qi e¨vcK msL¨K gvbyl cÖK…Z A‡_©B `ỳ ©kvMÖ¯Í Ges `ỳ ©kv µge×©gvb| Gi
Ab¨Zg KviY `ªe¨g~‡j¨i (Lv`¨ I Lv`¨ ewnf©yZ) D×©MwZi m‡½ m‡½ RxebhvÎvi e¨q
Ges †eKviZ¡ e„w×| Lv`¨ Drcv`‡b ¯q̂¤¢iZv AwR©Z n‡q‡Q wKš‘ `wi`ª gvby‡li Lv`¨-
cwi‡fvM e„w× cvqwb| Ab¨w`‡K eÈb-AmgZv e„w× †c‡q‡Q (GmeB msweav‡bi 13, 15
I 19 Aby‡”Q`-Gi m‡½ mvhyR¨nxb)|

 †`‡ki AwaKvsk bvix, wkï I cÖexY  wbwðZfv‡eB ewÂZ (hv msweav‡bi 10, 11, 15,
17, 18 I 28 Aby‡”Q‡`i cwicš’x )|

 weivU GK Rb‡Mvwô wbwðZfv‡eB DË‡ivËi AwaK nv‡i wbivcËvnxb n‡q co‡Qb|
(GmeB msweav‡bi ivóª cwiPvjbvi g~jbxwZ I †gŠwjK AwaKvi msµvšÍ mKj avivi
cwicš’x)|

 agx©q msL¨vjNy, ¶z ª̀ RvwZmËv I Avw`evmx gvby‡li eÂbv wPi¯’vqx iƒc aviY K‡i‡Q|
kÎæ/Awc©Z m¤úwË  AvB‡bi gvic¨v‡P B‡Zvg‡a¨ wn›`y m¤cÖ̀ v‡qi 50 jvL gvby‡li 20
jvL GKi f~-m¤úwË Rei`Lj Kiv n‡q‡Q| GB Rei`LjKvixiv Avgv‡`i RbmsL¨vi
gvÎ 0.4 kZvsk (¶gZvevb/¶gZvai †Mvwôfy³)| Avi ¶z̀ ª RvwZmËvi Avw`evmxiv wK
A_©bxwZ, wK wk¶v, wK ¯v̂¯’̈  – me w`K †_‡KB cÖvšÍ̄ ’ (Gme wKQyB msweav‡bi 27,
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28, I 41 Aby‡”Q‡`i m¤ú~Y© cwicš’x )|

msweavb `vwi`ª̀ ~ixKi‡Y hv wbwðZ Kivi K_v ej‡Q Avi ev Í̄e-cÖeYZv hv †`LwQ, Zv †_‡K
Avgvi wn‡me g‡Z RvZxq †¶‡Î `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ we‡gvP‡b mgq jvM‡e 200-300 eQi| welqwU
wbtm‡›`‡n D‡ØMRbK| `vwi`ª wbimb Kg©Kv‡Ð nq †gŠwjK cwieZ©b bq‡Zv msweav‡bi 8 †_‡K
43 ch©šÍ Aby‡”Q‡`i Avg~j ms‡kvab Riæix (†m †¶‡Î msweav‡bi Ab¨vb¨ 106-wU Aby‡”Q‡`I
wewfbœ gvÎvq ms‡kvab Ki‡Z n‡e)|  Avgvi g‡Z G‡¶‡Î ga¨c‡_i AeKvk †bB (hw`I Avgiv
A‡b‡KB ga¨c_‡K me©‡kªô e‡j g‡b Kwi)| Zvn‡j `vwi`ª I ˆelg¨ ~̀ixKi‡Y †h Ae¯’vq Avgiv
DcbxZ n‡qwQ, Zv we‡kølY K‡i G K_v ej‡ev wKÕbv †h, G wel‡q msweavb Kvh©Kix bq?

wek¦e¨vs‡Ki cÖv³b cÖavb A_©bxwZwe` W. wb‡Kvjvm ÷vb© evsjv‡`k A_©bxwZ mwgwZi †jvKe³…Zvq
e‡jwQ‡jb, ÒAvgvi †Uwe‡j `vwi`ª D‡”Q` ev we‡gvPb (alleviation A‡_©) wk‡ivbv‡g †KvbI wKQy
G‡j Avwg †mUv waste paper basket -G Qy‡o †d‡j w`BÓ| A_©vr Zvi g‡Z `vwi`ª D‡”Q` m¤¢e
bq| e³e¨wU Avgvi Kv‡Q A_©bxwZwe`‡`i `vwi`ª welqK `k©b-wPšÍviB `vwi ª̀ e‡j g‡b nq|
`vwi`ª D‡”Q` I `vwi`ª n«vm – aviYvMZ w`K †_‡K DfqB mwVK| Avm‡j `vwi‡`ªi gvÎv `y’†Uv –
wbi¼zk `vwi ª̀ (absolute poverty) Avi Av‡cw¶K ev Zzjbvg~jK `vwi`ª (relative poverty)|
Avwg g‡b Kwi, gv_vwcQy 2,122 wK‡jvK¨vjwii bx‡P †fvM hw` wbi¼zk `vwi‡`ªi GKUv gvcKvwV
nq, †m‡¶‡Î G gyn~‡Z©B evsjv‡`k †_‡K wbi¼zk `vwi`ª D‡”Q` (nªvm bq) m¤¢e| KviY Avgiv
GLb †h cwigvY Lv`¨ km¨ (avb, Mg, Wvj, kvK-mewR, djg~j, gvQ-gvsm BZ¨vw`) Drcv`b Kwi
†mUv‡K †gvU wK‡jvK¨vjwi‡Z iƒcvšÍi K‡i †gvU RbmsL¨v w`‡q fvM Ki‡j fvMdj n‡e gv_vwcQy
cÖvq wZb nvRvi wK‡jvK¨vjwi| mnR GB cvwUMwYZ ev¯Í‡e KvR bv Kivi cÖavb KviY nj eÈb-
ˆelg¨| Avi msweav‡bi 13 Aby‡”Q` Abyhvqx G ˆelg¨ iv‡óªi g~jbxwZi cwicš’x| KviY, ejv
n‡”Q ÒeÈb cÖYvjxmg~‡ni gvwjK ev wbqš¿K nB‡eb RbMYÓ| Avm‡j g~jbxwZ kxl©K msweav‡bi
8 Aby‡”Q‡` ewY©Z A_©‰bwZK I mvgvwRK mywePvi cÖwZôv, 19 Aby‡”Q‡` ewY©Z gvby‡l-gvby‡l
mvgvwRK I A_©‰bwZK Amvg¨ we‡jv‡ci gva¨‡g m¤ú‡`i mylg eÈb wbwðZKi‡Yi weavbmn K…wl
ms¯‹vi (agrarian reform) I Ab¨vb¨ RbKj¨vYgyLx Kg©KvÐ (†hgb wk¶v, ¯v̂ ’̄¨, Kg©ms¯’vb,
mvgvwRK wbivcËv BZ¨vw`) Qvov eÈb ˆelg¨ †iv‡ai cÖK…Z †Kv‡bv Dcvq †bB| 

wbi¼zk `vwi‡`ªi wecix‡Z Av‡cw¶K `vwi ª̀ D‡”Q` ev wbg©~j m¤¢e bq,  n«vm m¤¢e| KviY welqwU
Zzjbvg~jK| GK †kªYx‡Z cvViZ `yÕR‡bi cix¶vi dj wfbœ nq wewfbœ Kvi‡Y| Avevi `yÕR‡bi
dj wfbœ n‡Z eva¨Ñ G K_vI AmZ¨ n‡Z cv‡i| `yÕR‡bi cÖ_gRb hw` Rb¥m~‡Î ¯í̂ IR‡bi
(low birth weight) Ges †mB m‡½ `vwi‡`ªi Kvi‡Y AcywóevwnZ nq (ejv nq Rb¥ cÖwµqvi
`yÕeQ‡ii g‡a¨ gw¯Í®‹ †Kv‡li g~j weKvk N‡U _v‡K) Avi wØZxqRb hw` wVK D‡ëv ˆewk‡ó¨i nq,
Zvn‡j `yÕR‡bi cix¶vi dj wfbœ n‡e| Avi `yÕR‡bB Awfbœ ˆewk‡ó¨i evnK n‡j (cÖ_gRb‡K
wØZxqR‡bi ˆewk‡ó¨ iƒcvšÍwiZ Ki‡j) wK Zyjbvg~jK dj wfbœ n‡e? Avgv‡`i `vwi`ª M‡el‡Kiv
Gme wb‡q gv_v Nvgvb e‡j Avgvi Rvbv †bB| Z‡e Avgvi wek¦vm, Ab¨vb¨ Ae¯’v AcwiewZ©Z
_vK‡j cix¶vi dj welqK `vwi`ª n«vm bq, D‡”Q`B m¤¢e| myZivs, mvgvwRK ˆelg¨-A‰el‡g¨i
wePv‡i wbi¼zk `vwi`ª Av‡cw¶K Avi Av‡cw¶K (ev Zzjbvg~jK) `vwi`ª wbi¼zk| wbi¼zk I
Av‡cw¶K `vwi‡ ª̀i gg©v_© Abyave‡b welqwU Avgv‡`i `vwi`ªve¯’v we‡kølY I `vwi ª̀ D‡”Q` (wbg~©j)
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Ges/A_ev `vwi`ª n«v‡mi †¶‡Î we‡ePbv Kiv cÖ‡qvRb| 

`vwi`ª  I gvbe (gvbweK) Dbœqb †h ci¯úi m¤úwK©Z G wel‡qI Avgv‡`i wPšÍv KvVv‡gv‡Z h‡_ó
åvwšÍ Av‡Q e‡j g‡b nq| bqv D`viev`x cwiKíbv cÖ‡YZvmn `vZv‡Mvwô cÖvqkB Avgv‡`i eywS‡q
_v‡Kb †h, Dbœqb n‡j `vwi ª̀ ¯q̂swµqfv‡eB K‡g hv‡e| Avwg g‡b Kwi D‡ëv – `vwi ª̀ D‡”Q`
n‡j Dbœqb n‡e A_ev `vwi ª̀ D‡”Q` †UKmB Dbœq‡bi cÖavb c~e© kZ©| Avm‡j Dbœqb ej‡Z Zviv
hv eywS‡q _v‡Kb †m A‡_© Zv n‡e bv| Zviv Dbœqb ej‡Z †gvU Drcv`‡bi e„w× Ges e„w×i nvi
A_ev gv_vwcQy RvZxq Av‡qi e„w× eywS‡q _v‡Kb| Avwg A‡bK †`‡ki bvg D‡jøL Ki‡Z cvwi †h
me †`‡k Gme gvcKvwV‡Z Dbœqb n‡jI †mB m‡½ `vwi ª̀ n«vm cvqwb, GgbwK A‡bK †¶‡Î
ˆelg¨-gvÎv A‡bK e„w× †c‡q‡Q| myZivs `vwi`ª I ˆelg¨ we‡gvPb DwÏó ÔDbœqbÕ-Gi bZzb msÁv
cÖ‡qvRb| Dbœqb n‡Z n‡e Ggb GKwU cÖwµqv hv gvby‡li Pq‡bi ¯v̂axbZv (freedom of
choice) wbwðZ K‡i, we¯Í…Z K‡i| G A‡_© Dbœqb n‡Z n‡e ¯v̂axbZv ga¨¯’ZvKvix cÖwµqv
(freedom mediated process) †hLv‡b RbM‡Yi Rb¨ cvuP ai‡bi Pqb-¯v̂axbZv wbwðZ n‡Z
n‡e: A_©‰bwZK my‡hvM (economic opportunity), mvgvwRK myweavw` (social facilities),
ivR‰bwZK ¯v̂axbZv (political freedom), ¯^”QZvi wbðqZv (guarantee of transparency)
I myi¶vi ev wbivcËvi wbðqZv (protective security)| Dbœqb `k©b †KŠkj hw` Gme
¯v̂axbZv wbwðZ Ki‡Z m¶g nq ïaygvÎ ZLbB Dbœq‡bi m‡½ `vwi`ª we‡gvwPZ n‡e A_ev `vwi`ª-
‰elg¨ we‡gvPb †UKmB Dbœq‡bi c~e© kZ© wn‡m‡e KvR Ki‡e| gvbweK Dbœq‡bi G `k©bwU n‡Z
n‡e †`‡ki gvwU-DwÌZ Dbœqb `k©b (home grown development philosophy) †h `k©‡bi
g~j wfwË-welqmg~n n‡eÑ c~Y©v½ Rxeb wewbg©v‡Y mevi mg-my‡hv‡Mi wbðqZv; ewn¯’‡`i
AšÍfy©w³KiY (ewÂZ, wbt¯,̂ `ȳ ’, `ỳ ©kvMȪ Í, `ytLx gvbyl); gvby‡li cÖK…Z ¯v̂axbZv †fv‡Mi
wbðqZv; gvbyl wb‡Ri Rb¨ †h Rxeb g~j¨evb g‡b K‡ib †mj‡¶¨ my‡hv‡Mi m¤cÖmviY; A-
¯v̂axbZvi me DrmgyL eÜ Kiv; mvsweavwbK I b¨vq-AwaKvi-Gi cÖwZ m¤§vb cÖ̀ k©b; gvby‡li
Amxg m¶gZv e„w×i me c_ m¤cÖmviY; eÂbvi-Pµ †f‡½ †djv; Ges gvby‡li Rb¨ m¤§vbRbK
Rxeb wbwðZ Kiv| gvbweK Dbœq‡bi G `k©‡b `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ we‡gvPb n‡e Dbœq‡bi j¶¨, Dcj¶
bq (†hUv Avgv‡`i †¶‡Î D‡ëv)| 

 wek¦ †bZ…e„›` GLb Òmnmªvã Dbœqb j¶¨Ó (Millenennium Development Goals)
wb‡q fve‡Qb hvi cÖ_g j¶¨ nj ÒPig `vwi`ª I ¶zav wbg~©j KivÓ (2015 mv‡ji g‡a¨
A‡×©‡K bvwg‡q Avbv)| RvwZms‡Ni MDG-‡Z †h‡nZz ivóª wn‡m‡e Avgiv ̄ v̂¶i K‡iwQ
†m‡nZz AvšÍR©vwZK †dvivg †_‡K ïiæ K‡i †`‡ki mswkøó †h †Kv‡bv †dviv‡g Avgiv
Ò`vwi`ª-¶zav wbg~©j/D‡”Q‡`iÓ K_v †Rv‡i‡kv‡iB ej‡Z cvwi| †mB mv‡_ Aek¨B
Avgv‡`i ej‡Z n‡e †h RvwZms‡N hLb Avgiv Ò`vwi`ª wbg~©jÓ-G ¯v̂¶i Kijvg ZLb
cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv `wj‡j †Kb Ò`vwi ª̀ n«v‡miÓ K_v ejwQ| Ôwbg~©jÕ I Ô n«vmÕ †Zv GK
K_v bq| G ˆØZZv †Kb? GwK †bnv‡qZ ‰ØZZv bvÕwK KwgU‡g›U-Gi Afve, cÖwZkÖæwZ
I mw`”Qvi Afve? G wel‡q †Rv‡i K_v e‡j Kx n‡e Zv Rvwb bv, Z‡e hyw³ _vK‡j
D”PKÚ n‡Z Amyweav †Kv_vq? 

 cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbvq `vwi`ª I ˆelg¨ n«vm wb‡q hv ejv n‡”Q G wel‡q Avgiv `yÕfv‡e
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fve‡Z cvwi: cÖ_gZ: G †`‡ki `wi`ª gvby‡li ¯v̂_©-mswkøó hv wKQy `vwi ª̀ we‡gvP‡b
cÖ‡qvRb wQj A_P ÒcwiKíbv `wj‡jÓ RvqMv cvqwb Zv wPwýZ Kiv Ges D”P¯^‡i ejv|
†hgb †`‡k 2 †KvwU weNvi †ekx †h Lvm Rwg I Rjv Av‡Q Zv wKfv‡e `wi`ª gvby‡li
b¨vh¨ wnm¨v‡Z iƒcvšÍwiZ n‡e (?); A_ev `wi`ª †eKvi‡`i (cÖavbZ: hye `vwi`ª) wK n‡e
(?); A_ev eÜ n‡q hvIqv wkí Kj-KviLvbv †Lvjv wb‡q  fvebvUv wK?;  A_ev MZ
35 eQ‡i we‡`kx FY-Abỳ v‡bi cÖvq 200,000 †KvwU UvKvi jyUcvU, Avi cÖvq
700,000 †KvwU UvKvi mgcwigvY cywÄf~Z Kv‡jv UvKvi wK n‡e? BZ¨vw`| wØZxqZ:
cuvPmvjv cwiKíbvq Ggb wK Av‡Q hv w`‡q `wi`ª  gvbyl  eyS‡e †h `vwi`ª ~̀i n‡”Q (?);
ev¯Íevqb †KŠkj¸‡jv Kx Ges Zv‡Z `wi`ª gvbyl wKfv‡e AskMÖnY Ki‡eb? G †¶‡Î
RbKj¨vYgyLx A_©bxwZwe`‡`i `vwqZ¡ n‡Z cv‡i mswkøó wel‡q ÒwbR¯-̂‡`kR (home
grown)Ó `vwi ª̀-‰elg¨n«vmgyLx Dbœqb `k©b I bxwZ-‡KŠkj cÖYqb K‡i †mUv cÖPvi Kiv
Ges hyw³ _vK‡j Zv MÖn‡Y bvMwiK mgvR I miKvi‡K civgk© †`qv| G‡`‡ki `wi`ª
gvby‡li wbR¯ ̂ Ò`vwi ª̀-‰elg¨ we‡gvPb †KŠkj `wjjÓ cÖYqb †Kvb †Rvi Rei`w¯Íi
welq bqÑ GUv `wi`ª gvby‡li AwaKvi wbwðZ Kivi bxwZ-†KŠkj wn‡m‡eB fve‡Z
n‡e| 

 `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ n«v‡mi j‡¶¨ ÔDbœqbÕ-Gi iƒc‡iLv ‡Kgb n‡e welqwU GLbI ch©šÍ
Avgv‡`i ARvbv| ïay `vwi‡`ªi gg©e¯‘i wbwi‡LB bq, `vwi ª̀-we‡gvPb j‡¶¨i Dbœqb
Kg©KvÐ †Kgb n‡Z cv‡i, G wel‡qI Avgv‡`i Áv‡bi wfwË h‡_ó gvÎvq `ye©j e‡j Avwg
g‡b Kwi| `vwi`ª welqK †Kvb  ÁvbZ‡Ë¡i  Aw¯ÍZ¡ G †`‡k Av‡Q wKÕbv, †m wel‡qI
Avwg mw›`nvb| 

G wel‡q wØgZ †bB †h `vwi‡`ªi wewfbœ iƒ‡ci we¯Í…wZ, gvÎv, MfxiZv I ZxeªZv GLb hv Ges †h
w`‡K G¸‡”Q, cÖeYZvi PvKvwU Zvi D‡ëv w`‡K Avb‡Z n‡e| Avi †mUvB n‡e Avgv‡`i
msweav‡bi cÖwZ wek¦̄ ÍZv cÖKv‡ki m‡e©vrK…ó gvb`Ð| ¯^vaxbZvi c‡i we‡klZ: 1975 cieZx©
weMZ cuqwÎk eQ‡i Avgv‡`i †`‡k DË‡ivËi AwaK nv‡i `vwi‡ ª̀i Drcv`b I cybiærcv`b
(production and reproduction of poverty and inequality) n‡q‡Q| `vwi‡`ªi
DrmÑˆel‡g¨i weKvk n‡q‡Q AevwiZ| ˆelg¨ m„wói Drmmg~‡n wK A_©bxwZ, wK ivRbxwZ, wK
wk¶v-ms¯‹…wZ– me©Î GK AvZ¥NvwZ jyÚY ms¯‹…wZ (culture of plundering) †Ru‡K e‡m‡Q| GB
jyÚY ms¯‹…wZi PwiÎ-wbqvgK nÕj Kv‡jv UvKv, mš¿vm, †cwk-kw³, Nyl, `ybx©wZ, Kzkvmb-Ackvmb,
`gb-wbcxob BZ¨vw`| cyuwRev` weKv‡k jyÉY wbqvgK f~wgKv cvjb K‡i wKš‘ G‡`‡k AvZ¥NvwZ
jyÉY cÖwµqv RvZxq cyuwR weKv‡k e¨_© n‡q‡Q| ¯v̂axbZv-DËi 1975 cieZx© A_©bxwZi nwijyU,
ˆelg¨ e„w×i gva¨‡g `vwi`ª Drcv`b I cybiærcv`b K‡i‡Q| evsjv‡`‡ki A_©bxwZ †h Ò`ye© „Ëvq‡bi
duv‡`Ó (criminalization trap) c‡o‡Q Ges Zv †_‡K `vwi ª̀ cybiærcvw`Z n‡”Q G Ae¯’vi Avg~j
cwieZ©b Qvov `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ we‡gvwPZ n‡e bv| cwiKíbv `wj‡j †gŠwjK G welq m¤ú‡K© †KvbB
e³e¨ †bB| welqwU wbgœiƒc: 

A_©‰bwZK `ye©„Ëvq‡bi duv` ivR‰bwZK `ye©„Ëvq‡bi Kvh©Kix Pvwn`v (effective demand) e„w×
Ki‡Q; Avi µge×©gvb ivR‰bwZK `ye©„Ëvqb A_©‰bwZK `ye©„Ëvq‡bi duv`‡K DË‡ivËi kw³kvjx
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Ki‡Q| 

MZ wZwik eQ‡i miKvixfv‡e †h cÖvq 2.5 jvL †KvwU UvKvi ‰e‡`wkK FY-mvnvh¨ G‡m‡Q, Zvi
75 fvM jyÚY K‡i‡Q A_©bxwZ–ivRbxwZi ỳe©„Ë †Mvwô| d‡j ¶gZvaiiv AwaKZi ¶gZvevb
n‡q‡Qb Avi ¶gZvnxb `wi‡`ªi A¶gZv e„w× †c‡q‡Q|

¶gZvev‡biv GK ai‡bi wbK…ó cyuwRi (weªd‡Km cyuwR ev Kwgkb/`vjvj cyuwR) gvwjK n‡q‡Qb|
G cyuwR Abyrcv`bkxj| Drcv`bkxj wewb‡qv‡M Gi †KvbB AvMÖn †bB|

¶gZvev‡biv GLb Kv‡jv A_©bxwZi GKUv ejq m„wó K‡i‡Qb, †h ỳóP‡µ eQ‡i GLb 75-80
nvRvi †KvwU Kv‡jv UvKvi m„wó nq| G ej‡q hv‡`i Ae ’̄vb, ZvivB Avevi 25 nvRvi †KvwU UvKvi
FY‡Ljvwc (jyÚY ms¯‹…wZ‡Z hy³ n‡q‡Q FY‡Ljvwc ms¯‹…wZ)| GivB eQ‡i 15 nvRvi †KvwU UvKvi
Nyl- ỳbx©wZ‡Z RwoZ| GivB eQ‡i Kgc‡¶ 30 nvRvi †KvwU UvKvi mgcwigvY gỳ ªv cvPvi
(money laundering) Ki‡Qb; GivB A_©bxwZ, mgvR I iv‡óª GK ai‡bi ¯’weiZv m„wó K‡i‡Qb
†hLv‡b `vwi ª̀ we‡gvPb Am¤¢e| GivB Avevi ivóª¶gZvq †_‡K Ges/A_ev Zv‡K e¨envi K‡i
`vwi`ª we‡gvPb Kg©KvÐ ỳiƒn Ki‡Qb| 

AZx‡Z †`Lv †M‡Q `ye©„Ë-†ewóZ miKvi Zvi wewb‡qvM wm×v‡šÍ hZ bv gvbyl‡K ¸iæZ¡ w`‡q‡Q, Zvi
†P‡q A‡bK †ekx ¸iæZ¡ w`‡Z eva¨ n‡q‡Q jyÚ‡Yi LvZ‡K| †h cwigvY A_©-m¤ú` wewb‡qvM K‡i
evsjv‡`k‡K m¤ú~Y©iƒ‡c h²v I Kzô‡ivM gy³ Kiv m¤¢e, Zvi mgcwigvY A_© e¨q n‡q‡Q
AcÖ‡qvRbxq me Lv‡Z| ev‡RU NvUwZ n‡e A_P Abyrcv`bkxj e¨q DØ„Ë n‡e| G ai‡bi
wewb‡qvM wm×všÍ Avi hvB †nvK `vwi ª̀ we‡gvPb DwÏó bq| GivB Avevi AZx‡Z cÖvK-wbe©vPbx
RvZxq ev‡R‡U Amr D‡Ï‡k¨ 6 nvRvi †KvwU UvKv †_vK eivÏ K‡i‡Qb|

¶gZvevb `ye©„Ë‡`i ¯v̂_©wmw×i Rb¨ GKwU ivR‰bwZK ms¯‹…wZI M‡o D‡V‡Q hv DË‡ivËi
mvgvwRK-mvs¯‹…wZK I g~j¨‡eva mswkøó `vwi`ª e„w× Ki‡Q (hvi me¸wj msweav‡bi 11, 26-29,
31-32, 35-41, 43-46 Aby‡”Q`mg~‡ni cwicš’x)| 

myZivs GK_v wbwØ©avq ejv hvq, GKwU AvZ¥NvwZ jyÚY cÖwµqv A_©bxwZ-ivRbxwZ-mgvR‡K
`ye„©ËvwqZ Kivi gva¨‡g mKj ai‡bi ˆelg¨ m„wói wfwË mỳ „p K‡i‡Q hv `vwi`ª m„wó‡Z cvjb Ki‡Q
†Kw›`ªq f~wgKv| G‡nb Ae¯’vq `vwi`ª nªvm (D‡”Q‡`i K_v AvcvZZ fyj‡jI Pj‡e) Av‡`Š m¤¢e
wK?

`vwi‡`ªi K‡qKwU bZzb iƒc †hgb wkï-`vwi`ª, hye-`vwi ª̀, cÖexY-`vwi`ªÑ Gme wb‡q G‡`‡k
GLbI ch©šÍ †Zgb fvebv-wPšÍv †bB ej‡jB P‡j| welqwU cwiKíbv `wj‡j †Zgb †Kv‡bv ¸iæZ¡
cvqwb| evsjv‡`‡k wkï `vwi‡`ªi gvÎv, MfxiZv I ZxeªZv mvgwMÖK `vwi‡`ªi †P‡q †ewk| hyeK‡`i
wekvj Ask †eKvi| Avi hye-†eKviZ¡ m„wó Ki‡Q wekvj GK evwnbx hv e¨envi Ki‡Qb
Kv‡jvUvKvi gvwjK, ivRbxwZwe` Ges ag©-wfwËK R½xiv| hye`vwi ª̀ D™¢~Z wbivkv m„wó Ki‡Q
wewfbœ ai‡bi beZi cvwicvwk¦©K I mvgvwRK Aw¯’iZv| hye`vwi`ª wb‡q evwYR¨ GLb A‡b‡Ki Rb¨
†ek jvfRbK| `vwi‡`ªi bZyb gvÎv m„wó n‡q‡Q cÖexY Rb‡Mvwôi g‡a¨I| GKw`‡K Avqy®‹vj e„w×
I †hŠ_ cwievi †f‡½ hvIqv (AwaKnv‡i GKK cwievi m„wó) Avi Ab¨w`‡K cÖexY‡`i Rb¨
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ivóxªqfv‡e Av_©-mvgvwRK wbivcËv weav‡bi AwbðqZvi d‡j µge×©gvb nv‡i m„wó n‡”Q eq¯‹-
`vwi`ª| Avgv‡`i `vwi ª̀ve ’̄v wbiƒc‡Y `vwi‡ ª̀i G wZbwU bZzb iƒc (wkï `vwi`ª, hye`vwi`ª I eq¯‹
`vwi`ª)–wbwðZfv‡eB D‡cw¶Z| Gme wb‡q nqZ ev `yÕGKwU cÖKí †bqv n‡q‡Q, fwel¨‡Z nqZ
ev AviI cÖKí nv‡Z †bqv n‡e| AveviI Avgiv cȪ Íi hy‡M AbycÖ‡ek Ki‡ev KviY AviI  K‡qKwU
cÖK‡íi cȪ Íi djK D‡b¥vwPZ n‡e| wKš‘ hye, wkï I eq¯‹-`vwi ª̀ m„wói Dr‡m nvZ †`qv n‡e bv|

G‡`‡k msMwVZ g~j¨ mš¿vmx wmwÛ‡KU `vwi`ª-eÂbv cybiærcv`‡b A‡bK eQi a‡iB †Rvi f~wgKv
ivL‡Q| cÖK…Z evRv‡ii Z‡_¨i wfwË‡Z (A_©vr †h `v‡g gvbyl `ªe¨/cY¨ †K‡bbÑ Lv`¨ I Lv`¨
ewnfy©Z DfqB) ÒmsMwVZ g~j¨ mš¿vmx wmwÛ‡KUÓ †h cwigvY A_© jyU K‡i‡Q Zv m¤ú‡K© Avgvi
wn‡mewU wbgœiƒc: ÒmsMwVZ g~j¨ mš¿vmx wmwÛ‡KUÓÑ wbZ¨cÖ‡qvRbxq ª̀‡e¨i g~j¨ K…wÎgfv‡e
(artificially) evwo‡q MZ miKv‡ii cÖvq 5 eQ‡i G †`‡ki RbM‡Yi KvQ †_‡K †gvU 286,110
†KvwU UvKv jyU K‡i‡Q| ‡gvU jy‡Ui g‡a¨ 193,817 †KvwU UvKv (68%) jyU K‡i‡Q Lv`¨-Lv‡Z
Avi ev` evKx 92,293 †KvwU UvKv (32%) jyU K‡i‡Q Lv`¨-ewnf~©Z Lv‡Z| †gvU jy‡Ui 72 fvM
n‡q‡Q MÖv‡g Avi 28 fvM n‡q‡Q kn‡i| G jy‡Ui wkKvi n‡q‡Qb 1 †KvwU 82 jvL `wi`ª cwievi
(9 †KvwU 10 jvL gvbyl), 48 jvL wbgœga¨weË cwievi (2 †KvwU 40 jvL gvbyl), Avi 30 jvL
ga¨-ga¨weË cwievi (1 †KvwU 50 jvL gvbyl)| Ôg~j¨ mš¿vmx wmwÛ‡K‡UiÕ jyUZš¿ envj Av‡QÑ
welqwU Ôwm‡÷‡giÕ Ask| 

g~j¨ mš¿vmx wmwÛ‡KU-Gi cÖZ¨¶ wkKvi 15 ‡KvwU gvby‡li evsjv‡`‡k 14 †KvwU gvbyl (`wi`ª,
wbgœ-ga¨weË I ga¨-ga¨weË)| Ôg~j¨ mš¿v‡miÕ Kvi‡Y `wi`ª gvbyl‡K cwievi Pvjv‡Z wM‡q nq
Lv`¨‡fvM Kgv‡Z nq, A_ev cywónxb n‡Z nq, A_ev Lv`¨-ewnf©~Z Lv‡Z (we‡kl K‡i ¯v̂¯’¨-
wPwKrmv I wk¶vq) e¨q Kgv‡Z nq, A_ev AZx‡Zi mÂq †f‡½ †dj‡Z nq, A_ev `ỳ ©kvMȪ ÍZvi
Kvi‡Y m¤ú` (hvB wQj) †eP‡Z nq (distress sale)Ñ A_©vr wbZ¨cª‡qvRbxq `ªe¨ g~‡j¨i
EaŸ©MwZi Kvi‡Y `wi ª̀ gvbyl wbt¯ ̂n‡q wf¶z‡K iƒcvšÍwiZ nb| A‡bKUvB Abyiƒc Ae¯’v nq wbgœ-
ga¨weË cwiev‡i| Avi ga¨-ga¨weË cwieviÑ hv‡`i A‡b‡KB wkw¶Z wKš‘ †eKviÑGi Ae¯’v
`ªæZ A‡avMwZi w`‡K †b‡g hvq| AZGe, Ôg~j¨ mš¿v‡miÕ G cÖwµqvq 14 †KvwU gvby‡li (†`‡ki
93% gvbyl) `vwi`ª-`ỳ ©kv-AmnvqZ¡ e„w× cvq: `wi`ª nq `wi`ªZi; wbgœ-ga¨weË gvby‡li GKvsk
`wi`ª gvby‡li `‡j †hvM w`‡Z eva¨ nb; Avi ga¨-ga¨weË gvby‡li GKvsk Aek¨B wbgœ-ga¨we‡Ëi
`‡j †h‡Z eva¨ nb| cwiKíbv `wj‡j Gme we‡kølY †bB| Avi G Ae¯’vq Z_vKw_Z Òg¨v‡µv
BKbwgK ÷¨vwewjwUÓ †mªd K_vi gvi-c¨vPÑ eyw×e„wËK RvwjqvwZ gvÎ| †hLv‡b g¨v‡µv-gvB‡µv
Awgj-‡ewgj (mismatch) welqwU mh‡Zœ Gwo‡q hvIqv nq; lô cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbv `wjjI
G‡¶‡Î e¨wZµg bq| 

msMwVZ wmwÛ‡K‡Ui Gme g~j¨ mš¿vmxiv e„nr c`©vi A_©‰bwZK I ivR‰bwZK `ye„©Ëvq‡bi Nwbô
mnPi gvÎ| msMwVZ wmwÛ‡KUwfwËK Gme g~j¨ mš¿vmxiv ïay Pv‡ji g~j¨ wb‡qB mš¿vm K‡i bv,
G mš¿vm wcqvR-imyb-Wvj-‡Zj-¸‡ov`ya-evm fvov-M¨vm-cvwb-we ỳ̈ Z-exR n‡q ivR‰bwZK A½b
ch©šÍ we¯Í…Z, hvi cÖavb wkKvi wbtm‡›`‡n †`‡ki msL¨vMwiô `wi ª̀-wbgœweË-ga¨weË gvbyl| G
QvovI fyj‡j Pj‡e bv  †h B‡Zvg‡a¨ †gŠjev‡`i A_©bxwZi k³ fxZ m„wó n‡q‡Q Ges †mBmv‡_
†gŠjev`x R½xZ¡ †h ÔAvZ¥NvwZ †evgv ms¯‹…wZÕ Pvjy K‡i‡Q Zv Rxe‡bi wbivcËv n«vmmn gRyZ`vix-
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Kv‡jvevRvix e„w×i gva¨‡g RbRxeb AwaKZi `ywe©ln Ki‡Q| b~Zb G Ae¯’vUv g~j¨ mš¿vm e„w×i
mnvqK hv `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ evovq| myZivs g~j¨ mš¿v‡mi ivR‰bwZK-A_©‰bwZK wfwË hZw`b _vK‡e
Z‡Zvw`b ª̀e¨g~j¨ evo‡e Ges `vwi ª̀-‰elg¨ evo‡eÑ G wel‡q m‡›`‡ni †hŠw³K †Kvb KviY †bB|
GKw`‡K A_©‰bwZK-ivR‰bwZK `ye„©Ëvqb-m„ó g~j¨ mš¿vm Avi Ab¨w`‡K †gŠjev`x R½x‡Z¡i Kvi‡Y
g~j¨ mš¿vm e„w×Ñ `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ cybiærcv`‡bi Gme mgxKiY Mfxi fvebvi welq| cwiKíbv
`wj‡j Gme fvebvi †Kv‡bvB D‡jøL †bB| 

Z_¨ wfwËK Avgvi wn‡me G †`‡k ỳe©„Ëvqb-`ybx©wZ-mš¿vmZË¡‡K Av‡iv kw³kvjx K‡i Ñ G wel‡q
Kv‡iv wØav _vKvi K_v bq| Avi Ab¨w`‡K jy‡Ui Gme wn‡mecËi GI wb‡`©k K‡i †h Iiv cÖPzi
Kv‡jvUvKvi gvwjK n‡q‡Q hvi GKvsk Zviv jyUcvU Zš¿ wRB‡q ivL‡Z e¨q Ki‡e| Avevi G
K_vI mZ¨ †h GZ jyU hviv Ki‡jvÑ gvby‡li b¨vq-AwaKvi ev¯ÍevwqZ nevi cÖwµqvq Zviv wK
nvZ ¸wU‡q e‡m _vK‡e? cwiKíbv `wj‡jI Gme cÖwZdwjZ n‡q‡Q| 

cwiKíbv `wj‡j `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ n«v‡m AvÂwjK mn‡hvwMZvmn wek¦vqb wb‡q wKQz wb‡`©kbvg~jK
e³e¨ Av‡Q| Ò`wi`ª‡`i Kj¨vY wbwðZ Ki‡Z B”QyKÓ(!)Ñ Ggb A‡bK  msMV‡bi †bZ…e„‡›`i
A‡b‡KB GLb Gme wb‡q gyjZt `vZv‡`i cqmvq wek¦evwYR¨ ms¯’vmn mswkøó wewfbœ mfv-
m‡¤§j‡b †`k we‡`k hv‡”Qb| †`‡ki `wi ª̀ gvbyl‡`i ¯v̂_© D×v‡i †`‡ki wfZ‡i Kv‡Ri †P‡q
we‡`kgyLxZv B`vwbs †ewk ¸iæZ¡ cv‡”Q| Gme K‡i Kx jvf/Kvi jvfÑ welqwU †ek `y‡e©va¨; Z‡e
Avwg Rvwb ÒevRvi `wi`ª evÜe bqÓ| Aeva evRviwfwËK wek¦vq‡bi hy‡M (†hLv‡b Amg
cÖwZ‡hvwMZv gyL¨ welq, non-level playing field) cÖvqkB ïwb Ges cwiKíbv `wj‡jI ejv
n‡”Q †h Avgv‡`i †`‡ki kªgRxex gvbyl‡K Aev‡a Ab¨‡`‡k kªgkw³ wewµi my‡hvM w`‡j G
†`‡ki `vwi ª̀ `~i n‡q hv‡e| AvcvZ `„wó‡Z hyw³i K_v e‡jB g‡b nq| wKš‘ hLb †`wL cÖZ¨šÍ
MÖv‡gi wbgœweË-ga¨weË cwiev‡ii ZiZvRv GKRb hyeK Rwg-Rgv-m¤ú`-m¤úwË wewµ K‡i 2
jvL UvKv e¨q K‡i 2 eQ‡ii Pzw³‡Z ga¨cÖv‡P¨ wM‡q ivZ-w`b cwikªg K‡i 2 eQ‡i †gvU 2 jvL
UvKv Avq K‡ib ZLb `vwi`ª `~i nj †Kv_vq? Avm‡j Gme K‡i hv n‡jv Zv‡K Gfv‡e ejv P‡j
ÒAvgv‡`i H hyeKwU ga¨cÖv‡P¨ 2 jvL UvKvi mgcwigvY wewb‡qvM Ki‡jv hvi wiUvb© k~b¨ A_ev
†b‡MwUfÓ A_©vr Òga¨cÖv‡P¨ Avgiv d‡ib WvB‡i± Bb‡f÷‡g›U Kijvg hvi †bU wiUvb© cv‡”Q
ga¨cÖvP¨Ó| G †Zv m¤ú` nvZ Qvov nevi GK b~Zb c×wZ gvÎ (net drain of resources)|
myZivs `vwi`ª we‡gvP‡bi c×wZ wn‡m‡e we‡`‡k kªgkw³ wewµi †¶‡Î  Avgv‡`i b~Zbfv‡e fve‡Z
n‡e| miKvi‡K Gme wb‡q fve‡Z n‡e KviY G LvZ †_‡K miKvi eQ‡i  70 nvRvi †KvwU UvKv
cv‡”Qb (hv GKK LvZ †_‡K miKv‡ii m‡ev©”P ˆe‡`wkK gy ª̀v AR©b)| mswkøó G wel‡q Avgiv wK
G we‡ePbv gv_vq ivL‡Z cvwi †h GLb †_‡K 20 eQi c‡i BD‡iv‡c 2 †KvwU we‡`kx kªgkw³
`iKvi n‡e; ¯^‡`‡ki Dbœq‡bi Rb¨ gvbekw³ cwiKíbv Riæix; cÖwkw¶Z kªgkw³ cwiKwíZfv‡e
we‡`‡k cvVv‡j A‡bK ¸Y †ewk jvf n‡Z cv‡i; Avi `vZv‡`i A‡_© wek¦evwYR¨‡Kw› ª̀K mfv-
mwgwZ‡Z we‡`k bv †M‡j wK ¶wZ(?)| 

MÖvg-kni wbwe©‡k‡l Avevm‡bi `vwi ª̀ †e‡oB P‡j‡Q| evsjv‡`‡k cÖvq 1 †KvwU cwiev‡ii (A_©vr
5 †KvwU gvby‡li) wbR gvwjKvbvaxb gv_v †MvuRvi VuvB ‡bB| Giv evm K‡ib MÖv‡g, kn‡ii ew¯Í‡Z
(A‡b‡KB fvmgvb), wkí GjvKvq, PivÂ‡j, kniZjx‡Z BZ¨vw`| Gme gvby‡li Avevm‡bi
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`vwi`ª h_vm¤¢e `ªæZ `~i Kivi Rb¨ Kvh©Kix c`‡¶c wb‡Z n‡e| Avevm‡bi `vwi`ª mswkøó G
wel‡qI cwiKíbv `wj‡j †Zgb †Kv‡bv Kvh©Ki w`Kwb‡`©kbv †bB|  

`wi`ª gvby‡li mšÍv‡biv †h ¯‹z‡j †h‡Z cv‡i bv A_ev ¯‹z‡j †M‡jI Kcv‡j †Rv‡U AwZ wbgœgv‡bi
wk¶v A_ev wk¶v †k‡li Av‡MB ¯‹zj cwiZ¨vM Ki‡Z eva¨ nqÑ G `vwi‡`ªi wK n‡e? G‡`‡k cÖwZ
3 Rb Qv‡Îi 1 Rb gv`ªvmvi QvÎ; gv`ªvmv QvÎ‡`i AwaKvskB `wi`ª cwiev‡ii mšÍvb; gv`ªvmv cvk
Kiv QvÎ‡`i 75 fvMB †eKvi _v‡KÑ wk¶vi G `vwi‡`ªi wK n‡e? wk¶v †Zv mvsweavwbKfv‡eB
gvbe-AwaKviÑ gvbyl †Zv Rb¥m~‡Î G AwaKvi cvq| wKš‘ G‡Zv XvK-‡Xvj †cUv‡bvi  c‡i hLb
ejv nq †h evsjv‡`‡k GLb  cÖvq mevB ¯‹z‡j hvq ZLb `wi ª̀ cwiev‡ii mšÍvb-mšÍwZ‡`i KqRb
D”Pwk¶v †c‡q‡Qb? Gme welq cwiKíbv `wj‡j †Zgb ¯’vb cvqwb| 

kªgRxex-`wi ª̀ cwiev‡ii †Kvb GKRb m`m¨-m`m¨vi hw` Ggb ‡Kvb AmyL nq hLb Acv‡ikb
Kiv Ges/A_ev Jla wKb‡Z A‡bK A‡_©i cÖ‡qvRb ZLb Avm‡j Ae ’̄vUv Kx nq? cÖ_‡gB hv
Ki‡Z nq Zv n‡jv ˆcZ…K m~‡Î cÖvß m¤ú` Ges/A_ev mviv Rxe‡bi mwÂZ m¤ú` (hw` †_‡K
_v‡K) GK wb‡g‡l wewµ Ki‡Z nq (hv‡K A_©bxwZwe`iv e‡jb Ò`ỳ ©kvMÖ¯ÍZvi Kvi‡Y m¤ú`
wewµÓ, distress sale)| AvZ¥xq-¯̂Rb eÜzevÜe‡`i Kv‡Q avi-‡`bv Ki‡Z nq| G n‡PQ A‡bKUv
Òb`x fv½‡bÑ GK iv‡Z me wKQy b`xM‡f© P‡j hvevi gZÓ| Gici H †gnbZx gvbylwUi KvR
_vK‡jB Kx bv _vK‡jB Kx| Ò¯v̂¯’¨‡mev cÖvwßÓ hw` gvby‡li mvsweavwbK AwaKviB n‡q _v‡K
†m‡¶‡Î msweav‡bi G eva¨evaKZvi ev¯Íevq‡b cwiKíbv `wj‡j mywbw`©ó cȪ Ívebvmg~n wK?
e¨vcviwU wK G iKg †h h‡Zvw`b Kv‡jv UvKvi gvwj‡Kiv Avgv‡`i cÖwZwbwaZ¡ Ki‡e Z‡Zvw`b
Gm‡e Kvh©Kix †Zgb wKQy n‡e bv| Zvn‡j Z_vKw_Z Dbœqb †KŠkj, `vwi`ª n«vm †KŠkj, Avi 5-
6% A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w× w`‡q Kx n‡e? 

Avgvi g‡b nq Avgv‡`i wb‡gv©nfv‡e Rvbv cÖ‡qvRb G‡`‡ki gvbyl †Kb wf¶zK nq(?); gvbyl †Kb
wb:¯ ̂nq(?); gvbyl †Kb wi·v-f¨vb-‡VjvMvox Pvjvq(?); wkïiv †Kb KvDivb evRv‡i UzKwii g‡a¨
Nygvq(?); gwnjviv †Kb BU fv‡½(?) BZ¨vw`| Avgvi M‡elYvq Avwg †`‡LwQ †h mL K‡i †KDB
wf¶zK nq bvÑ AvR‡Ki cyiæl wf¶yKwU cÖ_‡g wQ‡jb MÖv‡gi K…lK A_ev Av`gRxi kªwgK, Zvici
Pvwj‡q‡Qb wi·v, Zvic‡i n‡q‡Qb Amȳ ’, Avi Zvic‡iB wf¶zK, Avi GLb AmyL †e‡o wZwb
AKvj gyZz̈ i w`‡K G¸‡”Qb| Avi AvR‡Ki gwnjv wf¶zKwU nq H cyiæl wf¶z‡Ki ¯¿x A_ev MÖvg
†_‡K Avmv wbt¯ ̂ GKRb gvbyl whwb wS-Gi KvR K‡i‡Qb, Zvici GK ch©v‡q Amȳ ’ n‡q
wf¶ve„wË ïiæ K‡i‡Qb, Avi GLb Amȳ ’Zv †e‡o g„Zz̈ i cÖni ¸Y‡Qb| Gme AKvj g„Zy¨i `vq
`vwqZ¡ Kvi? Gme gvbyl wb‡q cwiKíbv `wj‡ji Ò`vwi`ª n«vm †KŠkjÓ wK? Avm‡j wKQz †bB|
m¤¢eZ µge×©gvb `ye„©Ëvq‡bi KvVv‡gv‡Z Gme fveeviI K_v bq| cwiKíbv `wj‡j Ò`vwi ª̀ n«vm
†KŠk‡jiBÓ G GK gnv `vwi`ª| Avgvi g‡b nq wKQy gvbyl †Kb, wKfv‡e, †Kvb cÖwµqvq A‡Xj
m¤ú‡`i gvwjK nbÑ Zv Rvb‡j `vwi‡`ªi KviYI A‡bK `~i Rvbv hv‡e| Avm‡j `vwi`ª wb‡q hviv
mwZ¨Kvi A‡_© wPšÍv fvebv-M‡elYv Ki‡Qb Zv‡`i GLb ÔabxÕ wb‡q M‡elYv Kiv cÖ‡qvRb| Avi
welqwU cwiKíbv `wj‡j _vKv DwPZ wQj| welqwU _vKv DwPZ wQj G Kvi‡YI †h eZ©gv‡b
evsjv‡`‡k eQ‡i e¨w³MZ ch©v‡q 1 †KvwU UvKv (ev Z`yaŸ©) AvqKi †`b gvÎ 46 Rb, A_P Avgvi
†Zv g‡b nq G msL¨vUv nevi K_v 50,000 Rb, A_©vr miKvi GKgvÎ e¨w³MZ ch©v‡qi AvqKi
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LvZ †_‡KB eQ‡i †c‡Z cv‡i 50,000 †KvwU UvKv (hv Avgv‡`i Dbœqb ev‡R‡Ui †ewk)| 

Dcmsnvi: Zvn‡j wKfv‡e fve‡ev, wK Ki‡ev? 

ivRbxwZ‡Z wba©viK n‡e Kv‡jvUvKvi gvwjK Avi miKv‡i wM‡q Zviv `vwi ª̀-‰elg¨ n«vm Ki‡e –
G wek¦v‡mi hyw³ †Kv_vq? Avi †m Kvi‡YB cÖPwjZ ivRbxwZwe`iv miKv‡i I miKv‡ii evB‡i
`vwi`ª wb‡q e¨emv Ki‡eb –GUvB ¯v̂fvweK| `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ n«v‡mi j‡¶¨ nvRv‡iv cÖKí (project)
M„nxZ n‡q‡Q Ges fwel¨‡ZI n‡e; wKš‘ KLbI, †KvbI Ae ’̄v‡ZB Ggb Kg©m~Px (program)
†bqv n‡e bv, †hLv‡b ev‡R‡Ui cÖavb Ask eivÏ K‡i cÖK…Z `vwi`ª-‰el‡g¨i mKj wb‡`©kKwfwËK
mgq †eu‡a w`‡q Kg©KvÐ msweav‡bi wb‡`©k †gvZv‡eK cwiPvwjZ n‡e, e¨_©Zvi kvw¯Í mȳ úófv‡e
D‡jøL _vK‡e Ges kvw¯Íi weavb Kvh©Kix Kiv n‡e| G¸‡jv n‡e bv, KviY †m †¶‡Î jyÚY cÖwµqv
I ˆelg¨ m„wói me c_-NvU eÜ n‡q hv‡e| GmeB wKš‘ cÖwZdwjZ n‡q‡Q cuvPkvjv cwiKíbv
`wj‡j| KviY cwiKíbv `wj‡j `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ cÖcÂØq msKxY© A‡_© e¨eüZ n‡q‡Q; `vwi`ª-
‰el‡g¨i eûiƒc I mswkøó gvÎv Av‡`Š wn‡m‡e Avbv nqwb; `vwi`ª-‰el‡g¨i wfwË-KviYmg~n
we‡køwlZ nqwb; ‰elg¨ †h `vwi`ª evovq G K_v Aby³B i‡q †M‡Q; `wi`ª gvby‡li Ôf~wgÕ †bB GK_v
ejv n‡jI f~wg ms¯‹vi I mswkøó welqvw` G‡Kev‡iB Gwo‡q hvIqv n‡q‡Q; `vwi`ª-‰el‡g¨i wewfbœ
iƒ‡ci †KvbwU, K‡e bvMv`, KZ ~̀i Ges wKfv‡e wbimb n‡e Zvi †Kvb w`K-wb‡`©kbv †bBÑ ‡bB
†KŠkjvw`i weeiY; a‡iB †bqv n‡q‡Q †h D”PZi A_©‰bwZK cÖe„„w× ¯q̂sµxqfv‡eB `vwi ª̀-‰elg¨
wbimb Ki‡e A_©vr D”PZi cÖe„w×B n‡e me †ivMgyw³i GKgvÎ g‡nŠla, Avevi (GK RvqMvq
ejv n‡q‡Q Ò‰elg¨-A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w× I `vwi`ª n«v‡mi MwZ n«vm K‡i); ejv n‡q‡Q Drcv`b evo‡j
`vwi`ª-‰elg¨ n«vm n‡e Z‡e eÈb b¨vh¨Zvi cÖm½B Avbv nqwb (A_P msweav‡b D×„Z n‡q‡Q)| 

`ye„©Ë‡ewóZ †h mgvR-A_©bxwZ Avgiv m„wó K‡iwQ, †m KvVv‡gv‡Z Av‡`Š `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ n«vm m¤¢e
wKÕbv, †f‡e †`L‡Z n‡e| fve‡Z n‡e G wel‡q ivR‰bwZK HKg‡Z¨i cÖm½wU; Mfxifv‡e fve‡Z
n‡e ga¨we‡Ëi gvbwmK-KvVv‡gvi iƒcvšÍ‡ii cÖ‡qvRbxqZv| ÒevRvi `wi`ª-evÜe bqÓ| †mB m‡½
wek¦vq‡bi †Zv‡o gy³evRvi Z‡ZvwaK `wi`ª-we‡ivax| fve‡Z n‡e, wb‡Ri cv‡qi Zjvq gvwU
kw³kvjx Kivi †KŠkj wb‡q| hvi d‡j h_v`ªæZ m¤¢e `vwi ª̀ D‡”Q` n‡e; ˆelg¨ n‡e wZ‡ivwnZ|
Gme fvebvi cÖwZdjb †bB cwiKíbv `wj‡j|  

Avgvi `„p wek¦vm, AvšÍwiK B”Qv _vK‡j Avgiv Avgv‡`i msweavb †g‡b `vwi`ª I ‰elg¨ n«v‡m
†`‡kvc‡hvMx bxwZ I †KŠkj cÖYqb Ges Zv ev¯Íevqb Ki‡Z m¶g| Z‡e Zv A‡b¨i Dci
wbf©vikxj n‡q n‡e bv| Avgvi †Zv „̀p wek¦vm Avgiv cvwi| G j‡¶¨ Avgvi mywbw`©ó cȪ Ívebv
n‡jv `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ wbimbmn mvgwMÖK Av_©-mvgvwRK Dbœq‡b cuvPkvjv cwiKíbv `wj‡j
wbgœwjwLZ 12 `dv G‡RÛv AšÍf©y³KiY I Zv ev¯Íevq‡bi bxwZ-‡KŠkj wb‡ ©̀k Kiv cÖ‡qvRb:

1. eÈb b¨vh¨Zv wbwðZKiYmn D”PZi A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w×;

2. AwaKZi Kvh©Kix I Drcv`bkxj K…wl;

3. AwaKnv‡i Kg©ms¯’vb m„wómn b¨vh¨ gRyixi wbðqZv; 

4. wkívqb: Aby, ¶z̀ ª, gvSvwi, e„nr (¯-̂Kg©ms¯’vbmn); 
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5. K…wl-f~wg-Rjv ms¯‹vi;

6. bvixi ¶gZvqb; 

7. weÁvb I cÖhyw³i m‡e©vËg e¨envi;

8. RbmsL¨v‡K gvbe m¤ú‡` iƒcvšÍi (gvbm¤§Z cÖv_wgK wk¶v, `¶Zv e„w×, cÖwk¶Y, mvs¯‹…wZK
Kg©KvÐ, BZ¨vw`); 

9. kw³kvjx miKvwi ¯v̂¯’¨‡mev LvZ;

10. mymsMwVZ I we¯Í…Z mvgvwRK BÝy¨‡iÝ wm‡÷g (mvgvwRK myi¶vi mewKQzÑ †mdwU †bU †_‡K
km¨ exgv ch©šÍ); 

11. ivR‰bwZK, cÖkvmwbK I wePvwiK ms¯‹„wZi MYgyLx iƒcvšÍi; Ges

12. ivwóªq-miKvwi Dbœqb Kg©Kv‡Ð RbM‡Yi ¯ẐùzZ© mwµq AskMÖnY (Dbœqb n‡e Av‡›`vjb) |

Avwg g‡b Kwi, RbM‡Yi ¯v̂_© mewKQyi D‡×©| Avi `vwi`ªmn RbM‡Yi ¯v̂_© mswkøó welqvw` ej‡Z
Avgiv Kx eyS‡ev Ges †m¸‡jv ivóª I miKvi wKfv‡e wbwðZ Ki‡e Zv †Zv msweav‡bB Av‡Q|
gvbyl wn‡m‡e `wi`ª gvbyl mve©‡fŠgZ¡ I ¯v̂axbZvi mgAskx`vi| Avgv‡`i msweavb EbPwjøk eQi
Av‡M gvby‡li Rb¨ †h ¯v̂axbZv wbwðZ K‡i‡Q, †mUv ev¯ÍevwqZ n‡j `vwi ª̀ wb‡q †mwgbvi
wm‡¤úvwRqvg `iKvi n‡e bv| g‡b ivLv Riæix †h G †`‡ki `vwi`ª cÖavbZ gbyl¨m„óÑf~wgK¤ú ev
A‡jŠwKK †Kvb wKQy GLv‡b `vwi‡`ªi KviY bq| myZivs †kl K_v, gvbyl †hb Rb¥my‡Î `wi`ª n‡Z
bv cv‡i, †m kZ© m„wó Ki‡Z n‡e; mKj gvbyl gvbyl wnmv‡e mgvb| myZivs ˆelg¨ m„wói c_ eÜ
Ki‡jB †Zv mgm¨vi mgvavb n‡q hvq| Zvn‡j Gme wKQz wn‡m‡e G‡b `vwi`ª-‰elg¨ wbimb DwÏó
cuvPkvjv cwiKíbv cÖYqb I Zv ev¯Íevq‡b mgm¨vwU †Kv_vq? 
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evsjv‡`‡ki lô cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbvq moK I 
†ijI‡q Dc-LvZ: GKwU Zzjbvg~jK ch©v‡jvPbv

†gv: †gvqv‡¾g †nv‡mb Lvb 1

KvRx RyjwdKvi Avjx 2

Abstract
This paper has made an attempt to review comparatively the allocations and
importance given to the two so important sub-sectors: Roads and Railways
of the transport infrastructure sector of our economy. In doing so, the
authors in their analysis in the first part of the paper have found that the life
line of our transport infrastructure, i.e., Bangladesh Railway, was not given
proper attention in the sixth  plan. Railway as we all know is the most
poverty-friendly, fast and safe means of transportation (4). That is why in the
second and last part of the paper, we have underscored the need for giving
due importance to Bangladesh Railway in order to achieve the main
objective of the plan - accelerating growth and reducing poverty. Otherwise,
we believe, the aim of achieving 8% growth in the terminal year of the plan,
i.e., 2015, will remain a dream as in the case of other plans of our country
in the past.

f~wgKv

cÂg cÂevwl©Kx cwiKíbvi †gqv` †kl nq 2002 mv‡ji 30-‡k Ryb| ZLb ¶gZvq †eMg
Lv‡j`v wRqvi †bZ…Z¡vaxb Pvi `jxq †RvU miKvi| c~‡e©i gZB (1995 mv‡ji Ry‡b hLb 4_©
cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvi †gqv` †kl nq, ZLb ZrKvjxb weGbwc miKvi mvgªvR¨ev`x AvšÍR©vwZK
Z_vKw_Z `vZv ms¯’v¸‡jvi Pv‡c cieZx© cwiKíbv Kiv †_‡K weiZ _v‡K) cwiKíbv we‡Ølx

1 Aa¨vcK I mfvcwZ, A_©bxwZ wefvM, ivRkvnx wek¦we`¨vjq
2     mnKvix  Aa¨vcK,  A_©bxwZ wefvM, ivRkvnx wek¦we`¨vjq
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weGbwc-RvgvZ miKvi 6ô cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv bv K‡i c~‡e©v³ mvgªvR¨ev`x‡`i Kzeyw×‡Z
(Pvwc‡q †`qv nq) Z_vKw_Z wcAviGmwc MjvatKiY K‡i| wcAviGmwc ïay Avgv‡`i †`‡ki
R‡b¨B bq, Ab¨ †hmKj †`k‡K wek¦ e¨vsK I AvBGgGd MjvatKiY Kwi‡qwQj Zv‡`i R‡b¨I
gnvwech©qKi dj e‡q wb‡q G‡mwQj| G mZ¨ GLb Dc‡iv³ civgk© `vZvivI  ¯x̂Kvi Ki‡Z
eva¨ n‡q‡Qb| Avi ZvB‡Zv †kL nvwmbvi †bZ…Z¡vaxb eZ©gvb gnv‡RvU miKvi 2009 mv‡ji 6-
B Rvbyqvix ¶gZvq  G‡m hLb c~‡e©i gZ (1996 mv‡j †kL nvwmbvi miKvi ¶gZvq  G‡m cÂg
cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv 1997-2002 MÖnY K‡iwQ‡jb) 6ô cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv 2011-2015 Ges
iƒcKí 2020-2021 iPbvq nvZ †`b, ZLb mvgªvR¨ev`xiv Avi euvav w`‡Z mvnm †`Lvq wb| Z‡e
miKvi  avivevwnKZv  i¶vi ¯v̂‡_© wØZxq wcAviGmwc Pvwj‡q hvq AviI GK eQi (2009-10),
hw`I Zv‡Z gnv‡Rv‡Ui Z_v AvIqvgx jx‡Mi w`b e`‡ji mb‡`i (wbe©vPbx Bk&‡Znv‡ii 33 `dv)
is jvwM‡q †`qv nq| B‡Zvg‡a¨B miKvi  lô cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv iPbvi KvR m¤úbœ K‡i‡Q
Ges Gi ev¯Íevqb ïiæ n‡q‡Q 2010-11 A_© eQi †_‡K| iƒcKí 2021 I w`b e`‡ji mb`‡K
aviY K‡i G cwiKíbv iwPZ n‡q‡Q| G‡Z cwiKíbvi †kl eQ‡i A_©vr 2014-15 mv‡j cÖe„w×
8% G D‡V hv‡e Ges mÂq I wewb‡qvM wÎ‡ki †KvUv ¯úk© Ki‡e e‡j Avkvev` e¨³ Kiv
n‡q‡Q| cÖe„w× †Kvb ¯q̂swµq e¨vcvi bq| cÖe„w× n‡”Q mgwšẐ D‡`¨v‡Mi dmj| Avi G †¶‡ÎB
†`Lv †M‡Q lô cwiKíbvq NvUwZ we`¨gvb| Av‡jvP¨ cÖe‡Ü Avgiv ïay moK I †ijI‡qi gZ
AZ¨šÍ  ¸iæZ¡c~Y© cwienb AeKvVv‡gv wb‡q Av‡jvPbv Ki‡ev| c~e©eZx© cwiKíbv¸‡jvi gZB
(e¨wZµg ïay 1g cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv 1974-1978) G cwiKíbvqI †ijI‡q‡K Ae‡njv Kiv
n‡q‡Q| †ijI‡qi R‡b¨ mywbwÏ©ó †Kvb j¶¨gvÎv †bB; A_P moK cwien‡Yi R‡b¨ mywbwÏ©ó
j¶¨gvÎv i‡q‡Q| Avi †ijI‡q I moK cwien‡Yi eivÏ  GKxf~Z K‡i †`Lv‡bv n‡q‡Q hv
†gv‡UI wVK nq wb| Av‡jvP¨ cÖe‡Ü ZvB Avgiv G ˆecwiZ¨¸‡jv Zz‡j aivi cÖ‡Póv MÖnY K‡iwQ|

j¶¨ I D‡Ïk¨

Av‡jvP¨ cÖe‡Üi g~j j¶¨ n‡”Q  A_©‰bwZK cÖe„w× AR©‡b †ij cwien‡Yi ¸iæZ¡ Zz‡j aiv| Avi
G j¶¨‡K m¤§y‡L †i‡L wb‡gœv³ D‡Ïk¨mg~n wba©viY Kiv n‡q‡Q :

1| moK I †ijI‡qi †¶‡Î lô cwiKíbvq wba©vwiZ j¶¨gvÎv¸‡jvi GKwU Zzjbvg~jK we‡kølY
Dc¯’vcb Kiv ;

2| †ijI‡qi Dci m‡e©v”P ¸iæZ¡ Av‡iv‡ci wel‡q cÖ‡qvRbxq civgk©mg~n Zz‡j aiv|

c×wZ I Z_¨

Av‡jvP¨ cÖe‡Ü e¨eüZ Z_¨mg~n g~jZ: lô cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvi `wjjmg~n, evsjv‡`k
A_©‰bwZK mgx¶vi wewfbœ msL¨v †_‡K †bqv n‡q‡Q| Avi Z_¨mg~n cÖwµqvKiY I Dc¯’vc‡bi
R‡b¨ cwimsL¨vwbK c×wZ cÖ‡qvM Kiv n‡q‡Q| G QvovI G wel‡qi Dci cÖKvwkZ cy¯ÍK, M‡elYv
MÖš’ Ges RvY©vj, mvgwqKx I ˆ`wbK msev` c‡Î cÖKvwkZ wewfbœ cÖe‡Üi mnvqZv †bqv n‡q‡Q|
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lô cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvq moK I †ijI‡q Dc-LvZmg~‡n eiv‡Ïi Zzjbvg~jK we‡kølY

c~‡e©B D‡jøL Kiv n‡q‡Q †h, lô cwiKíbvqI †ijI‡q‡K ¸iæZ¡ †`qv nq wb| MZvbyMwZK wKQz
j¶¨ I j¶¨gvÎvi K_v ejv  n‡q‡Q| †ijI‡qi weKv‡k mywbw©Ï©ó ‡Kvb cwiKíbv cwiKíbvi G
`wj‡j Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q bv| A_P moK cwien‡Yi Dbœq‡b mywbwÏ©ó cwiKíbvi D‡jøL i‡q‡Q
(cvU©-2, c„:155-188)| c~‡e©i gZB (1g cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv Qvov) moK cwien‡Yi weKv‡k
G cwiKíbvi cÖ‡YZv‡`i Drmv‡ni †KvbI NvUwZ †bB| Avi ZvB ‡Zv Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q †h,
moK cwien‡Yi weKv‡ki j¶¨, †KŠkj, j¶¨gvÎv BZ¨vw`i weei‡Y Zviv  155 †_‡K 181 c„ôv
ch©šÍ †gvU 26 c„ôv wb‡q‡Qb ; Ab¨w`‡K †ijI‡qi R‡b¨ e¨q K‡i‡Qb gvÎ 7 c„ôv (181-188)|
†ijI‡q‡K Ae‡njvi wPÎ AviI cÖKU n‡q I‡V, hLb Avgiv eiv‡Ïi wP‡Îi w`‡K ZvKvB (mviYx-
1I 2)| mviYx-1 I 2 G Dc¯’vwcZ Z_¨ †_‡K Avgiv †`L‡Z cvw”Q †h , †bŠcwienY , †emvgwiK
wegvb PjvPj I ch©Ub Ges †mZz wefv‡Mi eivÏ Avjv`v Avjv`v †`Lv‡jI, moK I †ijI‡qi
eivÏ GK‡Î ‡`Lv‡bv n‡q‡Q| cÖKí cÖ‡YZv I ev¯Íevqb KZ…©c¶ Avm‡j moK Dbœq‡b AwZ
Drmvnx| KviY Zv‡Z A‡bK jvf Zv‡`i (AvZœmv‡Zi nvi A‡bK †ekx)| moK wbg©vb , cyb:wbg©vb
I †givg‡Zi bv‡g cÖwZ eQi G Dc-LvZwU‡Z P‡j `ybx©wZi g”Qe| Avi ZvB †Zv Avgiv †`L‡Z
cvB †h, weMZ ZË¡veavqK  miKv‡ii mg‡q  m‡e©v”P msL¨K `ybx©wZMȪ Í Kg©KZ©v GLvb †_‡K
Z_vKw_Z  Uªy_ Kwgk‡b wM‡qwQ‡jb AbyK¤úv †c‡Z (5,6,7)| Ab¨w`‡K †ij jvBb GKevi wbwg©Z
n‡j eû eQi Avi nvZ w`‡Z nq bv| miÄvg, IqvMb, †jv‡Kv‡gvwUf GKevi µq Ki‡j AšÍZ:
10 eQi Avi nvZ w`‡Z nq bv| Kv‡RB ILv‡b `ybx©wZi my‡hvM A‡c¶vK…Z A‡bK Kg| Kv‡RB
eivÏ GK‡Î _vK‡j myweav| KviY ZLb cÖ‡qvRb †`wL‡q cÖvq 80%-B mo‡Ki †cQ‡b Xvjv hvq|
†i‡ji †cQ‡b LiP bv Ki‡jI P‡j| 1975 mv‡ji AvMó Uªv‡RwWi ci †_‡K GgbUvB P‡j
Avm‡Q| ỳ:LRbK n‡jI mZ¨ †h, G cwiKíbvqI Avgiv Gi e¨wZµg wKQz †cjvg bv| GZB
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2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 
Dc-LvZmg~n 

‡gvU Ask ‡gvU Ask ‡gvU Ask ‡gvU Ask ‡gvU Ask 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1| moK I 
†ijc_ 

34,020.0 63.3 51,390.0 71.8 59,050.0 72.5 70,690.0 73.1 82,260.0 73.6 

2| †bŠ- 
cwienY 

4,090.0 07.6 2,050.0 02.9 2,200.0 02.7 2,430.0 02.5 2,620.0 02.4 

3| †emvgwiK 
wegvb I 
ch©Ub 

2,830.0 05.3 2,580.0 03.6 2,770.0 03.4 3,060.0 03.2 3,290.0 02.9 

4| †mZz 
wefvM 

12,770.0 23.8 15,500.0 21.7 17,450.0 21.4 20,520.0 21.2 23,540.0 21.1 

‡gvU 53,700.0 100.0 71,530.0 100.0 81,470.0 100.0 96,700.0 100.0 111,720.0 100.0 

 

mviYx 1
evsjv‡`‡ki 6ô cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvq Dc-LvZ wfwËK cwienY Lv‡Z eiv‡Ïi wPÎ, 2011-2015 mg‡q

wfwË eQ‡ii g~‡j¨, wg: Uv:, %

Drm : 1,c„: 204 Gi wfwË‡Z wn‡meK…Z|



kw³kvjx Avgv‡`i AvgjvZš¿ ! iƒcKí, w`b e`‡ji mb` A_©vr ivR‰bwZK A½xKvi I
A_©‰bwZK we‡ePbv‡K Av‡`Š cvËv †`q bv| ‰ecix‡Z¨i ïay GLv‡bB †kl bq| †`Lv hv‡”Q †h,
iƒcK‡í †ijI‡qi R‡b¨ c„_K eivÏ ivLv n‡q‡Q| Avi iƒcKí †Zv ev¯Íevqb n‡e `yÕ‡Uv
cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvi gva¨‡g, A_©vr lô I mßg cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvi gva¨‡g| A_P lô
cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvq †i‡ji eivÏ mo‡Ki mv‡_ GKxf~Z K‡i †`Lv‡bv n‡q‡Q|
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2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 
Dc-LvZmg~n 

‡gvU Ask ‡gvU Ask ‡gvU Ask ‡gvU Ask ‡gvU Ask 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1| moK 
I †ijc_ 

34,020.0 63.3 55,250.0 71.8 67,930.0 72.5 86,600.0 73.1 106,820.0 73.6 

2| 

†bŠcwienY 4,090.0 07.6 2,210.0 02.9 2,530.0 02.7 2,980.0 02.5 3,400.0 02.4 

3| ‡e-
mvgwiK 
wegvb I 
ch©Ub 

2,830.0 05.3 2,770.0 03.6 3,180.0 03.4 3,740.0 03.2 4,270.0 02.9 

4| †mZz 
wefvM 

12,770.0 23.8 16,660.0 21.7 20,070.0 21.4 25,140.0 21.2 30,570.0 21.1 

‡gvU 53,700.0 100.0 76,890.0 100.0 93,710.0 100.0 118,460.0 100.0 145,060.0 100.0 

 

moK I Rbc_ wefvM ’̄vbxq miKvi cÖ‡KŠkj Awa`ßi 
mo‡Ki aib 

‡gvU Ask ‡gvU Ask 
1 2 3 4 5 

1| RvZxq gnvmoK  3,492 16.6 - - 
2| AvÂwjK gnvmoK  4,268 20.3 - - 
3| †Rjv moK 13,280 63.1 - - 
K| †gvU:                             21,040                       100.0                            -                               - 
4| Dc‡Rjv moK - - 37,691 13.1 
5| BDwbqb moK - - 44,686 15.4 
6| MÖvgxb moK - - 206,957 71.5 
L| †gvU:                                   -                                                        289,334                       100.0 
me©‡gvU (K+L) :        21,040 + 289,334 = 310,374 
Ask (K+L) = 06.8 + 93.2 = 100.0 

 

mviYx 2
evsjv‡`‡ki 6ô cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvq Dc-LvZ wfwËK cwienY Lv‡Z eiv‡Ïi wPÎ, 2011-2015 mg‡q

PjwZ g~‡j¨, wg: Uv:, %

Drm : 1,c„: 204 Gi wfwË‡Z wn‡meK…Z|

mviYx 3
moK I Rbc_ wefvM (RHD) Ges ¯’vbxq miKvi cÖ‡KŠkj Awa`ß‡ii AvIZvaxb mo‡Ki wPÎ, 2010 mv‡j

wK: wg:, %

Drm : 1, 2, c„: h_vµ‡g 160, 176 I 285 Gi wfwË‡Z wn‡meK…Z|



Avgv‡`i †`‡k eZ©gv‡b 2,835.04 wK‡jvwgUvi †ijc_ i‡q‡Q (1, c„:182) ; A_P 1972 mv‡j
Gi ˆ`N©̈  wQj 2,874.2 wK‡jvwgUvi (4)| AevK nIqvi gZ NUbv Avi wK! KviY GLbI Avgiv
1972 Gi ch©v‡q †cŠQz‡Z cvwi wb| Aciw`‡K Avgv‡`i †`‡ki moK c‡_i ˆ`N¨© eZ©gv‡b
320,374 wK‡jvwgUvi, hvi g‡a¨ RvZxq, AvÂwjK I †Rjv mo‡Ki ˆ`N©̈  n‡”Q 21,040
wK‡jvwgUvi| evKxUv A_©vr 289,334 wK‡jvwgUvi n‡”Q Dc‡Rjv, BDwbqb I MÖvgxb moK
(mviYx-3)| Gi g‡a¨ gvÎ 6.8% n‡”Q cÖ_g †KwUMwii moK Ges 93.2% n‡”Q wØZxq
†KwUMwii moK| mvsNvwZK weKvk! Avi Gi cÖvq †MvUvUvB M‡o D‡V‡Q cuPvËi cieZx©
miKvi¸‡jvi mg‡q AZ¨šÍ AcwiKwíZfv‡e A`~i`kx© wm×v‡šÍ| d‡j h‡kv‡ii fe`n, Lyjbvi
`v‡Kvcmn AmsL¨ †¶‡Î †`Lv †M‡Q moK gvby‡li g½‡ji cwie‡Z© `y:†Li KviY n‡q ùvwo‡q‡Q|
aŸsm n‡q‡Q †`‡ki fwel¨Z! KviY Kgc‡¶ GK wgwjqb †n±i AZ¨šÍ De©i Avev`x Rwg iv¯Ívi
Z‡j P‡j †M‡Q| eZ©gvb cwiKíbvqI G cÖwµqv Ae¨vnZ ivLv n‡q‡Q (1, mviYx-4.5, c„:165)|
D³ mviYxi Z_¨ †_‡K †`Lv hv‡”Q †h, bZzb AviI 4,672 wK‡jvwgUvi moK wbg©vY Kiv n‡e lô
cwiKíbvi †gqv‡`| cybe©vmb Kiv n‡e 8,433 wK‡jvwgUvi| †ijI‡q‡K aŸsm K‡i w`‡q moK
wbg©v‡Y 
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mviYx 4
evsjv‡`‡ki wewfbœ cwiKíbvq moK I Rbc_ wefv‡Mi (RHD)

AvIZvq eivÏ I e¨‡qi wPÎ, 1973-2010 mg‡q
PjwZ g~‡j¨, wg: Uv:, %

eivÏ e¨q 
cwiKíbvmg~n 

‡gvU m~PK ‡gvU m~PK 
eiv‡Ïi Zzjbvq 
e¨env‡ii nvi 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
1|  1g cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv  
      1973-74 1977-78  

20,76.1 100 2,215.7 100 106.7 

2| ỳÕeQi †gqv x̀ cwiKíbv  
    1978-79  1979-80 

1,800.3 86.7 1,780.9 80.4 98.9 

3| 2q cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv 
    1980-81  1984-85 

8,269.0 398.3 8,471.9 382.4 102.5 

4| 3q cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv  
    1985-86  1989-90 

19.961.5 961.5 22,748.6 1026.7 114.0 

5| 4_©  cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv 
    1990-91  1994-95 

52,092.3 2509.1 51,243.2 2312.7 98.4 

6| ỳÕeQi †gqv x̀ cwiKíbv  
    1995-96  1996-97  

19,001.6 915.3 18,044.6 814.4 95.0 

7| 5g cÂevwl©K cwiKíbv  
    1997-98  2001-02  

91,087.5 4387.4 84,570.9 3816.9 92.9 

8| Aš— e©Zx©Kvjxb wcAviGmwc  
    2002-03  2003-04  

48,576.3 2339.8 43,348.7 1956.4 89.2 

9| AvBwcAviGmwc  
    2004-05  2006-07  

65,966.2 3177.4 57,526.8 2596.3 87.2 

10| wcAviGmwc II 
      2007-08  2009-10  

49,657.2 2391.9 28,794.2 1299.6 58.0 

 
Drm : 1, c„: 161 Gi wfwË‡Z wn‡meK…Z|
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mviYx 5

iƒcKí 2020-21 Gi AvIZvq evsjv‡`‡ki cwienY Lv‡Zi Dbœqb 
cÖKímg~‡n wewb‡qvM Pvwn`v, 2009-2011 mg‡q

wewb‡qvM Pvwn v̀  
Dc-LvZmg~n ‡gvU, wg: Uv: Ask, % 

1 2 3 
1| moKc_ 455,690.0 34.5 
2| ‡ijc_ 362,140.0 27.4 
3| Avf¨š— ixY ‡bŠc_ 81,600.0 06.1 
4| bZzb mgỳ ª e› ì 6,000.0 00.5 
5| Mfxi mgỳ ª e› ì 74,200.0 05.6 
6| XvKvi cwienY e¨e ’̄v 341,790.0 25.9 

me©‡gvU 1,321,420.0 100.0 
 

Drm:1, c„:203 Gi  wfwË‡Z wn‡meK…Z|

AwZ ¸iæZ¡ Av‡iv‡ci welqwU AviI cwi¯‹vifv‡e dz‡U I‡V wewfbœ cwiKíbvq moK I Rbc_
wefv‡Mi AbyKz‡j eivÏ I e¨‡qi wP‡Î †_‡K (mviYx-4)| mviYxi Z_¨ †_‡K †`Lv hv‡”Q †h , 1g
cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvi Zzjbvq cÂg cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvq G Lv‡Z eivÏ I e¨‡qi m~PK h_vµ‡g
cÖvq 32 I 26 ¸‡Y D‡V hvq| Z_vKw_Z wcAviGmwci mg‡qI G cÖeYZv Pjgvb wQj|
Aciw`‡K  cuPvËi cieZx© mg‡q we‡kl K‡i Avwki `k‡K Ges beŸB‡qi `k‡Ki cÖ_gv‡a© I
wcAviGmwci Avg‡j (2001-2008) wek¦ e¨vsK I AvBGgG‡di gZ mvgªvR¨ev`x msMVb¸‡jvi
civg‡k© Z_vKw_Z ms¯‹v‡ii bv‡g evsjv‡`k †ijI‡q‡K m¤ú~Y©fv‡e `¶ Rbejk~b¨ K‡i †djv
n‡q| Avi Gfv‡e  †ijI‡q‡K  cÖK…Z c‡¶B aŸsm¯‘‡c cwiYZ Kiv nq| gnv‡RvU miKv‡ii
bxwZ wba©viK gn‡ji †bZv-‡bZ…e‡M©i gy‡L †i‡ji beRxeb `v‡bi K_v ï‡b Avgiv AvkvwšẐ
n‡qwQjvg| A_P lô cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvq Avgiv Zvi cÖwZdjb †`L‡Z cvB wb| GgbwK
iƒcK‡í †i‡ji R‡b¨ cwienY AeKvVv‡gv Lv‡Zi 27.4% wewb‡qvM †i‡ji R‡b¨ †`Lv‡bv n‡jI
mo‡Ki †¶‡Î Zv 34.5% G wba©viY Kiv n‡q‡Q (mviYx-5)| GZ` m‡Ë¡I lô cwiKíbvq wKš‘
†i‡ji R‡b¨ e¨q eivÏ Avjv`vfv‡e †`Lv‡bv nq wb hv B‡Zvc~‡e©B D‡jøL Kiv n‡q‡Q|

mycvwik gvjv

Avgiv g‡b Kwi †h, lô cÂ evwl©K cwiKíbvq †ij cwienY †gv‡UI ¸iæZ¡ cvq wb| Avi †ij
cwien‡Yi ª̀æZ weKvk e¨ZxZ 7-8% cÖe„w× AR©b Av‡`Š m¤¢e bq| AZGe, Ae¯’vi cwieZ©‡b
Avgv‡`i civgk©mg~n Avgiv wb‡gœ Zz‡j aijvg : 

1| †i‡ji R‡b¨ c„_K gš¿Yvjq cÖwZôv Ki‡Z n‡e| fviZmn Ab¨vb¨ †`‡ki gZ †i‡ji R‡b¨
Avjv`v ev‡RU cÖYqb Ki‡Z n‡e| iƒcKí A_©vr 2021 mvj bvMv` AšÍZ: 10 nvRvi
wK‡jvwgUvi AwZwi³ jvBb wbg©vY Ki‡Z n‡e|

2| †ijI‡qi R‡b¨ `¶ Rbej ˆZixi D‡Ï‡k¨ Ò‡ij cwienY BÝwUwUDUÓ cÖwZôv Ki‡Z
n‡e| eZ©gv‡bi ‡cÖw¶‡Z PÆMÖvg wek¦we`¨vjq I ivRkvnx wek¦we`¨vj‡q Gai‡bi cÖwk¶Y



BÝwUwUDU M‡o †Zvjvi gZ h‡_ó f~wg we`¨gvb Av‡Q| Pxb, fviZ I ivwkqvmn c„w_exi
DbœZ †`kmg~‡n G ai‡bi BÝwUwUD‡Ui Aw¯ÍZ¡ we`¨gvb| cÖ‡qvR‡b G mKj †`‡ki
mnvqZv †bqv †h‡Z cv‡i|

3| †ijI‡q‡K we`ÿ ZvqxZ Ki‡Z n‡e| wW‡Rj Pzwi eÜ I cwi‡e‡ki Dbœq‡bi †¶‡Î GUv
LyeB mnvqK n‡e| `¶Zv e„w× cv‡e| fviZ I Pxb cvi‡j Avgiv cvi‡ev bv †Kb ?
cvi‡ZB n‡e|

4| †`‡ki 64wU †Rjv kni‡K †ij †bUIqv‡K©i AvIZvq Avb‡Z n‡e| †ZuZzwjqv †_‡K
†UK&bvd, evsjvevÜv †_‡K gsjv I KzuqvKvUv ch©šÍ A_©vr e‡½vcmvMi Zxi‡K †ij
cwien‡Yi AvIZvq wb‡q Avm‡Z n‡e| G‡Z K‡i A_©‰bwZK  Kg©KvÛ e„w× cv‡e| ch©Ub
wk‡íi `ªæZ weKvk NU‡e|

5| AvcvZZ:  XvKv, PÆMÖvg, Lyjbv I ivRkvnx gnvbMix‡K †K›`ª K‡i KwgDUvi mvwf©m M‡o
Zzj‡Z n‡e|

6| XvKv gnvbMixi cwienY mgm¨vi †UKmB I ¯’vqx mgvavb Avek¨K| GZ Rbeûj GKwU
kn‡i †hLv‡b gvÎ 7% moK i‡q‡Q †mB mo‡Ki Dci hw` Z_vKw_Z mv‡d©m g‡bv‡ij
ev Gwj‡f‡UW †ij wbg©vb Kiv nq, Z‡e Avgv‡`i g‡Z Zv KLbB †UKmB n‡e bv| Avi
cÖvK…wZK `y‡h©v‡Mi  (f~wgK¤ú, mvB‡K¬vb BZ¨vw`) mgq Zv gnv ỳ‡h©vM †W‡K Avb‡Z cv‡i|
LiP  Pvi¸Y †ekx n‡jI (7) XvKvq cvZvj †ijB wbg©vY Kiv DwPZ e‡j Avgiv wek¦vm
Kwi| D`vniY cvk¦©eZx© †KvjKvZv| Avi GUv Ki‡j miKvi‡K Rwg ûKzg `Lj, wegvb
evwnbxi AvcwË, ¯úxKv‡ii AvcwË BZ¨vw` mgm¨v †gvKv‡ejv Ki‡Z n‡e bv| Rvcvbx
civg‡k© ¯^í Li‡P mnR mgvav‡b †M‡j cieZx©‡Z gnvwec‡` co‡Z n‡Z cv‡i| Rvcvbxiv
Zv‡`i †`‡ki gnvf~wgK¤úcÖeY Ae¯’v Rvbv m‡Ë¡I we ỳ̈ ‡Zi µgea©gvb Pvwn`v c~i‡Y 53wU
cvigvbweK we ỳ¨Z †K›`ª M‡o Zz‡jwQj| Zviv 8 gvÎv mnYxq K‡i G¸‡jv M‡o Zz‡jwQj|
wK NU‡jv dzKzkxgvq? bq gvÎvi f~wgK¤ú Zv‡`i mKj wn‡me-wb‡Kk fyj cÖgvwYZ
Ki‡jv|  GLb Zviv D‡ëvc‡_ nvU‡Z ïiæ K‡i‡Q| Avgv‡`i †`k Rvcv‡bi †P‡q A‡bK
†ekx Rbeûj | Kv‡RB Avgv‡`i‡K 50, 100 eQ‡ii cwienY Pvwn`v gv_vq †i‡LB
wm×všÍ wb‡Z n‡e| m¯Ív RbwcÖqZv jv‡fi wPšÍv gv_v †_‡K †S‡o †d‡j w`‡Z n‡e| Avgiv
Aí Ki‡ev, wKš‘ †UKmBfv‡e Ki‡ev| ¯’vqx mgvav‡bi w`‡K AMÖmi n‡ev|

7| cvZvj †ij mvwf©m‡K myôzfv‡e M‡o †Zvjvi ¯v̂‡_© ÒXvKv †g‡Uªv †ij KZ…©c¶Ó cÖwZôv Kiv
LyeB Riæix| wmwU K‡c©v‡ik‡bi nv‡Z _vK‡j Ab¨vb¨  †mevi gZ  G †¶‡ÎI gnv‰bivR¨
†`Lv †`‡e e‡j Avgiv g‡b Kwi|

8| PÆMÖvg I Lyjbv gnvbMix‡ZI cvZvj †ij cÖwZôvi cwiKíbv GLbB MÖnY Ki‡Z n‡e|
I¸‡jv‡ZI GiKg KZ…©c¶ cÖwZôv Ki‡Z n‡e|

9| m‡e©vcwi †ij cwienY I cvZvj †i‡ji weKv‡ki R‡b¨ gnvcwiKíbv cÖYqb K‡i
mycwiKwíZfv‡e AMÖmi  n‡Z n‡e| Ab¨_vq fwel¨‡Z  Avgv‡`i‡K A‡bK g~j¨ w`‡Z n‡Z
cv‡i|
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10| A_©vq‡bi mgm¨v nIqvi K_v bq| Af¨šÍixb I ˆe‡`kxK, cÖvB‡fU I cvewjK BZ¨vw`
cÖvq mKj Drm †_‡KB A_©vqb m¤¢e| m¯Ív RbwcÖqZvi Avkvq Ki bv evov‡bvi cÖwZkÖæwZ
bv †`qvB fvj| KviY RbMY Ki w`‡Z ivRx n‡e, hw` DËg †mevi wbðqZv cvq|
wcwcwc, wmwÛ‡K‡UW FY, eÛ  Qvov, mviPvR© Av‡ivc cÖf„wZ wewfbœ Dcv‡q  A‡_©i ms¯’vb
m¤¢e e‡j Avgiv g‡b Kwi|

11| †hvMv‡hvM gš¿Yvjq‡K †f‡½ w`‡q ÒmoK cwienY gš¿YvjqÓ cÖwZôv Ki‡Z n‡e (†ij
gš¿Yvj‡qi K_v c~‡e©B ejv n‡q‡Q)| Avm‡jB †hvMv‡hvM gš¿Yvj‡qi cÖ‡qvRb †bB| KviY
†bŠcwienY, wegvb cwienY, WvK I †Uwj‡hvMv‡hvM bv‡gi gš¿Yvjq¸‡jv A‡bK AvM
†_‡KB c„_K gš¿Yvjq wn‡m‡e weivRgvb| gvbyl I mo‡Ki ˆ`N©̈  A¯v̂fvweKfv‡e e„w×i
djkÖæwZ‡Z moK cwienY Dc-Lv‡Z e¨e¯’vcbvi mgm¨v cÖKU AvKvi aviY K‡i‡Q| iv¯Ívi
†envj `kv| Ggb w`b †bB †hw`b AšÍZ: WRb Lv‡bK `yN©Ubv bv NU‡Q| Ac~iYxq ¶wZ
n‡”Q Rvbgv‡ji| Avi hvbh‡Ui Kvi‡Y †h wgwjqb wgwjqb kªg N›Uvi AcPq n‡”Q Zv
Gov‡Z cvi‡j Avgv‡`i †gvU Af¨šÍixY Drcv`b AšÍZ: 2% e„w× †c‡Zv|

12| †i‡ji MwZ Aek¨B evov‡Z n‡e, AšÍZ: fvi‡Zi ch©v‡q wb‡ZB n‡e| fviZ 150
wK‡jvwgUvi †e‡M †Uªb Pvjvq| Avgiv †Kb cvi‡ev bv| G †¶‡Î ª̀æZ I Kvh©Ki e¨e¯’v
MÖnY Ki‡Z n‡e|

Dcmsnvi 

D`xqgvb kw³kvjx A_©bxwZi †`k¸‡jv we‡kl K‡i  Pxb (we‡k¦i 2q e„nËg A_©bxwZi †`k) I
fviZ AeKvVv‡gvMZ Dbœq‡b  me©vwaK ¸iæZ¡ w`‡q‡Q| fviZ cÖwZ eQi M‡o 600 wK‡jvwgUvi
†ijc_ wbg©vY Ki‡Q| Pxb fvi‡Zi †P‡q 6 ¸Y †ekx wewb‡qvM K‡i P‡j‡Q AeKvVv‡gv Lv‡Z|
B‡Zvg‡a¨B Pxb we‡k¦i me‡P‡q DuPz †ijc_ wbg©v‡Yi gva¨‡g AZ¨šÍ `yM©g wZeŸZ‡K g~j f~-L‡Ûi
mv‡_ mshy³ K‡i †d‡j‡Q (4)| GLb Zviv G †ijc_‡K wmwK‡gi mxgvšÍ, A_©vr fvi‡Zi mxgvšÍ
ch©šÍ wb‡q hvIqvi cwiKíbv wb‡q KvR Ki‡Q| Avi Avgiv †Kv_vq AvwQ? Kv‡bKwUwfwUi K_v
ejv n‡”Q, A_P c`‡¶c †Kv_vq? ïay fviZxq F‡Yi w`‡K ZvwK‡q _vK‡j Pj‡e bv| Ab¨vb¨
Drm I m¤¢vebv‡KI Lyu‡R †ei Ki‡Z n‡e Ges Kv‡R jvMv‡Z n‡e| †kL nvwmbvi weMZ Avg‡j
A_©vr 1996-2001 mg‡q cwðg I DËi evsjv‡`‡k wZb wZbwU Bwc‡RW (gsjv, Ck¦i`x I
DËiv) M‡o †Zvjv m‡Ë¡I †m¸‡jv‡Z D‡jøL‡hvM¨ †KvbI wewb‡qvM nqwb| gsjv e›`‡ii ỳie¯’v
I AvaywbK †ij †hvMv‡hv‡Mi Abycw¯’wZB Gi cÖavb KviY e‡j Avgiv g‡b Kwi| Avgiv wek¦vm
Kwi †h, lô cÂevwl©K cwiKíbvi 8% cÖe„w×i j¶¨gvÎv Ges 2021 mv‡ji g‡a¨ Avgv‡`i
‡`k‡K ga¨ Av‡qi †`‡k iƒcvšÍwiZ Kivi †h j¶¨gvÎv iƒcK‡í wba©viY Kiv n‡q‡Q Gi GKwUI
AR©b Kiv m¤¢e n‡e bv, hw` bv mviv †`ke¨vcx AvaywbK I kw³kvjx GK †ij †bUIqvK© M‡o
†Zvjv nq| Avgv‡`i †`‡ki bxwZ wba©viK I kvmK gnj hZ `ªæZ GUv Abyaveb Ki‡Z m¶g
n‡eb,ZZB g½j| 
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Comment on Sixth Five Year Plan on Trade Issues

SELIM RAIHAN1

Abstract

This article evaluates the trade issues as discussed in the Sixth Five Year
(SFYP) Plan of Bangladesh. SFYP outlined several strategies and polices
related to the external sector in Bangladesh. The article provides a summary
of these strategies and policies, documented in different chapters of SFYP
and a critical analysis on these strategies and policies. The article suggests
that in future Bangladesh may opt for an analytical approach to tariff
liberalisation. Under this approach there may be scopes to devise the tariff
structure in such a way so that it has limited effects on the revenue position
of the government, but contributes to lowering high rates of effective
protection enjoyed by a number of sectors. 
Sixth Five Year Plan (SFYP) outlined several strategies and polices related
to the external sector in Bangladesh. A summary of these strategies and
policies, documented in different chapters of SFYP, is presented below. A
critical analysis on these strategies and policies is provided towards the end
of this report.

A.    Proposed Trade Strategies & Policies In The Sixth Plan
Part I: Chapter 1: Development Context, Sixth Plan Targets And
Strategy

Overall Strategy

“The dynamism in manufacturing sector will benefit from greater outward
orientation. To increase the export potential as well as to diversify the export base,
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the Sixth Plan will seek to further reduce trade barriers within the context of the
World Trade Organization (WTO) framework as well as seek more active
cooperation with neighbors. Bangladesh will actively participate in concerned
international and regional/sub-regional fora aimed at increasing Bangladesh’s
access to international export markets, easing and eventually eliminating any non-
trade barriers to Bangladeshi exports, encourage investments, increase trade in
services including energy, promote regional connectivity, and establish best
possible economic relations with all strategic countries including neighbors.”

Part I: Chapter 2: Growth And Employment Strategies

Emphasis on Comparative Advantage

“Bangladesh can concentrate its development efforts on promoting labor intensive
manufacturing exports based on the rationale that it has a relatively abundant
labor endowment that gives it a cost advantage in labor intensive products.  The
experience with the ready-made-garments (RMG) sector seems to support both
points.” 

Market access

“..trade policies of partner countries can reduce access to Bangladeshi exports.
These constraints to market access will be analyzed and resolved through proper
dialogue with the authorities of concerned countries at multilateral, regional and
bilateral levels. However, much of the policy attention will focus on production
incentives, quality and cost competitiveness, and diversification of our export
basket.”  

Trade Policy Reform

“While trade protection has come down sharply from its very high levels in the
early 1990s, Bangladesh remains amongst the most heavily protected countries in
the world. Trade reform has also stagnated over the past few years.  A rapidly
expanding and diversified export-oriented manufacturing sector requires a much
faster pace of trade liberalization and commensurate measures to minimize if not
eliminate anti-export bias of the existing trade regime.” 

“Bangladesh made significant progress in reforming the foreign trade regime and
reducing protection since the early 1990s. This is reflected in the simplification of
trade licensing, removal of quantitative restrictions, reduction in custom duties,
and the implementation of a flexible exchange rate policy. As a result the trade to
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GDP ratio has more than doubled since FY91, reaching 40 percent of GDP in
FY10.  This progress with trade liberalization has served Bangladesh well in
terms of growth and poverty reduction. Nevertheless, the average tariff protection
in Bangladesh is still very high as compared to most other South Asian countries,
even though average protection in South Asia is higher than in other regions.”

“One worrisome development in Bangladesh budgetary management is the
growing importance of a range of supplementary duties (para-tarrifs) that have
grown in significance and are almost inversely correlated with the reduction in
custom duties. These para-tariffs have tended to offset much of the gains intended
for productivity gains and export promotion through the impact of lower customs
duties on protection.  The large dispersion of both customs and supplementary
duties tends to distort production incentives through high rates of effective
protection. Importantly, the current tariff regime undermines export
competitiveness and impedes growth of new exports, thus restraining export
diversification.”

“A part of the reason for imposing supplementary duties was to raise revenues.
But research has shown that much of these duties have ended up raising protection
instead. As Bangladesh moves towards a more modern tax regime with greater
reliance on income and value-added taxes during the Sixth Plan period, the role
of supplementary duties for protective purpose will be substantially reduced with
a view to limiting them for discouraging socially undesirable consumption or for
discouraging luxury items by imposing supplementary duties uniformly on
imports and domestic production.  To support the growth of a labor-intensive,
export-oriented manufacturing sector, a review of the trade protection regime will
be done with a view to lowering protection.”   

Part I: Chapter 3: Medium Term Macroeconomic Framework

Maintaining a Stable Balance of Payment

“A comfortable balance of payments (BOP) situation, ensuring comfortable
external reserve position and buoyant growth in import payments and export
receipts, is a precondition for the success of the Plan.”

“Based on the recent performance, export sector under the Plan is projected to
grow by 19.4% per annum in US dollar terms, which is higher than usual because
of the sharp increase in exports recorded in FY11. Excluding the strong
performance of FY11, export growth during the remainder of the Plan is projected
to be about the same as in recent pre-global crisis years. The projection entails an
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increase in the share of exports in relation to GDP to rise by 7.7 percentage points
to 23.9% of GDP by the end of the SFYP reflecting a leading role that export
sector is envisaged to play in increasing domestic activity.”

“Import payments are also likely to grow at a buoyant pace of 20.4% on average
during the Plan period on account of an unusually strong growth in the first year
of the Plan. Imports are however projected to come down to a more sustainable
pace of 14.3% over the rest of the Plan period. The projected high import growth
will address critical capacity constraints in the power and other infrastructure
sectors along with capital machineries and raw materials for the industrial sector
expansion.”

“Trade account deficit will increase significantly due to higher imports associated
with increased domestic and export activity. Services and income account deficits
are also projected to grow wider over the years in line with their recent trends.
The widening of the trade account deficit is not a matter of concern since this is
associated with increased demand for imports related to the targeted increase in
investment and exports and will be largely financed through growing inflows of
export earnings and remittances. The external current account deficits hovering at
less than one percent of GDP would be sustainable and justifiable for a developing
country like Bangladesh given the growing import demand associated with the
higher real economic growth objectives.”  

Part II: Chapter 2: Diversifying Exports And Developing A Dynamic
Manufacturing Sector

Need for Diversification of Exports

“Manufacturing industries such as jute goods, leather and frozen foods,
engineering products and pharmaceuticals have strong export potentials for
driving the industry towards higher growth. But, unlike RMG, these industries are
yet to become major contributors to the economy as can be seen from their export
performance (Table 2.2). Thus export concentration in a single product group –
RMG – infuses an element of vulnerability to our export performance. 

To promote export diversification, the Government in its export policy has
adopted a strategy of according the highest priority to several emerging exports
that demonstrate high potential:

Agro-products and agro-processing products;
Light engineering products (including auto-parts and bicycles);
Footwear and leather products;
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Pharmaceutical products;
Software and ICT products; 
Home textile;
Ocean-going Ship Building Industries; and
Toiletry Products.”

“In addition, the Government is selectively according bonded import facilities to
more emerging exports (e.g. agro-processing, ship building). In future, this
facility may not be limited to 100% export-oriented industries only but extended
to industries producing for both domestic and export markets. Further, the Duty
Drawback Scheme will be revamped to ensure world-priced inputs to exporting
firms without long lags and high transaction costs for reimbursements.” 

Trade liberalization and Manufacturing Efficiency and Competitiveness

“Since much of the impetus to trade liberalization came in the early 1990s, it is
possibly most appropriate to compare the performance of the manufacturing
sector in phase II and phase III, with the caveat that even phase 2 benefited from
significant deregulation and the rapid expansion of the export-oriented garment
sector based on establishment of the free trade zones.  Nevertheless, it is accepted
that tariff reductions and QR removal introduced a substantial degree of import
competition in the local manufacturing sector, forcing enterprises to restructure
and raise productive efficiency. Many did, such as ceramics, textiles (new
spinning capacities), RMG accessories, electrical goods, etc. Those that failed to
adjust including many public and private firms had to close down and lay off
workers. In this group there were a large number of SOE`s involved in jute and
cotton textile mills. Private enterprises which were beneficiaries of high
protection for long but failed to adjust following liberalization had no other option
but to close down.

“The changes in trade regime and opportunities created in the world market as
part of these developments have been possible also because of the dynamism of
the entrepreneurs who could exploit the opportunities in the international market
and deal with the risks. The trade regime of Bangladesh has also contributed
greatly towards efficient operation of the industry. Manufacturing growth
averaged 8.2 percent per annum (only 4.3 percent for non-RMG) in the first half
of the 1990s during the peak of the liberalizing period, but tapered off to an
average of 5.6 percent in the latter half, to end the decade with an average of 6.9
percent growth, compared to 5 percent in the 1980s.  These averages mask the fact
that it was the RMG enterprises (in the medium and large scale group) that grew
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by over 20 percent and drove manufacturing growth, while there was stagnation
and even decline in some import-substituting. Import liberalization and the
abolition of import licensing improved access of small enterprises to capital
machinery, raw materials and implements that could now be purchased readily
and at low cost.”

“An important feature of the export basket has been its concentration on a few
commodities. Jute and jute goods, tea, leather and leather products, and frozen
foods were the major exports up to late eighties. Since FY88 woven and knit
garments, frozen foods, leather and leather products and jute and jute goods have
been the major exports. The most remarkable feature of the export basket is the
emergence of readymade garment (RMG) in the late 70s as export and its
increasing dominance in the basket over the years. Readymade garment has
replaced jute and jute goods in importance. Thus while the contribution of jute
and jute goods declined from about 69 percent in FY81 to about 3 percent in
FY09, readymade garment constitutes more than 75 percent of total exports in
recent years. Equally striking is the fact that by the turn of the century,
manufactured goods made up over 90% of our exports.” 

Anti-export Bias of the Trade Regime

“Reforms allowed the export sector to flourish, however the success of the export
sector is largely attributed to the RMG sector. All other non-RMG major export
items have had only a modest growth since the late 1980s. Though some new
items have been added to the export basket the country’s export base remains
narrow and undiversified. Without export diversification Bangladesh may be
exposed to negative export shocks. Therefore the existing policy anomalies have
to be removed and supportive steps for diversification of exports will be
undertaken during the Sixth Plan period.

“Despite the measures for export promotion and tariff rationalization, a measure
of anti-export bias still prevails. The structure of incentives created by the trade
policy regime still favors the production of domestic import substitutes and
creates barriers for emergence of new export industries and expansion of export
industries not benefitting from special measures. Given that SFYP puts a lot of
emphasis on export of manufactures, concerted efforts will be made to remove the
remaining anti-export bias to create a neutral policy regime between import
substitution and export promotion in order to focus both on manufactures that
have export potential and industries which already export but whose potentials are
not fully realized.”
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“Diversification of the manufacturing base will be promoted by keeping import
channels open and facilitating Bangladeshi firms to vertically integrate within the
global production chains. ‘Machinery’ and ‘other-industries’ sectors are also
projected to become more buoyant due to the expansion of the economy and
gradual diversification of exports. One of the thrusts of the industrial policy
during SYFP will be to create scope for emergence of new activities (in exports
or domestic production) and expansion of SMEs to take advantage of scale
economies. However, due to paucity of gas supplies as well as uncertainty with
regard to the use of coal, the growth performance of ‘chemical-fertilizer’ and
‘petroleum’ sub-sectors would likely remain moderate. Removal of critical
infrastructure bottlenecks in power and transport sectors through massive new
investments will be critical for planned acceleration of manufacturing sector
growth. “

Exports – the Driver of Manufacturing Growth

“The main driver of manufacturing growth will be the export markets, although
growing domestic demand from higher income generation will also provide
impetus to import substitute production. The case for exports is very clear. In spite
of a burgeoning domestic market, its size is limited when it comes to the need for
creating over a million additional jobs every year with decent wages. The export
market is vast allowing industries to take advantage of economies of scale and the
scope for creating jobs and income is unlimited. Already manufacturing exports
make up more than 90% of our export basket. High manufacturing growth over
the next decade will hinge on continuation and improvement on the superb export
performance of the past 15 years. The key is to produce competitively products in
which Bangladesh has comparative advantage and formulate strategies to open
export markets. Based on the recent performance, export sector under the Plan
period is projected to grow by 16% per annum in US dollar terms, which is about
the same rate as in recent pre-global crisis years. The projection entails an increase
in the share of exports in relation to GDP to rise by at least 5 percentage points to
22% of GDP by the end of the SFYP reflecting a leading role that export sector is
envisaged to play in the SFYP. While RMG exports would continue to dominate
the export outlook, some important non-traditional exports like footwear and
leather products, light engineering products (bicycle and electronics),
pharmaceuticals, ceramics, jute goods, ocean-going ships, and some labor-
intensive products not yet on the export radar, are likely to grow at a much faster
rate. This diversification is a key objective underlying the strategy for
manufacturing growth.”
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Strategic Policies for Manufacturing Exports in the Sixth Plan

“In order to get the maximum leverage out of manufacturing sector and its
competitiveness in the global marketplace, the Sixth Plan would focus on four
strategic approaches. 

Export diversification. “..in the context of the Sixth Plan, the strategy of export
diversification will not be limited to product diversification in the export basket.
Rather, the strategy will embrace many different facets, each of which addresses
the vulnerability aspect of export concentration, as summarized below:

Product diversification – introducing range of new products in the export basket.

Geographical diversification – widening the range of destination markets for
exports.

Quality diversification – upgrading the value of existing products, i.e. moving up
market from low end to high end products (described as moving up the value
chain). 

Goods-to-services diversification – seeking opportunities to expand non-
merchandise exports. 

Intermediate goods diversification – product diversification need not imply
adding only final consumer goods in the export basket – as is popularly
understood in Bangladesh. There are global opportunities for plugging into the
supply chain of export powerhouses like China, something that East Asian
economies have done successfully. That requires Bangladesh to diversify its
manufacturing base into backward linkage industries producing a wide range of
intermediate goods for exports within the globalized production chain.”

“Finally, it is critical that the trade policy regime is geared to ensure
export competitiveness in general while facilitating emergence and
expansion of new export products. Bangladesh’s labor cost advantage
remains strong though productivity is a question mark. Yet this advantage,
properly harnessed, could yield surprising rewards within the current
scheme of globalized production and supply chains, provided the trade
regime is right. The success of RMG is clear evidence of this
phenomenon.”

“If export diversification is to be the cornerstone of an export strategy, at least
three aspects of the trade policy regime will deserve close attention during the
Sixth Plan:
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Ensuring export competitiveness in general – by addressing border barriers (e.g.
tariffs) and beyond-the border constraints (e.g. trade infrastructure, energy and
telecommunications, regulations, finance). 

Reducing anti-export bias of the trade regime – several researches provided ample
evidence of anti-export bias of the current import, tariff and subsidy regime that
favors import-substituting production over exports. The duty-drawback scheme to
provide world-priced inputs for export production has proved inadequate.
Eliminating or reducing the built-in anti-export bias that still remain will be key
to switching the incentive regime in favor of exports. 

Reducing anti-diversification bias – because of the stellar success of RMG
exports, trade policy and incentive regime have a clear focus on this sector which
is provided a free trade channel plus logistic support (duty free import of inputs,
bonded warehousing facilities, back-to-back LC, rapid custom clearance). While
such a policy is appropriate for making RMG exports competitive on a global
scale, attention needs to be focused on similar policy environment for emerging
and potential exports without which they face formidable barriers in the context
of a high-tariff and restrictive import regime in Bangladesh. This particular
feature of anti-diversification bias could be unique to Bangladesh and will be
addressed during the Sixth Plan. “

The China opportunity: “A window of opportunity that beckons Bangladesh has
its roots in what is going on in China known to the world as the export
powerhouse, as the biggest source of cheap exports of all manner of goods, from
clothing and toys to consumer electronics and durable goods like air conditioners
and refrigerators. Abundant, cheap, and productive labor was the primary source
of China’s global competitive advantage. As a natural phenomenon of industrial
success, that advantage is fast eroding. Wages are rising in China, where factory
workers are paid three to four times the wages of Bangladeshi workers.  In
addition, acute labor shortages have appeared in key economic zones. Wage-push
inflation in China means that competitive advantage is no longer assured, at least
not for the labor intensive commodities whose fabrication is less complex and
demands relatively low-skilled workers. Examples of these Chinese products
include readymade garments, shoes, electrical goods, car parts, toys, kitchenware,
and multifarious consumer goods. In these sorts of products, China’s competitive
edge stemming from low labor costs is fast eroding. 

“That is not all. Pressure is mounting on China to revalue the Yuan – a
measure that will make its exports dearer and therefore less competitive.
Though China has not wilted under this pressure, analysts believe gradual
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Yuan appreciation in the months ahead is a very real possibility. This adds the
third element in the erosion of Chinese cost competitiveness, apart from rising
wages and labor shortages. In the current scheme of global competition, the
loss in competitive advantage for one country becomes a gain for one or more
countries. Those ready to gain from China’s falling competitive edge in labor-
intensive products are countries like Bangladesh, Vietnam, Cambodia,
Indonesia, Philippines, and even India. 

“What is notable is that developments in China have set in motion some
dynamic adjustments around the globe. Investors are scurrying for the next
best location for manufacturing clothing, shoes, toys and other labor-intensive
manufactures. Why not Bangladesh? Labor costs, investment climate, and
trade policy will be the critical factors determining location and success of the
next export powerhouses. 

“During the Sixth Plan period, Bangladesh will position itself
comprehensively – with supportive incentive schemes, investment incentives,
and liberal import regime – for a solid berth in the new alignment of
exporters. In terms of attractive trade and investment policies, Bangladesh
will match countries like Vietnam and Indonesia which are vying to take a
bigger chunk of the Chinese pie which is up for grabs. This once-in-a-lifetime
window of opportunity may not last for long. Success in this effort will ensure
Bangladesh’s claim for middle income status within a decade.  

Export restructuring in a globalized economy: “Global production sharing has been
a striking feature of world trade in recent years. It generally entails the breaking
up of the production process into vertically separate stages carried out in more
than one country, involving both backward and forward linkages from the
production stage in the commodity chain. Analysts have pointed out that the
superior export performance of East Asian countries can be partly attributed to
their strategic use of cross-national production networks within a globalized
production system. Bangladesh manufacturing exports could also get a strong
boost if it positions itself suitably within the global production and supply chain. 

Two types of commodity chains have been identified: 

Producer-driven commodity chains (PDCC): “PDCC tends to be characterized
in capital and technology intensive industries (e.g. automobiles, computers,
semiconductors, and heavy machinery). Transnational corporations play a
central role in coordinating production networks. International sub-
contracting of components is common for most labor-intensive production
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processes. The main barrier to entry for this type of production network is
capital and propriety know-how. Moreover out sourced production is
controlled by TNC mainly through equity investment.

Buyer-driven commodity chains (BDCC): “These types of chains are most
prevalent in industries which are characterized by large retailers, branded
marketers and trading companies. These businesses usually set up
decentralized production networks in a variety of exporting countries,
moreover the branded companies usually provide the design and order the
goods and supply the specification. This pattern is common in labor-intensive
consumer goods such as garments, toys, footwear etc. The main barriers to
entry are product development, advertising etc. Control of production takes
place through non-equity arrangements with local firms through sub
contracting. In essence the Wal Marts and Nikes do not manufacture the
products; they just design and sell. In the BDCC system there is a physical
separation of production activity from the design and marketing stages. 

“Indeed the new aspect of globalization is the ability of producers to slice up
the value chain by breaking up the production process into many
geographically separated steps such that a good is produced in a number of
stages in a variety of locations, adding value at each stage. The assembly stage
is a labor intensive activity using unskilled labor in which countries like
Bangladesh have a comparative advantage. In readymade garment exports,
Bangladesh has already taken advantage of the BDCC system, but could reap
similar benefits in other products such as toys, footwear, auto parts, TV parts
and components. Trade in parts and components in the machinery sector are
the fastest growing segment of world trade. The rise of China as a low cost
assembly hub has boosted component production and assembly in other
countries. During 2005-06 components manufacturing trade in Asia were
above the world average by 15 percent and made up almost 75% of East Asian
trade. During the Sixth Plan period Bangladesh will have to position itself as
a player in the global production chain based on its comparative advantage
within a market niche. Its long experience with garment production chain
gives it a competitive edge over newcomers. 

Working on market access issues: “Producing products of export interest and in
accordance with Bangladesh’s comparative advantage based on its factor
endowments is only the first albeit the key step for export growth. Yet being
competitive in exports is only a necessary condition for export success. Global
trade is subject to various tariff and non-tariff measures that serve as barriers to
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market access, particularly for an LDC like Bangladesh seeking new export
destinations and trying to open existing markets wider. For export success to be
ensured on a sustainable basis, the government will be playing a proactive role in
continuing efforts under the bilateral and multilateral umbrella to obtain
Bangladesh’s rightful claim to market access for diversified products and
destinations. 

“It is well known that the Uruguay Round of trade negotiations opened global
trade and reduced overall tariffs, but left the peak tariffs on products of export
interest to LDCs like Bangladesh (e.g. tariff peaks on textiles and clothing).
Although this has been partly compensated by various preferential schemes
offered by OECD countries, such as GSP and EU’s EBA, there are formidable
challenges to be faced in reducing tariffs on Bangladesh’s major export
product (RMG) and emerging products that might be subject to WTO-
compliant rules under SPS and TBT. A two-track initiative is visualized: (a)
the government in partnership with chambers and think tanks will vigorously
pursue the LDC option for S&D preferential market access under WTO’s
Doha Development Round; (b) on a bilateral basis, the government will
continue to work on obtaining duty-free access for Bangladesh exports into
developed markets such as USA, Japan, and Australia, while pursuing low-
tariff market access options via reaching free trade agreements with
individual emerging market countries or groups.

“Furthermore, Bangladesh will also pursue the regional option to open
markets and expand trade with neighboring countries in South and East  Asia,
under various regional or bilateral trading arrangements (e.g. through
SAFTA, BIMSTEC or potential bilateral FTAs). Given Bangladesh’s current
tariff regime, most research indicate high cost of trade diversion from these
initiatives, thus requiring further rationalization of tariffs so that benefits of
trade creation offset trade diversion costs from regional FTAs. To gain market
access through RTAs Bangladesh will have to reduce tariffs further, without
which it would be difficult to forge regional trade alliances.” 

B.    Some Critical Observations on The Proposed Strategies & Policies

The main problem with further tariff rationalisation is concern about the potential
revenue shortfalls of the Government. Although the loss in revenue could
arguably be made up either by expanding the domestic tax base or by increasing
the VAT net or a combination of both, the tax administration in an LDC like
Bangladesh is not as flexible as in developed countries for undertaking an
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increased revenue mobilisation effort within a short period of time. Also,
increasing the rates of revenue generating tax measures such as VAT may be
difficult given the poverty situation of the country. An alternative might be to
readjust the tariffs so that the highest duty rate is reduced, but on the whole the
tariff structure remains revenue-neutral. In this case, however, the average
nominal protection given to the domestic import-substituting activities will not
decline.

Since Bangladesh embarked on a tariff reform programme at a very fast pace, it
may not be possible to carry on further liberalisation with a similar pace.
Nevertheless, it would be unwise to reverse the process of liberalisation and thus
the progress achieved in the previous decade. The use of para-tariffs in recent
years has increased the total protection rates, which appears to be incompatible
with the liberalisation measures that Bangladesh undertook earlier. It is, therefore,
important to ensure the neutrality of supplementary duty and VAT by applying
them to the domestic industries in a non-discriminatory fashion, which could
contribute to increased government revenue on the one hand, and reduced anti-
export bias on the other.

In future Bangladesh may opt for an analytical approach to tariff liberalisation.
Under this approach there may be scopes to devise the tariff structure in such a
way so that it has limited effects on the revenue position of the government, but
contributes to lowering high rates of effective protection enjoyed by a number of
sectors. Although the outcome may be diminished or unchanged nominal
protection for the whole economy, the efficiency gains achieved through
reduction in effective protection can be beneficial to resource allocation.

The existing practice of tariff liberalisation programme has wrongly concentrated
on the nominal protection rate and the revenue implications. This is reflected in
the higher import-weighted tariff rate for intermediate goods than that for final
consumers’ goods. Therefore, a more realistic tariff rationalisation programme
can substantially benefit the domestic industry relying on imported intermediate
goods. This apparent unrealistic duty structure underlines the need for using an
analytical approach to tariff liberalisation measures.

However, across the board tariff reduction may not be desirable not only because
of the revenue concern of the government but also because of the need for
providing some support to domestic industries with significant growth and
poverty alleviation effects. By adopting pro-active and analytical policy regime
effective support to the growth of small and informal sector activities with
significant poverty alleviation effects can be provided. In fact, policies should be
devised in such a way so that trade can act as a tool for development. 
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Bangladesh has liberalised its economy quite considerably now and particularly
in the 1990s the pace of liberalisation had been very rapid. The liberalisation
measured contributed to reducing the policy induced anti-export bias at some
moderate level. More liberalisation and rationalisation of the tariff regime could
be another way of reducing the anti-export bias further. However, the evidence
provided in this chapter calls for undertaking much more careful approach to
future liberalisation. 

The existence of anti-export bias attracts policy suggestions for withdrawing the
remaining quantitative restrictions for trade reasons, to bring down the top
customs duty rate, and to eliminate all other import taxes such as the
infrastructural development surcharges and supplementary duties. However, as
Bangladesh’s most trade-related QRs are almost extinct now, removal of the few
existing QRs do not appear to be any significant constraining factor for future
openness of the trade regime. 

In addition to above, available evidence seems to suggest that the growth
performance of Bangladesh has not been significantly influenced by liberalisation
measures. The potential growth dividend arising from further tariff cuts also
appears to be very small. These findings would imply that liberalisation of the
tariff regime alone is likely to be insufficient for promoting export and economic
growth.  

Although liberalisation should encompass many factors affecting trade and
business practices, in Bangladesh an overwhelming attention has been given to
trade related instruments only. In fact, policymakers are so inclined to measures
related to tariffs and QRs that most of the time reform measures are used
interchangeably with trade liberalisation measures. Reforms of the institutions
have largely been overlooked. Embarking on such trade reforms as tariff cuts and
elimination of QRs, are relatively easy. However, significant growth-enhancing
effects perhaps require reforms in other difficult areas. In this regard, there are
suggestions that institutional reforms should be considered as the key to
Bangladesh’s growth-supporting strategy. 

The above arguments should not be interpreted in such a way as to indicate that
there is no need for further liberalisation and thus removing anti-export bias.
There can definitely be a need for such an action, but it will have to be supported
by other more difficult reform measures. 

It is also important to recognise the difference between trade policy and policy of
trade liberalisation. The distinction is very important for protecting some policy
space that is required to promote development priorities. An overall pro-
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liberalisation policy does not exclude the possibility of policy support for certain
specific sectors. 

Supporting the export sector by removing the anti-export bias is one of the most
important reasons for undertaking liberalisation. However, it is worthwhile
enquiring whether the policy induced anti-export bias is the only problem for
expanding exports. While tariff rationalisation and the liberalisation of trade
regime is one thing, how far this will stimulate export response, particularly of
non-RMG sectors, is another thing. It may be that any significant supply-side
response in these sectors can only be stimulated by addressing other demand and
supply side problems. 

It is also important to mention that there is an increasingly felt need for a
comprehensive trade policy in view of meeting the long term needs of trade-led
sustainable development of the country. The need for a comprehensive trade
policy can be justified on many accounts: 

(1) Medium and Long Term Policy Perspective for Development: The
comprehensive trade policy would set out strategies towards attaining various
targets set forth under the medium and long term development plans of the
country. 

(2) Debates over Policies and Operational Issues: There are strong debates over
consistency between the objectives and strategies specified in the trade policy and
various measures taken under government’s budgetary framework. As part of
supporting domestic import-substituting industries, various budgetary initiatives
undertaken by the government should be devised in such a way that the country’s
export-led industrialisation would not be discriminated. There should be a
comprehensive trade policy under which a more realistic tariff rationalisation
programme could be undertaken keeping in view a long term vision regarding
international trade liberalization. 

(3) Inter-linkage between Various Policies: The regulatory framework directly
encompassing international trade has close links with monetary, fiscal and
industrial policies. Although concerned ministries/departments/agencies during
the stage of policy formulation put their efforts into maintaining coherence with
other policies by taking suggestions from relevant stakeholders, there is still
concern regarding a lack of coherence in various policies. In view of the gradual
rise of inter-linkage between trade, investment and industry, an analytical
framework should be developed to ensure coherence of these policies. 
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(4) Interwoven Nature of Export and Import: There are overlapping interests of
manufacturers, exporters and importers regarding policies related to exports and
imports - as such import policies need to take note of export policies and vice
versa. A lack of coherence in these policies hampers potential export earnings as
well as industrialisation. Under a comprehensive trade policy, policies related to
export-oriented industries need to be integrated, and the interests of import-
substituting industries should be provided with adequate focus. 

(5) New Issues Related to Trade: During the last one and a half decades,
multilateral, bilateral and regional trade regimes have experienced a number of
changes, which have had different implications on production, trade, investment
and employment in Bangladesh. There is also a growing importance of services
industries and services trade, including temporary movement of natural persons.
A comprehensive policy for international trade will help to address these diverse
sets of issues in a more meaningful way and bring larger gains from trade, while
boosting industrialisation and employment.
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A Study of Macroecomic Projections of the
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Abstract

In this paper, the projections made by the Sixth Five-year Plan are
discussed. It is found that the growth rate of agriculture will go down, while
those of all three other sectors will go up. When these projections are
extended by us by another five years till 2019-20, it is found that the growth
rate of agriculture will go down to 3.8, and those of industry, construction,
and services go up to 14.0, 9.1, and 8.8, respectively by 2019-20. The GDP
growth rate is projected to rise to 9.0. These and other projections in
sectoral shares, sectoral employment, and sectoral employment shares will
bring about tangible changes. In short, the economy of Bangladesh will look
very different from what it is today.

1. Introduction

In the Sixth Five-year Plan, some macroeconomic projections have been made for
the plan period, that is, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 (3). These are based on
a dynamic computable general equilibrium model (DCGE), which is elaborated in
(1, 2, 4). The objective of this paper is to discuss various aspects of these
projections. As an additional exercise, we extend the projection by five years,
2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020 and discuss the picture they provide. The sixth
Five Year plan provides these projections in terms of four sectors—agriculture,
industry, construction and services. Our discussion is carried out in terms of these
sectors.
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2. Sectoral Growth Rates

In this section, we discuss the growth rates of different sectors of the economy of
Bangladesh. A steady decline in the growth rate of agriculture from 5.3 (actual) in
2009-2010 to 4.3 in 2014-2015 is projected. Why will such a decline occur and
what will be the consequences of such a decline has not been thoroughly
discussed in the sixth Five-year plan but this can form an important area of
research by the researchers. 

The industrial sector is projected to grow from the actual rate of 6.6 percent in
2009-2010 to 11.5 percent by 2014-15. The projected growth rates of industry
appear somewhat high and, given power crisis and infrastructural difficulties,
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Table 1: Sectoral Growth Rates (present)

 2009-10 
(Actual)  

2010-
11 (est)  

2011-12 
 

2012-13 
 

2013-14  2014-15 

Agricult
ure 

5.3 4.9 4.5 4.4 4.3 4.3 

Industry 6.6 9.2 9.6 9.9 10.5 11.5 
Construction  6.0 6.4 6.6 6.8 7.8 8.1 
Services 6.5 6.6 6.8 7.1 7.3 7.8 
GDP Growth 6.2 6.7 6.9 7.2 7.6 8.0 

doubts remain about their fulfillment. The construction and the services sector are
projected to grow steadily but the growth rates are plausible. The GDP growth rate
6.9 percent in 2011-12 appears unlikely to be achieved and hence subsequent
growth rate of 7.2, 7.6, and 8.0 appear doubtful.

3. Sectoral Shares in GDP

Sectoral shares in GDP provide important information on the composition of GDP
over time. So, it is worthwhile to look at them closely. According to the
projections, the share of agriculture in GDP, which stood at 18.4 in the beginning
of the Plan period (2010-2011) will steadily decline to 15.5 by the end of the plan
period. In contrast, the share of industry will rise from 19.4 to 22.3 over the same
period. The share of construction will rise from 8.2 to 8.6, which appears
somewhat doubtful as the sector is facing many difficulties.

The share of the Services sector will decline slightly from 54.0 to 53.6 over the
same period. 



4. Sectoral Employment (Number of labour force employed) 

Sectoral employment sheds important light on the dynamics of changes in
employment in different sectors. It is projected that total employment in
agriculture will rise from 26.6 in 2010-11 to 31.2 million in 2014-2015.
Employment in industry is also projected to go up from 7.4 to 11.1 million over
the same period. From 2.1 million the construction sector employment is
projected to go up to 2.9 million, and employment in the service sector will go up
from 24.8 million to 33.1 million during the plan period. Total employment will
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Table 2 : Sectoral Shares in GDP (present)

 2009-10 
(Actual) 

2010-11 
(est) 

2011-12 
 

2012-13 
 

2013-14  2014-15 

Agriculture  18.6 18.4 17.7 16.9 16.2 15.5 
Industry 19.1 19.4 19.9 20.8 21.6 22.3 
Construction  8.3 8.2 8.4 8.5 8.6 8.6 
Services 54.0 54.0 54.0 53.8 53.6 53.6 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

 2009-10 
(Actual) 

2010-11 
(est) 

2011-12 
 

2012-13 
 

2013-14  2014-15 

Agriculture  25.6 26.6 27.6 28.6 29.8 31.2 
Industry 6.8 7.4 8.1 8.9 9.9 11.1 
Construction  2.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 
Services 23.2 24.8 26.5 28.4 30.6 33.1 
Total 
Employment  

57.6 60.9 64.5 68.4 73.0 78.3 

Employment 
Growth Rate  
(%) 

5.04 5.62 5.87 6.18 6.69 7.19 

Additional 
Employment  

2.8 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.6 5.3 

Table 3: Sectoral Employment (Number of labour force employed in

go up from 60.9 million 2010-2011 to 78.3 million in 2014-15. The growth rate
of employment will go up from 5.62% to 7.19% during the Plan period. This
appears somewhat ambitious. Additional employment generated each year will
rise from 3.3 million in 2010-11 to 5.3 million in 2014-1015.

5. Sectoral Employment Share

In table 4, sectoral employment shares over the plan period are given. The share
of agriculture is projected to go down from 43.6 present in 2010-11 to 39.8



percent in 2014-15. On the other hand, the share of industry will go up from
12.2% to 14.2% over the same period. 

The share of the construction industry will rise slightly from 3.5 million to 3.7
million over the plan period. The share of the service sector, which stood at 40.8
percent at the beginning of the plan period, will rise further to 42.4 percent.
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Table 4 : Sectoral Employment Share (present)

 2009-10 
(Actual)  

2010-11 
(est) 

2011-12 
 

2012-13 
 

2013-14  2014-15 

Agriculture 44.5 43.6 42.7 41.8 40.9 39.8 
Industry 11.8 12.2 12.6 13.1 13.6 14.2 
Construction  3.5 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 
Services 40.4 40.8 41.2 41.5 41.9 42.4 
Total 
Employment  

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

6. Our Projections for the Period 2015-16 to 2019-2020

In this section, we extend the projections of the sixth Five Year Plan till the year
2019-2020. Our projections are based on the projections of the sixth Five Year
Plan in the sense that we used the projections of the Plan and their trends in a
systematic manner to derive our own estimates. Since our estimates are not based
on a formal model, we call these naive estimates. It must be emphasized that
though we could not have obtained these projections without the estimates of the
sixth Five Year Plan and since we followed them in a methodical way our
estimates may be regarded as quite plausible. 

Our exercise will enable us to look well into the future to the year 2019-20 and
compare the state of the Bangladesh economy at the start of the Plan period (2010-
11) to that of 2019-2020. Our projections are given in bold. We now discuss them
below.

In Table 5, we are reporting our projections of GDP growth, given in bold, along
with the projections of the Plan. The growth rate of agriculture is projected to
come down to 3.8% by the end of the extended projection period, that is, 2019-
20. In contrast, growth rate of the industrial sector will go up to 14.0%. The
growth rate of the construction sector will rise to 9.1%, while that of the service
sector will increase to 8.8 percent in 2019-2020. The growth rate of GDP is likely
to go up to 9.0% if the present trend can be maintained.



Sectoral shares in GDP are given in Table 6. The share of agriculture will fall to
12.5% in 2019-20, while that of industry will rise to 25.8%. The share of the
services sector will slightly fall from 53.6% in 2014-15 to 52.8% at the end of the
projection period. 
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Table 5 : Sectoral Growth Rates 2009-10 to 2019-20 (present)

 2009
-10 
(Act
ual) 

2010-
11 
(est) 

2011-
12 

2012-
13 

2013
-14  

2014-
15 

2015
-16 

2016-
17 

2017-
18 

2018-
19 

2019-
20 

Agriculture  5.3 4.9 4.5 4.4 4.3 4.3 4.2 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.8 

Industry 6.6 9.2 9.6 9.9 10.5 11.5 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 

Constru
ction 

6.0 6.4 6.6 6.8 7.8 8.1 8.3 8.5 8.7 8.9 9.1 

Services 6.5 6.6 6.8 7.1 7.3 7.8 8.0 8.2 8.4 8.6 8.8 

GDP 
Growth 

6.2 6.7 6.9 7.2 7.6 8.0 8.2 8.4 8.6 8.8 9.0 

 2009-10 
(Actual)  

2010-
11(est) 

2011-
12 
 

2012-
13 
 

2013-
14 

2014-
15 

2015-
16 

2016-
17 

2017-
18 

2018-
19 

2019-
20 

Agriculture  18.6 18.4 17.7 16.9 16.2 15.5 14.9 14.3 13.7 13.1 12.5 

Industry 19.1 19.4 19.9 20.8 21.6 22.3 23.0 23.7 24.4 25.1 25.8 

Construction  8.3 8.2 8.4 8.5 8.6 8.6 8.7 8.7 8.8 8.8 8.9 

Services 54.0 54.0 54.0 53.8 53.6 53.6 53.4 53.3 53.1 53 52.8 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Sectoral employment shares are given in Table 7. At the of the extended projection
period (2019-20), the employment share of agriculture is projected to fall to
35.8% while that of industry rise to 16.7%. The employment share of construction
will rise to 4.0%, while that of the services sector slightly rise to 43.5%.

7. Conclusion 

A study of the projections of the Sixth Five Year Plan and the extensions made by
us reveal several important and interesting future developments. The growth rate
of the agriculture Sector, its share in GDP and in employment will all fall, while
those of the industry, construction and the services sectors will rise. The GDP

Table 6 : Sectoral Shares in GDP 2009-10 to 2019-20 (present)



growth rate is projected to go up to 9.0%. If Bangladesh can indeed bring about
the changes as projected in this paper, it will economically look like a different
country in 2020 than it is today.
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Table 7 : Sectoral Employment Share 2009-10 to 2019-20 (present)

 2009-10 
(Actual)  

2010-1 
(est) 

2011-
12 

2012-
13 

2013-
14 

2014-15 2015-
16 

2016-
17 

2017-
18 

2018-
19 

2019-
20 

Agriculture  44.5 43.6 42.7 41.8 40.9 39.8 39.0 38.2 37.4 36.6 35.8 

Industry 11.8 12.2 12.6 13.1 13.6 14.2 14.7 15.2 15.7 16.2 16.7 

Construction  3.5 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.9 3.9 4.0 

Services 40.4 40.8 41.2 41.5 41.9 42.4 42.5 42.8 43 43.3 43.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
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Potential Impact of the Sixth Five Year Plan on the
Relationship among Exports, Imports, Remittances 
and Economic Growth in Bangladesh: A Vector 

Error Correction Modeling Analysis

M D ABDUL W ADUD1

BIBHUTI SARKER

Abstract

This paper examines the potential impact of the Sixth Five Year Plan on the
causal relationships among exports, imports, remittances and economic
growth in Bangladesh. We first assess the relationship using annual time
series data from 1972 to 2010, then add the projected data for 2011 to 2015
of the Sixth Five Year Plan to data from 1972 to 2015, and reassess the
relationship and hence evaluate the impact. We apply the Augmented
Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron test to check the time series properties of
the variables - export, import, remittance and GDP.  Johansen's
cointegration estimation procedure in a vector autoregressive (VAR)
framework is applied to examine the causal relationships among the
variables. Finally, we apply the method of Granger causality based on
vector error correction model (VECM) to show the direction of causal
relationships. Results indicate that there is short-run instability in export,
import, remittance and economic growth and long-run equilibrium
relationships among them for both the periods 1972 to 2010 and 1972 to
2015. Granger causality results show that there is unidirectional causality
from economic growth to exports and imports for the period 1972 to 2010
and the order of the unidirectional causality is reversed when the projected
data for 2011-2015 is added to data from 1972 to 2010. That is, for the
period 1972 to 2015, we get unidirectional causality from exports, imports
and remittances to economic growth in Bangladesh. Further, results of
Pairwise Granger causality show that while none of exports, imports and
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remittance causes economic growth during the period 1972 to 2010, all of
them cause economic growth for the period 1972 to 2015. The proper
realization of the targets set by the Sixth Five Year Plan will therefore help
the economy to achieve its targeted growth in general and to work the
export-led growth hypothesis in Bangladesh in particular.

Keywords: Sixth Five Year Plan, Johansen Cointegration Approach,
Granger Causality, Bangladesh

1.      Introduction

Exports, imports, and remittance are likely to have individual and joint causal
effects on economic growth. An economy can boast its economic growth by
improving their relationship. A growing body of trade and development literature
has emphasized exports as a vehicle to accelerate economic growth. It is argued
that exports can help the process of economic growth through a variety of
channels including, for example, efficient allocation of resources, economies of
scale, comparative advantage, enhanced capacity utilization, improved
productivity, and diffusion of technological knowledge and innovation, exchange
of new ideas and production process. Thus, international trade and development
theory suggests that export growth due to export-oriented policies contributes
positively to economic growth. Imports may have either positive or negative
impact on economic growth depending upon the types of imports. If the import
bundles consist of necessary food items, luxurious commodities and other
unproductive ones, it may negatively affect economic growth because of
pressures created on balance of payments. But if import bundles consist of
industrial machinery, low cost production process, latest production system, new
technology etc., it will positively affect economic growth in the long-run. Imports
can also help get comparative advantage and specialization.

Remittance is another major source of foreign exchange earnings, which can
accelerate economic growth. International labor migration and workers’
remittances play major roles in economic growth by reducing unemployment,
increasing national income and augmenting foreign exchange reserves.
Remittances fill the critical gap resulting from the shortage of foreign exchange
due to limited FDI and the still narrow export base. Recognizing the role of
migration as an instrument for transferring skills, raising productive efficiency,
and stimulating domestic investment, international labor migration and
remittances are assigned high priority in a country’s development strategy. That
being the reason, remittances can help accelerate economic growth in developing
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countries. Output, on the other hand, can influence exports (Kaldor, 1967,
Lancaster, 1980, and Krugman, 1984). However, imports and economic growth
are closely related in many countries, as many developing countries are bound to
import some commodities from industrially developed countries. A large number
of studies tested the individual and joint causal relationships among exports,
imports, remittance and economic growth using different econometric procedures
ranging from simple OLS to multivariate cointegration but produced mixed and
conflicting results on the nature and direction of their causal relationships.

Safdari et al. (2011) analyze the causal relationship between exports and
economic growth for a panel of thirteen Asian developing countries over the
period 1988 to 2008. Empirical analyses presented a unidirectional causality from
economic growth to export (Srivastava and Kapoor, 2007). Rahmaddi and
Ichihashi (2011) test the linkage of exports and economic growth in Indonesia
during the period 1771 to 2008. A few other studies conclude that exports and
economic growth exhibit bidirectional causal relationship (Taban and Aktar,
2007; Shirazi and Manap, 2005; Ismail and Harjito, 2003; Lee and Huang, 2002).

Jordaan and Eita (2007) analyze the causality between exports and GDP of Namibia
to evaluate the relationship of these variables for the period 1970 to 2005. The
results reveal that exports Granger cause GDP and GDP per capita. Lonik (2007),
Erfani (1999), Kwan (1991), Al-Mamun and Nath (2007), Amavilah (2003) and
Keong et al. (2005) identify that the export-led growth hypothesis is valid. 

Dutta and Ahmed (2004) investigate that import demand in India is largely
explained by real GDP. However, the direction of influence between imports and
economic growth is less certain. Li et al. (2003) apply a dynamic panel approach
to investigate the impacts of imports of services on economic growth with a panel
of 82 countries. The results suggest that the imports of services have a significant
positive impact on economic growth in developed countries and a negative impact
in developing countries. The results also suggest that imports of other services
have significant positive effect in developed countries while imports of
transportation and travel have no significant effect (Humpage, 2000; Kotan and
Saygili, 1999; Gulati, 1988).

Evidence supporting the import-led growth effect can be found in Thangavelu and
Rajaguru (2004) for India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and
Taiwan. Similar findings are found in Awokuse (2007) for Poland and in Awokuse
(2008) for some South American countries. In Awokuse (2007), the causality is
found to run in the opposite direction for the Czech Republic. 

Shirazi and Manap (2004) reinvestigate the export-led growth hypothesis for
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Pakistan. The empirical results strongly support a long-run relationship among
imports, exports and output growth. The paper finds feedback effect between
import and output growth, and unidirectional causality from export to output
growth. Nevertheless, this paper does not find any significant causality between
import and export growth. Asafu-Adjaye and Chakraborty (1999) also find that
the causality runs indirectly from exports to imports and then to real output.

Barajas et al. (2009) show that workers’ remittances have no impact on economic
growth. Jongwanich (2007) suggests that, while remittances do have a significant
impact on poverty reduction through increasing income, smoothing consumption
and easing capital constraints of the poor, they have only a marginal impact on
growth operating through domestic investment and human capital development.

Ekanayake and Mihalis (2008) find that both remittances and foreign direct
investment significantly promote growth in developing countries. However, this
positive relationship is challenged in several studies. Spatafora (2005) finds that
there is no direct link between real per capita output growth and remittances.
Chami et al. (2005), using panel data for 113 developing countries, find that
remittances have a negative effect on economic growth.

The economy of Bangladesh has been facing deficit in trade balance since its very
inception. The growth rate of GDP is also low and it fluctuates around 6 percent
per year. The deficit in trade balance is met mostly by remittances, which is one
of the major sources of foreign currency. In 1972, the export earnings ware
US$356.84 million, while import payments ware US$863.53 million and GDP
was US$23788.67 million. In 1980, export earnings increased to US$995.27
million and import payments also increased to US$3239.43 million, resulting in a
trade deficit of US$2244.16 million. In that year, remittance receipts and GDP
ware US$ 339 million and US$32010.41 million, respectively. In the beginning of
the 1990s, export earnings, import payments, remittance receipts and GDP ware
US$ 1844.50, US$4076.60, US$779.00 and US$51800.80 million, respectively.
In the very beginning of 1990s, Bangladesh with many South Asian countries
adopted export promotion trade policy which increased the volume of exports and
export earnings significantly. Figure 1 shows exports, imports, remittance and
GDP of Bangladesh during the period 1972 to 2010. Thus, analyzing the
interrelationships and the direction of causality between exports, imports,
remittance and economic growth is interesting from both academic and policy-
makers’ point of view, and can help us to determine the most suitable orientation
of economic policies in developing countries.
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In 2000, export earnings, import payments, remittances and GDP ware
US$6588.07, US$9060.86, US$1968, US$91988.98 million, respectively. In
2008, these amounted to US$16181.03, US$22873.05, US$8941 and US$
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Figure 1 :  Exports, Imports, Remittances and GDP for the Period 1972 -
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144418.21 million, respectively. By the end of 2010, these amounts ware US$
18546.46, US$ 24944.61, US$ 10804 and US$ 161619.75 million, respectively.
We find that the economy of Bangladesh moved forward with a substantial
amount of trade deficit over the periods.

1.2 Sixth Five Year Plan and Exports, Imports, Remittances and Economic
Growth

The Government of Bangladesh has adopted the Sixth Five Year Plan which
provides strategic directions and policy framework for implementing the main
socioeconomic targets of the Vision 2021. It focuses on the underlying strategies,
policies and institutions for achieving the major targets for economic growth,
employment, human development, poverty reduction, social protection and
environment management. It sets a number of targets that will influence exports,
imports, remittance and economic growth in Bangladesh. Further, it has projected
the amount of exports, imports, remittance and GDP growth over the period from
2011 to 2015. Projected exports, imports, remittance and GDP are shown in
Figure 2.



Figure 2 shows that while exports, imports, remittances and GDP are
US$18546.46, US$24944.61, US$10804 and US$161619.75 million, respectively
in 2010, they are projected by the Sixth Five Year Plan to be US$38800,
US$52800, US$17829, and US$229865.33 million, respectively, by the end of
2015. There is still trade deficit over the period from 2011 to 2015.
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Now a question may arise about the current status of the cointegration and causal
relationship among export, imports, remittance and GDP and what will happen to
the cointegration and causal relationship among them after the completion of the
Sixth Five Year Plan in 2015. This research is, therefore, designed to assess the
cointegration and causal relationship among the variables, namely, exports,
imports, remittance and GDP for the period 1972 – 2010 and for the period 1972-
2015 that includes the period of the Sixth Five Year Plan, and also to find if there
is any short-run instability in the variables and short-run causality among them.
Further we calculate pairwise Granger causality between the variables. Finally,
we compare results for the period 1972-2010 and for the period 1972-2015.

3.    Methodology

The empirical methodology of this paper consists of three steps, checking the time
series properties of the variables, that is, testing for a unit root, testing for the



long-run cointegration relationship among the variables and estimating Granger
causality based on vector error-correction model (VECM) in a multivariate
framework. These steps are briefly explained below.

3.1    Unit Root Test

To check whether the variables used are stationary or nonstationary is the first step
of the methodology. If the variables are nonstationary, stationarity can be achieved
by differencing them. The number of differencing required to make the variables
stationary is called order of integration. We use the Augmented Dickey Fuller
(ADF) and Phillips-Perron test to examine whether the variables are stationary or
not. The ADF test is estimated by the following regression:

∆Yt= β1+ β2t+δYt-1+               +ut (1)

where ∆Y is the first difference of Y series, β1 is a constant term, t is a trend
variable, m is the number of lags which are included to allow for serial correlation
in the residuals and ut is the residual term. A test for nonstationarity of the series,
Yt, amounts to a t-test of δ=0. The alternative hypothesis of stationarity requires
that δ be significantly negative.

If the absolute value of the computed t-statistics for δ exceeds the absolute critical
value, then the null hypothesis, that the Yt series is not stationary, must be rejected
against its alternative hypothesis. If, on the other hand, it is less than the critical
value, it is concluded that the Yt series is nonstationary. 

Phillips-Perron (1988) test (PP) is also applied to test nonstationarity. The ADF
test takes care of possible serial correlation in the error terms by adding the lagged
difference terms of the regressand. Phillips and Perron (PP) use nonparametric
statistical methods to take care of the serial correlation in the error terms without
adding lagged difference terms. The test detects the presence of a unit root in a
series, say Yt, by estimating the regression as follows:

∆Yt=α+ρYt-1+ut (2)

∆Yt=α+βt+ρYt-1+ut (3)

where the second equation includes a trend variable. The PP test is the t value
associated with the estimated coefficient of ρ. The series is stationary if ρ is
negative and significant. The test is performed for all the variables where both the
original series and the differences of the series are tested for stationarity.
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3.2   Johansen’s Multivariate Cointegration Approach

The second step is to test for long-run relationship among the variables. We apply
the Johansen’s multivariate cointegration procedure to assess the long-run
relationship. We formulate the Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model following
Johansen as follows:

(4)

where yt is an (n x 1) column vector of n I(1) variables, Πk is a coefficient matrix,
µ presents a (n x 1) vector of constants, p denotes the lag length, and ?t is a
disturbance term independently and identically distributed with zero mean and
constant variance. Equation (4) can also be expressed in first difference form as:

(5)

where ∆ is the first difference operator and I is a n × n identity matrix, 
and                     The rank of matrix Π determines the number of cointegration
vectors which is equal to the number of independent number of cointegrations. If
the rank of Π equals r and r < n, then there exists r cointegrating relationships in
the model. The number of cointegrating relations can be tested with two statistics,
namely trace and maximum eigenvalue. The trace test statistic for the null
hypothesis that there are at most r distinct cointegrating vectors is:

(6)

where λr+1….λp are p-r smallest estimated eigenvalues. The likelihood ratio test
statistic for the null hypothesis of r cointegrating vectors against the alternative of
r+1 cointegrating vectors is the maximum eigenvalue test and is given by:

λmax = T ln(1-λr+1) (7)

3.3    Granger Causality

The notion of cointegration provides the basis for modeling both the short-run and
the long-run relationships simultaneously. If it is found that the variables are
cointegrated, then according to Granger representation theorem (Engle and
Granger 1987), the relationship among exports, imports, remittances and
economic growth can be expressed as the vector error correction mechanism in a
multivariate framework. This is given below:
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(8)

(9)

(10)

(12)

This equation system constitutes VAR in first differences, which include error
correction terms, and allows examining the short-run dynamics of the long-run
relationship among the variables. The coefficient of the error correction term must
be seen as correcting towards equilibrium subspace, i.e., how adjustment is taking
place in the short-run to maintain stable equilibrium long-run relationship among
the variables. The coefficients of the lagged values of the variables show whether
the independent variables cause the corresponding dependent variable (Ramos,
2001).

3.4  Data 

Annual time series data on real GDP, exports, imports and remittances are used
that are collected from World Development Indicators, World Bank’s online
version for the period from 1972 to 2010. Remittances data cover the period from
1976 to 2010. The projected data from 2011 to 2015 on exports, imports,
remittances and real GDP are collected from the Sixth Five Year Plan (MoF,
2011). Real GDP is used as a proxy for economic growth.

4.    Discussion of Econometric Results

4.1   Results of Unit Root

We apply ADF and PP tests to check whether the variables suffer from unit root
problems, that is, whether the variables are stationary or nonstationary and results
are reported in Table 1. Both the tests include a trend and intercept at both level
and first difference form. Results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller test indicate that
all the series are nonstationary at level forms. While exports and imports series are
stationary at first difference forms at 1 percent significance level, remittances and
GDP series are stationary at first difference forms at 5 percent significance level.
Results of PP test indicate that all the series except GDP are nonstationary at level
forms. Results show that exports and imports are stationary at first difference
forms at 1 percent significance level, import is stationary at 10 percent
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significance level, and GDP is stationary at 5 percent significance level. Taking
into account the projected data of the Sixth Five Year Plan from 2011 to 2015
along with data from 1972 to 2010 of the variables, we check the unit root and
results are given in the lower portion of Table 1. Results exhibit that the series are
nonstationary at level forms, but stationary at first differences. 
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Augmented Dickey -Fuller Test  Phillips-Perron Test   Variables 
Level First Difference  Level First Difference  
1972-2010: Period before the Sixth Five Year Plan  

Exports 2.597572 -4.297700***  2.353297 -4.388177*** 

Imports  1.467019 -4.945741***  1.417691 -4.951845*** 

 Remittances   2.820322  4.100412**  2.299483 -3.218806* 

GDP  3.005879 -3.838737**  6.843553***  -3.612408** 

Significance 
Levels 

Critical Values  Critical values Critical values  Critical values  

1 Percent -4.219126 -4.226815 -4.219126 -4.226815 
5 Percent -3.533083 -3.536601 -3.533083 -3.536601 
10 Percent  -3.198312 -3.200320 -3.198312 -3.200320 

1972-2015: Period Including the Sixth Five Year Plan  
Exports 3.122885 3.802991** 2.11249 -4.597211*** 
Imports 4.779092*** -3.236832* 2.75083 -3.628038** 
Remittances  2.066028 -4.944992*** 2.763861 -3.840711** 
GDP 2.708469 4.229420*** 4.63395*** 3.489210* 
Significance 
Levels 

Critical Values  Critical Values  Critical Values Critical Values  

1 Percent -4.186481 -4.205004 -4.186481 -4.192337 
5 Percent -3.518090 -3.526609 -3.518090 -3.520787 
10 Percent  -3.189732 -3.194611 -3.189732 -3.191277 

Table 1 : Results of ADF and PP Tests for both the period 1972-2010 and 1972-2015 

Note: ***, ** and * denote rejection of the null hypothesis of unit root at 1%, 5% and 10% level of
significance. A variable is said to be stationary, if the absolute value of the ADF is larger than the
MacKinnon asymptotic critical values. 

4.2   Results of Johansen Multivariate Cointegration

Johansen’s multivariate cointegration procedure provides maximum eigenvalue
and trace statistics, which indicate the cointegration status among the variables
and the number of cointegration vector. Results are given in Table 2 for both the
period 1972-2010 and 1972-2015. 

Table 2 reveals that trace statistic indicates the rejection of the null hypothesis that
there is at most one cointegrating relationship at 5 percent level of significance.
This tells the existence of two cointegrating relationships among the variables in



the series for Bangladesh. And maximum eigenvalue statistic indicates the
existence of two cointegrating relationships at 1 percent level of significance for
Bangladesh. However, addition of projected data from 2011 to 2015 to the
previous data of exports, imports, remittances and GDP does not show any
difference in results for cointegration.

4.3   Results of Granger Causality

The notion of cointegration provides the basis for modeling both the short-run and
long-run relationships simultaneously. Granger causality results are presented in
Table 3.

Table 3 reports the results of causality tests based on Granger causality to
represent causality among the variables. Columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 report the F-
statistic for the joint significance. Results indicate the existence of unidirectional
causality from economic growth to exports, imports and remittances; from exports
to imports and remittances and from imports to remittances. If we take into
account the projected data from 2011 to 2015 of the sixth five year plan, we find
that there is evidence of unidirectional causality from exports and imports to
economic growth. There is, however, bidirectional causality between economic
growth and remittances, between exports and remittances and between imports
and remittances. 
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Table 2 : Results of Johansen’s Cointegration Test for both the 
period 1972-2010 and 1972-2015
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1972-2010: Period before the Sixth Five Year Pla n 

None ** 0.6455 64.211 47.21 54.46 None ** 34.2254  27.07  32.24 
At most 1*  0.4923 29.986 29.68 35.65 At most 1* 22.3684  20.97  25.52 
At most 2   0.1950 7.6174 15.41 20.04 At most 2  7.1565  14.07  18.63 
At most 3   0.0139 0.4609 3.76 6.65 At most 3  0.4609   3.76   6.65 

1972-2015: Period Including the Sixth Five Year Plan  

None **  0.6116  68.331  47.21 54.46 None ** 34.9901  27.07 32.24 
At most 1 *  0.5141  33.341  29.68  35.65 At most 1 

** 
26.7055  20.97 25.52 

At most 2   0.1638  6.6351  15.41  20.04 At most 2  6.61947  14.07 18.63 
A 3 0 0004 0 0157 3 76 6 65 A 3 0 01566 3 76 6 65Note: * (**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5% (1%) level.



Dependent GDP Exports Imports Remittances
Variables

1972-2010: Period before the Sixth Five Year Plan

GDP 1.11062 0.91413 0.00919
(0.34172) (0.41108) (0.99085)

Exports 4.44159* 0.84858 0.16327
(0.01985) (0.43743) (0.85016)

Imports 4.72067* 5.03113* 0.11056
(0.01598) (0.01259) (0.89572)

Remittances 5.27013* 7.82500** 7.08196**
(0.01141) (0.00200) (0.00324)

1972-2015: Period Including the Sixth Five Year Plan

GDP 4.44583* 4.61821* 5.79661**
0.01861 0.01620 0.00696

Exports 2.81015 0.10412 4.54606*
0.07308 0.90138 0.01804

Imports 1.94952 1.87988 4.00999*
0.15669 0.16690 0.02761

Remittances 5.24892* 5.92854** 5.19804*
0.01049 0.00631 0.01090
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Table 3 : Results of Granger Causality Test for both the 
period 1972-2010 and 1972-2015

4.4 Results of Granger Causality Based on VECM

Granger causality tests based on VECM are conducted to assess both the short-
run and long-run causality among the variables and results are provided in Table
4. Columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 of Table 4 report the X2-statistic for the joint significance
of the lagged independent variables while Column 6 provides the t-statistics for
the error-correction terms. The statistical significance of the X2-statistic and F
statistics, respectively, would indicate the presence of short-run and long-run
causality.

The error correction term is significant for the import equation, indicating a long-
run causality from economic growth, exports, and remittance to imports. At the
same time the error correction terms are insignificant for other three equations,
namely GDP, exports and remittances equations, indicating the absence of long-
run causality. There is, however, evidence of short-run bidirectional causality

Note: *(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5%(1%) level. Causality tests are based on Granger
causality. Figures in parentheses are p-values of the F-statistic for the joint significance of variables.



Variables Lagged GDP Lagged X Lagged M Lagged R EC term

1972-2010: Period before the Sixth Five Year Plan

GDP 2.384785 0.199512 1.812757 -0.000681
(0.3035) (0.9051) (0.4040) [ -0.48024]

Export 10.89052** 1.758408 0.190041 0.228652
(0.0043) (0.4151) (0.9094) [ 0.55824]

Import 6.639974* 1.133219 2.160550 -1.729824*
(0.0362) (0.5674) (0.3395) [ -2.69194]

Remittance 1.484869 1.352625 4.265727 0.024025 
(0.4760) (0.5085) (0.1185) [ 0.68575]

1972-2015: Period Including the Sixth Five Year Plan

GDP 1.243429 0.976947 2.785651 - 0.552534
(0.5370) (0.6136) (0.2484) [-1.42066***]

Export 21.04266** 6.193114* 7.820092* 0.912465*
(0.0000) (0.0452) (0.0200) [ 2.90919]

Import 36.58074** 7.538577* 12.58914** 2.358431*
(0.0000) (0.0231) (0.0018) [ 4.89413]

Remittance 0.399421 1.258305 3.765988 -0.040873
(0.8190) (0.5330) (0.1521) [-0.18550]
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Table 4 : Results of Granger Causality Based on Vector Error Correction

Note: *(**) denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 5%(1%) level and *** indicate significance at
10% level. Causality tests for the above countries are based on error correction models in first
differences. Figures in parentheses are p-values of the Wald tests for the joint significance of lagged
variables, and figures in brackets are t-statistics.

between economic growth and exports and between economic growth and
imports. 

Results of Granger causality based on vector error correction model (VECM),
which includes the addition of the projected data from 2011 to 2015 to data from
1972-2010 of these variables, are reported in the lower portion of Table 4. Results
show that the error correction terms are significant for GDP, export and import
equations, indicating long-run equilibrium relationships running from economic
growth, imports and remittances to exports and economic growth, exports and



remittances to imports. There is also unidirectional causality from economic
growth to exports and imports and from remittances to exports and imports. A
bidirectional causality runs between exports and imports. We see, therefore, that
the addition of the projected data from 2011 to 2015 to the data for the period
1972 to 2010 of exports, imports, remittances and GDP increases the status of
both the short-run and long-run causalities.

5.     Summary and Conclusion

This paper studies the relationships existing among exports, imports, remittances
and economic growth and the potential impacts of  the sixth five year plan on
these relationships using annual time series data from 1972 to 2010 and from 1972
to 2015 (including projected data from 2011 to 2015) for Bangladesh. Johansen’s
approach of cointegration is applied to investigate the number of cointegrating
relationships. We also apply Granger causality test based on vector error
correction model (VECM) to investigate the direction of causality among the
variables. Results indicate the absence of long-run causality from exports, imports
and remittances to economic growth for both series of data (1972-2010 and 1972-
2015). A long-run causality runs from economic growth, exports and remittances
to imports when we consider the period from 1972 to 2010. But when the
projected data from 2011 to 2015 of the Sixth Five Year Plan are included, the
long-run causality runs from economic growth, imports and remittances to exports
and from economic growth, exports and remittances to imports. There is evidence
of unidirectional causality from economic growth to exports and imports for the
1972 to 2010; but taking into account the projected data of the Sixth Five Year
Plan for the period 2011 to 2015, we find the evidence of unidirectional causality
running from exports, imports and remittances to economic growth.

To summarize, we may conclude that achievement of the targeted growth in GDP,
exports, imports and remittances projected in the Sixth Five Year Plan would help
strengthen the relationship among them and realize economic growth of the
economy. Further, the proper achievement of the targets will help work the export-
led growth hypothesis in Bangladesh.
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Transport Sector in the Sixth Five Year Plan of
Bangladesh: An Overview
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Abstract

Modern transportation infrastructure plays a significant role in the socio
economic development of a country. In the current context of globalization
and market economy, there is a critical need for evolving a developed and
well-knitted transport system that should be able to integrate Bangladesh
with the international transport network Addressing the importance of
transport sector, government has taken huge plans and programs for
development of this sector. The constructions of Padma Multipurpose Bridge
and Dhaka-Chittagong Elevated Expressway have already started. For rapid
development and to provide quick and cheaper services government has
created a separate railway ministry. To achieve an average GDP growth rate
of 7 percent per annum the transport sector growth rate is projected to
increase by 7.5 percent per annum in the Sixth Five Year Plan and to achieve
the target government has allocated Tk 415,120 million for the development
of transport sector which is 15.7% of total public allocation.

1. Introduction

Modern transportation infrastructure plays a significant role in the socio economic
development of a country. In the current context of globalization and market
economy, there is a critical need for evolving a developed and well-knitted
transport system that should be able to integrate Bangladesh with the international
transport network. Realizing this importance, the concerned ministries and their
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agencies continue to exert their concerted efforts to develop the system. In
Bangladesh the transport sector mainly comprises of land transport (road and rail
transport), water transport and air transport. The contribution of land, water and
air transport in GDP was 8.07 percent, 0.63 percent and 0.09 percent, respectively,
at current market prices in FY 2009-10. The growth rate of land, water and air
transport was 5.98 percent, 1.01 percent and 9.13 percent, respectively, at 1995-
96 prices in FY 2009-10. After liberation, land transport sector has got highest
priority and at present this sector carries 70 percent of passenger and 60 percent
of freight traffic. The contribution of water and air has decreased day by day and
at times the growth rate of these two sectors was negative. In the Sixth Five Year
Plan, to achieve an average GDP growth rate of 7 percent per annum the transport
sector growth rate is projected to increase 7.5 percent per annum. The
Government has identified the transport infrastructure as the key sector for
ensuring socio-economic development and has set the Sixth Five Year Plan targets
to achieve that objective. Keeping in view the increased volume of domestic
traffic as well as the future traffic from the Asian Highway and Trans-Asian
Railway, the main objective of the Sixth Five Year Plan will be to develop a
balanced and integrated transport network through adoption of different strategies
and programs.

The government has, therefore, taken initiatives to implement appropriate projects
in transport sector on a priority basis. These include establishing an extensive road
network in each district to connect villages, unions, upazilas and the district
headquarters; taking appropriate measures to construct the Padma and Karnaphuli
bridge/tunnel, Dhaka - Chittagong four-lane expressway, and expansion and
modernization of the railway; establishing rail and road connection with
neighboring countries under the Asian Rail and Highways schemes; undertaking
measures to dredge every big and small river to maintain navigability throughout
the year; improving river routes and river transportation system to facilitate safe
and cost effective transportation of cargo and passengers; restructuring
Bangladesh Biman to enable it to operate on commercial and profitable basis,
encouraging aviation services in the private sector; construction of modern airport
of international standard to facilitate air transportation linking Bangladesh with
the world; installation of new rail lines to maintain communication link with the
capital and provide cheaper transportation in railway sector; construction of
underground railway; mono or circular rail and navigable river route around
Dhaka to the solve the public transportation problem and traffic jam in the capital.
The broad objectives of the study are as follows:
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Objective of the study:

1. To investigate the growth performance of transport sector over the last
decade;

2. To investigate the Sixth Five Year Plan targets and financing of the Transport
sector;

3. To find out the problems in transport sector and constraints in achieving
SFYP targets;

4. To give some policy suggestions to overcome the problems.

2. Literature Review

It is not surprising that despite the massive amount of research work done by
individuals and organizations there have been frequent demands from the policy
makers to undertake further specific studies in this area. Hence the important
work carried out on this aspect is reviewed comprehensively to understand the
direction of research carried out so far and to evolve a possible improvement over
such available studies.

Justice (2004) studied a not so quiet transport revolution in Bangladesh: a case
study on rural motorized three-wheelers in Bangladesh. An attempt was made to
examine the effect of a massive national innovation system that has developed
wholly outside government regulations and policies where locally manufactured
motorized rickshaw and tempos or auto rickshaw, numbering in the tens of
thousands has silently changed the face of rural road transportation in Bangladesh.

Davies and Hossain (2008) analyzed a general information system to reduce flood
impact on road transportation system. The adverse effect of flooding is recognized
when it disrupts the road transportation system of a country since it is considered
as a country’s socio-economic lifeline. By determining interaction probabilities,
the flood impact can be modeled, visualized, quantified and evaluated by
developing a sophisticated general information system.

Ahmed, Fujiwara and Zhang (2010) quantified land transport sector in
Bangladesh: an analysis towards motivating GHG emission reduction strategies.
Traditionally, road transport has been the dominant mode of transportation in
Bangladesh, causing not only a burden on the economy through the import of
gasoline, but also aggravating the environment through increased emission of
greenhouse gases. 
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Rangoraj and Raghuram (2007) reviewed viability of inland water transport in
India. In water-based transport generally, fuel costs are low and environment
pollution is lower than in transport by road, rail or air. Transport based on inland
waterway such as rivers, canals, lakes, etc. and also overlapping coastal shipping
in tidal rivers constitute 20% of the transport sector in Germany (WB 2005) and
32% in Bangladesh (Rahman 1994). In India it has a paltry share of 0.15%
(Raghuram 2004).

Another study in Bangladesh by Malek (2006) showed the role of public
investment to promote eco-efficiency of infrastructure of such as public transport.
The role of an efficient transport and communication system is extremely critical
for the socio-economic progress of a country. As physical infrastructure is
indispensable, a well-knit transport and communication network ensures a well
balanced distribution system for the means of production, efficient marketing of
produced commodities, maintaining stability of price and raising industrialization. 

Islam (2004) in a study showed the special constraints faced by the landlocked
developing countries due to their unfavorable geographical locations. The
landlocked developing countries (LLDCs) depend on transit trade for their
integration into the world economy. The lack of access to the sea, remoteness
from major international markets, inadequate transport infrastructure and
cumbersome transit procedures force the landlocked developing countries to bear
additional costs for their external transactions. It is estimated that landlocked
developing countries have to bear, on average, 50 percent higher international
transport costs than their neighboring transit/coastal countries. 

3. Methodology

The study is based on secondary data. Time series data for 1979-2010 were
obtained from several official documents viz., Statistical Year Book of
Bangladesh 1995-2009 published by Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Bangladesh
Economic Review 1991, 1997, 2001, 2004, 2009, 2010, of the Ministry of
Finance, and official website of various ministries and departments of the
Government. The data were analysed for examining the present condition of the
transport sectors and their contribution to GDP growth. Economic analysis
provides valuable tools for identifying the relationship among macro-economic
variables, and hence provides the suitable basis for making future projection. 
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4. Modes of Transport in Bangladesh

An adequate and efficient transport system is a pre-requisite for initiating and
sustaining economic development. Transport efficiency is the key to the
expansion and integration of markets – sub-national, national and international. It
also helps the generation of economies of scale, increased competition, reduced
cost, systematic urbanization, faster export-led growth and a large share of
international trade. Transport system of Bangladesh consists of roads, railways,
inland waterways and civil aviation catering for both domestic and international
traffic. Presently there are about 21,040 km of paved roads; 2835.04 kilometers of
railways; 3,800 km of perennial waterways, which increases to 6,000 km during
the monsoon, 2 sea ports, and 3 international and 8 domestic airports.

4.1    Land Transport/Surface Transport

Land transport comprises road transport and railway transport. Both of these
transport sectors play a significant role in economic development. There has been
a massive change in road transport system. Number of vehicles and length of
roads have increased over the decades. Government also gives priority to the
cheap and safe railway transport sector.

4.1.1 Bangladesh Road Transport

In Bangladesh, road transport system in recent years has been playing a
significant role in transporting passengers and goods. According to BBS data, in
FY 2008-09 the share of transportation sector in GDP at constant price is 6.36
percent (Economic Review -2009). Bangladesh Road Master Plan 2007 estimated
that the growth of both freight and passenger transport would be around 6.4% per
year for the period of 2010-15 and 6% over the Master Plan period i.e. 2005-2025.
Roads and Highways Department (RHD), Local Government Engineering
Department (LGED), Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA), Bridge
Division and Bangladesh Road Transport Corporation (BRTC) are the major
organizations which control and maintain the road transport system.

Roads and Highways Department (RHD)

The Roads and Highways Department (RHD) is a major public sector agency
directly responsible for planning, design, construction, improvement and
maintenance of primary and secondary road network in the country. RHD is also
responsible for operation, and maintenance of an extensive ferry system in the
country. It is currently operating about 153 ferry boats in 60 ferry ghats on its road
network throughout the country. Gradual replacement of ferry system with
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bridges is another broad dimension of RHD’s regular activities. The figures of
Table-1 show a dramatic change in regional highways of the country. 

Road transport has emerged as the most dominant mode in surface transportation
carrying in recent years over 70% of passenger and over 60% of freight traffic,
respectively (Table 2). It transpires from the table that the share of road transport
in carriage of passenger was 54% in 1974-75, which increased to 73% in 2004-
05. At the same time, the share of freight transport increased from 35% to 72%.
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Table 1 : Various Categories of Road under Roads and 

Highways Department During 2001-2009

Year National 
Highway (km)  

Regional 
Highway (km)  

Feeder Road ‘A’ 
Type (km) 

Total (km) 

2001 3086 1751 15962 20799 
2002 3086 1751 15962 20799 
2003 3086 1751 15962 20799 
2004 3723 4832 13823 22378 
2005 3570 4323 13678 21571 
2006 3570 4323 13678 21571 
2007 3570 4323 13678 21571 
2008 3482 4128 13255 20865 
2009 3478 4222 13248 20948 

Source: Department of Roads and Highways. The Ministry of Communication

Table 2 : Mechanized Surface Transport Output and the Share of Road

Transport in Carriage of Passenger and Freight Traffic during 1974-2005

Passenger Transport  Freight Transport  Year 
Total Output 
in Billion km  

Share of Road 
Transport in %  

Total output in 
Billion Ton-km 

Share of Road 
Transport in %  

1974-75 17 54 2.6 35 
1984-85 35 64 4.8 48 
1988-89 57 68 6.3 59 
1992-93 66 75 9.0 61 
1996-97 72 73 10.0 63 
2004-05 110 73 18.6 72 

Source: Bangladesh Transport Sector Study (BTSS) 1996-97

Local Government Engineering Department (LGED)

Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) is a major public sector
agency directly responsible for design, construction, improvement and
maintenance of rural road. The LGED made significant contribution toward rapid



expansion of the rural transport network resulting in rapid growth of transport
service. Several study results reveal that a good rural transport network is crucial
for higher economic growth, poverty reduction and social development. It plays a
pivotal role, inter alia, in product diversification, trade expansion, providing basic
services, increasing productivity, decreasing production cost, and thereby,
enhancement of the quality of life and welfare of people.

LGED is implementing a series of programs with foreign and local funding for
infrastructure development in urban and rural areas. Since its inception up to June
2009 it has so far constructed a total of 131290 km (64691 km dirt road and 66599 km
paved roads) upazila and union roads and 953295 meter bridge/culverts (Table 3). 
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Table 3 : Programs of LGED for Infrastructure Development.

Year Dirt Road (km)  Paved Road 
(km) 

Bridge/Culverts 
(meter) 

Cumulative June 2001-02 35389 22834 318412 
2002-03 4750 3739 42003 
2003-04 6252 4804 49405 
2004-05 6040 5237 60908 
2005-06 6573 5872 39728 
2006-07 42 5086 40067 
2007-08 - 3769 29600 
2008-09 - 3277 33800 

Cumulative June 2009  64691 66599 953295 
Source: LGED (-) indicates data is not available

Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA)

Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA) has been entrusted with the task to
ensure constant supervision, proper management and effective control with a view
to bringing about discipline in the road transport sector since its inception in 1998.
Over the period, with active support from the ministry of communication BRTA
has brought about marked improvement in almost all areas. This organization is
responsible for issuing registration and fitness certificate as well as for executing
other regulatory activities as per Motor Vehicles Ordinance.

It is seen from Table 4 that the number of vehicles doubled from FY 2001-02 to
FY 2008-09. Number of all types of vehicles increased except taxi and trawler. It
is very difficult for BRTA to handle this large number of vehicles.



Bangladesh Bridge Authority
The Bridge Division was created under the ministry of communication in 2008 to
regulate and co-ordinate the activities of the bridge authority. The main activities
of the bridge division were to build and maintain the bridge, toll road, flyover,
expressway, link road etc. Bangabandhu Bridge was constructed to establish
direct road and rail link between the north-west and eastern zone of the country,
which is separated by the mighty river Jamuna. Besides, the road and railway
communication facilities, electricity and gas pipelines have also been laid on the
bridge. The bridge is now acting as a fixed major link in the national
transportation system. With the facilities of communication both by road and rail
from north-west to east, movement of traffic has become easier. This, in turn, has
resulted in reducing transport cost and travel time. The farmers of the north-west
region are now getting fair prices of their crops, which has encouraged
commercial farming of various agricultural products. Besides, a good
environment has been created to establish new industries in the northern region.
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Types 2001-
02 

2002-
03 

2003-
04 

2004-
05 

2005-
06 

2006-
07 

2007-
08 

2008-
09 

Bus/ 
Minibus 29717 31848 33302 34388 35349 36526 37906 39088 

Micro 
bus 14743 16244 17359 18826 20998 23637 26484 30055 

Truck 48753 50786 52961 55082 57399 59674 61717 65064 

Jeep 10790 11009 11172 11386 11704 12090 12506 13028 

Car 63094 66393 69461 72254 75728 80453 87142 96137 

Taxi 4352 7030 9613 10037 10372 10509 10519 10527 

Auto 
Rickshaw 77700 84693 94120 99930 104432 111046 122092 135875 

Tractor 3267 3344 3429 3489 3571 3663 3760 3893 

Motor 
Cycle 220225 239884 257086 281599 316847 366031 433287 501825 

Trawler 1853 1863 187 1883 1894 1906 1919 1938 

Others 10734 13215 15827 17897 20787 24107 27617 32330 

Total 485228 526309 566194 606770 654964 729642 824948 929760 

Table 4 : Estimated Numbers of Mechanized Vehicles on 
Road by Type during 2001-2009

Source: Statistical Year Book of Bangladesh 2009



Apart from playing a vital role in the transportation system, the bridge is
contributing to the economy by facilitating accelerated growth, poverty
alleviation and revenue generation.

Bangladesh Road Transport Corporation (BRTC)

Bangladesh Road Transport Corporation (BRTC) was established in 1961 to set a
standard road transport system in the country. The only government organization
in road transport sector under the Ministry of Communication, BRTC is mandated
to provide fast, efficient, economic, reliable, comfortable, modern and safe road
transport services in the country. BRTC buses and trucks are largely used to meet
up emergency needs arising out of natural calamities, hartals, strikes, and political
restlessness, for carrying government relief, food, prescribed books, and election
materials and so on. BRTC extends its services for the employees of Bangladesh
Secretariat, Bangladesh Supreme Court, and Election Commission and for the
students of Dhaka University, Jagannath University, and Jahangirnagar
University. At present BRTC has 6 training institutes and through these it imparts
training in the trade of driving and auto mechanics with a view to creating a
critical mass of efficient drivers and auto mechanics, which eventually will help
reduction of unemployment and accident. BRTC has undertaken a scheme to set
up another six training institutes. BRTC has introduced e-ticketing system through
its six ticket counters in the city. BRTC is thinking to expand the system gradually
throughout the country to establish e-governance.

Regional and International Connectivity Issue

The government is pursuing the policy of corridor based road development with
a view to accommodating regional as well as international traffic in Bangladesh.
The government has been making efforts to improve the road connectivity with
neighboring countries through various regional cooperation forums such as
SARC, SASEC, BIMSTEC and BCIM.

Asian Highway Network

Bangladesh acceded to the Asian Highway Network on 8 November 2009. The
physical alignment of Asian Highway Route in Bangladesh is more or less
completed in so far as the road connectivity is concerned. Three routes which are
the part of the Asian Highway Network in Bangladesh are as follows:
International Routes:

1)  Route AH-1: Benapole – Jessore – Narail – Bhatiapar – Mawa – Dhaka –
Katchpur – Sylhet - Tamabil (length 495 km).
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2) Route AH-2: Banglabndha – Phanchgarh – Rangpur – Bogra – Hatikamrul -
Jamuna Bridge - Tangile - Dhaka - Katchpur - Sarail - Sylhet - tamail (length
805 km).

Sub-Regional Routes

1) Route AH-41: Mongl Port – Jessore – Bonpara – Hatikamrul – Katchpur –
Comill–Chittagong-Cox’s Bazaar–Teknaf-Myanmar Border (length 752 km)

3.1.2 Bangladesh Railway

Bangladesh Railway BR is one of the oldest state owned, government managed
and service-oriented organizations, which provides, environment friendly, less
hazardous and cheap transport services. BR also provides critical transport
services during natural calamities such as flood and cyclones on an emergency
basis. In a land scarce country like Bangladesh, railways can perform a useful and
effective role in transporting bulk freight and passengers more cost effectively and
with lower adverse environmental impacts than road transport. Its contribution to
pollution is very little, consumption of fuel is only 10% of the other modes of
transport and the rate of casualties in accident is negligible in comparison to other
modes of transport. Traveling cost on railways is cheaper than any other mode of
land transportation. Although railway has great potentials, it carries only 4% of all
traffic. Due to lack of proper investment, BR faces a number of constraints which
limit its ability to provide service and minimize its losses. Recently government
resource allocations have had heavy road bias and this particular sub-sector has
been losing ground in competition with both water and road transportation. The
allocation to the railway sub-sector in respect to the total allocation of transport
sector was 23.9% in the First Five Year Plan, 32.13% in the Second Five Year
Plan, 27.84% in the Third Five Year Plan, 13.1% in the Fourth Five Year Plan and
13% in the Fifth Five Year Plan. Those allocations could barely meet the need of
rehabilitation or replacement costs. As a result no improvement or up-gradation
took place and some railway sections and stations had to be closed down. On the
other hand, huge investment in road sub-sector resulted in high road density of
69.2 km per 100 square km. of total land in Bangladesh.

After liberation, like other agencies, BR had to emphasize on rehabilitation and
reconstruction of the damaged railway system. Till then the bulk of the investment
was for replacement, renewal and rehabilitation of track, rolling stock and
signaling system. During the past three decades, the only remarkable investment
was the establishment of railway network over the Bangabandhu Multipurpose
Bridge, which provides seamless railway connectivity between East and West
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zone of BR. Bangladesh Railway has introduced Computerized Seat Reservation
and ticketing system, selling ticket through mobile phone, giving information
through mobile network. At present, there are some important policy signals that
things are beginning to change. Government has already created a separate rail
ministry and taken huge programs to develop this sector.

Bangladesh Railway has got a total network of 2835.04 route kilometers (Broad
Gauge 659.33 km, Dual Gauge 374.83 km and Meter Gauge 1800.88 km). Train
services between Dhaka-Calcutta were introduced on 14 April 2008 in order to
establish communication facility between Bangladesh and India. The overall
activities of Railway from FY 2001-02 to FY 2008-09 are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5 : Route kilometer and Station by Gauge of 
Bangladesh Railway during 2001-2009

Broad Gauge  Meter Gauge  Total Year 
Station Route Km. Station Route Km. Station Route Km. 

2001-02 130 936 324 1830 454 2766 
2002-03 134 660 320 1830 454 2490 
2003-04 134 660 320 1830 454 2490 
2004-05 134 660 320 1830 454 2490 
2005-06 134 659 320 1801 454 2460 
2006-07 134 659 307 1801 441 2460 
2007-08 134 659 306 1801 440 2460 
2008-09 134 659 306 1801 440 2460 

Source: Bangladesh Railway

Figures of Table 5 show a pathetic scene because the total length of railway has
decreased from 2766 km in FY 2001-02 to 2460 km in 2008-09. The railway
sector gets most importance in developed countries but in Bangladesh this sector
is very much neglected. It is seen from table 6 that the total number of
locomotives was 279 in year 2008-09, of which the number of broad gauge diesel
engine was 71 and meter gauge engine was 208. Passenger carriages increased
from1272 in 2001-02 to 1415 in 2008-09. In 2007-08 some new coaches and
locomotives were added in the railway sector. 

Trans Asian Railway: To establish regional railway connectivity and Trans Asian
Railway (TAR) connectivity, Bangladesh signed the “Intergovernmental
Agreement on the Trans-Asian Railway (TAR) Network” as 20th signatory on 09-
11-2007 and ratified it on 11-08-2011. TAR routes enter Bangladesh from three
directions from the Indian state of West Bengal and exits through one direction.
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Table 6 : Rolling Stock of Bangladesh Railway During 2001-2009

Locomotives  Coaching Vehicles  Freight Wagons  Year 
Broad 
Gauge 
Diesel 

Meter 
Gauge 
Diesel 

Total 
Passenger 
Carriages 

Other 
Coaching 
Vehicles 

Unit Four 
Wheelers 

2001-
02 75 202 277 1272 135 10631 13707 

2002-
03 75 200 275 1273 137 10605 13679 

2003-
04 75 198 273 1347 64 10328 13217 

2004-
05 78 208 286 1344 62 10236 13122 

2005-
06 77 208 285 1341 62 10246 13230 

2006-
07 75 208 285 1385 31 9473 12443 

2007-
08 75 208 285 1435 35 9409 12326 

2008-
09 71 208 279 1415 35 8998 11909 

Source: Bangladesh Railway

The TAR routes in Bangladesh are as follows-

TAR ROUTE - I

Gede (West Bengal, India) – Darsana – Ishurdi – Jamtoli – Joydebpur - Tongi -
khaura – Chittagong Dohazari – Gundum – Myanmar Border Station.

TAR ROUTE – II

Singabad (West Bengal, India) – Rohanpur – Rajshahi – Dinajpur – Abdulpur –
Ishurdi - Jamtoli – Joydebpur - Tongi - khaura – Chittagong Dohazari – Gundum
– Myanmar Border Station.

TAR ROUTE – III

Radhikapur (West Bengal, India) – Birol – Dinajpur – Parbatipur – Abdulpur –
Ishurdi - Jamtoli – Joydebpur - Tongi - khaura – Chittagong Dohazari – Gundum
– Myanmar Border Station.



Regional Connectivity

The regional routes through Bangladesh identified by SAARC Regional
Multimodal Transport Study (SRMTS) and BIMSTEC Transport Infrastucture
and Logistics Study (BTILS) are as follows.

BRCI and SRCI: Lahore/Delhi/Kolkata/Dhaka/Mahishasan/Imphal.

BRC3 and SRC4: Birgonj (Nepal)/ Raxaul/Katihar (India)/Rohanpur –
Chittagong with links of Jogbani (Nepal) and Agortola (India)

SRC6: Birgonj (Nepal)/Raxaul/Singhabad (India)/ Rohanpur – Rajshahi – Khulna
– Mongla Port with links of Biratnagar (Nepal).

3.2   Inland Water Transport

Bangladesh Inland Water Transport Corporation (BIWTC) is a service oriented
government owned organization. It is also the largest inland water transport
organization. BIWTA is playing a vital role in regulating the water transport
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Navigable 
Waterway in km.  

Number of Passengers (in million) Year 

Monsoon Dry 
season 

Motor 
launch 

By 
steam

er 

By ferry 
service 

Total 

Volume of 
Cargo 

Handled 
(million 

ton) 
2001-02 5968 3600 86.24 0.94 9.60 96.79 5.90 
2002-03 5968 3600 66.56 1.18 11.40 79.14 7.93 
2003-04 5968 3600 76.16 1.11 13.34 90.61 8.08 
2004-05 5968 3600 49.47 1.08 13.99 64.54 11.59 
2005-06 5968 3600 166.50 1.11 17.05 184.6 17.80 
2006-07 5968 3600 177.62 0.94 17.84 196.4 20.50 
2007-08 5968 3600 190.30 0.89 17.80 208.9 25.51 
2008-09 6000 3824 199.80 - - - 26.77 

Table 7 : Water Transport Operation under Bangladesh Inland 
W ater Transport Authority during 2001-2009

Source: BIWTA, (-) indicate data not available

system of the country. Under its dredging programme for maintaining waterways
navigable, the cumulate dredging of 53.98 lakh cubic meter has been completed
in eleven waterways up to June 2009. 

Under another project titled, “Introduction of circulation waterways in and around
Dhaka city (2nd phase)”, a total dredging of 2.45 lakh cubic meter along Ashulia-
Tongi river route and 4.24 lakh cubic meter along Demra-Isapura route in the river



Balu has been completed up to June 2009. In addition, a total of 7.26 lakh cubic
meter dredging was completed in, Badda and Rampura canals, during the same
period. 

The waterways in Bangladesh vary according to Monsoon and dry season. In
Monsoon the water way increases from 3,824 km to 6,000 km (Table 7). Most of
the passengers are carried by motor launch and still ferry service plays an
important role in passenger’s carrying. Figures presented in the Table 8 shows the
total number of vessels under Bangladesh Inland Water Transport Corporation
gradually decreased. In FY 2001-02 the total number of vessels was 223, which
came down to 182 in FY 2008-09. Many bridges and culverts were constructed in
last decades which are the main reason of the decrease in the number of vessels.
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Table 8 : Vessels by Type under Bangladesh Inland Water 

Transport Corporation During 2001-2009

Items 2001-
02 

2002-
03 

2003-
04 

2004-
05 

2005-
06 

2006-
07 

2007-
08 

2008-
09 

Passenger 
vessels 18 15 14 15 15 15 15 16 

Ferry 
steamers 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 

Tankers 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 

Coasters 15 14 14 14 14 14 14 12 

Self Propelled 
vessels  10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Bay Tugs and 
Burgers 26 23 20 20 20 21 21 20 

Harbor Duty 
Launches 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Inland Flats  35 29 25 24 24 21 21 19 

River Burgers 
Jute Boats  6 - 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Receiving 
Pontoons 28 27 27 27 27 27 27 28 

Sea Trucks 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 13 

Miscellaneous  18 24 16 16 16 11 11 11 

Total 223 208 194 194 194 187 187 182 

Source: BIWTA, (-) indicate data not available



3.3   Bangladesh Biman

The national flag carrier Biman Bangladesh Airlines Limited makes significance
contribution towards establishing air links within the country and with other
countries. Despite various constraints, Biman is continuing its development
efforts with its fleet of aircrafts. It is now maintaining 3 international airports and
7 domestic airports, of which 2 airports are left unused. Another 5 Short Take-Off
and Landing (STOL) ports have been built for the convenience of airlines and
when necessary. Biman is operating flights to 3 domestic and 18 international
destinations. Due to significant rise in aviation fuel price, Biman’s expenditure
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Table 9: Number of Aircraft in Operation of Bangladesh Biman during

Number and Type of Aircraft in Operation  Year 
Fokker B-747 Air Bus DC-10-30 

Total 

2001-02 3 - 4 6 13 
2002-03 3 2 4 8 17 
2003-04 3 2 6 6 17 
2004-05 4 - 4 6 14 
2005-06 4 - 4 5 13 
2006-07 3 - 3 5 10 
2007-08 4 1 3 4 12 
2008-09 2 2 2 4 10 

Source: Bangladesh Biman Airlines Limited

has increased. Biman suspended its operation to New York, Brussels, Paris,
Frankfort, Mumbai, Narita, and Yangon in 2006. In spite of fleet constraints,
Biman operated more than 200 additional flights to Malayasia and United Arab
Emirates during last one year to meet labour traffic demand.

Table 9 shows that the total number of aircrafts of Bangladesh Biman were 10 in
2008-09, which was 17 in year 2002-03. In 2003-04 the total number of Air Bus
was 6, which fell to 2 in 2008-09. Sometimes Bangladesh Biman runs their flight
with rented aircrafts. At present some private organizations run their flight in
domestic routes.

Table 10 presents data on passenger and cargo movement by Biman. Domestic
passenger movement was 432,335 in 2003-04 which came down to 68,365 in
2006-07 because most of the domestic airports were suspended from their
services. The international passenger movement shows an increase in the figure in
2008-09. The domestic cargo movement through Bangladesh Biman was very low
because fare is very high compared to other transports. Biman is planning to
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Table10 : Passengers and Cargo Movements by Bangladesh 
Biman during 2001-2009 

Number of Passengers Movement  Cargo Movement (Ton)  Year 

Domestic International  Domestic International  

2001-02 406626 1075163 482 37017 

2002-03 412503 1116757 554 37902 

2003-04 432335 1214331 501 37063 

2004-05 380539 1258613 326 39041 

2005-06 288009 1231112 393 38351 

2006-07 68365 1091665 1078 59041 

2007-08 103512 1345095 189 15761 

2008-09 157711 1387148 303 26006 

Source: Bangladesh Biman Airlines Limited

resume its services to some of the suspended destinations and extend services to
some new destinations after acquisition of new generation aircrafts. Aging fleet is
the major problem of Biman, which resulted in cost increase, disruption of flight
schedule and loss of market share. Biman is on the road to modernization of its
fleet to make the airline competitive in the market. 

5.    Contribution of Transport Sector in the GDP of Bangladesh

A review of Bangladesh’s past growth experience tells a remarkably encouraging
story. The long-term trend in GDP growth rates since 1991-92 is shown in Table
11. A few striking results stand out. First, Bangladesh has continued to steadily
improve its rate of growth. Second, which GDP growth in phase 1 (FY 1974-FY
1991) was below 4 percent per annum, it expanded significantly in Phase 2 (FY
1991-FY 2010), shooting up to over 5 percent per annum on a 10 year average,
but exceeding the 6 percent mark for a number of years during FY 2001-FY 2010,
despite the global financial crisis of 2008-10.

It is seen from Table-11 that the growth rate of water transport sector was negative
from FY 1991-92 to FY 1997-98 but increased to 2 percent after FY 2004-05. The
figures of Table-11 show that there is instability in the air transport sector.
Because of the increase in fuel price and suspension of some flight operations, the
growth rate of air transport sector declined after FY 2001-02. The growth rate of
land transport was 4.14 percent, which was the lowest growth rate after FY 1994-



95. Among land transport, the contribution of road transport increased day by day
but the contribution of rail transport did not increase sufficiently. The average
growth rate of transport sector has varied between 2.30-6.00 percent. 

Transport Sector Share of GDP at Constant Price (1995-96), %

It is evident from the Table-12 that at constant prices, the share of the transport
sector (excluding support transport and communication) in total GDP is 7.04% in
FY 2010-11 which was 8.40% in FY 1991-92. The total share varies between from
7.0% and 9.0%. The share of air transport is very low compared to the land
transport. The share of inland water transport sector has decreased to 0.72% in FY
2010-11 which was 1.85% in FY 1991-92. 
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Table 11: Growth Rates of Transport Sector at Constant Price during 1991-

Year Land 
Transport 

Water 
Transport  

Air 
Transport  

Transport 
Growth 

GDP 
Growth 

1991-92 3.49 -1.43 0.58 2.30 5.04 
1992-93 3.91 -2.99 11.81 2.54 4.57 
1993-94 3.91 -1.83 8.17 2.79 4.08 
1994-95 5.13 -2.12 -8.44 3.40 4.93 
1995-96 5.50 -1.46 6.25 4.21 4.62 
1996-97 5.44 -0.84 -10.68 4.01 5.39 
1997-98 6.75 -0.92 16.89 5.61 5.23 
1998-99 6.62 1.60 14.46 5.97 4.87 
1999-00 6.32 1.78 16.80 5.84 5.94 
2000-01 6.37 0.57 4.62 5.48 5.27 
2001-02 6.73 0.34 -16.84 5.32 4.42 
2002-03 6.64 0.07 -1.35 5.62 5.26 
2003-04 6.02 0.16 0.84 5.20 6.27 
2004-05 4.25 1.95 2.49 3.94 5.96 
2005-06 4.14 1.95 5.25 3.90 6.63 
2006-07 4.18 1.73 2.01 3.87 6.43 
2007-08 4.54 2.54 6.20 4.34 6.19 
2008-09 5.17 2.46 7.38 4.90 5.74 
2009-10 5.98 1.01 9.13 5.49 6.07 
2010-11* 4.03 1.94 7.61 3.87 6.66 

Source: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics. * indicate temporary



The water transport performed very well in the last decade of the twentieth
century because at that time the navigation was very good and rivers got plenty of
water in the rainy season. But the situation changed in the past few years due to
shortage of rain in the rainy season and the construction of dams by our
neighboring country upstream of our rivers. The performance of air transport has
gradually become power because of shortage of new investment, corruption and
continuing losses. After liberation, most of the governments have neglected both
the water and air transport.  
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Table 12 : Transport Sector Share of GDP at Constant Price during 1991-

Year Land Transport  Water Transport  Air Transport  Total share  

1991-92 6.39 1.85 0.16 8.40 
1992-93 6.36 1.72 0.17 8.25 
1993-94 6.34 1.62 0.18 8.14 
1994-95 6.37 1.52 0.15 8.04 
1995-96 6.44 1.43 0.16 8.03 
1996-97 6.45 1.35 0.13 7.93 
1997-98 6.54 1.27 0.15 7.96 
1998-99 6.64 1.23 0.16 8.03 
1999-00 6.65 1.18 0.18 8.01 
2000-01 6.71 1.12 0.18 8.01 
2001-02 6.86 1.08 0.14 8.08 
2002-03 6.95 1.03 0.13 8.11 
2003-04 6.96 0.97 0.12 8.05 
2004-05 6.85 0.93 0.12 7.90 
2005-06 6.67 0.89 0.12 7.68 
2006-07 6.50 0.85 0.11 7.46 
2007-08 6.42 0.82 0.11 7.35 
2008-09 6.38 0.79 0.12 7.29 
2009-10 6.36 0.75 0.12 7.23 

2010-11* 6.20 0.72 0.12 7.04 

Source: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics. * indicate temporary



6.     Sixth Five Year Plan Targets and Financing of the Transport Sector

6.1   Sixth Five Year Plan Targets, Objectives and Strategies
RHD’s Objectives, Targets and Strategies for SFYP

An efficient and modern road transport system has a unique role to play to achieve
the government target set for SFYP and Vision 2021 as well. The contribution of
road sector to the national income is around 8 percent at current market prices at
present. The prime target of RHD is to make the growth sustainable. Roads and
Highways Department will construct 4672 km new roads within the plan periods.
Roads and Highways Department is going to start the construction of 5400 meter
tunnel in the plan period (Table 13).
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Table 13 : Physical Targets of the Sixth Five Year Plan for 
Roads and Highways Department 

Sr. 
no Physical Activities  SFYP Targets (2011 -

15) 
1 Construction of New Roads  4672 km 
2 Improvement/Rehabilitation of Roads  8433 km 
3 Construction of New Bridges/Culverts/Overpass  23777 meter  
4 Reconstruction of Bridges/Culverts  10362 meter  
5 Construction of Tunnel  5400 meter  

Source: Roads and Highways Division

LGED’s Objectives, Targets and Strategies for SFYP

The main purpose of providing support to the rural transport sector is to ensure a
cost effective, affordable and efficient transportation system. The basic principle
of the strategy will be to improve and maintain the Upazila, Union and prioritized
village roads network integrating rural river and rail transport so that cost
effective, demand responsive and flexible systems could be provided for all. The
labour-based construction techniques for road improvement will be adopted to
enhance employment opportunity, sustainability and affordability. 

The SFYP given priority to the policy of country-wide homogeneous
development in light of rural development strategy to implement all activities
under LGED programmes. LGED has already prepared a long–term Master Plan
for 2004-2025 for development of rural roads and other infrastructure in order to
achieve country-wide balanced development as stipulated in PRS plan. It should
be kept in mind that integration of rural road network with waterways will make
the rural transport system cheaper, flexible and demand responsive. However, this



would necessitate appropriate actions for a) revival of prioritized rural waterways;
b) embankment protection; c) construction of landing stations or river jetties; d)
provision for loading/unloading spaces with toilets; e) design development of
country boats; and f) navigation safety.

BRTA’s Vision, Goal and Objectives for SFYP

Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA) planned to set up Vehicle
Inspection Centers (VICs) in 1999, with semi-automatic test, in 4 metropolitan
cities – two in Dhaka and one each in Chittagong, Khulna and Rajshahi.
Establishment of VICs was a component project of Road Overlay and
Improvement Project, funded by the Asian Development Bank. BRTA is also
looking forward to outsourcing of vehicle inspection and issuance of fitness
certificates of motor vehicles under Public Private Partnership (PPP). The VIC
project proposes to establish 6 Motor Drivers Standard Training Institutes cum
Driving Competency Test Centers in 5 divisional headquarters in Bangladesh. The
objective of the project is to develop awareness and professional skill of motor
drivers to reduce road accident and to conduct Driving Competency Test for
applicants of motor driving license. BRTA is expecting project assistance from
Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) to implement the project.

BRTA plans to collect motor vehicle taxes and fees through On-line Banking
System by engaging service providers. The service provider will provide
important services including establishment and maintenance of sufficient
infrastructure required to collect motor vehicle taxes and fees from different
locations covering all 64 district Head Quarters through On-line Banking.

BBA’s Vision, Goal and Objectives for SFYP

The main objectives of the SFYP are to develop an integrated transportation
network by constructing Padma Bridge at Mawa-Jinjira for socio-economic
development of the country. After successful completion of Bangabandhu Bridge,
the Government has taken all out efforts to construct the Padma Bridge, the largest
infrastructure project in Bangladesh. Japan International Corporation Agency
(JICA) conducted feasibility study of the project which confirmed the viability of
the project from technical and economic viewpoints. The project was approved by
the ECNEC on 20th August, 2007.

An integrated transportation network will be developed in Bangladesh with the
implementation of the proposed Padma Multipurpose Bridge at Mawa-Jinjira.
This bridge will bring significant socio-economic upliftment of the people of the
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south-western region. The Government has a plan to construct about 6.10 km long
2nd Padma Multipurpose Bridge at Paturia-Goalundo point to correct the capital
city, Dhaka with the  West and South-west parts of Bangladesh as well as with the
main landport Banapole, Darshona and sea port at Mongla. To establish a direct
road communication between Barisal and Khulna Division, government has
planned to construct about 1550 meter long Bekutia Bridge over the river Kocha
on Perojpur-Jhalakathi road. Bangladesh Bridge Authority has taken initiative to
implement infrastructure projects through Public Private Partnership (PPP). The
projects include the construction of about 26 km. long Dhaka Elevated
Expressway from Shahjalal International Airport to Kutubkhali at 
Dhaka-Chittagong Highway on PPP basis with cost of US$ 1.24 billion. After
implementation of this project, traffic congestion in Dhaka city will be reduced
substantially. The target in SFYP is also to implement Dhaka-Ashulia Elevated
Expressway and Gulistan Golapshah Mazar-2nd Burigonga Bridge Flyover on PPP
basis.

Bangladesh Bridge Authority has also taken initiative to construct tunnels in
Dhaka and Chittagong cities, the first of its kind in Bangladesh. The construction
works are expected to commence after conducting feasibility studies and
arrangement of necessary foreign funding. 

Bangladesh Railway’s Objectives, Targets and Strategies for SFYP

BR targets and objectives encompass the government’s vision to expand and
improve the railway system to provide safer, better, environment friendly and less
expensive transport facilities to national and international traffic. 

BR’s Objectives

1. Rehabilitate, upgrade and replace old-aged infrastructure and rolling stocks
to reduce journey time, improve the service quality and to build the image of
railway as a safe and reliable means of transport.

2. Connect the Capital City with Cox’s Bazar, Mongla Port, Tungipara, Barisal,
Chittagong Hill Tracts and other areas where rail network does not exist.

3. Establishment of Padma rail links, Trans Asian Railway network and
regional railway connectivity.

4. Undertake implementation of Land Use Plan, enhance Public-Private
Partnership in railway sector and create other business opportunity.

5. Improve Commuter Train Services to provide better urban train facilities to
the daily passengers around Dhaka, Chittagong, Rangpur, Dinajpur,
Parbatipur, Nilphamari, Sylhet etc.
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BR’s Targets 

1. Undertake construction of 1201.42 km new rail line or re-opening of closed
rail lines, double tracking of 506.20 km track and 6 new important bridges
along with all necessary infrastructure, rehabilitation of 1535.73 km
existing rail line along with all necessary infrastructures; remodeling of 7
stations in existing section, improvement of 831 level crossing gates,
construction of one ICD at Dhirasram and improvement of other
infrastructures to increase carrying capacity. 

2. Undertake procurement of 234 DE locomotives, 50 DEMU/MHMU, 771
passenger coaches and 1430 wagons to introduce new trains and improve
the service quality and passenger amenities and increase carrying capacity
of containers, fuel oil, aviation fuel, bulk freight parcels etc.

3. Undertake procurement of DEMUs and investment projects to increase line
capacity for introducing more commuter trains around Dhaka, Chittagong,
Rangpur, Dinajpur, Parbatipur, Nilphamari, Sylher etc.

BR’s Strategies and Policies 

Government, underscoring the need for railway communication, put priority to
railway amongst all the surface modes of transport under National Land Transport
Policy (NLTP) and Draft Integrated Multi Modal Transport Policy (Draft
IMMTP). In order to overcome the constraints and to achieve the visions of BR,
a 20 year development plan is being prepared by the planning commission. To
become self sustainable, BR has to improve service quality and operational
efficiency as well as develop its own infrastructure facilities to carry more traffic
efficiently. Historically the railway enjoyed a monopoly as a carrier and used to
carry most of the principal commodities in the country such as cement, coal,
fertilizer, raw jute, stone, food grain, sugar cane etc. However, railway still
dominates in carrying stone, iron, steel and food grains. In addition, railway also
carries about 10% of containers handled in Chittagong port. BR has taken
initiative to increase the modal share especially in container transportation. 

Bangladesh railway has planned to undertake about 149 projects within next five
years. With the implementation of the on-going as well as new projects
Bangladesh Railway will be able to regain its market share and create other
business opportunities. Out of the total 149 projects, 46 are on-going and 103 are
new. It is very essential to get the required allocation in time to implement the
projects efficiently. Lack of adequate fund will result in time over-run as well as
cost over-run.
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Inland Water Transport’s Objectives, Targets and Strategies for SFYP

To develop a balanced and least cost transport system in Bangladesh, it is
imperative to improve IWT both from infrastructure and technological points of
view.  

IWT’s Targets 

During the period of Sixth Five Year Plan, activities relating to development of
inland waterways would focus on dredging and resuscitation of dead and dying
river routes, development of inland river ports, providing navigable aids for
smooth and safe movement of cargo and passenger vessels, improvement of
waterways in and around Dhaka City for making surrounding rivers navigable and
wider. All these activities will accelerate the infrastructure development and
promote economic growth, which in turn will lead to poverty alleviation.

IWT’s Objectives

The main objectives of the SFYP are as follows:

1. To improve the channel of the existing waterways through dredging.
2. To improve day and night navigation of water crafts by providing

navigational aids.
3. To develop inland container river ports for transportation of containers by

waterways to and from sea ports.
4. To develop river port handling facilities as well as storage facilities and

introduce mechanical equipment for handling cargo in order to save waiting
time for berthing of vessels.

IWT’s Strategies and Policies
In order to achieve the above plan objectives, the following strategies will be
undertaken:

1. Completion of spilled-over projects within the stipulated time.

2. Intensification of the dredging program, including procurement of dredgers
to develop existing channel conditions of inland waterways and provision
of navigation aids for smooth navigation of water crafts.

3. Establishment of inland container river port on priority basis within the first
two years of the plan.

4. Upgrading port facilities (both cargo and passenger) as well as storage
facilities so that vessels can be loaded and unloaded without delay.
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Bangladesh Biman’s Objectives, Targets and Strategies of SFYP

The objectives of SFYP are to open more airports for international flight and to
expand the existing facilities for safe and secured operation of aircrafts. The major
objectives of CAAB is to develop Hazrat Shahjalal International Airport for
operation of wide body aircraft of international flights, to modernize ATC and
communication  system, to implement CNS/ATM based navigation aid system
and to accommodate/create parking facilities for new aircrafts of National and
Private Airlines. Another important recent development is that Cox’s Bazaar
Airport will be improved for operation of wide-body aircrafts.

To implement the above objectives, following aspects have been given priority
in the SFYP:

1. Strengthening of existing runway, taxi-way and apron for safe and secured
operation of modern aircrafts.

2. Construction of new-aircrafts for better communication with remote areas.

3. Expansion of parking area to accommodate new aircrafts of National
Airlines and Domestic Airlines of Bangladesh.

4. Enhancement of operational facilities at domestic airports.

5. Outsourcing of operation, maintenance and management of ground
handling services at international airports.

6. Enhance the operational facilities of control tower at Hazrat Shahjalal
International Airport.

7. Construction of a new international airport to cope with the increasing
traffic and upcoming challenges.

6.2    Financing of the Transport Sector

Allocation and Expenditure of Funds under Roads and Highway Department
in Different Plan Periods

The road network has been developed mainly on the basis of short term need
instead of long term planning due to the lack of appropriate road sector policy
guideline. There has been large scale deterioration of the network due to lack of
proper maintenance, large sections of the network have inadequate structural
strength, many of them severely damaged by vehicle overloading. Lack of
adequate road safety has already reached an alarming level; faster and smooth
movement along the highways is not possible due to the presence of large number
of hats and bazaars on the edge of roads. Through 5 Five Year Plans and 2 Two
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Year Plans, road sector has developed gradually. The completion of Bangabandhu
Jamuna Multipurpose Bridge was possible under the Fourth and Fifth Five year
Plans. It is seen from Table-14 that Roads and Highways Department has got the
maximum allocation compared to the other departments of road transport sector.
Under different plan periods the utilization of resources was higher than under
Poverty Reduction Strategy Programs. 

It is seen from Table 14 that the resource allocation was Tk. 2076.10 million in
the First Five Year Plan but this increased to Tk. 91,087.50 million in the Fifth
Five Year Plan and the utilization as percentage of allocation is more than 90%.
This is a good sign for utilization of allocated resources because it is difficult for
Bangladesh to properly utilize allocated resources.
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Plan Period  Allocation  Expenditure  Utilization as % 
of Allocation  

First Five Year Plan  
(FY 1973-74 to FY 1977 -88) 2076.10 2215.70 106.72 

Two Year Plan  
(FY 1978-79 to 1979-80) 1800.30 1780.90 98.92 

Second Five Year Plan  
(FY 1980-81 to FY 1984 -85 8269.00 8471.90 102.45 

Third Five Year Plan  
(FY 1985-86 to 1989-90) 19961.50 22748.60 113.96 

Fourth Five Year Plan  
(FY 1990-91 to 1994-95) 52092.30 51243.20 98.37 

Two Year Plan  
(FY 1995-96 to FY 1996 -97) 19001.60 18044.60 94.96 

Fifth Five Year Plan  
(FY 1997-1998 to 2001 -02) 91087.50 84570.90 92.85 

Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy  
(FY 2002-03 to 2003-04) 48576.30 43348.70 89.24 

Interim Poverty Reduction Strategy  
(FY 2004-05 to 2005-06) 65966.20 57526.80 87.21 

Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper  
(FY 2007-08 to 2009-10)* 49657.20 28794.20 57.99 

Table 14 : Allocation and Expenditure of Funds under RHD in 
Different Plan Periods (million taka; at current price)

Source: Sixth Five Year Plan, Part - 2



Development Resource Allocation for Transport Sector in SFYP

The government is aware that even with a strong public resource mobilization effort,
total resource available will be limited in relationship to demand. The Government
also recognizes that ensuring proper use of these scarce resources is very important.
This requires paying attention to implementation capacity, governance and results-
based monitoring and evaluation (M&E). The public investment priorities will be
determined on the basis of realization of the key plan targets in relation to growth,
poverty reduction, human development, equity and sustained development. So
transport sector development has got special priority in SFYP. Out of total public
investment (Tk 265,174 crore; base year 2011 price), transport sector allocation is Tk
41,512 crore, which is 15.7% of total public allocation. 

From Tables 15 and Table 16 it is seen that resource allocation is high at current
market price rather than at constant market price because Bangladesh has suffered
from high inflation that around 11.79% in January 2012. It is obvious that the
project cost will increase in the second, third, fourth and fifth year of the plan due
to inflation.
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Table 15 : Development Resource Allocation for Transport 
Sector in SFYP (Crore taka; FY2011 price)

Ministry/Division  2010- 
11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 

Roads and Railways  3402 5139 5905 7069 8226 
Shipping 409 205 220 243 262 
Civil Aviations and Tourism  283 258 277 306 329 
Bridge Division  1277 1550 1745 2052 2354 
Total 5370 7153 8147 9670 11172 

Source: Different Plan Year Books

Total Investment Requirement for Major Transport Projects

The investment needs in Bangladesh infrastructure sector are enormous. The
Transport Ministry has already identified a large number of major projects in the
transport sector which could be implemented in the medium to long term (by 2021
and over two five year plans starting from 2011). In the transport sector, the
amount of investment in road, railway, inland water transport, airport and Dhaka
transport system development will require Tk 1321,420 million or more than $ 17
billion (Table 17). A major share of the estimated transport sector investment
would be forthcoming during the SFYP.



7.     Problems in Transport Sector and Constraints in Achieving SFYP Targets 

The transport intensity of Bangladesh is considerably lower than that of many
comparable developing countries. The relative roles of transport modes are
evolving with road transport expanding at the expense of railways and inland
water transport because of its technical and cost advantages. The overall
performance of the transport sector has been generally weak and is now
considered a major constraint to the expansion of exports and economic growth.
One important factor underlying this weaker performance is high transport costs.
Urban transport system, especially in the capital city Dhaka, has become outdated
and inefficient owing to both lack of adequate infrastructure and weak
management. 

Constraints in surface Transport: The development of surface transport system
in Bangladesh is constrained by three distinct sets of factors such as physical (e.g.,
difficult terrain, periodic flooding, poor soil condition, siltation and erosion of
rivers, inherited management weaknesses etc.), low investments for maintenance,
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Table 16 : Development Resource Allocation for Transport 
Sector in SFYP (million taka; current price)

Ministry/Division  2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-25 
Roads and Railways  34020 55250 67930 86600 106820 
Shipping 4090 2210 2530 2980 3400 
Civil Aviations and Tourism  2830 2770 3180 3740 4270 
Bridge Division  12770 16660 20070 25140 30570 
Total 53700 76890 93710 118460 145060 

Source: Different Plan Yearbooks

Table 17 : Total Investment Requirement for Major Transport 
Projects during the Period 2008/09-2020/21

Sr. 
no 

Sector Project Cost (Tk in Crore)

1 Road Sector Development  45,569 
2 Railways Development  36,214 
3 Inland Water Transport Development  8,160 
4 New Sea Port Development  (Tentative)  600 
5 Deep Sea Port Development (Short Term)  7,420 
6 Dhaka Transport System Development  34,179 
7 Total 132,142 

Source: Ministry of Communication



and inadequate institutional framework. The poor financial performance of the
SOEs and their weak capital structure create a huge financial liability on the
government, estimated at around Tk. 200 crore annually. Vehicle overloading has
contributed significantly to road deterioration. A large number of bridges already
need replacement or major repair due to a lack of proper maintenance. Road
safety is critical but it is not adequately addressed in road design and traffic
enforcement. That’s why every year a large number of people die by road
accident. 

Road Transport: Massive irregularities and corruption are pervasive in the road
and transport system of Bangladesh. The role of all stakeholders including the
Bangladesh Road Transport Authority (BRTA) is under question. The trade unions
of the transport sector and bus and truck terminals are beyond the control of
BRTA.  

Instances of massive corruption were revealed in a study of Transparency
International Bangladesh (TIB). The study shows that a service recipient has to
pay up to Tk. 50,000 as bribe during registration depending upon the type and the
value of the vehicle. In Dhaka Metropolitan Area, a bus owner has to pay bribe of
Tk. 10,000 to Tk. 300,000 as entry fee for each bus to get route permit and transfer
of vehicle ownership documents. Vehicles owners have to pay bribe up to taka to
Tk. 20000 to BRTA personnel and brokers. The survey reveals that about 61% of
drivers get license without appearing in driving test. Bribe paid for driving license
varies from Tk. 100 to Tk. 7000 depending on the type of the license. The study
also shows that 54% of drivers are running vehicles with expired licenses.
According to the findings, BRTA has no effective role in controlling motor
vehicles fare. 

In the name of ‘bit’ an amount up to Tk. 3000 is collected by a section of traffic
police from commercial vehicles and long route covered van owners. All luxury
coaches departing from Dhaka have to pay bribe of Tk. 300 to Tk. 400 to traffic
police for each trip. Any vehicle facing legal suit can be released from local police
station by paying a bribe up to Tk. 50,000. The study found that no effective
supervision, monitoring and accountability system exists for BRTA staff.

Rail Transport: Due to lack of proper investment, Bangladesh Railway faces a
number of constraints, which limit its ability to provide service and minimize its
losses. During the past three decades, the only remarkable investment was for the
establishment of railway network over Bangabandhu Multipurpose Bridge, which
provides seamless railway connectivity between east and west zones of BR. But
its utility to BR is limited by significant load restriction placed on BG freight
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trains to cross over the bridge. Due to inadequate investment, the railway track is
in poor condition in a number of areas, including the vital Dhaka-Chittagong
corridors, which need immediate rehabilitation and upgrading. Almost 785 of the
locomotives and 28% of passenger coaches are beyond their economic life and
need immediate replacement. 70% of the signaling system has become old aged
and obsolete and needs modernization, including human resource development.
All these result in serious deterioration of the performance of BR.

Water Transport: In spite of having several advantages, IWT has persistently
received comparatively less fund and less attention in allocation of resources out
of development and non-development budgets. The provision has always been
low and merely enough to cover only emergency maintenance works. Until now
network maintenance has been given a low priority with share of resources
allocated to network maintenance decreasing in recent years. Bangladesh Inland
Water Transport still suffers from (i) siltation problems in inland water crafts, (ii)
day and light navigational problems of waterways, (iii) shortage of passengers and
cargo handling facilities including transit shed at river ports, (iv) manual
loading/unloading of cargo at river ports, (v) underdeveloped rural launch landing
stations etc. 

Air Transport: The air transport services have gone through major challenges.
The national carrier, Bangladesh Biman, has experienced serious performance
problems owing to inefficiencies, corruption, overstaffing, weak management and
inadequate investment. As a result, there has been a substantial loss of passengers
that has added to the financial difficulties of Bangladesh Biman.

Resource Constraints: Public sector investment, much of it through the Annual
Development Plan, will amount to 3.1 trillion in constant FY 2011 prices,
accounting for about 22.8% of total investment in the economy. Of the total public
sector investment, Tk 2.2 trillion (72.8%) will be financed from domestic sources
comprising savings of the government sector, capital receipts, self financing by
public enterprises, and borrowing from the domestic banking and nonblank
sources. But Bangladesh has one of the lowest tax-GDP ratios in the world and
the ratio has not improved much over the last several decades despite the pickup
in real GDP growth rate. Bangladesh’s legal tax rates are not low by the regional
and international standards, but because of inefficiencies in tax administration and
inadequate coverage, the tax-GDP ratio has remained virtually stuck at below
10% level over many years. The introduction of Value Added Tax in 1991 boosted
revenue performance for several years, but the momentum could not be sustained
due to lack of modernization of tax administration and ad hoc arrangements put
in place for political and administrative expediency. 
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It is also difficult for government to finance the plan by borrowing from domestic
banking sector because government has already borrowed Tk 43,195 crore from
the central bank and commercial banks. In the first half of current fiscal year (FY
2011-12) government has borrowed Tk 15,538 crore from the banking sector. If
government takes more loans from the domestic banking sector, private sector
development will be hampered.

The expected external resources are Tk 1254.1 billion which is 9.3% of total
investment.  External financing for private investment, primarily in the form of
foreign direct investment is expected to grow, but will still remain modest in
relative term at about 4.0% (Tk. 417.9 billion). Use of external financing for
project and budget support will be done flexibly within the context of prudent
management of external debt. This will mostly entail loans from the official
bilateral and multilateral sources on best possible terms. A limited borrowing from
the international capital market may also be possible. But it is very difficult for
government to attract foreign direct investment and get loans from external
sources, because the donor countries greatly suffered from the global financial
crisis.  In the first seven months (July to January) of FY 2011-12, the committed
foreign assistance was US$ 395.5 crore but the donor countries sanctioned only
US$ 101.2 crore. The delay of sanction of assistance on right time by the donor
community along with lack of efficiency in resource use are the main causes for
slow growth of foreign assistant (The Daily Protham-Alo, 16 February 2012).
Among total public investment in SFYP, government plans to collect Tk. 46,179
crore through Public-Private Partnership (PPP) programs but it will be difficult for
government to collect this money because PPP does not work at full swing.

A large number of big projects (Padma Multipurpose Bridge, Dhaka-Chittgong
Four-Lane Expressway etc.) are included in the transport sector under SFYP
which requires a huge resource allocation. But the transport sector gets only
15.70% of total resource allocation which is not sufficient to implement these
large number of projects. Construction of Padma Bridge, one of the most
important projects of SFYP, however, faces difficulties because World Bank has
denied giving loans in this project. 

To improve the facility of transport sector, it is necessary to produce vehicles
engine and railway engine locally. But in SFYP there is no plan to produce
vehicles engine and railway engine by using local raw materials. 

8.    Policy Suggestions and Conclusion

Government must recognize the importance of substantially upgrading the
transport infrastructure and improving transport services. In recognition of this,
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government should give priority to transport in budgetary allocations, improving
the performance of public transport entities through policy and institutional
reforms, and encouraging the private sector in both building infrastructure
through PPP and in providing transport services. 

Government should be more sincere to implement The National Land Transport
Policy 2004 (for 20 years), Integrated Multi-Modal Transport Study 2004 (for 50
year) and Bangladesh Road Master Plan Study 2009 (for 20 years), because this
policies will act as guidelines for RHD in selecting development and
improvement projects to achieve the target of lower transportation costs,
uninterrupted and safer road communications.

To address road safety issues government must control the overloading problem
by setting up overload control stations/weigh bridges on national highway to
reduce road deterioration and road accident. Upgrading of all national highways
to international standards with provision of sign signal, and service lanes for slow
moving vehicles will be important. Construction of railway overpasses on all
railway level crossings on all national highways will be desirable. 

In the past railway sector was under the Ministry of Communication but at present
railway has a separate ministry. Now, the railway sector gets more importance and
also gets budget allocation for development of this sector. The Railway Ministry
Should give highest priority to rehabilitate, upgrade and replace old-aged
infrastructures and rolling stocks to reduce journey time, improve the service
quality and to build the image of railways as a safe and reliable means of
transport. It is important that the Capital City is connected with Cox’s Bazar,
Mongla Port, Tungipara, Barisal, Chittagong Hill Tracts and other areas where rail
network does not exist. Government should be more sincere to establish Padma
Rail Links, Trans Asian Railway Network, and Regional Railway Connectivity.

Budget allocation as in all past five year plans is very low in Water Transport
Sector compared to Road and Railway Transport. So, it is necessary to increase
the budgetary allocation to develop the water transport. Emphasis has to be given
to intensification   of the dredging program, including procurement of dredgers to
develop existing channel conditions of inland waterways and provision of
navigational aids for smooth navigation of water crafts. Upgrading port facilities,
both cargo and passengers, as well as storage facilities deserves priority so that
vessels can be loaded/unloaded without delay. Sinking of launch and collision of
launches are very common in Dhaka-Barisal and Dhaka-Chandpur routes. So, old
aged launches and steamers must be banned from their services.
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Bangladesh has received favorable ratings from the international rating agencies
like Moodys and Standard and Poors (S&P). The positive ratings are reflections
of Bangladesh’s good track record in macroeconomic management, prudent debt
management and its positive external outlook. By using this favorable rating
Bangladesh can borrow from the international capital market at reasonable terms
by issuing sovereign debt instruments.

Bangladesh has got success in ship building industry. So it is possible for
Bangladesh to produce vehicles engine and railway engine by using local raw
materials. Keeping this view in mind government can design railway engineering
course in different engineering and technological university.

Finally, government must ensure the proper use of scarce resources because total
resources available will be limited in relationship to demand. For this reason
government requires paying attention to implementation capacity, governance and
results-based monitoring and evaluation. 
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Population, Socio-Economic Impacts, Climate 
Change And the Sixth Five Year Plan

M D. ENAMUL HAQUE1

Abstract

Bangladesh is one of the populous countries of the world. The huge
population of the country is not only responsible for the socio-economic
problems of Bangladesh but also it is responsible for the nationwide and in
the broader sense the worldwide climate change. As a result, Bangladesh is
frequently affected by different natural calamities like Sidr, Ila etc. The
result of the study will hopefully contribute to the upliftment of the country’s
economy. The 6th five year plan aims at ensuring growth –employment-
poverty reduction linkage by focusing on labour intensive urban and rural
manufacturing production, based on domestic and export markets and
organized services.

Key words: Tax (Fine), subsidy (incentives), women education, 6th five year plan.

1. Introduction 

It is time to talk about 7 billion people of the world and 0.16 billion people of
Bangladesh. The study aims at reshuffling the economy by developing the human
resource and by restricting the rapid growth of population. The paper primarily
concentrates on the following matters:

1. To identify the affected areas by overpopulation. 
2. To measure the negative impacts of overpopulation.
3. To measure the hazards of the affected areas chosen in the study.
4. To examine the government initiatives in solving the population problem.

1. The authors are, respectively, Lecturer & Chairman (in charge), Department of Economics,
Pabna Science & Technology University, Pabna, Bangladesh.
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5. To invent a way of making the population into human resource and provide
some suggestions to the policymakers of the country.

Bangladesh is posited to be a middle income country by 2021.The sixth five year
plan is going to set a total of 16 core targets for economic growth, employment,
poverty reduction, human resources development, gender balance and
environmental protection.

2. Present population scenario of Bangladesh

According to the joint venture of UNFPA and “The Daily Star” newspaper, the
total population of Bangladesh up to 31st October 2011 is 16 crore, whereas the
total area of Bangladesh is only 147570 square kilometers. In other words, only
.028% of the world area is occupied by Bangladesh, but an unbelievable 2.289%
of the world population is living in Bangladesh. So there exists an imbalance
between the size of population and the amount of the total area of the country. As
the workforce of the country is not educated technically enough and as lack of
skills exists there, so they are treated as the disguised unemployed persons and
these guys are a bane for Bangladesh. So the population of the over-populated
countries should either be made educated or its growth should be checked by
controlling the birth rate with the joint collaboration of the foreign research
institutes. But the paper encourages the government of Bangladesh to control the
birth rate programs in respect of which were taken by the government in different
times and which is also under the consideration of “vision-2021”. The paper
suggests that the government about a rigorous policy of controlling the birth rate.
This suggestion applies to all developing and under developed countries of the
world that have huge population lack resources. This paper provides suggestions
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to control the population growth by adopting a tax-subsidy policy along with
educating the nation giving priority to women education.

The horizontal axis indicates population and the vertical axis shows the different
times in Bangladesh. In 1700, 1931, 1974, 2005, 2011 the population of
Bangladesh was 1.7, 3.4, 6.80, 13.6 and 16.0 crore, respectively. It is crystal clear
that trends of population growth of Bangladesh is geometric and if it continues,
no development project is possible to be implemented in Bangladesh. A country
considers its population as a burden when it crosses the absorbing capacity of the
country. For example, Bangladesh covers only .023% of the world area, whereas
she covers 2.89% of the world population. In other words, the position of
Bangladesh is 90th and 7th on the **** of area and population density respectively.
This paper is intended to find a solution of over-population and it suggests that
controlling the birth rate is the most effective policy.

The population trend of Bangladesh shows that the country’s population has been
rising at an increasing rate. Its huge and growing population is considered by
many as a bane for the nation in the sense that the population is responsible for
some negative socio-economic impacts and in a broader sense they are
responsible for the worldwide climate change. Already some coastal areas of
Bangladesh are being affected by natural calamities like Sidr, Ila etc. that hit the
country in 2007 and 2009, respectively. Earlier in 2000, a devastating flood
caused a colossal damage to the southern parts of the country like Jessore,
Chuadanga, and Sathkhira under Khulna division. 

3. Literature review

By making health care and birth control devices for all, China achieved an
unprecedented birth rate decline. Since 1979, the country has taken a different
tack. She started the one child policy in 1979 believing that population growth is
still hindering modernization; the Chinese government instituted the world’s most
restrictive family planning program.  Material incentives and penalties are now
offered to encourage all parents to bear only one child.

According to John Ratcliffe of UC Berkeley’s school of public health: some of
China’s post 1979 economic policies undercut both guaranteed employment and
old- age security. This has thrown rural families back on their own labour
resources, so that large families especially boys- have once again become a family
economic asset.

While in some African countries low population density has been an obstacle to
sustainable agricultural development, in many countries much higher population
densities would make more difficult tasks of social and economic restructuring
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necessary to eliminate hunger. 21% of the world population is concentrated in
China and it is 2.89% in Bangladesh. China faces serious social and economic
problems due to overpopulation and so in Bangladesh.

Overly populated regions lead to degradation of land and resources, pollution and
detrimental living conditions. Citizens who did have more than one child could either
be taxed an amount up to 50% of their income or punished by loss or employment or
other benefits (Hilali 10). The overpopulation of Bangladesh is also responsible in the
degradation of soil that causes a decline of grain production because of frequent
cultivation (Bosak, j. k., Ali., Islam, M.N. Alam, M.j. B. 2009). 

4. Problems Faced by the affected areas of Bangladesh (socio economic
impacts)

The project will be conducted on some of the areas affected by natural calamities
like Sidr, Ila and above all on the southern part of Bangladesh. The countries
consider their population as an asset because of earning remittance by exporting
the manpower. Remittance may also be earned in the form of brain drain. But their
expectations do not coincide with the practicality. Every year a huge amount of
manpower is coming back from abroad because of lack of education and
efficiency. In last 2.75 years about 30000 manpower was exported to Saudi Arabia
from Bangladesh and at the same time manpower of 50000 was returned to
Bangladesh. Not only for Bangladesh, it is the common scenario for most
developing countries. As land and some other factors of production are fixed in
supply, the productivity of labor will continue to fall after a certain level, and it
may be even negative and cause disguised unemployment.

More population requires more vehicles and more vehicles result in more road
accidents. It is seen from the field level survey that about 1200-1500 auto bikes
operate in a small city like Pabna. Not only the road accidents but also other socio-
economic unrests like kidnapping, eve-teasing, terrorism and campus violence are
frequently happening and going on in full swing throughout the country.

Again excess printing of books required for educating the huge population have
twofold effects: 
1. It incurs high unproductive costs.
2. It requires cutting down of trees that make a deforestation situation. As a

result different natural calamities are taking place.

“Population grows at a geometric rate and food grains grow at an arithmetic rate”
was stated by famous English economist Thomas Malthus in 1798 and if it is so
Bangladesh will face a chaos situation within the shortest possible of time.
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Bangladesh is losing 1% agricultural land each year that incurs a loss of Tk. 15000
crore.  As there is huge unemployment in the country and the unemployed youths
are creating social unrest (i.e., kidnapping, eve-teasing, terrorism and so on)
throughout the country and these incidents are going on in full swing.

5. Climate change

Methane is an important greenhouse gas with a global warming potential of 25
over a 100- year period, i.e. methane emission will have 25 times impact on
temperature than carbon dioxide emission of the same mass over the following
100 years and this methane gas is emitted from the production activities. The
more cropping intensity of land, the more will be the potentiality of the emission
of methane gas, but more production of crops is needed due to the huge
population of the nation. Methane has a large effect for a brief period, whereas
carbon dioxide has a small effect for a long period (over 100 years).

The earth’s methane concentration has increased by about 150% since 1750 and
it accounts for 20% of the total radiative forcing from all of the long- lived and
globally mixed greenhouse gases.

So the worldwide production should be lessened, otherwise emitting of methane
gas from excess production cannot be kept under control. Along with higher per
capita income, the vision 2021 projects a development scenario, where citizens
will have a higher standard of living, better education, having social justice with
more equitable socio-economic environment, and the sustainability of
development  will be ensured through better protection from climate change and
natural disasters.

6. Sixth Five Year Plan of Bangladesh

It is being said that if the targets of Sixth Five Year Plan are achieved, the socio-
economic environment of the country will transform it from a low- income
country to the first stages of a middle- income country. The productivity will be
improved through adaptation of new technology based on strategic partnership
with foreign investment and implantation of better information and
communication technology. The access of the poor to essential services like
health, education, nutrition, water supply and sanitation will be substantially
expanded along with effort to increase access to key production inputs like
irrigated water, fertilizer, electricity, rural roads and institutional finance. The
sixth five year plan will support equitable opportunities for women in all sections
of the society with an objective of integrating them better into the social and
economic sphere.
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Through a far-reaching redistribution of land and food, assurance of old-age
security to achieve 8 percent growth by 2015 the government will emphasise on
manufacturing and organized services. Increasing the growth rate to 8 percent by
the end of the plan period will require the investment rate to increase from 24%
of GDP of 32%. Massive investment will be needed in power and transport along
with improved efficiency and demand management practices and through energy
trade with neighbours. About population, health and nutrition, the plan provides
importance to equity and gender balance in the distribution of health care services,
strengthening private sector role and ensuring accountability as well as
strengthening partnerships with NGOs. Every aim of the sixth five year plan is
welcome. But for implementing those objectives, population should be highly
emphasized and most restricted policy of controlling birth rate should be taken
into consideration.  

7. Human resource

Population can be made a human resource by qualifying them. The quantity of
population is not considered; rather they should be developed in their quality.
Bangladesh has huge population but they are good for nothing. They should be
perfectly educated. Every year huge students are getting A+ or golden A+ in S.S.C
and H.S.C examinations. But they are not examined properly. These students are
entering in the university with a lagging of educational qualification. The nation
cannot proceed with the eye watched brilliant students.

In other sense, the remittance the nation is expecting from the manpower is nipped
in the bird. So a nation like Bangladesh has a huge potentiality of earning
remittance by qualifying the population. The government can establish techno
based university with the collaboration of foreign research institutions. We can the
export this manpower to overseas and earn the foreign currency.

But we cannot educate the whole nation perfectly. That’s why the developing
country like Bangladesh should concentrate on the quality of population, not
quantity of population. That’s why controlling population is indispensable for
Bangladesh and it is a crying need to make them qualified.

8. Solution to overpopulation

The affected countries can consider the following two solutions
1. Short term solution (side effect exist) 
2. Long term solution (No side effect)

8.1. Short term solution

The country can take one child policy by imposing tax (fine) on more than one
child. At this stage the parents from most of the Asian countries will feel
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fascination to male child and their fascination may come true because of the
advancement of technology. Parents can abort female child by the application of
ultrasonography and it will create a problem faced by China. 

It is seen that after the declaration of one child policy in China a huge number of
(250000) female children were aborted. As a result, China faced a shortage of
marry- ready girls and it is the side effect of short term solution. In these
circumstances the paper suggests the government to adopt a dual policy of tax and
subsidy i.e., the subsidy should be given in monetary terms to one female child
bearing parents. 

As this is the burning question of the country, so the paper encourages the
government to give the subsidy to one female child bearing parents and imposing
tax on more than one child.

Implementing of one child policy may cause several obstacles:
1. Political unrest among different political parties.
2. Religious superstitions.

The above mentioned obstacles may be overcome by political negotiations among
different parties and solution of population problem should not be considered as a
political interest of a single party rather it should be considered a problem as a whole
for the country and everyone should launch a massive campaign in favour of
controlling population irrespecting of political party, religion, caste, colour and creed.  

8.2. Long term solution (No side effect)

The government can launch family planning among the people and it is only
possible by educating the nation especially the females that will create awareness
among them. The government also should provide job facility to females already
taken by some developing countries like Bangladesh, India, Srilanka etc. 

In fact Bangladesh has not enough time to wait for controlling population within
10 or 15 years, rather she should do it within the shortest possible of time.  That’s
why our present work is suggesting short term policy.

8. Conclusion

As population is one of the major problems of Bangladesh, so the Government of
Bangladesh should concentrate on this issue. But it’s a matter of great regret that
after the liberation of Bangladesh no constructive discussion is being held in Jatio
Sangsad about population. The present government has kept some of the
population related issues under “vision- 2021”. But the policy should be different
and it should be implemented by the proper procedures.
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Abstract

The present government has given due importance to public sector
enterprises. In this paper we have discussed the problems of public sector
enterprises especially Kustia Suger Mills Limitted (KSML). In doing so, in
the first part of the paper, we have given an account of aims, objectives,
methodology and limitations of the paper. In the second part of the paper,
we have made an attempt to analyze the performance indicators of KSML.
In this part, we also tried to find out the problems faced by KSML. In the
final part of the paper we have tried to make some policy suggestions for
improving performance of this vital public enterprise.

Part I
Introduction

After the tragic events of 1975, the public sector was severely undermined by the
military rulers and this process continued during the nineties of the last century and
at the beginning of this century. The present government has given proper attention
to the public sector. It has abandoned PRSP and switched over towards Five Year
Planning again. In the Sixth Five Year Plan 2011-2015 and also Vision 2021 the
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prime objective of making Bangladesh a middle income country has been set. In
order to achieve this objective, public sector enterprises have a very important role to
play, but to our utter surprise we do not see any specific chapter on the public sector
in the Sixth Five Year Plan documents. That is why in this paper we have tried to
throw some light on the problems and prospects of public sector enterprises. The
economic development of any country depends upon the harmonious development of
industry and agriculture sectors. The development of these two sectors has a
complementary character, the growth of the one being a pre-condition and cause for
the other and these complementarities speed up economic development. Now the
sugar industry is the second largest agro-based industry of our country and most of
the sugar industry is controlled by the government. A lot of manpower has also been
employed in these enterprises.  Sugarcane growers also employ a huge number of
labourers in every plantation season. In addition, a large number of persons are
employed in carrying sugarcane from mill zones to factories. Owing to the
establishment of sugar industries in rural areas, certain trade and business
organizations have developed where a sizeable number of persons are employed. The
sugar industry is contributing a large sum of revenue every year to the national
exchequer in the form of excise duty, customs duty, sales tax, vat, dividend to the
government, surcharges and miscellaneous taxes. The climate and soil of Bangladesh
are conducive to sugarcane cultivation. In fact, Bangladesh is being considered as the
original home for sugarcane cultivation. The sugar industry can be broadly divided
into two sub-sectors, such as the organized sector producing white sugar and the
household unorganized sector producing “gur”. In this paper, we consider the
organized sector, which has a total production capacity of 2,10,000 metric tons of
white sugar per year.

Statement of the Problem

The specific problem that has been investigated in this study is the profit-loss
situation of the Kushtia Sugar Mills Limited (KSML) over a period of time. For
this purpose, this study seeks answers to the following questions: 
i. Has the organization been running profitably? 
ii. Is the organization in a position to meet its current obligations?

Aims and Objectives of the Study

The main objective of the paper is to analyze and evaluate the profitability
performance of KSML along with other factors affecting it. The broad objectives
of the study are: 
i. To analyze the managerial capabilities in utilizing the assets of the

enterprise;
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ii. To examine the overall profitability performance of KSML;
iii. To suggest some measures for improvement of the profitability position of

KSML.

Justification of the Study

KSML has been subjected to criticism from various quarters for its major
shortfalls. The general feeling is that the enterprise is a drain on the country’s the
economy like other public sector industrial units. The most important weakness of
the mill is its mounting losses year after year. The total accumulated loss of the
mill increased to Tk. 2600.8 lakh by the year 1995-1996. Long term capital
represented by net fixed assets no doubt increased considerably from a mere Tk.
817.4 lakh in 1986-87 to as high as Tk. 2620.8 lakh by the year 1995-96, but net
working capital witnessed a marked decline from Tk.1599.2 lakh to a negative
figure of Tk. 2622 lakh over the same period. Thus, the financial position of
KSML has been in a miserable shape. In fact, the enterprise became technically
insolvent long ago. The enterprise would have gone into liquidation if it had not
been supported by the government. The time is ripe now to make a serious
thinking about removing the operational bottlenecks of KSML. This requires a
thorough investigation of the causes behind its negative profitability performance.
With this view in mind the present study has been undertaken. 

Methodology

Both primary and secondary data have been collected  for purpose of the study.
Two sets of questionnaire were prepared for two types of respondents for
conducting interview. The respondents were interviewed at their own workplace
and village, respectively. The primary data have been collected from July to
November in 2009 and from January to February in 2010. The secondary data
have been collected from various national and international publications.
Moreover, reports of research seminars, workshop, conference, five-year plans,
and relevant journals, have been studied to elicit relevant research materials.
Special emphasis has been given to the publications of Bangladesh Bureau of
Statistics, Economic reviews, and Annual Development Programs. The reports of
World Bank, Asian Development Bank and some other organizations have been
taken into account as the source of certain secondary data.

Limitations of the Study

The researchers have identified the following unavoidable limitations of this
study. First, it is a case study of only one unit. Apparently, it seems that the sample
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size in relation to the universe is inadequate, but we believe that the study has
successfully highlighted the profitability position of KSML. Second, the
availability of adequate qualitative and quantitative information is the pre-
condition of a good research work. To get the required data, the researchers have
visited KSML several times during the study period, yet, the collected information
was not adequate.

Part II

Performance Indicators

Performance indicates overall evaluation of all economic activities of an
enterprise. In this paper we have made an attempt to analyze the following
performance indicators of KSML.

Cane Crushing Capacity Utilization

Sugar cane has been cultivated in Bangladesh, especially in the southern districts
including Kushtia, from thousands of years ago, and then it was utilized mainly
for gur making and chewing. But after the establishment of KSML the major
portion of produced cane has been used at the sugar mills for sugar production.
Crushing capacity of KSML was 1000 m.t. total crushing per day (TCD) when it
was established. The cane crushing capacity of KSM was expanded in 1968-69
when it rose to 1524 m.t. TCD for the first time. Its crushing capacity was further
increased through BMRE (Balancing Modernizing, Reconstruction and
Expansion) in 1968-69. If the mill authority fails to ensure regular and adequate
supply of quality cane, utilization of full production capacity may not be possible
in the one hand, and the recovery rate may be low on the other. . But cane
cultivating area in the KSML zone is quite sufficient to produce adequate quantity
of quality cane to utilize its full capacity. 

It may be mentioned that gur making has long been associated with the cultural
values of the farmers of this country. Moreover, consumption of gur adds valuable
nutrients in the diet of poor farmers. It is evident from Table 1 that sugarcane
produced in KSML zone is sufficient to utilize its full capacity. Even a
mentionable amount of cane becomes surplus after meeting the total requirement
of the mill. But its a matter of great regret that the factory has been facing acute
shortage of cane since its inception.

In most of the years, the mill could procure less than 50 percent of produced cane.
In all the years under review, a large amount of produced cane was diverted to gur
making. For example, the diversion was 55.2 percent in the 2001-2002 crushing
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season.  The table also shows that only in 3 out of 10 years the mill could procure
50 percent or more of the produced cane. After using the produced cane as seeds,
chewing and gur making, the rest was not sufficient to fully utilize its crushing
capacity. Due to low utilization of crushing capacity, the mill has never been able
to operate profitably during the period under review.

Sugarcane Crushing Activities of KSML

Table 2 shows several aspects of cane crushing activities from which we can get
an idea about the utilization of the cane crushing capacity of KSML. It reveals that
the duration of the crushing period ranged between 64 days and 174 days, which
in hours was 1519 and 4157.

But due to different constraints the mill could not operate continuously. Actual
crushing hours ranged between 1367 and 3478 with a high fluctuating trend.
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Table 1 :  Utilization of sugarcane in various purposes during 1990-2009

Utilization of cane in various purposes  Year Cane 
production in 
KSML zone 

(in 000 M.T.)  

Sugar  
production  

(in 000 M. T.)  

Gur  
Production 

 (in 000M.T.)  

As seed 
(in 

000M.T.)  

As Chewing  
(in 

000M.T.)  
1999-

00 
524.21 243.51 

(46.51) 
176.30 
(33.63) 

58.20 
(11.10) 

46.20 
(8.82) 

2000-
01 

516.82 161.71 
(31.29) 

215.13 
(41.63) 

51.29 
(9.92) 

88.69 
(12.16) 

2001-
02 

322.70 63.29 
( 19.61) 

177.95 
(55.15) 

92.30 
(13.11) 

39.15 
(12.13) 

2002-
03 

420.00 171.71 
(40.88) 

158.08 
(37.64) 

47.00 
(11.19) 

45.21 
(1029) 

2003-
04 

480.85 244.36 
(50.82) 

140.10 
(29.13) 

44.60 
(9.28) 

51.79 
(10.77) 

2004-
05 

461.61 169.27 
(36.73) 

199.09 
(43.13) 

46.30 
(10.03) 

46.95 
(10.17) 

2005-
06 

441.49 166.59 
(37.73) 

190.97 
(43.25) 

45.00 
(10.19) 

38.95 
(8.83) 

2006-
07 

445.88 243.07 
(52.50) 

132.32 
(29.68) 

45.00 
(10.09) 

34.49 
(7.73) 

2007-
08 

491.02 292.93 
(59.65) 

105.48 
(21.48) 

47.77 
(9.73) 

44.84 
(7.73) 

2008-
09 

460.50 205.93 
(44.71) 

173.08 
(37.56) 

45.87 
(9.92) 

36.58 
(7.91) 

Source: Data supplied by KSML. Figures in the brackets indicate percentage utilization of cane in
different purposes. 



Further if we consider it in relative term then the actual crushing hour as
percentage of hours available was between 77.44 percent and 93.10 percent. The
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Table 2 : Capacity utilization of KSML during 1999-2009

Cane 
crushing 
activities  

(in m. 
tons) 

Actual 
cane 

crushed 
(in m. 
tons) 

Target 
achieved 

(in %) 

Daily 
crushing 
capacity 
(in m. 
tons) 

Daily 
average 

cane 
crushed 
(in m. 
tons) 

Target 
achieved 

(in %) 

Maximum 
crushing 

at specific 
day 

(in m. 
tons) 

Excess 
crushing 
capacity 

at 
specific 
day (in 
m. tons)  

Shortage 
of cane 
crushed 

per 
season 
(in m. 
tons) 

150000 120085 80 1524 1188 77.95 1713 189 1863 

124000 82694 67 1524 1109 72.76 1677 153 731 

170000 203958 120 1524 1228 80.57 1768 244 3052 

170000 198583 117 1524 1146 75.19 1662 138 1454 

135000 74881 56 1524 1031 67.65 1686 162 463 

138000 82658 60 1524 1305 85.62 1620 96 480 

140000 135375 97 1524 1270 83.33 1660 136 1022 

135000 167712 124 1524 1146 75.06 1625 101 1632 

155000 159553 102 1524 1144 75.19 1578 54 967 

165000 79730 48 1524 1063 69.75 1530 6 394 

Source: Data supplied by KSML

table further shows that stoppage hour was between 105 and 678. “Sugar mills
have been established in Bangladesh assuming a 135 days crushing season from
November, 15 to March, 31 of which 120 days are effective crushing days (Sugar
Commission, 1977-78: 98). In this context, 11.1 percent stoppage time may be
tolerable in the sugar industry of Bangladesh. But, in the case of KSML during the
study period, stoppage hours as percentage of hours available was between 6.9
percent and 22.50 percent. Only in two years out of 10 years of study period it was
in tolerable limit and in the rest years it was abnormally high. Segregation of
stoppage time based on the causes responsible is discussed latter on.

Sugar Production Activities of KSML

Table 3 reveals that, except stoppage time average crushing per day was below its
capacity during the whole period and ranged between 67.65 percent and 89.3



percent in relative measure and in absolute figure it ranged between 1131 m.t.
TCD and 1336 m.t.  TCD. It was above 80 percent only four years (98-99, 2000-
02, 2004-05 and 2005-06) which was 89.3 percent, 80.5 percent, 85.6 percent and
83.3 percent respectively. While in another five years (2000-01, 2001-02, 02-03,
06-07, 07-08) it was below 80 percent but above 70 percent. But in the remaining
2 years it was below 70 percent. Table also reveals that minimum crushing at
specific day in every year was remarkably higher than that of its daily crushing
capacity. Even it was 16.0 percent higher in 2001-2002. So it is reasonable to
think, if raw material supply is regular and adequate machinery operate in sound
condition and other factors support the situation, the capacity of KSML may be
utilized at 10 to 25 percent higher than the normal level of activities. But we have
shown in the same table that KSML was not able to utilize its full crushing
capacity in any of the years during the study period. Only in four years it was able
to utilize 80 percent and above capacity and in the remaining years it operated
below 80 percent. Moreover, it had high fluctuating trend. So, due to under
utilization of daily cane crushing capacity throughout the study period, the mill’s
profitability had been adversely affected. The capacity utilization of the mill
mainly depends on the availability of raw material. Table 5 reveals that a large
portion of produced cane in the mills zone was diversion of cane to gur making
instead of sugar making, KSML faced an acute problem to utilize its full capacity
in most of the years. Gur making is more profitable than cane supply to sugar mill.
This is because it is possible to make 4 kg gur from 40 kg sugarcane and the
market price of the produced gur is Tk. 55 per kg, while, price of 40 kg cane at
the mill is only Tk.80.00. So after meeting the production cost gur making is yet
more profitable (Daily Ittafaq, 2009:11). For that reason gur making activities is
increasing day by day. But, such a huge amount of gur is not needed to the
consumer of this locality. “Excess amount of gur is smuggled to the neighbouring
country India and returned back to Bangladesh as alcohol after reprocessing there.
Every day thousands of maunds of gur are smuggled. Smuggler gur makers
purchased quality cane at Tk.100 per maund from the growers providing advance
payment to them (Daily Inqilab, 2009:11)”, while the mill authority pays only
Tk.80-85 per maund for good quality of sugarcane. Moreover, the mill authorities
take time to make their payment to the growers. 
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Table 3 : Sugar recovery rates of KSML during 1999-2009

Sugar Production  
(in m.tons)  

Target 
Achieve
d in % 

Sugar 
Recov
ery  
rate in 
% 

Utilization  
 of Produ  
ction 
Capacity 
 in % 

Year Total 
Working 
Days/ 
Hours 

Total 
Actual 
Crushin
g Hours 

Actual 
Crushing 
Hour as % 
of  Hours 
Available  

Target Actual    

1999-00 102/2425 1884 77.73 11850 9372 79.09 7.81 80.06 

2000-01 75/1789 1386 77.44 9920 5640 56.86 6.82 66.69 
2001-02 167/3983 3435 86.81 12920 14878 115.00 7.29 120 

2002-03 174/4157 3478 83.69 13345 12685 95.00 6.39 117 

2003-04 73/1743 1367 78.44 12000 5412 45.10 7.21 46.80 
2004-05 64/1519 1414 93.10 10488 5960 56.83 7.21 59.89 
2005-06 107/2557 2329 91.10 10780 9664 89.65 7.14 96.70 

2006-07 147/3508 3031 86.36 9620 12012 122.86 7.17 128.82 

2007-08 140/3344 2967 88.73 11480 12130 102.44 7.60 99.72 

2008-09 76/1799 1518 84.38 13200 5302 40.17 6.65 84.72 

Source: Data supplied by KSML

Since, smuggler gur makers paid in advance to the growers at high rate than the
mill, maximum amount of quality cane has been diverted to gur making and as
such the mill has been getting inferior quality cane. For that reason, KSML
miserably failed to utilize its full capacity during the study period and the
recovery rate was also very low and unsatisfactory.

Production Capacity Utilization

It is stated earlier that, the sugar production capacity of KSML was 1524 Metric
tons in the 10 years of study period. Table 3 reveals that only in three years the
mill achieved its predetermined target and in the remaining seven years it failed
to achieve its target. Even in five out of 10 years, it was below 80 percent of the
target. In Bangladesh, it is normally accepted that sugar recovery rate of the sugar
mills should be 8.5 percent. But, KSML was not able to achieve this rate in the
study period. In 1999-2000 crushing season, recovery rate was 7.81 percent. In
1992-93 crushing season, recovery rate was 8.5 percent which is the highest rate
throughout the life of the mill. Nevertheless, in the remaining five years it was
below 7.5 percent. The most remarkable point is that the recovery rate declined
continuously from 2000 -01 to 2008-09 crushing season. 



Table 3 also reveals that the utilization position of production capacity of KSML
was above 100 percent in three out of 10 years of the study period and in the
remaining five years it was below 90 percent. Not only that. The capacity
utilization was highly fluctuating in nature, which indicates the unsound and
imbalanced operational activities of the mill. Several types of constraints are
responsible for this improper capacity utilizations such as, irregular and
inadequate cane supply, inferior quality of cane, stoppage time, lengthy crushing
season, etc. As stated earlier, the main reason for inadequate and inferior quality
of sugarcane is the diversion of cane towards gur making, causing shortage of
cane in the mill. General cleaning and oiling, mechanical disturbance etc. are
liable for stoppage time and complexity of transportation and lack of sound
crushing activities are liable for lengthy crushing season.

Stoppage Hours

Table 4 gives a picture of stoppage time, which indicates that the cane deficiency
was a major factor responsible for stoppage time during first five years of study.
In the remaining five years cane deficiency was les responsible than two other
major factors like general cleaning and oiling and mechanical disturbance. In
most of the years non-availability of cane was not a major factor, but irregular
cane supply and low quality of supplied cane were the major factors for no-
utilization of normal capacity, which adversely affected the mill’s profitability. We
have discussed earlier that sugarcane production in the mill zone was adequate to
meet the necessity of KSML. If it is possible to procure 55 percent of the produced
cane (good quality) of the mill zone, then, it is possible to operate the factory in
full capacity. 

Moreover, if the supply of quality cane is regular and other constraints can be
removed, then KSML can crush 2.6 lakh M. tons of cane and produce 22,100
metric tons of sugar. In that case, capacity would be fully utilized and the mill’s
overall profitability performance would not be affected.

Profitability

Profitability is the most important issue in financial management. Therefore, the
authority should pay due attention to this subject with a view to maximizing
profit.  Profit is the ultimate output of a company and it will have no future if it
fails to make sufficient profit (Panday, 1988:518). Every business concern wants
to earn adequate profit to survive and grow over a long period of time. If a
company is not able to generate sufficient profit, it would be very difficult for that
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company to cover operating expenses and interest charges and as a result the
owner does not get anything from his investment. Besides, it is a fact that
sufficient profits must be earned to sustain the operations of the business to be
able to obtain funds from investors for expansion and to contribute towards the
social overheads for the welfare of the society.

Table 5 reveals statistics of Production, profit, and loss of KSML during the
period 1989-2009. According to the production capacity of the mill, the
percentage of sugar production was high in 1990-91. It was 88 percent and
recovery rate was 7.65 percent. The percentage of sugar production was low in
2998-09 crushing season and it was 34.80 percent and crops day was only 75.
Table 5 also reveals that KSML earned profit only four years among 20 years, and
in the rest 16 years they earned loss/negative profit.

KSML was established in 1961-62 and went into trial production in the 1965-66
crushing season. From the beginning, most of the time it failed to earn profit. It
gives loss/negative profit. Every year, expenditure of KSML is greater than
income and the mill authority is facing negative profit every year. 
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Year Total 
Stoppage 

Hours 

Cane 
De-

ficiency 

General 
Oiling 

& 
Clearing 

Mechanical 
Dis-

turbance 

Electrical 
Dis-

turbance 

Weather Misce- 
llaneous 

Political 
strike 

1999-00 540 203.92 122.25 88.07 6.33 53.33 62.00 - 
2000-01 403 194.07 57.75 41.82 32.58 - 77.12 - 
2001-02 550 31.75 209.00 122.00 25.58 88.50 60.58 - 
2002-03 678 73.67 176.00 240.16 12.00 111.50 58.25 - 
2003-04 375 117.50 53.00 144.00 5.00 - 56.33 - 
2004-05 104 36.00 24.00 18.80 11.00 13.00 2.00 - 
2005-06 227 8.00 80.50 94.50 10.00 - 34.50 - 
2006-07 477 38.17 123.17 219.59 9.33 37.50 49.99 - 
2007-08 377 19.09 119.50 147.67 24.91 39.50 26.33 - 
2008-09 281 29.75 28.00 161.50 2.00 - 59.75 - 

Table 4 : Analysis of stoppage time during 1999-2009

Source: Data supplied by KSML
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Table 5 : Statistics of production, profit, and loss of KSML during1989-

 
Sl. 
No. 

Season Crops 
Day 

Cane Crush  
(M. Tons)  

Sugar 
Production  
 (M. Tons)  

Percent of 
Sugar 

Production 

Profit (Loss)  
 (in Lakh 

taka) 
1 1989-90 133 178261 14790 74.32 215.99 
2 1990-91 197 262516 20069 88.24 (281.97) 
3 1991-92 152 188959 15458 59.25 (434.26) 
4 1992-93 102 127599 10866 39.87 (513.37) 
5 1993-94 130 162324 13500 45.68 (151.73) 
6 1994-95 191 247810 19631 78.62 206.22 
7 1995-96 171 213149 17350 76.22 126.17 
8 1996-97 102 135425 10238 68.22 (226.46) 
9 1997-98 102 128418 9567 70.24 (308.59) 

10 1998-99 123 163147 11124 72.99 (143.15) 
11 1999-00 102 120084 9372 61.50 (709.27) 
12 2000-01 75 82694 5640 37.01 (301.38) 
13 2001-02 167 203958 14878 97.63 (1002.25) 
14 2002-03 174 198583 12685 83.23 (826.60) 
15 2003-04 73 74881 5412 54.14 (754.16) 
16 2004-05 64 82658 5960 39.11 (387.84) 
17 2005-06 107 135372 9664 63.41 93.08 
18 2006-07 147 167512 12012 78.82 (1249.69) 
19 2007-08 140 159553 12130 79.59 (900.67) 
20 2008-09 76 7973 5302 34.80 (1741.48) 

Part III

Policy Suggestions and Conclusion

From our above discussions and analyses we would now like to put forward some
suggestions in order to improve the performance indicators of KSML.

1. Sugar industry is the largest agro-based industry of our country. At present
there are 15 sugar mills in operation under the direct control of Bangladesh
Suger and Food Industries Corporation (BSFIC). It has created direct and
indirect employment opportunities for a large number of people and has
been contributing a remarkable amount of revenue to the national
exchequer every year in the form of VAT, sales tax, surcharge, road
development fund tax, customs duty, income tax, dividend, etc. It saves a
sizeable amount of foreign exchange. Its by-products were profitably used
for different purposes. Many forward and backward linkage industries may

Source: Calculated from secondary data supplied by KSML
Note: Figures in the brackets indicate losses



be established by using its by-products. But the low capacity utilization is
one of the reasons for poor assets as well as negative profitability. Overall
environment such as soil nature, climatic condition, rainfall, moisture,
temperature humidity, fertility of land, flow of wind, etc. are very
favourable for cane cultivation in Kushtia district from time immemorial.
To utilize its full crushing capacity of 1524 m.t.TCD, the factory needs on
an average 51 percent of the produced canes in the mill zone. But the mill
could not procure the required amount of cane because cane supply was
very poor. Besides, a mentionable amount of cane deficit due to defective
weighing machines, dryness during transportation, etc. affected the sugar
production activities. 

2. The rate of sugar extraction from canes is a very important indicator of
performance of a sugar mill. In countries like Brazil, Cuba, India, Thailand
and even Pakistan, sugar extraction rates are in the double digits while in
Bangladesh it is in single digit. So there is scope for enhancing the
extraction rate by modernization or using modern machineries in our sugar
mills. We do believe that replacement of present old machineries by new
very productive ones will increase the rate of sugar extraction from raw
canes. In addition to this, HYV varieties of canes may be imported from
Brazil and Cuba with more sugar contents. 

3. For Bangladesh land is a very scarce resource. Every day Bangladesh is
losing nearly 300 hectors of land. So instead of cultivating canes inside our
country we should better import raw sugar from Brazil and Cuba. We can
also use sugar beets by importing from beet producing countries like India,
Russia, Thailand and several other countries. Because of scarce land
resource, today or tomorrow we will have to go for this option if we want
to continue producing sugar in our country. The sooner, the better. We
believe that it is possible to make our sugar industry profitable by using
imported raw sugar from the above-mentioned countries.

4. Farmers are switching over to seasonal agricultural activities like
vegetables, rice, wheat etc. which compete with cane production. In a year
they are getting 3 crops of vegetables while the cane grower grows only
once a year, and the former make more profit than cane growers.

5. Lack of efficient management personnel and workers is a big constraint for
better performance of public enterprises. Therefore, employment of
efficient management persons and workers in a transparent and competitive
basis may lead to better performance of KSML.
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6. Economic use of all available extra land, ponds, etc. may also increase the
profitability of public enterprises and for that matter KSML as well. 

It is matter of great regret that in our Sixth Five Year Plan and even in Vision 2021
we do not find any reference to this vital issue. We hope our planners and political
leaders shall give due importance to public sector enterprises if they want to
achieve targets of the Sixth Five Year Plan as well as Vision 2021.

Finally, the Sixth Five Year Plan, we believe, should address the issues analyzed
above in our paper and take our suggestions into consideration.
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Industrial Sector and Sixth Five Year Plan

N. C. NATH1

Abstract

The paper analyses the pattern of industrial development with emphasis on
the manufacturing sector and reviews the intiative of the government under
the sixth five year plan for accelerating manufacturing and industrial
development of the country. The paper analyses the structural change of
manufacturing in terms of employment creation, value addition and export
earnings. It highlights the sector strength for long term economic
development of the economy and to achieving the target of high annual
average economic growth of 7.3% during the plan period. The paper argues
that the manufacturing sector can play a significant role in accelerating
economic growth if various obstacles are removed and proactive measures
are taken to induce private investment with positive public sector backing for
creating enabling environment for investment. It has been found that for
achieving the planned growth target, manufacturing adhesion must grow by
around 10% p.a. and in order to achieve that growth of export of
manufactures must grow at the rate of around 18%. Manufacturing
employment need to grow at the rate of 9-10% in order to attain 3.2%
employment growth during the plan period. The paper has identified
manufacturing sectors enjoying or having potentials competitive advantage.
It has analyzed the constraints and strategies considered by the Plan
document for the development of manufacturing in generic and specific
terms and at aggregate and subsectoral level.  The paper tried to reviews the
strategic options outlined in the Sixth Five Year Plan and has suggested
desirable strategic options for future industrial development of the country.
The paper argued for parallel strategies of export expansion, domestic
demand expansion and import substitution. Though labour intensiveness
need to be emphasized, labour productivity enhancement can not be
neglected for long term interest of manufacturing development. Both price
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and non-price competitiveness need to be simultaneously addressed for
export sector development and import substitution. It is shown that the target
of manufacturing growth is not unachievable if measures of industrial policy
2010 and Sixth Five Year Plan are translated into concrete action plan with
proper institutional development for policy implementation and monitoring.
The target of the Perspective Plan needs to be revised at the level projected
by the Sixth Five Year Plan taking past experiences and future possibilities
and global opportunities into consideration.

1. Introduction 

1.1. Setting the Five Year Plan Framework and Placement of
Manufacturing Sector for Development

It is widely acknowledged that breaking through economic backwardness of
Bangladesh needs accelerated economic growth, which requires a radical
structural shift favouring the industrial sector with emphasis on manufacturing
(Different Plan Documents of Bangladesh)i. In the context of the limited resource
base of Bangladesh, low technology and productivity base, narrow product mix,
the constraints of the domestic market, the pressure for gainful employment of a
growing labour force, the task of designing an industrial strategy and plan capable
of addressing the emerging challenges, both domestic and global, has become
important for the future development of Bangladesh. Industry sector is known to
be unique in enjoying benefits of increasing return to scale. The importance of
industrial development is also reinforced by the development of agriculture and
services sectors for their backward and forward linkages with the industrial sector.
In giving importance to industry in Bangladesh economy, a CPD Task Force
regarded industrial development as an engine of economic growth of Bangladesh
(CPD task Force Report, 2001) ii. Weiss (1988)iii reported that the manufacturing
sector retains the characteristics of an engine of growth rapid productivity growth,
dynamic increasing returns to scale, rapid technological change, and various
dynamic externalities. The case for industrialization, specially the development of
manufacturing to accelerate growth and reduce poverty was firmly established in
the country’s First Five Year Planiv. This followed directly the post war orthodoxy
of development economics where economists like Prebisch (1950 and 1984)v and
Singer (1950)vi argued for industrialization to deal with deteriorating terms of
trade for the backward nations, trade instability, and the necessity of employment
creation for surplus labour. For a country like Bangladesh, thus, the question is not
whether but how to industrialise. As evidence showed, industry and specially
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manufacturing of Bangladesh was very slow to compensate for the decline in the
share of agriculture in GDP, a reason why the country ranks low among
comparable nations in terms of the contribution of manufacturing to GDP and its
growth. The main aim of the paper is to analyse the pattern of growth and
structural change in the economy as well as within industry itself and examine the
priority accorded to the industrial sector in the Sixth Five Year Plan (SFYP) and
also the adequacy and affordability of the planned targets and initiatives under the
plan for the development of the industrial sector, with particular emphasis on the
manufacturing sector.

1.2.   Objectives and scope of the palur

Main Objectives of the Paper are:

To analyse the role of the manufacturing sector over time in economic
transformation and growth of the country and to  analyse the role the
manufacturing sector can be play in the sixth five year plan for accelerating
growth;
To analyse the structural change of manufacturing;
To analyse the sources of Manufacturing Growth of Bangladesh;
To analyse the status of competitive performance of manufacturing and
identify the important products enjoying comparative advantage for future
growth;
To review the challenges considered and strategies of development of
manufacturing outlined under the SFYP.; and
To identify the key areas of government intervention needed in the
development of manufacturing.

Conferming to the objectives, the paper is structured into eleven parts: i.
Introduction, ii.  Vision of Perspective Plan for industrial Development and the
strategy of Manufacturing Development in the Sixth Five Year Plan, iii. Structural
Transformation in the Economy, the Role of Manufacturing Sector and Sources of
Manufacturing Growth in Bangladesh, iv. Growth  Projections of Manufacturing
and investment Projections in SFYP, v. Manufacturing Employment as New
conduit of Job creation and Rebalancing, vi. Manufactured Exports and Balance
of Payment in the Sixth Five Year Plan, vii. Constraints and Challenges for
Industrial Development, vii. Review of  Sixth Five Year Plan Strategies  and key
areas of intervention needed for development  of the Manufacturing sector, and ix.
Conclusions.
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2. Vision of Perspective Plan for Industrial development and the Posture
of Sixth Five Year Plan for Manufacturing Development 

It is important to recall that government abandoned the planning approach to
economic growth after the end as the fifth five-year plan in 2002 and introduced
donor-prescribed first Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) in July 2005,
setting the target to achieve the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)vii by 2015.
Surprisingly, there was no space for industrial development directly in PRSP.
After nine years of discontinuation of the planning approach and just on the eve
of implementation of Second PRSP, the five year plan is back for the sixth time
to reinstate a home grown planned development endeavour under the Sixth five-
year plan of Bangladesh from 2010-11. The sixth five year planviii is within the
framework of the Perspective Plan of 2010-21 and to achieve the goals of
Vision2021ix.  As the Plan document indicated, the implementation of Vision
2021 will be done through two medium term development plans, with the first
spanning FY2011-15. 

The perspective Plan of Bangladesh 2010-2021x emphasizes the need for gearing
industrialization to achieve the macroeconomic performance target of 10%
growth by 2021 and 8% growth target by 2015. The overarching goal for the
country’s industrialization, as the document of Perspective plan notes, is to
enhance the industrial contribution to GDP to 40% over the next decade, with a
share of 30% for the manufacturing sector. Bangladesh Industrial policy of 2010xi

has recognized the importance of manufacturing for economy wide productivity
enhancement and diversification of the country’s economic base. Likewise, the
manufacturing sector has received serious attention in the sixth five year plan and
the perspective plan in consonance with Vision 2021 for the country’s future
development and achievement of high growth rate. It is projected that during the
period of Sixth Five Year Plan, the manufacturing sector will outface both
agriculture and service sectors and follow a smooth upward trajectory. The
manufacturing sector is planned to perform consistently and follow an upward
trend from annual growth of 6.5% in FY 2010 to 11.7% in FY 2015 with average
annual growth of 10% during the plan period. This five year development plan
will facilitate the country in alleviating poverty to 26 per cent from the present
31.5 per cent, and raise industrial employment to 25 per cent of the population
from the current 17 per cent by June 2015, its final implementation time.

In the Six Five Year Plan (SFYP) document, there is no such chapter as industrial
or manufacturing as it was in the previous plan documents. Here, manufacturing
sector has been covered in the chapter titled ‘diversifying exports and developing
a dynamic manufacturing sector’. This is a good strategic thinking but it does not
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appear to fully conform with the goal of planned development through
industrialization as envisioned in the Perspective Plan 2010-2021. 

The Sixth Plan is claimed to be essentially indicative, taking the pretext of market
economy. It will heavily rely upon on private sector for financing which supply of
necessary public goods shall be financed and managed by the public sector.
Though the plan document is well written, there is an ambiguity regarding the
development strategy and mix of policy packages and sequences to achieve the
dream goal of a middle income poverty free country. The strategy and policy will
be made clear in the course of implementation of the planned objectives and
goals. Coming to the industrial sector, there is no clear cut explicit sectoral,
subsectoral and regional plan for industrial development. However, the farmers of
the plan have realized that a development plan is better than the poverty reduction
strategy paper (PRSP), which though of market drive development and reduced
through of government in development to a minimum. There was no space for
industrial development plan in the PRSP which was virtually an imposed
document prepared as a conditionality for getting aid from the donor agencies.
Yet, the government’s role as envisaged in the sixth plan does not seem to have
been much elevated. Public-private partnership as emphasized in the plan has the
risk of taking evils of both sectors and dragging public resources for the private
rent seeking interests. Private-public partnership can be a challenging area for
modeling development in Bangladesh under pro-active leadership of government
with support from private and community entrepreneurship.

The sixth Five Year Plan document is organized into three parts, and the
manufacturing sector is covered in all the parts, though sporadically. The first part
of the Sixth Five Year Plan provides the strategic directions and policy framework
for implementing the main socio-economic targets of the Vision 2021. It focuses
on the underlying strategies, policies and institutions for achieving the major
targets and the required macroeconomic framework and aggregate financing
strategies and resource requirements. Detailed sectoral strategies, plans and
programs are presented in Part II of the Plan document indicating resource
allocations for achieving sectoral plan targets. These investment allocations are
indicative in nature and will be reviewed and made consistent with the available
resource envelope in the framework of the annual national budget cycle. Part III
contains an annex on selected national data and a description of the general
equilibrium model used for ensuring the consistency of national and sectoral
targets with policies and resources underlying the Sixth Plan.

The Plan documentxii notes that in a market economy like Bangladesh where the
bulk of the economy is privately owned and managed, the role of planning has to

5
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be essentially indicative and strategic in nature. A key focus of the plan would be
on strategies, policies and institutions to help guide the private sector in helping
Bangladesh achieve the goals set in Vision 2021. The Plan document recognizes
that without prudent government regulations and supervision and public spending
in core areas, the social and economic results can be devastating and
unsustainable. Ensuring a proper balance between providing incentives to private
sector and instituting regulatory policies for safeguarding public interests will be
a major guiding principle of the policy and institutional framework of the Sixth
and the Seventh plans. Similarly, the balance between private and public
spending, especially in regard to the investment programs in the plans, will
receive major attention. 

At the operational level, the fundamental task of the Sixth Five Year Plan is to
develop strategies, policies and institutions that allow Bangladesh to accelerate
growth and reduce poverty. An essential pre-requisite for rapid reduction of
poverty is to attain high economic growth such that it provides the foundations for
sustainable productive employment and incomes for the country’s growing labor
force. The employment challenge in Bangladesh, according to the documentxiii,
is not just to create any job but to create high income jobs in the formal sectors.
At present, as the plan document recognizes some 78 percent of the labor force is
engaged in low-income, low productivity jobs in the informal sectors. The
employment target for the Sixth Plan is to create adequate number of high
productivity, high income, jobs not only for new entrants but also to allow a
substantial transfer of labor from the informal sector to the formal manufacturing
and services sectors. 

Much of the high productivity, high income jobs will need to come from the
labour intensive manufacturing sector based on domestic and export markets and
from organized services. Both large and small enterprises will need to contribute
to this growth. 

3. Structural Transformation in the Economy, Role of the Manufacturing
Sector and Sources of Manufacturing Growth in Bangladesh

3.1. Strategic goal of Structural Transformation in the Economy

Structural transformation of the economy is one of the important strategic goals
of the Perspective Plan of Bangladesh 2010-21. Within the time of Perspective
plan-2011-21, agriculture’s share will decline from 22% in 2009 to 16% at the end
the Sixth Five Year Plan and 15% by the end of Seventh Five Year Plan. In the
transformation process of the economy, the share of industry will increase from
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29% to 35% by the end of Sixth FY Plan and 40% by the end of Seventh Five Year
Plan. The share of manufacturing will grow from 17% in 2009 to 26% in 2015 and
30% in 2021xiv (Table-1). 

According to the Plan document, the SYFP target of reaching 8 percent annual
GDP growth in the outer years is premised on a vibrant manufacturing sector
growing at double digits on a sustained basis. Consequently, the broad industry
sector will continue to account for a larger share of GDP compensating for the
secular decline in the share of the agriculture sector. This trend is consistent with
the stylized facts of structural change in the process of development experienced
by different countries. Thus the strategy for achieving the high growth target
under the SYFP and beyond includes further industrial deepening supported by a
highly-productive agriculture sector. This was the basic thrust of the high-
performing East Asian economies in the 1970s and 1980s.

For Bangladesh to reach middle income threshold by 2021, industrial expansion
must accompany hand-in-hand with highly productive farm and non-farm
agriculture. A strong and competitive manufacturing sector is especially important
for creating productive, high income jobs. Though the strategic goal of the
perspective plan is very ambitious, the goal of structural change as envisaged in
SFYP is pretty reasonable (Table-1). But the change in favour of the services
sector seems to be undesirable and may not be consistent with the high growth
path pursued for Vision 2021.In that respect, the target of the Perspective plan was
better though not achievable given the past goals performance of the industrial
sector and manufacturing.

3.2. Past experiences in structural Transformation

Strategic transformation goal is important for achieving the Vision 2021 goals.
Past experience of Bangladesh indicates that while the share of agriculture was on
a sharp decline from 44% in 1972-80 to 20% in 2006-10, the share of
manufacturing increased from 10.7% in 1970s to 17% in 2006-10. The share of
industry increased from 15% to 29% during the same period (Table-2 and figure
1). Achieving the targeted 26% share of manufacturing by 2015 and 30% by 2021
would be a highly challenging task though not impossible. The same is true for
the increase of industry’s share to 35% by 2015 and 40% in 2021.

With development of the economy, usually the share of agriculture declines and
the share of industry and services increases. In Bangladesh, with the decline of
agriculture, the share of industry did not increase substantially. Rather, the
services sector providing low paid employment to the surplus labour increased.
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Transforming Bangladesh’s agrarian economy into a modern manufacturing and
organized service based economy is a long term challenge to enhance productivity
and achieve faster growth. The focus on manufacturing is based on two important
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Table 1 : Strategic Goal of Structural Change (Sectoral Share of GDP, per

Sectors Average 
(FY04-
FY09) 

Target FY 
2015 as per 
Perspective 
Plan 

Target FY 
2015 as per 
SFYP 

Target 
FYFY2021 

Agriculture  21.70 16.0 15.5 15.0 
Industry 29.00 35.0 32.0 40.0 
Manufacturing  17.10 26.0 21.1 30.0 
Service 49.30 49.0 52.5 45.0 

Source: Perspective Plan of Bangladesh 2010-2021 and Sixth Five Year Plan of Bangladesh 2011-15

Table 2 :  % Share of Manufacturing and Industry compared to 
agriculture and Service sectors in GDP

Economi
c Phases 

% Share of 
Manufacturing 

to GDP 

% Share of 
Agriculture 

to GDP 

% Share of 
industry to 

GDP 
% Share of 

Service to GDP  
1972-80 10.70 44.12 14.97 40.91 
1981-85 11.11 31.26 17.78 50.96 
1986-90 12.16 28.59 19.99 51.42 
1991-95 13.87 26.17 22.35 51.48 
1996-00 14.96 24.42 24.66 50.92 
2001-05 15.67 22.05 26.74 51.21 
2006-10 17.30 19.88 28.83 51.29 
Average  13.37 29.72 21.45 48.84 

Source: Estimated by the Author from the data of BBS



points. Firstly, the expansion of agriculture is limited by fixed land area. Secondly,
the switch over from low productive agriculture to high productive industry and
modern services sector will require an  increase in labour productivity. As a
strategic option, the sixth five year Plan explicitly has chosen the path of boosting
manufacturing and services for creating more employment opportunities in
manufacturing and organized services sectors and allowing a shift of large number
of workers engaged in low productive employment in agriculture and informal
services to these higher productivity sectors of the economy. Therefore, much of
the high productivity, high income jobs, as noted in the plan document, will need
to come from a labor-intensive manufacturing sector based on domestic and
export markets and from organized services. Both large and small enterprises need
to contribute to this growth. The role of small enterprises is particularly important
to provide the employment base. The promotion of small enterprises in rural areas
needs to be a major strategic element for creating higher income and employment
in the rural economy, which is critical for sustained poverty reduction.

The dynamic manufacturing sector will benefit from greater outward orientation
as the highly positive experience of the ready-made garments (RMG) sector
would seem to indicate. In order to increase the export potential as well as to
diversify the export base, the Sixth Plan is set to seek further reduction of global
trade barriers under the World Trade Organization (WTO) framework as well as
seek more active cooperation with neighbours. Bangladesh will actively
participate in concerned international and regional/sub-regional forums aimed at
increasing Bangladesh’s access to international export markets, easing and
eventually eliminating any non-trade barriers to Bangladeshi exports, encourage
investments, increase trade in services, including energy, promote regional
connectivity, and establish best possible economic relations with all strategic
countries, including neighbours. 

In the 1970s and the 1980s the performance of the manufacturing sector was lack
luster, growing below the average growth of the economy but improved during the
1990s and the 2010s (Table-2 and Figure-1).

3.3. Growth Performance of GDP and manufacturing during Five year Plans 

Bangladesh witnessed decades of slow economic growth until 1990 (Table-4).
Growth rate started to rise since early 1990s and the average economic growth
rate approached 6 percent per annum during the first decade of the 21st century.
However, Bangladesh is lagging behind some of its high performing comparators
like China, India and Vietnamxv. Manufacturing growth during the seventies
lagged behind economic growth. In the later periods since eighties, manufacturing
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Table 3 : Comparison of Bangladesh with countries in 
Asia during 1980-2010 in respect of % Manufacturing to GDP

Countries 1980 1990 2000 2008 
Malayasia 21.5 24.2 30.9 28.0 
Thailand 21 27 34 35.0 
Vietnam 10.5 12.3 18.6 21.1 
S. Korea 25 27 28 28.0 
China 30.2 32.7 32.1 32.9 
Bangladesh 10.8 12.7 14.7 17.2 

Source: World Development Indicators, World Bank

growth outstripped GDP growth (Table-4) though not by high margin. Double
digit growth in manufacturing is a long cherished goal for the country though it
did not yet reach the goal. Though manufacturing has a small share of GDP, its
growth over the years has been steady (7% p.a. in the last 10 years). The country
needs double digit growth of manufacturing to achieve a significant structural
change in the economy. Though double digit growth, it is challenging is not
unachievable if power problems are resolved and political stability is not
disrupted. Elasticity results show that for 8% GDP growth, manufacturing growth
needs to be around 11.0-12.0% p.a, which should not be difficult to reach.

Plan period                    Annual average growth (%)
Target Actual GDP Mfg 

Growth Growth
First five year plan (FY73-FY78) 5.5 4 2.5
Two year plan (FY78-FY80) 5.6 3.5 6.3
Second five year plan (FY80-FY85) 5.4 3.8 4.7
Third five year plan (FY85-FY90) 5.4 3.8 5.1
Fourth five year plan (FY90-FY95) 5 4.2 6.9
Fifth five year plan (FY97-FY02) 7 5.1 5.78
FY02-FY06 5.5 8.95
FY06-FY10 6.3 7.48
Weighted Average 4.53 5.81

Table 4 : Growth performance of the economy and Manufacturing in
Different Plan Periods 1973-2010 Growth and manufacturing in the Five

year 

Source: Adapted and calculated from the data of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics



3.4 Sources of Economic Growth and the role of Industry and
Manufacturing

Industry and service sectors were the main drivers of structural change in all the
plan phases of Bangladesh economy. There was a drastic reduction agriculture’s
contribution to economic growth during 1980-95 (Table-5). Agriculture revived
its contribution to economic growth during the Fifth Five Year Plan period but fell
again during 2002-2010. In the first Plan Period, the contribution of services
sector to economic growth was only 28%. In this period, contribution of industrial
and manufacturing sectors was spectacularly high (45% and 26%, respectively),
which was not repeated in the subsequent periods. This might be associated with
reckless divesture of public sector manufacturing plants to inexperienced
investors and rental interests. During 2006-10, the contribution of manufacturing
to economic growth was only 21.6%, which is much lower than that of First Five
Year Plan Period. Though the contribution of agriculture to economic growth
declined sharply, manufacturing sector could not fill up the vacuum and
consequently the services sector of low value added activities came to absorb
labour released from agriculture. With the declining share of low productive
agriculture to economic growth, it was expected that the share of high productive
manufacturing would increase creating a dynamic path of development of the
backward economy. Instead, the contribution of the services sector to economic
growth increased to 54% during 2006-10 which was the highest after 1990. This
might be due to anomalies of the Caretaker Government, food and energy crisis,
global financial crisis, and environmental hazards making great havoc on the
economy. If would be desirable condition if the contribution of industry and
manufacturing could be increased and the contribution of low value added service
sector activities reduced.

3.5    Growth of manufacturing by scale of operation

Growth of manufacturing was as high as 26.8% in the 1970s because of high growth
in large and medium enterprises. During 1981-1990, manufacturing growth did not
increase more than 5%. During 1990-95 there was steady manufacturing growth of
8% per annum. Again, it slowed down in 1996-2000. During 2001-2010,
manufacturing growth was on average 7.8% per annum (Table-6). Under the Sixth
Five year Plan, manufacturing growth needs to be increased to around 10% p.a. on
average to attain average economic growth of 7.3% p.a. This growth is expected to
come from both small, medium and large sizes.
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3.6  Sources of Manufacturing  Growth by Market Orientation: Export
Expansion, Import Substitution and Domestic Demand Expansion

Historically there has been a strategic shift from import substitution to export
orientation for manufacturing development in Bangladesh. In the seventies as
estimated by the author following Chenery’s methodology of decomposition of
sources of growth, export orientation strategy could contribute only 15%
manufacturing growth. In the early eighties its contribution rose to 24%. During
the period 1986-2000, export expansion as source of manufacturing growth
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Table 5 : Sources of Economic growth and contribution of industry and

manufacturing to GDP growth in different plan period

Plan Phases contribution contribution contribution contribution
of Manufacturing Industry to Agriculture Service to
to GDP Growth GPD growth to GPD GPD 

Source   Growth Growth
1973-78 26.07 45.46 26.07 28.47
1978-80 9.17 15.54 20.34 64.12
1980-85 14.66 26.49 19.80 53.71
1985-90 17.06 30.76 11.61 57.63
1990-95 26.27 39.49 11.18 49.33
1997-02 17.17 31.79 18.36 49.84
2002-06 23.25 36.30 13.45 50.25
2006-10 21.58 31.95 14.29 53.76
Total 20.11 33.77 17.09 49.14

Source: Estimated by the Author from BBS data

 
Economic Phases  

Growth of Manufacturing  
Value Added  

Growth of Large and  
Medium Mfg 

Growth of 
small scale  

Mfg 
1972-80 26.82 50.94 8.26 
1981-85 5.29 5.14 5.72 
1986-90 5.09 5.10 5.07 
1991-95 8.21 8.34 7.89 
1996-00 5.64 5.67 5.62 
2001-05 7.66 7.56 7.90 
2006-10 7.92 7.99 7.76 
Average 10.89 15.96 7.00 

Table 6 :  Growth performance of Manufacturing  by scale of operation

Source: Calculated from the Data of BBS



contributed more than fifty percent. After 2001, its contribution again declined
from 69% in 1996-00 to 34% in2001-05 and 45% in 2006-2010. Import
substitution and domestic demand expansion together as sources of growth
worked well upto 1985. But import substitution independently did not work well
even in the seventies. Thus except in the two periods: early 1980s and early 2000s,
import substitution could not show only any positive contribution to
manufacturing growth. This is a reflection of the weak base of manufacturing and
import dependence for consumption and long term industrial development of the
economy. Domestic demand expansion has been found to have a crucial role in
the growth of manufacturing in all the periods. Export expansion has steadily and
increasingly contributed as well to the growth of manufacturing (Fig.2).

3.7 Sources of Manufacturing Growth by Subsectors and Identification of
Potential products for future growth

We have identified 30 products that accourated for 66% of manufacturing growth,
which have high growth potentials for manufacturing development of
Bangladesh. Three products like garments, pharmaceuticals and textiles
contribute 40% to manufacturing growth. Other important products contributing
highly to manufacturing growth are cement, food products, books and periodicals,
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Fig.2 : Sources of Manufacturing Growth by Market Orientation

re-rolling steel mills, leather footwear, perfumes and cosmetics, batteries,
ceramics, glass products, wires and cables, motor cycle, plumbing equipment.
Other products with low positive contribution are wooden furniture, paints and
varnishes, machinery equipment, machinery parts and electrical appliances. The
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Table 7 : Sources of Manufacturing Growth by Sub- Sectors during 1998-

2009 and Identification of Potential Subsector
 High Growth 

Potentials   
 
  

Subs-sectors 
of 
Manufacturin
g 

Compo
und 

Growt
h Rate 

% 
Share 
to Mfg 
Growt

h 
Weig

ht 

low 
contributi

on to 
positive  
growth 

Negative contribution to 
growth 

Garments 14.89 19.25 9.13 Edible oil  Sugar 
Pharmaceutic 11.15 11.07 7.01 Spirits Cloth 
Bidies 11.16 6.08 3.85 Soft Jute Textiles(potential)  
Cotton 6.61 5.77 6.17 Wooden Carpets and Rugs  
Books and 
Periodicals  12.91 3.44 1.88 

Paints and 
Varnishes 

Tanning and Finishing 
Leather (Potential)  

Silk and 
Synthetics  14.48 3.26 1.59 

Machiner
y 

Equipmen
t Board 

Re-rolling 6.92 1.87 1.91 .Machiner Paper of all kinds  
Cement 11.16 1.85 1.17 Electrical Compressed Liquified Gas  
Leather 7.90 1.79 1.6  Fertilizer (Po tential)  
Tea 1.48 1.65 7.87  Insecticides  
Dyeing and 7.16 1.21 1.19  Matches 
Bakery 7.91 1.08 0.96  Petroleum Products  
Fish and Sea 3.79 0.97 1.81  Rubber Footwear (Potential)  
Flour Milling  4.83 0.81 1.18  Iron and Steel  
Perfumes and 11.85 0.76 0.45  Fabricated Metal Products  
Cigarettes  2.40 0.70 2.1  Engines and Turbine  
Soaps and 2.61 0.64 1.74  Textile Machinery(Power 
Bricks 4.25 0.54 0.9  Electric Machine Apparatus  
Wires and 7.66 0.49 0.45  Radio 
Edible Salt  10.51 0.45 0.3  Electrical Apparatus  
Electric 4.50 0.41 0.65  Motor Vehicles  
Batteries 2.31 0.32 0.97  Shipbuilding (Potential)  
Ceramic 3.90 0.30 0.35   
Television 5.40 0.27 0.15   
News paper  3.71 0.27 0.51   
Glass 11.44 0.24 0.15   
Motor cycle  9.35 0.23 0.17   
Plumbing 8.73 0.21 0.31   
Aluminum 4.48 0.20 0.31   
30 products at Growt 66.12 56.83   

Sources: Estimated by the Author from the data of BBS of Different Years.



potential products with negative contribution to growth are jute textiles, tanning
and finishing leather, fertilizer, rubber footwear and shipbuilding.

4. Growth Projections  and investment Projections of Manufacturing in
SFYP

4.1. Growth Projections of  Manufacturing  and other Sectors

Manufacturing growth has been planned to increase from 6.5% in 2010 to 11.7%
in 2015. This growth is necessary in the face of the predicted decline in the
growth of agriculture over the period to sustain the growth momentum of  the
economy. Thus double digit growth in manufacturing and industrial sector is
important for realization of the target goal of economic growth envisaged in the
plan. In the eventual development, the share of manufacturing is planned to
increase from 17.9% in 2010 to 21% by 2015, which is not very high (Table-8).
In the growth projections of subsectors, textiles, leather products, fertilizer and
machinery sectors have been given topmost importance. Textiles and clothing
have the capability to increase its share with higher growth because of the growth
of knitted and woven garments (Table-9). Among other manufacturing, jute
textiles tend to rebound to respond to demand for environment friendly products.
Food processing also has high prospect for growth in the plan period. As Table-9
shows, four products are projected to contribute more than 80% to manufacturing
growth during the sixth five year plan period and there is not much breakthrough
for diversification of the manufacturing base of the country.

4.2   Investment Requirement in Manufacturing in Sixth Five year plan
Period

In manufacturing and trade sector, public sector allocation in the plan is 4009
crore Taka constituting only 1.5% of the total public investment (Table 10).
Investment in manufacturing involves investment through three Ministries:
Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Commerce and Ministry of Textiles and Jute.
Around 70% public sector allocation will be through Ministry of industry and the
rest 14% is for Ministry of Commerce and 16% is for Ministry of Jute and Textiles
(Table 12). Manufacturing investment will be majorly in private sector. Public
sector allocation for manufacturing seems to be very modest given the importance
of the sector and the measures required to cope with the hazards of increasing
global competitiveness and building technological, infrastructural and human
capabilities for export expansion and import substitution.
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FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015
Growth Rate (%)
Agriculture 5.2 5 4.5 4.4 4.3 4.3
Industry 6.6 9.2 9.6 9.9 10.5 11.5
of which 
Manufacturing 6.5 9.5 9.8 10.1 10.7 11.7
Services 6.5 6.6 6.8 7.1 7.3 7.8
GDP 6.1 6.7 7 7.2 7.6 8
Share as % of GDP
Agriculture 18.6 18.4 17.7 16.9 16.2 15.5
Industry 28.5 28.7 28.9 30.4 31.3 32
of which Manufacturing 17.9 18.2 18.7 19.6 20.4 21.1
Services 52.9 52.9 52.9 52.7 52.5 52.5

Table 8 : Growth projections and Projections of share of the 

sectors and of Manufacturing

Source: BBS and SFYP Projections

 FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 FY2015 
(Annual growth rates %)      
Manufacturing  6.5 9.5 9.8 10.1 10.7 11.7 
Food Processing  6.1 7.2 8.4 8.7 10.5 12.5 
Leather Products  7.7 8.5 9.4 10.5 11.2 12.2 
Textile & Clothing  7.6 14.4 13.5 13.8 14.2 15.1 
Chemical Fertilizer  5.3 6.1 6.7 6.8 7 7.4 
Machinery 5.9 6.2 6.6 6.7 7.2 7.9 
Petroleum Products  4.3 4.7 5.5 5.6 5.9 6.1 
Other manufacturing  8.2 8.4 8.9 9.1 9.2 9.3 

Share as % of Total GDP      
Manufacturing  17.9 18.4 19 19.7 20.5 21 
Food Processing  2.5 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 
Leather Products  0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 
Textile & Clothing  7.1 7.2 7.5 8 8.4 8.7 
Chemical Fertilizer  1.9 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 
Machinery 4.8 5.2 5.4 5.3 5.5 5.5 
Petroleum products  0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 
Other Manufacturing  0.8 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 
Sources of Growth in %       
Manufacturing  100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Food Manufacturing  13.15 10.3 11.73 11.9 13.42 14.7 
Leather Products  5.29 3.89 4.04 4.75 4.60 4.47 
Textile & Clothing  46.38 59.31 54.38 55.49 54.38 53.47 
Chemical Fertilizer  8.65 6.28 6.84 6.49 6.06 5.72 
Machinery 24.34 18.44 19.14 17.85 18.05 17.68 
Total of 5 Products  97.82 98.2 96.12 96.48 96.51 96.03 
Other Manufacturing  2.18 1.8 3.88 3.52 3.49 3.97 

Table 9 : Manufacturing Growth Projection for SFYP by 
subsectors of manufacturing

Source: Calculated from BBS data and SFYP Projections



5. Manufacturing Employment as New conduit of Job creation

With labour force growing by 3.2% per year and the very high level of
underemployment (around 24%) in the farm and informal services sectors,
creation of new jobs in the productive formal sectors of the economy will be a
major challenge under the Plan. The growth strategy and the underlying sectoral
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Broad Sectors  FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 
Total 
SFYP 

% 
Total 

Agriculture, water and 
rural development  3623 4121 4535 5184 5756 23220 8.7 
Manufacturing and 
Trade 702 755 776 857 919 4009 1.5 
Energy 6075 7983 8932 10539 12127 45656 17.3 
Transport 5370 7153 8147 9670 11172 41512 15.7 
Urban 8578 9381 9950 10972 11776 50656 19.1 
Knowledge economy  434 483 517 575 621 2631 1 
Education,Training  and 
Sports 5544 6659 7578 8918 10240 38940 14.7 
Population,Health and 
Nutrition 3473 4185 4698 5570 6439 24364 9.2 
Social Inclusion and 
Protection 444 462 500 564 615 2586 1 
Environment, Climate 
Change and Disaster 
management 1667 2013 2070 2322 2516 10588 4 
Public Administration  3704 3913 4129 4487 4779 21012 7.9 
Grand Total  39615 47108 51832 59659 66960 265174 100 

Table 10 : Sixth Five Year Public Investment Allocation and Place of

Manufacturing Sector (Crore Taka in 2011 Prices)

Source: Sixth Five Year Plan Projections.

Source: Adapted and Calculated from Sixth Five Year Plan FY2011-FY2015

Table 11 : Allocation of Development Resources for 

Manufacturing in the Sixth Five Year Plan

(Million Taka, 2011 Prices)

Ministry/Activities  2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Total of 
all years  % Share 

Ministry of Commerce  1230 1170 1000 1090 1170 5660 14.12 
Ministry of Industry  4750 5160 5470 6050 6490 27920 69.64 
Ministry of Textiles 
and Jute  

1030 1220 1290 1430 1530 
6500 16.21 

Total 7020 7550 7760 8570 9190 40090 100.00 



shift projected in the Plan aim to address the employment issue by creating new
jobs in the nonfarm sector and by a rebalancing of the composition of employment
away from agriculture and into more productive sectors of the economy.

Historically, over the period 1974-2010, there has been structural shift of
employment from agriculture to service activities with industry slowly treading to
absorb some surplus labour force. The share of agriculture during the period has
declined by 33.8% while the share of services has increased by 26.5% and that of
industry increased by 7.3% (Fig.3). This trend is also visible in the data of recent
Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) survey of farm and nonfarm employment,
which shows that in the four year period through 2010, more than 600,000
workers switched from agriculture to nonfarm sectors, in addition to another 3.6
million workers who joined various nonfarm activities during the same period.
The share of the agricultural sector in the labor force has accordingly dropped by
4.6 percentage points during the 4-year period to 43.7% by 2010 (Table 12).
Corresponding services, the share of manufacturing and construction in
employment increased by 3.0%, 0.7% and 0.9%, respectively, during 2006-10.
Major absorbers of manufacturing employment are textile, garments, agro-
processing, food and beverage, and light engineering. These five products
constitute 97.3% of total manufacturing employment in Bangladesh (Table-13). 

It can also be seen in table 13 that only nine products constitute 95% of Gross
Value Added. Among them, four products- textile, RMG, food processing and
agro processing absorb 91% of employment and constitute 92% Gross value
added and 94% exports. All these belong to low technology products. Thus
manufacturing sector is narrowly concentrated in low technology based products.
Jute textiles, garments, light engineering, leather and footwear and food and
beverage have relatively higher export intensiveness. Emerging export industries
are pharmaceuticals and textiles. Among the labour intensive industries, light
engineering, textiles, food and beverage stand prominent. Labour productivity is
relatively higher in leather and footwear, pharmaceuticals, jute textiles, RMG and
agro-processing.

Accelerated growth in manufacturing, construction and services sectors projected
under the Plan should help the creation of 10.4 million new jobs in these sectors
of the economy, which should be sufficient to absorb all new entrants in the job
market (about 9.2 million) and also enable a sizable number of workers to find
jobs away from the agriculture sector (about 1.2 million). The changing pattern of
projected employment is shown in Table 5.3. Total manufacturing employment as
percentage of total employment is projected to increase from 11.6% in 2010 to
18.5% by 2015 with average of 15.5% of the total. Average growth of labour force
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is projected at 3.2% which is about the same for employment growth during plan
period. Still there would be on average 2.3 million unemployed people per year in
the country meaning on unemployment rate of 4%. Manufacturing employment
growth rate has been projected at 9.73% on average which is near to reality. The
elasticity of manufacturing employment is around 0.32, which needs to be
increased considerably with increased employment intensive and higher
productive manufacturing activity in the country. 

Employment expansion is going to be a major challenge, but with the accelerated
growth in nonfarm sectors projected under the Plan, the economy should be able
to create the targeted level of new jobs in the nonfarm sector. With the continued
migration of labor force away from agriculture to more productive sectors of the
economy, underemployment will diminish significantly. The recent migration of
workers from the agriculture sector has already started to push up agricultural
wages leading to higher income levels for the rural workers. If the Plan succeeds
in its employment strategy and achievement of the projections as envisaged, there
will be a visible reduction in the level of underemployment and a steady increase
in real wages of the workers, which are essential for poverty reduction in the
country. Productivity enhancement, employment expansion and raising real
wages are the three intertwined critical elements of employment strategy that will
act simultaneously for addressing the growth acceleration and poverty reduction.

6. Manufactured Exports and Balance of Payment in the Sixth Five Year
Plan

For the success of the plan, it is necessary to ensure buoyant growth in export
earnings and a comfortable balance of payments as well as external reserves
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Fig.3 : Shift in the Structure of employment in the economy
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 FY06 FY10  
Sectors (In Millions)    
Agriculture  22.9 22.3  
Manufacturing  5.3 6.0  
Construction  1.5 2.0  
Service 17.8 19.7  
Total 47.4 50.0  
Employment by Sector (In Percent)  
Agriculture  48.3 43.7  
Manufacturing  11.2 11.9  
Construction  3.0 3.9  
Services 37.5 40.5  
Source: Adapted and Calculated from the data of Bangladesh Bureau of  
Statistics, Labor Force Surveys.  

Table 12 : Shift in the Structure of Employment, 2005/6-09

Mfg. 
Employ
ment in 
2010 
(Thousa
nd) 

% 
Employment  

Gross 
Value 
Added 
in % 
total 
Manufa
cturing 

Exports 
in 
Million 
Dollars 
in 2010 

% 
Expor
ts to 
total 

Labour 
intensiv
eness 

Relative 
Productivi
ty level 

 
 
 
Export per 
labour in 
Dollars 

16.6 0.13 0.8 204.1 1.3 0.16 6.15 
1.63 12295.2 

1340.1 10.27 4.1 687.5 4.38 2.50 0.40 1.07 513.0 

718.4 5.51 0.5 190 1.21 11.02 0.09 2.42 264.5 

69 0.53 1 40.97 0.26 0.53 1.89 0.26 593.8 

3100 23.76 36.7 12497 79.65 0.65 1.54 2.17 4031.3 

18.2 0.14 0.8 540 3.44 0.18 5.71 4.30 29670.3 

250 1.92   9.34 0.06    37.4 

6007.7 46.04 13.1 598.1 3.81 3.51 0.28 0.29 99.6 

1529.1 11.72 38.2 921.9 5.88 0.31 3.26 0.15 602.9 

13049.1 100 95.2 15688.9 100 1.05 0.95 1.05 1202.3 

Table 13 : Employment, Value Added and Exports of Key 
Manufacturing Subsectors

Source: Adapted and Calculated from the Data of Bangladesh Planning Comission
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Sector FY10 FY11 FY12 
FY 
13 

 
FY14 FY15 

Average 
for 
SFYP 

Agriculture  23.2 23 22.8 22.6 22.3 22 22.54 

Manufacturing  6.1 6.7 7.4 8.0 8.7 9.7 8.10 

Construction  1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.9 2.50 

Services 21.2 22.3 23.2 24.6 25.8 27 24.58 

Total Employment  52.4 54.1 55.8 57.7 59.5 61.6 57.74 
Manufacturing Employment as 
percent of total Employment  11.64 12.79 14.12 15.27 16.60 18.51 

15.46 

Employment Growth (%)  4 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.20 
Manufacturing Employment   
growth (%)  9.84 10.45 8.11 8.75 11.49 9.73 
Additional Employment in Million    1.7 1.7 1.8 1.9      1.78 

Unemployment Rate (%)  4 4.1 4 4 4 3.7 3.96 

Labor Force (million)  54.5 56.2 58 59.9 61.8 63.7 59.92 

Growth of Labour Force   3.12 3.20 3.28 3.17 3.07 3.17 

Table 14 : Projected Pattern of Employment in the SFYP (Millions)

Source: Adapted and calculated from the data of SFYP Projections, BPC, GOB

position. The Plan document emphasizes that the main driver of manufacturing
growth will be the export markets, although growing domestic demand from
higher income generation will also provide are impetus. Import substitution also
needs serious attention in view of the uncertainty of the global market and the
scope of saving foreign exchange by replacing imports of goods which are
possible to produce inside the country. Very astoundingly, about 95% Bangladesh
exports are manufactured goodsxvi. High manufacturing growth during the plan
will hinge upon the continuation and improvement of the superb export
performance of the past two decades. 

Based on the recent performance, export sector under the Plan is projected to
grow by 19.4%

per annum in US dollar terms (Table 15). Excluding the strong performance of
FY11, export growth during the remainder of the Plan period is projected to be
about the same 14-15% as in recent pre-global crisis years. The projection entails
an increase in the share of exports in relation to GDP to rise by 7.7 percentage
points to 23.9% of GDP by the end of the SFYP reflecting a leading role that
export sector is envisaged to play in increasing domestic activity. While clothing
exports would continue to dominate, some important non-traditional exports like
footwear, other leather products and light engineering products (bicycle and



electronic products), pharmaceuticals, and ship building are likely to grow at a
much faster rate.

Import payments are also likely to grow at a buoyant pace of 20.4% on average
during the Plan period on account of an unusually strong growth in the first year
of the Plan. Imports are, however, projected to come down to a more sustainable
pace of 14.0% over the rest of the Plan period. The projected import growth will
address critical capacity constraints in the power and other infrastructure sectors
along with capital machineries and raw materials for the industrial sector
expansion. 

Trade account deficit will increase significantly due to higher imports associated
with increased domestic and export activity. Services and income account deficits
are also projected to grow over the years in line with their recent trends. However,
these deficits will continue to be largely offset by the surplus position on current
transfers (mainly on account of workers’ remittances). The widening of the trade
account deficit is not a matter of much concern became the increased demand for
imports is related to the targeted increase in investment and exports and will be
largely financed through growing inflows of export earnings and remittances. The
external current account deficits hovering at less than one percent of GDP would
be sustainable and justifiable for a developing country like Bangladesh given the
growing import demand associated with the higher real economic growth
objectives.

One important structural change in manufacturing exports that has happened in
Bangladesh is the emergence of a dynamic export-oriented readymade garments
(RMG) sector, favored by the global Multifibre Arrangement (MFA) regime as
well as by conducive government policies of allowing tariff free imports of raw
materials to ensure global competitiveness of the industry. A few other selected
exports, such as leather products, and, recently, shipbuilding, also enjoy contain
facilities form the government. For the rest of exports and potential exports,
getting world-priced imported inputs is a challenge. As a consequence, export
diversification has not made much headway. According to EPB data, only five
products, including woven and knit garments, constitute 87% of the country’s
total exports. Manufacturing industries such as jute goods, leather and frozen
foods, engineering products and pharmaceuticals have strong export potentials
but, unlike RMG, these industries are yet to become major contributors to export
growth. Thus export concentration in a single product group – RMG infuses an
element of vulnerability to the country’s export performance.
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To promote export diversification, as the Plan document mentions that
Government has adopted a strategy of according the highest priority to several
emerging exports that demonstrate high potential the items are: 
1) Agro-products and agro-processing products;
2) Light engineering products (including auto-parts and bicycles);
3) Footwear and leather products;
4) Pharmaceutical products;
5) Software and ICT products;
6) Home textile;
7) Ocean-going Ship Building Industries; and
8) Toiletry Products.

In addition, the Government is selectively according bonded import facilities to
more emerging exports (e.g. agro-processing, ship building). In future, this
facility may not be limited to 100% export-oriented industries only but extended
to industries producing for both domestic and export markets as well. Further, the
Duty Drawback Scheme will be revamped to ensure world-priced inputs to
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Components:  FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 Average 
Real GDP Growth  6.1 6.7 7 7.2 7.6 8 7.3 
Exports in Billion 
Dollars 16.2 22.4 25.7 29.4 33.8 38.8 30 
(annual Percent 
Change) 4.2 38 14.5 14.5 14.5 15 19.4 
Export as %GDP  16.2 20.3 21.2 22.1 23 23.9 22.1 
Import in Billion 
Dollars 21.4 31 35.4 40.3 46.1 52.8 41.1 
(annual Percent 
Change) 5.4 45 14 14 14.5 14.5 20.4 
Import as % GDP  21.3 28.2 29.2 30.3 31.4 32.5 30.3 
Current Account 
Balance in Billion 
Dollars 3.7 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2 -0.5 -0.7 -0.4 
(percent of GDP  3.7 -0.3 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.3 
Capital Account 
Balance in Billion 
Dollars -0.9 0.2 1.1 1.5 2.1 2.3 1.4 
Overall Balance  2.8 -0.2 0.9 1.3 1.6 1.6 1.0 
Gross Official Reserves 
in Billion Dollars  10.7 10.7 11.6 12.9 14.5 16.1 13.2 
In Months of Imports  5.1 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.5 

Table 15 :  Export, Import and Balance of Payment 
Projections in the Sixth Five Year Plan Period

Source: BBS, Bangladesh Bank, Ministry of Finance and SFYP



exporting firms without long lags. It is notable that RMG is yet to expand and
diversify in several sub-product lines and market destinations, and the global
competitiveness in these products need to be used effectively. One should not
ignore the fact that RMG constituted 98% of Bangladesh export during the global
financial crisis year of 2009.

7. Competitive Industrial Sector Performance in Bangladesh

7.1. Longitudinal Status of Indicators of Industrial Performance of
Bangladesh

Industrial capacity and manufactured export capacity (as shown in fig.4) have
increased tremendously (19.3 times and 29.9 times, respectively in 2006-10 as
compared to 1973-78). Astoundingly, export quality in terms of percentage of
manufacture as % exports has increased considerably (from 61% in 1973-78 to
95% in 2006-10). However, industrialization intensity in Bangladesh have
increased over the years albeit at a snail pace (1.6 times in 2006-10 as compared
to 1973-78). 

8. The Constraints and Challenges of Industrialisation 

8.1 Constraints and Challenges of manufacturing as identified by different
studies

The basic challenge of industrialization as remarked in the Perspective Plan
document is related to the narrow based industrial sector of the economy with
locational concentration and low technological level. The constraints to industrial
development in Bangladesh have been variously indentified by different studies
done by Moshiur Rahman and Zaid Baktt (1997)xvii. Narayan C. Nath (2010)
xviii. Mozammel Huq (1996)xix and Bhattacharya (1996)xx. During on the
studies, this polar identified problems of manufacturing as follows.

Irregular and Inadequate Supply of Power and Energy Marketing Problem
specifically related to global market uncertainty and financial crisis Difficulty of
access to finance specially for the Small enterprises High Interest Rate Backward
Infrastructure High cost of doing business and high transaction cost
Environmental Hazards and adverse effect of climate change Poor testing
facilities and of certification High Cost of Raw materials Scarcity of Skilled
Manpower Technological Problem Poor Labour management relation Low level
of research and development hampering product development and product quality

Locational Problems Lack of Confidence of the investors  Security Problem and
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Problem of extortion Poor quality governance and inadequate institutional
facilities in the delivery of utility services Competition from imports and domestic
producers at home and suppliers in global market Limited domestic demand
because of low purchasing power of the People We have pinpointed the emerging
challenges of manufacturing investment as

i. Problem of  protecting domestic industries  from import pressure in the
context of global economic crisis;

ii. Challenges of import substitution;
iii. Facing tougher competition in the global market amidst more protected

trade regimes and greater stimulus package in the buying countries and
competing exporting countries;

iv. Coping with crisis in power and energy sectors;
v. Coping with  hazards of climate change;
vi. Strengthening competitiveness by increasing productivity that reduces the

cost of production, reducing the delivery time and trade transaction cost,
and increasing quality of the  products;

vii. Ensuring easier market access in buying countries;
viii. Increasing quality of public spending and implementation of ADP;
ix. Liquidity problem in money market and capital market;
x. Productive use of remittance money to translate them into productive

investment;
xi. Diversification of markets and products for exports; and
xii. Compliance with WTO rules and Uncertainty of WTO Negotiations and

regulations.

8.2 General Constraints of Manufacturing identified by the Plan
Document

Constraints to the growth of manufacturing identified by the Sixth Five Year Plan
document are, among others, weak investment climate, power shortages, anti-
export bias of the trade regime, difficulty having access to suitable land for
manufacturing, inadequate credit access, low labour productivity and low level of
technology, gender bias in giving to the female workers, weak research and
development. Among the constraints of government regulations and
enforcements, problems of complex taxation rules, red tape, delay in getting
verdict of the court are considered important. The Plan document also pinpoints
the problem of the slow privatization process due to incomplete and complicated
proceduresxxi. The SMEF survey of six sectors, 2006/07, reveals some general
constraints, which are related to inability to market products, inability to maintain
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product quality, poor fixed and working capital, lack of skilled technicians and
workers, poor management skill of entrepreneurs, lack of information, non-tariff
barriers in world trade regimes, poor enabling environment, insufficient
infrastructure support, widespread tariff anomalies, low level of technology, low
productivity, lack of Research and Development, and  low level of education of
entrepreneurs.

8.3 Sector Specific Constraints and Challenges for manufacturing
development identified by the Plan document

The plan document selected ten medium and large industries (RMG, non-RMG
textiles, Jute industry, footwear and leather, light engineering, agro-processing,
ship building, pharmaceuticals, steel and engineering, electronics and chemical
industries) for analysis and attempted to identify their constraints and  emerging
challenges.

As per the Plan document, RMG faces four major challenges, linkage expansion for
speedy supply, ensuring social compliance and bettering working conditions, shift
to qualitative improvement and product upgradation  and product and market
diversification. The challenges faced by the textile industry are related to
inadequate infrastructure and logistic support service, shortage of skilled
manpower, dependence on imported raw-materials, fast changing costly
technology, competition with low cost countries like Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia
etc and weak forward linkage with RMG. Challenges faced by the jute industry are:
inadequate quality seeds and rotting facilities hampering productivity of raw-jute
cultivation, high cost of production due to excess labour in public enterprises,
power shortage, lack of aggressive marketing drive for entering into overseas
market, lack of legal compulsion to use jute in the domestic economy.

The challenges faced by the footwear and leather industry are the lack of a
comprehensive policy with proper inputs, shortage of adequately trained and
skilled human resources, lack of training institute and inadequate facilities for
skill development, absence of supportive linkage industries, low awareness of
international buyers about the capability to produce quality shoes in this country,
absence of sufficient number of reputed factories, poor representation in
international fairs, inadequate facilities for design and product development, low
awareness of international quality standards such as eco-labeling and packaging,
lack of suitable enabling environment in the customs facilities, inadequate
working capital finance, and lack of access to local market making the enterprises
vulnerable to the perils of stock lot or order cancellations and political instability.
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The challenges faced by light engineering are occasional price hike of raw-
materials, high duties on quality raw-materials needed for specialized products,
lack of education and training of the entrepreneurs for high quality products, low
level R&D works, inadequate access to working capital, cumbersome bank loan
procedure, limited financial support for technological upgradation, lack of metal
and heat testing facility, lack of skilled manpower for quality products, power
cuts, poor marketing techniques and poor designing ability.

The key challenges of pharmaceutical industry are related to poor image of the
country affecting the image of enterprises, lack of promotion capacity of
Bangladesh Missions abroad, negligence of new drug policy to deal with export
of medicine, poor quality of government documents, restriction on sending
samples to importers, lack of local testing facilities, cumbersome documentation
procedure for certain export destinations, and limitations in foreign currency
transactions to maintain marketing offices abroad. 

The key challenges of agro-processing industry are related to improving the
quality of inputs, products, technology, business services and environment,
increasing production efficiency and product quality to better meet consumer and
export demands, limited number of products, lack of information about
compliance requirements for export items at various destinations, improve food
safety and agricultural food standards, weak supply chains, and lack of
information about Bangladeshi agro-processing produce in countries where
Bangladesh is not currently exporting to. 

The ship building industry is reported to face challenges of import dependence for
almost all raw materials ranging from engines to steel, electronics, furnishings,
cabling and piping, low standard of local component and service suppliers and
low volume of local components (10%), higher interest rate and service charges
from local banks, poor quality of public utilities, problem of red tape, especially
when trying to obtain licenses and exporting and importing goods, shortage of
qualified mid management workers, and high cost of doing business that
discourages joint venture with foreign companies. Other factors that act as
barriers to the ship building industry are related to non-availability of large tracts
of land adjacent to deep water, lack of skilled manpower, and the requirement of
certification of meeting international standard.

8.4 Strategic Options for Industrial Development of Bangladesh

In the Plan document envisages a which ranges of general and sector specific
strategies for manufacturing sector. The main thrust of hose strategies are towards:
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i. Nurturing agro-processing and labour intensive industries.
ii. Facilitating role of government in making an enabling environment for

increased private investment in areas of dynamic comparative advantage.
iii. Government investment to complement private investment for creating

alternative employment.
iv. Priority to infrastructural facilities like electricity, gas, port facilities,

transport and communication.
v. Encouragement and support to the private sector, research organizations

and NGO initiative towards skill and management development.
vi. Fostering exports and giving special emphasis to import substitution and

agro-processing industries.
vii. Taking measures to attract foreign investment in both export oriented and

domestic market industries.
viii. Resolute move to rid the country of the blight of sick industries.
ix. Encouraging modernization and backward linkages in the textile sector in

order to meet growing demands locally and internationally.
x. Trade policy reforms to reduce the bias against exports by lowering trade

protection arising from quantitative restrictions, tariff rates and
supplementary duties.

xi. Special Economic zones and Industrial Parks for both export oriented and
domestic market oriented industries following cluster principle of
collection of industries for additional economic activity and generation of
employment opportunities.

xi. The Sixth plan has also announced sector specific strategies for nice
categories manufacturing industries, 0.2% RMG, textile, jute and jute
goods, footwear and leather, hight engineering, pharmaceuticals, agro-
processing industry, ship-building and the steel and engineering sub-sector
to overcome problem specific to these manufacturing industries and boost
their growth.

9. Review of Sixth Five Year Plan Strategies for development of
Manufacturing sector

9.1 There are no clear cut Strategic options in the plan for industrial
development. At least four observations can be made in this regard. First of
all, the strategy of import substitution or manufacturing for domestic
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market is not duly addressed Secondly, the recent and on going recession in
the world market is not seriously reckoned with. Thirdly, the technology for
industrial development is not adequately addressed. Fourthly, the trajectory
of diversification of industrial structure for long term growth to achieve the
visionary goal of the perspective plan, though mentioned, is very poor and
not clear-cut.

9.2 Sub-sectoral plan and strategies have not been detailed out in consonance
with the problems they face and the potentials they here. Strategies for
subsectoral development are yet to be streamlined and to be linked with
technology upgradation, human resource development and   market - at
home and abroad.

9.3 Inadequate consultation with relevant stakeholders has weakened the
policies for institutional development. Consultation with stakeholders need
to be strengthened for formulating appropriate policy and for appropriate
institutional development.

9.4 There are inadequate steps in the plan for translating of industrial policy
into action plan.

9.5 Global trade regimes are not adequately addressed to use opportunities of
global environment. There are enough global opportunities for using the
surplus labour of the country to increase its competitiveness in the global
market. Further efforts are needed to find out areas where Bangladesh has
competitive advantage and can make massive efforts for the successful
entry into the global market.

9.6 The Plan was skeptic of the current problems of the enterprises. The plan
could not develop modalities to capture and deal with many crucial micro
level problems of the enterprises. There is no indication how short term and
medium term problems could be solved for smooth running of the existing
enterprises and their investment expansion.

9.7 Poor Address of Problems of privatized units and sick units are not properly
addressed by the plan. The plan remained silent to deal with the problems
of the privatized units which remain either sick or closed and which require
to be addressed on a case by case basis to salvage huge productive resources
through proactive government intervention.

9.8 There is a total absence of clear cut modus operandi for strengthening
private-public partnership in the development of manufacturing in the
country.
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9.9 There is a very weak focus on complementarity and balance between export
oriented and import substituting manufacturing industries.

9.10 The issue of strategic integration with global economy for national
economic development.

9.11 The number of thrust sectors is too large (26) to give prompt and due
attention to their problems.

9.12 Micro, small, medium and large enterprises should be well demarcated for
separate treatment to each, considering their individual characteristics and
problems across sectors. There are also concerns about the definition of
large and small size of enterprises. Both size categories deserve attention
for accelerating manufacturing growth in the economy. Small
manufacturing units need special attention because of more flexibility and
labour absorptive capacity and also because they have highly labour and
capital productivity and profitability than large industries. All the sizes
should be taken care of simultaneously in giving incentive package
considering their respective importance in different locations and
communities.

9.13 Another area of strategic option relates to factor intensity of production.
Though labour intensiveness as a strategy needs to be emphasized in
Bangladesh because of the abundance of cheap labour in the economy,
capital and skill intensiveness may be needed in some sectors and be
allowed to pursue to achieve global competitiveness. The appropriateness
of factor intensity thus depends upon the characteristics of individual sector
and demand of the competitive market. Manufacturing growth requires a
dynamic shift from lower to higher technology in pursuance of raising
productivity and competitive edge of the sector and the enterprise. There
should be an appropriate mix of labour intensive and capital intensive
technology to be pursued simultaneously for dynamic development of
manufacturing enterprise.

9.14 Both export expansion, domestic demand expansion and import substitution
need to be given simultaneous emphasis for broad based and sustainable
development of manufacturing. The ideal industrial strategy should be to
enhance industrial competitiveness to strengthen the ability of both export
and import substituting industries to compete in the global market. 
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10. Conclusion

The industrial sector has a critical role in the economic transformation of
Bangladesh. The Sixth five year plan and the Perspective Plan of Bangladesh
2010-21 explicitly expressed the need for gearing industrialization to achieve the
GDP gorwth target of 8% by 2015 and 10% by 2021. The overarching goal for the
country’s industrialization is to significantly enhance the industry sector
contribution to in the next decade. Structural change in the economy has been
cited as one of the important strategic goals of the Perspective Plan whereby
agriculture’s share will decline from 22% in 2009  to 16% at the end of the Sixth
Five Year Plan and 15% by the end of Seventh five year Plan. As per perspective
plan, in the transformation process of the economy, share of industry will increase
from 28.5% in 2010 to 32% by the end of the Sixth FY Plan and 40% by the end
of the Seventh Five Year Plan. The share of manufacturing will increase from
18.5% in 2010 to 22% in 2015 and 30% in 2021. The Strategic transformation
goal is important for achievement of Vision 2021. The target of the Perspective
plan, however, seems to be over-ambitious and need to be revised a bit downward.
Past experiences of Bangladesh indicate that while the share of agriculture has
sharply declined from 44% in 1972-80 to 20% in 2006-10, the increase in the
share of manufacturing has been less sharp in from 10% in 1970s to only 17% in
2006-10. The share of industry has increased from 15% to 29% during the same
period. Thus the five year plan target of manufacturing share of 21% (see table 1),
though challenging is achievable and more realistic than the targeted share of
manufacturing under Perspective Plan which is as high as 26%. The same is true
for the increase of industry’s share to 32% by 2015 against 36% under the
Perspective Plan. The Sixth Five year plan has recognized the importance of
manufacturing as a vehicle for poor productivity enhancement and employment
expansion. It is projected that during the period of Sixth Five Year Plan, the
manufacturing sector will have to outface both the agricultural and service sectors
and follow a smooth upward trajectory. In order to achieve the planned target, the
manufacturing sector is planned to perform consistently and follow an upward
trend from 6.5% annual growth in FY 2010 to 11.5% in FY 2015 with average
annual growth of 10% during the plan period. There in evidence to show that the
elasticity of manufacturing to GDP growth is around 0.78 which means that 10%
manufacturing growth is a must for achieving economic growth of 7.5% p.a.
during the plan period. The Sixth Five Year Plan has targeted alleviating poverty
to 26 per cent from the present 31.5 per cent, and upgrading the industrial
employment to 25 per cent of the population from the current 17 per cent by June
2015, its final implementation time. Export elasticity of manufacturing is around
0.55 implying that for achieving targeted average manufacturing growth of 10.0
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% export must grow by 18.0% p.a. on average during 2011-15, which is
achievable.

Double digit growth in manufacturing is a long cherished goal for the country
though it did not yet reach the goal. Nevertheless the share of manufacturing in
the growth process has increased from 15% in the early eighties to 22.5% in 2006-
10. The manufacturing sector is however, narrowly based; only five industries,
namely garments and textiles, fish and sea food, leather, fertilizer and
pharmaceuticals account for over 80% growth achieved in the manufacturing
sector. Concentration of growth in a few sectors has increased after income
liberalization in the 1990s. Two broad sectors, food processing and textiles, have
dominated the overall manufacturing sector. The basic challenge of
industrialization emerges from the to narrow industrial base with product and
locational concentration and low level of technology. Accelerated
industrialization will be necessary to absorb the incremental labour force,
strengthen backward and forward linkages with agriculture and services sectors
and within industry sector itself, cater to the growing domestic demand for
industrial goods, and take advantage of emerging opportunities in the global
market. Initiatives will be needed to strengthen small and medium scale
enterprises as well as to identify large scale manufacturing industries that can
compete in the global market and compete with imports in the domestic market.
Rationalisation and restructuring of SOEs will need to be continued so that the
strategically placed SOEs can run profitably on a commercial basis, and others are
handed over to the private sector. The privatized units will require to be prudently
monitored and necessary support should be given to them so that resources are
effectively used.

If has been in section VII above that the Sixth Five Year Plan envisages detailed
strategies in generic and specific terms and for important subsectors. Yet it is felt
that more work is needed to make clear cut and definite strategic options for
sustainable development of specific manifesting sectors. Import substitution and
domestic market orientation is poorly addressed and of export orientation is
considered as the a prime mover of industrial development. Technology capacity
building for industrial development is not adequately addressed either. The
rajectory of diversification of the industrial structure for long term growth to
achieve the visionary goal of the perspective plan will need to be prudently
worked out. Subsectoral plan and strategies are yet to be more clear cut in
consonance with the problems they face and the potentials they have. Further
consultation with relevant stakeholders might be needed to strengthen the policies
for industrial development and enhancement of external competitiveness of
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manufacturing. There need to be adequate steps for translating industrial policy
into action plan. Problems of privatized units and sick units sum to have been
inadequately addressed in the plan. There should be a massive drive for solving
the power problem shortly for smooth running of the existing enterprises and for
encouraging new investment in the manufacturing sector. Clear cut modus
operandi is yet to be developed for private-public partnership in manufacturing.

Key areas of desirable interventions relate to access to reliable power and energy
supply and advanced technology, productivity enhancement and product
development, assistance in aggressive marketing and economic diplomacy in the
global arena, access to finance on easier terms, improved  infrastructural
facilities, cluster development and economic zoning and  further fiscal incentives
for manufacturing sector development, land availability for industrial investment,
skill development, healthy labour management relations, raising real wages, trade
facilitation measures and reduction of trade transaction costs, and exploring
market potentials in different countries and negotiations for easier market access.
There is also the need for increased attention to investment in research and
development in manufacturing, economic cooperation with regional powers and
multinationals for technological capacity building and appropriate institutional
development for implementing policies and strategies.
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Poverty, Inequality and Development: A Note on 
the Concepts, Approaches and Measures
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Abstract

Beginning in the nineteen-seventies, the debate on poverty-inequality-
development has been still running and manifold issues have been
unfolding. This paper is aimed to categorically-understand the
development discourse of the last forty years. It has been tried to
penetrate the paradigm-shift in the understanding of poverty and
development, which came into being in the seventies with
incorporation of value-judgments in the measurement of poverty and
inequality, critique on “growth” and “utilitarian” fundamentals,
introduction of the concepts of asymmetric information, and was
subsequently sharpened through Sen’s Capability approach and the
Human Development Index. Also, it has been attempted to understand
the dominant discourse  at policy and applied level in the eighties and
nineties - “empowerment”, “participation”, “gender”, “risks  and
vulnerability”, etc. Finally, the paper highlights the emerging
questions in the poverty and development literature during last one
decade.
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1. Background and Objective

Development had long been confined to the notion of “Pareto Optimality” and the
“Social Welfare Function” in perfectly competitive market-equilibrium2. Such a
notion of Development, in traditional Welfare Economics, was built upon the neo-
classical philosophy and Benthamite principle of maximizing total welfare of the
society, in which society’s total welfare is an increasing function of individual
utility. The assumption was that the free-market is the only safe route to achieve
both “equity” and “growth” and that any government intervention imposes a
deadweight-efficiency loss in the form of policy-induced distortions. Pareto
optimality as a collective choice rule thus held that it is efficient, fair, and neutral,
and so it is un-improvable. Thus the traditional Welfare Economics did not allow
room for distributive justice (Naqvi Syed N H 2003).

In the 1940s, with Development Economics being a new discipline, there was a
shift of emphasis towards attaining higher growth rates in a dynamic setting,
although not breaching the fundamental foundation of neo-classical development
philosophy.  Development came to be interpreted with sustained annual increase
in real per capita income or rapid industrialization. “How to maximize growth”,
became the cornerstone of the debate – the so called “growth fundamentalism”,
pioneered through the works of Rosenstein-Rodan (1943), Harrod (1939), Domar
(1946, 1957), Solow (1957), Lewis (1954),  Hirschman (1958), Mahalanobis
(1953), and also a few others3. A basic tenet of such growth models was that of
accelerating the economic progress of a country through raising the savings rate
and lowering the capital-output ratio. 

However, such notion of Development, the objective of which was attaining the
Pareto optimality and a Social Welfare Function on the one hand, and maximizing
growth on the other, came to be challenged in the1970s. It was in the context that
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2. Pareto optimality refers to economic efficiency which can be objectively measured, named
after Italian economist, Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923). It refers to a situation when it is
impossible to make anyone better-off without leaving someone worse-off. For the attainment
of Pareto optimality, three marginal conditions must be satisfied: (i) efficiency in consumption:
marginal rate of substitution between any two goods must be equal for all consumers; (ii)
efficiency in production: marginal rate of technical substitution between any two inputs must
be same for the production of all commodities; and (iii) efficiency in the product mix: marginal
rate of product transformation be equal to the marginal rate of substitution between any two
goods. Social Welfare Function is a tool used to determine the welfare- maximizing state of the
society. Just as the individuals' preferences can be ranked among different combinations of
commodities, social priorities can also be ranked in terms of alternative national combinations
of commodities ( details of such concepts are available in standard microeconomic text books).

3. Discussions on growth models are available in standard textbooks of Development Economics.



a number of countries, in spite of achieving high growth rates of per capita
income, did not show expected improvement in reducing unemployment and
inequality and enhancing the real income of bottom 40% of their populations.
Since then the concept of Development came to be broadened, both in the
philosophical and theoretical fronts as well as in the fronts of application and
policy debate. Thus beginning in the 1970s and continuing to date, a variety of
concepts, approaches and measures have been suggested in the analysis of
poverty, inequality and development, which are not so easy to capture in a
cohesive way. It is also not easy to discern the different concepts and approaches
from one another due to their cross-cutting nature. The present paper is aimed to
review, analyze, synthesize and summarize the major advancements in the
poverty-inequality-development literature during the last forty years and to
identify the emerging issues pertinent to the debate.

2. Conceptual Advancement: 1970s – mid 1980s

As outlined in Kanbur R (2003), the progress in understanding and measurement
of poverty in the 1970s to the mid-1980s can be conceptualized into four areas: 

First, Advancement in the Measurement of Inequality and Poverty: Such
improvements came with the introduction of value judgments on distributional
issues. Given the limitations of the conventional poverty and inequality measures,
like Head Count Index (HCI) and traditional Gini Coefficient4, a number of
indices were suggested (Atkinson A B 1970, Sen A K 1976, Foster J, J Greer and
E Thorbecke 1984), etc. For example, the FGT index5 suggested a generalized
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4. Head Count Index (HCI) measures poverty in terms of the number of those who earns, or
spends, or consumes below a threshold level of income, or expenditure, or food consumption
basket. It is defined as: H=q/n; where q=poor households, and n=population. For HCI, the
transfer axiom need not hold. If a very poor person far below the poverty line transfers
sufficient money to a person just below the poverty line, and as a result, the less poor person
reaches above the poverty line, HCI registers less poverty. Again, HCI cannot say whether
most poor people fall just below the poverty line or away from the line, thus gives equal
weights in both cases. Gini Coefficient is an aggregate inequality measure and is computed by
the ratio of the area between the diagonal and the Lorenz curve divided by the total area of the
half square in which the curve lies. The value of Gini can vary from 0-1. A value of the Gini
between 0.5- 0.7 indicates highly unequal distribution while that ranging 0.2- 0.35 indicates
relatively equitable distribution. 

5. The index is named after James Foster, Joel Greer, and Erik Thorbecke (1984). It is given by:
P = 1/n ? (Gj / z)a  , where n = total population, q = the number of poor, z = the poverty line,
and Gj = food expenditure shortfall of the jth individual (j = 1,2,…,q ). If "a" is low, FGT
metric weights all the individuals with incomes below the poverty line as the same. If "a" is
high, those with the lowest incomes are given more weight in the measure. The higher the FGT
statistic, the more poverty there is in an economy.



measure of poverty by combining the extent of poverty (headcount ratio), the
intensity of poverty ( total poverty gap6) and inequality among the poor (the
Gini and the coefficient of variation for the poor). The index satisfies both the
monotonicity and distributional sensitivity axioms.7

Second, Debate on Utilitarianism: Such debates were centered to the
shortcomings of utilitarian fundamentalism. At least, three important approaches
emerged in the process 

of the debate  – (i) Nozick’s theory of entitlement suggested three types of justice
namely, justice in acquisition, justice in transfer, and rectification of injustice
(Nozick R 1974). This theory called for a strong system of private property and
free-market economy and held that taxing on the rich to finance social programs
for the poor are unjust; (ii) Rawlsian Collective Choice rule rejected the Pareto
optimality and utilitarian philosophy and suggested two principles for
maximization of social welfare – “Justice as Fairness” principle held an equal
distribution of “primary social goods” (e.g., liberty, opportunity, income and
wealth, and bases of self respect) ; and the “Difference Principle” held the
maximization of the worst-off individuals in the society (Rawls J 1971, Naqvi
Syed N H 2003); and (iii) Sen’s Capability approach suggested for the
transformation of the characteristics of commodities into individuals’ capability to
function (Sen AK 1976, 1985, 1987, 2000; a discussion of the of the Capability
approach is presented in the next section of this paper). 

Third, Social Interactions in the Generation of Poverty: It highlighted that in
presence of imperfect and asymmetric information, market economy can produce
multiple equilibrium, some more efficient and more equitable than others, and that
public action is necessary to move from the bad equilibrium (Stiglitz J 1974).
Thus a number of important concepts were introduced like moral hazard,
strategic behaviour, principal-agent problem, etc. 
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6. Poverty gap measures the total amount of income necessary to raise everyone who is below the
poverty line up to that line. Total poverty gap (TPG) is defined: TPG= ?(Yp - Yi),   (i=1,…H),
where Yp= Poverty line income, Yi = Income of i-th poor, and H=Number of poor.

7. The axioms used for comparing alternative poverty situations are: (i) Focus axiom: Only those
below the poverty line are relevant. Income, consumption or well-being of the rich is not
considered; (ii) (Strong) Transfer axiom: Other things being equal a transfer of income etc.
from a poor to a less poor person will increase poverty; (iii) (Weak) Transfer axiom: A transfer
of income etc. from a poor to a less poor person will not decrease poverty; and (iv)
Monotonicity axiom: Other things being equal, a reduction in the income of a poor person must
increase poverty.



Fourth, Gender and Intra-household Issues stated that the “unitary” models of
the household cannot explain the evidence on deprivation among females in the
developing countries (Sen A K 1984; gender and intra-household issues will be
discussed detail in later section).

3. Understanding Poverty: Sen’s Capability Approach and the Human
Development Index

According to Sen, Development is to be conceived in terms of “functioning” –
i.e., what a person does with the commodities of given characteristics, rather than
having access to the commodities themselves. Therefore, it is not just the
characteristics of commodities which matters, (as in the utilitarian approach),
rather what one can do with that matters for his/her well-being. For example, a
book is of little value to an illiterate person; or an apple would mean the same to
a person with parasitic disease. 

While criticizing the traditional Welfare Economics, Sen argues, “Maximizing the
sum of individual utilities is supremely unconcerned with the personal distribution
of that sum. This should make a particularly unsuitable approach to use for
measuring or judging inequality”. Sen argues that, person B who is disabled
derives half as much utility from any level of income as person A, who is in full
health. Thus according to Sen, with a given total income, more should be given to
B, whereas a utilitarian solution would give more to A. He goes on arguing, “One
of the extraordinary features of standard welfare economics has been the neglect
of information about health, morbidity and longevity. Though these variables
have often been taken seriously in the development literature………, they have
typically been ignored in typical welfare-economic treatises” (Sen AK, cited in
Atkinson AB 1999).

Sen identifies five sources of disparity between the measured real-incomes and
actual advantages derived from those: (i) Personal heterogeneity is related to a
person’s disability, illness, age, gender etc; (ii) Environmental diversities refer to
different types of heating and clothing requirements in the cold, circumstantial
differences due to infectious diseases in the tropics etc; (iii) Variation in social
climate is associated with the prevalence of crime and violence, social capital, etc;
(iv) Differences in relational perspectives exemplifies the difficulty to function
socially, in a richer society, without certain commodities like telephone,
television, automobile, etc; and (v)  Distribution within the family signifies that
the economic statistics on household resources may not reflect uneven
distribution of resources among its members. Thus according to Sen, looking at
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the real income levels or even the level of consumption of specific commodities
cannot suffice as a measure of well being. He proposed that the assessment of the
standard of living should focus on “neither commodities nor characteristics, nor
utility, but something that may be called a person’s Capability - the freedom that
a person has in terms of the choice of functioning……and his command over
commodities” (Sen A K 1985 2000;  Todaro M P and S Smith 2008).

The capability approach may be detailed in terms of: (a) actual chosen
functioning, and (b) options one has - “capability set”. Suppose two people are
starving - one due to lack of access to food and the other due to choice on account
of religious beliefs. Actual functioning is concerned with outcomes (i.e.,
starvation in both cases) and is closer to traditional welfare economics. However,
this does not capture the difference between the two people, which is
accommodated in the options approach and comes closest to the notion of
standard of living (Atkinson AB 1999).

Sen explained that development should be viewed as a process of expanding the
real freedoms that people enjoy. To him, expansion of freedom is the (i) primary
end and (ii) the principal means of development, which are referred to as the
“constitutive role” and the “instrumental role” of freedom respectively. The
constitutive role of freedom refers to the enrichment of human life through
elementary capabilities. This includes ability to avoid starvation, premature
mortality, being literate and numerate and the ability to enjoy political
participation at the local and higher levels. These are not merely rights one should
enjoy but rather an intrinsic importance of human freedom to evaluating the value
of freedom. The instrumental role of freedom refers to different kinds of rights,
opportunities and entitlements that contribute to the expansion of freedom in
general (Flores-Crespo P 2001). It includes five distinct types of freedoms: (i)
political freedom, (ii) economic facilities (iii) social opportunities (iv)
transparency guarantees, and (iv) protective securities (Sen AK 2000; Atkinson
AB 1999; Barkat A 2001). Elements of these different types of freedom are shown
in Table 1.

Over the past few decades, Sen’s approach to understanding development has
become quite popular among the development economists and social scientists. It
is now well-recognized that income (or consumption or pure subjective pleasure)
is not adequate in defining the well-being and thus a consideration of health and
education is also needed. Sen’s analysis of well-being has subsequently led to the
development of the Human Development Index of the UNDP. It is a simple
average of three indices - the life expectancy index, educational attainment index
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and adjusted real GDP per capita index.8 However, despite having many technical
criticisms of the index, there is no denying that the introduction of health and
education has changed the course of development debate and brought it out of the
narrow base of utilitarian paradigm. This has not only widened our horizon in
viewing development but also led to an enhanced policy focus on these two
variables, which is explicit in the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) of the
United Nations.

4. Insights from Applied Field: 1980s - onwards

While the development discourse in 1970s had been centered on the theoretical
aspects of poverty, 1980s saw the concentration towards the application and
consolidation of the theories, and related policy debates (Kanbur R 2003).
Evolution of a number of important paradigms may be noticed – development
through empowerment; participatory development; gender based development;
poverty dynamics, risks and vulnerability, etc.
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Types of 
freedom 

Elements 

Political  
freedoms 

Forums for free debate; ability to participate in public discussions; 
protection for dissenters; free media; existence of political parties; 
elected bodies; facilities to scrutinize authorities; positional 
arrangements to ensure checks and balances between j udiciary, 
legislature and executive; decentralization; citizen's participation; 
institutional arrangements  

Economic  
security 

Open labour market; protection from bondage; access to product 
markets; saving opportunities; stable business ethics; title to la nd; 
freedom for women to seek employment outside home  

Social  
opportunities  

Good health; basic education; gender equity; women's well being; 
childcare; property rights for women  

Transparency 
guarantees 

Absence of corruption; mechanism for seeking jus tice; guarantees of 
disclosures, lucidity and speed of judicial decisions; access to police 
protection 

Protective 
security 

Emergency facilities; shelters; subsidy for victims of famine and 
disaster; arrangements for protection of extreme deprivation  

Table 1 : Elements of Sen s five types of freedom

Source: http://www.removingunfreedoms.org/five_freedoms.htm

8. The index is derived by dividing the sum of these three indices by 3. HDI = 1/3 *[life
expectancy index + education index +GDP index], where each index is defined as: Index =
[Actual value - Minimum value]/[Maximum value - Minimum value]. The HDI is ranked on a
scale of 0 to 1, where low human development is ranked on scale 0.0 to 0.499, medium human
development 0.50 to 0.799, and high human development 0.80 to 1.0.  



4.1     Development through Empowerment 

Development can also be explained in terms of people’s empowerment.
Empowerment is defined in many ways, but in simple terms it can be thought of
as “enhancing the possibilities for people to control their own lives” (Rappaport
1981). World Bank’s 2002 Empowerment Sourcebook identified it as “the
expansion of assets and capabilities of poor people to participate in, negotiate
with, influence, control, and hold accountable institutions that affect their lives”.
Thus empowerment may be conceptualized as ensuring access to resources and
capacity to participate in decisions and affect outcomes of interest. It is a process
by which people learn to think critically about their own circumstances and
possibilities. Ensuring empowerment presupposes the removal of formal and
informal institutional barriers9 that prevent people from taking action to improve
their well-being and limit their choices. World Bank (2002) identifies four key
elements of empowerment: (i) access to information, (ii) inclusion and
participation, (iii) accountability, and (iv) local organizational capacity. 

4.2     Participatory Development

While the concept of empowerment has raised some sort of sensation in the
development discourse, another related model of development is what is known as
“participatory development”. People’s participation as a concept was formulated
in the 1970s, in the background that the different approaches to rural
development, such as community development, integrated rural development or
basic needs did not often lead to significant poverty reduction in the rural areas.
As the World Conference on Agrarian Reform and Rural Development
(WCARRD, Rome 1979) declared, “If rural development is to realize its
potential, disadvantaged rural people have to be organized and actively involved
in designing policies and programmes and in controlling social and economic
institutions”. After WCARRD, and throughout the 1980s and 90s, participation in
rural development gradually became more established among governments,
donors and international organizations. With regard to rural development,
participation may be defined as, “…people’s involvement in decision-making
processes, in implementing programmes, their sharing in the benefits of
development programmes and their involvement in efforts to evaluate such
programmes (Cohen and Uphof 1977, cited in UNESCAP 2009). 
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9. Key formal institutions include the state, markets, civil society and international agencies.
Informal institutions include social norms and exploitative relationships (World Bank  2002).



One useful method used for ensuring development through participation is
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA).10 From 1980s and onwards the World
Bank’s poverty assessments focused on such “qualitative” components, that went
beyond and complemented the standard distributional analysis from a
representative household surveys, and included methods which are typical to
anthropological and sociological research like participatory poverty analysis,
unstructured interviews, discourse analysis, etc (Kanbur 2008).

4.3     Gender based Inequality and Development

The economic dimension of the gender based poverty and discrimination came at
the forefront of the development discourse in the 1980s, with the introduction of
a number of theoretical and conceptual works on intra-household resource
allocation models and their application to the household data sets. As it is
mentioned earlier, such debates had been introduced by Sen (1984), subsequently
analyzed by others (Haddad L and R Kanbur 1990).  However, there are real
problems in tracing out the extent and nature of intra-household inequality in
consumption. These are especially due to the lack of individual level data on
household consumption, apportioning such consumption at individual level, etc
(Kanbur R 2008). 

Apart from the methodological problems related to measuring the level of
inequality in the allocation of resources, other problems are associated with
measuring and attributing the role of women in development, particularly due to
the lack of reliable data, nature of invisibility of women’s work, and their
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10. Participation may involve different forms: Passive participation is a unilateral announcement
by an administration or project management, without listening to people's responses, about
what is going to happen. The information belongs only to external professional. Participation
in information giving requires that people participate by answering questions posed by
extractive researchers but they can not influence proceedings. Participation by consultation
holds that people participate through consultation and external people listen to views.
Participation by material incentives requires that people participate by providing resources, for
example labor, for food, cash or other material incentives (examples include much on-farm
research). Functional participation means people participate by forming groups to meet
predetermined objectives related to the project, which can involve the development or
promotion of externally initiated social organization. Interactive participation means people
participate in joint analysis, which leads to action participation plans and the formation of new
or strengthening of existing institutions. Self-Mobilisation refers to people's participation by
taking their initiatives independent of external institutions to change systems. They develop
contracts with external institution for resources and technical advice, but retain control over
how resources are used (UNESCAP 2009). Key formal institutions include the state, markets,
civil society and international agencies. Informal institutions include social norms and
exploitative relationships (World Bank  2002).



unremunerated family income. A report prepared for the World Bank reads that
“women provide a large proportion of the labour of agricultural production, even
though official statistics based on census and survey instruments often
underestimate women’s work and its contribution to national wealth. Problems
persist in the collection of reliable and comprehensive data on rural women’s
work in agriculture and other productive sectors because of (i) invisibility of
women’s work, (ii) seasonal and part-time nature of women’s work, and (iii)
unremunerated family (mostly women and children) labour” (World Bank 2008,
cited in Action Aid 2010).

The issue of women’s access to land and other productive resources constitutes a
major concern in the development policies. It is suggested that if a rural woman
acquired a field of her own, it could be an immediate source of income and
economic security in both direct and indirect ways11 (Chopra K and C H Rao
2008). The World Bank estimated that if Sub-Saharan African women had equal
access to the inputs from the agricultural sector (training, credit, equipment,
fertilizers...), crops could increase by a percentage ranging from 6% to 20%
(World Bank 2003, cited in Action Aid 2010).

4.4 Poverty Dynamics, Risk and Vulnerability 

A new wave of theorizing poverty has been started in the 1990s which focuses
poverty in a dynamic and risky setting – i.e., how the poverty of an individual is
to be assessed who is in poverty in one period and out-of-poverty in the next (i.e.,
a phenomenon of “chronic” versus “transient” poverty). This encompasses also
the analysis of “risk” and “vulnerability” – what is the risk faced by individuals
and households at different levels of income or how this can be aggregated to
provide an overall level of risk for the society (Kanbur 2008). As suggested in
Wisner B (2006), the literature on risks and vulnerability assessments can be
classified into four broad categories: 

First, Demographic approach defines vulnerability in a crude and
undifferentiated way over things, systems and people, and is thus inspired by an
engineering approach. It considers human beings as one of many “elements” at
risk like buildings, bridges, health care systems, strategic petroleum reserves,
cyber information systems, etc. 
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11. Direct ways refers to the enhancement of production possibilities, such as growing crops,
growing food for cattle, cultivating a vegetable garden, planting trees, etc. Indirect ways
include access to credit from institutional and private sources, serving as mortgageable or
saleable assets during crisis.



Second, Taxonomic approach, based on empirical observation, focuses on the
vulnerability of social groups and is concerned with the causes of this social
vulnerability. According to this approach, different groups of human beings suffer
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Table 2 : Empirical Taxonomies of Vulnerability

Author Taxonomies of V ulnerability: Groups/Classes/Components, 
etc 

Morrow (1999): 
(Vulnerability 
inventory in the coastal 
Florida) 

• The elderly ( particularly frail elderly)  
• The physically or mentally disabled  
• Renters 
• Poor households 
• Women-headed households  
• Ethnic minorities (by language)  
• Recent residents/immigrants/migrants  
• Large households  
• Large concentrations of children/youth  
• The homeless  
• Tourists and transients  

Aysian (1993)  • Material/economic vulnerability  : lack of ac cess to 
resources 

• Social vulnerability :disintegration of social patterns  
• Ecological vulnerability: degradation of the environment 

and the inability to protect it  
• Educational vulnerability: lack of access to information 

and knowledge  
• Attitudinal and mot ivational vulnerability: lack of public 

awareness  
• Cultural vulnerability: certain beliefs and customs  
• Physical vulnerability: weak buildings and weak 

individuals  
Lavell (1994)  • Economic 

• Social 
• Educational and informational  
• Environmental  

Cannon (2000):   • Initial well being - nutritional status, physical and mental 
health, morale  

• Livelihood resilience - asset pattern and capitals, income 
and exchange options, qualifications  

• Self-protection - the degree of protection afforded by 
capability and willingness to build safe home, use safe 
site  

• Societal protection - forms of hazard preparedness 
provided by society more generally, e.g. building codes, 
mitigation measures, shelters, and preparedne ss 

• Social capital - social cohesion, rivalries, number and 
strength of potentially co nflicting or cooperating groups  

Source: Wisner B, in G Bankoff et. al. (etd., 2006)



different degrees of death, injury, loss and disruption from the same event, and
also experience different degrees of difficulty, success or failure in the process of
recovery.  A number of empirically developed taxonomies, as proposed in the
vulnerability and risk assessment literature, are shown in Table 2.

Third, Situational approach highlights the nature of a person’s daily life and
his/her actual situation rather than answering what kind of groups a person
belongs to. This approach recognizes three kind of contingency: (i) social
vulnerability is not a permanent property of a person or group but changes in
respect to a particular hazard. For example, Muslim women in Bangladesh are
reluctant to climb trees on religious grounds, and so they are more vulnerable than
men in a flash flood or storm surge; (ii) it concerns the constantly changing daily,
seasonal and yearly circumstances of a person’s situation. Examples include
childbirth, or occupational disease or accident; and (iii) vulnerability is associated
with the complex interaction of particular overlapping identities and forms of
empowerment or marginality. For example, it was not simply women who mostly
died in heatstroke in Shicago in 1995, but elderly women living on their own on
limited incomes. They were afraid to come out to shelters, or their lack of mobility
inhibited them. They could not afford air conditioning, and they kept their
windows closed in fear of thieves.  

Fourth, Contextual and proactive approach utilizes techniques to map and make
inventories, seasonal calendars and disaster chronologies to understand
vulnerability. In some parts of Latin America and Southern Africa, such
community based vulnerability assessment has become quite common. Through
different pilot projects, people in citizen-based groups have become capable of
participating in environmental assessments, such as Geographic Information
System (GIS). There are many examples of grassroots actions of poor, elderly,
women and minority communities who have shown difference in post disaster
decisions and outcomes [Wisner B, in G Bankoff et. al (etd.) 2006].

5.      Poverty-Inequality-Development: Emerging Questions (2000 - onwards)

Kanbur R (2003, 2005) has systematically raised a number of questions regarding
the issues on growth, inequality, and poverty. He has classified the whole sets of
questions into two categories. (i) first level hard questions, and (ii) second level
harder questions. The first level hard questions are related with identifying the
“policy variables” that lead to equitable growth. It can be illustrated with an
example – say, a policy maker believes that free-trade leads to growth because he
finds that trade-ratio is positively associated with growth. But the real problem is
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that trade-ratio itself is not a policy variable, it is rather an outcome variable. But
when he takes true policy variable like “tariff”, he does not find any statistical
association between these two. Many studies have suggested for reducing tariffs
in international trade on the ground that there is a positive empirical link between
trade-ratio and growth, but these lack sound methodological basis for such
arguments. Thus establishing the causal links between “policy variables” (and
not with outcome variables) and “growth” and “equity” remains a critical
question in the poverty discourse. Another important question is related with
empirically establishing the causal links between initial inequalities to subsequent
growth - i.e., “does higher inequality at a point in time leads to slow growth in
the subsequent periods? ….Which sort of “institutions” would lead to success in
poverty reduction?.....What about the political economy of building and maintain
institutions, and selecting and implementing policies?” (Kanbur R 2003, 2005).
So, these are the critical “first level hard questions” yet to be resolved. 

Among the second level harder questions, the first is that “if the total number of
poor has gone up but the percentage of the poor in the total population has gone
down due to population growth, whether the poverty has gone up or down?” –
This remains an empirical problem given the fact that the World Bank’s estimate
of world poverty from 1990-1999 shows an increase in the absolute  number of
people below poverty line (earning less than $ 2 a day) from 2.7 billion to 2.8
billion and a corresponding decrease in  the percentage from 62% to 56%. Thus
weighting the “numbers” vis-à-vis the “percentage” of poor poses a problem
(Kanbur R 2005). 

The second is related to the phenomenon of “poverty versus death”- i.e., “if the
incidence of poverty goes down as a result that the poor dies at a faster rate than
the non-poor, is this a legitimate decrease in poverty?” (Kanbur R 2003, 2005).
Thus if it happens that the poor in Africa, due to lack of access to preventive
measures of AIDs dies at a disproportionately higher rate than the non-poor and
so are missing from the list of poor people, then would the typical poverty
measures reflect the real severity of poverty? So, while assessing the poverty at
present, is it necessary to keep track of the information that a poor person has died
due to poverty (or not) in the past? 

The third question is related to “what outcomes other than income should be
included in the assessment of success, and how they should be weighted relative
to income and relative to one another while reducing poverty” (Kanbur R 2003,
2005). For example, how much weights should be given to the different goals in
the MDGs while allocating public resources. In other words, how much public
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resources should be allocated to reducing income poverty, primary education,
gender equality, child mortality, maternal health and so on.

The fourth vital question is related to the aggregated national measures of poverty
-“suppose poverty goes down, but this is composed of a fall in poverty for some
but an increase in poverty for others – is such aggregation across poor individuals
ethically permissible? One of the dirty secrets of policy reform is that it not only
pits rich against poor, but also some poor against other poor” (Kanbur R 2003,
2005).Thus how to deal with the issues of aggregate poverty measures versus
regional dimensions (within a sovereign state) and the impacts of policy reform
that places poor vs poor and one socio-economic group to another poses some
ethical questions in resolving the poverty dilemma. 

6. Conclusion

On the basis of the discussions presented in the paper, the whole discourse of
poverty, inequality, and development during last four decades can be summarized
in three stages:

First, Development Paradigm prior 1970s: The development philosophy was
predominantly based on the idea of a Pareto optimal state and the neo-classical
philosophy of maximization of society’s utility function. Emergence of
development economics as a new paradigm in 1940s led to subsequent shift in the
focus of analysis towards attaining higher growth rate, but not breaching the
fundamental basis of the neo-classical development paradigm. A number of
growth models were forwarded where mobilization of savings or lowering the
capital-output ratio was the prime concern. 

Second, Debate over Inequality and Multidimensionality (1970s – 2000): The
question of inequality came at the centre point of the debate. It was felt necessary
to view poverty in a broader context. Advancements took place both at the
theoretical and practical levels. Up to mid-1980s, the debate was centered more
on to the theoretical grounds rather than practical and applied aspects. Such
advancements at the theoretical level had been pioneered mainly by Nozick,
Rawls, Sen, and Stiglitz. A number of inequality measures had been developed.
Since mid 1980s -2000, the concern was to apply the theory into practice.
Capturing multidimensionality became the common slogan. A number of
development paradigms were implemented and evaluated – empowerment,
participatory development, gender based development, poverty dynamics and
risks, etc.
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Third, New Debates (2000 – onwards): New questions have been raised, which
should be resolved both at the conceptual and at the policy level. Major concerns
are related to: 

(i) Which policy variables would lead to equitable growth? Which sort of
institution would generate success? What is the political economy of
Development?

(ii) How would the poverty indices and measures be corrected to incorporate
the poverty severity due to premature deaths among poor than non-poor?

(iii) “Numbers” or “percentage” of poor matters? – Which would best indicate
the poverty trend and thus guide the policy makers specially when there is
a contradiction between these two?

(iv) Does the simple aggregation of the national poverty suffice? How to
capture and address the regional dimension of poverty? 

(iv) How would the different component goals of poverty-reduction be
weighted? How to apportion the allocation of resources among different
components while poverty reduction policies are deigned and
implemented?

Therefore, resolving these questions and addressing these issues would dictate the
future direction of development-discourse.
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Fallacy of Free Treatment
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Abstract

Bangladesh has a good healthcare infrastructure covering both rural and
urban areas. There are 3,976 healthcare facilities in the public sector and
975 privately-run hospitals/clinics. The healthcare-delivery system of the
country compares favorably with that of many other Asian countries.
However, overall healthcare use/consumption in Bangladesh is low and is of
great concern to society. A large number of people of Bangladesh,
particularly in rural areas, remain with no or little access to health care
facilities.  Most government services are supposedly free apart from a small
registration fee (5BDT). However, it is known that there are many hidden
costs in any hospital visit, which makes institutional medical care an
expensive experience for patients. This study deals with the ‘fallacy’ or
misconception regarding free medical treatment in public hospitals
prevailing among people.

Introduction

Bangladesh is a mostly rural, developing country of South Asia, located on the
northern shore of the Bay of Bengal, covering 147,570 square km (Islam and
Ullah 2009). With a population of 150 million, Bangladesh is 7th most populous
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country in the world (Alam and Ahmed 2010). It has the highest population
density in the world and is one of the poorest countries of the world with one third
of her population beneath the poverty line, earning less than USD1 a day, and 85%
of the poor reside in rural areas (Biswas, Lloyd-Sherlock and Zaman 2006).
Bangladesh has a good healthcare network covering both rural and urban areas.
There are 3,976 healthcare facilities in the public sector and 975 privately-run
hospitals/clinics. The healthcare-delivery system of the country compares
favourably with that of many other Asian countries. However, overall healthcare
use/consumption in Bangladesh is low and is of great concern to society (Siddiqui
and Khandaker 2007). A large number of people of Bangladesh, particularly in
rural areas, remain with no or little access to health care facilities (Islam and Ullah
2009).  In Bangladesh, 13% of treatment-seekers use government services, 27%
use private/NGO services, and 60% unqualified services. It was observed that the
overall use-rate for public healthcare services was as low as 30% (Siddiqui and
Khandaker 2007), while the rate of utilization of private health cares facilities has
been increasing (Andaleeb, Siddiqui and Khandakar 2007). On the other hand, the
overall patient load in public medical college hospitals was approximately five
times higher than that in other general hospitals (Siddiqui and Khandaker 2007). 

In response to the growing disappointment in the role of the public healthcare
sector, the number of private-run facilities has increased. An estimated 15%
growth was observed between 1996 and 2000 in this sector. However, quality is a
major concern both in public and private healthcare services (Siddiqui and
Khandaker 2007)

Public hospitals exist in order to fulfill the government’s obligation to provide
free hospital services to all members of the community who need medical care.
More broadly, governments provide public hospital services to reap the social
benefits associated with the achievement of good health (such as higher
workforce participation and productivity) and to minimize the social costs
associated with poor health (such as the costs of infection outbreaks) (Banks
2009). 

Private providers are outside the direct control of government. Private ownership
generally includes both for-profit and non-profit providers. For example, private
ownership would include health care facilities owned by individuals who seek to
earn profits, clinics and hospitals owned by private employers, and those operated
by religious missions and other non-governmental organizations (NGOs) (Hanson
and Berman; Banks 2009). Private hospitals differ greatly in size, function and
management. Of the private hospitals, there are large organizations operating
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many hospitals, as well as smaller bodies running single hospital with only a few
facilities (Banks 2009). 

Background and rationale 

The Government of Bangladesh is constitutionally committed to “the supply of
basic medical requirements to all levels of the people in the society” and the
“improvement of nutrition status of the people and public health status” (Islam
and Ullah 2009). 

The establishment of community clinics is one of the top priority programs of the
government and there is plan to gradually establish 18,000 community clinics in
the rural area with one community clinic for every 6,000 people (Health Bulletin
2010). The government provides health services through a network of primary,
secondary and tertiary level hospitals. The hospital and health facilities, which are
located in the upazila level and below, are generally termed as primary health care
centers (Health Bulletin 2010). District hospitals are usually termed secondary
hospitals as these have fewer specialty cares. These hospitals deal with referred
cases of the thanas for further improved treatment with limited specialist,
diagnostic and laboratory services. Eighty percent beds of these hospitals are free
of cost. There are also different type of special care centers, such as, infectious
diseases hospital, tuberculosis hospital and leprosy hospital, which fall under
secondary care health facilities (Health Bulletin 2010; Islam  and Ullah 2009).
Apart from these hospitals there are 24 school health clinics and 72 urban
dispensaries at district level which provide only out-door services (Islam and
Ullah 2009). Medical college hospitals are located in the regional level and
provide specialty care in many disciplines for people across the nation. A wider
range of better laboratory facilities are available here for the diagnosis of difficult
and complicated cases. These hospitals are called tertiary hospitals. Tertiary
hospitals also include the national level super specialty hospitals or centers, which
provide high end medical services for only one field (Health Bulletin 2010; Islam
and Ullah 2009). Government medical college hospitals have bed capacities
varying from 250-1050, of which a maximum number of beds are free (Islam and
Ullah 2009). Bangabhandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical University (BSMMU) and its
affiliated hospital is the only medical university in Bangladesh. Both the
university and the hospital are autonomous. It has 1212 beds of which 452 are free
beds (Health Bulletin 2010). 

The efforts of the Government of Bangladesh, NGOs and private service
providers in the country’s health sector have been rewarded with some success,
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especially in primary health care with its focus on prevention. Some success has
be achieved in immunization and the child and maternal mortality. While the
efforts are in the right direction, the public health sector is plagued by uneven
demand and poor quality services. The negative attitudes and behaviors of doctors
and nurses are major hindrances to the utilization of public hospitals. The
situation is further compounded by unavailability of drugs, and long travel and
waiting times. These factors play a powerful role in shaping patients’ negative
attitudes and dissatisfaction with health care services. Unfortunately the quality of
service is being ignored in the private health care sector as well. Some of its main
drawbacks include lack of standard treatment protocols, qualified nurses and
unnecessary diagnostic tests (Andaleeb, Siddiqui and Khandakar 2007).

Even though there are more free beds available than paying beds, the health
facility is not sufficient. The supply of medical and surgical equipment is
inadequate. Further, misuse, mismanagement and corruption, along with limited
health amenities, weakened the overall health system (Islam and Ullah 2009).
With the quality of services showing little signs of improvement, a large number
of Bangladeshi patients who are able to afford it are going to foreign hospitals,
despite the financial costs. This also results in huge losses of foreign exchange for
Bangladesh, estimated at Tk.500 million a year (Andaleeb, Siddiqui and
Khandakar 2007).

A major consequence of the growing urban population is the rapid growth of
slums. Due to overcrowded, unsanitary and substandard dwellings, they are at
high risk of contracting communicable diseases. The Ministry of Local
Government, Rural Development and Cooperatives (MOLGRD&C) is
responsible for urban health services. The city corporations and the municipalities
with the support of NGOs like USAID and ADB provide urban health services for
the poor (Nasreen et al 2007).

As of March 2010, 2506 non-government organizations (NGOs) operate in
Bangladesh and out of them 48% of the big and 60% of small NGOs provide
health care services in the rural, urban and semi-urban areas where government’s
services are inadequate. NGOs and private providers are doing better than public
sector providers in the delivery of both maternal and child health services (Alam
and Ahmed 2010).

Health care consumers today are more sophisticated than in the past and now they
demand increasingly more accurate and valid health care service. Patient-centered
outcomes have taken center stage as the primary means of measuring the
effectiveness of health care delivery. Health care organizations are operating in an
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extremely competitive environment, and patient satisfaction has become a key to
gaining and maintaining market share (Kumari et al 2009).

Access to basic health services of acceptable quality is still denied to many of the
world’s poorest people. Payments for health services, in the form of user fees, are
likely to present a barrier to access. Yet, a shortage of resources at the facility level
is a contributor to failure to deliver quality services, and this also presents a
barrier to access. Some have argued that user charges can generate vital resources
at the local level and help provide good quality services; while others have
highlighted their negative effects (Lagardea and Palmera 2008).

Even where health care services are available, the cost of seeking care may delay
or prevent poor households from accessing them. The cost of seeking care may be
thought of as comprising direct costs (such as user fees), indirect costs (such as
for transportation) and opportunity costs (such as lost wages). Such costs weigh
more heavily upon poor households than non-poor (WHO: Reaching the poor).

Once it was thought that user fees would be an appropriate financing mechanism
but the results of research undertaken by WHO and the World Bank showed that
the outcome of the removal of user fees in Uganda was very favorable for poor
people. In developing countries governments should expand their health budgets
and donors should provide increased aid in health sector (Yates 2009).

On the other hand, if health care becomes free for patients, overutilization is a
risk, especially for first-line outpatient care in urban areas. Lump-sum copayment
can reduce this risk. If lump-sum payment does not curtail overutilization, the
percentage-of-price option can be considered (de Roodenbekea 2004).

In a mixed European healthcare system (such as that of Greece), significant
performance differences are evident between private and public hospital service
providers in terms of several indicators such as average bed capacity, average
occupancy rate, nurse staffing rates, average length of patient stay, and payment
per discharge. The public hospital sector performed better than did private for
profit (PFP) competitors in terms of all measures (Kondilis et al 2011).

Kumari et al (2009) determined the areas and causes of low satisfaction among
the patients and found that overall patient satisfaction regarding doctor patient
communication decreased significantly from tertiary level (73.3%) through
secondary (68.0%) to primary level (60.5%) health facilities. The total satisfaction
regarding explanation about the disease (54.3%), treatment (57.6%),
investigations (59.4%) and advice about prevention (21.6%) was quite low. The
overall satisfaction regarding examination and consultation was significantly
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higher at the tertiary (81.6%) and secondary (81.3%) level, as compared to the
primary level health facilities (59.6%).

Nahar and Costello (1998) considered the hidden costs in free government
maternity clinic as a major contributor to low utilization of maternity services,
especially among low-income groups.

Prices are to be paid by clients for different services, which are supposed to be
free of charge, in thana health complex the charge was 33 taka per patient per
service and 50 to more than 200 taka in private hospital (Ahmad 2003).

Khan and Zaman (2010) found that the average cost for a spontaneous vaginal
delivery from the hospital’s side was 2688 rupees and from the patient’s
perspective 5278 rupees in Pakistan. The average cost for a Caesarean section
from the hospital side was 10868 rupees and 13678 rupees from the patient’s side
(Khan and Zaman 2010). 

Ahmad (2003) claimed that clinicians advertise their private practice at the
government hospital, prescribe inappropriate drugs and investigation. They
commonly receive a commission from private diagnostic services to refer patients
to them (Ahmad 2003). 

Akter et al (2008) revealed that the average cost of antimicrobial course(s) per
patient of pneumonia were great in private hospital while that of diarrhoea was
higher in public hospital. In a Chinese study it was suggested that private clinics
tend to be lower cost and of lower quality. Another Chinese author and his
colleagues reported from a survey that the prices charged by non-governmental
hospitals are generally lower than or equal to those of government hospitals
(Eggleston et al 2009).

Pongsupap and Lerberghe (2006) described the difference of cost in private and
public hospital.  The average total cost of a consultation in the public facilities was
higher than that of a consultation in private clinics.

Siddiqui and Khandaker (2007) demonstrated that the perceived cost of private
hospitals is significantly higher than that of public hospitals in the minds of
Bangladeshi patients. The quality of service in private hospitals scored higher
than that in public hospitals for nursing care, tangible hospital matters, i.e.
cleanliness, supply of utilities, and availability of drugs. The overall quality of
service was better in foreign hospitals compared to that in private hospitals in
Bangladesh in all factors, even the ‘perceived cost’ factor.
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Andaleeb (2000) compared the quality of services provided by private and public
hospitals in urban Bangladesh. Because private hospitals are not subsidized, it
was felt that the incentive structure would induce them to provide better services
than public hospitals on the measures of service quality.

Camilleri and O’Callaghan (1998) found that private hospitals were expected to
offer a higher quality service, particularly in the “hotel services”, than the public
sector. The private sector is more successful in meeting the particular demands of
elderly satisfaction, i.e. better availability and flexible payment systems (Biswas,
Lloyd-Sherlock and Zaman 2006).

Most government services are supposedly free apart from a small registration fee
(5 BDT). Wealthier patients may choose paying wards or private cabins costing
from 50 to 220 taka per day (Nahar and Costello 1998). Generally, only a few of
the patients are actually charged the set fee, with the remaining ones being
exempted due to poverty or other privileged categories (e.g. school children, or
disabled war veterans) ( Shepard, Hodgkin and Anthony 1998). In some hospitals,
“leakage” in collections occurs between the patient and the hospital account.
While the patient may pay an “informal” fee, it may be retained by a gatekeeper,
personal attendant, aide, nurse, physician, or deposited in a location other than the
official hospital account (Shepard, Hodgkin and Anthony 1998). It is known,
however, that there are many hidden costs in any hospital visit - unofficial medical
charges, the costs of porters and ayas (female helpers), travel and food expenses
- which could make institutional medical care an expensive experience for
patients (Nahar and Costello 1998). Some sort of fallacy, in other words
‘misconception’ regarding free treatment in public hospitals is prevailing in the
people. Being a developing country this kind of hidden cost also exists in our
public hospitals, which are supposed to be free of cost. Only a few studies have
been done to examine this issue. So we designed this cross-sectional descriptive
study to make clear the misconception about free treatment of public hospitals.

The objective of the present study was to find out ‘What the general people
understand about free treatment and how much cost is involved in different phases
of medical treatment?’

Subjects and methods

Study design: The study was a cross sectional and descriptive in nature. 

Duration of study: The study was conducted during the period from June 2009
to May 2010. To conduct this study symmetrically the specified period was
divided into different phases of activities.
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Place of study: The study was conducted in two medical college hospitals in
Dhaka, one public and one private. Shaheed Suhrawardy Medical College
Hospital, a public hospital with 500 beds and outdoor facilities and Bangladesh
Medical College Hospital, a tertiary level private medical college hospital with
500 beds equipped with modern facilities were purposively selected for the study.
Both the hospitals provide care for patients from all socioeconomic groups from
the whole country, mainly from urban and peri-urban areas.

Study population: Patients that came to receive medical service from the above
mentioned two hospitals in the year 2009 were the study population.

Ethical issues: Informed consent was taken from all participants and
confidentiality was maintained in all aspects of the data collection.

Sample size and sampling technique: A total of 140 patients, 70 from each
hospital, who had been admitted for more than 5 days in free bed and willing to
be interviewed were purposively selected for the study. Data were collected by
direct interview of patients. A pre-tested structured questionnaire was used to
collect the information.

Data analysis: Data were analyzed by computer based statistical program SPSS
version 12 for windows, expressed as frequency and percentage. Association
between two variables was done by chi-square test. Confidence interval was 95%
and p value <0.05 was considered as significant.

Result and findings

Characteristics of the participants

The participants of the present study were most early adults and middle aged.
About twenty-six per cent of participants were illiterate. Forty-four percent were
unemployed or housewife. Regarding employment, private service (14.3%),
agriculture (14.3%) and day labourer (15%) occupied almost the same share.
Almost 98% of the participants were Muslim. 56.5% of the patients had 0-2
children and 31.5% had 3-5 children (Table 1).

More than two-thirds of the patients of both public (70.0%) and private (72.9%)
hospitals are poor class people having monthly family income 5000 BDT. Only
2.9% of the patients of private hospital have monthly family income of 15001-
20000 BDT. Almost three-quarters of the patients of private hospital (75.7%) and
two-thirds of patients of public hospital (62.9%) were admitted in the hospital for
5-15 days. Similarly 72.9% of the patients of public hospitals and 75.7% patients
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Variables Frequency (%)  
Age 
11-20 15(10.7%) 
21-30 27(19.3%) 
31-40 33(23.6%) 
42-50 26(18.6%) 
51-60 26(18.6%) 
61-70 7(5.0%) 
71-80 5(3.6%) 
81-90 1(0.7%) 
Education  
illiterate  36(25.7%) 
Primary level  63(45%) 
Secondary level 28(20%) 
College level  11(7.9%) 
University level  2(1.4%) 
Occupation  
Unemployed /housewife  62(44.3%) 
Agriculture  20(14.3%) 
Day labor 21(15.0%) 
Business  10(7.1%) 
Government service  6(4.3%) 
Private service  20(14.3%) 
NGO worker  1(0.7%) 
Religion  
Muslim  137(97.9%) 
Non-Muslim  3(2.1%) 
Number of children  
0-2 79(56.5%) 
3-5 44(31.5%) 
6-9 17(12.1%) 
 

of private hospitals had been suffering from diseases for 5 -15 days (Table 2). 29
(20.7%) patients had surgery before coming to the hospital. 

In public hospitals 51.4% patients spent 5000 or less Taka and 38.6% patients
spent 5001-15000 Taka. Similarly in private hospital 58.6% patients spent 5000
or less Taka and 27.1% patients spent 5001-15000 Taka (Figure-1).

55(78.6%) patients of public hospital and 46(65.7%) patients of private hospital
spent 1001-5000 BDT for buying medicine. 11.4% patients of public hospital and
15.7% patients of private hospital spent 5001-10000 BDT for buying medicine.

Table 1
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Variables  Total  
(n=140) 

Public hospital 
(n=70) 

Private hospital 
(n=70) 

 n (%) n (%) n (%) 
Income(BDT) 
?5000 100(71.4%) 49(70.0%) 51(72.9%) 
5001-10000 22(15.7%) 11(15.7%) 11(15.7%) 
10001-15000 16(11.4%) 10(14.3%) 6(8.6%) 
15001-20000 2(1.4%) 0(0.0%) 2(2.9%) 
Admitted time  
<5 days 25(17.9%) 15(21.4%) 10(14.3%) 
5-15 days 97(69.3%) 44(62.9%) 53(75.7%) 
16-30 days 14(10.0%) 8(11.4%) 6(8.6%) 
>1 month 3(2.1%) 3(4.3%) 0(0.0%) 
>6 month 1(0.7%) 0(0.0%) 1(1.4%) 
Disease duration  
5-15 days 104(74.3%) 51(72.9%) 53(75.7%) 
16-30 days 17(12.1%) 8(11.4%) 9(12.9%) 
>1 month 8(5.7%) 5(7.1%) 3(4.3%) 
>6 month 5(3.6%) 3(4.3%) 2(2.9%) 
>1 year 6(4.3%) 3(4.3%) 3(4.3%) 
 

Table 2

Figure 1 : Bar diagram showing money spent for treatment purpose

43(61.4%) patients of public hospital and 36(51.4%) patients of private hospital
spent 1000-5000 BDT for investigation. 22(31.4%) patients of public hospital and
24(34.3%) patients of private hospital spent 0-1000 BDT for investigation.
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Table 3 : Money spent for buying medicine, investigation and living in the

Variables  Total  
(n=140) 

Public hospital 
(n=70) 

Private hospital 
(n=70) 

Money spent for buying medicine (BDT)  
0-1000 9(6.4%) 3(4.3%) 6(8.6%) 
1001-5000 101(72.1%) 55(78.6%) 46(65.7%) 
5001-15000 19(13.6%) 8(11.4%) 11(15.7%) 
15001-25000 6(4.3%) 1(1.4%) 5(7.1%) 
25001-35000 2(1.4%) 2(2.9%) 0(0.0%) 
35001-45000 1(0.7%) 1(1.4%) 0(0.0%) 
>45000 2(1.4%) 0(0.0%) 2(2.9%) 
Money spent for investigation (BDT)  
0-1000 46(32.9%) 22(31.4%) 24(34.3%) 
1000-5000 79(56.4%) 43(61.4%) 36(51.4%) 
5001-15000 11(7.9%) 4(5.7%) 7(10.0%) 
15001-25000 2(1.4%) 1(1.4%) 1(1.4%) 
25001-35000 1(0.7%) 0(0.0%) 1(1.4%) 
35001-45000 1(0.7%) 0(0.0%) 1(1.4%) 
Money spent to live in city where hospital is situated (BDT)  
No expenditure  122(87.1%) 58(82.9%) 64(91.4%) 
0-1000 13(9.3%) 10(14.3%) 3(4.3%) 
1001-5000 4(2.9%) 2(2.9%) 2(2.9%) 
5001-15000 1(0.7%) 0(0.0%) 1(1.4%) 
Money spent by family members to live in city where hospital is situated 
(BDT) 
No expenditure  97(69.3%) 40(57.1%) 57(81.4%) 
0-1000 15(10.7%) 11(15.7%) 4(5.7%) 
1001-5000 26(18.6%) 19(27.1%) 7(10.0%) 
5001-15000 2(1.4%) 0(0.0%) 2(2.9%) 
Source of medical cost (BDT)  
Patient himself  14(10.0%) 5(7.1%) 9(12.9%) 
Friends  21(15.0%) 6(8.6%) 15(21.4%) 
Relatives  105(75.0%) 59(84.3%) 46(65.7%) 
Amount of money getting from sold proper ties 
<5000 7(5.0%) 4(5.7%) 3(4.3%) 
5001-15000 9(6.4%) 3(4.3%) 6(8.6%) 
15001-25000 3(2.1%) 1(1.4%) 2(2.9%) 
25001-35000 1(0.7%) 1(1.4%) 0(0.0%) 
35001-45000 1(0.7%) 1(1.4%) 0(0.0%) 
45001-55000 1(0.7%) 1(1.4%) 0(0.0%)  
>55000 2(1.4%) 0(0.0%) 2(2.8%) 
total 24(17.1) 11(15.6%) 13(18.6%) 
 



10(14.3%) patients of public hospital and 3(4.3%) patients of private hospital
spent 0-1000 BDT to live in city where hospital is situated. Most of the patients
had not to spend money for residence.

11(15.7%) patients of public hospital and 4(5.7%) patients of private hospital
spent 0-1000 BDT, 19(27.1%) patients of public hospital and 7(10.0%) patients of
private hospital spent 1001-5000 BDT by family members to live in city where
hospital is situated. Most of family members had not to spend money for
residence.

6(8.6%) and 59(84.3%) of the patients of public hospital arranged money for
treatment from friends and a relatives respectively. 15(21.4%) and 46(65.7%) of
the patients of private hospital arranged money for treatment from friends and
relatives respectively (Table 3).

Private doctors were the most preferred option for seeking health services by both
public hospital respondents (65.7%) and private hospital respondents (71.4%)
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Variables  Total  
(n=140) 

Public 
hospital 
(n=70) 

Private 
hospital 
(n=70) 

Choice of health services  
 n(%) n(%) n(%) 
H&FP worker  2(1.4%) 0(0.0%) 2(2.9%) 
Union health center  5(3.6%) 5(7.1%) 0(0.0%) 
Upa-zilla health center  7(5.0%) 2(2.9%) 5(7.1%) 
District sadar hospital  27(19.3%) 15(21.4%) 12(17.1%) 
Private doctor  96(68.6%) 46(65.7%) 50(71.4%) 
Pharmacy  3(2.1%) 2(2.9%) 1(1.4%) 
Reason for coming to medical college hospital  
Treatment not possible in ot her 
hospitals 

2(1.4%) 2(2.9%) 0(0.0%) 

Treatment failure in other 
hospitals 

3(2.1%) 0(0.0%) 3(4.3%) 

For better treatment  129(92.1%) 64(91.4%) 65(92.9%) 
Beds not available in other 
hospitals 

5(3.6%) 4(5.7%) 1(1.4%) 

Knowledge regarding free treatment in medical college hospital  
Yes 39(27.9%) 24(34.3%) 15(21.4%) 
No  61(43.6%) 36(51.4%) 25(35.7%) 
Not sure  40(27.9%) 10(14.3%) 30(42.9%) 

Table 4 : Choice of health services



followed by district sadar hospital. 91.4% of the participants of public medical
college hospitals and 92.9% participants of private medical college hospitals came
to the medical college hospital for better treatment. 24(34.3%) participants of
public hospital and 15(21.4%) participants of private hospital know that hospitals
serve free treatment for the patients. Other participants do not know it or they are
not sure about it. They had learned regarding free treatment in medical college
hospital from their relatives (10.7%), friends (8.6%), media (4.3%), teacher and
others (2.1%) (Table 4).

84.3% participants take allopathic treatment when they get sick. Other treatments
they avail are Homeopathic (7.9%), Kabiraj (5.7%) and Alternative medicine
(2.1%)(Figure-2).

19(27.1%) patients of public hospital and 59(84.3%) patients of private hospital
responded that they got priority services in medical college hospital. 28(40%)

13
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Figure 2 : Pie chart showing treatment option before coming to hospital

patients of public hospital and 54(77.1%) patients of private hospital responded
that they got technical services in medical college hospital. 37(52.9%) patients of
public hospital and 61(87.1%) patients of private hospital responded that they got
sufficiency of doctors and other  medical staff. 58(82.9%) patients of public
hospital and 60(85.7%) patients of private hospital responded that the doctors of
medical college hospitals were highly qualified . 41(58.6%) patients of public
hospital and 54(77.1%) patients of private hospital responded that the nurses of
medical college hospitals were highly qualified( Table 5)



4(2.9%) participants believe that the responsibility for any disability produced
during treatment will have to be taken by them while other participants are not
sure about the responsibility. Among all, 13(9.3%) respondents think that they get
better treatment in a private clinic if they spend little more amount of money,
96(68.6%) do not think it and 31(22.1%) respondents are not sure about it.
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Table 5 : Quality of Hospital Personnel

Variables  Total  
(n=140) 

Public 
hospital 
(n=70) 

Private 
hospital 
(n=70) 

Getting priority ser vices in medical college hospital  
 n(%) n(%) n(%) 
Yes 78(55.7%) 19(27.1%) 59(84.3%) 
No  33(23.6%) 31(44.3%) 2(2.9%) 
Not sure  29(20.7%) 20(28.6%) 9(12.9%) 
Getting technical services in medical college hospital  
Yes 82(58.6%) 28(40%) 54(77.1%) 
No  3(2.1%) 2(2.9%) 1(1.4%) 
Not sure  55(39.3%) 40(57.1%) 15(21.4%) 
Sufficiency of doctors and other  medical staffs  
Yes 98(70%) 37(52.9%) 61(87.1%) 
No  15(10.7%) 15(21.4%) 0(0.0%) 
Not sure  27(19.3%) 18(25.7%) 9(12.9%) 
Doctors are highly qualified  
Yes 118(84.3%) 58(82.9%) 60(85.7%) 
Not sure  22(15.7%) 12(17.1%) 10(14.3%) 
Nurses are highly qualified  
Yes 95(67.9%) 41(58.6%) 54(77.1%) 
No  17(12.1%) 13(18.6%) 4(5.7%) 
Not sure  28(20.0%) 16(22.9%) 12(17.1%) 
 

According to opinion of respondents 30% commented that private medical
college hospitals were good and 22.1% commented that public medical college
hospitals were good. Thirty-four percent and almost 33% described respectively
that the services of private and public medical college hospitals are of average
quality (Figure-3) 

Table 6 shows that the misconception was significantly associated with age
(p<0.001) and gender (p<0.001). 48(73.8%) of higher age group (41-90 years)
patients and 25(33.33) of lower age group (11-40 years) patients believe that
medical college hospitals offer free treatment. 54(75.1%) male and 18(28.6%)
female patients believe that medical college hospitals offer free treatment. There



was no association between misconception of free treatment and religious belief
(p=0.592) and occupation (p=0.186) of the respondents.

Discussion and conclusion

We included 140 patients from two medical hospitals, one government and the
other private, of Dhaka city. Both hospitals have free beds for patients. We
intended to find the cost borne by patients of free medical beds both in private and
government medical college hospital. 
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Figure 3 : Bar diagram: Opinion of participants regarding service quality
regarging public and private medical colleges.

Table 6 : Association between fallacy of free treatment and 
respondents age, sex, religious belief and occupation

Fallacy (misconception) of free 
treatment  

Variables 

Total 
n (%) 

Present 
n (%) 

Absent  
n (%) 

Chi-
square 

p 

Age of the respondents  
Lower age (11 -40 years)  75(53.57%)  25(33.33) 50(66.7%) 
Higher age (41 -90 years)  65(46.42%)  48(73.8%) 17(26.2%) 

22.9 .000 

Sex of the respondent  
Male  77(55%) 54(75.1%) 23(29.9%) 
Female  63(45%) 18(28.6%) 45(71.4%) 

23.96 .000 

Religious belief of the respondents  
Muslim  137(97.85%)  75(54.7%) 62(45.3%) 
Non-Muslim 3(2.15%) 1(33.3%) 2(66.7%) 

.542* .592 

Occupation of the respondents  
Employed  78(55.7%) 44(56.4%) 34(43.6%) 
Unemployed  62(44.3%) 28(45.2%) 34(54.8%) 

1.750 .186 

 * Fisher’s Exact Test



The participants of the present study were most early adults and middle aged.
About twenty-six per cent of participants were illiterate. Forty-four percent
patients were unemployed or housewife. Almost 98% participants were Muslim.
More than two-thirds of the patients of both public (70.0%) and private (72.9%)
hospitals are poor class people having monthly family income ?5000 BDT. 72.9%
patients of public hospitals and 75.7% patients of private hospitals had been
suffering from diseases for 5 -15 days.  55(78.6%) patients of public hospital and
46(65.7%) patients of private hospital spent 1001-5000 BDT for buying medicine.
11.4% patients of public hospital and 15.7% patients of private hospital spent
5001-10000 BDT for buying medicine. 43(61.4%) patients of public hospital and
36(51.4%) patients of private hospital spent 1000-5000 BDT for investigation.
22(31.4%) patients of public hospital and 24(34.3%) patients of private hospital
spent 0-1000 BDT for investigation. It is worth noting that the patients of both
public and private hospitals have to buy almost the same medicine and had to
spend almost equal amount of money for investigation. Our findings are
supported by other researchers (Nahar and Costello 1998; Ahmad 2003; Khan and
Zaman  2010; Akter et al 2008; Pongsupap and Lerberghe 2006).

Nahar and Costello (1998) assessed the cost and affordability of `free’ maternity
services at government facilities in Dhaka, Bangladesh, and found that the mean
cost for normal delivery was 1275 BDT and for caesarean section 4703 BDT.
They considered these hidden costs in free government maternity clinic as a major
contributor to low utilization of maternity services, especially among low-income
groups (Nahar and Costello 1998).

Khan and Zaman ( 2010) conducted a hospital based cost accounting cross
sectional study to determine the average cost of vaginal delivery and Caesarean
section from two perspectives, the patient’s and the hospital. The average cost for
a spontaneous vaginal delivery from the hospital’s side was 40 US$ (2688 rupees)
and from the patient’s perspective 79 US$ (5278 rupees). The average cost for a
Caesarean section from the hospital side was 162 US$ (10868 rupees) and 204
US$ (13678 rupees) from the patient’s side. They concluded that the apparently
“free” maternity care at government hospitals involves substantial hidden and
unpredicted costs (Khan and Zaman 2010).

Ahmad (2003) explained that there is growing evidence of both over-prescribing
and inappropriate prescribing of drugs. Laboratories and other diagnostic
facilities also provide incentives for over-investigation. Physicians commonly
receive a commission from private diagnostic services to refer patients to them.
This raises the cost of the investigation to the patient in public hospital (Ahmad
2003). 
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Akter and associates (2008) undertook a study to estimate the cost between
private and public hospitals for antimicrobial treatment of the admitted paediatric
patients who were suffering from pneumonia or diarrhoea - the two most common
infectious paediatric problems in Bangladesh. The treatment charts of 107
admitted paediatric patients who received antimicrobial agent(s) for the treatment
of pneumonia (88) or diarrhoea (19) were reviewed daily from the day of
admission of the patients till their discharge from the hospitals. The study revealed
that the average cost of antimicrobial course(s) per patient of pneumonia were
higher in private hospital while that of diarrhoea was higher in public hospital
(Akter et al 2008) .

Pongsupap and Lerberghe (2006) described the difference of cost in private and
public hospital. Drug charges were the highest in private hospitals ($US 9.9) and
lowest in public health centres ($US 1.4). The cost of the suggested investigations
was highest in private hospitals (average $US 31.6), and lowest in private clinics
run by GPs (average $US 3.6). The total cost to the patient i.e., consultation fee if
charged, drug costs, and cost of recommended investigations was highest in
private hospitals (average $US 45.7), and lowest for consultations with GPs in
private clinics (average $US 11.1) and in health centres (average $US 5.7). The
average total cost of a consultation in the public facilities was higher than that of
a consultation in private clinics (Pongsupap and Lerberghe 2006).

Most of the patients did not have to spend money for residence; probably they
have residence in the town. Private doctors were the most preferred option for
seeking health services by both public hospital respondents (65.7%) and private
hospital respondents (71.4%), followed by district sadar hospital. Private medical
practitioners and district sadar hospitals are easy to reach for the rural people.
91.4% participants of public medical college hospitals and 92.9% participants of
private medical college hospitals came to the medical college hospitals for better
treatment. Medical college hospitals engage highly educated medical
professionals, so they expect good care from them.

According to opinion of respondents, 30% commented that private medical
college hospitals were good and 22.1% commented that public medical college
hospitals were good. Thirty-four percent and almost 33% described respectively
that the services of private and public medical college hospitals are of average
quality. These findings are disappointing. Neither public nor private medical
college hospitals of the country have achieved confidence of patients. 

The study also revealed that the age and sex of the respondents were associated
with the misconception of free treatment offered by medical college hospitals. 
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Due to constraints of time, financial support and facilities, the sample size in the
study and the number of variables had been kept limited to some selected
indicators. The two medical hospitals from where we collected data are located in
the capital city. So the findings may not represent the situation of the whole
country. So the findings of this study should be used with caution until validated
by a large sample size, including patients from rural hospitals.
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Analysis of Regional  Economic Seminar Papers : 
The Nature and Extent of Usage of Statistics

J.C SAHA1

Abstract 

The title of the paper itself indicates that regional economic issues got the
top most priority. Regional variations in some aspects are found diverse in
nature . But the cornerstone of development, the productivity raising in all
the sectors became the prime issue. Since agriculture till to-date remains the
single major sector in terms  of contribution to GDP and employment
(regular, seasonal etc). The author tries to review the conclusions drawn in
the regional economic papers related directly with agriculture in the light of
a national economy. One should not be worried about the accuracy of the
estimate   of 5% to 55% usages of statistics rather these may be treated as
guestimate to strengthen the base of conclusions made in regional economic
papers rationally. Small sample size, methods of data collection and its level
of confidence,  techniques of  model fittings, analysis and conclusions
especially of agriculture, may be better suited at the local level( area
specific) rather than at the national level. Since regional level variations are
statistically significant in most of the socio-economic and cultural aspects
the symptoms or trend of variables can be used effectively  at the national
level for achieving better results in productivity , the central issue of socio-
economic development. Since it is a complex process, among others, the
author emphasised and suggested for effective connectivity between the
officials of the Bangladesh Statistical Association (BSA) and Bangladesh
Economic Association (BEA) for strengthening the professional relationship.
It would help refinement of their research works and new thinkings. Besides;

1. One of the members of the Executive Committee, Bangladesh Economic Association. Dr. Saha
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it would show the pathway for effective connectivity between the students
and teachers of the statistics department and economics department and so
on and so forth. The process would help in extending collaborating and co-
operating approaches among the nation building departments for achieving
their expectations and common goals of sustainable development.

i) One of the vital factors for agricultural production the land topped
the list. Changing land use pattern, land tenure system, yield
disparity, boro production, hybrid rice production, mushroom
cultivation are the major components for enhancement of
productivity, production and food security. Economics of tobacco,
irrigation, credit and their various socio-economic impact and
sustainability have also been discussed.

ii) Beel fisheries, shrimp cultivation etc under climatic changes have
been discussed.

iii) Availability of meat has also been discussed.
iv) Industrial sector, the key to employment generation have been

discussed with special reference to BRB group of industries limited,
rice mills and jute mills.

v) Primary health care services have been discussed in depth.
vi) Transformation mechanism of education city to special education

zone pave the way to human resource development.
vii) Last but not the least, Mongla sea port as an infrastructure got the

prominent importance for  economic development.

Key Words: Cropping Intensity, Cropping Pattern, Diversification of Crops,
Livestock, Fishery, Forestry, Mixed Farming, Beels, Parameters, Precisions,
Confidence levels, Climate Change, Melt down, Globalisation, sustainable.

1. Introduction 

Recently I have had the opportunity to attend the Regional Economic Seminar
Jointly organised by the Faculty of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology/
Department of Economics and Bangladesh Economic Association (BEA) as a
member of the executive committee of BEA. Faculty of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology of Bangladesh Agricultural University Mymensingh,
Department of Economics, Islamic University, Kushtia and Department of
Economics, Rajshahi University organised the seminar jointly with BEA and held
respectively on 13th June, 11th July and 1st August,2009. The papers were
prepared and presented in the seminars are ai to aViii, bi to bV and ci, to cviii have
been listed in the annex-1. It is observed that a large varieties of papers have been
prepared and presented in the seminars highlighting the regional problems and
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prospects of economic development. By and large, these papers are conveniently
grouped into the following sub- sectors, for further discussions:

2.      Economic Development with Special Reference to Agriculture 

Seven (7) sub-sectors directly and indirectly contribute to the enhancement of
gross domestic products (GDP), more or less consistent with our constitutional
issues. Balanced development of these sub-sectors remain unresolved till to date
due to their potentialities of growth and overall resource scarcities and allocation
pattern. Bangladesh economy is predominantly agricultural, characterised by
unfavourable per capita land, low per capita income, low productivity
accentuating income disparity and high level of unemployment. Agriculture alone
contributes about 20.60% of the gross domestic products.  But it contributes more
than 48.10% in employment generation of the economy. Crops (major and minor),
fishery, livestok and forestry are the sub-sectors of agricultural sector. Food,
clothing, shelter, health and education are the basic necessities of life and
agriculture alone provides food, clothing and shelter. It also enhances industrial
development through supply of agricultural products in the form of raw materials,
capital investment and entrepreneurship advancement.

Due to subsistence nature, agriculture is characterised by diversified farming to
meet especially the requirements of farm households and thus minimise the risks
and uncertainties. These farm households are risk averter due to their subsistance
nature of agricultural product. As a result these households always prefer to
produce cereals for fulfilling basic consumption needs of the farm households at
first rather than producing any other crops. Among the three seasons in Rabi
season alone the combination of production of crops, cereals, vegetables, oilseeds
etc is found to be the best risk reducing strategy and thereby leading to some
degrees of reduction in income fluctuations. Besides fishery, livestock, and
forestry are being developed through intensification of the production process in
meeting the demands of the households of the country and the export
potentialities of raw agricultural products, processed industrial products and
others.

Affordable credit is generally used to combine all the inputs by the farm
households to maximise out put. Long outstanding problems have been resolved
by the  notification issued recently allowing the commercial banks to reschedule
(after taking required down payment) their agricultural credit as long-term loans
in enhancing the financial ability to use the balanced inputs to maximise output of
the farm households across the country. It will strengthen the overall disbursement
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of farm loans ahead of the Boro  season and bring more productivity, transperency
and accountability. According to the existing provisions, to reschedule the term
loans for the first time, borrowers have to pay minimum 15% of expired
installments or 10%  of total dues, whichever is lower.

Various information have been collected mostly from the farm households, which
may be subjected to errors and omissions. The accuracy and reliability of the data
usually remains more or less with the survey procedures. The accuracy may be
improved upon to some extent by checking internal consistency and other errors
and omissions.

The production function parameters used are averages for the sample households.
Regional deviations from this average are likely to be large in the sense that in
certain areas the marginal productivity of some inputs are much higher than
others. It thus clearly shows that sample statistics alone may fail to provide
national estimate with sufficient accuracy.

Among all the regional economic seminar papers prepared and presented, usages
of statistics are found much more in most of the papers prepared and presented by
the authors of Bangladesh Agricultural University, Mymensingh probably
because of their much more awareness, practices and availabilities (at the door
steps) of soft ware  packages developed in the country and aboard .

One should not be worried about the econometrical model fittings to high
lightened the mathematical relationship among various variables. These
relationships helps researcher to find out the ways and means to achieve the goal
to a certain extent. It  should always be in the mind of the authors  that these types
of models are used more in the pure science than that of social science mainly
because of the accuracy of the data available with less precision (and with high
degrees of confidence). If accurate data are available, the task of model fittings
could be easily done with the sophisticated SPSS package and the like software
designed and developed within the country or abroad. It is not even impossible to
complete these tasks manually with hard labour, huge time and costs.

3. Usages  of Statistical Tools and Techniques in the Regional Economic
Seminar Papers

It is always assumed by many intellectuals that statistics plays a pivotal role in
assessing and estimatng among others, the key economic variables in the process
of analysing with certain degrees of confidence and precision. Statistics and
Economics are found interrelated in the sense that one is not completed without
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the other. Statistics deals with information of various aspects on numerical
inferences of data which are parts and parcels of major economic analysis.
Modern economics is a welfare oriented economics that deserves good attention
of all classes of people living in the society. In order to assess the usages of
statistics in the modern economics, recent regional economic seminar papers
prepared and presented at the conferences organised jointly by the Department of
Economics and Bangladesh Economic Association (BEA) have been used.  A total
of 21 papers prepared for presentation at the three regional seminars varying from
8 (each at Mymensingh and Rajshahi) to 5( Kushtia) in numbers and on various
issues for sustainable economic especially agricultural development. Such a
diversity in preparation and presentation of papers are highly encouraged in
regional economic seminars.

Careful analysis of all these papers showed a significant variations in usage of
statistics in different regional economic papers prepared and presented at the
seminars. In assessment the extent of usages of statistics varies from 5% at the
minimum (cviii)  to 55% at the maximum (aii) and the nature also varies from
simple percentage to production functions and logit model. Although this model
is more sound conceptually than the informed guess, it still remains deficient in a
number of ways, however more so in an operative arena for smooth
implementation at the real field situation. 

In communicating statistical averages rather than the uncertainty range and
reliability estimates, policy makers are not usually provided with complete
information about the situation they likely to face.From a development policy
making perspective, instead of estimates of future conditions, it is more useful to
have reliable estimations of the uncertainty that surrounds future conditions.
Population normally evenly split between those who trust official figures and
those whodo not. Problem of interpretation is usually compounded by politicians
or the media spinning the published results. 

The papers have been developed mostly by using the secondary data in other
cases, primary data (mostly from the purposively selected sample through
structured questionnaires) have been used for the assessment and estimation
purposes. If we look and assess at the authors and the purposes of the papers we
may easily conclude that the efforts, time and cost involved are limited. These are
as follows:
Efforts : The efforts of developing the papers in most cases are based on

individual efforts, in some cases supported by others.
Time  : The time given varies mostly from one month to 2 years in preparing

the papers.
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Cost : The cost involved varies from 10,000/- to 1,00,000/- mostly from the
author`s own resources or available resources from the university
concerned. Besides, the university grant commission (UGC ),
international agencies and other donor funds provide financial
assistances for completing the project effectively.

In such constraints, we acknowledge and recognise the activities of the authors
that are involved in preparing and presenting papers in the seminars. In the
national context, these papers are providing some views and insights of the
authors and different stakeholders involved in the process of economic
development. In such a process they shun their own views and efforts, exchange
their views and efforts with other stakeholders, awareness creation and motivation
to others in quicken the process of updating information and methodologies for
estimating, formulating and implementing development activities in their own
level. 

Certain degrees of statistical and econometrical methods, tools and analytical
techniques have been used here and there by some authors in economic analysis,
and in drawing some logical estimates and ultimate conclusions. It is undoubtedly
a good steps forward as a multi-disciplinary approach. But the question remains
unresolved on various aspects of the papers, however the paper helps in providing
subjective assessment on the core problems of the paper. Most of the papers are
based on various statistical tables, average, proportionate ratio etc. In some of the
papers, normal and more scientific statistical tools and techniques have been used.
In some cases, econometrical models also been used to find out the inter and intra
components relationships. Tabular techniques such as arithmetic mean,
percentage benefit cost ratio etc. and statistical technique such as Cobb-Douglas
production function,logit regression model, coefficient of variation (cv) analysis,
etc. developed with a very small sample size (which is not a representative
national sample with certain degrees of confidence and precision) but more or less
consistent with the national trend. In various papers, size of the sample varies
from 40 households in Basil Upazila, Tangail District to 90 households in Sahpur
and Godariya of Mymensingh District. Besides these are based on one shot survey
with in a specified time frame varying from one month to three months. The
conclusion drawn in such cases may be erroneous in some cases. But yet the
efforts are praiseworthy contributing much (highly innovative) to the human
resource development.
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4. Major Finding of the Regional Economic Seminar Papers with Special
Reference to Agriculture

Due to continuous population pressure and rapid urbanisation the cultivable land
is decreasing rapidly. Consequently, both the total cropped area and net cropped
area have been slowing down. But cropping intensity that was increased
substantially remains stagnant at present. Area under hybrid rice cultivation
increased substantially because of the yield performance that was much better
than inbred high   yielding varieties (HYV) at the farm level. The production of
both hybrid and inbred HYV are profitable but investment in hybrid rice
production is comparatively more profitable. Total cost of production for hybrid
rice was about 10.86% higher than that of inbred HYV but the unit cost of which
was relatively lower than that of inbred HYV. It is also found that the MV Boro
rice is profitable from the view point of marginal farmers. Price hike of food
grains has had some positive impacts on producers of food grains.But  there was
a negative impact on household food consumption particularly female members
were inevitably victims.

Rice is usually consumed sufficiently more in quantity in rural areas (454.7 gms
per meal) than urban areas accounting for about 71 percent of total calorie
intake.  Calorie intake had shown a gradual decreasing trend which might happen
due to growing awareness of people to take less calorie food items for health
reasons. In urban area, the average calorie and protein intakes were relatively
higher compared to rural area.

Significant proportion (94%) of farm households stated their nutritional status and
irrigated area have increased. Their farm income and quality/ choice of taking
different food items increased under changing land use pattern. Besides safe
drinking water, sanitation, housing facilities, healthcare including ability to pay
for doctors and medicines have also been increased along with the uses of tangible
goods.

Irrigation covers about 44% of total cropped area. Irrigated land under shallow
tube well (STW) has increased 14% during the last 5 years. It alone used for
watering 60% of the irrigated land. Deep tube well (DTW) and others are used to
cover the rest of the irrigated land. Profitability of using water saving technology
is more in cash payment system rather than crop share system. Credit helps in
accommodating quickly all the available physical inputs that are used in
enhancing the production and thereby productivity to a great extent.

Tax payment to the tune of 9% of the total tax cannot be the only justification for
arguing in favour of tobacco cultivation given many other justifications including
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its negative consequences on health and environment. It is estimated that about
8.00 lakhs premature deaths in the next 40 years may be averted by appropriate
policy intervention. 

The beel  is gradually affected by the changes of climatic elements. Impacts are
evident in the form of faster siltations on the one hand and loss of aquatic
biodiversity on the other hand. As the beel can not provide expected benefits,
peoples perceptions have also been changing along with the climatic changes.
Those situations are not even encouraging rather disappointing in regards to
production, productivity and deployment of poor fisherman. In contrast, shrimp
culture plays an important role not only in enhancing production and productivity
but also in enhancing export potentialities. Its export alone contributes 10% to
12% of the total export earnings. Its importance has increased more for generating
employment opportunities to 18.30 millions people.

5.    Suggestions Provided by Authors of Regional Economic Seminar

Suggestions given by the authors of regional economic seminars on various
aspects of agricultural development are summerised below:

i) Since the land is a scarce factors of agricultural production every inch of
available land should be utilisied for more productive purposes for
enhancing production and equitable distribution 

Present land use patterns ensured greater farm income, food security,
housing facilities, healthcare, sanitation, uses of more tangible goods  and
services for future development. Considering the existing land tenure
arrangement, owner operators were found more profitable than owner-cum-
tenant and exclusively tenant operators.

ii) Adoption of hybrid rice should be  increased to a greater extent to enhance
the food grain production. Necessary support such as training and inputs
should be provided for farm households. Research of hybrid rice at public
sector and co-ordination between public and private sector should be
strengthened . The output of MV Boro rice could further be increased if
financial capital could easily be made available to the marginal farmers. A
huge subsidy should be given to triple super phosphate (TSP) and Murate
of Patash (MP ) rather than huge subsidy on paddy.

iii) Measures should be taken to provide microcredit so that even very small
farm households can get credit. The cost sharing between land owner and
tenant should be 50 : 50 in the case of all inputs except land and labour.
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iv) The government should consider that tobacco is a “merit  bad ‘’ and should
take appropriate initiatives to ensure agricultural diversification away from
tobacco cultivation. Mass media, among others, should play an important
roles in creating public awareness against the use of tobacco.

v) In the context of land scarcity, mushroom cultivation is found a profitable
agro-business entity.The country now produces about 15 tones of
mushroom per day but it is possible to yield 30 million tones per year.

vi) The fact that per capita availability of meat has gone down  instead of
increasing is a matter of great concern from the nutritional point of view.
The rising price of meat has greatly reduces the affordability of this source
of protein. Another important finding is that per head availability of meat in
the Rajshahi division is nearly twice than that of Dhaka and Chittagong
divisions. Great need for a meat policy to increase its production and
distribution is emphasised .

vii The re-excavation could be the major step forward in beels  restoration in
the flood plains. An appropriate policy is needed to conserve the wetlands
in the climate change situation. Importance of fisheries sector depends
mostly on the various demands of the importing countries especially of
scientific shrimp (baghda and golda as well) culture in environment friendly
situation. Technical know-how, technology and ensured quality input
supplies could be flourished at a rapid pace for sustaining economic growth
potentials.

6.      Concluding  Remarks

Bangladesh, among other countries of the world, is placed at the low level of
economic development. Its problems of development are many although
potentialities of various sectors are enormous. It is very difficult but not
impossible to assess various problems and finding out solutions overnight for
economic development. Researchers, here are mostly students and in some cases,
teachers. Senior teachers of the economics department usually supervise their
research work. Since economic development now-a-days depends mostly on a
multi-disciplinary approach, the major 

Findings and solution of these papers are drawn ignoring the views of others of
the related discipline. However, these studies are completed in some cases, with
small  number of sample (statistically not representing the nation), short time and
funding mostly small or nil. In such constraints the students completing the study
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mostly for partial fulfillment of the Masters/MS/Phd degrees. But their efforts are
highly praise-worthy not only in preparing the research papers but also in
presenting the papers for discussions and advocating purposes. But in most cases,
the paper is left for further research scientifically to other researchers,
professionals, research institutes as such their weakness could be presumed. The
authenticity of the query made and met by the primary samples remains
questionable till now-a-days since the process is highly technical and sensitive.

Statistical and or Econometrical models related softwire packages are used in most
of the studies those are available in the market. Therefore, it becomes more easier to
fit the statistical and econometrical models. It is thus treated as more mathematical
issues rather than economical, sociological and anthrophological issues. There
should have more clarity about the subject matter but the readers should however,
not be disturbed with the use of complicated models, tables, facts and figures too
much. The papers should however, be developed so that the reders get interests for
smooth reading, analysing, deciding and implementing the findings perfectly. It
should be always in our mind that the life and livelihood issues of the farm
households become the cornerstone of all development activities. 

Last but not the least, the usage of statistical and or econometrical devices should
be more scientific and adaptive in the development aspects. A panel of experts
from the executive committee of both the Bangladesh economic association
(BEA) and Bangladesh statistical association (BSA) could examine the nature and
extent of usage of statistics in field of modern economical reaches more logically.
Here  professional group efforts would be found more comfortable than the
individual efforts and refinement in the process of development of usage of
statistics in the field of modern economics. In such a way, fraternity,
professionalism, co-ordination etc. will be promoted to a great extent.

Productivity increase is a vital issue that may be enhanced by combining all the
factors of production proportionately. Results of the field trial could however, be
made available at the doorsteps of farm households along with the required inputs
without harassment. Availability of appropriate technologies and technical know-
how is more essential to the farmer’s community. Along side, the population
growth rate should be taken care of into consideration for reduction. 

Strategy devices. Research activities should continue along with the climatic
changes to cope with the dynamic environment of sustainable development, even
in the economic melt-down of industrial developed economies affecting the
developing economies.
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Socio economic impact could be assessed properly so that results of the increased
productivity and production go to all sections of people rationally, never distorting
the distributive justice. In the existing system, the number of poors are increasing
absolutely (but reduces relatively at the rate of 1.00 percent per year). The
disparity among people are increasing both by absolute and relative terms. The
increasing trend in both the cases, should be reduced to great extent by adopting
proper policy interventions. Otherwise, socio-economic ills would call for social
unrest hampering the productivity, production and distribution to a great extent.

The economy is growing at the rate of 6.00 per cent per annum in the last 5 years.
Even this year intellectuals are predicting a 6.00 percent growth rate on the basis
of bumper harvest of crops. The planning document however, set a target of 5.50
percent growth per annum this year(2009-2010). The depth and coverage of the
social safety net programmes have been enlarged to cope with the need and
availability of resources to implement these vital programmes. 
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Annex -1
a. Regional Seminar Entitled ‘Agricultural Reforms and Food Security’ Jointly

Organised by the Faculty of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology of
Bangladesh Agricultural University, Mymensing and Bangladesh Economic
Association; Held on June 13,2009 at the Conference Hall of Faculty of
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, BAU, Mymensingh.
i. M Serajul Islam and M Mojammel Haque:  Socioeconomic Impact of

Changing Land Use Pattern on Food Security for Farm Households in
Bangladesh..

ii. Mahbub Hossain and M Harun-Ar Rashid : Yield Disparity and Food
Security of Marginal Farmers in Basail Upazila on Tangail District.

iii. Sadika Sharmin, Katsumi Araata and M Serajul Islam : Present Status
and Sustainability of Food Security in Bangladesh.

iv. M A Bashar and Md. Zhoriul Haque : Land Tenure and Credit: A Study
in Selected Areas of Mymensingh District

v. Md Saidur Rahman and Arild Angelsen : Comparison between Irrigation
Payment Methods and Profitability of Using Water Saving Technology .

vi. Tanvina Khan, Hasneen Jahan and Tofazzal H Miah: Impact of Land
Tenure System on Boro Paddy Production in a Selected Area of Mymensingh
District; An Economic Analysis.

vii. M.A Salam , M Shahe Alam and M Serajul Islam: Hybrid Rice
Production under Changing Land Use Policy: A Way to Improve Food
Security in Bangladesh.

viii Taznoore Samina Khanam, Md. Habibur Rahman and Mahbub
Hossain: Income Generation Through Edible Mushroom Cultivation: A
Potential Source of Food Security for Small Households in Bangladesh.

b. Regional Seminar Entitled ‘’ Economic Issues Related to South -Western Region’’
Organised Jointly by Bangladesh Economic Association and Department of
Economics. Islamic University, Kushtia Held on July 11,2009 at Shah Azizur
Rahman Auditorium, Islamic University, Kushtia 
i. Abul Barkat and Md. Shahnewaz Khan : Economics of Tobacco in

Bangladesh : Lessons Learned and Actionable.
ii Md. Aynul Islam and Abdul Muyeed : Impacts of Climate Changes on

Beel Fisheries of Bangladesh : A Case Study of Chapaigachhi  Beel in
Kushtia.

iv. Md. Alamgir Hossain Bhuiya :  Utilisation of the Government Primary
Health Care Services :  A Micro Level Study on Married Women and
Children.
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The Impact of Price Hike on the Income
of Poor Households in Bangladesh 

M OHAMMED HELAL UDDIN1

M ASUDA YASMIN

Abstract

This study provides a number of important insights regarding the impact of
price hike of essentials on poor households. Price hike is not necessarily bad
for every poor household. It depends on the nature of their income earning
activities. One of the finding of this study is that the average real income of
households did not decrease for all regions. Average real income of
households decreased 3% for the entire sample while the largest decrease,
11%, is observed for the slums in Dhaka and Chittagong metropolitan areas.
This means since households in metro cities are net consumers of essentials,
they do not gain from price hike of essentials. The largest increase in average
real income of households was observed for Kurigram. The increase was
mainly driven by the substantial increase of rice price and agricultural wage
rate. A remarkable increase in average real income was observed for
Sunamganj which resulted mainly from the large increase of both rice
production per decimal and the price of rice. This means adjustment is fast
in informal sectors. We need to place more support or safety net programs
targeting slum households in big cities. Support toward agricultural sector
should continue so that farmers can get direct and agricultural workers can
get indirect benefits from them.

1.1 Introduction 

There was a huge price surge in Bangladesh during 2007- 2008. The prices of key
staples increased by 50% over the two year time span till price declines started
since April 2008. Factors such as cyclones (like Sidr) and floods in Bangladesh

1 The authors are faculty members of the department of economics at the University of Dhaka.
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and Nargis in Myanmar, global crisis in terms of rice and wheat production etc.
stimulated the price hike. A particular reason for concern about the impacts of
high food prices on poor households arises from the fact that the poorest people
spend almost three quarters of their income on staple foods in developing
countries (Preckel, Cranfield and Hertel 2007). The share of food in total
expenditure is 65% for the low income groups in Dhaka city while it is 82% for
the same groups in rural areas of Bangladesh (Raihan and Haque, 2007). Thus, a
large segment of Bangladesh population is perceived to have been adversely
affected by the spiraling price increases of daily essentials.    

The livelihood status of poor households largely depends on how their members
adjust to economic shocks, such as the recent price hike, by adapting to changes
in their food expenditures as well as by undertaking other expenditure-saving and
income-enhancing activities. Price hike of this magnitude may have forced many
low and/ or fixed income people to rearrange their household expenditures on
food items, particularly through changing the food basket, by dropping many
essential items with adverse nutritional implications. Existing analyses show that
the impact of higher food prices on poor households are likely to be very diverse,
depending on the reasons for the price change and on the structure of the economy
(Hertel and Winters 2006; Ravallion and Lokhsin 2005). For a fixed income
household, an increase in rice price forces households to spend less on non-rice
foods or non-food items. But for most of the poor households income is not fixed
and they make try to make income adjustments in various ways. This study finds
out to what extent the poor households are able to make adjustments in their
incomes.

Therefore, this study aims to identify the impact of price changes on the income
of different occupational groups living in various places in Bangladesh. The study
will concentrate on the poor households living in different parts of the country
with special emphasis on the most vulnerable households such as day laborers,
landless farmers in rural areas and garment workers, rickshaw pullers in urban
areas. The objective of the study is to: 

Measure changes in the income of poor households due to price hike Compare
changes in income across regions for both rural and urban households and
Capture the dynamics of the changes in production (crop, livestock and poultry),
occupation, off-firm activities, migration (permanent versus seasonal), in-kind
transfer, remittance, and others.   
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1.2 An assessment of price movement of essentials 

Table 1 illustrates the change in consumer price index for national, rural and urban
areas for the three fiscal years (2006-08) taking 2005-06 as base year. 
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Source: Derived from BBS data

The price index increased 17.86 percentage points over the period of 2007-08. A
greater increase, 21.40 percentage points, is observed for food which is much
higher than the increase in general price index. Besides, for some key essentials
the price hike was even greater than what food price index suggested. It is obvious
from the trends in monthly wholesale and retail price of coarse rice in Bangladesh
since 2000 (Deb and Hossain, 2009). According to them, a small price increase
was observed during July 2000 to January 2003, and the retail prices of coarse rice
were less than Tk 15 per kg. Between February, 2003 and January, 2007 the prices
of coarse rice increased at over 10 percent per year reaching almost Tk 20 per kg
(Graph 1). These prices started to increase rapidly since February 2008 and
reached Tk 35 per kg within three months. A substantial decline in these prices
was observed in beginning from late December 2008 and by late January 2009 the
price almost followed the normal trend (Deb and Hossain, 2009). 

Since 2000 the wholesale and retail price of atta (flour) followed the same trend
as in the case of rice price in Bangladesh. During July 2000 to January 2004, the
price of atta increased at a slow pace with retail prices of atta varied between Tk
14 and Tk16 per kg. During February 2004 to October 2006 prices of atta
increased at a high rate, from Tk 16 per kg in February 2004 to Tk 22 per kg in
October 2006. Since November 2006 prices of atta started to increase at a rapid
rate leading to an escalation in the price in late 2007. The retail price reached its
pick of Tk 45 per kg in March 2008. It started to decline since April 2008 reaching

Period General Food Nonfood
2005-06 100.00 100.00 100.00

National 2006-07 107.22 108.12 105.90
2007-08 117.86 121.40 112.58
2005-06 100.00 100.00 100.00

Rural 2006-07 107.29 107.95 106.10
2007-08 118.00 120.83 112.91
2005-06 100.00 100.00 100.00

Urban 2006-07 107.03 108.54 105.33
2007-08 117.51 122.71 111.72

Table 1 : Consumer Price Index Derived from base 1995-96=100



Tk 39 per kg in July 2008 (Deb and Hossain, 2009). Constructed from Deb and
Hossain, 2009

The increase in nonfood price index, which is 12.58 percentage points, is much
lower than the increase in general price index and food price index. Also, the
increase in price index was slightly higher in rural areas. The increase in general
price index in urban areas was slightly lower than the national level. Interestingly,
the increase in food price index was greater in urban areas, although the increases
in nonfood price index were very close in rural and urban areas.  

However, Raihan and Haque (2007) calculated a higher food inflation rate for a
selected occupational groups (small traders, ready-made garment (RMG)
workers, rickshaw pullers, day laborer) living in Dhaka city and in rural areas.
Average food inflation rate for them was 20% during June 2007 - June 2008. The
corresponding figures for the selected occupational groups (small traders,
farmers, rickshaw /van pullers, day laborer)in rural areas and  and for the four big
cities (Dhaka, Chittagong, Rajshahi, and Khulna) were 17.34%  and 21%
respectively.2

2.1 Conceptualization of the study 

Before going to analyze methodology, we need to understand the process through
which price hike transmits to household income. It is conceivable that price hike
will force households to bring certain adjustments in their consumption and
income so that they can contain the shock of the price hike. These adjustments are
likely to come through the optimization behavior of households given the new
parameters (i.e., higher prices), which can be depicted with a flow chart as below
(Flow chart 1). The price hike of food and other essentials is expected to increase
or decrease the household real income depending on whether the household is a
net producer or consumer of these essentials. If everything else remains the same,
the higher price of an essential will decrease (increase) the real income if a
household is a net consumer (producer) of that essential.3 For a fixed nominal
income or fixed salaried household, real income decreases. 
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2 When their food inflation rate is used to construct the overall inflation rate for the poorest
groups, the rate is 23.32 for the identical food and nonfood weights as used in the official
estimate. This becomes 26.17 when weights are used from the study findings of Raihan and
Haque (2007). The corresponding figures for the urban areas are 28.63 and 32.55, respectively.
However, in all these recalculation for the poorest group’s inflation rate official nonfood price
index is applied. Otherwise, the overall inflation is likely to be even greater than these. 

3 This can be extended for a number of commodities, even when the household is a net producer
of some and a net consumer of the rest, leaving the conclusions unchanged.



However, presuming everything else unchanged goes against household
optimization behavior. A household potentially adjusts household production and
changes its labour allocation accordingly to boost up household real income.
Besides, households undertake other income-enhancing activities to cope with the
price changes. Thus, a price increase may lead to two contrasting changes: (i)
decrease in household real income for a given nominal income, and (ii) increase
in household real income through income enhancing activities. Depending on the
net change in household real income, a household determines its coping strategies
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well. Services produced at home are aimed for reproduction of essential services
and savings of household expenditures. Households with reduced real income
may be forced to dispose some of their financial and non-financial assets.

The aim of this study is to focus on the impact of price hike on the income of poor
households as well as to capture the dynamics of the changes in production (crop,
livestock and poultry), occupation, off-firm activities, migration (permanent
versus seasonal), in-kind transfer, remittance, and others. 

2.2    Data 

Information on the correlates required for this study is obtained from the primary
dataset generated from the household survey in the context of a price hike study
anchored by ERG and funded by the Save the Children, UK. The survey
respondents were asked in the questionnaire if they were cutting their food
consumption, consuming cheaper, lower quality food, reducing their non-food
expenditures on items such as child education and health, spending from savings,
selling livestock, agricultural land and other assets, borrowing from various
sources, working more, sending non-working members or children to work,
removing children from schools etc. to deal with the high prices of essentials.

To capture the dynamics and strategies of household behavior the most
appropriate way is the recall method through cross section study. One of the most
appropriate ways of applying recall methods is asking questions on household
aspects like how much child labor a household gave two years ago in the year
2006 when the price hike was not a phenomenon as in 2008. Then we compare
the amount of child labor that the household gave in 2008 when the increase in
price level was quite unbearable for the families that earn fixed income. Then by
combining the two year data we analyze how the dynamics of child labor evolved
overtime. The 2 year-recall is chosen because there was a remarkable price
difference between the year end of 2006 and 2008 and the former is a good
reference point to remember as it was the closing point of the BNP-led
government. 

To capture regional variation a survey of the rural, urban, and metropolitan poor
households has been completed to capture all the relevant aspects of households
in 2006 and 2008. For this purpose Economic Research Group (ERG) has
conducted a study entitled “Impact of price Increase on Poor Household and
Children Well being”. Besides Dhaka and Chittagong metropolitan areas, the
information on households is collected from the North-West, the Haor areas, the
Coastal areas, and the Chittagong Hill Tracts, where there is a large concentration
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of extreme poor. To avoid misleading conclusions we excluded certain areas that
received considerable external help for one reason or the other.  For example we
excluded the rat infested districts in the CHT, the Sidr-affected upazilas in the
coastal areas and the Monga-affected upazilas in the North-West. We then
purposively selected one upazila i from each of the four areas. The selected
upazilas are Ulipur of Kurigram, Shyamnagar of Satkhira, Darampasha of
Sunamganj, and Khagrachari sadar of Khagrachari. 

For the urban sample, all upzaila centers (towns) from the four selected upazilas
are included in the survey. For selection of a rural sample, 3 villages are randomly
chosen from the list of all villages in that upazila with an exception for
Khagrachari where only 2 villages are chosen. This exception is made for
Khagrachari sadar to account for a large fraction of urban population there. For
each of the villages selected in an upazila, 20 households are randomly selected
with appropriate representation of vulnerable occupational groups such as day
laborers, landless farmers, and marginal farmers in rural areas.                             

For each of the two metropolitan cities and the four upazila towns, the clusters of
residence, with higher concentration of poor people are identified. From this
subset, 2 clusters for each of the four upazila towns and Chittagong metropolitan
city and 3 clusters for Dhaka metropolitan city are randomly selected. The final
stage we randomly drew 50 households from each of the clusters in metropolitan
cities and 30 households from each of the clusters in upazila town. In addition, 50
families/households, representing the floating population, are surveyed from
several key spots in Dhaka metropolitan city. 

Representation of vulnerable occupational groups such as rickshaw pullers and
garment-workers are ensured in these areas. Thus, of the 664 households used in
this analysis, 99 are from Kurigram, 95 are from Satkhira, 92 are from
Sunamganj, 96 are from Khagrachhari, 187 are from Dhaka, and the rest 95 are
from Chittagong metropolitan areas.  

3. Impact of price hike on the income of poor households 

According to the flow chart, the households are expected to experience changes
in their incomes (both nominal and real) due to the price hike, and consequently,
they would act on to change  their income undertaking income enhancing
activities. We will delve into the changes in income sources and accordingly the
changes in nominal and real income. 
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3.1 Changes in household nominal income

The total nominal income increased in all regions (Table 2.1). The share of
cropping, self employment, wage and salary in total nominal income were 8%,
39%, 25%, and 21%, respectively (Table 2.2). Since all these sources experienced
substantial growth over that period, the significant growth in average household
income is expected. Accordingly, there is a jump in total average household
income over the two year period. Average household income increased from Tk.
44545 in 2006 to Tk. 54775 in 2008. The increase was highest for Kurigram
which was 53%, an increase from Tk 20194 in 2006 to Tk 30966 in 2008. 

The share of cropping in total nominal income was 21% for Kurigram. The
increase in rice price was 47% for Kurigram when the increase in production per
decimal land experienced an increase of 4%.  These together explain a substantial
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part of the growth of the household income in Kurigram. The share of agricultural
wage in total nominal income was 30% whereas the increase in agricultural wage
was 52% for Kurigram explaining 15.6 (=.30*.52) percentage points of the total
income growth of Kurigram. The non-agricultural wage increased by 25% when
its share in total nominal income was 10%. Altogether, the large increase in total
nominal income of Kurigram was expected. Still that income was roughly half of
the average income in each of the other regions. That was the case in 2006 too. 

The increase was second highest for Sunamganj which was 45%, an increase from
Tk 40796 in 2006 to Tk 58971 in 2008. The share of cropping in total nominal
income was 10%, and thus the 194% increase in rice profit alone explains 19.4
(=.10*1.94) percentage points increase of total nominal income of Sunamganj
households. This happened because cropping means mostly rice in haor areas. The
rest is explained by the increases in wage, salary, self employed earnings and so
on. However, the 14% increase for Khagrachhari sadar was the lowest when 16%
and 18% for Dhaka and Chittagong metropolitan cities, respectively places them
around the lower end as expected. Since households in metro cities are net
consumers of essentials, they are not expected to gain from price hike of
essentials.  

Note: the figures in this table are averages over all households. Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

Table 2.1 : Average nominal income of surveyed  households   (Tk.)

Kurigram Satkhira Sunamganj Khagrachhari Dhaka Chittagong All
2006 20194 42606 40796 41922 56485 52815 44545
2008 30966 52588 58971 47784 65495 62066 54775



Table 2.2 presents income generated from different income sources in year 2006
and 2008 for all sampled households across regions. There is a huge jump in
income from crop production. It went up from Tk 2417 in 2006 to Tk 4459 in
2008 which is a significant change between the two years. A substantial jump is
also observed for the agricultural wage component. There are substantial jumps in
transfers and other category even though the magnitude of transfer is very small.
The reasons for these jumps will be clear when each of individual components
will be discussed in what follows.  

Crop production

The profits (gross imputed revenue minus purchased input cost) generated from
crop production. Here imputed revenue means revenue which is obtained through
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multiplying total production with market price. Production might be consumed in
households and not sold in the market. The huge increase in this component was
driven by a large increment in income from cropping in Sunamganj, an increase
from Tk 4030 in 2006 to Tk 11855 in 2008 (Table 3).

Rice producers of Sunamganj experienced an increase of 41% on both rice
production per decimal and rice price per maund, although the total land for rice
cultivation fall by 1% (from decimal 157 in 2006 to 155 in 2008) over that period.
Thus, these accounts for more than 80% increase in revenue from rice production
there. The increase in revenue is 97% (from Tk 18815 in 2006 to Tk 37067 in
2008). However, the 194% increase (from Tk 8379 in 2006 to Tk 24670 in 2008)
in rice profit was partly driven by the relatively smaller increase in total cost of
rice production which was only 19% (from Tk 10436 in 2006 to Tk 12397 in
2008) over that period. Thus, an abrupt crop failure in 2006, bumper Boro

Note: the figures in this table are averages over all households. Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

Note: the figures in this table are averages over all households. Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

Table 22 : Average householdincome by sources (Tk.)

Profit from Self Wage salary other Transfer Tatal Income
crop Ivestook fishery employed agri Nonagi - - cash rice wheet food

2006 2417 880 569 19211 2815 8344 9139 782 92 115 29 202 44545
2008 4459 835 523 21285 3972 9887 11587 1132 218 447 79 351 54775

Table 3: Average household income as profit from crops (Tk.)

Kurigram Satkhira Sunamganj Khagrachhari Dhaka Chittagong All
2006 4454 4314 4030 3971 . . 2417
2008 6622 7192 11855 5801 . . 4459



production and rapid price increase in 2008 drove the huge profit increase from
cropping in Sunamganj. This does not imply that the households of Sunamganj
are mostly net sellers of rice because that increment is meant for imputed income
from crop production.  Increases in other regions are also substantial

Fishery and livestock

There was a slight (less than 1%) increase in income generated from livestock and
8% decrease  in income generated from fishery in 2008 (Table 4.1 and 4.2). 

Decrease in income from fishery and almost no change in livestock was mainly
driven by the losses of livestock due to Sidr attack in coastal area. Income from
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fishery and livestock in Satkhira dropped to Tk 946 and Tk 427 in 2008 from Tk
1999 and Tk 897, respectively, in 2006. At the same time, income from cropping
increased to Tk 7192 from Tk 4314 (Table 3, 4.1 and 4.2). 

Self employment

An 11% increase in income generated from self employment outside agriculture
is worth mentioning (Table 5). These self employments include rickshaw/van

puller, weaver/handloom, small enterprise (shop), hawker/ferry, small business,
tailor, bamboo/canework, carpenter, mason, boatman, fisherman, potter,
goldsmith, blacksmith, broker, cobbler, katha sewer, food  processor, transport

Note: the figures in this table are averages over all households. Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

Note: the figures in this table are averages over all households. Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

Note: the figures in this table are averages over all households. Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

Table 4.1: Average household income as profit from livestock (Tk.)

Kurigram Satkhira Sunamganj Khagrachhari Dhaka Chittagong All
2006 719 897 2532 1558 . . 830
2008 834 427 2676 1824 . . 835

Table 4.2: Average household income as profit from fisheris (Tk.)

Kurigram Satkhira Sunamganj Khagrachhari Dhaka Chittagong All
2006 155 1999 1837 20 . . 569
2008 313 946 2448 -76 . . 523

Table 5: Average household income from self employment (Tk.)

Kurigram Satkhira Sunamganj Khagrachhari Dhaka Chittagong All
2006 5758 16453 19837 15680 28792 18627 19211
2008 7367 16455 22539 15583 31512 23523 21285



helper, tannery worker, plastic factory, painting, shrimp fry collector, stone
collector, woodcutter, crab/ snail/ turtle collector, honey collector , animal trader,
village doctor (Polli chikitsok) and so on. Increase in income from salary was
27% for the entire sample. Salaried occupations are garments worker, driver,
security guard, servant, teacher, imam, muajjin, and so on. 

Wages

Likewise, there were significant increases in income from both agricultural and
nonagricultural wage payments (Table 6.1 and 6.2). This happened mainly due to
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Note: the figures in this table are averages over all households. Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

Note: the figures in this table are averages over all households. Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

the increase in daily wage rates. Agricultural wage increased by 35% (an increase
from Tk. 69 in 2006 to Tk. 94 in 2008) which is substantially greater than the
overall inflation rate.  

The increase in nonagricultural wage was smaller than the agricultural one.
Nonagricultural wage increased by 20%. However, there was no significant
change in the days per year that an average agricultural laborer worked. The
average number of days that an agricultural laborer worked increased from 122

days in 2006 to 123 days in 2008 showing an increase by 1%. In fact, there was a
4% decrease in the average number of days worked by a nonagricultural laborer.

Note: the figures in this table are averages over all households. Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

Table 6.1: Average household income from agricultural wage (Tk.)

Kurigram Satkhira Sunamganj Khagrachhari Dhaka Chittagong All
2006 5356 6072 4493 2871 273 482 2815
2008 9294 8017 6473 3910 117 . 3972

Table 6.2: Average household income from non-agricultural wage (Tk.)

Kurigram Satkhira Sunamganj Khagrachhari Dhaka Chittagong All
2006 2174 8302 4152 9357 8941 16957 8344
2008 3090 11395 5844 10357 9762 19556 9887

Table 7: Average transfer received by households  (Tk.)

Kurigram Satkhira Sunamganj Khagrachhari Dhaka Chittagong All
2006 89 315 563 328 525 679 438
2008 413 1625 1531 1153 1033 893 1095



2008 for the entire sample whereas despite a 462% increase in transfers in
Kurigram, its share in total income rose from less than 0.5% in 2006 to 1% in
2008. 

Satkhira experienced the largest increase in transfers as a share of nominal income
through the increase of this share from 0.7% in 2006 to 3.1% in 2008. The
increase in transfers was 516% for Satkhira which is also the largest among all the
regions. This was due to the receipts from sidr related support activities.
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Transfers 

However, transfers received both in cash and in kind in all forms increased
significantly raising its share in total income substantially. For example, a 250%
increase in transfers raised its share in total income from 1% in 2006 to 2% in

Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

3.2 Changes in household real income 

Thus, so far we have discussed the nominal income of households without an
inflation adjustment. With adjusting income by consumer price index we obtain
average real incomes of households residing in different regions. 

Household real income increased for Kurigram, Satkhira, and Sunamganj and
decreased for Khagrachhari, Chittagong and Dhaka metropolitan areas (Table
8.1). The highest increase of 36% is observed for Kurigram whereas it increased
by 29% for Sunamganj. However, an inflation adjustment for poorest groups with
consumer price index at the national level may not bring proper adjustment as
intended. Even applying different consumer price index for rural and urban will
not capture the socio-economic characteristic of the poorest groups in
Bangladesh. 

Table 8:1 : Average real income of households based on BBS (in 2006 Tk.)

All Kurigram Satkhira Sunamganj Khagrachhari Dhaka Chittagong
2006 44545 20194 42606 40796 41922 56485 52815
2008 47545 27482 46291 52518 41961 56490 52926

Table 8.2: Average real income based on poor specific adjustment in food index(in 2006
Tk.)

Year All kurigram satkhira sunamgonj khagrachhari Dhaka Chittagong
2006 44545 20194 42606 40796 41922 56485 52815



If nominal household income is adjusted with the inflation rate constructed for the
poorest groups using the food price index and food share of poorest groups in both
rural and urban areas in Bangladesh estimated by Raihan and Haque (2007) then
the real income will fall for all except Kurigram and Sunamganj (Table 8.2 and
Graph 2).4

Average real income of households decreased 3% for the entire sample while the
largest decrease, 11%, is observed for the slums in Dhaka and Chittagong
metropolitan area. The largest increase in average real income of households is
observed for Kurigram, which is 27%. What this implies is that the urban
households of Dhaka and Chittagong metropolitan areas suffer significantly more
from the price hike of essentials.  

4. Conclusions

The results of this study provide a number of important insights regarding the
impact of price hike of essentials on poor households. The main empirical
findings of this research can be summarized as follows.                                       

The average real income of households decreased for all regions except Kurigram
and Sunamganj. Average real income of households decreased 3% for the entire
sample while the largest decrease, 11%, is observed for the slums in Dhaka and
Chittagong metropolitan areas. This means since households in metro cities are
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Graph 2: Average real income of households (in 2006 Tk) 
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4 Differences in increases in BBS general food price index and those estimated for poor in rural
areas and metro slums were averaged to obtain the adjustment factor. The later was constructed
by Raihan and Haque (2007). 



net consumers of essentials, they do not gain from price hike of essentials. This
means price hike is not necessarily bad for every poor household. It depends on
the nature of their income earning activities. 

The largest increase in average real income of households is observed for
Kurigram, which is 27%. This increase was mainly driven by the 47% increase of
rice price and the 52% increase of agricultural wage rate. A 20% increase in
average real income is observed for Sunamganj which resulted mainly from the
41% increase of both rice production per decimal and the price of rice. This means
adjustment is fast in informal sectors. 

From the policy perspective, we need to place more supportive or safety net
programs targeting slum households in big cities. Support toward agricultural
sector should continue so that farmers can get direct and agricultural workers can
get indirect benefits from them.
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The Impact of Price Hike on the Children of Poor
households in Bangladesh
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Abstract
In this paper, the authors examine the impact of price hike of essentials on
the children of poor households living in some selected areas of Bangladesh.
The average daily rice consumption dropped from 323 gram in 2006 to 306
gram in 2008 for children of poor households. When glasses of milk drunk
per month were considered the drop was remarkable from 4 glasses to 1
glass. The increase in child labour due to price hike was substantial. When
household work is included in child labour, 1 in every 3 children was found
working as a child labourer in 2008 in contrast to 1 in every 4 in 2006. This
means children take up more economic activities during economic hardship
as adults are already occupied in jobs. The decrease in child labour hour in
unpaid jobs associated with an increase in child labour hour in paid jobs
indicates a switching of child labour from unpaid family enterprises to paid
jobs during economic hardship. The average education cost experienced a
sharp increase in 2008 compared to 2006. For a few regions, average total
education cost was more than double of what it was in 2006. The primary
dropout rate escalated from 4.9% in 2005 to 6.5% in 2006 and 6.8% in
2007. Some households sent their children to work withdrawing them from
school due to poor economic conditions exacerbated further by the price
hike. Some parents also said that they removed their children from school
and admitted them to madrasha because they couldn’t afford to bear the
high cost of educating their children in school and thus shifted them to low
cost or free madrasha. 
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1.     Introduction 

There was a huge price surge in Bangladesh during 2007- 2008. The prices of key
staples increased by 50% over the two year time span till price declines started
since April 2008. Factors such as cyclones (like Sidr) and floods in Bangladesh
and Nargis in Myanmar, global crisis in terms of rice and wheat production etc.
stimulated the price hike. According to Deb and Hossain (2009), a small price
increase was observed during July 2000 to January 2003, and  retail prices of
coarse rice were less than Tk 15 per kg. Between February, 2003 and January,
2007 the prices of coarse rice increased at over 10 percent per year reaching
almost Tk 20 per kg. These prices started to increase rapidly since February 2008
and reached Tk 35 per kg within three months. A substantial decline in these
prices was observed from late December 2008 and by late January 2009 the price
almost followed the normal trend (Deb and Hossain, 2009). Since 2000 the
wholesale and retail price of atta (flour) followed the same trend as in the case of
rice price. 

A particular reason for concern about the impact of high food prices on poor
households is that the share of food in total expenditure is 65% for the low income
groups in Dhaka city while it is 82% for the same groups in rural areas of
Bangladesh (Raihan and Haque, 2007). Thus, a large segment of Bangladesh
population is perceived to have been adversely affected by the mounting price
increases of daily essentials.    

The livelihood status of poor households largely depends on how their members
adjust to economic shocks, such as the recent price hike, by adapting to changes
in their food expenditure as well as by undertaking other expenditure-saving and
income-enhancing activities. Price hike of this magnitude may have forced many
low and/ or fixed income people to rearrange their household expenditure on food
items, particularly through changing the food basket, by dropping many essential
items with adverse nutritional implications. Therefore, this study aims to identify
the impact of price changes on the children of poor households living in different
parts of the country with special emphasis on the most vulnerable households
such as day laborers, landless farmers in rural areas and garment workers,
rickshaw pullers in urban areas. 

The objective of the study is to: 

i. Measure changes in consumption of poor children due to price hike
ii. Capture the changes in child labour participation rates and labour hours  
iii. Compare changes in education cost across regions for both rural and

urban poor children and 
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iv. Capture the dynamics of the changes in education costs through school
dropouts. 

2.1   Conceptualization of the study 

Price hike of food and other essentials is expected to increase or decrease the
household real income depending on whether the household is a net producer or
consumer of these essentials. If everything else remains the same, real income
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Chart 1: Household optimization behavior in flow chart
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might decrease (increase) if a household is net  consumer (producer) of an
essential, the price of which has risen.2 For a fixed nominal income or fixed
salaried household, real income decreases. However, presuming everything else
unchanged goes against household optimization behavior. A household potentially
adjusts income by undertaking various income-enhancing activities to cope with
the price change. Thus, a price increase may lead to two contrasting changes: (i)
decrease in household real income for a given nominal income, and (ii) increase
in household real income through income enhancing activities. This optimization
behavior of households is presented in Flow Chart 1.

Depending on the net change in household real income, a household determines its
coping strategies on consumption and savings. Price increase changes the relative
prices of different goods and services, leading households to substitute between
homemade and market based commodities and services and change basic
consumption. Substitution might take place among different homemade goods and
services as well. Services produced at home are aimed for production of essential
services and savings of household expenditures. Households with reduced real
income may be forced to dispose some of their financial and non-financial assets. 

Change in consumption may arise from change in the absolute and relative
consumption of food and non-food items, as well as due to the tradeoff between
high and low quality goods and services. Besides, the change in food and non-
food consumption is likely to be different for women and children than men
making the children more likely to be vulnerable to price hike. Thus, a crucial
change in intra-household distribution (among men, women and children) is
worth researching to better understand price impact. On the other hand, income
enhancing activities include several possibilities, such as increased production,
occupational diversification, off-farm activities, migration, remittance and in-kind
payment and so on. These income enhancing activities are likely to demand
increased labour supply from men, women and children. 

The focus of this study is on children of poor households to better understand how
they are affected by the price hike of essentials.

2.2    Methodology and data 

Information on the correlates required for this study is obtained from the primary
dataset generated through recall method asking questions on household aspects
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2 This can be extended for a number of commodities, even when the household is a net producer
of some and a net consumer of the rest, leaving the conclusions unchanged.



like how much a household spent on child education two years ago in the year
2006 when the price hike was not a phenomenon as in 2008.  The household
survey in the context of this price hike study anchored by ERG and funded by the
Save the Children, UK. The survey respondents were asked in the questionnaire
if they were cutting their food consumption, consuming cheaper, lower quality
food, reducing their non-food expenditures on items such as child education and
health, spending from savings, selling livestock, agricultural land and other assets,
borrowing from various sources, working more, sending non-working members
or children to work, removing children from schools etc. to deal with the high
prices of essentials. Then by combining the two year data we analyze how the
dynamics of cost of education evolved overtime. The same procedure is followed
for consumption of children and child labour. 

To capture regional variation a survey of the rural, urban, and metropolitan poor
households has been completed to capture all the relevant aspects of households
in 2006 and 2008. For this purpose Economic Research Group (ERG) has
conducted a study entitled “Impact of price Increase on Poor Household and
Children Well being”. Besides Dhaka and Chittagong metropolitan areas, the
information on households is collected from the North-West, the Haor areas, the
Coastal areas, and the Chittagong Hill Tracts, where there is a large concentration
of extreme poor. To avoid misleading conclusions we excluded certain areas that
received considerable external help for one reason or the other.  For example, we
excluded the rat infested districts in the CHT, the Sidr-affected upazilas in the
coastal areas and the Monga-affected upazilas in the North-West. We then
purposively selected one upazila  from each of the four areas. The selected
upazilas are Ulipur of Kurigram, Shyamnagar of Satkhira, Darampasha of
Sunamganj, and Khagrachari sadar of Khagrachari. 

For the urban sample, all upzaila centers (towns) from the four selected upazilas
are included in the survey. For selection of a rural sample, 3 villages are randomly
chosen from the list of all villages in that upazila with an exception for
Khagrachari where only 2 villages are chosen. This exception is made for
Khagrachari sadar to account for a large fraction of urban population there. For
each of the villages selected in an upazila, 20 households are randomly selected
with appropriate representation of vulnerable occupational groups such as day
laborers, landless farmers, and marginal farmers in rural areas.

For each of the two metropolitan cities and the four upazila towns, the clusters of
residence  with higher concentration of poor people are identified. From this
subset, 2 clusters for each of the four upazila towns and Chittagong metropolitan
city and 3 clusters for Dhaka metropolitan city are randomly selected. The final
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stage we randomly drew 50 households from each of the clusters in metropolitan
cities and 30 households from each of the clusters in upazila town. In addition, 50
families/households, representing the floating population, are surveyed from
several key spots in Dhaka metropolitan city. 

Representation of vulnerable occupational groups such as rickshaw pullers and
garment-workers are ensured in these areas. Thus, of the 664 households used in
this analysis, 99 are from Kurigram, 95 are from Satkhira, 92 are from
Sunamganj, 96 are from Khagrachhari, 187 are from Dhaka, and the rest 95 are
from Chittagong metropolitan areas (table 1).  

It might at first appear that garment-workers are under-represented as one of the
poorest groups. But the total number of household members who reported work
in garment factory as their occupation is 142, in rural, urban and metro altogether.
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Table 1 : Breakdown of sample households

Area of hou- % Farmer Rickshaw Agri-l Non- Garments Other
seholds abor agrilabor worker

Kurigram 99 15 18 11 33 4 0 33
Satkhira 95 14 22 9 23 6 0 35
Sunamgonj 92 14 19 3 19 8 0 43
Khagrachhari 96 15 17 8 4 14 0 53
Chittagong 95 14 0 17 1 22 4 51
Dhaka 187 28 0 49 1 26 11 100
Total 664 100 76 97 81 80 15 315

The corresponding figures are 103, 130 and 180 for farmer, agricultural labor and
nonagricultural labor, respectively. Most of the garments-worker  households are
headed by a non-garment worker.  

However, a structured questionnaire may fail to capture certain aspects of
household responses, those related to intra-household resource and burden
allocations. Also, certain community level characteristics may not be captured in
a household survey. Thus, in addition to the structured questionnaire survey,
qualitative information on different aspects of households and local communities
is obtained through Focus Group Discussions (FGDs). The participants of an FGD
are drawn from children, teachers, doctors, businessmen and other occupational
groups such as rickshaw pullers, day laborers, and landless and marginal farmers.

Source: ERG Survey data (2008)



3.    Impact on Children of Poor Households

As argued earlier, the change in food and non-food consumption is likely to be
different for children than men and women. Thus, a complete, separate
investigation into the children’s aspect is required and this is what is explored in
this paper. Section 3.1 looks into children’s food intake status, section 3.2 looks
into child labour status, and finally Section 3.3 looks into children education
status and school dropouts at primary level classes.

3.1   Changes in children’s food intake 

The relative consumption pattern for men, women and children remained almost
the same across the years despite the change in the intra-household dynamics of
consumption. In terms of the relative quantity of food consumed by men, women,
and children, the general perception of women eating less than men and children
eating less than women is observed here.

Table 2 shows that the average number of meals consumed per week was smaller
in 2008 than 2006 for all members. However, the magnitude of the fall varied
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Table 2: Change in food consumption of men, women, and children

Variable 2006 2008
Men Women Children Men Women Children

meals/week 19.72 20.15 20.50 19.12 19.36 19.93
rice(gm)/day 648.60 535.28 322.62 537.02 469.42 306.31
egg(no.)/week 1.82 1.61 1.84 0.58 0.47 0.58
fish(times)/week 9.58 9.44 8.99 7.08 7.18 6.69
fish(no.)/week 1.32 1.18 1.12 0.84 0.76 0.71
meat(times)/month 2.69 2.64 2.50 1.12 1.08 1.06
meat(pieces)/month 2.02 1.78 1.75 0.95 0.86 0.81
milk(glasses)/month 2.25 1.96 3.54 0.07 0.58 0.94

Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

across men, women, and children. When average daily rice consumption per meal
is considered, the average daily rice consumption dropped from 649 and 535 gram
in 2006 down to 537 and 469 gram in 2008 for men and women, respectively,
whereas the average daily rice consumption dropped from 323 gram in 2006 to
306 gram in 2008 for children. The opposite pattern is observed when glasses of
milk drunk per month are considered.



When food consumption of only children is considered, it is found that there were
drops in all the items. The drop in rice consumption per day was small compared
to other items. Glasses of milk drunk per month dropped from 4 to 1 glass (table
3). The second largest fall was for the number of eggs consumed per week which
fell from 1.84 in 2006 to 0.58 in 2008. Similar drop is observed for other items
though by a smaller extent. Therefore, the price hike of essentials created a severe
nutritional lacking for children of poor households.  
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Table 3: Food consumption of children across years

Variable Meals/ Rice/ Egg/ Fish/ Fish/ Meat/ Meat/ Milk/
week day week week week month month month

(gram) (no.) (times) (no.) (times) (pieces) (glasses)
2006 20.50 323 1.84 8.99 1.123 2.50 1.75 3.54
2008 19.93 306 0.58 6.69 0.71 1.06 0.81 0.94

Source: Estimated from ERG survey(2008)

3.2.   Impact on child labour

Child labor is defined as the total hours spent working in economic activities and
chores, i.e., substituting adult labour in the reproductive economy. Economic
activities for children consist predominately of working for an extra earning,
working in family enterprises or business, and farming. We differentiate between
unpaid work in family enterprises and household activities. Thus, the focus is on
the three different forms of child labour: paid labour, unpaid labour in family
enterprises or businesses and household activities. To understand the change in
the child labour status, we need to know what happened to child labour
participation rates and child labour hours across years.

Child labor participation rates

Child labor participation rate is the ratio of the number of children aged between
6 to 16 years  who work to the total number children of that age group. Obviously,
more children in the first two categories imply fewer children in the third category
since  more outside work leave children to do less household work. When
household work is considered in addition to two other categories, that is, when
any type of labour is considered then 1 in every 3 children was found working as
a child labourer in 2008 in contrast to 1 in every 4 in 2006 (Chart 2).   

The participation rate for paid jobs in 2006, presented in Table 4, showed up
highest for the urban children of Kurigram, which was 15%, and the lowest, 1.3%,



was for rural Sunamganj. Participation rate for urban children except Satkhira is
quite high ranging from 5.6% to 15%.  

Shyamnagar of Satkhira is not a proper urban area in the sense that it is not a
municipality and there is not much difference in terms of employment and other
facilities and amenities between urban and rural areas of Shyamnagar. The
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Source: Constructed from ERG survey (2008) 

Chart 2: Changes in child labour participation rates across years (%)

participation rate for urban children experienced an increase over the two periods
with exceptions for Kurigram and Satkhira. A slight decrease in child labour
participation rate is also observed for rural areas. 

A similar mixed scenario is observed for the participation rates of unpaid jobs in
family enterprises. These enterprises are entities of any type owned by households
that enhance income of the households. In a rural setting, children help their
parents in farming, fishing (both capture and culture fishing), weaving
(handloom), rearing livestock and poultry, making bamboo/cane products,
begging and so on. In an urban setting, children help their parents in small
enterprise (shop), small business (vegetable selling, tea stall), begging and so on.
These helps are classified as child labour on unpaid jobs jn family enterprises. In
fact, all but paid labour and unpaid household activities in rural, urban and metros
are included in this child labour category. 

The participation rates for household work decreased for all the regions. A
fraction of the sampled households are mostly subsistence farmers who rely on
agriculture and some animal farming activities; agricultural participation of
children (classified as unpaid labour in family enterprises) is not uncommon and
overall child labour, including household activity, is commonplace. The rest of the
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households are from the poor section of upazila towns and slums in metro cities
where child labour in household activity is also a common feature. These
household activities include cooking, washing cloth and dishes, cleaning house,
caring children, shopping groceries, feeding animals, teaching children,
gardening, helping other members and so on. In this category  the change in
participation rates is sometimes misleading because working hours are loosely
defined. When slums and the floating population of Dhaka are considered, the
participation rates are increased.   

In many of these cases where reduction in participation rates observed there was
no decrease in the number of children with work but the increase was smaller than
the increase in the total number of children in that age group. The increase in the
number of children with work depends largely on the demand for labour by the
existing and potential employers. This supply side story is not covered in detail in
this study. 

Child labour hours 

Child laborers worked on average more in 2008 than 2006 through more days per
month or more hours per day or both (Table 5). For instance, child laborers of
rural Kurigram work on average 21.73 days per month and 7.8 hours per day for
paid jobs in 2008 in contrast to 14.8 days per month and 7.9 hours per day in 2006.
More than 50 percent of them were involved as agricultural and non-agricultural
laborers while a few reported to working as domestic help and garment-workers. 

However, child labour hours per month provides a better picture of the trend as
presented in Table 6. The average child labour hours per month on paid jobs
increased substantially with exceptions for urban areas of Kurigram and
Sunamganj. However, the average child labour hours per month on unpaid jobs
decreased with exceptions for urban areas of Kurigram, Sunamganj and
Chittagong metro. Interestingly, the decrease in unpaid labour hours per month is
often associated with the increase in labour hour per month in paid jobs. This
indicates a switching of child laborer from unpaid family enterprises to paid jobs.

3.3    Impact on child education 
Expenditure on child education

Table 7 presents average total educational expenses and average of their
components (fee, private tutor, book, and tiffin) borne by households across the
years. These figures are presented for the entire sample and for different regions
separately. Obviously, the average education cost for the entire sample
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experienced a sharp increase of 66% in 2008 compared with 2006, as shown in
the last column of Table 7. For a few regions, average total education cost was
more than double of what it was in 2006. In metropolitan Dhaka, slums faced
greater increment in educational expenses compared with floating group.
Sunamganj experienced the lowest 13% increase when slums in Dhaka
experienced the highest 128% increase in total educational cost over the two year
period. The lowest education cost is observed for floating households in Dhaka
which were Tk.163 in 2006 and Tk. 258 in 2008. 

However, if we look into the item-wise costs the highest 105% increase is
observed for private tutoring while the lowest 4% is observed for fees. The second
highest increase is observed for tiffin which is 87%. Tiffin is more directly linked
with price hike and thus its big increase is not surprising. 

Another interesting observation is that the share of education cost as a percentage
of total non-food expenditure decreased significantly for Kurigram and Satkhira
when a slight increase is observed for the others (Table 7). Obviously, a relatively
smaller increase in education costs left a greater scope for other non-food
consumption by households in these regions.

Primary school dropouts 

In almost all developing countries, primary school dropout or low completion
rates have been a subject of interest to academics, researchers, and policy makers

13
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Table 6 : Child labour hours/month across regions

Rours/month
Region Paid Unpaid

2006 2008 % Change 2006 2008 %change
Kurigram Rural 119 166 38.7 33 21 36.9

Urban 99 94 5.0 11 12 12.5
Satkhira Rural 178 180 105 30
Sunamga Rural 168 220 31.0 184 179 2.5

Urban 168 167 0.5 160 164 2.5
Khagrach Rural - 200 - - - -

Rural - 150 - 180 17 -90.6
Dhaka Slums 271 294 8.3 180 136 -24.7

Roating 208 208 0.0 132 83 -37.3
Chittagor Slums 248.44 264.09 6.3% 63.00 82.50 31.0%

Source: Constructed from ERG survey (2008)
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for a long time. Bangladesh is no exception to such a concern. In this section, we
discuss the findings of this study pertaining to dropout rates. 

The primary dropout rate escalated from 4.9% in 2005 to 6.5% in 2006 and 6.8%
in 2007 (Table 8).3 The enrollment ratio at primary level classes went up from
64% in 2006 to 66% in 2008. Still it is likely that the enrollment ratio remains
below the trend. One explanation of this increase could be that much of the shock
occurred in first gust of price hike in 2006 and 2007. Thus, in 2008 enrollment
occurred more because the households absorbed much of the shock from price
hike and thus did not stop their children from going to school. One would expect
a lower enrollment ratio in 2008 had they not absorbed much of the shock.
Another possibility is that the direct financial benefit from going to school or tiffin
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Table 8 : Total education cost as a share of non-food expenditure

Year\region kurigram Satkhira Sunamgong Khagrachari Dhaka Chittagong
2006 0.09 0.13 0.08 0.05 0.03 0.03
2008 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.04 0.04

Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008)

Table 9 : Dropout rates at primary level classes

Year 2005 2006 2007 2008
Dropout Rates 4.90 6.5. 6.80
Enrollment Ratio 64.00 66.00

Source: Estimated from ERG survey (2008) 

during lunch break induced poor children into schools. Here financial benefit
means cash for education. But this might not be the case for children of urban and
metro areas since they do not receive such benefits. 

Insights from FGD

All participants in FGDs including teachers, guardians, dropout and current
students and others agreed unequivocally that parents were more conscious and a

3 However, it was not possible to obtain data on dropouts in 2008 due to the fact that the survey
was administered in October and November of 2008, making it impossible to collect complete
information on 2008 dropouts. Dropout rate in 2005 is calculated based on the history of the
children’s education which is included in the questionnaire.



positive change has occurred over the last few years. Being conscious means they
understood the benefits of education because they could perceive long term gains
from education and thus they were better motivated to send their kids to school.
Then the question is how these conscious parents let their children be dropped off
from schools. Being better motivated, they were more interested then to keep their
children in school and wanted to see them self dependent and respected by the
society. 

At no surprise, some households were forced to send their children to work
withdrawing from school due to poor economic conditions exacerbated further by
the price hike. Some parents reported withdrawing their children from school as
one of their expenditure saving coping strategies. Some parents also said that they
removed their children from school and admitted them into madrasha because
they couldn’t afford to bear the high cost of educating their children in school and
thus shifted them to low cost or free madrasha. In some cases, free food and
accommodation from madrasha entices such shifting because poor households
cannot provide these to their children when they (children) are in mainstream
education or NGO schools. 

Many parents and students claimed that the cost of education at school has
increased significantly and the worst scenario is that sometimes teachers forced
their students directly or indirectly to take private tuitions from them that parents
can’t afford. This is the case mainly for urban and metro, but it happens in rural
settings too. During the preparation of primary scholarship examination; teachers
mainly in towns, make coaching mandatory for students, and thus parents get
forced directly by teachers on private tuition. Most of the times  they receive only
part of the assistance in hand because teachers keep part of it for tutoring. This
happens mostly in rural settings.

Some reported withdrawing their children from schools for sending them
(children) to work as one of their income enhancing coping strategies. Many
households in Kurigram said that the main challenge was to manage three meals
per day and they didn’t need to educate their children,  and that they wanted to see
all the members in the family alive. All parents agreed that they would send their
children to school if they got some assistance from the government or other
organizations. Here assistance means cash for education or stipend. Not that all
poor households receive these assistance in a rural setting. There are some
conditions and limitations. For instance, only one member of a household can
receive it. It depends on economic conditions. Managing committee decides on
them and in many cases genuinly poor people do not receive them.  
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4.      Conclusions

The results of this study provide a number of important insights regarding the
impact of price hike of essentials on children of poor households. The average
daily rice consumption dropped from 323 gram in 2006 to 306 gram in 2008 for
children of poor households. When glasses of milk drunk per month were
considered the drop was remarkable with its fall from 4 glasses to 1 glass. While
1 in every 10 children worked as a child labourer in paid jobs in 2006, 1 in every
9 got engaged in similar jobs in 2008. When paid jobs and unpaid jobs in family
enterprises are combined, 1 in every 6 children worked as a child labourer in 2008
in contrast to 1 in every 7 in 2006. When household work is also considered, 1 in
every 3 children was found working as a child labourer in 2008 in contrast to 1 in
every 4 in 2006. 

The mean hours per month that children spent on paid jobs and family enterprises
jumped up substantially over the two year period. This shows that children take
up more economic activities during economic hardship as adults are already
occupied in jobs and household enterprises. Interestingly, the decrease in child
labour hour in unpaid jobs was often associated with an increase in child labour
hour in paid jobs indicating a switching of child labour from unpaid family
enterprises to paid jobs. 

The average education cost experienced a sharp increase in 2008 compared to
2006. For a few regions, average total education cost was more than double of
what it was in 2006. In metropolitan Dhaka, slums faced a greater increase in
educational expenses compared with  the floating group. The primary dropout rate
escalated from 4.9% in 2005 to 6.5% in 2006 and 6.8% in 2007. Some households
sent their children to work withdrawing them from school due to poor economic
conditions exacerbated further by the price hike. Some parents also said that they
removed their children from school and admitted them into madrasha because
they couldn’t afford to bear the high cost of educating their children in school and
thus shifted them to low cost or free madrasha. 

The primary enrollment ratio went up from 64% in 2006 to 66% in 2008. It could
be that most of the adversity occurred in first gust of price hike and the households
absorbed part of the shock from price hike in 2008 and thus did not stop many of
their children from going to school. Also, it is plausible that direct financial
benefit for going to school or free tiffin in school during lunch break induced
more poor children into schools. From the policy perspective, we need to place
more supportive or safety net programs targeting slum households in big cities. 
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